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Debates of the European Parliament
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
(The sitting opened at 5 p.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is opened.
l. Resumption of session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 15 June 1978.
2. Appointnent of a Jtlember
President. 
- 
On 29 June 1978, the House of Lords
appointed Lord Murray of Gravesend a Member of the
European Parliament to replace Lord Brimelow.
The credentials of this Member will be verified after
the next meeting of the Bureau, on the understanding
that, pursuant to Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Procedure-,
he will provisionally take his seat in Parliament and
on its committees with the same rights as other
Members.
Allow me to offer a warm welcome to our new
colleague.
(Altltlause)
3. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received the following petitions :
- 
petition by Mrs Rosenzweig, on behalf of the
'Mondial Alternatief Foundation', on the universal
rights of nature,
- 
p.tition by Mr Perez and 2 000 other European
civil servants in Brussels : for human rights in
Argentina.
The petitions have been entered under Nos. lll78
and 12178 respectively in the register provided for in
Rule 48 (2) of the Rules of Procedure and referred to
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and pet-
itions pursuant to paragraph 3 of the same Rule.
4. Doonents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received the following docu-
ments:
(a) from the Council, requests for an opinion on :
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a specific direitive
on the overall migration limit for the constituents of
plastic materials and articles intended to come into
contact with foodstuffs (Doc. 173178)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer protec-
tion ;
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
concerning the conclusion of the Agreement on fish-
eries between the European Economic Community
and the Government of Sweden (Doc. 174178)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
the Second list of requests for the carry-over of appro-
priations from the 1977 to the 1978 financial year
(non-automatic carry-overs) (Doc. 17 5178)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets ;
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
concerning the conclusion of the Agreement on fish-
eries between the European Economic Community
and the Govemment of Denmark and the Home
Government of the Faroe Islands (Doc. 176/78)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for:
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
804/58 on the organization of the market in milk
and milk products
II. a regulation on the sale of butter at reduced prices
to penions receiving social assistance
(Doc. 177178)
which have been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture as the committee responsible, and itre
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive amending
the Directive of I June 1976 laying down the revised
Basic Safety Standards for the health protection of the
general public and workers against the dangers of
ionizing radiation (Doc. 183/78)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer protec-
tion;
- 
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No. lO3S/72
on the common organization of the market in fruit
and vegetables
II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No lO3St77
laying down special measures to encourage the
marketing of products processed from lemons
(Doc. 207/78)
which have been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture ;
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation laying
down for 1978 measures for the conservation ana
management of fishery resources including the esta-
blishment of catch quotas for herring stocks (Doc.
21t /78)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
a proposal frorn the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision autho-
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rizing the United Kingdom to grant a national aid to
milk producers in Northern lreland (Doc. 212178)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation on the
conclusion of the Agreement on fisheries between the
European Economic Community and the Kingdom
of Norway (Doc. 213/78)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
amending the Financial Regulation of 2l December
1977 applicable to the General Budget of the Euro-
pean Communities (Doc. 2l4l78l
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets ;
- 
a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation on the
procedure for amending the tariff nomenclature used
for agricultural products
(Doc. 2l 5/78) ;
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations
- 
a proposal form the European Communities to the
Council for a regtrlation opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of Community tariff
quotas for certain wines having a registered designa-
tion of origin, falling within subheading ex 22.05 C of
the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Tunisia
(te78-7e)
(Doc. 2t6l78l
which have been referred to the Committee on
Extarnal Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture for its
opiuion ;
- 
a proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) laying
down certain conservation and management measures
for common fishery resources off the l7est Greenland
coast applicable in 1978 to vessels flying'the flag of
Canada
(Doc. 217178)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
a proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) allocating
certain catch quotas between Member States for
vessels fishing in the Norwegian exclusive economic
(Doc.220l78l;
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
(b) from the committees, the following reports:
- 
report by Mr Albers, on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, on the
state of preparation of the detailed and comprehen-
sive working documents to be drawn up by the
Commission for the Community Tripartite Confer-
ence (Doc. 179178)i
- 
report by Mr Ansquer, on behalf of the Committee
on Econcmic and Monetary Affairs, on a draft
Commission decision establishing Community rules
for aids and interventions by Member States in favour
of the irorr and steel industry (Doc. lll0/78) ;
- 
report by Mr Lamberts, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
5ll l7T for a directive amending Directive
73ll73lEEC of 4 June 1973 on the approximation of
Member States' laws, regulations and administrative
provision; relating to the classification, packaging and
labelling of dangerous preparations (solvents) (Doc.
r8l/78);
- 
interim report by Mr Prescott, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the conrmunication from the Commission of the
Europearr Communities to the Council (Doc. a7ll77l
on the r,:organization of the Communiry shipbuilding
industry (Doc. 182/78);
- 
report by Mr Bertrand, on behalf of the Political
Affairs (lommittee on the conviction of the physicist
Yuri Orlov, co-founder of the 'Public Group to assist
the FuUilment of the Helsinki Accords in the Soviet
Union'
(Doc. t97l'78);
- 
report by Mr Miiller-Hermann, on behalf of the
Comm,ttee on External Economic Relations, on the
trade agreement betc/een the European Economic
Community and the People's Republic of China
(Doc. ',98/78);
- 
report by Mr Ibriigger, on behalf of the Committee
on En':rgy and Research, on the communication from
the Ccmmission of the European Communities to
the Council (Doc. 9/78) on the inroduction of a
Cgmnrunity aid system for intra-Communiry trade in
power station coal (Doc. 199178);
- 
report by Mr Prescott, on behalf of the Political
Affair; Committee, on violations of human rights in
Argertina and the procedures to be followed within
the European Parliament to combat such violations
throughout the world (Doc. 200/78);
- 
report by Mr Ligios, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on a proposal from the Commission of
the European'Communities to the Council (Doc.
130/28) for a regulation on a comrnon measure for
forestry in certain dry Mediterranean zones of the
Community (Doc. 201/78) ;
- 
report by Mr. Fri.ih, on behalf o{ the Committee on
Bud,gets, on the Sixth Financial Report of the
EA(;GF for the year 1976 (Doc. 202/78);
- 
repc'rt by Mr Bangemann, on behalf of the
Corrmittee on Budgets, on parliamentary control of
the financial operations of the EAGGF (Doc.
203178);
- 
rep,)rt by Mr Aigner, on behalf of the Committee on
Bulgets, on the postponement of the decision on the
dis,:harge in respect of the financial year 1975 (Doc.
20,1178);
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- 
report by Mr Pisoni, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on taxes applicable to wine and alcoholic
beverages (Doc. 379t77) (Doc. 205/78) ;
- 
report by Mr Hughes, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the Iuropean Communities to the Council (Doc.
172178) tor a regulation establishing Community
fishing plans for directed herring fishlng in certain
zones (Doc. 206179);
- 
report by Mr Cifarelli, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposals from the Commission
of 
_the- European Communities to the Council (Doc.207178) tor
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
1035172 on the common organization of the
market in fruit and vegetables
II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) Nol03S/77 laying down spicial measures to
encourage the marketing of products processed
from lemons
(Doc. 208/78);
- 
report by Lord Bruce of Donington, on behalf of the
Committeeon Budgets, on the second list and recapit-
ulation of the complete list of requests for the carry-
g1:r_ of appropriations berween ihe financial years
t-lll._ ana 1978 (non-automatic carry-overs; (Doc.
210/78);
- 
report by Mr Patijn, on behalf of the political Affairs
Committee, embodying the opinion of the European
Parliament by direct universal-suffrage should be heldfrom 7 to l0 June 1979 (Doc. ZZiZel;
(c) the following oral questions :
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Mone"tary Affairs, to
the Council on the realization of the customs union
and the internal market (Doc. rcal7g);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Mone-tary Affairs, tothe Commission on the realization of the customs
union and the internal market (Doc. ISS/7g);
- 
9r1l question with debate by Mr Fellermaier, onbehalf of the Socialist Group, io the Council, on the
E-EC-Ponugal additional and- financial protocols (Doc.
t86/781'
- 
o^.rl question with debate by Lord Bessborough, Mr
Osborn, Mr Fuchs, Mr No6, Mr Cointat, Mr Rlvierez,
Mr Veronesi and Mr de Clercq ro the Commission on
uranium fuel (Doc. t87l7B);
- 
oral quesrion with debate by Mr Hansen, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr Jahn, on behalf of the Christi_
an-Democratic Group (Group of the European
People's Party), Mr pintat, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, Mr Spicer, on behalf of the
European Conservative Group, Mr porcu, on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group and by Mr Kaspe_
reit, on behalf of the Group of European progressive
Democrars to the Council on the ieactivatiSn and
updating of the EEC_Turkey Association (Doc.
I 88/78) ;
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Bertrand, on behalf
of the Political Affairs Committee, to the Commis_
sion, on the present state and future prospects of rela-
tions between Turkey and the European Community(Doc. 189/78);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Bertrand, on behalf
of the Political Affairs Commirtee, to the Council, onthe present state and future prospects of relations
!:y::r Turkey and the Europian 'Community (Doc.190/78);
- 
oyl question with debate by Mr Berrrand, on behalf
of the Political Affairs Committee, ro the Foreign
Ministers of the nine Member States, on the presenr
state and-future prospects of relations benween Turkey
and the European Community (Doc. I9l/7g);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Hansen, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr Jahn, on behalf of the Christi-
an-Democratic !ro!p (Group of rhe EuropeanPeople's Party), Mr pintat, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, Mr Spicer, on behalf of the
European Conservative Group, Mr porcu, on behalf of
the Communist and AIIies Group and Mr Kaspereit,
on behalf of the Group of European progiessive
Democrats, to the Commission on the reaciivation
and u-pdating of the EEC-Turkey Association (Doc.
te2t78);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Kofoed, on behal( ofthe Liberal and Democratic Group, on restriction of
competition in the air rransport sector (Doc. 193/7gl;
- 
oral quesrion with debatc by Mrs Valz, Mr Fldmig,Mr Normanton, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Ellis and Mr
Pintat, to the Commission, on injuries and clamage
caused by radiation at the Ispra Joint Research Esta-blishment (Doc. t94178);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Jahn, on behalf ofthe Christian-Democraric Gioup (Group of the Euro_
pean People s Party) on the imminent irospect of theCommission's proposal for a directive on bird conser_
vation not being adopted (Doc. l9Sl7g);
- T"l questions by Lord Bruce, Mr L'Estrange, MrGuertsen, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Osborn, Mr Nolan, Mr
Edwards, Mr Corrie, Mr Fellermaier, Mrs Ewing, Mr
*hyr.1 Mr Ryan, Mr Sandri, Mr Schreiber] MrHowell, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Spicer, MrEdwards, Mr Corrie, Mrs Ewing, Mr 'No6, MrL'Estrange, Mr Schmidt, Mr Oibo.n, Mr Scott-
Io?fil" Mr Dalyell, Mr Brosnan, Mr Brugha, MrSeefeld, Mrs Dahlerup, Mr yeats, Mr power, MrHerben, Mr pisoni, Mr Dankert, Sir Geoffrey de
Freitas, Lord Bessborough, Mr Leonardi, Mr Lagorce,Mr Edwards, Mr Soury, Lord Kennet, Mr Fitch, Mr
Kavanagh, Mr Normanton, Mr Corrie, Mrs Ewing, Mr
Ryan, Mr de Clercq, Lord Reay, Mr Fuchs and MrHowell for euestion Time on 4, S and 6 July l97gpursuanr to Rule 47A of the Rules of proceiure (Doc.
te6/78);
(d) the following motions for resolutions:
- 
a motion for a resolutin tabled by Mr pisoni, Mr
Zagari, Mr Bersani, and Mr Fioret, pursuant to Rule
25 of the Rules of procedure, on the possible adop_
tion of Esperanto as rhe working language of the Euro-pean Community (Doc. 178178) which has been
referred to the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ_
ment and Education as the committee responsib'le
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and to the Political Affairs Committee for its
opinion ;
(e) from the Council :
- 
a consultation, pursuant to Article l0 (l)of the Act of
20 September 1976, on its proposal to fix the period
for elections of representatives to the European Parlia-
ment by direct universal suffrage from 7 to l0 June
1979 (Doc. 219178)
which has been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee.
5. Autborization of reqorts
President. Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, I have authorized the following committees to
draw up the foilowing reports or motions for resolu-
tions :
- 
Contnittec on Econonic and hlonetary Affairs
- 
report on the draft Commission decision establishing
Community rules for aids and interventions by
Member States in favour of the iron and steel
industry;
- 
Connittce on Social Alfairs, Entployment and
Education
- 
motion for a resolution calling on the Commission of
the European Communities to speed up its prepara-
tion of documents for the next Tripartite Conference ;
- 
Committee on Agriculture
- 
report on the situation of the comnion agricultural
policy and the international role of the common food
aid policy
Asked for its opinion : Committee on Development
and Cooperation;
- 
Comtnittce on Rigiottal Policy, Regional Plan'
ning and Transport
- 
report on problems connected with the inland water-
ways of the Communiry.
6. Order of business
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
I am happy to be able to inform you that, since the
Council has received a notification from all the
Member States of completion of the procedures
required under their respective constitutional rules for
adoption of the provisions annexed to the Council
Decision on elections to the European Parliament by
direct universal suffrage, these provisions entered into
force on I July 1978 as I was informed that same day
by the President-in-Office of the Council.
Consequently, the item tentatively scheduled on the
agenda for the sitting of Tuesday, 4 July, for the
formulation of Parliament's opinion on the date of
European elections, is confirmed.
As already provided for by the enlarged Bureau when
drawing up the draft agenda, I therefore propose to
Parliament that it should give its opinion on this
matter around noon on Tuesday, 4 July. This will
mean interrupting the ioint debate on the statement
by the President-in-Office of the Council and the
economic situation, which will be resumed afterwards.
In agreement with all the groups, I express the hope
that the debat€ on the date of elections, which I
assume will be relatively brief, will reflect the impor-
tance of an event with such far-reaching implications.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I have received a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Ansquer, Mr de la Maldne, Mr Bouquerel, Mr Brosnan,
Mr Brugha, Mr Cointat, Mr Herbert, Mr Inchausp6, Mr
Kaspereit, Mr X.rieg, Mr Liogier, Mr Nolan, Mr Power,
Mr Rivierez, Mr Yeats, on behalf of the group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, with request for urgent
debate, pursuant to Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure,
on economic and monetary union (Doc. 209178).
I also announcr: that the Council has requested urgent
debate on the following documents, pursuant to Rule
14 (l):
- 
the proposal for a regulation on herring catch
quotas (Do,r. 211178)
- 
the propose,l for a regulation on the fisheries agree-
ment betwt:en the EEC and Norway (Doc.2l3l78)
- 
the proposal for a regulation on the fisheries agree-
ment betwr:en the EEC and Sweden (Doc. 174178)
- 
the proposal for a regulation on the fisheries agree-
ment between the EEC and Faeroe islands (Doc.
175178)
- 
the propol;al for a regulation on fishing vessels
flying the Canadian flag (Doc. 217178)
- 
the proposal for a regulation on vessels fishing in
Norwegian waters (Doc. 220178).
Pursuant to llule 14 (l), second paragraph, of the
Rules of Procr:dure, the vote on these requests will be
held at the br:ginning of tomorrow's sitting.
I call Mr Corrie.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
Mr President, with respect might I
draw your att(:ntion and the House's attention to Item
No 152 on Trursday,6 July. This is the report by Mr
Pisoni on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
dealing with the taxation of wines. In fact, the
enlarged Bur,:au and the European Parliament, in a
resolution of 13 January 1976, decided that Articles
95 to 99 on laxation would come within the terms of
reference of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs. The committee was asked to give an
opinion on this report but was, I think, unable to do
so because it was too busy. I feel this matter is so
complicated and so full of importance for all the coun-
tries concerned that the committee should try to give
us an opinion on this document, and I would formally
ask that it 're referred back to the Committee on
Economic arrd Monetary Affairs for their opinion.
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- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I would like to
support Mr Corrie in his representations to you. I
think it is wholly wrong that a reporr such as this,
which has repercussions of a serious economic nature
on, for example, the whisky industry in Scotland,
should be considered by this House without the advan-
tage of an opinion from the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs. It may perhaps also be of some
relevance that the report is unavailable at the order
office at this moment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
make the following points on behalf of my group with
regard to the Pisoni and Liogier reports. Firstly, we
fully agree that it would be useful to have the opinion
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Secondly, I would point out that Mr Liogier's report,
which we have been considering in coniunction with
the Pisoni report, has not even been adopted yet by
the Committee on Agriculture. The final discussion is
not due to take place on it until this evening or
tomorrow. In view of the fact that the Presidential elec-
tions are taking place in Italy and that the Italian
members, from all the groups, who have contributed
with their own speeches and amendments to the two
reports can attend neither the meeting of the
Committee on Agriculture nor the plenary sitting
because they have to be in Rome, it would be only fair
to defer consideration of the Pisoni and Liogier
reports until the September part-session. This would
also give us the opportunity of getting the opinion of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
I therefore move that the Pisoni and Liogier reports
be held over until the next part-session.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Mr President, I think looking round
the Chamber I am the only vice-chairman of the
Committee on Agriculture here. I would only point
out, while not disagreeing with anything that has gone
before, that the Liogier report is on the Committee on
Agriculture's agenda for tomorrow, and we were led to
believe that a small part of this was required with
some urgency and that all other matters have been
deleted from it. Could I ask that if, when it is consid-
ered at the Committee on Agriculture tomorrow, there
is a small technical part that is required as a matter of
urgency, this could be retained on the agenda. Other-
wise I have no objection to the proposals of either Mr
Corrie or Mr Klepsch.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr Hughes, I would point out
on behalf of my group that we have been dealing with
this today. rWe have serious reservations because none
of the Italian members is here and we do not wanr ro
consider a matter in their absence which concerns
them all, no matter what group they belong to. I there-
fore urge you to agree to the postponement of these
two items until the autumn part session.
President. 
- 
I think Mr Hughes will also agree that
items 152 and 153, that is the Pisoni and Liogier
reports on wine, be held over until the September
part-session.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, you informed
us briefly a few moments ago that the Council had
addressed a whole series of urgent requests for opin-
ions to the European Parliament concerning, inter
alia, the fisheries agreement with Sweden, etc. Could
you explain to the House what such urgency means in
practical terms ? Does it mean that the House and its
committees are to take their decisions this very week
or does it mean that the relevant committees can wait
until after the summer recess before getting down to
work ? !7hat are the implications of these urgent
requests for advice from the Council ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) I am a liule surprised, Mr Presi-
dent, to see no reaction from the Commission when a
request is made to defer Items No 162 and No 153
until September. As everyone is well aware, the wine-
growing year begins in September and I do not see
how it will be possible for the Council and the
Commission to implement these regulations.
President. 
- 
This point has already been decided,
and I regret that you did not speak earlier.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) I am very sorry but I think that
you must not have seen me when I asked to speak.
President. 
- 
Then if it was my fault, I call you to
speak, but this does not change the decision already
reached.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I accept that but I
fail to understand why neither the Commission nor
the Council has asked for these items to be treated
urgently when they concern the next wine-growing
year which begins in September. If we defer them
until September, I do not see how the decisions can
be implemented and if the decisions are taken
without being implemented then it would be better if
they were not sent to Parliament at all !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Mr President, as regards the various
reports on fisheries matters on which we have had
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requests from the Council and Committion that they
be taken at this part-session, the difficulry is that the
actual figures could not be provided until Member
States' governments had in turn provided them by 30
June. Therefore although the policy was available, it
had to be spelt out in figures which could only
become available after 30 June. That is why it is a
matter of urgency. Because they come into operation
on I August, this is, I think, something this House
should be heard upon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, referring to the
decision which the House is taking concerning Item
No 152, that is Mr Pisoni's report, to defer it until
September, do I take it now that the House will ask
the Comn'rittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to
deliver an opinion on this report ? This was the
burden of my honourable friend's request for defer-
ment of the debate on this report. Can we take it now
that the House will ask the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs to formulate an opinion before
the September Session and present it with the Pisoni
report ?
President. 
- 
This is implicit in the decision to
defer. I call Mr Yeats.
Mr Yeats, 
- 
Mr President, I am sure we are all
grateful to Mr Hughes for the information he has iust
given us on the reasoning behind these demands from
the Council, but I wonder if you would ask the
Council in future, when they make these sudden
denrands on us for the urgent insertion of these
matters in our proceedings, to be so kind as to inform
us why they want these matters treated so urgently. I
think it would be only polite if the Council would tell
us.
President. 
- 
It seems to me the vice-chairman of
the Committee on Agriculture, Mr Hughes, has clearly
set the terms of the question : the problem as a whole
has already been debated. Certain data were lacking,
and these have now been supplied, thus facilitating
debate. At the same time, the Council has indicated,
in its forwarding letter, the reasons for urgency.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch.- (D) Mr President, I refer you to the
agenda for \Tednesday morning on which we have the
interim report by Mr Prescott and the Ansquer report.
For various reasons, which I shall briefly explain, my
group considers that it would be expedient to consider
these two items in reverse order, i.e. the Ansquer
report first and then the Prescott interim report. Our
reasons are as follows.
The report by Mr Ansquer concerns the steel industry
in general and questions relevant thereto. These are
the general questions to be discussed. Mr Prescott's
interim report is concerned exclusively with the ship-
building industry and there is therefore a danger of
our going over the same ground twice.
Secondly, the first report concerns a final proposal
whereas the other one is merely an interim report. As
these matters overlap in many respects 
- 
although of
course, as far as the individual issues are concerned,
Mr Prescott's interim report relates much more specifi-
cally to a particular sector 
- 
it would seem more
appropriate to deal first with Mr Ansquer's general
report and then Mr Prescott's interim report on ship-
building. I repeat that our sole concern is to avoid
discussing a sector in detail before discussing it in
general. Hence our proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, this agenda
was adopted, with the approval of all the political
groups, during an extremely lengthy meeting of the
Bureau in The Hague. If, at the beginning of the part-
session, we now start messing about with the agenda
which was approved at the Bureau meeting by the
chairmen of the six political groups, I am inclined to
wonder if there is any point in my attending such
Bureau meetings in the future. I would ask you to
reject Mr Klepsch's request.
(mixed rcdctions)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr Fellermaier, do not let us
start squabbling. I regret that you did not comment at
all on the reasons for my proposal. In fact I am not
asking for any change to the agenda but simply that
two items be dealt with on Thursday in reverse order,
and I have explained my reasons for making this
request and I think those reasons are valid. I therefore
see no reason why we should not be able to agree to
proceed in the manner I have proposed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. I fail to see the danger which Mr Klepsch
claims would occur if the agenda were left as it is.
Surely there is no danger of talking about the iron and
steel industry in a debate on shipbuildinS, nor is there
any danger when we come to the report on the iron
and steel industry of our talking about individual
sectors. I therefore feel that we should stick to the orig-
inal agenda since these are two quite separate subiects
which have nothing to do with one another. It is
wrong to say that the iron and steel industry is a
general subject and that the shipbuilding industry is a
subdivision thereof. These are two quite independent
industries. I therefore request that these two reports be
dealt with in the order originally decided.
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President. 
- 
Mr Klepsch, do you insist on your
request ?
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I find myself in a difficult situa-
tion, Mr President, because we had decided thus. I also
have the impression that my arguments do not have
the support of the majority. At the same time,
however, I have the feeling that this has now become
a matter of prestige.
(A4ixed redctionr)
That was not however our intention. At all events, I
must say, Mr Lange, that I am not convinced by your
arguments, for the simple reason that, as everyone
knows, ships are mostly built with iron and steel.
(Laughtcr)
However, Mr President, so as not to give the impres-
sion that my proposal was directed against Mr Pres-
cott, I am willing to agree to the original order being
maintained.
(Altltlause)
It might be useful in future to give careful considera-
tion to possible overlapping. I apologise for having
taken up so much time.
President. 
- 
I take note of the withdrawal of the
request.
The order of business for the present part-session
shall therefore be as follows :
Tbis aftentoon:
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Lommrssion statement on action taken on the opin-
ions of Parliament
- 
Presentation of the preliminary draft budget for 1979
(followed by a debate)
- 
Bangemann report on parliamentary control of the
EDF
- 
Friih report on the Sixth Financial Report of the
EAGGF
- 
Bruce report on the carry-forward of appropriations
ftom 1977 to 1978
- 
Aigner interim report on the postponement of the
decision on the discharge for the financial year 1976
hresday, a July 1978, 10.00 a.m. and afternoon:
- 
Decision on requests for urgent debate
- 
Joint debate on the programme of work of the
German presidency, an oral question to the Council
on economic recovery and, possibly, a motion for a
resolution by the Group of European progressive
Democrats on economic and monetary union
- 
Opinion of Parliament on the date of European elec-
tions
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on the EEC-
Portugal additional protocol
- 
Joint debate on five oral questions to the Council, the
Commission or the Foreign Ministers on EEC-Turkey
relations
- 
Joint debate on two oral questions to the Councrl and
the Commission on the realization of the customs
union.
3.00 p.m.:
- 
Question Time (as an exception, questions to the
Council and to the Foreign Ministers)
4.30 p.m.:
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed
lVednesdal,, 5 Jull 1978, 10.00 d.n. .tnd d|ttmoon;
- 
Prescott interim report on the reorganization of the
shipbuilding industry
- 
Ansquer report on aids to the iron and steel industry
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on
uranium fuel
- 
Oral question with debate to rhe Commission on
iniuries caused by radiation at rhe JRE
- 
Ibriigger report on trade in power-station coal
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on bird
conservation
3.00 p.m.:
- 
Question Time (as an exception, questions to the
Commission)
3.45 p.m.:
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed.
Thursday, 5 Jull' 1978, 10.00 d.ttt. ctnd .t.ttcrnoon ;
- 
Bertrand report on the conviction of Yuri Orlov
- 
Prescott report on human rights in Argentina
- 
Miiller-Hermann report on the trade agreement
between the EEC and China
3.00 p.m. :
- 
Question Time (questrons to the Commission)
3.45 p.m.:
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed
Frida1,7 July 1978,9.00 a.n.:
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Possibly, continuation of the previous day's agenda
- 
Hughes report on herring fishing
- 
Ligios report on a common forestry measure
- 
Howell report on milk products
- 
Cifarelli report on fruit and vegetables
- 
Lamberts report on dangerous preparations
- 
Albers interim report on the preparation of the 1978
Tripartite Conference
- 
Oral questions with debate to the Commission on air
transport competition
End of sitting:
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed.
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Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
7. Linitation o.f sPeaking'tinte
President. 
- 
I propose that speaking time be limited
as follows on all the reports and motion for resolu-
tions on the agenda for this part-session, with the
exception of the debate on economic and monetary
union :
- 
15 minutes for the rapporteur and for one speaker
on behalf of each group;
- 
l0 minutes for other sPeakers.
At its meeting ol 22 June 1978, the Bureau decided,
pursuant to Rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure, to allo-
cate speaking time for the economic debate and for
the debates on Portugal and Turkey in the manner
indicated in the draft agenda. However, in the mean-
time, following agreements among the political
groups, this allocation has undergone certain changes,
which I now announce:
- 
joint debate on the statement on the Programme
of work of the German Presidency, the oral ques-
tion and the motion for a resolution on the
economic situation :
Commission and Council
Authors
Socialist grotrp
Christian-Democratic group (EPP)
Liberal and Democratic group
European Conservative group
Communist and Allies group
Group of European Progressive
Democrats
Non-attached Members
50 minutes
l0 minutes for each
' 40 minutes
35 minutes
2l minutes
20 minutes
20 minutes
20 minutes
7 minutes
- 
oral question on the EEC 
- 
Portugal protocol
and ioint debate on the oral questions concerning
EEC 
- 
Turkey relations:
Commission and Council
Authors
Socialist group
Christian-Democratic group (EPP)
Liberal and Democratic group
Communist and Allies group
Group of European Progressive
Democrats
Non-attached Members
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
8. Transl'er of aPProPriations
President. 
- 
By letter of 25 June 1978,
Committee on Budgets has informed me that it
given a favourable opinion to a request from
Commission for the transfer of appropriations
totalling 120000 EUA from Chapter l0l to Chapter
26 ol the general budget f.or 1978.
This request was contained in Doc. 46178.
Are there any obiections ?
The transfer is approved.
9. Procedure witbout reltort
President. 
- 
Pursuant to rule 27a(5) of the Rules of
Procedure, the following Commission proposals have
been placed on the agenda for this sitting, for consid-
eration without report :
- 
Proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Directive
amending Directive 77 1799lEEC concerning
mutual assistance by the competent authorities of
the Member States in the field of direct taxation
(Doc 134/78).
which had been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs;
- 
Proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision modi-
fying decision 741642 adopting a research and
training programme for the European Atomic
Energy Community on plutonium recyling in
lightwater reactors (Doc 166178)
which had been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the Committee responsible and to
the Committee on Budgets for its opinion.
Unless any Member asks leave to speak on this prop-
osal, or amendments have been tabled to it before the
opening of the sitting on Friday, 7 July 1978, I shall,
at that sitting, declare these proposals to be approved
pursuant to Rule 27 a (6) of the Rules of Procedure.
10. Action taken by tbc Contmission on tbe
oltinions of Parliamcnt
President. 
- 
The Commission communication on
action taken on opinions delivered by Parliament
during the June 1978 part-session (PE 54.180/rev II)
has been distributed.
I call Lord Bruce of Donington.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, you
will recall that we have dealt with this matter at the
last two part-sessions, and I did not get to my feet
because I anticipated the usual verbal statement from
the Commission. I now find that we do have in front
of us the document PE .54.180irev.2, which PurPorts
to convey to us the action taken by the Commission
in regard to proPosals that have been approved by
Parliament.
60 minutes
l0 minutes for each
30 minutes
25 minutes
l5 minutes
20 minutes
l5 minutes
7 minutes
the
has
the
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On examining the document I find that it deals very
fully with two items only, items which have been
amended slightly. !flhat it does not do is to contain a
list of those eleven opinions that have, in fact, been
adopted and does not state either what action it is
proposed to take following adoption. I thought we had
been through all this before, Mr president, on at leasttwo previous occasions. The whole purpose of
eliciting information from the Commission- in this
regard is for Parliament to be able to find out iust
what happens to the various proposals and resolutions
that it adopts. This document does not supply the
answer, and I am just wondering what is going to
happen. Are we just going to be told at the biginiing
of every part-session that of x opinions and-resolu-
tions_adopted by Parliament, y have been adopted by
the Commission ? Will there be any statement as to
which ones these are, so that any zealous Member of
Parliament can follow them up ? Or are we going to
carry on as we are now ? I should be glad if this could
be elucidated, preferably once and for all.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhtt, JWember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, this is the first time, as you know, that we
have adopted this procedure and, as is often the case
wh-en something is done for the first time, it may very
well be that there is scope for improvement. I thinl
that one of the difficulties 'perhaps' in Lord Bruce's
view is the fact that we have not commented on those
points in which Parliament was in agreement with us
at the outset. !7here the Commission has adopted an
amendment or an alteration suggested by pariiament
we have said so ; where Parliament was in 
"gr..-.niwith us, there we have not. I do not want, however, to
be dogmatic. This is the first time that we have used
this procedure and I am sure that the Commission,
like the Bureau, will be anxious to find the best
possible way of handling it.
As I am on my feet, Mr President, I might make one
other comment concerning the flooJ damage in
Germany. The Commission is in the process of discov-
ering from the appropriate German authorities further
details of the disaster and, in accordance with parlia-
ment's wishes, a decision will be taken as soon as
possible, but can only be taken once these details are
established.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce of Donington.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr president, I am
anxious not to detain the House for long and I am
most grateful to the Commissioner for the statement
that he has made. I think this procedure is a consider-
able improvement on the whole, except in one parti-
cular respect. I7hen the verbal repo.i *"s given, at
least the Commissioner read the list qhrough, so that
we could note the various items that had in fact been
{opt9d by the Commission. !7e no longer have thelist. If the list could be given, we could thin check the
items and then follow them up. Otherwise, a mere
statement that you have accepted eleven opinions
without amendment means nothing and in fact means
less than the old verbal statement to which we have
become accustomed.
President. 
- 
I should like to request the Commis-
sion as Lord Bruce of Donington has suggested, to
make more concrete reference in its doiument to
various subjects raised by Parliament, indicating expli-
citly which opinions it accepted and on the 6asis of
what arguments, so that Members have the opportu-
nity to make a more complete and immediate judge-
ment. Naturally this must be done with an eye to
brevity and the need to avoid long reports even ii this
is not always easy.
ll. Preliminary draft budget of the Comnunities
for 1979
President. 
- 
The next item is the presentation by
the Commission of the European Communities of thi
preliminary draft general budget of the European
Communities for the financial year 1979.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Illember of the Cotnmission. 
- 
Mr
President, as the House knows, I presented the preli-
minary draft budget to Parliament as soon as poisible
after its adoption by the Commission. !7hen I say I
.presented it to Parliament, I presented it to that manif-
estation of Parliament that was most easily available
and perhaps most interested in the matter, namely the
Committee on Budgets, but it is, I think, an essential
part of our budget procedure that the preliminary
draft budget should not only be presenied to the
Committee on Budgets but that we should also, at the
earliest opportunity that is convenient from parlia-
men-t's point of view, present it to the plenary session
of the Parliament itself and that is what I am now
doing.
In talking in the first instance to the Committee on
Budgets, I am of course talking immediately after the
decisions have been taken, when a good deal of the
thought and the rationale and the background to the
situation can necessarily be put only in a rather
sketchy manner and before Parliament is in a position
to put forward any very reasoned or well thought
through comments of its own. At this juncture in ihe
proceedings Parliament has had an opportunity to see
the preliminary draft budget itself and has had a
chance to reflect on it. Some of its thoughts have
already been conveyed to us and I hope that our
response will be contained in my speech, but we look
forward very much to hearing what parliament has to
say and to listening to the proposals, suggestions criti-
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cisms and advice that we will no doubt get during the
course of the evening.
The preliminary draft budget for 1979 is the Commis-
sion's attempt to translate into figures the obiectives it
set itself in its communication to the budgetary
authority earlier this year. Those objectives are, I
think, very largely shared by Parliament and by the
Council, in other words by the two arms of our budge-
tary authority.
At that stage the Commission underlined that the
Communiry budget had to be directed in the first
place to the difficult economic problems which beset
all our economies. In this context, expenditure in the
social field has been given a central place. The
Commission has proposed a major increase in expen-
diture of 49 o/o in commitment appropriations.
\(lithin that total, the aid for the employment of
young people, which the Commission recently
proposed as an extension of the activities of the Social
Fund, is a maior part and by itself would involve in
fact a 20 o/o increase in the fund.
In addition the Commission has been anxious to
develop the Community's capacity to react quickly to
new problems in this important area and has therefore
proposed a reserve in Chapter 100 of about 50 million
EUA. This would enable social measures to be taken
to assist the industrial measures which we are taking
in enabling a number of important sectors to undergo
the extensive reconstruction that is required.
While the Social Fund helps to tackle and relieve the
direct symptoms of our economic difficulties, we also
have to tackle these at source, and it is in this context
that I wish to draw the Parliament's attention to our
proposals for energy policy, to which we attach a very
considerable importance. As the Parliament knows
there is general agreement in the Community as to
the importance of energy policy, but, alas, as we have
seen quite recently, there is still a good deal of
disagreement as to exactly how energy policy should
develop. In the Commission's view there is a clear
strategy to follow which has its reflection in the
budget. This strategy is based on the development of
Community energy resources, the essential condition
for the reduction of our dependance on imported
energy. This is why we are proposing increased exPen-
diture on uranium expoloration and on hydrocarbon
exploration, on the development of non-traditional
sources of energy, and also on energy saving. Quite
apart from these, however, we attach very considerable
importance to the use of our oldest, or at any rate one
of our oldest, sources of energy, namely coal : the
Commission has proposed measures to encourage the
use of coal in power stations rather than oil and to
encourage intra-Community trade in coal. These last
two actions are, we quite understand, most expensive,
but in our view they offer the most immediate and the
most real advantages for the solution of the Commu-
nity's energy needs. Overall, because spending at
present in the energy sector is low, the Commission's
proposals are for an increase of some 228 o/o in
iommitment appropriations and of 353 % in
payment appropriations. These are, of course, Mr Presi-
dent, very very substantial percentage figures, but
when one starts from a very low, indeed one might
atmost say negligible base, any expansion at all is
going to involve very large Percentage increases, and
ihat I hope is a point which will be very clearly borne
in mind by those whose task it is to criticize the prop-
osals which we have put forward. I would also like to
emphasize our proposals in this field as being hn
example of how the Commission can be bold when
boldness is required.
In addition, Mr President, with the resolution of the
origin of our economic problems in mind, the
Cohmission has proposed increased expenditure on
industrial policy to allow the Community to assist in
the reorganization or conversion of industrial sectors
in partiiular difficulty and in the development of
industries with advanced technology, such as data
processing and aerospace.
In the same context, it is appropriate to turn to
regional expenditure. Here the Commission has
proposed an increase of 40 million EUA as foreseen
by the European Council last December, and this
represents an increase of some 7 o/o. This proposal,
the proposal for the 7 Yo increase, was made against
the background of continuing discussion in the
Council of the new Regional Development Fund regu-
lation, shortly to be the subject of discussion between
the Council and the Parliament. This proposal does
not in any sense mean that the Commission is not
committed to a continuing and increasing transfer of
resources in favour of the Community's Pooorer
regions. In fact I should in passing like to Point our
that the reduction we have proposed in the payments
appropriations is a point that could lead to a certain
a-ort t of misunderstading. You will recall, Mr Presi-
dent, that the payments appropriations were very
substantially increased by the Parliament at the last
stage of the budget procedure for the current year
despite advice from the Commission and that without
an lncrease to match in commitment appropriations
the money simply could not be spent, since payments
flow from and cannot exist without prior commit-
ments. This was a point which I recall we went into in
very great detail at the end of last year and I will not
weary the House by going through all the arguments
now, but we made the point then that, if one
increased payment appropriations without comparable
increases in the commitment appropriations, it would
be impossible to spend the money in the short term.
The money is of course carried forward ; it is not lost,
it will be spent ; but it means that there is an apparent
reduction in the amount of money available for
payment appropriations this year' The point I want to
imphasize is that what has been made newly available
this year must be looked at in the context of what was
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made available last year and the two have to be looked
at together. The figure for payments must therefore be
brought into line with the fund's real possibility and,
as we have increased our commitment appropriations
this year, I am sure that that will now be p'ossible. The
other point which I would like to make, while on the
subject of the Regional Fund, is to mention the fact
that the Council has at last accepted an idea which we
have put forward for a long time and which, I know,
many people in the Parliament feel very strongly
about. That is the idea for a non-quota seciion whfuh
will enable the fund to provide more substantial
support no longer necessarily linked to schemes
already receiving grants in those regions which have
particular needs. And although the non-quota section
begins on a very modest scale, I think the fact that we
are at last beginning to make a move on that front is
very encouraging.
A further priority area, Mr president, related to our
economic problems and also to our continually
increasing mutual inderdependance is the Commu-
nity's aid to developing countries. For food aid, the
Commission is trying to find agreement this year to
the quantities it proposed for lasi year, but which werein most cases reduced. The products in question
remain, as last year, cereals, powdered milk, butteroil
and sugar. For aid to non-associated developing coun_
tries, the Commission has suggested a 50 d/o incr."seto seek to return to the five year programme it
proposed some years ago to achieve a l&el of aid
signigicant both polically for the Communit's rela_
tions with the development world and in terms of the
programme's real impact. I know that the position of
non-associated developing countries is a matter of
very considerable concern in some of our Member
States and I hope very much that this substantial
percentage increase, which is a step along a road to a
more ambitious target, will be taken as a serious token
of our good intentions by those Member States that
have been pressing us to be more generous with
nonassociated countries.
1'his therefore, Mr President, is how the Commission
proposes to effect for 1979 the main objectives it set
out earlier in the year. But I would be incomplete in
my comments if I did not refer to agriculture. In this
dominant field, the Commission hai tried very hard
indeed to restrain expenditure in ways consistent with
the efficient working of the Common Agricultural
Policy. We have not, I fear, been as succesful this year
as we would have liked. The initial estimate drawn up
by the Commission for the cost of its annual price
proposals was some 9 200 million EUA or only i,7 o/o
above this year's figure. The final package agieed by
the Council will cost about 400 milliori EU-A more,
bringing the increase to 10.3 7o or 80 o/o more than
the increase we proposed. I do hope very much that
those Member States which argue that tire Commis-
sion is always seeking to spend more, that the parlia-
ment is always trying to increase that which we
propose, that those Member States and those Ministers
who are constantly pointing to what they regard as the
extravagance of the institution of which I am a
Member and of this House, will bear very clearly in
mind the fact that they were reponsible for this gb %
increase and that they will not seek to make other
programmes in the budget suffer as a result of their
very considerable generosity in an area that is clearly
very dear to their hearts. I think it is very important to
get across the message that it is not the Commission
that is_the leading big spender in times when public
expenditure should be brought closely under control,
but that the responsibiliry lies fairly and squarely with
the ministers whose colleagues look at our budget in
another context in the budget Council. Nonetlieless,
Mr President, the increase to which I have referred,
though it is very much larger than the increase we
would have liked, is still much smaller than has often
occurred in the past, and we should certainly be
grateful for that. !(e are of course also anxious to see
expenditures develop in certain agricultural fields,
notably agricultural guidance, and particularly in rela-
tion to Mediterranean regions and fisheries policies,
which we hope will fustify the spending of some 140
million EUA in commitment appropriitions. As has
been said earlier, many of those members perhaps
most particularly concerned with the Mediterranean
area are not here today, for reasons which we all of us
quite understand, but I do think that it is important to
emphasize the fact that the Commission does pay a
particular regard to this urgent need.
The preliminary draft budget that the Commission
has presented, Mr President, also contains several inno-
vations in budgetary technique, of which I should
here like to mention only two. The first is a general
reserve in Chapter 100 for new actions as yet not
precisely defined. I do not need to remind pariiament
of its own dislike of supplementary budgets. It is a
point that has been made very focibly to me during
the time that I have been here, and we have notecl
that in most Member States a similar distaste appears
to exist. It therefore seems to us appropriat" ti,ot to
cover possible developments in priority fields, there
should be a reserve already within the budget, though
of course its use must be subject to the fulfagreement
of the budgetary authority as provided foi by the
procedure for transfers from Chapter 100. The other
technical point that I would like to mention. Mr presi_
dent because it particularly responds to the thinking
of Parliament itself, concerns the new presentation
that we have embarked upon for the Cbmmunity,s
borrowing and lending operations. This will require a
modification of the Financial Regulation as agreld last
year when the matter was then set on one iid". Th"
Commission has made a proposal for this modifica-
tion, but has also anticipated the discussion of its prop-
osal by including in the preliminary draft buclget'a
separate part, Part II, setting out the details of ihese
activities in a clearer fashion than in the past. I should
like to emphasize that the information in part II is
already included or implicit in the budget as is been
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presented in the past. But in such an important affair
we believe that transparency is essential and that its
new presentation will increase that transparency while
also increasing the security of those who lend to the
Community.
To look at theCommission's proposals overall, Mr Pres-
ident, the result is a total for commitment appropria-
tions of l4'5 million EUA, an increase of l5'5 o/o,and
of l3'8 million EUA for appropriations for payment,
an increase of some l2'l o/o. These are not large
increases, Mr President, by the standard of recent
years, and I know that there are some Members of
Parliament who believe that the Commission's proPo-
sals are unduly modest, particularly when compared to
obiectives for the development of new areas of exclu-
sively Community activity, where this can be more
effective and cheaper than action at national level.
Since the budget should be a policy document 
- 
in
our opinion it must be a policy document 
- 
and not
simply a reflection of decisions taken elsewhere, a
modest proposal means a modest ambition when the
Community must act in many fields.
Now I understand very well, and sympathize a good
deal with the criticism that we have been too modest
and that the modesty of our proposal suggests a
modesty in our ambitions, but I would like to rebut
that suggestion. I would like to rebut the suggestion
that a modest proposal lor 1979 means that our ambi-
tions for the future are necessarily modest. First of all,
I can assure the Parliament that the Commission is
fully aware of, and determined to maintain its role as
the initiator in the Community, and its role as the
originator of grand designs. Ifle do not suffer from
lack of ambition, but we do, I think, like governments
of Member States, have to work within the constraints
of the moment. We have to recognize that in the
present circumstances the economic situation is not
one that enables us in every case to be as ambitious as
we like. Let me give a few examples, however, to illus-
trate the fact that when it is necessary to be bold we
can be bold. I have mentioned energy already. In the
case of fisheries. I think our proposals, despite the
very considerable difficulties that overhang that sector,
are also quite ambitious. In the field of youth unem-
ployment, nobody could accuse us of being modest in
our requests, nor do I believe that we should be
modest in our requests where youth unemPloyment is
concerned.
On all these matters we have put forward important
new proposals, but we cannot, of course, spend the
money until those proposals are adopted. You, Mr
President, and Parliament do not need to be told of
the difficulties which the Member States, who in
effect hold the power of legislator in these fields in
the Community, have in reaching agreement on our
proposals. An example of this was provided most
recently indeed in the social field, over youth unem-
ployment, and in the fields which I mentioned where
the Community has adopted imPortant proposals, we
still believe that there is a sufficiently strong chance
of decisions being adopted to make it worthwhile for
us to put forward proposals. There are those who
would feel that we are being over-ambitious in taking
that view, and when one looks at the difficulties that
some of these proposals have run into in some recent
Council meetings, I would not be at all surprised if
that point of view is impressed uPon me when I find
myself in front of the budget Council later this
month. Nonetheless, I think that for those who feel
that we have not gone sufficiently far forward there
are a sufficient number of examples to show that,
where we believe that there is scope for boldness, we
have been bold. But I must also say to Parliament 
-
and I am sure that Members have heard the same
message and recognize its strength in their own
national parliaments 
- 
that we are oPerating in a
very tiSht and very constricted period. 'When one
looks at what has happened to the national budgets of
some of our Member States, to the national budgets
indeed of some of those Member States to whom we
might normally look for the most symPathy and the
most understanding. I think the necessity for us to cut
our coat according to the cloth that is available in
these rather difficult times must be apparent to
everyone.
Another comment which I would like to make is
rather more fundamental. I believe that all of us, all of
us here, have a sense that the Community needs, and
should make a further and maior step forward beyond
its existing areas of activity, and this, not for reasons
simpty of faith or dogma, but because it is the best
means to tackle our common problems. Now, in that
context, while the step which we have taken this year
is perhaps not as ambitious as we would have liked,
we must recognize that no common framework exists
within which agreement to specific actions can be
found and that, while our economic problems mean
that in every Member State and at all levels of
authority there are restrictions on public spending
from which it is not possible for the Community, for
the Commission to escape, that background had to
colour our whole position. \ilhen the steps are taken,
when the decisions are made, then I believe we will
have a clear basis on which to move forward, and
when the decisions are taken I hope the Parliament
will not find the Commission wanting in the speed of
its response.
Now, if doubts persist as to the Commission's wish to
see the scale of Community action develop substan-
tially. I would refer, though only briefly, to the three-
year forward forecasts which, as usual, the Commis-
sion has sent to the budgetary authority at the same
time as the preliminary draft budget. These forecasts
show the expected cost of the policies the Commis-
sion believes will be necessary to ensure that the
expected enlargement of the Community in the next
few years is accompanied by the achievement of
increased internal cohesion, with the budget thus
becoming a more substantial, better balanced and
more effective instrument of Community policy.
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In making our forecasts this year, we have been cons-
cious that we are approaching the time when the
existing ceiling on the total of own resources will
become effective when we will reach the ceiling, in
other words. I7e have therefore set out two hypo-
theses. The first assumes that agricultural expendirure
continues to grow at the same rate as in the past, and
that there will not be a significant iricrease irrthe cost
of regional, social, energy and development policies.
This hypothesis would mean the exhaustion of own
resources by 1981, because of the weight of agricul-
tural spending.The second hypothesis, and needless
to say the one which we prefer, assumes greater
restraint in agricultural spending because a will to
tackle certain problems has been found, with more
dramatic progress in other areas. This second hypo-
thesis could iust be contained for l98l within-iheI % VAT ceiling. In other words, if there is a rather
tighter conrrol on agriculture than in the past the sort
of control that we would like, that you would like but
in respect of which the Council which has not been
quite as economical then as it always tells us to be in
others given this rather tighter control than has been
the case in the past, and rather more scope for expan-
sion in some orher fields, we might just perhapi be
able to cope within the ceiling in 1981. But certainly,
whatever happens, l98l or thereabouts will see the
Community's resources reaching the point of exhaus-
tion, and the pace at which they do so will depend
very much indeed on what happens in the agricultural
field. Obviously, however, although we are now going
to be approaching the ceiling in the foreseiabli
future, we would reiect any suggestion that the I o/o
VAT rate should be regarded as imposing an absolute
ceiling on Community expenditure in any field
whatsoever. It is evident certainly to us and I am sure
to you, that expenditure must go beyond that limit,
and as we have said in the paper which we presented
in April, we are examining the various possibilities for
financing the budget when the existing I o/o is
reached, and I can reassure the Parliame;t that we
shall be presenting a paper later this year on this
subject.
I know that there are some Members of the parlia-
ment who are awaiting this paper with a good deal of
impatience, and I would like to be able to satisfy that
impatience sooner rather than later. But I think ihis is
probably one of the most important undertakings with
which I will be involved during my period ln the
Commission, and perhaps one o[ the most imponant
undertakings with which the Commission itsilf will
be involved. The proposals will certainly touch on
every aspect of policy, including of course enlarge-
ment. Now there is a saying in the newspaper
industry which I used to remember when I was a-jour-
nalist, that there are some papers which would prefer
to. be. first rather than right, and there are other papers
which would prefer to be right rather than first, and
we would prefer as we would in all our affairs, but
certainly with this matter to get the paper right rather
than have it out first. !7e will move as fast as we can,
but it is very important, and we do want to present as
serious and deep a piece of analysis as we possibly
can.
I hope, therefore, Mr President, that the message
w_hich I have given to Parliament this evening is clear.
I7e must, as I have said earlier, try to find a new fram-
work for the budgets for the Community's develop-
ment in the economic and monetary field, and in the
meantime we must continue budgetary discipline in
the agricultural sector in order to contain its lhare of
the total resources available to the Community, while
we examine at the same time how to enlarge those
resources. That is the background against which we
have presented our budgetary proposal. I recognize
that we are at the beginning of a long, hard road, a
road which will be long and hard boih here and in
the Council, and tonight is when we will receive the
first instalment, no doubt, of criticism, advice, of
recommendations, but I hope also of some sympathy
and some understanding of what we have tr;ia to ao.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice-president
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemtnn, General rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to 6egin
with a word of thanks to the Commission as this yiar,
for the first time 
- 
and I trust not the last 
- 
we have
been able to work extremely intensively and on a very
friendly basis with the Commission- I would also
emphasize that the remarks I am about to make arejust as provisional as those made by the Commis-
sioner a few moments ago. !(e have not had sufficient
discussion on every aspect of this preliminary draft
with the technical committees and in the Committee
on Budgets so I cannot announce Parliament's official
position on every point. In one or rwo important
areas, however, I shall remind the Commission-of two
opinions we have adopted on the horizontal and
sectoral problems of the budget and of what the
Commission told us was its general purpose in its
guidelines. From the tone of that lasr sentence, Mr
President, you will have gathered that I have finished
the polite introductory formalities and I am about to
get down to business. I do not think, Mr Tugendhat,
that what you said in defence of the volumi of the
budget will convince anyone.
In presenting your preliminary draft you said that it
was an economy budget. You have not repeated that
expression today but what you said amounted to the
same thing. You said that when times were hard one
had to manage as best one could. This may be quite
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true for the ordinary private budget but this principle
does not quite hold for budgets of a public nature.
When one considers what the Member States are
doing and for what purposes they are doing it, the
counter-cyclical function of a public budget at
Member State level also applies at Community level.
In other words, when we are faced with a difficult
economic and social situation, with low levels of
investment, with low rates of Srowth, with constantly
increasing unemployment, the public budget must
compensate for private restraint. It must, as far as
possible, replace the private investor ; it must take new
initiatives, it must make a contribution to the reduc-
tion of unemployment and the elimination of social
problems. In short, a public budget has counter-
cyclical function. Ife cannot say: it is cold outside,
we are having a hard winter so we must save on heat.
If we do that, we shall all freeze. In other words, the
economic and social situation with which we are faced
compels us to assess the increased volume of the
budget as such and to assess it according to whether it
is capable of financing appropriate measures. -An
increase in the overall budget of. 12o/o, however, is not
only the lowest increase for years, it is also, in the
view of the Committee on Budgets, and this view has
also been accepted by Parliament as a whole,
inadequate to meet the needs arising from the
economic and social situation.
Secondly, I would remind you of a rePort which you
yourself asked to be drawn up, and a remarkable docu-
ment it is too. I am referring to the McDougal report,
in which you will find 
- 
though I am sure you have
already analysed it in detail 
- 
an extremely detailed
study of the internal balance, i.e. the question or
rather the answer to the question : how can the imbal-
ance between various regions of the Contmunity be
eliminated ? This report examined the methods used
in the Member States and discovered that the redistrib-
utive effect of a public budget representing from 30 to
40 o/o of gross national product was at the most l0 o/0.
The report also shows that given the relevant figure
for the European budget, namely 0.8 Yo of gross
national product, a corresporidingly lower balancing
effect can be expected at regional level. It is therefore
hardly surprising, Mr President, that regional dispari-
ties in the Community are Setting wider every day,
since we do not have the compensatory mechanism at
Community level that we need. A budget rePresenting
0.8 % of gross Community product is not sufficient
even to halt the ever-widening disparities berween the
regions, let alone help to close the gap. You will find
all this in this excellent McDougal report and you
really ought to draw the appropriate conclusions from
it.
Thirdly, you say you have not been timorous, but auda-
cious; you say that you are the Community's initia-
tive-taking institution and that we should continue to
believe this. I think this is true as far as your inten-
tions are concerned. I think it is also true of you
personally. I believe it is true of individual Commis-
sioners, but I feel obliged to say, as a Member of Parlia-
ment, that the Commission as a whole 
- 
and not
merely with regard to the budgets but in many other
areas too 
- 
has lost its function as driving force of
the Community. That is why we were so annoyed
about the film in which the Commission portrayed
itself, quite erroneously, as the engine of a bus.
Mr Tugendhat, this budget is not consistent with your
own words. In the guidelines you submitted to us 
-
and it is true that we agree with those guidelines 
-you say on page 5 of the French version that the
budget must, in your view, play an increasing role in
redistribution and stabilization within the Commu-
nity. The financial resources provided must be
adequate to achieve this aim. They must therefore be
considerably bigger than present resources. We all
agreed on this, but what practical conclusions have
you drawn from this recommendation of yours, which
you put before us and which we approved ? lfith your
permission, I would suggest that Parliament might
now imagine itself in your position and make one or
two proposals of its own in various sectors'
You have repeated today what you said on page 134 of
Volume 7a of the preliminary draft budget, namely
that the slowing down in budget Srowth was attribu-
table to greater control over agricultural expenditure
and stricter budget discipline on the Part of the
Community Institutions. I must confess I cannot see
in what way greater control has been achieved over
agricultural expenditure than in the Past' \7e all know
,that the figures you have quoted are fictitious figures.
!7e all know that with the present agricultural policy
expenditure is inevitably determined after the harv-
ests. You have not always been successful in putting
forward your own ideas, some of which you have, I
know, put to the Council. At the moment, there is no
mechanism for restricting agricultural expenditure in
the manner you have described. It iust does not exist.
I therefore think that the argument that the slowdown
in budget growth is attributable to the fact that we
have found a better method of restricting agricultural
expenditure is simply not tenable.
Secondly, as far as the stricter budgetary discipline of
the Community institutions is concerned, the budge'
tary authority has not yet adopted any positions.
Neither Parliament nor the Council has said what
they want to do. Even your preliminary draft will be
cut by the Council. You do not need to be a great
prophet to know that. You only have to listen to the
rumblings coming from Council meetings. Even this
so-called economy budget will be cut by the Council,
despite the fact that the suit cut in your preliminary
draft is already a tight fit. I have not the slightest
doubt that after the Council has deliberated, we shall
be standing there with trousers at half-mast and a
jacket which we cannot button up. In other words,
there is no way of telling at the Present time what the
Community institutions will do to the prelirninary
draft. At'any rate I think that your assessment of the
volume of this budget cannot be accepted by Parlia-
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ment wants a budget whose volume is consistent with
the economic and social situation in which we find
ourselves and which permits us to fulfil the future
tasks of the Community.
To achieve these objectives 
- 
and I say this to avoid
any misunderstandings 
- 
involves more than just
spending money. Clearly, it would be utterly pointiess
to spend money in areas where it has no effect and it
would. be particularly pointless ro propose appropria-
tions in_ the budget when we know full well ihat ihey
cannot be spent. You may rest assured that we shail
support you, and the Council too, when it comes to
avoiding the entering of spurious amounts. But if we
consider what remains to be done and take a provi-
sional look, in the brief time available, at the various
sectors, I feel obliged make the following comment 
-and you know this, as we have already made our posi-
tions clear with regard to the various areas 
- 
it iJ true
that in the Regional Fund payment appropriations
must amount to a specific percentage of commitment
a.ppropriations. The Commission rightly points out
that there is no point in increasing payment-appropria-
tions if commitment appropriatirons are not -also
increased, since experience shows that in the first two
years one can expect to have 70 o/o ol commitment
appropriations at one's disposal,35 % in the first year,
35 % in the second year and the remainder in the
next two years. That is correct. It follows on logically
from that, however, that if one really wants to ipend
Regional Fund appropriations to eliminate didispari-
ties, the commitment appropriations must be
increased, since the money left over from previous
years must be spent on the basis of commitment
appropriations. And if you do not increase the
commitment appropriations you will have the same
amounts left over the following year.
The Commission is now saying that it cannot increase
commitment appropriations because the European
Council has decided against it.
In the first place the European Council is not part of
the budgetary authority. rtr7e notice with incieasing
frequency that the budgetary powers which we took so
many long years and so much effort to secure for
ourselves are being eroded in a most perfidious
manner. You may rest assured that parliament will not
take this lying down. To let the European Council
decide how much we want to spend in the Regional
Fund would be to allow it to encroach upon our
budgetary rights. This is a matter which has nothing
to do with the European Council and I am convincedlMr President, that the European Council, in fixing
these famous three figures, was totally ignorant of thidifference between payment appropriations and
commitment appropriations. Do you believe that the
heads of government understood this budgetary
m.echanis.m when they laid down these three figures ?
They did not underitand it in the slightestitt.y
wanted the money to be spent. !fle now discover that
it cannot be spent because the Council of Finance
Ministers has stupidly interpreted these decisions of
the European Council as concerning commitment
appropriations. We must put this right and at the
request of the Committee on Budgets I have
contacted the Committee on Regional policy. \7e
shall make a substantial change here in respect of
commitment appropriations so that next year at least
ye c.an catch up the arrears and really do something
for the less-favoured areas.
Secondly, with regard to the Social Fund, I agree with
you that it is regrettable that there are already Member
States which clearly do not want to recognize the
Community's competence in respect of social matters
because of this very situation ! You have our full
support therefore when you say that you want to
expand the Social Fund.
Thirdly, as regards energy, you quoted certain impres-
sive percentages but knowing our scepticism you quali-
fied this by saying that these percentages are nat;rally
very large because we are starting from a very low
base. That is true, Mr Tugendhat, and it must be
borne in mind above all that there is a very serious
question mark hanging over the main item of your
energy programme, namely coal. The point is that
there is very little chance of the Councii agreeing on
coal; this means that if this major item in ihe .n..gy
sector disappears we shall be left with rates of increaie
which are nothing like as spectacular.
Mr Fldmig, I once held a local election meeting for
the FDP ; we had five electors, and at the next elec-
tions we had ten. I was therefore able to proudly an
nounce that this was an increase of 100 %. So it is too
with many an energy programme.
(Laugbter)
Fourthly, on industrial structural policy, you know
that you have the support of Parliament. We have
stated that this is one of our major concerns, but here
too we must ask : where are your practical proposals ?
Your avowed budgetary principles should app-ly here
too. How were the 20 milion units of account spent
which were provided for industrial structural poliry in
this yeart budget ? They cannot have been spent
because there was no legal basis. Vhere is the iegal
basis for the extra millions which Mr Davignon has
put into this preliminary draft budget ? \U7e do not
have a legal basis and I am opposed, ladies and
gentlemen, to our again entering fictitious, inflated
figures.
Turning now to the items which must be changed in
order to achieve a suitable budgetary volume, I think
that more must be done in the agricultural structural
policy. It is true 
- 
and agricultural specialists like
you, Mr Friih, are corrstantly pointing this out 
- 
that
the member countries are doing a great deal for the
agricultural structural policy. But if you consider thatif you deduct fisheries' costs expenJiture on agricul-
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tural structure has in fact declined, this cannot be
allowed to continue. We cannot favour the price
policy at the expense of structural policy since if you
deduct fisheries' expenditure you end up with nega-
tive growth, i.e. a fall in expenditure on structures.
I have two final comments to make, Mr President, and
I think I can make them without exceeding my time
limit. These two comments are of a more or less
personal nature. I hope, however, that consideration
can be given to these points in the course of further
discussion.
Direct elections are now imminent, Mr President, and
with the approach of these direct elections we should
now start making efforts to inform the citizens of the
Community what the Community can do, or rather
we need to be able to prove, on the basis of concrete
examples in areas in which there has so far been no
grogress, that this Community is able and willing to
act. I have in mind two areas in particular.
Firstly, transport. For years no real progress has been
made by the Community in the field of transport
policy. We do have proiects, however, which are so far
advanced that a small financial incentive on the part
of the Community would suffice to get things moving
and to show public opinion and the citizens that the
Community is active. \(e shall have to go into this in
detail. I cannot say anymore on this subject at the
moment.
The second area I have in mind, and this is an area in
which Parliament has already passed a resolution, is
enlargement to include Greece, Spain and Portugal.
'We must do something in the coming year to ensure
that capital flows into these applicant ccuntries so that
we can also channel capital into those regions of the
Community which will have to face serious difficulties
after the accession of these three Mediterranean coun-
tries. \fle therefore need greater resources than those
that have been entered in the budget. You have
already done a great deal, and we are grateful to you,
but more could be done.
\Uflith these introductory comments, Mr Tugendhat, I
have tried to deliver a provisional opinion for Parlia-
ment, as far as this is possible at the present time. I
must repeat this reservation. You said yourself that the
road before us is long and hard. We want to accom-
pany you along this road but we do not want to be
pushing you along in front of us the whole time. That
is the problem. You should go on ahead of us. !7e
shall see when future decisions are taken whether it is
possible to formulate with the Council, before direct
elections, a policy which is positive and provides a
constructive answer to the Community's problems
and persuades the citizens that this Community is
worth something. \fle cannot pass the test of the elec-
tions unless we can produce evidence before the elec-
tions that the Community can do more than the
national member countries. That is the political func-
tion of the budget for the coming year.
The criticisms I have made are not directed at you
and the Commission personally. I have been merely
trying, on behalf of Parliament, to underline this func-
tion of the budget and to ensure that it can be
fulfilled.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce of Donington to
speak on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, on
behalf of my group, I would like to express our thanks
to Mr Tugendhat for the extremely informative way
- 
as you will see it is informative in more senses
than one 
- 
the informative way in which he has
presented the preliminary draft budget. It is well
drawn up ; it is drawn up in an orderly fashion and
although, in some respects which I do not propose to
argue about at this stage, it does not conform with the
Financial Regulations themselves, nevertheless it does,
I feel, reflect very great credit upon him and his staff
that is the technical part of it. We now pass to the
budget itself. I must say that I did sympathize with Mr
Tugendhat when he talked of the grand design. I
looked carefully at his countenan6e; it looked a bit
dismal, I am bound to say, and the terms in which he
announced the grand design were hardly those of a
mighty diapason. He seemed to be half apologizing
for it, as indeed he might, because, of course, he has
the collegiate responsibility of presenting the budget.
But I am reluctant to feel that he had any hand in the
policy at all. It is a miserable, tepid, unimaginative
and stagnant budget. It is exactly the same recipe that
I have listened to now on three previous occasions.
Plenry of promise but no fulfilment. Its size is insignif-
icant, 0'88 % of the gross domestic product of the
Community, 2'7 o/o of. the total national budgets. A
very minuscule amount in relation to the total
economies of Europe and hardly in its totality of very
much economic significance.
Its principal characteristic is, of course, as usual that
some 72 % of it is devoted to aSriculture. Mr Presi-
dent, I have been present at three preliminary draft
budget debates now and this is the fourth occasion.
Each time I have heard the Commissioner bemoan
the fact that agriculture occupies such a large propor-
tion of the budget. Each time we have been told that
something is going to be done about it and indeed,
President Jenkins himself, when he first took office,
promised a very hard and critical look at the whole
fabric of the Common Agricultural Policy. But it still
remains precisely the same, some 72 0/o. The
Guarantee Fund of course is some 65 7o of the preli-
minary draft budget, but as Mr Tugendhat well kows,
by the time the total budget is finished, it is quite
certain that the Guarantee Section will be some 3 to
4 o/o higher than the existing figures, if any past prece-
dent can be taken into account.
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So there is still the same hard, solid core of CAp
expenditure, I 400 million EUC of which is spent on
storing surpluses throughout Europe and at least one-
half of that is spent on losses on realization of
surpluses. Incidentally, the true extent of these losses
is not disclosed in the budget itself : I 400 million
EUC spent on storage more than all the expenditure
proposed on the Social and Regional Funds
combined ! So we still have that problem. I give the
Commissioner one point on this : there is evidence in
some of the expenditure on agriculture that regional
considerations are being taken into account, particu-
larly in the Mezzogiorno irrigation scheme and in
certain wine aid in the Languedoc area. This is all to
the good, but nevertheless the overall impact is
precisely the same as before.
All that has really happened is that outside the agricul-
tural budget, the Commissioner has lurched in various
directions. Perhaps 'lurch' Mr President, is too large a
term. Perhaps I ought to say sidestepped, because
lurched does give the impression of some kinetic
energy somewhere. This is merely a sidestep. !7e find
that there have been increased proposed appropria-
tions in the energy sector, particularly in coal. But
nobody ever thinks this is going to be spent; no draft
regulations are yet ready for it. The Commission has
not even got a fair wind from the Council on it, and
indeed Parliament is dubious about some portions of
the coal policy. So he knows perfectly well, the
Commission knows, that the money put down for
energy is not going to be spent to begin with.
There are welcome increases, ostensibly welcome
increases in the social sector. Increased expenditure is
proposed in vocational training and in youth
measures. But once again, it is quite well known that
these items are finding no favour with the Council
and I suspect the Commission knows it perfectly well.
It would have been far better to have put the money,
9r ttre proposed expenditure, within the existingSocial Fund, where Parliament's control over it might
have been better and where Council would be Gss
able to interfere with it.
On the industrial side there have been some very
slight increases, particularly in subsidies for restruc-
turing in aerospace and in data processing. But Mr
President, we have only to go back to what happened
in 1977 to find some indication of what is likeiy here.
The accounts lor 1977 are now out, albeit not in the
form that many of us would like, but at any rate they
are out. tU7hat do they show ? They show that of the
proposed expenditure on industrial aid and transport
under Chapter 37 none of the money put in the
budget adopted last year was spent in 1977. Indeed
only 30 o/o of the appropriations for energy put in the
budget by Parliament lor 1977 were in fact spent.
How do we, in fact, know whether these are not
merely kite-flying items, that are merely invoked in
the sure knowledge that Council will cut them down
to size ? Similar observations apply to research, where
there have been some welcome additions which parlia-
ment will support and my group will support, particu-
larly in fuel-saving and uranium prospecting and so
on. There are all good things and we wish the
Commission well with them.
But it is when we come to the Regional Fund that we
see the true face of the Commission. It is when we
examine the Regional Fund that we begin to examine
the fundamentals of the raison d.,6tre for the Commu-
nity itself. It has been said that the Regional Fund was
the cornerstone of the Community. Its design was orig-
inally, in 1975 and before, to reduce the disparitiis
between the richer and poorer areas of the Commu-
nity. Despite the existence of the Regional Fund,
despite the trivial amounts that have been spent in it,
despite the amounts that have been spent by Member
States, the richer parts of the Community continue to
get richer and the poorer continue to get poorer. And
at this time it is decided to fix commitment appropria-
tions for the Fund at a figure that will produce far less
in payments than was authorized last year. !7e have
all estimated 
- 
indeed, Commissioner Giolitti knowsit perfectly well, because we have had many discus-
sions with him 
- 
that in order to maintain parity of
payments in the Regional Fund, based on 35 o/o
expenditure on commitments during the first year, it
is well known 
- 
and the Committee on Regional
Policy demanded it lasr year 
- 
that I 000 million
EUC in appropriations are required in order even to
hold the status quo in so far as the regions are
concerned. And this is the time when our brave
Commission, our energetic Commission, our imagina-
tive Commission, our enthusiastic Commission takes
the opportunity to reduce the sums that are going to
be spent and to make a mockery of the whole concept
of the Regional Fund.
I must be fair to the Commission. I do not think the
Commissioner did it willingly. I think I know what
happened. Mr Jenkins went along to the European
Council. He has no vote there but he attends, and
precisely because he attends he thinks the Commis-
sion ought to be bound by the decisions reached by
the European Council. That is why, and the Commis-
sion knows that is why, we have got these lower
figures. Mr President, the European Council has no
status in the European Community as such. It is not
one of the institutions of the Community. I am well
aware that it is powerful, but when we get to that
stage, when the Commission, as a guardian of the
Treaties, bows down in advance to a body that is not
even an institution within the Community, then it is
higtr time the Commission examined the ieasons for
its being there at all. All 8 934 of the staff of the
Commission, what are they there for if they are not
there to continue to try and achieve the aims and
purposes set out in the Treary itself ?
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This, Mr President, gives the whole budget its char-
acter. There is no real cohesion at all. There really is
no grand design. Just take an example. At page 76 of
the budget in Article 267, there are going to be
sectoral studies and surveys on competition for which
275 000 EUC have been earmarked. Mr President, I
for one am very glad to observe there are signs of life
within Directorate - General IV of the Commission
and that same sum at last is to be spent on having
surveys. The Commission so far has exhibited a
curious reluctance to deal with the multinational ques-
tion. Presumably they are going to spend a little
money in finding out what is happening. This is very,
very welcome indeed, but the normal policies for
which the Community itself was founded find no
expression in this budget at all. There is no collegiate
initiative or thrust in it. It seems to have been a collec-
tion of requirements dreamed up by individual directo-
rates-general and collected together in a common
document without any purpose.
This, Mr President, I am quite convinced, suits the
Council. I think the Member States at the moment are
Quite content to see the Commission pottering along
on a lot of small things. I think they are quite content
to see the Commission itself from time to time
drawing Parliament's and the public's attention to
distant vistas which are quite unrealizable with
budgets of this kind, because they think that this will
keep the Commission quiet and will keep Parliament
quiet. \U7ell, Mr President, my group does not look at
it at all this way. My group exPects a budget to be a
political instrument expressing the political will of the
Community. Parliament has the will. What the
Commission has now to do is to demonstrate that it
has one, instead of teetering about sprinkling minor
sums of money and sometimes even larger sums of
money on this or that proiect 
- 
sprinkling minor
sums of money in a pepper-pot fashion without any
relevance to the grand design at all and mainly as a
means of keeping directors-general and their director-
ates suitably employed. This is not the kind of budget
we require. Either the Commission should apply its
mind to doing something that it really wants to do
and have the guts to do it or otherwise it should tear
up budgets of this kind and not present them to Parlia-
ment at all.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner, to sPeak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Aigner. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I always derive special pleasure from
listening to my esteemed colleague, Lord Bruce. He
complains that he has now been disappointed four
times because he has participated in the budgetary
procedure four times. Now I am taking part in my
seventh budget debate in the European Parliament
and if I had the same temperament as he I should
have exploded long ago. I can therefore say on behalf
of my group that if we consider the present budget
debate in isolation, Mr Bangemann, we can only be
disappointed. 'S7e can only wonder why going is so
tough and why the governments cannot understand
that they can recover their sovereignty only if they
make sufficient progress at European level for Europe
to be able to make a united defence of its interests in
the world. That is our obiective ! However, Mr Presi-
dent, after 17 years I can say this: if we look back to
the first budget debates and compare them with the
present situation, we are obliged to confess that the
progress that has been made is almost miraculous,
Inch by inch this edifice has been built. There is no
doubt about that. r0fle must have the courage to
acknowledge the difficulties which are there. There is
one particular subject I should like to dwell on, Mr
President, and that is regional policy, which Mr Bange-
mann, quite rightly, also tackled.
\Ufle all complain about the fact that the rights arro-
gated to itself by the European Council encroach
upon those of the budgetary authority of the Commu-
nity. They are arrogated rights because they are not
laid down in the Treaty and Europe can exist only on
the basis of the Treaty. That is obvious. But, Mr Bange-
mann, can I turn the question round ? I0flould we have
a Regional Fund today if we had not brought the nine
Heads of Government together at EuroPean level ? I
recall a discussion I had many years ago with Presi-
dent Hallstein during which I said to him : if you do
not succeed in bringing together what I had the
gudaciry to call the 'bigwigs' from the national govern-
ments on the European stage, you will not make any
political progress. And we had the unfortunate experi-
ence in the regional policy that without the European
Council we sirnply could not have made the necessary
breakthrough. I fully agree with your point that we
must now prove to the European Council that the
budgetary authority is this Parliament and the Council
of Ministers and we shall prove this over the issue of
increased commitment appropriations' Otherwise
there won't be any budget at all !
Mr President, I do not think that it is the iob of group
spokesmen to repeat everything that has been said by
the rapporteur, partly in a personal capacity but
mostly in full agreement with the basic opinions of
each of the groups, and in particular with the views of
the Committee on Budgets. \fle shall have to go into
each individual item with the Commission and the
Council. The purpose of this first preliminary draft
and the debate on it can only be to give the Conlmis-
sion and Council a rough idea of the basic reaction of
Parliament and the individual political groups. I do
not think that this initial debate should try to do any
more than that.
Now, on behalf of my group I should like to broach
the first question on which the rapporteur placed
special emphasis, namely the volume of the budget. Is
it sufficient ? Mr Bangemann, I was very glad that at
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the end of your speech you explained that the impor-
tant thing was not to spend more money but to use
the budgetary policy 
- 
and the budgei determines
the fortunes of a nation or a community of States 
-to help the Communiry to progress, it has always
been our obiective to try, by means of the final say, io
break through the blockade in the Council of Minis-
ters, in areas in which the Council was unable to
reach agreement on new activities 
- 
industrial policy,
research policy and ,energy policy 
- 
and to use our
powers to initiate new activities.
This has been our main purpose and we must assert
this purpose, Mr Bangemann, even more firmly this
time. The reasons are quite simple. Like myseif you
belong to Parliament's Control Sub-committee and
you know that it has always been a major concern of
ours to initiate new activities in the budget but that in
certain circumstances we have achieved nothing
because- the legislative power 
- 
i.e. Commission plui
Council 
- 
was not able to implement the budgei in
the manner the European Parliament wanted. I tnint
that in an an analysis of our basic budgetary policy of
recent years and of the implementation of the budget
we should state in no uncertain terms what we are
aimirrg at, how we want it implemented, even if the
Council does not see it our way and, Mr Bangemann,
we should mobilize the determination of all our
groups and, if necessary, use Parliament's weapon of
the final say to ensure that its political will triumphs.
In so doing, we may find ourselves hitting the wrong
opponent but we have no other alternative. That is thi
basic principle of the Communiry's new budget law.
This means that we will be attaching 
-u.i., -o..political importance to consultatior, *ith the nine
Finance Ministers from year to year. It is in that frame-
work that a compromise on the political and budge_
tary organization of the Community for the comtg
year must be sought.
Mr President, I close with a word of thanks to the
Commission and with an appeal to it to be the
partner of Parliament, not only in the establishment
of the budget but also 
- 
and that is much more
crucial 
- 
in the implementation of the budget. I can
assure you that if the public clearly discerns genuine
solidarity between public opinion, as represented by
this House, and the executive, by which I mean the
Commission, we shall have placed the Council of
Ministers in a different situation than if this solidariry
does not become manifest.
It is for that reason, Mr Bangemann, that we are trying
iointly, with all the groups, to reach a compromisi
with the quorum that we need to give weighi to our
wishes before the Council of Miniiters. If you show
determination as our spokesman I hope that the time
will come when Lord Bruce will look back, not in
anger, but with satisfaction at our having taken
another step forward.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Shaw. 
- 
Mr President, I must say I rise with a
certain sense of irresponsibility, glad to have had the
p_rivilege of shepherding the 1978 budget through this
House and.feeling greatly honoured at that p.-irll.g.,
but none the less relieved to feel that our colleagie,
Mr Bangemann, now has that heavy burden upon-his
shoulders and he has already indicated to us how right
we are to place our confidence in him.
May I say, Mr President, that we do, of course,
welcome the Commissioner's introduction to his
budget and the candid way in which he explained it
to us. Naturally, he would not expect us to be wholly
happy at everything he tells us- That is natural in
eyery sense, particularly since this is the beginning of
the series of consultations that the budgeiworkJ its
way through from one institution to another and if we
were satisfied at the srart, then, quite frankly, I would
have suspected that the whole system had gone wrong
somewhere. However, in looking at it, th; Commis_
sioner has told us that he regards the increases that
have been made as being disciplined increases, with
15 rlzo/o increase in commitment appropriations andjust over 12o/o in payment appropiiations. perhaps
the most significant statement at first sight was the
statement that he feels that the Commission has got a
firmer grip on agriculture expenditure. \7ell, ithay
be argued that at the moment, as we look at the preli_
minary draft budget, things do look a little bettei, but
I am bound to query, as earlier speakers have clone,
whether in fact the Commissioner ieally feels that the
grip will be maintained, because, of course, we knowfull well that at this juncture we are not really
discussing agriculture at all. Agriculture does not
become a serious matter in this budget until we have
received the letter of intent. However, I am glad to
note that the Commission feels that, as far as iican, it
is getting a better balance at this stage. I only hope
that we do not get from the Council a letter of amend_
ment countering this reduction by roughly the same
reduction in other fields because that ;f course will
make the words in this debate completely meaning_
less, particularly, of course, if we look at the guarantee
and the guidance sections and the imbalancJbetween
them.
I am bound to say that I think the Commissioner has
shown an intent and a policy. There are selective
increases that he has put forward within the confines
of the discipline that he set himself, and he has
shown that there is a purpose. The social policy with
the heavy increase that he has outlined, partiiularly
on youth unemployment, which, of course, is a matter
that is of the greatest possible concern to all of us, the
increase in the energy policy and indeed the whole
resea.rch and energy and industry and transport policy
as disclosed in the budget and in particular in th!
summary in Volume VII, all these, I believe, show
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welcome indications that the Commission is directing
its attention to certain sectors and I am glad that that
is so.
I wonder, however, if I could devote my real attention,
Mr President, to what I might call the budgetary
merry-go-round. Clearly, the whole essence of what
the Commissioner has been telling us is that he has
been more than usually careful to see that his
increases are in his view necessary and purposeful. In
other words he is saying that in his view there is
much less than usual for the Council to cut at, and I
would like to see this year in comparing the prelimi-
nary draft and the draft some evidence of the fact that
the Council and the Commission are working closer
together. Now by that I mean in no sense that there is
collusion between the two. Of course there is not. But
I would remind this House, Mr President, that this
process began a long time ago with the production of
guidelines by the Commission, by the discussion of
those guidelines here in this House and by the discus-
sion of those guidelines between the Commission and
the Council ; and frankly, if we are going to get
between the preliminary and the draft budget a big
difference every year, one is bound to question the
usefulness of all that hard work that goes into those
preliminary discussions. So I say at the outset, I would
hope that this year there will not be seen this vast
difference in opinion between the Commission and
the Council, because I hope that as a result of all this
preliminary work the Council and the Commission
will be seen to be pursuing the same qbiectives, and,
as I say, this will confirm the usefulness of all that
preliminary work that has gone on earlier in the year.
Now, the next point I wish to make concerns the
budgetary process itself. It is a very long one: it is far
longer than the process that we see exposed to the
public gaze in a national Parliament and, that being
so, there is clearly a much greater chance of changes
in attitudes being made throughout that procedure.
Nowhere was it more apparent than last year, when
very naturally and very properly, as indeed I foretold
during one of the debates in this House, the Council,
that is to say the Ministers that make up the Council,
changed their mind and very naturally, too, because
the climate of opinion changed early in the autumn
of last year, and I am not sure that this may not
happen again in the autumn of this year. Indeed, in
the important meetings of the Council that are taking
place 
- 
I think either later this week or next week 
-to discuss this whole matter the Ministers may well
feel that their opinions are changing. The need to do
something to try and restore our economy and get
things moving again may become the stronger.
Indeed, one of these days we may find that the
Council actually outdoes the proposals of the Commis-
sion. I have a feeling it may be rather a long way off,
but none the less it is possible, and we must never
confuse the impossible with the improbable. But the
point I want to make is that things at this stage are
very fluid and subject to change, and here again I
believe that any proper dissatisfaction with the rate of
progress being made as disclosed in this draft budget
should be aired at this stage, because then it can come
into the general discussion that will take place later
with the Council, and the views based on the prelimi-
nary draft budget which was properly drawn up in the
climate that existed at that time can then be adiusted
in a proper way to meet the changes that we now
deem to be necessary.
!flell now, Mr President, those are my main points.
My last few words can be said very briefly. Firstly, in
dealing with agriculture I must voice the view of my
group that we continue to be disappointed that there
is no evidence of a rural fund being set uP so that the
needs of the rural areas might be drawn under one
head and treated as one problem rather than as
separate several problems. lVe believe that there
would be benefit in doing that. Lastly, I would
mention the Regional Fund. Obviously we were disap-
pointed last year, and I know that I was not particu-
larly popular for the way that I dealt with the matter
last year. I felt it was right to deal with it in that
manner, because I felt that the Council had genuinely
tried to meet us on so many matters that we in turn
ought to help it in its particular difficulty. But I would
point out that the Commission had certain ideas at
the beginning of our discussions last year about the
Regional Fund. By and large we in Parliament backed
up those original ideas of the Commission and what I
would like to know is, does it still believe in the
original ideas that it put forward or has it now become
acclimatized 
- 
if I may use that word, with the rain
pouring down on us 
- 
acclimatized to the views of
the Council, because, if in fact the Commission still
holds to its original view, then I would like to see
some reflection of that in its budget and we would
certainly support it in that ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I)Mr President, last year the budget
was approved by a majority vote of Parliament and
opposed by my group alone. Vell, I must confess that,
considering the debate that preceded that budget and
some of the things said and votes cast on that occa-
sion, I had expected the Commission, in drawing up
the preliminary draft budget for 1979, to bear in mind
what had happened last year. Instead, with this budget
the Commission shows, I won't say a lack of ambition,
but at the least a shortage of ideas: it shows an
inward-looking attitude, it shows us the image of a
cautious Community which is only prepared to let its
expenditure rise when it comes to safeguarding or
defending a given situation. Lacking is that grand
design, that pioneer spirit, in the various Member
States, in the Community as a whole and as regards
the rest of the world.
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In justifying this negative stance of mine, I shall
confine myself to a series of precise examptes, since,
only just having received the text, this is the only wayI can proceed.
As for the Reuenue section, it is not enough to
announce that the increases are down on past years,
without explaining why. It is not enough to ask all the
Member Srates to start tightening their belts. !flhat we
were expecting from you was rather a kind of .fresco'
of the public finance activities of the whole Commu-
nity, an analysis of the efforts being made and a
picture of the general context against which to see
Community public spending. But this analysis is
lacking and people just keep telling us ro tighten our
belts, thus showing that they have no Revenue policy,
however much we all may boast about our own
resources. Mr Commissioner, I hope that the time has
come for us to start clearing up our ideas about the
new income that will come from the I % VAT ceiling
because, given the slowness of the Community legisla-
tive machinery, we really have no time to iose. I7e
must start finding out what the new Community taxes
will be, as this budget already brings us up to 0.75 %
of the net taxable) total.
And now we come to the Expenditure section As for
social policy, the Commissioner told us that there had
been considerable development. This is true: there
has been very considerable development, even if we
recognize that, in effect, the Community's social
policy, as it has developed, also includes national poli-
cies. It could still be maintained that, if it did not
exist, the Member States would manage all the sameby themselves. Nevertheless, there is one field in
which the Community absolutely has to intervene,
especially as things stand at present. I am talking here
of measures designed to help us cope with the
consequences of industrial redevelopment and boost
our collapsed economy. And what have you done ?
Opposite these measures you have made a token
entry, thereby showing that you have no idea how to
intervene to face the consequences of redevelopment.
'!7ith 
regard to regional policy, we were told that the
European Council had its own ideas ; but the only
valid commitment is the one we made in year one.
You said, quite rightly, that expenditure cannot be
laid down unless there are coriesponding commit-
ments. However, the Commission then went on actu-
ally to cut back expenditure on regional policy instead
of increasing its commitments. I was pleased' to note
that you have at last entered an extra-quota appropria-
tion which will give the Commission i more iffiiient
structure for drawing-up regional policy and which
will mean that the Commission will no more be
confined to the role of sharing out funds amongst the
Member States according to the pressure they exert.
But even here I must note with displeasure that you
have only made a token entry, without even laying
down a minimum starting point. Putting in a token
entry in the course of the year is the same as leaving a
blank, because to do that, we have to transfer money
from some other heading of the Regional Fund,
which is impossible as there will be nothing left to
transfer.
As for industrial policy, there is a big increase which,
however, would only have a shori-term, palliative
effect.
Furthermore we have here a policy primarily aimed at
industries in decline, industries in crisis, but this
policy lacks a wide enough perspective. It was not
without some surprise that I noted no progress
whatsoever towards a common aerospace poti.y.
Instead, we see the same old ritual of making thl reli-
vant entry and having people believe that we are
giving considerarion to the necessity of developing a
policy for an industry of the future.
As regards the new financial instrument, the so-called
Ortoli facility, the Commission has got what it needs :
a means of intervention. '!7e would like to ask,
however, v;hether the Commission has realized that
the object of the exercise is to formulate financial
policy and not simply to supply further liquidiry to
swell those already existing in the financial world.
Now I come to energy policy Mr Commissioner, you
spoke of a considerable increase ; well, as compared to
last year, the increase is 159 million EUC of which
140 million are for Communiry coal ;
However, in reality more is actually set aside for coal
because there are subsidies for coal stocks 
- 
a token
entry has been made, which means provision for addi-
tional funds. Now, we may present Community coal
policy however we like, but once more we are dealing
here with an industrial sector which we are trying to
protect instead of thinking about redeveloping it in
other directions. '!7e know that Community coal
prices 
- 
be they German or British 
- 
are way above
world_ coal pricis; we also know that if coai repre-
sented a large slice of our energy resources, the
Communities energy bill would be infinitely heavier.
So,. industrial policy, energy policy, regional policy
and, I would add, foreign policy towards, the deve-
loping countries all show that the Commission fails to
realize that, if there is any prospect for economic
recovery, this must be one which unites industrial
efforts and financial ones in the interests not iust of
restoring the status quo ol the 50s and 60s, but of
developing rhe most disadvantaged regions in the
Community and in the rest of the world. If we scruti-
nize the fund for the associated Third !7orld coun-
tries, what do we find ? An increase of l2l million
EUC in food aid 
- 
that means getting rid of our
stocks, our wheat and sugar mountains, our butteroil
lakes 
- 
and only 53 million EUC for development
aid. In this sector too we have formulated a policy
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which, far from helping the developing countries and,
thereby, ourselves to 8row, only serves to protect our
structures, however unhealthy they may be.
As for the EAGGF, I shall content myself with adding
that the problem is not that of spending /ess on agri-
culture, but better. Indeed, we note that, after all that
has been said by the Commission, by the President
and by Commissioner Gundelach, both in absolute
terms and in proportional terms, the Guarantee
Section's expenditure has risen. In absolute terms
fuom 423 million EUC to 394, and proportionally it
has fallen from 4.55 o/o to 3.94 Yo. Is this the way for
the Commission to show that it understands the
Community's problems ?
The items of the budget which I have cited reflect the
image of a Commission which has given up all
thoughts of a general economic and therefore budge-
tary policy, a constructive one that does not iust plug
the holes as they appear. The problems besetting us
deserve a little more respect than that !
The last point I would like to make is that I, like
other colleagues, support the idea of entering an item
in the budget devoted to movements of capital. tU7ith
this entry, then, what was implicit in the 1978 budget
becomes explicit in that for 1979; in other words, it is
now clear that these form part of the Communiry
budget. But how can one imagine that the Council
unanimously decided on the proposal of the Commis-
sion, when it is as clear as day that, obligatory expendi-
ture apart, everything that comes under the budget is
decided on according to a procedure which is
different from that which you have proposed ? In
what way, I ask myself, can the Commission be the
custodian of the Treaty of Rome as far as the budget is
concerned ?
These are my preliminary remarks. I would like these
criticisms and remarks which I am not alone in
making, to be taken into account, not so much by
you, who have already done your iob, but the Council
when it comes to scrutinizing the preliminary draft
budget.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I would need to do
a great deal of juggling with words if I were to attempt
to speak eloquently on such a dry and abstract subject
as the budget, especially after the imposing speeches
by my colleagues who have in any case said every-
thing there is to say.
I do not intend to engage in such a perilous exercise
after the unvarying succession of complaints which I
have iust heard since I am probably going to add to
the general disillusionment. This preliminary draft
budget does not inspire enthusiasm, even here in this
Chamber; it is austere and the Commission itself has
said that it is constricted, taking account of the diffi-
cult situation and the prudence required in the matter
of public expenditure. We have been told that it is a
stable budget but I would describe it as nothing more
than stagnant. This is becoming common Community
practice and for the past few years the budgets
presented to us have been merely routine budgets. On
this point, I can only repeat what was said by the
speaker before me when he asked who would have the
courage to draw up a proper budget if the Commis-
sion did not.
In fact it is for the Council to make cuts ; if the
Commission is not bold enough to forge ahead and
make proposals, how can Parliament deliberate when
it cannot overstep the Commission's requests and how
can the Council draw up a proper Community policy
when it can only decide on proposals made by the
Commission ?
I feel that the Commission deserves strong criticism ;
in the past, proposals were sometimes unreasonable
but the Commission could not be blamed for its
courage because the building of Europe was going
ahead. Is the budget before us a political instrument ?
Far from it ! There is no guideline, no overall
programme, no comprehensive view of the general
situation or of the future, merely a list of disjointed
measures in one sector or another.
One on.ly has to take a look at the new measures.
Despite the respect I have for Ireland and the need
for drainage there, and for the Mezzogiorno certain
parts of which will have to be irrigated if the forestry
measures are to be implemented in the dry Mediterra-
nean regions, as a former forester I must ask the ques-
tion : is there a general forestry directive ? The answer
is no. Is there a general regional development policy ?
Again the answer is no. This emerges only too clearly
from the regional policy and it is obvious that the less-
favoured areas, the remote areas and the backward
areas cannot expect this policy to remedy the situa-
tion ; everything hinges on a few quotas and if the
entire 160 million u.a. has not been spent, the
payment appropriations are reduced for the following
year. Mr Commissioner, I could understand the
Council reducing the payment appropriations but why
are you in the Commission dragging your feet on this
issue and why have you chosen the very moment
when we are about to start an electoral campaign for
the direct election of this Parliament and are trying to
show the electorate how we are building Europe, to
say : 'there is no point in providing appropriations for
a proper regional policy'. I could give endless exam-
ples but, Mr President, the speakers before me have
already dealt amply with the problems concerning
expenditure and I shall therefore confine myself to a
few general observations.
I shall begin with revenue since, apart from Mr
Spinelli no one has said much about this.
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I am pleased to note that as from I January 1979,
revenue is to consist exclusively of own resources. But
will this really be so ? IUTe were told that last year too.
VAT was to be in operation on I January 1978 but
only two or three Member States have ratified that
decision and are in a position to implement the
measure as a whole. Can the Commission assure us
here and now that the provisions it has set down in its
preliminary draft budget will really be implemented ?
I also note that Community revenue is following a
course which gives more and more cause for anxiety.
In fact, levies and customs duties are decreasing ; this
is good in so far as it shows that the Community is
importing less, but at the same time it m.rns ihrt
other own resources, including VAT, must be
increased. Now, when we first started to tackle the
problem of Community VAT, the rate was to be
0.5%; the following year it was 0.60/o and now it is
0.75o/o with a ceiling of I o/o which will very likely be
reached within a short time 
- 
perhaps in 1980 
- 
so
the question arises as to what we are to do if we really
wish to adopt a Communiry policy. It is clear that
additional revenue cannot be collected and so we are
content to make do with what is already there and
keep the European grocery trade going, but this is not
building Europe. I also have an observation to make
regarding levies and customs duties. I note with some
surprise that while the trend is much the same in all
the Member States, there is one case, i.e. the United
Kingdom, where it is exactly the opposite. I cannot
understand how agricultural levies of 198 million
EUC in 1978 could rise to 348 million in the revenue
estimate for 1979 when the trend is completely
different in the other Member States. The same
applies to customs duties. This is a mystery to me but
no doubt someone will enlighten me. Mr president,
that is all I have to say on revenue and since we, the
European Progressive Democrats, agree entirely with
all that has already been said on expenditure, I shall
confine myself to a few observations on that subject.
I have already dealt with the regional policy ; with
regard to agricultural expenditure, I agree with Lord
Bruce that while it represents only 55 o/o as compared
with 69 o/o last year, we will end up with the same
figure of 59 o/o af.ter the modifications made by the
Council.
However, the real problem is not agricultural expendi-
ture but rather the monetary compensatory amounts
and I would like to ask you, Mr Commissioner, when
these monetary compensatory amounts will be abol-
ished since their abolition would give us over l0 o/o of
the budget, i.e. some I 800 million u.a., to devote to
other activities.
rU7ith regard to industrial policy, you said that appro-
priations had been substantially increased and that is
so ; but is there a common industrial policy ? No. I
can quite understand that there are no regulations as
in agricultural policy but do you not ar least intend to
draw up a proper industrial policy directive for the
Community at this time of crisis when we have to
cope with the problem of unemployment and
economic revival is absolutely essential. Is the 1979
budget going to further economic revival ? Unfortu-
nately, like my colleagues, I do not think that it will ;it is much too hesitant, much too cautious to provide
a solution to the situation.
I7ith regard to energy policy, it is true that you have
increased the appropriations by 228 o/o; this appears
quite exceptional but the fact is that an increase of
228 o/o on nothing does not amount to much and that
should be made clear. Energy policy is stitl only in
the early stages and I hope that in future an increase
of 128 % will be maintained since there is a yet no
proper energy policy. It must be acknowledged that
there is one positive factor in this budget which is the
appropriations for cooperation wirh the developing
countries.
There has been action in this field for the past few
years; it is progressing favourably and I think that
credit should be given to the Commission for the way
in which it is promoting cooperation with the deve-
loping countries. I have nothing further to say, Mr
President, on the question of expenditure and in
conclusion I shall simply say a few words in my
capacity as representative of the European Progressive
Democrats and chairman of the Vorking party on
Budgets.
I must repeat, at the risk of rambling on, that budge-
tary policy and the relations between the European
Parliament and the CounciI and the different institu-
tions will have ro be fully defined before the direct
elections if misunderstandings, conflicts and disputes
are to be avoided when the elected Parliament comes
into office. In fact, the Treaties define the law but
there are still no implementation decrees although we
have been working on definitions of these for several
years now. Ve have made amazing progress but there
is still work to be done. The \florking Party submitted
an important document to you for inter-institutional
dialogue and I hope that the Council and the
Commission will reply to our questions and try to
find solutions which will prevent difficulties from
arising in the future and particularly after the direct
elections. 1J7e are placing great hope in the formal
consultations to be held on 24 July, particularly with
regard to the budgetization of loans and what are
known as the Ortoli facilities. \Ve fully approve of the
Commission's procedure in this matter and of its prop-
osal to establish four or five headings for the different
loans whether they be Euratom, Community loans,
Erirr-Bank or Ortoli loans, and I hope that a solution
will be found before the end of July. My friend, Mr
Aigner, has said that if the budget appropnations were
not increased there was a risk that the budget would
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not be approved but the Council would need to
realize 
- 
and I wish to draw its attention to this very
important point 
- 
that if the budget policy is not
properly drawn up by the different institutions there
is a further risk that the budget will be reiected
because this is the last budget before the direct elec-
tions and we attach great importance to the definition
of this budget policy. Like the budgetization of loans,
there is also the abuse 
- 
mentioned a while ago 
- 
of
the 'token entry' which can completely change the
powers of one institution or another. It is easy to say
that a policy is being adopted, put it down as a 'token
entry' and then do nothing about it. This is simply a
way of getting out of promises. These few examples,
Mr President, clearly illustrate the position of the
group which I represent.
I shall conclude by saying that despite the criticisms
and the weeping and gnashing of teeth which this
preliminary draft budget has given rise to, we will
work together to make the necessary amendments and
changes so that it will be a reasonable budget and an
answer to the hopes of the citizens of this Commu-
nity.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellet-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, first may I
thank Mr Bangemann for that very excellent introduc-
tion and say that we in the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport do feel that
we have in him a friend who will fight for the inter-
ests of the underdeveloped parts of the Communiry.
Listening to our admirable Commissioner, Mr
Tugendhat, I did feel sorry for him because I know,
from the look on his face and his vitality, of which we
are all aware, that he would have liked the budget he
was introducing to be a very much forward looking
and lively one than unfortunately it is.
I should like to use this opportunity to draw the
House's attention to certain anomalies in the Commis-
sion's estimates for 1979 which concern me very
much as draftsman of an opinion for the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
on next year's budget. On 14 February of this year,
this House listened with great attention as President
Jenkins presented the Eleventh General Report and
outlined the annual work programme of the Commis-
sion for 1978.He pointed quite correctly to unemploy-
ment as the maior problem facing the Community.
He said that policy should begin at home and that in
the longer term we afe concerned to promote the
economic growth which will enable us to provide
employment and prosperity for our citizens. True
enough. He asked what the Community could do, and
his answer was perfectly clear.
First our sectoral and regional policies must be Put
together in a coherent way, and we must build on last
year's limited 
- 
he can say that again 
- 
limited but
successful steps. This he repeated in the speech
concluding the debate. Then he said that we must use
the Social and Regional Funds in every possible way
to counteract and mitigate the effects of unemploy-
ment. His words have now been enshrined in Article
I of the new draft Council regulation which reads :
'The European Regional Development Fund is
intended to correct the principal regional imbalances
within the Community'. Indeed these words were
echoed by Commissioner Tugendhat today c'hen he
said that we need industrial measures to bring about
the structural reform required. By laying such
emphasis on the priority which the Regional Fund
would enjoy as an instrument of Community policy,
President Jenkins gave new hope and new confidence
to all of us who have for some time now been deeply
concerned about the future of the Community's
regional policy and of the Regional Fund in parti-
cular.
Now, however, this hope based on Mr Jenkins' words,
the fine words of the draft Council regulation, has
been cruelly disappointed, and it aPPears that our
confidence was misplaced. Since uttering those fine
words President Jenkins has failed to stand by the
Commission's original figure of some thousand
million EUC as the resources needed by the Fund for
carrying out its task, and instead we have before us
today the miserable figure of 520 million EUC as laid
down or dictated by the European Council in
December of last year. Some grand design, Mr Presi-
dent, because even this year's figure of 580 million
EUC indexed to take account of inflation is actually a
reduction of 64 million EUC on the amount lor 1977-
And what is even more astounding is the fact that
three years ago the Commission had proposed no less
that 845 million European Units of Account for 1976,
which indexed to today's prices would be no less than
1 280 million EUC, so that the Commission is today
having the effrontery to propose an allocation of less
than half of what was proposed for three years ago,
despite the incontrovertible fact that the gap between
the richer and the poorer regions has now reached the
staggering ratio of 5 to 1.
The Copenhagen Summit declared that the Commu-
nity's three priorities would be social affairs, regional
affairs and energy. My committee therefore finds it
quite inexplicable that the Social Fund has risen by
48.84o/o, the energy sector by 81 % and the Regional
Fund by a beggarly 6J1o/o. \7e do not complain that
the social and energy sectors have risen; indeed we
rejoice that this is so. because there can be no industry
without energy, no iobs without energy, no iobs
without adequate training, but we do complain
bitterly that the Regional Fund, so vital to the rejuve-
nation of our regions and the restructuring of our
industry, should be so scandalously neglected.
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Commissioner Tugendhat made the point that
payment appropriations are down, because money not
previously committed cannot be paid out, and that in
the last budget payment appropriations were increased
without a corresponding increase in commitment
appropriations, without which the money could not
be spent. \7hose fault, may I ask, was that ? Certainly
not the Commission's or Parliament's last year; it was
the fault of the European Council. Commissioner
Tugendhat also said that payments must be brought
into line with past commitments. But we know that
we can commit double what is offered and still keep
payment appropriations in a proper ratio to commit-
ments. Mr Bangemann hit the nail on the head when
he said that we must increase commitments so that
next year we can deal with problems and spend the
money. Last year the Commission boldly stood up to
the Council until the last ditch. This year, the
Commission is timidly bowing the knee to the Euro-
pean Council from the outset before they have even
reached at ditch. Now why ? As many members have
stressed, it is hardly necessary to point out, Mr Presi-
dent, that the European Council is a body not recog-
nized by the Treaty of Rome, still less is it one of the
Community's budgetary authorities. Accordingly, it is
difficult to understand why President Jenkins should
feel bound by this figure of 520 million EUC, espe-
cially since, although present at the European Council
meeting, he had no vote in the decisions taken. As Mr
Aigner put it, we must prove that Parliament and
Council are the budgetary authority or there will be
no budget. Perhaps the representative of the Commis-
sion could comment on the constitutional problems
posed by the intervention of the European Council in
this matter. It would be my view that iust as it is
wrong for individual Commissioners to take instruc-
tions from national governments, so it is wrong for
the Commission itself to take instructions from
national governments acting collectively through the
European Council. Not only wrong, but extremely
unwise.
Mr President, our job at this stage is to urge the
Commission to be more resolute in support of its orig-
inal estimates of the resources necessary for tlie
Regional Fund in 1979. I might also point out that
only a microscopic I million EUC has been devoted
to preliminary studies in the transport sector. Despite
Parliament's repeated request for progress on transport
proiects of interest to the Community, for example
the Channel tunnel, as Mr Bangemann said, no real
progress has been made for years. Projects have been
prepared, and it needs only a little courage and a little
money to get these going. There is really not much
hope in an expansion of the Social Fund, although I
welcome it, with its emphasis on retraining, if the
Community is failing to promote through the
Regional Fund employment opportunities where they
are most needed, for the people when they have been
trained. Nor can the President of the Commission
expect to be taken seriously, when he talks about
economic and monetary union against a background
of widening divergencies between rich and poor
regions. On a slightly happier note, Mr President, we
welcome the tiny non-quota sector for which my
committee and indeed my group has fought for so
long, and trust that it will be in addition to the even-
tual figure agreed.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would urge all
Members to speak in favour of a live regional policyin their constituencies and elsewhere over the
summer. It is of the very greatest importance in the
year preceding direct elections that the Parliament
should be seen to be clearly in favour of greater
Community involvement in regional problems, so that
we can really create what is so rightly called a citizens'
Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, cbairman of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, some
fairly harsh criticism has been levelled at the Commis-
sion but there is one thing that one cannot deny and
that is that it has taken great pains to present this
budget, even if it appears unsatisfactory to us from the
point of view of volume, as far as so-called non-com-
pulsory expenditure, i.e. expenditure which does not
result from legal obligations, is concerned.
!/e should not, however, content ourselves with criti-
cizing the Commission. I7e should also attempt to
realize our long-standing objective of ensuring that
Parliament's committees participate more fully in the
shaping of the budget. That implies, however, thar we
must not only be constantly asking the Commission
what its plans and intentions are, we must ourselves
evolve relevant ideas on a medium and long-term
economic policy. This includes the sectoral and also
the regional structural policy. No one would dispute
that. If therefore we want to use the budget as a policy
instrument, we can shape it as a specific kind of law
in such a way as to provide legal foundations, on the
basis of the original Treary foundations, for the
carrying out of a political objective. In this respect,
ladies and gentlemen, we must make an effort
ourselves and evolve our own ideas in the various
sectors. I should be very glad if the technical commit-
tees were to act in the way recommended by Mr
Bangemann in his introductory remarks, i.e. if they
were to participate actively, although we must be
careful not to build any castles in Spain ; we must
enter appropriations only for things which can actu-
ally be carried out. Anything else, which cannot be
carried out, would then become a surplus ; we could
of course carry it forward to next year but we should
be sacrificing budgetary accuracy and budgetary trans-
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parency. Ve should be adding so much extra ballast
that the budget would no longer reflect the real situa-
tion.
There is, however between us and the Commission a
dispute which will probably go on for a long time. I
do not yet know how it can be resolved. I am referring
to the unhealthy amalgamation of Payment appropria-
tions and commitment appropriations with the result
that there is now a specific ratio between them. That
is something I still cannot understand and even Mr
Strasser's eloquence has not yet succeeded in making
this clear to me. I stress once more that payment
appropriations alone constitute the annual budget and
nothing else. All the rest is irrelevant ; this is the
money that can be spent. The only question is
whether the necessary projects are available so that the
money can be spent ; the Commission must give
appropriate answers to that question.
On the other hand, we must try to Sive appropriate
answers in establishing our own positions. This will
continue to be a matter of dispute, Mr Tugendhat,
between the Commission and Parliament and prob-
ably also bctween all three institutions, Council, Parlia-
ment and Commission.
If therefore we act in such a way as to develop our
own policy, the budget, complete with the remarks,
will be given legal force. It will become a genuine
policy instrument and will do what we have been
trying for years to achieve.
The dispute is as follows : what is the relationship
between budgetary power on the one hand and legisla-
tive power on the other ? These are the two arms of
thc budgetary authority. The Council is of'course the
lclislative body and still claims the right to include in
the budget only those things which it has sanctioned
by a special law. That is the dispute between us and
the Council and we shall have to continue our
struggle if we want to achieve the goal I described a
few moments ago and which Mr Bangemann, as
rapporteur, explained in his introductory remarks on
the 1979 budget.
Ladies and gentlemen, we have so far neglected some-
what the revenue side, though Mr Cointat alluded to
it. It has from the outset also been my intention to
refer to it. Here we find own resources 
- 
and without
restriction. This means that the recommendations of
Parliament in connection with the Ninth VAT Direc-
tive are in fact being put into effect by the Commis-
sion if we then write this bindingly into the budget,
since in our report on the Ninth Directive we said
that if it is not applied by I January 1979 in the seven
countries for which implementation was deferred by
special derogation from I January 1978 to I January
1979, sanctions should be imposed in accordance with
Article 169. The governments therefore already know
that this implies a certain amount of pressure, that
much faster progress will have to be made at national
level and that every effort is not being made at Present
in adjusting national turnover tax legislation to the
Sixth Directive to settle matters which still need to be
cleared up in the context of turnover tax.
'tUflhat matters here therefore is that the own resources
system should work and this is a subiect which will
have to be discussed with the Council because the
members of the Council must take appropriate action
within their own governments.
Now if, as Mr Cointat fears, this I % basis of assess-
ment of turnover tax is used up in the foreseeable
future we shall have to manage for the time being
with what we have at present in Section II of the
budget, i.e. the first step towards what I would call an
extraordinary budget, which would mean that tasks to
be fulfilled by the Community could be financed by
means of loans. In this way the budget could be
extended without exceeding this I % basis of assess-
ment of net turnover tax. \Ufle do not yet know what
will be the exact yield from levies and customs duties,
but in the budget estimates for 1979 there ,is a -50 
-50 balance between original own resources, i.e. agricul-
tural levies, sugar duty and other duties and, on the
other hand, resources from net turnover tax. It may of
course be more but then the only solution will be to
use what I would call the extraordinary budget and
finance political objectives by means of loans.
One final comment, ladies and gentlemen.
,It has been said that this is a small trudget and that is
true. It presents only a tiny proportion of gross
Community product. That too is obvious. The ques-
tion is to what extent the member countries have the
political will to have those tasks which the Commu-
nity is capable of .carrying ou1 , perfo.rmed by the
Community by transferring appropriate resources. If
this political will could be strengthened, this budget
would not be regarded as merely an appendage to
particular national measures and the Community
would not merely be assigned the tasks which are not
as politically profitable for the individual country as
certain other things which they prefer to do then'r-
selves. The Community would then make a much
greater impact on the European consciousness if it
were to assume certain specific tasks, suih as medium
and long-term economic policy, structural policy,
sectoral and regional policy and social policy,
although in the case of the latter only to a limited
extent since the conditions for an effective social
policy can be created only by the member countries.
So in fact we have not only a quarrel with the
Commission and the Council as an institution of the
European Communities, we also have a dispute with
the members of the Council in their capacity as rePre-
sentatives of their countries in the Council of the
European Communities. This is a relatively difficult
task. Ve shall have to see how far we can get this year
when one subject of debate will be whether decisions
with financial implications taken by the Council on
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the basis of its legislative powers will be taken exclu-
sively by the Council. Inasmuch as these decisions
have budgetary implications, given that the budgetary
authority as a whole, i.e. both arms of it, the Council
and Parliament, must work together and given also
that Parliament must be involved in this phase of legis-
lation, the budgetary powers of Parliament must be
effectively exercised failing which they will be
emptied of all significance.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, those are the
comments I wish to add to this debate. I attach parti-
cular importance to the need for us to develop our
own political ideas in the budget debate, to quantify
them in budgetary terms, and at the same time to give
them a legal basis. As far as non-compulsory e*pendi-
ture is concerned I do not see any difficulties arising
in this connection.
A final comment, ladies and gentlemen. I think a
little too much has been said here today about the
European Council and the Council of Ministers. \$(/e
call ourselves the European Parliament.
The Assembly decided this at the beginning of the
50s and its decision was accepted by everyone. There
is a reference to the Council in the Treaty and
n-othing else. The Treaty does not even say anything
about the composition of the Council. lUe cannot
therefore obiect to the Heads of Government calling
themselves the European Council, as a parallel to thi
European Parliament. But it is a Council like all the
others. I do not see how we can attack the authority of
the Heads of Government on the basis of the Treaiies.
Indeed, we should take care not to do so, because we
should find ourselves on very thin ice. I cannot there-
fore endorse the criticism that has been made here by
various speakers of the attitude of the other Councils
towards the European Council. The confrontation
with the Council must be a matter of general policy
irrespective of the individuals with whom we are
confronted. Even the European Council will one day
be obliged to come to terms with Parliament.
I have stressed this point in order to avoid giving the
impression that there was something illegal aboui this
procedure. I cm sure that there is nothing illegal
about it and if our legal experts look into this matter
closely they will probably come to the same conclu-
sion. According to the way talks have progressed so
far, there is no other possible interpretition and we
shall continue to insist on dealing with the matter as a
whole with the Council. I should merely like to
recommend to the Council 
- 
and we should submit
this recommendation to it 
- 
that it should organize
itself on the same lines as Parliament, i.e. one Council
should be the plenary body and all the other technical
councils should merely be committees. Then the
Council as a whole would know what its individual
parts were doing, which can hardly be said to be true
of thc present situation.
I think there are still a few battles ahead of us over the
1979 budget. I hope the Commission will give us
appropriate information, whenever necessary and will
also inform us of developments in its own approach.
It has very full expert knowledge at its disposal and I
assume that it will be placing this at our disposal too,
wherever necessary, as no such sophisticated expertiseis available within Parliament or its administrative
departments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhrt, fuIentber o.f' tbe Comtri.t.tion. 
- 
Mr
President, this has been a long debate and a very inter-
esting one. It is appropriate that it should be both
those things since this is an important moment in the
progress of the budget, and it is an important nroment
in the parliamentary year. But iust as I said at the
outset of my remarks that it was very hard for the
Committee on Budgets to provide an instant reaction
to the immediate presentation of the budget to them
the day after we finalized it, so it is not viry easy for
me to provide a detailed response to all the arguments
that have taken place this evening, and in any case I
am conscious of the fact, since I will be participating
in them, that there are a number of other debates thai
must take place this evening as well.
Let me simply say this, Mr President. I am not a maso-
chist and therefore I cannot claim to have enjoyed
hearing all the remarks that were made, but I do
understand 
- 
I understand very well 
- 
the under-
lying trust, the underlyin! objectives, the underlying
ambitions for the Community that inspired those
remarks, and as I said at the outset, I have a good deal
of sympathy with them I would, however, say again
because I do believe that this is important, that one
must take account of the circumstances in which one
finds oneself, and that I believe that it would be
possible for the Commission to disregard presenr
circumstances to a degree that would enable us to
produce proposals that would perhaps look very much
better than those which we have, that would fulfil the
aspirations and ambitions which we all have much
more readily than those that we have produced, but
which would fall absolutely flat on their face. It is a
difficult judgment to decide what is practical and what
is possible. It is certainly much more enjoyable, much
more agreeable, to put forward ambitious proposals
rather than less ambitious ones, but there is a great
statesman in my country, a great member of the polit-
ical party from which I come, who said that poliiics is
the art of the possible, and though he did not ever
become Prime Minister, he did, I think, manage to
show that by adopting that strategy one was often able
to achieve more than those who sometimes had a
higher profile and a more ostentatious appearance
were actually able to deliver, and at the end of the day
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it is what you deliver that matters. Nonetheless I hope
that Parliament will appreciate my understanding for
much of what was said.
It might perhaps be appropriate, even if I cannot
answer all the points in detail, if I take up a specific
point that was made by Mr Cointat since it is some-
thing which one ought to be able to provide some sort
of an answer to fairly immediately. He raised the very
specific point of the increase in agricultural levies in
the UK. \fle would in fact like to let him have a more
detailed reply when we have looked into it in greater
detail, but at first sight there seem to be one or two
points which I could make to him. There was a short-
fall in the UK production of wheat which therefore
involved the United Kingdom in increased imports
from outside the Community and thus increased
proceeds from levies, and also we must take into
account the effect of the special levies on butter
imported from New Zealand. Both Mr Cointat and Mr
Lange referred to the question of whether all the
Member States would in fact apply the sixth directive
on VAT by I January,1979. The answer is of course a
matter for individual decision by Member States. The
Commission has no indication at present, however,
that its assumption that all Member States will apply
the directive from next January is incorrect. !7e have
every reason to suppose that our assumption is correct,
but after last year's disappointment I think it is
perfectly understandable and perfectly reasonable that
Parliament should have its doubts, and I hope very
much that Members of this Parliament will pursue the
matter in their own domestic parliaments with as
much vigour as they have here.
And that brings me to the last point which I would
like to make. !flhen I go before the Council I expect I
will hear from time to time in some of the same
languages that I have heard most prominently this
evening arguments of exactly the opposite sort. I
would appeal to Members of Parliament that if they
feel that they come from a country in which the argu-
ments of their governments will be far removed from
the arguments which they themselves put forward,
that they will carry the argument into their own
domestic institutions with the same vigour that they
have carried it towards the Commission.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
12. Parliamcntary control of tbe EDF
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc
2031781 by Mr Bangemann, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on parliamentary control of
the financial operations of the European Development
Fund.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann, ropporteur (D) 
- 
Mr President,
since it is getting late I think it would be best to be
brief. This report was drawn up by the Control
Subcommittee of the Committee on Budgets and was
adopted by the Committee on Budgets.
As you know, the Control Subcommittee has endea-
voured to define its policy, and has done so with
regard to the Development Fund. The Subcommittee
has not followed the line which it could have done,
which would have consisted of keeping strictly to
budgetary control, or virtually checking the accounts,
because it is neither equipped nor suited for such a
task and because it would be failing in its duties if it
were to define its role in this way. Rather the Subcom-
mittee has clearly stated that its control must be of a
political nature ; it must ensure that consideration is
given to the question of whether the Community has
attained its ends with the means at its disposal. In
other words, with specific reference to development
aid, we must examine whether development policy
ends have been attained with the means available.
This purpose of the Subcommittee's activiry leads us
into a particular difficulty when you look at the posi-
tion tak6n by the Committee on Development.
!fle are quite aware that by defining the Subcommit-
tee's purpose in this way we are getting deeply
involved in development policy itself. rVhile that is
unavoidable, it is also likely to result in differences of
opinion between the Control Subcommittee and the
specialist committees concemed, since it is not for the
Control Subcommittee to define policy objectives. It
does not decide on the policy measures, but merely
examines whether the objectives defined by the
committee have been attained by the measures which
that committee considered to be right. In other words,
although we do scrutinize policy, we do not get
involved in the responsiblity for defining objectives
and for deciding what action to take ; this continues
to lie with the relevant bodies.
But in taking this line, and it is one which the
Committee on Development and Cooperation has
also accepted, we find that we have reached a very crit-
ical stage as regards control of the Development Fund,
because we are now in the middle of preliminary
work on Lom6 II. So it would be a good idea it the
Commission were to remember certain principles that
are defined in this report when it is preparing for the
new Development Fund.
!7e have stated here that budgetization of the Fund is
the first prerequisite for ensuring that a budgetary
control of this kind can be carried out. On this prin-
ciple, there seems to be agreement. No one, I think,
not even the Council, rejects this. But there are still
questions of detail to be clarified, and this the rePort
requests.
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If a control of this kind is to be effective, closer
contacts must also be established between the indi-
vidual development policies of the Member States and
the Community, to ensure that measures do not dupli-
cate or contradict one another, and the entire develop-
ment policy activity of the Community must be made
as transparent as possible. That is why we should now
agree about these details of budgetization.
In anticipation of the drafting of Lom6 II at a later
stage, therefore, a clear joint position of the three
Community institutions must be established, so that
we do not run into difficulties in negotiations with the
associated counrries on the shape of Lom6 II. I7hich
means that if this report is adopted, the Commission
will be asked to work out a joint position of this sort,
or rather to prepare for one. In adopting this joint
position, we should all consider the budgetary
problems which I have specified in this report, and
which I do not now intend to repeat in detail.
I would, however, like to draw attention to a political
problem, which is that if the future development
policy agreemenb are budgetized, we shall be
financing them from the budget, so that the ratifica-
tion of such an agreement can no longer be a matter
for the Member States but is one for the Communiry
itself.
Finally, mention is made here, Mr President, of
another problem which I should like to raise becauseit has not yet been resolved, although it comes into
this and that is the agency which, until now, has been
established under private Belgian law and is respon-
sible for the technical implementation of the Commu-
niry's development policy. The Commission has made
a new proposal in this area for a statute under public
law, and this has aroused a good deal of concirn in
the Committee on Budgets and in the Committee on
Development. Both committees, Mr President, have
asked the Commission to consider whether it is not
possible to incorporate large areas of this agency
completely in the Commission's administrative struc-
ture, so as to put an end to the difficulties facing us at
present. I iust mention this, but it needs to be said
because a substantial part of parliamentary control
falls within thu sphere of implementation. It is not
enough to exercise control when policy decisions are
taken ; we must also see that things turn out as
planned in practice.
That is a broad outline of the content of this report. I
have kept it very brief because I think it is probably
better not to start too long a debate in view of the late-
ness of the hour. I should like to thank the Commis-
sion very sincerely at this juncture for is continued
willingness to cooperate in a very open way, enabling
me, as rapporteur of the Control Subcommittee, to
draft this report ; and in repeating my thanks to the
Commission, I should like to make one more small
point with regard to the previous item on the agenda.
Perhaps there really has been too much emphasis on
criticism in this first debate, and perhaps we have
given too little attention to what the Commission
rightly feels it has achieved, but Mr Commissioner, as
I said before, particularly with regard to rhis parliamen-
tary control, we do not mean to be unkind. That is
not our intention, nor indeed do we criticize you in
the sense that we are criticizing the activities of the
Commission; we are only really critical when we feel
that the Commission could be more active. l7hetherit actually can be is another question. I7hen you
quoted a man in your Conservative Party as saying
that politics was the art of the possible I was strongly
reminded of a German chancellor to whom this
maxim is also attributed, and I have been racking my
brains to try and remember first who this man in your
Conservative Party was, and secondly which of them
can claim priority over the quotation : your man or
the German chancellor. Be that as it may, if politics is
the art of the possible, the prime need in many cases
is to take things to the frontiers of the impossible, andit is particularly important in the interplay of the
Community's institutions for these frontiers to be
rolled back as far as possible by our own efforts, so as
to make the realm of the possible as large as we can.
Mr President, I realize it is now coming up to half
past eight, and after half past eight I have an almost
uncontrollable urge to philosophize, as you may have
noticed. I therefore now conclude my remarks and
hope that this report will gain the approval of the
House.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I hope we will not have to settle the
question of who was the first to say that politics was
the art of the possible this evening ;
I call Mr Cointat to speak on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Cointat, 
- 
(F) Mr President, you may rest
assured that I will not continue to polemicize on this.It is bound to be a Roman or a Greek who said it,
which probably settles the question.
I will not take long, Mr President. I only want to
make a comment as chairman of the working party on
the budget. Mr Bangemann's report falls in perfectly
with the inter-institutional dialogue on the budget as
approved by this Parliament. If we want the budget to
be an active instrument of Community policy, if we
also want the budget to be transparent, it is only
normal for all expenditure to be included in the
Community's budget. This is not yet in fact the case ;
there are still many items of expenditure which are
not included in the budget, particularly those of the
EDF, and I think it consistent for the European Parlia-
ment, on the occasion of negotiating Lom6 II, to
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request that steps be taken for the European Develop-
ment Fund to be included in the budget.
I merely wanted to restate Parliament's position on
this and express the wish that the Commission and
the Council take account of it when discussing Lom6
IL That is the very simple and very brief comment I
wished to make, Mr President, on Mr Bangemann's
excellent report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, tllenber of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mt
President, may I begin by just saying that whoever it
was who said that politics was the art of the possible
first, I at any rate absolutely agree with the concluding
remarks of Mr Bangemann, and particularly his point
about sometimes needing to go to the frontiers of the
impossible ? He summed up my views absolutely
entirely, and I think they are particularly relevant to
the building of the Community. However, to return to
the point at issue, I will be as brief as I can, but there
are a number of points which I feel I have to cover to
get them on the record. First of all, I would like to
begin by thanking the rapporteur and thanking Parlia-
ment for its objective analysis and realistic proposals,
and to congratulate the rapporteur on the work that
has been done. For its part, the Commission to a very
large extent shares the conclusions, and it seems to be
best if tonight I only comment on the four aspects
which seem to us to be absolutely essential.
First of all, the budgetization of the EDF. At the time
that the Lom6 Convention negotiations *ere being
prepared, the Commission proposed that the EDF
should be financed out of the own resources of the
Community. !fle proposed this because it could have
helped towards a balanced reinforcement of Commu-
nity policy towards all developing countries, as well as
improving budgetary diversification and transparency
of Community programmes, bringing to an end the
difficult discussions concerning the sharing of
Member States' contributions to the fund. In the
event, budgetization was not implemented for the
fourth EDF, but there was among the Member States a
consensus in favour of a solution of this kind for the
fifth one. The arguments in favour of budgetization
have lost none of their validity in our view. The
Commission has thus come out firmly in favour of
the budgetization of the fifth EDF a clear commit-
ment which I can now absolutely reaffirm. Of course,
the expenditure has certain special characteristics
which will have to be taken into account. We must
still allow the participation of States which are part-
ners with us in the administration of financial and
technical cooperations. !7e must also cater for the
needs of investment programmes which are decided
upon and executed on a purely annual basis. Such
characteristics may require, in order to maintain the
present flexibility and efficiency, some specific provi-
sions in the Financial Regulation. As the draft resolu-
tion requests, the Commission will shortly submit a
communication on all these questions.
Second, improved participation of firms of the
Member States in contracts financed from the
resources of the EDF. The Commission is grateful to
the Parliament for its assurance of political support in
this matter. !fle will continue to make every effort to
provide for an even more satisfactory distribution of
contracts financed from the resources of the EDF,
notably by scrutinizing all tender documents to
remove discriminatory provisions, by increasing the
number of seminars and conferences in the Member
States directed towards interesting commercial firms
and companies, and by further rationalization and stan-
dardization of the technical and administrative docu-
ments in tender dossiers.
And then there is the question of financing of delega-
tions. On this the Commission fully shares Parlia-
ment's views and has indeed proposed that the cost of
the delegations should no longer be charged against
the volume of aid, but should be borne by the
Community budget.
Fourth, we come to the trans(ormation of the statutes
of the EAC. I think it could be helpful briefly to
restate the reasons why the Commission has proposed
to maintain a separate agency status for this organiza-
tion, albeit changing it from an institution of private
law to one of public law. The reason is quite simple,
and that is the wish to preserve the body's suppleness
and managerial autonomy, which have been its chief
strength and virtue over more than 12 years. The
problem is to administer from a long distance
personnel who are relatively few in number, who have
high quality, and are in a wide range of places,
requiring flexibility of administration. This is, I think,
a very considerable problem for us. !7e have, however,
been very conscious of the Parliament's correct insist-
ence on the need for budgetary rigour and orthodoxy,
which led it to look somewhat askance at decentral-
ized institutions. In addition, the Commission has
been at pains in its proposal to bring the budget of
the agency as fully as possible under its own control,
and in future it will be presented as an annex to the
Commission's budget. This, I think, means it will be
much more under the control of the budget authority,
and that in turn will mean that it will be easier to
apply to the agency all the aspects of the Financial
Regulation. And of course the Cotrrt of Auditors will
have a look in as well. Our proposal is not to create a
new agency of the type judged in the past to be appro-
priate to the Dublin and Berlin organizatigns, but to
establish a much more centrally controlled body,
which none the less retains full managelnent flexi-
bility and efficiency. I hope, Mr President, that these
explanations, which can of course be expanded if the
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House would wish during further discussions, show
the Commission is as anxious as the Parliament that
such an important activity of Community policy
should not escape parliamentary control. I am sorry
Mr President, to have dealt with the matter in that
rather unexciting fashion, but as Mr Bangemann said
at the outset the hour is late, and I wanted to get it on
the record rather than make an elegant oration.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution as it stands will be put to
the vote tomorrow, at voting time.
13. Sixtb financial report of tbe EAGGF
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc
202178) drawn up by Mr Fr0h, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the sixth financial report
of the EAGGF for the year 1976.
I call Mr Ftih.
Mr FrOh, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, colleagues,
I too am under pressure of time, and like every other
speaker I shall try to be as brief as possible although
the subject which I am dealing with is not a simple
one and is also a frequent obstacle to progress.
\7hen I think of the debate earlier this evening on the
preliminary draft budget, during which such grand
political ideas were given an airing, I find that I have
to come down to earth with a bump, as I must now
discuss a policy which is not just a draft or an idea,
but has actually become a realiry, and a fund which is
not iust an aspiration but really exists by virtue of its
regulations and statutes and is consequently always
causing trouble.
First of all I should like to say that we are somewhat
behind with this report, as the Commission is
supposed to submit it by I July of the financial year
following the year under review. It did not do so until
September, and then our committees needed some
further time to examine the report carefully.
Let me make one or two comments on its composi-
tion. It starts by discussing the guarantee section. This
guarantee section causes trouble year after year 
- 
and
this too was clear in the discussion earlier today 
-because in agriculture it is not all that easy to forecast
production volume on price movements either on the
domestic or rhe international market, so that diffi-
culties tend to arise later on. And we all know that
this guarantee fund is affected by the exchange rates
and the way they move, as well as by payment terms
or the operation cf paying agencies, so that the preli-
minary draft budget and the implementation of the
budget are quite naturally some distance apart in
many cases. But 
- 
and I should like to emphasize
this point 
- 
however much the guarantee section
may be the focus of criticism, we should not overesti-
mate its importance, because its share of the Commu-
nity's gross domestic product is 0.47 o/o, or 0.38 o/o
net, and that proportion has hardly changed since
1973 when the Community was enlarged.
The second big section is the guidance section, which
plays an importance role in this EAGGF. I don't want
to burden you with figures, but may I just point out
- 
and this I think is very important 
- 
that over 800
projects were sponsored by this guidance section in
1976, and the 264 million u.a. invesred for this
purpose mobilized nearly 1.3 thousand million u.a.;
this is high-powered financing, and shows just how
important the guidance fund is. You will know, as is
borne out by the documents, that it is used to
promote both production and marketing structures
more or less equally. At the same time joint structures
in which production and marketing are both involved
have also received a stimulus.
This Pinancial Report for 1976 shows that a change
has been taking place and that the joint measures will
be starting and will certainly require more appropria-
tions than this fund, which is of course limited, has
had in the past.
This brings me to a third section on the examination
of irregularities. Here I can be brief, not because we
do not set much store by this aspect but because
detailed reports are still being discussed in the various
investigative bodies. There is a need to set up some
kind of control apparatus in this area to take tougher
action on any irregularities.
The fourth section deals with food aid. \7e are glad
that it has been made more transparent and that food
aid is now a separate entry in Chapter 92.
As to the Report itself, perhaps I may make one or
rwo brief comments. This Report, which naturally
loses no time in drawing attention to the famous
70 o/o of appropriations still being invested in the
EAGGF, also states that, unfortunately, the other
Community policies are not being pursued with the
same single-minded determination. This top-heavy
composition of the European budget in favour of the
EAGGF could, says the report, best be corrected by
developing the other policies 
- 
the regional, social
and research policies 
- 
to a corresponding degree.
Unfortunately we have also had to point out in our
comments on the report that the agricultural policy is
continually running into difficulties with the mone-
tary policy, and we hope that progress will be made in
this area ; another point that has been mentioned
before.
\7e then say quite clearly that the Committec on
Budgets approves the objectives of the common agri-
cultural policy as set out in Article 39, although a
number of financial mechanisms, which to some
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extent conflict with one another, need to be reformed.
Indeed, there are several reports on this subject,
clearly showing that we must help to reduce the large
share taken by the Fund. We have also suggested that
the introduction of the EUC could be one of the
conditions for coming closer to this target, but a
measure of this kind would certainly not solve all the
problems, nor would it free us from the trouble which
we are having with the monetary and economic
aspects.
It is then clearly pointed out that measures in the
areas of market policy, structural policy and in the
social and economic sectors must be taken to Put an
end to costly and persistent surpluses, and that one
condition for achieving this is for the agricultural
policy to take a more positive approach.
Then we have drawn particular attention in consid-
ering this report to losses incurred during storage.
This was of especial concern to my colleague Lord
Bruce, and the snnexes explain how these losses from
stocks have come about.
If I am not to break my promise to keep things brief,
I think it is time I wound up my remarks. We are
very grateful for this Financial Report lor 1976. lt is a
document which improves transparency with regard
to the costs and expenditure of the EAGGF ceased to
be a stumbling block and in time came to be regarded
as setting an example of a common European policy
for others to follow. That has not been the case so far ;
up to now it has been a stumbling block for most of
us and a very bad example of a common European
policy, and this must not be allowed to go on. \trfle
should be striving to ensure, with the backing of a
very strong common agricultural policy, that national
activities are brought more closely into line through
the agricultural policy and in time we shall then make
the Financial Report an effective instrument for
achieving progress with the European policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) On behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, I would like to thank Mr
Friih and congratulate him on his excellent rePort. I
have just two comments to make.
Firstly, Mr Friih, in his report, which is an annual
report, can only deal with items available to him, and
this report should be supplemented by the control
sub-committee, particularly with respect to all the
cases of fraud and the irregularities which arose
during the 1976 financial year. Then it would be
possible to give a discharge.
Now that the Court of Auditors has been set up, I
hope that it will be able to deal not only with frauds
and irregularities in accounting operations, but will
also be able to study ways of improving the Commu-
niry's financial procedures, which are often very
cumbersome and delay action and payments. I there-
fore hope that we will be able to improve these proce-
dures.
Those are the two comments I wished to make, Mr
President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, .fufenber o.f lbe Connll.r.riorl. 
- 
Mr
President, I hope the House will forgive me again if I
move rapidly over our reply. First of all, I would like
to thank Mr Frijh and the Committee on Budgets for
this report and the motion for a resolution. The terms
of the motion clearly identify the central issues which
arise in relation to the financial management of the
various agricultural markets and measures designed to
improve structures. I will therefore deal only with
certain points which I hope Parliament will accept as
being the most essential. The motion drav/s our atten-
tion once again to the problem of MCAs and urges
their aboliton, hand in hand with the primary object
of a consistent Community economic and monetary
policy. The Commission fully shares this objective,
both for MCAs and of course at the broader level. Ve
are also anxious, like Parliament, to see the EUC
given the widest possible use, though I must empha-
iize that it is not a panacea and paiticularly in the agri-
cultural sector, is not a magic wand, which alone will
allow the problem of MCAs to be resolved.
It is, however, worth noting the cost comparison
between MCAs and .surpluses to which the motion
also draws attention. ln 1976 MCAs reached a total of
505 million units of account. The cost of the milk and
milk products sector, in the same year, rose to a total
of 2 051 million units of account. This sector of
course accounts for four times the total cost of MCAs.
Now, I agree that MCAs have grown, are too big and
ought to be diminished, but I think that we should
keep a sense of perspective and when one looks at the
milk surpluses, one can see a problem which is by any
standards very very much more substantial. These
surpluses are of course brought about by a number of
factors, not only economic and agricultural but also
political. \J7e are all conscious of the factors that
produce the surpluses. Increasingly in my view, and I
am sure that the Members of this House would agree,
there is a resolve to tackle them both on the part of
Parliament where one has seen, I think, a very consid-
erable effort, but certainly, and without any doubt at
all, on the part of the Commission. I think one only
has to look at the proposals we put before the Council
this year to see that many of them are more radical
than would have seemed possible even a short time
ago, though of course on the whole, it was not the
more radical ones that the Council found themselves
able to accept.
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The motion stresses the need for an increase in the
credits for EAGGF guidance expenditure. These have
been limited to 325 million units of account a year,
but this will be increased in the near future.
The rapporteur has rightly, in our view, identified the
difficulties and net losses arising from the sale of
products stored by the intervention agencies. The
Commission supplied further information about these
losses for 1976 dwing discussions in the Committee
on Budgets and we will ensure that more precise infor-
mation will be given on this point in the financial
report fot 1977.
This brings me to the delay in the auditing of
accounts. That work requires considerable time and
staff resources, especially because we have had to
increase the missions which we send to the Member
States. !(/e are making a special effort in relation to
the EAGGF financial management but in this, as in
other fields, the Commission is handicapped by the
very limited staff resources at its disposal. This,
however, is a separate point of more general signifi-
cance which no doubt we will have plenty of opportu-
nity to discuss during the course of the budget pioce-
dure. !7e are, however, very glad indeed to note Parlia-
ment's welcome for our increased efforts to strengthen
control measures.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should once again like
to think the rapporteur of the Committee on Budgets.
EAGGF expenditure accounts for some % of the
budget. !7e have to ensure that its financial manage-
ment is sound, as well as that the policies adopted
bring benefits to the farmer, to the consu-er a.,d to
the taxpayer. This debate and the preceding work, in
my view, are very valuable in helping us to achieve
that extremely difficult collection of ends.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The vote on the motion for a resolution, as it stands,
will be taken tomorrow during voting time.
The debate is closed.
14. Carry-forward of appropriations from
1977 to 1978
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc
Zl0/78) drawn up by Lord Bruce of Donington, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on tha second
list and the recapitulation of the complete list for the
carry-over of appropriations between the financial
years 1977 and 1978 (non-automatic carry-overs)
(17 s178).
I call Lord Bruce of Donington.
Lord Bruce of Donington, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr presi-
dent, you will be happy to hear that I shall not be
detaining the House long on this matter. The sum
involved is some 24 million EUC which, as the House
will appreciate, is the expenditure on the agricultural
section of the Community's budget for about 20
hours. I must congratulate the Commission on having
spent all but 20 hours of their agricultural expenditure
for the year. This shows a closeness of estimate and
expenditure on which I am only too pleased to felici-
tate Mr Tugendhat. One might say in parenthesis, one
might wish for a happier situation in regard to the
non-obligatory expenditure on the budget, but it
would be churlish if I were to press that point any
further than I pressed it in a previous debate. I am
therefore happy to say that the proposals f.or carry-
over raise no question of political, financial or proce-
dural consequence. I therefore commend them to the
House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat (F) 
- 
Mr President, as the rapporteur
has just pointed out, the carry-over of this amount
does not raise any political or financial problem.
That enables me, on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, to make two comments on
this co-responsibiliry tax on milk which I fought
against passionately throughout 1977.
After a year's experience, I notice that the tax has
involved some difficulties, as the system has not
worked very well. This is what comes out of Lord
Bruce's report, and has resulted in a carry-over of 24
million EUC. The tax is therefore not the panacea
enabling us to settle the milk question.
What is more, on reading the committee's conclu-
sions, a carry-over is being requested because we do
not in fact know what to do with these 24 million
EUC. !7hat was the good of telling us over and over
again throughout a period of months that it was abso-
lutely vital to introduce this co-responsibility tax if it
only resulted in a system which does not work well ?
My group is therefore completely in favour of carrying
over this sum of 24 million EUC, but congratulates
itself that after a year's experience, the Council of
Ministers has finally admitted that the tax should be
abolished. This will certainly happen in 1979, since
the present rate is so low that it could be set at zero
next year. Other measures should enable us to avoid
surpluses in the milk sector.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, .fuIember of tbe Commissiott. 
- 
Once
again I will try to be brief, though the fact of my
breviry, I hope will not reduce the warmth of the
welcome which I give to this interesting report and
also I hope will not mislead Lord Bruce into thinking
that we do not welcome the opportunity to comment
on what he said.
I very much share the Committee on Budgets'satisfac-
tion that the requests to carry over appropriations are
becoming progressively smaller. The Commission
makes great efforts to implement the budget within
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the year it is decided by the budget authoriry and only
requests carry-overs where it is prevented by events or
sometimes by non-events outside its own control from
using the appropriations in their proper time. The
reason why this is possible is the introduction of differ-
entiated appropriations for multiannual projects. This
trend will be accentuated in future years because differ-
entiated appropriations were introduced for the
EAGGF Guidance Section in 1977, which should
eventually dispense with the need for carry-overs for
expenditure on individual proiects.
!7e will also do our best to submit only one list of
carry-over requests each year. I cannot, however,
Suarantee success, since there are two accounting year
ends specified in the Financial Regulation, 3l March
for EAGGF Guarantee Section and food aid and 3l
December for practically everything else. Thus one set
of requests is known before the other and to hold
back the first set until the second was ready could
delay the implementation of Community policy. I
would also add that I see nothing in the Financial
Regulation which obliges the Commission to submit
only one list of carry-over requests. Article 5 (3) does
not even use the word 'lists'. It refers only to requests
to carry over appropriations.
There are, Mr President, two other interesting points
raised by the rapporteur on which I feel it would be
appropriate to comment. I understand his concern
over the fact that Parliament does not have the same
powers over the carry-over of appropriations as it has
in the rest of the budgetary procedure. However, this
was not brought up by Parliament when .it partici-
pated in the consultation procedure with the Council
at the time of the last revision of the Financial Regula-
tion. Any further change will have to await a future
revision of this regulation.
I also understand his concern over the budget entries
where the appropriations were not fully used and yet
no request for carry-over was made. This information
and relevant explanations are to be found in the
annual report on the implementation of the budget,
the annual review and expenditure account and in the
analysis of the financial management in respect of the
revenue and expenditure account. That, Mr President,
concludes the brief remarks I wanted to make but, as I
said at the outset, brevity should not be taken to
diminish the warmth of the welcome.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote as
it stands tomorrow during voting time.
The debate is closed.
15. Discbarge for tbe financial year 1976
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim report
(Doc. 204178) drawn up by Mr Aigner, on behalf of
the Committee on Budgets, on the postponement of
the decision on the discharge for the financial year
1976. I call Mr. Lange.
Mr Lange, deputl rapl)orteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President,
colleagues, in this report the Committee on Budgets
asks Parliament to agree not to carry out the discharge
for the financial year 1976 until October. The resolu-
tion mentions the various reasons which have led the
Committee on Budgets to this conclusion. In our oral
explanatory statement we refer in particular to Article
83 and 85 of the Financial Regulation. \7e demand
that all the institutions comply with the obligations
imposed by the Financial Regulation, including the
observance of time-limits, and on this the Council,
which should have taken some action in respect of
the discharge lor 1976, has not so far budged an inch.
The Council has not yet given its opinion on the
implementation of the budget for the financial year
1976, so we are not in a position to recommend the
discharge now in conjunction with the Council.
That is why, Mr President, we are calling for the
discharge to be postponed. That is why there is just
this interim report to ensure, at any rate as far as
Parliament is concerned, that it is clear that Parlia-
ment is not the cause of the delay, but that the other
part of the budgetary authority is to blame.
To repeat, the Council and Parliament, and of course
the Commission and the Court of Auditors after
them, must in future keep to the time-limits laid
down in Article 83 and Article 85, so that Parliament
can give the discharge by 30 April next year for the
relative financial year, i.e. for 1977. Ve should really
have done this for the 1976 financial year under the
Financial Regulation which took effect on 2l
December 1977, but the fact is that because the
Council has still not acted, we were unable to do so. I
hope that Parliament will follow the proposal of the
Committee on Budgets and I trust that the Council
will ensure that such delays do not occur again.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Shaw. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to comment
on this and directly of course on our last business, for
the comments apply to both. \flhilst naturally this is a
very proper criticism that has been so ably presented
to us by the Chairman of the Committee on Budgets,
none the less in a way there is an element of congra-
tulation in it. I think we are right to be very critical of
the Council in this matter, but who would have
thought a few years ago that so much of the ground-
work of presenting the documents and preparations
for giving the discharge should have been completed
in due time. The work that has been done both by the
Commission and by the House has, I think, been
remarkably improved over the last year or two and I
think it is a great pity that the improvements that we
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have made are now being nullified by the inaction of
the Council, and so I would like to thank Mr Lange
for putting this report forward. We are, I believe, abso-
lutely right to be critical, but at the same time let us
reflect on the great improvements that have been
made in our procedures. I am sorry that Lord Bruce is
not here, because he takes a somewhat gloomy view of
our proceedings and I think bit by bit, stage by stage,
if we are prepared to look at the facts, we shall see
that we are making very substantial strides in
improving our procedures.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, A[entber of tbe Connrission. 
- 
Mr
President, you will be pleased to hear my voice for the
last time, though once again, as with the other issues
we have been talking about there is not a great deal of
contention, between the Commission and the Parlia-
ment. 'We all, I think, agree that the procedure for
discharge should go ahead as quickly as possible. I
know that Mr Aigner and his colleagues have been
working hard on this and I share their disappoint-
ment that it has not been possible for Parliament to
give an opinion in this part-session because the
Council has not yet dealt with this question. However,
although I agree that the delay embodied in the
present resolution is inevitable, I should like to say a
word about what lies behind it. The reason the
Council has not dealt with the discharge is that it has
been waiting to receive the Commission's replies to
the report of the Audit Board in all six languages. In
contrast Mr Aigner and his colleagues felt able to start
their work as soon as the French version was available.
Now, I do not criticize the Council for its action, but
I do want to draw attention to the very considerable
difficulties we all experience from these language
constraints. \flith the best will in the world, and that
will does exist, it is not always possible to get transla-
tions made quickly, particularly when the documents
are lengthy and technical. By definition not every-
thing can be a priority, and because of this a require-
ment to have all documents in six languages some-
times makes it very difficult to respect functional dead-
lines laid down for good reasons by the Parliament or
the Council or, in the present case, in the Financial
Regulation. Mr President, the hour is very late and
there are not very many people here, but I thought it
as well to make this statement in public because all of
us know that enlargement is just a little way away over
the horizon and, really, if we have this kind of trouble
over six languages, God help us when we have nine,
and I really would appeal to some of those govern-
ments who sometimes criticize our procedures to
listen very carefully to what I have said.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, itpttt.,1' r.tPlrorttur. 
- 
(D) I am grateful
for Mr Tugendhat for givirrg us this explanation, but
my dear Mr Tugendhat, surely this cannot be a reason
for permitting such things to go on happening in
future, never mind what difficulties there may be over
some translation or other now. The time-limit was
enshrined in the Financial Regulation by mutual
agreement and this Financial Regulation is thercfore a
commitment and one which we must all of us keep
to. Nor can you assume that the discharge of the
budget is not a matter of prime importance. Indeed it
is. The Commission has to implement the budget and
must have the confidence that it will be discharged, so
it is in its own interests to ensure that the time-limits
can be met. \(hether God can help us when we have
nine languages is a question we can set aside for the
present; we haven't reached that stage yet. For the
moment there are just the six ; when the first of the
next three Member States joins us is an open question
which nobody can answer today. I just want to point
out, Mr President, that we must all make every effort
to ensure that the rules we have set ourselves are duly
observed.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ? The
motion for a resolution will be put to the vote as it
stands tomorrow during voting'time. The debate is
closed.
16. Agenda for next sitting
President. The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday 4 J:uJ.y 1978, at 10.0 a.m. and 3.00 p.m., with
the following agenda:
10.00 a.ant. and a-fternoon :
- 
Decision on urgency of a motion for a resolution and six
proposals for Council regulations
- 
Joint debate on the programme of work of the German
presidency, an oral question to the Council on economic
recovery and possrbly a motion for a resolution of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats on economic
and monetary union
- 
Opinion of Parliament on the date of European elections
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on the EEC-
Portugal additional protocol
- 
Joint debate on five oral questions to the Council, the
Commission and the Foreign Ministers on relations
between the EEC and Turkey
- 
Joint debate on two oral questions to the Council and
Commission on realization of the customs union
3 p.nr.
- 
Question Time (by way of exception, questions to the
Council and the Foreign Ministers)
4.30 p.n.
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate has
closed
The sitting is closed.
(Ihe sitting u'as closed at 9.10 p.n.).
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President
(fbe sitting uas opcned dt 10 .t.n)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Altltroual of tbe ninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any obiections ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Decision on urgent procedttre
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on
requests received during yesterday's sitting for
adoption of urgent procedure.
I consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent proce-
dure for the motion for a resolution on economic and
monetary union (Doc. 209178).
The request for urgent procedure is reiected.
This motion for a resolution is referred to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs as the
and Democratic Groillr; Mr Sf irur on
bebal.l' tl tbe European Conlourrtit'c
Grou/t; llr Porcu ort bchd( o.l' tht
Contnruni.tt and Allic.t Gronp ; A4r Rit'i-
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pean Progrtssit'e Dcnocnrt.t; Mr Fcllcr-
nraicr; tVr Rit'icrtz : rllr SPiccr; Mr
Radoux; Mr Edurrd-t : fulr t'o,t
Dobnanli ; fuIr Natali
ll. Oral questions uitb debatc ; Custottr-r
union trnd tbe internal ntarkct (Doc-t.
184/78 and 185/78):
fuIr N1'borg duthor ol. tbe quc.ttion-t
Mr t'ort Dohnttnfi, President-in'Olfice ol
the Council ; ^foIr Dac'ignon, Member o.l' tbe
Commissiott ; .fuIr Scbudrer on bchal.f ol' tbe
Cbristian'Demouatic Group (EPP); Mr
Nonianto,, on behal.f o.f tbe European
Consertatite Group ; ,fuIr Brugba on bcbal.f
of the Groult o.f.Etropctttt Progres-';irc
Detnocrats ; fu|r L'o,t DobnanYi ; tVr
Nlborg
12. Agentil.r 
.fbr next sitting
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committee responsible and to the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, the
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport for
their opinions.
I now consult Parliament on the request received
from the Council for the adoption of urgent proce-
dure for six proposals for regulations on fishing.
As these documents are similar in substance and
equally urgent, I propose that we take a single vote on
the adoption of urgent procedure.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, on behalf of my group
and on the basis of the discussion we had here
yesterday on this subject, I would like to propose that
we vote on the question of urgent procedure
tomorrow, because the Agricultural Committee's
working-party on fisheries is meeting this afternoon
and will be able to form an opinion on how urgent
this matter is. Perhaps we could ask the Committee
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on Agriculture to give us its advice on the matter as
soon as the meeting of the working-party is over. If
this House agrees, it should be possible to wait until
tomorrow morning before making a decision.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, cbairntan o.f tbc Contnittet ort Agriul-
tut'c. 
- 
(DK)Mr President, I would like to second Mr
Klepsch's proposal as the Committee on Agriculture
is holding a meeting at five o'clock this afternoon, at
which these documents will be considered. Ve would
like to see these matters debated at this part-session
and, as we will be able to announce tomorrow
morning whether this is possible, I would recommend
that the vote be deferred until then.
President. I consult the Assembly on Mr
Klepsch's proposal that the vote on these requests for
the adoption of urgent procedure be postponed to the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
3. lVelcome
President. 
- 
I am very pleased to welcome to our
midst today Mr Vasco da Gama Fernandes, President
of the Assembly of the Republic of Portugal. Mr
Fernandes is here as the representative of the people
of a European State that has succeeded in regaining its
liberty and is now firmly founded on democratic insti-
tutions. Portugal has applied for membership of the
Community and our Parliament has spoken out in
support of this application.
Mr Fernandes' visit also marks the beginning of
regular contacts between our two Parliaments.
I welcome Mr Fernandes and all those who are accom-
panying him, and through them I extend our warm
greetings to the Portuguese people.
(Appla nsc)
4. Prograntne of work of tbe German fresidency 
-Econonic recol.er).
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
- 
the sratement by the President-in-Office of the
Council of the European Communltres on the
programme of work of the German presidency for the
second half of 1978
and on
- 
the oral question, with debate, by Mr Rippon, Mr
Scott-Hopkins, Mr Spicer and Lord Bethell on behalf
of the European Conservative Group to the Council
of the European Communities on a common strategy
for economic recovery (Doc. 140/78) :
In order to promote the rise rn demand (or industrral
products and services necessary to an economic
recovery, would the Councrl when workrng out rts
common strategy consider the rnclusron of an
economic development plan for the applicant Srates
and for the least-developed regrons of the Contnru-
nity, organrzed in the sanre way and on the sanre
scale as the Marshall Plan ?
I should like to take this opportunity of extending our
warmest good wishes to the new President-in-Office
of the Council. \We hope that the Gernran presidency
will be an auspicious one for the work of the Comrnu-
nity and we welcome him very warmly to this
Chamber.
(Applausc)
I call Mr Genscher.
Mr Genscher, Presidcnt-in-O.flicc o.f tbc Cottttcil. 
-(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, after the war
the resurgence of the States of the European Commu-
nity was due to their joint efforts and they will only
be able to preserve what has been achieved and to
guarantee peaceful progress by continuing to actjointly It is with this conviction that the Federal
Republic of Germany is taking over the Presidency of
the Community, and in this conviction too we shall
make every effort to progress along the road to Euro-
pean unity.
It is the particular responsibility of the Presidency to
encourage the Member States of the Community to
adopt decisions which are truly decisions for Europe.
The Federal Republic of Germany will do everyrhing
in its power to live up to that responsibility. In so
doing, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am sure
it can rely on your support. The Federal Republic sets
great store by close and trusting cooperation with the
European Parliament and the Commission.
On what will our activities mainly focus ? Permir me
to begin with cxtcrnal rclation.s. In recent years the
Community has made considerable progress in this
arca 
- 
and not by chance, either. The far-reaching
changes in the world constrain the Community States
to stick together.
During the seventies we have become more than ever
aware of a genuinely world-wide state of interdepen-
dence; this includes the developing countries and,
more and more, the socialist industrial powers.
Together with the United States and the other industri-
alized democracies we are confronted with the task of
making our contribution to the establishment of a
global order for a world characterized by global inter-
dependence 
- 
an order based on equity and partner-
ship in which our democracies retain their freedom
and can ensure their economic stability.
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I wish above all to mention the North-South
Dialogue, and in particular the UNCTAD discussions
on commodities, the negotiations for the renewal of
the Lom6 Convention, the conclusion of the GATI
negotiations and the preparation of the Bonn
economic summit.
Allow me to dwell particularly on two events in which
the Community must show its ability to play a leading
role in establishing a new world order, and also show
what Europe stands for in the world. I refer to the
conclusion of the GAfi negotiations begun in 1973
and the negotiations for the renewal of the Lom6
Convention.
Mr President, the task before us in the Gatt ncgotitt-
,ions is to stem and then reverse the tide of protec-
tionism. This is another way of saying that what is at
stake in these negotiations is nothing less than the
future of free world trade.
The European Community is by far the world's largest
exporter and importer. No region is more greatly
dependent on the continuing freedom of trade' It is
thirefore in our own basic irrterests that the Comnru-
nity should be a force for freedom in world trade'
That it has always been ! It must always go on being
such a force. This, however, Presupposes that inter-
nally it is prepared to 8o on accePting and success-
fully coming to SriPs with the structural changes
which are the result of open market conditions'
I have no need to emphasize to Members of Parlia-
ment, who day in day out have to deal with the
problems of their voters, how hard it is to gain accep-
iance for this demand in everyday politics in this
present period of high unemployment. However, in
ihis situation we must not forget the following : the
world economic system, which is open as regards both
trade and investments, has allowed us Europeans to
achieve a rate of economic growth unparalleled in
history.
lf today large sections of the population take for
granted a standard of living which earlier generations
iould only dream about, this well-being is due in no
small measure to the existence of free world trade' We
will find our way back to stable growth only if we can
guarantee this precondition of free trading.
Protectionism is no answer to the problem of unem-
ployment. Trade restrictions merely shift unemploy-
ment temporarily from uncompetitive industries onto
the highly productive exporting industries and in the
long term the trading Partners all round destroy morejobi than they save. Accordingly, the present structural
unemployment in the Community can only be over-
come through the willingness and ability of our
economies and societies to adiust to changes in world
trade.
For the Community there is no reasonable alternative
to a readiness to accept structural change' The other
possibility would mean a Community which could no
ionger match up to international con.rpetition, thus
finding itself increasrngly unconrpetrtive on world
markets.
For an industrial region which is so dependent on
imports of raw materials and energy this,would be the
prth to stagnation and poverty. It wotrld a.lso mean
ih.t *. *orild no longer make our contribution to the
development of the Third Vorld.
'Whenever measures are taken to colltain structural
change within reasonable limits arld to nlitigate the
mosiserious social hardships, we nltrst always bcar in
mind that the purpose of such nleastlres nrttst be to
facilitate structural change arrd not to hinder it'
The second event in this conling hali-year which
clearly shows what the Comnlurrity stands for in the
world, and what it must stand for, is the opening of
the negotiations for the renewal of the Lonl6 Conven-
tion.
Under this Convention, thc Conlnrtrnrty ctrrrently has
ties with .53 African, Caribbean arrd Pacific States 
-
that is to say, about half of all the devcloping cotrrr-
tries. By means of the Convention the Parties have
established a model of cooperation between industrial
nations and developing countries, acting in partner-
ship.
It is a partnership which has adopted the principle of
equity not only as a nlatter of fornr ; is also directly
geared to establishing equal opporttrnity 
- 
in ttr'ttc'
rl.t/ terms too.
It is endeavouring to achieve this goal by a package of
coordinated ,n".irt"s: by unilaterally granting free
access to Community markets, by a syste m for
compensating for fluctuations in rcvenue fronl cxports
of ra* materials, by extensive financial arld technical
aid, by promoting industrial coopcratiorr, and rrot least
by permanent dialoguc bctween tl'rc partners'
The Convention has proved its value in practice arrd
the negotiations will therefore not be concerned with
making any basic amendments or innovations but
*ith a-d jusiments and improvcnre uts on points of
detail.
Here, the Community will try to make it even clearer
that the ultimate PurPose of coopcration is to serve
people and to help them to achievc the hunran rights
of freedom from hunger and watrt.
I should like to pick out one particular sector of coop-
eration which I consider to be of Particular impor-
tance for the future : the promotion of direct invest-
ment in the ACP countrics.
The Centre for Industrial Cooperation in Brussels has
now been set trP. Cooperation shotrld now 8o ahead at
full pace, and here it is inrportarlt to create a climate
of mutual trust and ccrtainty, as far as private invest-
ments are concerned.
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The host countries musr be assured that the foreign
investment will blend harmoniously with national
gc.o3o1ic 
.development and that the advantages arefairly distributed between the rwo sides. The Eriropean
investor, on the other hand, needs legal security. This
legal security is in the interests of 6oth sides. Only
through it will the host country be able to attractinvestment geared to long-teim cooperation as
opposed to short-term capital amortization.
The Community is linked to the countries of the
southern and eastern Mediterranean through close
geographical proximity, historic ties and a paiticularly
high degree of interdependence. The Community has
come to terms with this situation by concluding a
series of Cooperation Agreements with these countries
a: part of a global Mediterranean approach. rUfe hopethat all the Community countriei will soon have
concluded the ratification procedures to enable these
agreen'lents, the commercial sections of which are
already in operation, to enter fully into force.
I. feel 
.that it is, important that the contracting partiesshould then demonstrate the great imporiance of
close cooperation between the bommunity and the
southern and eastern Mediterranean countries by
convening cooperation councils at ministerial levei.\07e should start this process this year.
Cooperation with the Arab countries in the Mediterra_
nean and with Israel is intended to contribute to the
stable economic development of that area and thus
also make it easier to solve the difficult political
problems involved.
The Lom6 Convention and the Mediterranean Cooper_
ation Agreements clearly show the European Commu_
nity's aims in its relations with the developing coun-
tries, namely : cooperation on the basis of equaiity, i.e.
coop(rdtion uitbout srriag.r.. This basii attitude
applies world wide.
Although the Community's relations with the ACp
countries and the countries of the southern Mediterra-
nean enjoy a particular statrrs of a special nature, they
are in no way exclusive and must not become so.
Community 
_cooperation with the developing coun_tries also includes Latin America and Asia. Duiing the
9:lT"n Presidency the EC-ASEAN Con.f'crcnl.c o.ftVini.ttcr.t will be the main illustration of ihis desirefor worldwide cooperation.
At the beginning of the seventies the State-trading
countries began to integrate themselves into theinternational economic orJer of interclependence. TheCommunity is also desirous of a continuou. 
.*p*-
sion of trade with the East to the advantage of both
sides. In 1974 it offered to conclude commeicial agree_
ments with the State-trading countries.
Such an agreement has already been concluded with
China. And the offer still standi for the East European
countries and the Soviet Union. The Community also
wants to promote cooperation at EC_Comecon level,
and here-the expert talks soon to take place will revealin what form and to what extent this is possible.
Mr President, the Europe of the Nine is in favour of a
world based on partnership. Both the Community,s
external economic- policy and in the foreign sphere
European political coolrcrcttion are intended to contri_
bute to the creation of such a world.
The common basis for a coordinated and uniform
foreign policy on the part of the nine Member States
of the Community is respect for the self_determina_
tion and equality of countries and support for the
achievement and respect of human righti throughout
the world.
The Europe of the Nine is convinced that an end
must be put to the achievement of individual interests
by.force. The only policy for the future is that of a just
balance of interests and of cooperation on the basis of
partnership.
!7e are therefore completely opposed to all arrempts
by any party to achieve predominance in any part of
the world. rVe regard our own European Communiry
as an example of how national independence can be
protected and reinforced by regional associations of
countries enjoying equal rights.
Since its inception in 1970, European political cooper_
ation has established common positions in ever more
areas.of foreign p_olicy- Furthei progress is necessary
and the German Presidency will io lts utmost to this
end.
One of the first tasks of European political coopera_tion was to establish a ,o,rf,rrou 'approacb ti tbe
Conf'crenx 
.ott Scotrit.y, and Coopoatiiit in Ettopc. lt
was in dealing with this task that European political
cooperation_.developed and achieved its firsi major
successes. The CSCE process continues to be animportant and permanent area of European political
cooperarion. The Nine want to play iheir part in
continuing this process, giving it niw impetus and, in
a_word, developing it into something wiih beneficial
effects on all areas of East-Vest relalio,rs.
The Nine have also establishecl a balanced position inthe Middlc East conflict, which was set out in tlre
declaration by the European Council of.29 June 1977.
It is inrportant also to develop a comprehensive
approach to Africa, as has already been done in
certain specific fields. Africa is the target of East_bloc
attempts to creatc splrercs of influence. This will be apolicy which will tacklc tribal corrflicts within African
States, conflicts bctwccrr Statcs arrd the unsolvecl
problems in southcnt Africa.
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The question is : having won its independence from
European colonialism, is Africa to be dependent on a
new master ? This is a question of concern not only to
Africa itself but also to Europe for, as a neighbour, the
Europe of the Nine has a vital interest in an inde-
pendent Africa, united with it in an equal PartnershiP.
The Nine must therefore 
- 
in cooPeration with their
North American allies 
- 
counter any attemPts by
non-African powers to establish hegemony in Africa
with a closely coordinated African policy of their own'
This will be a policy staked on the desire of the
African States for independence and self-determina-
tion without outside interference. It must be a policy
which increases the ability of the African States to
realize this desire for independence. It must also,
however, see to it that our values prevail in over-
coming racial discrimination in southern Africa'
A uniform approach to Africa by the Nine, which
effectively coordinates bilateral policies and promotes
ioint action, will give the Lom6 Convention the neces-
sary political backing.
The other urgent task to be tackled by European polit-
ical cooperation and the Community is to activate the
Euro-Arab Dialogue. After four years we are still only
at the stage of commissioning studies. That is very
little 
- 
too little when one thinks of the great possi-
bilities and the urgent need for cooperation. Both
sides must place this interpendence on the stable
basis of long-term, comprehensive cooperation. To do
this is the forward-looking idea behind the Euro-Arab
Dialogue. Like all important ideas, many serious diffi-
culties are involved in realizing it. The German Presid-
ency will endeavour to give a new impetus to the
struggle to overcome these difficulties.
Mr President, the Europe of the Nine is increasingly
being regarded as a unit by the rest of the world. This
view of Eutop. depends above all on the adoption of
common positions in United Nations fora. The
German Presidency is very concerned that the Europe
of the Nine should also speak with orle voice in the
forthcoming 33rd General Assembly of the United
Nations and in other UN fora.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, another major
topic on which the Community must make signifi-
cant progress in the next six months is enlargcment.
The tasks before us are :
- 
to conclude the bulk of the substantive accession
negotiations with Greece ;
- 
to open negotiations with Portugal;
- 
and to create the conditions for deciding to oPen
negotiations with Spain before the end of the year.
In the accession negotiations now before us we must
constantly bear in mind that the proper purpose of
the European Community lies in the common ideals
to which we feel committed. For all the importance of
the economic aspect it is in the final analysis only a
means to an end. The Preamble to the EEC Treaty
defines the goal as 'by pooling their resources to
preserve and strengthen peace and liberty'. Thus, the
application for accession from the three new democra-
cies in southern Europe is politicall.l' motivated, iust
as is the acceptance of their accession by the Commu-
niry.
The common purpose of both sides is the preserva-
tion and strengthening of free democracy in Europe.
To attain this political goal, however, we must
adequately carry out the econonic tasks imposed upon
us 6y accession, and that means without half-mea-
sures. This will require an effort on the part of the
States of the Community. \U7e must have no illusions
on that score. But we should also be aware that this
effort is an investment in the Preservation of our own
future. Enlargement will also place increased demands
on the institutions of the Community' But I do not
accept the argument that enlargement creates new
problems. They exist, but not because the institutional
possibilities are lacking so much as because we fail to
make use of them. Let us make a start before the
Community expands.
!7hat is to stop us from making use of the maiority
vote provided for in the Treaty so as to guarantee and
increase the decision-making ability of the Council ?
The future members do not want to belong to a
watered-down Community but to a strong Commu-
nity with the ability to act.
In external relations enlargement will have implica-
tions for the Community's relations with the southern
and eastern Mediterranean countries. The Communiry
must anticipate and forestall negative effects on
imports from these countries.
I
Enlargement must inf particular not hinder the
constant development lof relations with Turkey. It
should on the contrary act as an incentive to revitalize
the Association Agreement with Turkey. This will be
a major concern of the German Presidency.
Mr President, enlargement confronts the Community
with additional and difficult tasks. \fle should,
however, also see the great opportunities it affords :
- 
it strengthens democracy in Europe ;
- 
it will expand the common market and strengthen
the economy of the CommunitY;
- 
it will increase the influence of democratic Europe
in international politics and improve its ability to
uphold its own values in a world which is in a
state of flux.
These opportunities must be grasped.
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To this end we should accelerate the involvement of
the future members in foreign policy cooperation by
the Nine. And at the same time we should look upon
enlargement as an opportunity to deepen political and
economic cooperation with the other democracies of
Europe as well. The Council of Europe is a major
forum for such cooperation.
Mr President, the challenges thrust upon the Commu_
nity by the changing world and enlaigement can only
be measured up to if we secure the eionomic founda_
tions of the Community, and that means only if we
lastingly strengthen the growth of our national
economies and make progress in the internal construc_
tion of the Community.
The two obiectives are closely related. They will be a
focus of our efforts in the six months of the German
presidency.
Tle European Council is to meet in Bremen the day
after tomorrow. It is our intention that it should
formulate. a comprehensive strategy for bringing the
Community back to steady growih and coiquiring
unemployment. The common strategy will enaLle thi
Community to put forward a unitJ position at the
impending economic summit in Bonn and to make
full use of its economic weight. The Council will thenin the coming months have to take the decisions
necessary to put the strategy into practice.
The Council will also discuss the 1979 economic and
monetary action programme. This programme is part
of a fivelear programme propos.d- bf the Commis_
sion to bring about a further .onrirg.nc. of the
economic development of the Member Siates and thus
re-open the way for economic and monetary union.
Mr President, let us make no bones about the present
situation of the Community.
Of the three industrial regions fo the !flestern world
- 
North America, Japan and !/estern Europe _
Europe is currently the one with the lowest economicgrowth rate. The Community, which is far more
dependent than the other regions on foreign trade,
also has production capacity in some tiaditional
branches of industry which is in part obsolescent and
no longer internationally competitive.
Both this low rate of growth and our slipping competi_
uveness wlil be overcome only by energetic efforts
and joint and united action.
- 
Ve require a concerted growth and stability
policy.
- 
!7e need a monetary policy which will restore us
to greater exchange-rate stability both within the
Community and world wide.
- 
!7e must make further efforts to complete the tran-
sition from customs union to common market;
for this is the only way in which the growth
stimulus of the great European market can
become fully effective.
- 
IUTe neecl an policy which reduces the energy
dependence of the Community. It must have the
dual aim of reducing consumption and accele_
rating the development of the Community's own
energy sources.
- 
Not least we require a policy designed to
encourage the inevitable structural change in a
resolute manner.
To 
.come. 
to grips successfully with structural changes
is the primary task of the economy itself. Reacting"to
the pressure of the market and responding to the
opportunities which it affords, it must forle ahead
into new areas of potential growth.
Let us guard against the illusion that economic struc_
tural change can be planned and set in motion by
national civil servants or supranational bureaucracies.
However, what the Governments and the Community
cctr, 
- 
and must 
- 
do to stimulate structural change
is twofold :
In the first place they must provide aid to ease the
adjustment aid both for the settors concerned and for
the affected regions, in order to make the restruc_
turing easier and acceptable in social terms. Secondly,
they must bring into being, or restore, the framework
for meaningful structural change. This means doing
away with distortions of competition brought about b!
national subsidizing policies and State asiumption of
losses.
Also required is an active policy to stimulate invest_
ment and innovative action.
Ladies and Gentlemen, insufficient growth, unemploy_
ment, structural weaknesses, monetary instability,
economic. shortcomings within the Community _
the solution to these problems requires strenuous
endeavours both by the individual Member States and
Community-wide.
Over the years we have fashioned for the Community
a series of maior financial instruments. I would merely
mention here, as recent examples, the doubling of the
European Investment Bank's capital, the deci'sion to
issue an investment loan, the extension of support for
currencies, the increase in the Regional Fund and its
reform. Now, what we have to do in the months
ahead 
_of us is to bring this Community instrumentinto play, in a coordinated fashion and effectively.
A common. growth policy and policy of stability,
together with a joint structural policy, can Ue pr'ri
through successfully only if these iolicies can be built
on a high degree of understanding between both sides
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of industry and the authorities. In order to Promote
such consensus at European level the Communiry has
created the instrument of tripartite conferences
between trade unions, employers and governments.
One such conference is due to be held in the autumn.
It will form an important part of the endeavours to
put the common growth strategy into practice.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, my first official
business as President of the Council was to let you
know in a letter dated I July that the decision on
direct elections to the European Parliament has been
ratified by all the Member States, and so has come
into force. It was with great Personal satisfaction that I
sent that letter. A year from now, this Paliament will
for the first time be entered by parliamentarians who
will have been elected not during a national election
campaign but in a campaign on a European scale, in
which the issues will be European issues. And thus,
for the first time, the citizens of the European
Community will be able to exert direct influence on
the form this Community is to assume and the course
which it is to pursue.
The banding together of parties on a European scale,
con.rbincd wrth a European electoral campaign, will
carry the topic of Europe out of the negotiating rooms
of the Govcrnments and administrations onto the
strccts and public places and to the citizens.
Europe, which is now seen piecemeal, in terms of
isolated issues, which is at present visible as a whole
set of problems, will finally come into its own as an
entity, as an ideal to be borne in view. This will give
us the opportunity to restore the dynamic vigour of
the European idea. Let us turn it to good account !
Let us make a start now with the preparations, so that
by taking part as voters we may turn the direct elec-
tion into a convincing plebiscite for a unified Europe.
By means of the direct election we will, at long last,
cross the threshold into a Europe of citizens.
In this way we shall be taking a maior step towards a
Community formed not only of parliamentary democ-
racies but which will itself be really democratically
constitutcd. On these grounds I am convinced that
the first direct election will go down in history as one
of the decisive occurrences in the process of European
unification.
A Parliament elected directly and throughout the
Community will carry new political weight. The Euro-
pean Parliament has always been a Power which has
prompted the Council to embark upon its dealings
with an eye to the future of EuroPe.
Nor will this be otherwise, I am sure, during the
coming months of the German Presidency.
For this I am grateful, and I hope for and look
forward to close and profitable cooPeration between
Parlianrent and the Presidency.
(Lorl tfPlat.tt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr RipPon.
Mr Rippon. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of us all, I
am sute, I express our warmest thanks to Mr Genscher
for his wide-ranging address this morning. \7e
welcome him as President-in-Office, and I am sure he
will have a most constructive six months ahead of
him. I might have wished that he could have been
more positive in certain directions, but inevitably
there are difficulties in anticipating what may happen
in the next few days and weeks.
The European Council nlectirlg in Copcnhage n in
May succeeded at least to the extellt of arotrsirrg great
expectations. In conseqttellce, sonre real progrcss will
be demanded f rom the Brenren nree tinS of the
Council, especially in view of tlle ccononric sunrntit
gathering of the major industrialized cottntrics alnrost
immediately afterwards. Mr Ger.rscher this nrornirrg
hss promised us such ProSress. I hopc this tinrc that
progress will be delivercd, becattsc if yct agarn nothing
positive emerges it will bc a nlajor political, ecotrontic
and psychological set-back with tar-reaching and
damaging consequences f<lr rrs all, and I think we irr
this Parliament n'rust make it clear that anQther [ailtrre
by the heads of state and goverllrllcnt to nleasure tlP
to the needs of the hotrr will be regarclecl as an objcct
betrayal of the peoples of Etrropc whorrt they clairrr to
represent. That, Mr Presrdcnt, rs why the Cotrscrvativc
Gioup has posed the questron which is on thc agcrtcla
today and which is the foundation of thc clcbrtc wt'
are to have tl-ris nrorning.
We require an overall strategy on a historic scale
which will make a decisive impact on three interrel-
ated problems. First of all, the decline in indtrstrial
production and the consequentially high level of
unemployment. Secondly, the commercial uncer-
tainties which result in particular from the Present
instability in exchange rates, and, thirdly, the general
lack of faith in future economic developnrent both on
the part of government and btrsiness. None of these
problems can be dealt with in isolation. An agreement
on monetary policy without substantial steps to
resolve the other issues would bc like turning on the
ignition without depressing the accelerator. I would
like to endorse what Mr Genscher had to say about
the importance of freedom in world trade. Certainly
protectionism is no answer, as he said, to unemploy-
ment, but at the root of our industrial malaise is the
increasing distortion of competition which restrlts
from the present thrust of European and national
intervention in industry and in particular the rising
amounts of sectoral State aid. That is why I have some
reservations about the suggestion of sctting up tripar-
tite conferences for individual industries, to which he
referred. That, so far from being likely to he lp, is calcu-
lated to be dire ctly counte r-productive. Arrd the
reason is this: both unions and cnrployers in these
gatherings will of necessity be taking a narrow view of
ih.i, o*n immediate interests. That is only clogging
the engine ; rt is not the way to 8et the car moving'
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Moreover this tripartite approach tends to cut out the
smaller firms and the new enterprises which are the
seed-beds of future employment. political ambulances
for industry have never succeeded on the national
level, and they are not likely to succeed on a Euro_
pean level.
Nor is it enough simply to suggest that capital invest-
ment should be increased, because what is lacking in
the Community is not finance, it is the will to invest.
And if firms and individuals are to invest, they must
have the necessary incentive to do so, and that can
only be restored by action of a sufficient dimension
which will at the same time ensure free and fair
competition between Community industries.
That is why, Mr President, in this parliament and else-
where, I and my group have suggested a new
approach to the crisis in the Community in the form
of a European recovery plan backed by a European
exchange area. Now such a plan must be on the icale
of the Marshall Plan which both helped Europe out of
the crises of the 1940s and at the same time, let it be
remembered, prevented a serious economic depression
in the United States. It is an interesting historical fact
that only the injection of around 8 000 million dollarsin 1949, mainly as a result of the Marshall plan,
stopped the downward trend of the American
economy, which had led to a reduction in industrial
production ol 17 o/o over six months and an increase
in unemployment in the United States from 1.9 to 3.6
million or 5 o/o 
- 
again very interestingly, very
similar to the Cornmission's latest unemploynient fore-
cast for the Community. Now a European economic
recovery plan could have the same effect on our own
Community economy as the original Marshall plan
had upon the Americans. The inlargement of the
Community, which Mr Genscher rightly said must be
speeded up, has been neglected in the context of an
o_verall strategy. Yet it is the enlargement of the
Community which would provide thJ key to such a
plan. As Mr Genscher said, we must not have half
measures. All right, so we want full_blooded
measures ; but what does that mean in money terms ?
I ryould suggest that the scale of a European economic
plan might be of the order of between 5 500 million
dollars,-the_present trade deficit of the three appli-
cants plus Turkey, and 22 5OO million dollars equiva-
lent to 2o/o of. the GNP of the Nine. But with the
Marshall Plan, the proposal was 2 7o of the GNp of
the United States. Even I o/o would have a dramatic
effcct. The beneficiaries would include the uncleve-
lopcd rcgions of the Community as well as the appli-
cant countrics plus Turkcy and the European associ_
atcd nations. Dcvclopmcrrt programmes which ought
to conccntratc particularly on the provision of infras-
tructure coulcl bc financcd through thc Europcarr
Invcstnrcnt llank with an orgarrization rlot clissinrilar
to thnt cstablishcd undcr rhc Marshall plarr. Thc berrc-
ficiarics thcnrsclvcs woulrl [>c nrainly responsiblc for
determining and executing their own programntc,
with the assistance of a committee of representatives
of the existing Member States, plus committees of
experts from industry and agriculture.
In such circumstances, workers who are now forced to
take jobs abroad could be enabled to go back to their
own countries. Now, naturally some Community
industries which are now in difficulty will express the
fear that a European recovery plan on that scale would
serve to create added competition at a time of under_
used capacity. But it is interesting to note that exactly
the same fears were expressed in the United States at
the time of the Marshall Plan and proved to be
unfounded, because the general ..ono-i. growth and
qdded consumption which was .r..t.d by the
Marshall Plan in fact created new markets and
generated new exports.
Side by side with an economic and development
programme there must be an equally bold initiative in
the monetary field, designed to modify, if not remove,
the present instability in exchange rates. Here we
should begin with the adoption of a European
exchange 
^tea anchored to a European paiallelcurrency. Now the term parallel currency makes it
plain it would not be expected to replaie national
currencies but rather to provide an attractive alterna_
tive to the parallel currencies already widely used in
transactions and contracts, which cannot obviously be
denominated simultaneously in the national curren-
cies of each of each of the contracting parties.
The fluctuation in value between, for example, two
such relatively strong currencies as the dollar and the
Mark illustrate vividly the lack of stability which exists
at presenr, and this is likely to continue, although I
think it would be partially overcome if the United
States in particular could be brought to understand
the continuing role of gold in the monetary system 
-I. d-o 19, believe their gold aucrions have 
-heiped 
one
little bit. Now the European unit of account already
meets this requirement, and if it was given a more
readily understood description, the Eurofa, it could be
a symbol of a new approach. A parallel Europa
currency, properly defined and guaranteed, could
become the main or at least an alGrnative means offoreign exchange interventions and settlements
between the countries of the Community. And it
could even play an increasing role in transactions ancl
settlements with other countries, notably the OpEC
countries. The European League for Economic Cooper-
ation has recently urged actiorr on these lines, ancl I
am glad these ideas were endorsed last week by a very
powerful committee of international ecorionristi,
including the chairman of parliament's Monerary
Committee, who last week issued a statement whicil
rightly began by saying, and I quote,.the outlook for
the international economy is aiarnring'. That is the
message we lrave to get across to thc Council of Minis_
ters.
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The views, I think, which we in the Conservative
Group have expressed are very much in line with the
obiectives set out in the resolution of the European
Progressive Democrats. A European recovery plan
carried out in coniunction with the elaboration of a
European monetary cooperation, built upon a Euro-
pean exchange area, anchored to a European parallel
currency, could be of mutal benefit to us all and could
be realized as the Marshall Plan was realized, if the
necessary political will existed, within a short time. It
would be the foundation of the new Lom6 Conven-
tion to which Mr Genscher referred. But we should
not stop there. A decision by the European Council to
apply a common strategy, with a European recovery
plan as a major element, should be followed by an
equally generous and imaginative approach at the
economic summit the following week, because only
such an approach made towards the developing coun-
tries as a whole, not iust the Members of the Lom6
Convention, backed by the Member States of the
Community, Japan, the United States, can unblock
the GATT negotiations in Geneva or the North-South
Dialogue in Paris, to which again Mr Genscher refers.
That is the only way in which we can make a real
move towards general economic recovery. 'What we
hope Mr Genscher can achieve in the next six months
is an alteration in a situation in which national and
international policy-making appears to ordinary
people to be deadlocked. All the generous spirit and
the courage and the forward-looking perspectives that
we ought to expect from our leaders are frozen. We
have endless meetings of politicians and experts ; they
provide nothing but calls to other people to make
offers or to carry burdens, without anything actually
being demanded or achieved. Now, in such an atmos-
phere it is not surprising that there is cynicism and
indifference. If only the participants in the forth-
coming summit meeting could understand that their
role and their responsibility is not to act as the top of
an expert pyramid, but to lead their peoples with the
same verve that President Truman and General
Marshall did in l94tl, then and only then could we see
confidence and growth in Europe and the free world
restored.
(Applt ust)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, now that the Conservative Group has
spoken on the question of an economic upswing, I
think we may address ourselves to questions of a
general nature arising from the speech by the Presi-
dent-in-Office.
I wish to say to the President-in-Office that the
Socialist Group looks forward to a period of active and
loyal cooperation such as we experienced to our great
satisfaction during the six months in office of his
Danish predecessor. Nevertheless, I will, if I may, start
with a somewhat critical remark. \7hat we heard was
undoubtedly an excellent speech by an e minently
successful Foreign Minister, but whether he merits the
same description in his capacity as Presidcnt-in-Office
is, perhaps, open to question in as much as two-thirds
of 
-his ipeein was devoted to the Community's
external relations. I therefore, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, have to ask whether this Council state-
ment, by its new President-in-Office, gives adequate
treatment to internal questions such as those
concerning the integration and consolidation of the
Community. \ilas it not covering up something 
- 
the
cumbersomeness of the Council and its frequent
inability to take needed decisions, the fact that
numerous projects launched by the Commission and
Parliament are now gathering dust in the files of the
Council of Ministers ?
I would very much like to ask you, Mr Genscher, to
give us next month a survey of those Commission
initiatives which have received the support of Parlia-
ment and which the Council, as sole legislator in the
Community, has so far failed to put into practice.
Such a survey, together with an explanation of the
reasons for the delay, we in this House would be only
too glad to receive from you in the course of next
month. I also think we should hear a little more from
you about plans for the Social and Regional Funds, for
these are instruments of structural change on which
you have already taken a stand.
You pointed out, quite rightly, that it is the particular
responsibility of every new presidency to bring the
Community Member States together. An announce-
ment of that kind is only too welcome among
Members of this House, but what has come of it in six
months' time will be a criterion on which you too, as
the German President-in-Office, will have to be
assessed.
I come now to the part of your speech that was
devoted to external relations. I quote the passage in
which you said, on the subject of Lom6 :
Here, the Community will try to make it even clearer
that the ultimate purpose of cooperation is to serve
people and to help them to achieve the human righrs of
freedom from hunger and want.
To that, the Socialist Group would add : one can be
free from hunger and want and still trodden in the
dust day by day.
(Altplause)
Therefore, Mr President-in-Office, this statement of
yours fails to satisfy us. Since you personally will be
opening the Lom6 Conference on 24 July, we call on
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you to ensure that the question of human rights is
given a prominent place in the negotiation of Lom6
II.
(Appla u:c)
A further point in this connection : we support your
call for direct investments ; but we would add that
security and protection for direct investments must be
accompanied by protection of the social interests of
thc workers in these countries.
(Apltla u:t)
This, too, must be included in such security provi-
sions, for there is plenty of evidence to show that
employees in African countries, even when supported
by European undertakings, are often the victims of
social discrimation. In this connection, Mr President-
in-Office, my group would be interested to hear what
the present situation actually is with regard to the
application of the code of conduct for European
undertakings in the South African Republic.
In the sphere of European political cooperation, we
heartily welcome the fact that those couniries that are
on the threshold of accession are to be involved in
foreign policy cooperation. The question is only how
and when.
There is another matter which, I think, deserves more
of our attention, and that is cooperation with the
other democracies of Europe. In our view, we must
take care to ensure that the other EFTA States do not
get the impression 
- 
and I say this quite deliberately
- 
that our attention is being diverted southward to
such an extent as to signify a general shift of interests.
I think, Mr President-in-Office, if you could say a
word on this subject, it would help to clear up the situ-
ation.
The real disappointment came with your remarks on
the_Euro-Arab Dialogue, for if the commissioning of
studies is the sole result of four years' work, one must
ask oneself whether new efforts must not be made at
the political summit in order to give this dialogue a
new impetus.
On the need, to which you drew attention, for devel-
oping a comprehensive approach to Africa, my group
would ask, what is the essence of this approach ? Doesit resemble the British or the French approach to
Africa ? Or is it to be a completely new and inde-
pendent approach worked out by all the nine Commu-
nity Member States ? Further, what is to be the rela-
tion between the Community's comprehensive
approach to Africa and the Lom6 Convention ?
For years, the debate was dominated by the pessimists,
who repeatedly asserted that in mrny paits of the
world there was no future for democracy. The contrary
has been proved by Portugal, Greece and Spain ; it is
now time to build up this process on an economic
foundation, and the President-in-Office is right to
point out that the economic tasks must be subordi-
nated to the fundamental political decision on enlarge-
ment which undoubtedly awairs us. Nevertheless, the
process of integrating the acceding countries will
inevitably necessitare considerable effort, even sacri-
fices and restrictions, on the part of the Member
States and citizens of the Community ; I am therefore
of the opinion that the citizens of Europe, particularly
in view of the direct elections, Mr Genscher, are
entitled to know precisely what this means for rhem
and what prospects they will have to reckon with.
Here I turn to the French Gaullists in this Chamber.
A few days ago, the leader of the French Gaullists,
speaking in the South of France, declared that the
Gaullists were opposed to an enlargement of the Euro-
pean Community through the accession of Spain,
Portugal, Greece and Turkey : if these four countriesjoined the Community, he said, this would inevitably
result in a total breakdown of the European system
and, Mr Chirac went on, that would put an end to all
our European ambitions, to the Europe we wanted to
build. In my view, intellectual honesty demands that
the Gaullist representatives in this Chamber make it
clear whether they share these views of Mr Chirac.
(Lottd afplar.tt)
If so, they would, incidentally, find themselves right
in the same boat as the French Communists, who
once again during this debate, as so ofren in the past,
are conspicuous by their absence.
On two points, Mr Genscher, I should like to quote
something that the Danish Foreign Minister freely
admitted in his final speech to this House. Mr
Andersen said that, as President-in-Office, he had to
take his leave of the European Parliament with the
admission thar under the Danish presidency it had
proved impossible to resolve two serious problems
besetting the European Community 
- 
energy policy
and fisheries policy.
It goes without saying, Mr President-in-Office, that we
can all agree with the following sentence in your state-
ment : 'We need an energy policy which . . . must
have the dual aim of reducing consumption and
accelerating the development of the Community's
own energy sources'. I can only ask, has the Council
of Ministers of the European Community an inte-
grated plan so that what you yourself are calling for 
-and in this Parliament will support you 
- 
can be real-
ized by Council and Commission ?
As for fisheries policy, the dispute of the last few
months, with eight Member States on the one hand
and one on the other, can only be described as tragic,
since the burden has to be borne by I00000 citizens.
Developments of the last few days in the Baltic, where
the Swedes too have now closed their waters, have
aroused feelings of embitterment. I know that from
my own observations, for I have just spent two days,
Friday and Saturday, on fishing-vessels in the Baltic.
This embitterment is so great that one cannot say to
these people, Vell, vote for this Parliament next year
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and then everything will be quite different, since the
question of direct elections will depend on the
Community's prestige and its ability to solve problems
affecting hundreds of thousands of citizens of the
Community. We want to hear when the breakthrough
in fisheries policy can be achieved.
Youth unemployment, a subject on which my
colleague Mr Glinne will have something further to
say, has, as we know, taken another, none-too-wel-
come turn inasmuch as here again one of the Member
States, in this case France, has put a spanner in the
works in the Council of Ministers. Vhen the Commu-
nity's already limited resources for combating unem-
ployment are blocked, as they are to be now, for a
further period of some months, I can only describe
this as a political scandal. One of our yardsticks for
assessing the success of the European Council in
Bremen will be whether the authority of the Heads of
State and Government is at least sufficient to bring
about what has come to be regarded as a first joint
venture by the Member States in the combating of
youth unemployment.
Finally, Mr President-in-Office, allow me to quote
another sentence from your statement. You said in
conclusion, as you wished us 
- 
and therefore Europe
too 
- 
success with the direct elections, that 'by
means of the direct election we will, at long last, cross
the threshold into a Europe of citizens'. Allow me,
with full polemical intent, to add to this the observa-
tion that we shall, at long last, be crossing the thre-
shold into a Europe of citizens in which the Council
of Ministers continues, behind closed doors, to have
the sole word in matters of legislation. Every month
in this Chamber, you will be having on argument
with us 
- 
and with all the groups, of that I am sure
- 
until, at long last, one thing is achieved : greater
transparency in decision-making by the Council.
\7e shall not be satisfied with frugal communiqu6s. In
a parliamentary democracy, a check can be kept on
the legislator only when the legislative procedure is
transparent. As long as the Council of Ministers is the
sole legislator and this House enjoys only consultative
rights, Mr Genscher, the Council must keep its doors
open so that the crtizen can see what is behind each
decision. If that is done, you may well achieve more
quickly what you yourself have called for 
- 
namely, a
return to the use of the majority vote so that the
CounciI can really become once more a vital political
legislator.
(Applat.tt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Klepsch. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, first of all I should like to thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office sincerely on behalf of my group for his
speech, which incltrded a statement of the Council's
attitude on a number of problems and nunterous
praiseworthy declarations of intent. Ve should be
only too pleased, Mr Genscher, to take you at your
word when you say that you look forward to close
cooperation with the Commission and with this Parlia-
ment. My group is glad to hear this and would say to
you that we believe it would be a good omcrt for thc
future, in the very year of direct c-lections, if relations
between Council and Parliament cotrld develop into a
cooperation marked by confidence ar.rd transparcncy
for the citizen. The response of nry grotrp today will
be conveyed by 
-y colleagues Mr Mtrller-Hermanr.l
and Mr Bertrand as well as by myself, so I will confirte
myself to a few points only.
I should like to stress that nrtrch of what you havc had
to say is in complete accord with this Parliantent's
wishes. I should also like to make it qtritc clear tltat trr
all these complex questions you will l.rave the support
of this House on your side. All the sanre, nray I say
that I had the sneaking feeling tltat certain strbjccts
were swathed in thick clouds of nrist. AIrd it is the
duty of this House to confront thcsc complex issttcs
and, in doing so, to turn to yotl as thc resporrsiblc
man in the Council.
First of all, you said something very importarrt, you
expressed a wish which this Housc ftrlly sharcs. Yotr
emphasized that it was high tinre that thc Cotrncrl
should take decisions. You went on to say that thc
German Presidency woulcl bring presstlre to bear to
ensure that outstanding dccisions wcre take n. The
entire House 
- 
and this was stressed by thc prcviotrs
speaker 
- 
takes the view that it is precrsely thc Cotrrl-
cil's inability to make decisions that has brotrght otrr
work for Europe to a standstill, and that is why we
shall take you at your word when you promise to prcss
for decisions. Parliament and the people too are abso-
lutely tired of seeing l.row Colrncil meetings and
summit confcrences are prcccded by ntlnterotts
announcements of thc qucstions to be scttlcd and
plans for settling them, only to find, whe n thc
Council meeting or sunrmit corrfe re nce is ovcr, a
communiqu6 tells them that the qtrestions have bcetr
carefully studied, that a committee or subcommittcc
or group of Ministers has bcen dcptrtred to follow
developments and that after careful analysis dccisiorrs
will be taken at the ncxt mectirlg. I say this only to
emphasize that we shall bc taking yotr at your word.
\We hope that the Council presidency which you havc
.iust taken over will introducc alrothe r practrce for thc
Conrmunity, and if so, you can count on the ftrll
support of this House.
Secondly, you stressed that there would be no
problem in settling certain institutional and other
questions if only that were done which the Council
can do 
- 
namely, return to the ttse of the mlrjority
vote. \}/e were all cxtren-rcly intcrcsted to hear that
this denrand, which is being continually madc by nry
group, was among those listed in yorrr progranlnle.
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Declarations of intent, however, are not enough : they
must be followed by action. And this is the point
where, Mr President-in-Office, I had the impression
that a certain subject concerning the Community
during your period in office as President of the
Council was not merely swathed in clouds of mist but
swamped in an impenetrable pea soup. I refer to the
internal development of the Community and the ques-
tion what decisions relating to the internal structure
and donrestic problems of the Community are to be
taken. Herc I would present a few wishes drawn up for
you by nry group.
First, in the field of internal and legal policy we
consider it inrportant to establish a body of European
fundamental rights and an appropriate court system
for the protection of these rights, which would apply
to the individual citizen I'l.r-z)-r,r.r not only the
Conrmunity but also the authorities of his own
country and those of the other Member States. In the
vicw o[ my group, we must establish a Community
fudicial area : this would exclude the application to
Community citizens of legal provisions relating to
aliens and would also make bilateral expatriation agree-
ments superfluous.
Further, we should tackle the question of granting
both active and passive civic rights to all citizens of
the Comn.runity.
As regards the ponderous functioning of the Commu-
nity's decision-making process, I think we should be
making an important step forward if the unanimity
rule, as practised today, could be virtually done away
with, as you suggest, and if the restrictions on the
Commission's competence to take political action
could be lifted.
As a token of the increasing preparedness, which you
have also indicated, to enhance the role of the Euro-
pean Parliament, whose Members are shortly to be
directly elected, I would make the specific proposal
that the Council, already during the consultation
stage, should find its way to committing itself to
regard as binding the European Parliament's opinion
on selected Commission proposals.
I nurture the hope that in the dialogue that we shall
be having with you on the budget lor 1979 the wishes
of the European Parliament regarding compulsory
expenditure will also be taken more seriously.
Further, we think the time has come to tackle the real-
ization of thc passport union.
\0ile also take the view that the positions adopted in
the report by our colleague Mr Scelba regarding
special rights for citizens of the Community should
no longer serve as just material for discussion but that
specific steps for their realization should be under-
taken.
I should like to add that we are still without a
common transport policy, and the fact that this year
we are being told once again that next year there will
be no common summer time in the European
Community is to be particularly deplored. In our
view, this state of affairs cannot be allowed to
continue. Indeed, with all the smog I spoke of a
moment ago, the summer is all but lost.
Another duty of the Community is to make progressin the sphere of education. Some things should be
done at Community level with regard to the exchange
of schoolchildren and students along the lines of, say,
what has already been achieved between Germany and
France. Final examinations and the length of study-
courses should be assimilated. Admissions to places of
higher education should be regulated in a manner
applicable to all Community citizens and free from
discrimination.
In this connection, I should also like to draw your
attention to the proposal made by President Giscard
for a Communiry agreement on the combating of
international terrorism.
Mr Presidcnt-in-Office, a word on the subject of Euro-
pean political cooperation. Here, too, you said some-
thing that was welcome to our ears, and that is that
Europe should speak with one voice. You went on to
say that this had not always been the case in the last
General Assembly of the United Nations, but would
be so on the next occasion.
That means that we have unfortunately not yet
reached the stage where we can speak with a single
voice, and from certain events connected with the
ESCC follow-up conference in Belgrade, my group
had rather the impression that in certain spheres the
ambition to speak with a single voice had encountered
a setback, to our universal regret. I will refrain from
giving further examples.
There is another point on which we should be only
too glad to take you at your word. At the end of your
speech, you said that the European direct elections
and the further development of this Parliament would
constitute a step towards the situation in which not
only the individual Member States are democracies
and united as such in a Community but also 
- 
and I
quote your own words 
- 
the Community itself is
really democratically constituted. Here the Parliament
can only offer you its wholehearted support, and this
it will continue to offer you in the year of direct elec-
tions.
The Council could make a good beginning on
improving relations with Parliament and ensuring its
greater influence and a greater degree of cooperation
by carrying out the proposal contained in the Blumen-
feld report that we be given for discussion, once a
year, a written report from the Council on the work of
European political cooperation. In that way, the
dialogue would not have to be taken up in purely
desultory fashion during Qucstion Tinre or on other
occasions not designed for the purpose but could be
pursued in a debate devoted entirely to this subject.
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There you have a list of things my group would wish
to see: many of them are things desired by the whole
House. !7e were glad to hear you say that you want to
work with us in solving the problems of the Commu-
nity: we, for our part, are willing and wish you much
success in your work.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR LUCKER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pintat to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Pintat. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I should like to point out, at the beginning of my
speech, without being over-optimistic, that the new
Council presidency is having an auspicious start, since
all the Member States have now deposited the instru-
ments of ratification for the Act on direct elections ;
your Assembly will thus be consulted, in accordance
with the Treaty, before the summer recess, and the
Council will be able to adopt the proposed dates 
- 
7
to l0 July 
- 
officially. The party headquarters and
European federations will be able to launch their elec-
tion campaigns properly immediately after the recess.
Having pointed this out, may I now say, on behalf of
the Liberal and Allies Group, that we welcome Mr
Genscher's statement, which seems to augur well for
cooperation between the presidency and the European
Parliament, and the welcome that Mr Genscher has
received from the Assembly is further proof of this. I
must stress that we are all aware that the Community
is at an important landmark in its history. It is
presented with a new opportunity. In 1950, the
process of European integration began after the diffi-
culties of post-war reconstnrction ; today, Europe's
economic problems should encourage it to take
another decisive step forward. The economic crisis
that we are facing should encourage the authorization
of points of view which up till now have often been
very far apart. The various countries have been trying
for too long to deal with the effects of the crisis on
their own; the time has come for them to bow to
necessity and take joint action.
Coordinated Community action is more essential than
ever if we are to find a solution to the serious
problems facing all the Member States: unemploy-
ment, monetary disruption, protectionism in world
trade, energy and industrial problems. This major step
fonvard could be achieved tomorrow in Bremen at the
European Council and could continue at the
economic summit to be held in Bonn in mid-July.
Ihe various preparatory meetings between Heads of
State or Government which have been taking place in
the past few weeks indicate that the Bremen summit
should turn on the same lines as the Copenhagen
meeting. !fle believe that the creation of a zone of
monetary stability in Europe is an essential prerequi-
site for the coordinated recovery that the industrial-
ized countries are hoping to achieve in the next few
months. The exchange rates of currencies which are
still floating and coordinated in the 'snake' and the
other currencies which stand on their own must be
brought into line in a system which has still to be
defined. This zone of monetary stability should ensure
better protection against the threat to the European
currencies from fluctuations in the dollar rate, which,
despite all the declarations of intent, has still not been
stabilized. As f.ar as the technical aspects are
concerned, alternative proposals should be put forward
at the Bremen summit, since the proposed solutions
depend on the maintenance of the currency snake. In
this connection, we are in favour of the Franco-
German proposal for the establishment of a structure
to incorporate the currencies which do not at the
moment belong to the snake.
After this step, the European summit could decide ulti-
mately to create, around the snake, several systems
with different ranges of fluctuation, which would be
harmonized more closely with the snake after transi-
tional periods of varying lengths. !7e are also particu-
larly interested in the methods that could be used in
this system, which could be administered by a Euro-
pean Monetary Fund, to be set up, whose task would
be to operate all the Community financial solidariry
mechanisms. The overall guidelines that will have to
be worked out at the Bremen summit are essential to
the coordinated implementation of the recovery
measures which would help to bring the economy of
'S7estern Europe out of its difficulties and prevent a
further deterioration in the employment situation.
The promotion of growth will be the second impor-
tant aspect to be discussed in Bremen, and later in
Bonn, at the meeting of the major industrialized coun-
tries. Ve hope that a decision will be taken to stimu-
late the economy by establishing additional growth
objectives which should help to reduce unemploy-
ment.
Failing such a step, unemployment is likely to
become structural. But we must appreciate that
recovery measures must not at the same time increase
inflation. If this happens, we shall have achieved the
opposite effect from the one we were aiming at, i.e. a
reduction in the present level of unemployment. This
objective cannot be achieved in any other way, as is
borne out by the constant increase in the number of
unemployed in the Community, despite the sectoral
plans introduced and the initiatives in other respects
highly successful of the various Funds such as the
Social Fund and the Regional Fund whose appropria-
tions are proving to be inadequate.
I should like to draw attention now to another impor-
tant aspect which would be raised under Mr Gens-
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cher's presidency. The Council will have the routine,
but nevertheless important task, of adopting the 1979
budget in collaboration with the European Parliament.
Although this would appear to be a technical matter,
it is in fact an essential political act, since the the
achievement of the objectives that we have ser
ourselves depends on the adoption of the budget. Ve
in the Liberal Group know this very well, since the
general rapporteur, Mr Bangemann, is a member of
our group and he is spending most of his time on this
task at the moment.
The draft budget, as was shown by yesterday's debate,
is at the same time selective and moderate, since it
concentrates the modest sums available the
smallest increase in recent years 
- 
on the particularly
sensitive, and indeed strategic, sectors: industrial
policy, social affairs (increases ol 65 o/o and 49 0/o
respectively), and finally energy policy.
rUfle would therefore ask Mr Genscher to act as our
spokeman with the Council, to ensure that this
balance is not upset by the usual cuts with which we
are only too familiar. This applies particularly to rhe
energy sector, which has never yet actually been allo-
cated the funds that the Commission has proposed.
This year, the Commission is proposing an increase of
228 o/o, which should provide the necessary stimulus
to the development of Community resources and
energy savings. Although the situation has now
improved to some extent, as a result of the exploita-
tion of North Sea oil and oil from Alaska, we should
not delude ourselves ; this is only a temporary phase,
we have not left the energy crisis behind, it is still to
come. \Tithout energy there can be no expansion, and
the result will be unemployment and economic crisis.
Energy is life ; we must concentrate our efforts on
resolving this problem while there is still time.
!flith this in mind, we are looking forward with
considerable interest to the European Council in
Bremen, which will be considering the French prop-
osal designed to reduce the dependence of the Nine
on energy from third countries.
Another aspect in which the Liberal and Democratic
Groups particularly interested is international trade,
which is still, as it has been for the past thirty years,
essential to the expansion of our economies, and the
safeguarding of employment. The meeting of OECD
ministers has just been adjourned because it was
unable to establish statisrical objectives and the
various countries were increasingly threatening to
resort to protectionist measures. There was even an
astonishing statement a few weeks ago by the United
States representative in Geneva to the effect that the
multilateral trade negotiations in the Tokyo Round
were outdated and that this was the last time his
country would take part. !(e liberals do not, of course,
agree with this view ; however, clear guidelines mustbe established for export subsidies, compensatory
duties and para-tariff measures and strict regulations
must be laid down; this would be in everyone's inter-
ests, even those States which in the short term derive
advantages from the adoption of protectionist
measures.
I should like now to say a few words about enlarge-
ment. I hope that the term of office of the German
presidency will prove fruitful, that a programme of
negotiations with the three potential Member States
will be worked out and the date of Greeces' accession
in particular 
- 
which we hope will be in the near
future 
- 
will be fixed. Of course we regard this as a
means of consolidating democracy in Europe, so that
enlargement is not a 'dilution' of the Community, as
has been said, but a positive step towards European
union ; the internal economic and institutional struc-
tures must be reinforced as a matter of priority, before
the accession of any new countries.
\7e must also provide sufficient funds immediately to
prepare the ground for accession. First, to enable the
agricultural sectors of the existing Member States to
adapt to the new markets and then to ensure suffi-
cient investment in three potential Member States,
which in their turn must prepare their industrial
sectors for the conditions of competition ; my group
has asked me to stress this point particularly.
'1tr7e must prevent the economic divergence between
the Mediterranean countries and the countries of
Northern Europe from creating a 'two-speed' Commu-
nity so that any other plan for Economic and Mone-
tary Union becomes impossible to implement. rVe
would therefore urgc the President-in-Office of the
Council of Ministers to assess the consequences of
enlargement and to take the necessary steps to ensure
that this is a positive step towards European integra-
tion, thus avoiding any subsequent regrets on the part
of the countries that have joined and the existing
Member States.
In the institutional field also, if we do not radically
reform decision-making procedures, it will be impos-
sible make any progress. The majority vote must be
applied in the Council 
- 
you said this earlier and
were applauded 
- 
as long as the essential interests of
a Member State are not actually at stake, and the
number of times this has happened could be counted
on the fingers of one hand. The Commission's powers
of management and implementation must be recog-
nized, the elected Parliament must participate in the
formation of Community acts, particularly when they
have legislative implications, although it must be
borne in mind that this can only happen when there
have been direct approaches from all the Member
States. Finally, we must speak with one voice, as has
often been said before. We know that it is a mistake
to assume that all these objectives, some of which
have been outstanding for a nuntber of years, as
various other speakers have pointed out, can be
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resolved in so short a time. However if after these six
months Mr Genscher, with his famous tenacity,
manages to find a solution to these basic problems, he
will have made his term of office a particularly memor-
able one.
Another topic that will be discussed at the forth-
coming European summit is the situation in Africa. In
its previous part-session the European Parliament held
a lengthy debate on this subject and the Liberal and
Democratic Group outlined its position, which I shall
therefore refer to only briefly. \7ith only a few weeks
to go before the official opening of negotiations on
the renewal of the Lom6 Convention, we hope that
the Community will express a firm resolve to conso-
lidate the position of all the African States insofar as
they offer scope for progress and democracy. Europe
needs Africa and cannot survive unless it has friendly
and stable relations with this great source of wealth.
Mr Genscher has just reassured us on this point.
Unless Africa is stable and well disposed to us,
Europe's security and future are risk.
Mr President, I should like to point out finally that
apart from these fundamental decisions which must
be taken, particularly in the economic field, there are
a number of other measures which, although they are
less crucial to Europe's future, will have major implica-
tions for the citizens of Europe. I am referring above
all to the need for a genuine transport policy, which
our group considers particularly vital. It has instructed
me to express the hope that work on the Channel
tunnel will be resumed, with a view to ensuring better
relations between Britain and the Continent and
better links with the three places of work which,
whether we like it or not, we shall continue to have
for some time : Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasbourg.
To conclude, Mr President, it is an important phase
that we are entering now ; the social and economic
groups have their eyes on Europe; we cannot disap-
point them any longer and the time has come, as has
already been said, to demonstrate our powers of imagi-
nation and organization. lVe believe that in the near
future, at Bremen, their hopes will be partially satis-
fied.
(Altplau.tc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, the House has
welcomed the new President-in-Office to the chair
which we hope and believe he will occupy for the
next six months. The applause with which his speech
was received shows also that we welcomed its content.
But to welcome and applaud is one thing ; to effect its
implementation is quite another matter. It is there-
fore, I suggest, very much up to us, that is, the
Council of Ministers, the Commission and this Euro-
pean Parliament, to concentrate our minds and our
efforts as a matter of profound urgency on the issues
upon which Mr Genscher has just touched.
We have to recognize that the tide is not running
with us ; indeed, there are many who would say that
the tide, certainly in the political field, is running
strongly against the interests and the well being and
the future of our Community. r07e are, I feel, losing
ground in so many sectors to those forces which have
one objective clearly and constantly in their minds,
and that is the destruction of the basic principles
upon which the Community was built and for which
the Community stands. Mr Genscher's statement reaf-
firms that stand. All the objectives enunciated by Mr
Genscher can be achieved 
- 
of that we in the Euro-
pean Conservative Group are completely convinced
- 
but they can be achieved only if the European
Community can adopt a unified approach to the
problems which face each and cve ry orle of the
Member States. All of these problems we have in
common and the only differences are those of degree.
However, if we only tackle these problems on a
Community basis and present a united front, therr I
am absolutely convinced that they can be resolved,
and more particularly within the Community, because
it is within the Community that we are acutely vulner-
able.
In September of last year I had the unique experience
of travelling, over a period of seven weeks, in the
Middle and Near East, and I should like to tell this
House, Mr Genscher and the Council of Ministers,
that the one outstanding impression that registered
itself indelibly on my mincl as a result of those discus-
sions and travels was that the world sees the Conrmu-
nity as a single institution. It sees it as the greatcst
single economic force the world has ever known, not
in the nineteenth-century jingoistic, imperialistic
sense of that word, but as a force for ecotromic growth
and development and stability in a deeply depressed,
divided and gloomy world. That is the way world
leaders outside the Community see the Community of
today.
Regrettably, however 
- 
and this is the main point I
want to make 
- 
what they see is not what we in this
House feel we know to be the case. If at the end of his
six months' tenure of office Mr Genscher can, in his
farewell address to this Parliament, identify areas in
which solid substantial progress has been achieved in
strengthening internally the Community institutions
and the decision-taking elements in this Community,
then I have no doubt at all that his Presidency will
prove to be one of the major milestones along the
road to translating impressions of the Community
from outside into a reality from within. Until the
Community adopts a political will as a Community
there will be a vacuum in world ecotromic, technical,
commercial and political affairs, and I need hardly tell
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you, Mr President, that a vacuum is often regarded in
scientific terms as the prelude to an explosion.
I am absolutely certain that Mr Genscher's declaration
concerning majority voting procedure is one which
my group will warmly welcome, and I felt it was
warmly welcomed by the House.
The renegotiation of the GATT was a point upon
which Mr Genscher placed very considerable impor-
tance. It was seen by him as of crucial importance to
the Community's economic recovery to health. I
would not challenge his description of the importance
of the GATT as a ma.ior contribution to the pheno-
menal growth of the wealth of the peoples of Europe.
That is certainly there for all the world to see. There is
one point, however, that I would put to Mr Genscher.
It is not the first time this view has been expressed
here in this House and it certainly will not be the last.I believe that the GATT, as an institution for the
expansion of world trade, was unique and in its time
appropriate to dealing with the problems of economic
growth, but the times and the conditions, political and
economic, which prevail today are not the times and
conditions which prevailed when the GATT was
created. I believe therefore that it will nor prove to be
sufficient to renegotiate or rearrange or modify the
GATT. The economic and political situation today
demands a completely new international institution.
Although we obviously cannot and should not desert
the beliefs and the basic principles upon which we
operate within the GATT, we should realize the impor-
tance of rethinking and setting up a new institution to
achieve the objective of expansion of world trade.
That is of such profound fundamental significance
that I do not believe there is any evidence yet of
adequate willingness to undertake such a study.
The Presidency of the Council of Ministers knows
that in the last year this House and two of its commit-
the Political Affairs Committee and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
-have been studying the implications for the peoples of
Europe and for the Community, if we, as a Commu-
nity, were to assume responsibility for defence equip-
ment procurement. Only a month ago, as the Presi-
dent-in-Office will know full well, this House gave its
endorsement to adoption of such a policy. The voting
was not, of course, unanimous, but there was a major
and significant element of thought inside this Parlia-
ment which felt strongly upon this as a political issue.
I only wish that the President-in-Office had referred
more directly to this development, which the Euro-
pean Conservative Group certainly regards as of
profound political and economic importance, if the
Community is to provide prosperity for its people and
freedom from assault from those political forces in the
world which are a continually growing threat to all
that the Community stands for.
The Community is facing many dilemmas. Some of
these are matters of polemics and some are funda-
mental, but the one to which I would very briefly
refer is the question of industrial policy. \7e in this
House are well aware that there have been many and
bitter criticisms of some of the policy proposals
emanating from the Commission, some of which
could be interpreted as interventionist and indeed
have been described in even more vitriolic terms. I do
not think anyone would deny that the economic and
industrial situation, for which the Commission has the
responsibility to provide solutions, is critical and a
major danger and threat to the Community.
Desperate situations call for desperate measures, but I
would utter a warning. If the measures adopted savour
of interventionism in the political sense, then I have
little doubt that the credo which Mr Genscher spelt
out in his address will end up as a failure to recognize
the way we are going. \fle have to adopt urgent,
serious and perhaps painful measures, but if we do go
down the road of interventionsim by the Community,
then competition as such will cease to be an element
making for progress in the economic growth and pros-
perity of the Community. This tension between inter-
ventionism as an approach to industrial problems and
the challenge and the need to maintain a competitive
internal economy poses one of the biggest problems
the Commission, I believe, has ever had to face.
Mr Genscher has given this House an important
message today. I have no doubt at all that the Euro-
pean Conservative Group extends its warm approval
to the principles he spelt out and to his declaration of
faith and commitment and determination.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli ro speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of the majority of my group and, in view of the
short time left to me, I would like rather than
covering all the points of Mr Genscher's statement, to
deal only with those matters which seemed to me of
particular importance.
I listened carefully to Mr Genscher's defence of inter-
national free trade as an essential condition for
prosperity in the Community and his call to face with
courage and confidence the structural changes which
this situation requires. But I would like Mr Genscher
to bear in mind that acceptance of these structural
changes is usually easy during a time of econonric
expansion but very difficult in a time of economic
depression. It is clear that in the first case when one
factory closes dowrr anothcr opcns ; in the second.
case, only the conrparry's debts are left.
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The Commissioner, Mr Davignon, is fighting a rear-
guard action like Roland at Roncesvaux against protec-
tionism and the various attempts to introduce national
protectionism in a number of industries : but what is
he fighting ? He can only fight European protectionist
measures in the form of cartels, voluntary restrictions,
minimum prices and so on. And instead the Commis-
sion has given birth to a protectionist mouse in the
form of the proposal to provide a subsidy for Commu-
nity coal with the pretext of encouraging better use of
energy ; that is to say it is subsidizing coal which costs
two or three times the world price. I hope that you,
Mr President, will exercise all your influence in the
Council to convince your colleagues not to go ahead
with this plan.
However, on the whole, I think that it is not enough
just to fight protectionism : we must realise that we
can only protect ourselves effectively when the
economy is expanding. And, equally well, we will not
achieve monetary order until we have an expanding
economy once more ; for neither protectionism nor
monetary chaos are the results of the policies followed
by individual governments : they are the results of
strong pressures from vested interests which force
various governments to manipulate currencies and
oblige the Community to take a number of protec-
tionist measures.
However, to achieve a policy of growth 
- 
as you
stressed 
- 
we need a policy which transforms into
real demand the potential demand of the vast back-
ward regions and countries, the developing areas,
those which need the means and the support to
achieve the development which will then, as Mr
Rippon pointed out, have the effect that the Marshall
Plan had when recovery in Europe assisted the
American economy. But to achieve this, Mr Genscher,
it is not enough to draw up agreements, with the hope
that private investment will then focus on those coun-
tries. No, we have to follow a plan both in our own
regions and for the Mediterranean and for the deve-
loping countries as a whole ; and we must ask Japan
and the United States to take part in this at worldwide
level ; we must have a plan to transfer resources to
help these regions and these backward countries
becarrse their development will lead to our develop-
ment too. In other words, we must abandon the idea
which has hitherto been current that we are handing
out alms to the poorer countries and regions : we must
see this as the means of getting our economies on
their feet again too.
I hope that during your term of office this kind of
vision will prevail, leading to public and international
measures in these countries and on these problems
and not the narrow view which says that it is suffi-
cient to allow the market to function properly and
everything else will follow.
Another point I would like to deal with briefly
concerns a number of institutional problcnrs. You
stressed, Mr President, that to copc with the cnornlous
problems we are facing the Community would havc to
improve its structures and you merrtioncd tlre rrcccl for
majority voting in the Council. I would hke to rcnrind
you also of the commitment made by the nine govcrn-
ments during one of their summit meetings, I do not
remember which, to increase the powers arrd rcsporrsi-
bilities of the Commission, delegating new tasks to it,
because the Commission is a body which is capable of
governing and administering, while the Council, by its
very nature, is not.
I would have liked to hear you lay greater stress on
the commitment to ensure that basic decisions are
taken with the consent of Parliament. This is particu-
larly important on the eve of European elections and
what might at first sight appear a more cumbersome
procedure will in effect give greater weight to any
measures taken.
During your presidency, Mr Genscher, a number of
important decisions will have to be taken and we
hope that once more you will exercise all your
authority to convince your colleauges to aim at the
development rather than the deterioration of the
Community institutions. I remember that last year,
the European Council, abusing its powers, laid down
triennial commitments for the Regional Fund
knowing well that the opinion of Parliament 
- 
which
had the last word on this matter 
- 
was different. I
hope that this year there will be no similar usurpa-
tions of power.
One last comment: in July, on the same day that you
will be attending the GAfi Conference 
- 
I think
you said 2a July 
- 
Parliament will be holding a
conciliation meeting with the Council on a subject
which has both institutional and economic impor-
tance, that is to say the question of implementing
what are referred to as the 'Ortoli facilities'. The
Council has expressed the view that authorizations to
grant loans should be taken unanimously, although
the subject is not of vital importance, forgetting the
fact that since this is a budgetary matter it is the
budgetary authority which must take the decision, that
is to say that it is not iust the Council which decides
and 
- 
insofar as the Council takes part in the deci-
sion 
- 
the Council must vote by a majority ;
secondly, the use of this money has been designed in
such a way that Parliament has no way of controlling
it.
We would like the Council, during your presidency,
to reply to these formal qucstions from Parlianrent,
bearing in mind that we arc trying to create instru-
ments for an effective policy. After all the declarations
that have been made about Europe, the time has come
to say 'hic Rhodus, hic salta !'. 'We must demonstrate
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clearly whether we want the Community to make
progress or not.
President. 
- 
I shall now interrupt the debate on this
item of the agen{a, as we decided yesterday that we
would take the report on the date of direct elections
to the European Parliament at l2 noon today.'
5. Dcttc o.f Eurottcctn clection.r
President, 
- 
Before the debate on the Patijn report,
I should like to communicate to the House some
points from the official letter of I July 1978 from the
President-in-Office of the Council to the President of
this Assembly.
I listened with great interest and pleasure to your state-
ment this mofning, Mr Genscher, particularly when
you remarked that it afforded you great personal satis-
faction to send that letter to the President of this Parli-
ament. I feel that I should convey the gratitude of all
of us to yoti. This House is well aware that for many
years now, in the midst of all your onerous responsibil-
ities, you have never ceased to work with unriring
energy for the qause of direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliamenq.
I should like to quote from your letter, so that
through the Members of this House it will come to
the knowledge of a wider public. You informed the
President of 'Parliament that on,23 June 1978 all the
Member States of the European Community had
given notification of the completion of the proce-
dures, which by virtue of the Act of 20 September
1976 they had agreed to adopt in accordance with
their respective constitutionnal requirements, and that
this Act entered into force on I July 1978 pursuant to
Article 16 thereof. On that very same day you sent
your officipl letter to the President of Parliament
informing him of this.
I should like to thank you, Mr Genscher, for thus
making it possible for this House to deliver its
opinion today to the Council pursuant to Article l0 of
the Act.
The next item is the report by Mr Patijn (Doc.22t/78)
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee embo-
dying the opinion of the European Parliament on the
Council's proposal that the election of representatives
to the European Parliament by direct universal
suffrage should be held hom 7 to l0 June 1979.
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn, rdpportcilr. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I
begin by endorsing the remarks you made to Mr Gens-
cher. I recall that in 1974, 1975 and 1976 we had
regular meetings with the Council on progress
towards the signing of the Act. Mr Genscher was
present a1 all of thgse meetings and I cannot recall
one single occasion in the Council when we heard the
German Government express any doubt about its
progress. By appending his signature to the Act, Mr
Genscher formally ratified that attitude. From the very
beginning he has supported the work undertaken by
the Etrropean Parliament and indeed has never raised
any major objections to our proposals.
'We are now coming to the end of a process we began
in January 1975 when we adopted the proposals.
Since last Janaury we have adopted eight resolutions
on direct elections and that makes nine if we include
the report adopted in January I 975. Most of these reso-
lutions have concerned the date for direct elections. I
hope that today is the very last tinre that we shall talk
about that date. Ve are talking about it as the formal
conclusion of a political process which, following the
signature of the Act of 20 September 1976, more or
less obliged the Council to fix a definite date. Ve
consistently proposed June 1978 but we said that if it
should be later, then our only concern was for a defi-
nite date to be fixed. That was the most important
aspect. I think that in this respect the cooperation
with all the Presidents-in-Office, Mr Genscher's
predecessors, and with the Commission, which has
always supported us in this undertaking, has been
exemplary.
The Copenhagen summit finally brought ro a conclu-
sion this political and legal process which has lasted
for more than three years.
So we are now being being consulted pursuant to
Article 10. Mr Liicker has already read it out to us:
the Council, acting unanimously after consulting the
Assembly, shall determine the period for the first elec-
tions. The Council will meet again next week to
discuss that period, but that should not take long
because it will then formally fix the period from 7 to
10 June 1979.
But there is one provision which we have not
mentioned here but which we should note. I am refer-
ring to the second paragraph of Article l0 which
reads: 'Subsequent elections shall take place in the
corresponding period in the last year of the five-year
period'. That means that we 
- 
and, I hope, the
Council next week 
- 
are nor only fixing the period
for direct elections in 1979 but also for all subsequent
direct elections; or at least for the next hundred years,
rn 1984, 1989 and so on. And no consultation of Parli-
ament is stipulated in that case ; the process is auto-
matic. That means, therefore, that we are now
discussing the period for the last time.
Mr President, we are pleased that the process is
coming to an end, and as the rapporteur who has
been dealing with this problem for three years, I
consider that to be an importantfact. The European
Parliament, the Commission and the Council have
achieved something ; they have finally agreed about
something.
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But now that we have agreed on the period for the
elections we must talk about the most important
factor to which Mr Jenkins has already referred. The
Bremen and Bonn Summit Conferences may prove to
be an important factor in these direct elections if we
set about giving the European Community the
substance which we must then present directly to the
electors next June. If we do nothing about employ-
ment, European monetary integration, or the foreign
policy matters which devolve on us, then we shall
stand empty-handed before the electors next June.
There is little point in fixing dates if we have nothing
to offer the electorate. lVe therefore feel that the
Bremen Conference at the end of the week and the
Bonn Conference later on are connected with direct
elections and must represent further progress to
ensure that what we adopt today and what the Council
ratifies next nlonth is successful. Success does not
mean principally that everything is legally watertight
or that we agree with the Council on a statute for
Members or how much they should be paid. Those
are matters which we have to settle anyway, we do not
need to discuss them, they are simply details. \What is
important is that something should be done to benefit
the European economy, European foreign policy,
employment, worker participation, the social policy ;
that is what the public is interested in 
- 
not whether
a Member earns ! x-thousand or f y-thousand or
whether the elections are to be held from 7 to l0
June or from 8 to l0 June. The Institutions can settle
those matters internally.
Mr President, my last comment on this matter is to
thank Mr Bertrand and the other member of the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee for their assistance in helping
us to reach the goal before us, the fixing of the period
for the elections. Their cooperation has been exem-
plary ; via the political groups we have been able to
settle this matter with the Bureau, with the Commis-
sion and the Council. I therefore call on this House to
adopt unanimously what we approved yesterday in the
Political Affairs Committee.
(Appldu.;c)
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOTTIBO
Prcsidcnt
President. 
- 
I should like to thank you very particu-
larly, Mr Patijn, for the diligence and zeal with which
you have followed up the problems raised by elections
to the European Parliament by direct universal
suffrage. The report you have just presented is a
further proof of this.
Mr Bertrand, cbdirnrrtr o.l'tbc Politicdl A.fJairs
Connitttt. 
- 
(IVL) Mr President, as chairman of the
Political Affairs Committee at a time when we are in
the final furlong before the application of the Act of
20 September 1976, I should like to make an appeal
to certain countries. Last month we appealed to the
last country which still had to deposit its act of ratifica-
tion. It has since done so. Now the period for the elec-
tions is fixed, but there are at least three countries
which have not yet finalized their electoral legislation.
On behalf of the Political Affairs Committee I wotrld
ask those countries to do what is required to have
their electoral legislation approved in good time so
that the election period is not ieopardized once again.
lt is clear that this needs emphasizing . . .
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(N! lilhich countries are you
referring to ?
Mr Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) The three countries are
Belgium, Italy and, if I am not mistaken, Luxem-
bourg. The Netherlands has already contplied, I
believe.
I should like to conclude with a word in menrory of
one of the Members of this House who in the years
from 1959 to l95l nrade an cnornlous effott to havc
direct elections to the European Parlianrerrt intro-
duced even as long ago as that. I am referring to our
late colleague, Mr Fernand Dehousse, the nran who in
196l drew up the firsr report on a draft cortvention
which gave us some cause for hope at that time. Now
that we are so close to the end of a 1.5-year struggle, I
should like to take this opporturlity as chairnran of
the Political Affairs Committee to remind this House
of the efforts he made.
(Alltlarcc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sp6nale to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I July 1978 has
finally arrived; after 2l nronths, the Act of 20
September 1976 has entered into force. We are
grateful to the President-in-Office of the Council for
consulting us so quickly. Ve had hoped that progress
would be more rapid, but we are not going to
complain about the difficulties that have been encoun-
tered. Instead we shall welcome this developnrent and
consider what still remains to be done. It is now
certain that direct clcctions will be hcld from 7 to l0
June. The Heads of Statc have agreed on this point,
the Council of Ministers is proposing these dates and
Parliament will agree.
Once again we welcome the fact that Parliament did
not waste any time when the ball was in its court,
since the matter will shortly be re fe rred to the
Council. Thus for the first time the general public is
to participate directly in the Con.rmunity institutional
process, bringing to it what lawyers call 'denrocratic
legitimacy' and what Francois Mittcrand calls 'the salt
of the earth'. For the first time in Europe, and also in
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the history of mankind, 150 million citizens of nine
different nationalities and countries will elect a joint
Parliament and by doing so become fellow-citizens of
the Community.
It is true that direct elections are provided for in the
treaties, but it needed a great deal of time and effort to
arrive at what is referred to in the recitals of our resolu-
tion as 'the aim constantly pursued by the European
Parlianrent for over twenty years'. It is, of course, the
European Parliament as a whole and more especially
its Political Affairs Committee that have worked to
achieve this objective, but may I point out in passing
that during this long process the Socialists have often
been in the forefront, from Fernand Dehousse 
-mentioned iust now 
- 
by the chairman of the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee 
- 
to Schelto Patijn, and
including Francis Vals and others. The Socialists are
therefore the first to welcome the fact that the consti-
tutional preliminaries have now been completed in
the Member States and we can now go on to the prac-
tical stages.
'We have only eleven months to go and there is no
time to lose. Some Member States have not yet
adopted their electoral provisions and the Socialist
Group endorses the appeal by the chairman of the
Political Affairs Committee and hopes that it will be
backed up by the whole Assembly. Moreover the
citizens of the Community, for so long kept in quaran-
tine, are by no means ready to take a major and
responsible part in these first direct elections. The
information obtained from polls is significant from
this point of view. In my country, the latest opinion
surveys, carried out in 1978, indicate that 67 % of the
population is in favour of direct elections, and only
12 0/o against. This shows that the French are inte-
rested in the democratization of the Communities.
However, only about 50 % said that they wished to
vote in the election, which shows that very little is
known about Parliament's task and its role in the
Community institutional structure. Let us say that the
general public is more interested than the electorate.
In this first elcction, which is intended specifically to
involve the public in the Community institutional
structure, it would be disastrous if the public merely
expressed its interest without taking an active part.
\7e know that we can rely on the political parties to
encourage public participation when the time comes ;
they are already making an effort to coordinate Euro-
pean political programmes and will try to obtain as
many votes as possible. Until then, we must use the
means at our disposal as effectively as we can. In the
objective information campaign which is to precede
elections, and is to be organized by the Community
institutiorrs, the Commission and Parliament must
cooperate and coordinate their action as much as
possiblc, and the Commission must realize and accept
that in this particular case the limelight will too once
be concentrated on the European Parliament, since it
is the European Parliament that is to be elected. On
behalf of Parliament, thc Socialist Group asks that the
infirmation campaign should be discussed and
proposed by a small working party, to be set up offi-
cially with the agreement of all the political groups 
-which is not the case at the present time . . .
Mr Berrand. 
- 
(F) \Jfle shall see to this tomorrow.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F)Thank you. If in the long run we
all play our part perhaps we shall obtain, for the
future European Parliament, the plebiscite that Mr
Genscher mentioned. If this happens, it will appear in
the history books as a decisive step in European inte-
gration, in that it will ensure genuine participation by
the people, the most important factor in any true
democratic system.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lticker to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic"Gioup (EPP).
Mr Liicker. 
- 
(D) Mr President, this is undoubtedly
a noteworthy day in the history of the European
Community ; nevertheless, the Parliament would, I
think, be well advised, when voting on the resolution
approving the date for the direct elections, to resist
the temptation to lapse into euphoria. For 18 years,
we in this Parliament have struggled and fought for
direct elections. My friend, Mr Bertrand, has already
recalled what was done by Fernand Dehousse, my
friend Mr Sp6nale has brie{ly described the genesis of
this struggle, and we know full well that the fight for
this elected Parliament will not come to an end with
the adoption of this resolution today. The discussions
in the various Member States on the rights, the compe-
tences and hence the worth of the future directly-
elected Parliament are still too controversial.
I ask myself, Mr President, whether these direct elec-
tions would have any purpose at all, whether we could
begin to lustify the efforts they entail in the political,
material and also financial fields, if we were not fully
convinced that they will herald an important stage in
the Community's development, a stage that will see
the transition to a genuinely political Europe, to polir-
ical union ? I wish to say with all emphasis that only
when we can say this with conviction to the peoples
of Europe will the elections to Parlianrc.nt be lustifiedin the eyes of history and of public opinion.
This morning, the President-in-Office spoke of how
the topic of Europe nrust be carried out of rlle negoti-
ating rooms of the Courrcil, the Conrntission, the tech-
nocracy and bureaucracy onto the strects and public
places of our cities and villagcs, and lre spoke of the
direct elections as of a plcbiscitc amorUl the Europearr
peoplcs for a politically trnited Europc..
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He also said this morning that without building up
economic and monetary union and a political
decision-making Community, as he put it, this Europe
is condemned to stagnation 
- 
that now is my own
interpretation. Every one of us knows that to stagnate is
to take a backward step, and there we must ask
ourselves, back to what ? 
- 
To the historically already
outworn system of the balance of power of European
states that we learnt about in our schooldays ? That
would mean that we had forgotten the lessons of civil
war in Europe, of the First and the Second !7orld \7ars
in our own generation.
I therefore believe that we must give this direct elec-
tion a human and a political significance. Mr Sp6nale, I
th.ink it was, drew attention to the fact that we only
have I I months left before this election, and now,
perhaps, I may be permitted, together with my
colleages in this House, to admit that we are all now
beginning to get a little worried whether this will be
long enough for us to tell the peoples of Europe 
- 
and
not only those who have so far been devoted enthusi-
asts 
- 
what is at stake, that the issue involved in the
direct election is that of their Europe and their own
direct participation in the choice of people to represent
them in the European Parliament.
In this connection, Mr President, may I say a word of
thanks in retrospect to Mr Genscher's predecessor, Mr '
Andersen. At our last part-session, in June in Stras-
bourg, he told us that he would do all in his power to
ensure that without delay, on I July, the Council could
make the official pronouncement of which the Presi-
dent-in-Office spoke this morning I think we should
thank Mr Andersen for remaining true to his word.
Mr President, the fact that w€ have exactly I I months
left means that we must begin work on the prepara-
tions for the election. I should be doing an injustice if I
did not add that fortunately a beginning has already
been made, not only by the European Parliament but
also by the political parties, all of which have consti-
tuted themselves at European level and drawn up their
various political programmes. Here the groups and the
political parties have a big responsibility to bear, but
everything they undertake will very much depend on
whether Commission, Council and Parliament to
everything that is personally and materially in their
power and not only engage in the publicity campaigns
that have been decided upon and are already in
progress but also provide the appropriate financial
resources, for elections, too, cost money. All of us must
do everything in our power to tell the citizens of
Europe during these coming eleven months what their
votes in the direct election mean for the future of
Europe.
This is where the political parties in particular will
have an important task, for they are the ones who in
the end will be out in the field. In this electoral
campaign, all the political parties will go out to the
people 
- 
in, I hope, proper democratic fashion 
- 
and
explain to them what visions, what intentions they
entertain and what specific policies they intend to
pursue in Europe. It will be a democratic race for the
political majority in the directly-elected Parliament of
the future. I think it is essential that we, too, in the insti-
tutions of the European Community support the
parties in this task in appropriate fashion.
Finally, Mr President, may I attempt once more to inter-
pret the importance attaching to these direct elections
to the European Parliament. Now that I have listened
attentively, this morning to this passage in the speech
by the President-in-Office, which only repeats what we
heard from his predecessor in June, and when I add to
that the personal, political comniitment of the
Commission in its entirety, then it is clear that
everyone here is unanimous that this directly-elected
Parliament must constitute the most important polit-
ical driving-force for promoting politicl union, Euro-
pean union. The answer to this question given in the
years to come will ultimately, in the history-books of
which you spoke, Mr Genscher, decide whether we 
-that is, all those bearing responsibility in, and for
Europe 
- 
have really answered the challenge of our
time.
May I once more recall, Mr President-in-Office, that it
was not public opinion nor the peoples of Europe that
hesitated to say 'Yes' to Europe : It was the govern-
ments, it was the Member States. I do not want to go
into the reasons for that ; I merely record the fact. I
only want to say that if the governments, if the
Member States, would only take to heart what the
peoples of Europe in their great majority have wanted
- 
not since yeaterday, but for years 
- 
then the door
must be opened wide to allow this directly-elected
European Parliament to discover that atmosphere and
that foundation which will enable it to make a further
important step in building a political Europe and
bringing it nearer completion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I wish to remind you that the Bureau
decided to devote not more than 30 minutes to this
important but brief debate. This time is now up. I
would therefore ask all those who still intend to speak
to confine themselves to brief statements.
I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Berkho (NL) Mr President, 2l years
after the signing of the Treaties of Rome, the Commu-
niry is now approaching its political and democratic
maturity. Members of all the great European political
families stood round the cradle of the European Trea-
ties. And they are here again today. I am thinking of
you, I am thinking of Mr Genscher and I am thinking
of all the others. And with true Liberal tolerance I can
accept the fact that two Socialists werc our first rappor-
teurs on this subject. I am thinking here of our good
friend, the late Mr Fernand Dehousse, and of Mr
Patiln.
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Following the deposition of the ratification document,
this is officially the penultimate act, the consultation
of Parliament. Once we agree, the Council will fix the
period for the elections.
Now let met go on to what Mr Bertrand said. The
nine countries must now prepare their electoral
systems, and unfortunately not all the countries have
done so as yet. My own country is one of those which
has not yet done so. But we hope that our electoral
law will be amended in the near future.
As you are aware, each country will adopt its own
system provisionally. Two countries will have a system
of compulsory voting : Belgium and Luxembourg. The
other seven will have no such compulsory system. I
also count it as a success that most of the nine coun-
tries will adopt the system of proportional representa-
tion. As a Liberal I am very disappointed that the
United Kingdom will not be introducing this system
but will retain its customary first-past-the-post system
for direct elections as well. That will be very much to
the detriment of Liberal representation from the
United Kingdom.
Mr President, there are no more than eleven months
between now and June 1979. !fle must now concen-
trate all our efforts on making these elections a
success. The success of the elections depends on the
turnout of the electorate. The electors must be mobi-
lized but they must also be motivated. The major task
here falls to the political parties but also to radio,
press and television. I am therefore very pleased to see
that the European mass media have already drawn up
plans to do the job successfully. Two weeks ago I went
with Mr Sp6nale to Paris to a Congress on this subject
organized by European journalists. Let me remind you
of what I suggested earlier. At the earliest opportunity
we should design a symbol, a single symbol to be used
by Eurovision. Once or twice a fortnight, the Euro-
pean citizen should be urged to vote in the direct elec-
tions to be held from 7 to l0 June next year. The
message could be put across immediately before or
after the news.
Of course, what Mr Patijn said is very important. The
European citizen must be given an insight into what
is happening and what will happen in Bremen and
Bonn. But it is also very important to realize that the
European elector will only be motivated to cast his
vote if he is made aware of what the European
Communities have achieved so [ar, what the European
Communities have done for his welfare and prospe-
rity. And at the Congress I referred to I therefore said
that it would be profitable for the Commission or
Parliament and Commission jointly to publish a small
pamphlet with the same text in the six languages of
our nine Member States. It should contain a brief
objective summary of what the European Communi-
ties have done for the European citizen so far. A
Dutch politician once said that no voter would, as the
Dutch say, leave his own fireside for the European
Parliament.
It would be an enormous disappointment and disillu-
sionment of the worst kind if there were only a small
turnout for the elections. Every effort must be made to
mobilize the man in the street and to awaken his
interest with a view to obtaining as large a turnout as
possible. That it why I make these two practical propo-
sals : publicity on television and in a pamphlet. The
citizens must be regularly urged to vote in June 1979.
And they must also be given a clear idea of what is at
stake and what they have already acquired thanks to
the Europeyean Communities. In this way the Euro-
pean citizen will be able to vote next year in the full
knowledge of what European popular representation is
all about.
(Applatsc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fletcher-Cooke on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
Mr President, it goes without
saying that the European Conservative Group supports
this report enthusiastically. The dates are agreed by
everybody, and there is really nothing more to say
except to congratulate everbody all round. The fleet
has come into barbour, as a previous speaker said, and
it serves no purpose to go back and examine the very
strange navigation by which some of the vessels were
conducted. Mr Sp6nale claims a good deal of the
credit for this achievement for the Socialist Group,
and I do not wish to deny him or his group that
credit at all. Indeed I hope he spreads that message. I
will give him the credit provided he spreads that
message, and provided he spreads that message in the
United Kingdom.
(Hear, Hear )
It is there that the socialist enthusiasm for direct elec-
tions must be spread, and if he will spread it there I
will see that he gets the credit. So on that note
perhaps I might observe your admirable encourage-
ment, Mr President, and sit down.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Porcu, of the Communist and
Allies Group.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
now that the dates of the European elections have
been fixed, I reaffirm the determination of the French
Communist Party to play its part in the preparations
for the elections and in the effort to ensure that the
main objectives of social progress and democracy are
taken into account. The French workers in the iron
and steel industry, the textile, shipbuilding and agricul-
tural sect and all those who are the critics of Europe's
present policy, evolved in the secrecy of ministerial
cor,ncils with the active assistance of the multina-
tionals, and with total disregard for the views of the
workers and their organizations, will have the opportu-
nity to express by their votes their hopes for a
Community of workers and not a Community of
multinational monopolies. The elections are a step,
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but only a timid step, towards a more democratic
Cc.nmunity. Some may try and use them for anti-
democratic purposes to increase the powers and
responsibilities of the Community. But we shall see
that the Assembly's prerogatives are not increased
surreptitiously to the detriment of our country's sover-
eignty 
- 
and indeed this is stipulated by French law.
The Community that we want is not a Community of
unemployment, closed down factories, and the abon-
donment of natural resources, as has happened with
coal and iron ore in France, but a Community of full
employnrent, economic growth and social progress.
The Community that we want will only be viable if it
is backed up by strong and independent narions,
which will create the right conditions for genuine
cooperation, on the basis of equal rights and mutual
interest, not only between the Member States but also
with the rest of the world. The Community must be
independent, in other words it must not be used to
further a policy that divides the world into hostile
blocs, but must pursue a policy that brings nations
closer together and fosters peace and disarmament
with security.
(Apf la n.tt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats I should like to
welcome the decision at long last to bring about direct
elections to the European Parliament. !?'e agree, there-
fore, that as proposed by the Council the elections
should be held from 7 to l0 June next year. The
concept of direct elections is not, of course, a new
one. It was, as we all know, provided for originally in
the Treaty of Rome. The indirect selection of the
Members of this Parliament was never intended to be
more than a temporary solution, and the fact that it
has lasted for over twenty years is merely a tribute,
perhaps, to the ability of our Communities to convert
temporary expedients into a quasi-permanent state of
affairs. The coming of direct elections, while long
delaycd, is nonetheless to be welcomed as a very great
advance in our European institutions. All of us, both
the original six members and also the three newer
members, knew on entering the EEC that a directly-
elected Parliament formed an essential part of its insti-
tutions. Its creation, therefore, can come as no surprise
to anyone, though there were certainly many years
during which the ultimate arrival of direct elections
seemed most unlikely to be realized. 'We are now at
last in a position to fill a great gap in our institutions.
The EEC was created after all essentially for the
benefit of the 2.50 million citizens of its nine member
countries. But these same citizens have until now
been deprived of any direct voice in the workings of
our institutions. This will change with the coming of
direct elections. Through their representatives all
citizens will now have a chance to make known their
own vision of the nature and the development of the
Communities. And if there are still those who are
hostile to the very concept of nrembership of thc
EEC, then it can surely only be a good thing that thcy
also shall be represented in this Parliantent.
Now there may be those who say, Mr Presidcnt, that
the coming of direct elections is of snrall importarrcc,
as the powers of this Parliament are limitcd. Such an
attitude would lre a mistaken onc, I think, for two
reasons. First, because the powers of our Parliament
are in fact very considerable incertain respects, and
second, we do not in fact make full use of thcse
powers that we do possess. The dual mandate has
often prevented n.rembers from devoting their full
time to parliamentary activities, while the work of
Parliament has also inevitably suffered from the lack
of a direct mandate from the peoples of the Conrmu-
nity. I suppose it is certainly true to say that fcw
people throughout our nine countries know much at
the moment about the workings of the Parliament.
They will know, I suppose, a great deal more once we
have had a direct elections compaign, and after that
there will be 410 active propagandists throughout
Europe who will be most anxious and willing to
explain the activities of the Parliament ro their constit-
uents. One must of course accept that no amendment
is likely in the immediate future to the Treary of
Rome to provide for a change in the legal powers of
the Parliament. But what in fact is the real basis of the
influence of any Parliament ? The influence wielded
by a Parliament in a den.rocracy is not merely a reflec-
tion of its legal powers. The democratic process is a
complicated one. The elected menrber of a democratic
parliament performs his task in a variety of ways. He
seeks to represent his constituerlts by means of his
detailed and careful scrutiny of legislation, by his
constant questioning of the activities of the executive,
by his speeches in dcbates designed to reflect and at
the same time to influence the development of public
opinion. No one need doubt for a moment that the
410 directly-elected members will be in a vastly
stronger position for achieving these den'rocratic ends
once they can claim to be thc direct representatives of
the 2.50 n'rillion peoples of the Communiries.
The change will not come automatically, or overnight.
The mere coming of direct elections will in itself
change nothing. The new Parliament will have to
work at its task of being a directly-elected Parliament.
Vhat it becomes will be a matter entirely for itself,
but the omens are good, and there need be no doubt,
Mr President, that June 1979 will fornr a vital step
forward in the life of our Community.
(Applauv)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(l)Mr President, important events in
Italian politrcs mean that today in this Assembly only
two Italian rcpresentatives are present, the President
and myself ; and sincc, throtrgh the nature of his
office, the President cannot speak I would like to
make a few brief comments 
- 
I believe on behalf of
all the Italian members absent.
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The Italian Parliament was the first to vote in favour
of the Convention on elections to the European Parlia-
ment and adopted it practically unanimously. It now
risk being the last to vote the electoral law but this is
due in large part to the serious and critical political
events in Italy which have delayed the normal func-
tioning of Parliament.
I would like to make a second comment on behalf of
the Italian Communists, to whose group I belong : the
Italian Con.rmunists were, and are aware that they
were, the last of the various groups represented in this
Chamber to realize the positive importance of
building Europe and to agree to work to develop
Europe. But it has been said 
- 
and on no mean
authority 
- 
that the last shall be first and over the
years you have been able to observe how, in this
Chanrbcr, the ltalian Communists have been in the
front line in the fight to develop the Community's
powers. They are convinced that the work has just
begun, that nothing is yet certain, that the shape it
takes will depend on the efforts of the various political
parties and in particular, therefore, the political parties
of the left; however, they are prepared to undertake
this fight and for this reason if they were present they
would approve this motion for a resolution.
I would like to n.rake a last brief personal comment : I
am corrvinced that the election of the European Parlia-
nrent will not be a point of arrival but a point of
departure ; the new Parliament will be an arena with
Europearr dcmocratic authority in which it will be
possible to carry on a serious struggle for Europe. This
means in the last analysis fighting for good European
policies and in this context the European Parliament-
will have to fulfil the role of a European constituent
assenrbly, as Villi Brandt has said. I am convinced
that in the European Parliament there are and will
continue to be divisions between the various groups,
but no-one can tell who will be the majority or the
minority or what the result of the struggle will be;
however, there will be a struggle, a vital and important
one for the construction of Europe and different from
what has gone before.
I, who began this struggle for European unity thirty-
eight years ago on a snrall Mediterranean island as a
political prisoner, and who have continued it since
then in differcrrt circumstances but always, I believe,
consistently, hope that I will be able to be present in
my last political battle as a member, elected by the
people of Europe, of the European Parliament.
(Appldtr.,t)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of thc Conntis-rion.- Mr Pres-
ident, I intervene briefly in order to join, on behalf of
the Commission, with the spokesmen of the various
political groups in expressing our satisfaction that we
have at last got a date firmly fixed for these elections.
It is a disappointment they did not take place this
year, but we know that they will take place I I moriths
from now. On this occasion, as several honourable
Members have shown, it is possible to pay a whole
range of tributes to those still here and to those who
have worked in the past to bring about this result. I
would, however, just like in passing to mcntion two
people, first the sponsor of this resolution, Mr Patijn
himself, who, during the time I have lreen in Parlia-
ment, has worked indefatigably and persuasively to
bring about this result ; and, secondly, Mr Genscher. I
would like to say that I think it very appropriate that
Mr Genscher should be the Foreign Minister, the
Chairman of the Council of Ministers, responsible for
signing the letter which, as it were, brings this long
process to a conclusion, because, as Mr Patijn said 
-perhaps the translation slightly misled me here 
- 
it
is not only the case that he was never obstructive on
this issue. In the course of Council of Ministers meet-
ings, when the issue was in a little doubt, I remember
Mr Genscher saying that he would raise it at that
Council and he would go on raising it at every
subsequent Council of Ministers, until a positive result
was achieved; and it is very appropriate that this act
should be taking place today under his presidency.
I do however agree with Mr Li.icker that we should not
slide into euphoria, even though this in itself is a
good day. !7'e have got the date fixed, but we still have
first to make a success of the direct elections them-
selves, and then to give a successful role to the
directly elected Parliament. So far as the first issue is
concerned, I think that there are two points. There is
first of all the turnout and there is secondly securing
that the election is fought upon genuine European
issues and is not merely a repetition of local or
national elections. The Commission will certainly do
everything in its power to contribute to making the
elections a success in both these ways. Corporatively,
as a corporate body, it will, of course, be strictly
neutral between different party groups in its work of
disseminating information and providing funds, It will
endeavour to work very closely with the Parliament.
But it will certainly not be strictly neutral between the
desire to make a success of the elections and the fear
that they might be a disappointment. I belicve that
they can be made a success of, but beyond that there
is the question of giving an effective role 
- 
and I am
not here talking about legal powers 
- 
to the new
enlarged and directly elected Parliament. What would,
I am sure, be a great mistake would be to think that,
having got a directly elected Parlianterrt, this made it
less necessary for us to have effective, cohesive Euro-
pean policies. A directly elected Parliament can only
be a framework of discussion. If it is to do its lob prop-
erly and feel it is fulfilling a worthwhile role, it is
more than ever necessary that there should be policies
of real importance, real importance to the electorate,
to be discussed. \{e in the Commission will do our
best to see that such proposals are available.
(Applantc)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Genscher.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is with
great satisfaction that I have attended this sitting, at
which the European Parliament has been debating its
resolution on the date for direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament, and I should like to associate myself
with the expressions of gratitude that have been
addressed by others to Mr Patijn. The Council shares
the conviction expressed by many of the Members
present, the important thing will be to show, by a big
turn-out at the polling-booths, that the citizens of
Europe are interested in this Parliament and in this
work and that they, in their turn, are persuaded by the
election candidated that in this Parliament important
developments in Europe can be influenced.
In the contributions I have heard to this debate, differ-
ring views have been expressed about the competence
of this Parliament. Ladies and gentlemen, Mr Presi-
dent, if I may for a moment abandon the position of
President of the Council of Ministers and declare in
your presence that I am a dyed-in-the wool parlia-
mentarian, then I would like to say that my wish for
this directly-elected Parliament and I am
convinced that this wish will be fulfilled 
- 
is that it
will assume the competences conferred upon it by the
votes of the citizens of Europe.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
Declaring the debate closed, I think I
may echo the sentiment expressed by Mr Jenkins
when he said that this day marks the conclusion of a
long process and finally opens the way to direct elec-
tions.
The motion for a resolution contained in this report
will be put to the vote as it stands this afternoon
during the vote on reports on which the debate is
closed.
6. l{/'elcone
President. I am very happy to greet a delegation
from the Japanese Diet, led by Mr Kuranari, who are
in the official gallery.
Ve have great pleasure in welcoming our Japanese
colleagues, who are to spend two days with us
discussing interparliamentary work.
I am certain that these initial contacts will be fruitful
and will mark the beginning of closer relations
between our Parliaments.
(Aplthust)
I propose that we continue without interruption the
ioint debate on the programme of work of the
German presidency and economic recovery, so that
Mr Genscher can reply at the end of the debate, as he
has to leave the Chamber at about 4.30 p.m.
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I agree with
your proposals and- -I also accept Mr Genscher's
apology for having'to leave at 4.10 p.m. But with all
due respect I would ask Mr Genscher to take note of
the dates for our part-sessions during the next six
months. It is customary for the President-in-Office of
the Council to be at Parliament's disposal for the
whole day on a l7ednesday. I would therefore ask Mr
Genscher to follow his predecessors' example,
although he comes from a bigger country, and nrake
himself available for the whole day.
President. 
- 
Mr Bertrand, I said that Mr Genscher
would have to leave the Chamber, not Luxembourg.
He has to meet some people who are here in the
building.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
7. Progrdntnte o.f. uorh o| tbc Gtrnln pruidtnq' 
-Econom ic rccoL'ct)' (con t i n ted)
President. The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on the statement by the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council and the oral question on economic
recovery.
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would like to
thank the President of the Council for the statement
we heard, while pointing out at the same time that it
was received with some degree of mixed feeling,
perhaps because our expectations were too high. True
enough, the President of the Council voiced a series
of good intentions and a clear will to do the right
thing on a large number of points but what we lacked
was something new, a genuine sign of fresh inspira-
tion, something that really told us that there existed
not simply the goodwill but also the ability to trans-
late these good intentions into actual achievements.
The President of the Council said that European unity
must be placed on a stable footing and I fully agree
with him here because, at present, the general impres-
sion is that Europe is characterized for more by a very
considerable degree of disunity.
As regards 'decisions for Europe' it is of course true
that it is the task of the European institutions to take
decisions for Europe but the actual dccisiorr-making
process lies in fact with the Council of Ministers,
where there seems to be a tremendous lack of political
will to take decisions for Europe, at least on a scale
which we in Parliament find acceptable. I well under-
stand Mr Fellermaier's request to the President of the
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Council to let us have a list of matters and decisions
that are still outstanding, that is to say decisions that
have been adopted by the Commission and by Parlia-
ment but that are still gathering dust in the Council
of Ministers. I would like on behalf of my group to
appeal for the political will to implement a transport
policy, a trade policy, a fisheries policy and a free
internal market and to ensure that this market oper-
ates in such a way that the customs union is no longer
a union in name only but a genuine source of benefit,
which will also enable the European citizen to rden-
tify himself with a Community and not simply with
one country in Europe.
Time and again we talk about the rest of the world
and about human rights. I have the impression that it
is just the same as with the bad weather 
- 
people
talk about it but no one really does anything about it.
The sanre goes for human rights. Ve talk about them,
we would like to see them enforced but, instead, the
in'rpression we give is of pussy-footing and not really
daring to do anything to put into practice our ideas
and thinking in this area.
This also applies to family policy. I do not believe
there is anyone here 
- 
or in the whole of Europe 
-who is in any doubt that our efforts to help the Third
'\DTorld are worth very little as long as the population
explosion is allowed to continue as at present and as
long as we trail further and further behind the popula-
tion figures instead of catching up with the problems.
The President of the Council also spoke of protec-
tionrsm, which is raising its ugly head even in our
own Member States, and I fully agree with him that
this is something we must very much guard against,
because if we succumb to protectionism world trade as
a whole will collapse and our difficulties will become
much greater and much more serious than they are
today. However, we must recognize of course that it is
not only in Europe that there are growing signs of
protectionism, for this is happening all over the world.
This poses the question whether we in Europe are
capable of finding effective remedies for laying this
ghost and for doing so too outside our own backyard.
'We are experiencing considerable difficulties with the
Conrecon counrries in a large number of sectors and I
must say it was a very great disappointment for Parlia-
ment to learn that the Council had again rejected
outright the Commission's proposal for taking just a
very mirror step in the right direction. !U7e were very
sorry to hear this because we did what we could here
in Parliament to take a decision as rapidly as possible,
expressing our support for the Commission in its
endeavours and it would therefore be gratifying if the
German Presidency were to succeed in taking these
matters up again and securing some effective action
on them.
Combating unemployment is another of those things
wc hcar a great deal of, but about which not a terrible
amount is done. My impression, I must confess, is that
the Federal Republic of Germany is the country
where the problems are being approached and the
maladies tackled in the most realistic manner, because
the basic issue is not so much to get industry to step
up its output 
- 
for what is the point of stepping up
output if the goods cannot be sold i 
- 
but to reduce
prices and hold down costs so that our products again
become saleable throughout the world. My impression
is that it is precisely this that \Uest Germany has in
mind in endeavouring, for example, to keep a tight
rein over fiscal policy, among other means, by taking
action to cut income tax instead of letting it rise
which is unfortunately something we can see
happening all over Europe.
I am afraid that time does not permit me to mention
all the subjects dealt with by Mr Genscher in his
address but let me close by saying that direct elections
are something that we consider a very positive develop-
ment. Allow me to point out however, at the same
time that I find it disgraceful that, for several years
now, we have been discussing a matter as straightfor-
ward as the introduction of a passport for all Commu-
nity citizens. Let my last wish this time round be that
the German Presidency may succeed in bringing to
fruition even such a small contribution as this towards
helping our citizens to find their European identity.
(Altltlause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I say here for the record that it is very
remarkable that the official spokesman of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats has failed to
answer the fundamental question whether the Group
of European Progressive Democrats supports the view
of the President-in-Office of the Council that all polit-
ical steps must be taken to ensure that the applicant
countries 
- 
Greece, Portugal and Spain 
- 
join the
Community, even the price of economic sacrifices by
the citizens of the Community.
I therefore conclude that the overwhelming majority
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats in
France let it be known, though the leader of the Gaul-
list party, that they are opposed to any of these coun-
tries' joining the Community, and tlrat the Group of
European Progressive Democrats is as yet not
prepared to take a stand on this contradiction between
statements of policy made in this House and in thc
South of France. I repcat orrce nlore: for the sake of
intellectual integrity the questiorr ntust be clarified in
this House whether a group speaks with tlv6 ysl6s5 
-one here and the other outside.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, allow me draw
your attention to the fact that you cannot approve Mr
Fellernraier's request that this point be placed on the
official record, because I drd not mention enlargement
of the Comnrunity at all in my speech here; Mr Feller-
maicr has got the wrong end of the stick. He is not
entitled to say that my group agrees with Mr Gensher
on the qucstion of the accession of Greece, Spain and
Portugal. I have not said one single word about this,
Mr Fellermaier. No, this is not the way we play the
game ! I would incidentally point out that I am not
the only representative of my group who will reply in
this debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) | was glad to hear the
sharp terms employed by Mr Genscher on the subject
of protectionism and, in view of the prominence
accorded to these remarks in his address, I look
forward to seeing what this means in practice. The
fact is that the last few years have unfortunately
revealed something else in the European Community
in that it has embarked on a highly protectionist
course; this goes for textiles, footwear, steel and coal,
and perhaps other groups of products and other indus-
tries will be added. If a change of course is implied,
this would only be too welcome but, unfortunately,
the truth is that the EEC has taken the lead in
applying protectionism in a number of areas regar-
dless of the fact that the President of the Council of
Ministers is right when he says that this is certainly
not in the interest of the European Community as the
world's largest trading area.
The President of the Council also dealt with the ques-
tion of aid for structural change, saying that state assis-
tance was not the right approach ; I agree with him,
but we must also take a look at what is happening in
practice, for the truth of the matter is that the draft
budget shows enormous increases in the funds
earmarked for Community support for the fisheries
sector and for the coal and steel industries; agricul-
tural subsidies are also going up. Here too, therefore,
there is a discrepancy between the fine phrases and
the action taken, and this I deplore.
As regards the common foreign policy, I feel bound to
say that, as far as I noticed, the President of the
Council made no mention of relations with the
Nordic countries and with EFTA, and I find this
regrettable because I attach great importance to these
matters, I construed the speech of the President of the
Council as rather southern-oriented in every respect
and I would therefore like to take this opportunity to
make a few comments about the situation in Africa,
regarding which it was merely remarked in passing
that it was essential to combat racial discrimination. I
believe it is a very dangerous policy to view the
problems in Africa primarily in ternrs of con.rbating
an undesirable Communist influence and to ally
accordingly with military dictatorships or corrupt
regimes, that is to say to allow a krnd of Vietnam
approach to the African problem to gain currency.
This playrng with fire. On the points the President of
the Council's statement virtually suggested that Africa
should be reserved for the USA and Europe as a ioint
Amercian-European sphere of interest, and I very
much fear that these problems are discussed and
perceived in this particular way, i.e. in tern.rs of power
politics. This could involve the Con.rmunity in a series
of extremely dangerous confrontations becatrse, whilc
it is true that certarn Eastern Bloc countries are irlte-
rested in establishing thenrselves in Africa, there is
certainly a need too for far-reaching social and
economic changes.
Regarding maiority decisions in the Council, I would
like to answer the rhetorical question put by the Presi-
dent of the Council, nanrely, what is there to prevent
us 
- 
and these are the words of the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council 
- 
from adopting the practice of
complying with the provisions on majority voting laid
down in the Treaty ? My answer is that there is one
thing that prevents this and that is the Luxembourg
complomise. This compromisc means that any of the
Member States may impose a vcto on something
which it sees as conflicting with its national interests.
This is both a political and a legal precondition of
Danish membe rship of the EEC, and I therefore
assume that the Danish Government, the British
Government and the French Government will also it
is to be hoped, oppose any move implying a breach of
or departure from the Luxembourg contpromise.
I would like to close with a few words about direct
elections. I regret that the situation is as it is, while I
know that the President of the Council and the over-
whelming majority in Parliament feel it to be
eminently satisfactory ; it is of course correct to state
that direct elections can become a plebiscite for a
united Europe and it is correct that the President of
the Council has the backing of a large maiority in
Parliment in expressing the hope that these elcetions
will make a decisive contribution to the process of
European unification ; Mr Lircker mentioned in a
similar vein that direct elections would be the most
important instrument for creating a political union. It
is, however, precisely for this reason that my party and
the grouping I belong to, which represents, in prac-
tice, the view of about half the Danish people on the
question of Denmark's membership of the EEC, have
opposed the introduction of direct elections and I
therefore intend to vote today against the resolution
fixing the date for direct elections. This attitude is not
based on a hostility deriving from some kincl of belief
on my part that direct elections are not democratic
but on the view that direct elections are intended to
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serve the desired end as proclaimed by the President
of the Council. For many people in Denmark this
step conflicts, therefore, with the basic assumptions
on which they originally voted in favor of member-
ship.
IN THE CHAIR: MR LUCKER
Vice-Prcsident
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the European
Council will have to endeavour to work out a
common strategy for dealing with the economic and
social situation, which I shall rry to outline to the
Assembly.
The European Council in Copenhagen on 7 and 8
April stated that it was essential for the Community to
be able to show an annual growth rate of 4.5 0/o by
the middle of 1979; additional coordinated measures
would therefore be needed for the achievement of this
objective, and the Socialist Group has stressed the
urgent need for such measures. It thus endorses the
opinion expressed at the June 1977 Tripartite Confer-
ence by the European Trade Union Confederation
which stated that economic recovery measures should
be coordinated internationally and on a broad basis, in
other words the stronger countries should head the
movement but the weaker economies should also parti-
cipate, so that all countries give each other mutual
support. This is what might be called 'the convoy
theory', preferable to the 'locomotive theory' which
relies too much on the capacity of the stronger
economics to deal with the world depression them-
selves. In addition to this 'convoy theory', and taking
account of the urgent need for more forceful action
against the regional disparities in the present Commu-
nity, support must be given to the proposals to
provide aid to Southern Europe on the lines of the
Marshall Plan, with a view to resolving balance of
paymcnts problems, encouraging development and
thus sustaining the level of economic activity in the
whole of the future enlarged Community.
Having said this, we have certain reservations about
the quantitative objective of a growth rate of 4..5 o/0,
apparcntly to be reduced subsequently to 40/o. This is
because therc were serious doubts as to the possrbility
of achicvirrg this objective even when it was fixed ;
because, according to the Commission's calculations, a
growth ratc of 4'.5 Yo would be just sufficient to main-
tain unenrployment at its present, completely intoler-
ablc, lcvcl; because thc growth objective does not yet
seem to have been clearly defined, particularly as
regards the farr distnbution of read income and what
is callcd 'the quality of life' ; because it would be more
logical and useful to fix quantitative objectives for the
creation of employment, rather than sonrewhat
abstract growth objectives, from the point of view of
the 8 million who are already unemployed in the
Community (increasing by I million every year) ;
because, finally, we must plan for full enrploynrent,
what ever new formula we use for dealing with this
requirement. As regards means, we ntust first stress
the importance of structural problen'rs and the nega-
tive effect on employment of private irrve stme nt
geared to rationalization. Ve believe, too, that it is not
enough to rely on the independent prontotion of
private investment to create employmcnt at a tinre
when there is little demand for the goods prodtrccd by
such investment.
'We must therefore continue to encourage consump-
tion by the lower income groups and increase public
investment, for reasons of econonric necessity and
because it is essential to improve and cxpand facilities
in a number of fields, such as hcalth, housing,
training, the environment, etc. The role of the public
authorities must also be extended, so that instead of
merely providing subsidies they act as errtrcpreneurs
and operators on an equal basis, rn a flexible systcnl of
industrial and commercial management.
As regards inflation, we would stress that the rules of
competition must be consolidatcd and coordinated on
an international basis and agreements negotiated olt
consumer goods, providrng for the building up of
stocks, since speculation olt rflw nraterials is one of
the main causes of the inflationary trcnd of recent
years. We do not accept that wage increases, which are
more often nominal than real, havc been the causc of
inflation ; it is too complex a phenomenon to be attri-
buted to a singlc cause.
The role of the n.rultinationals, hcrc as in othcr areas,
is strictly negative and in conrpatiblc with thcorics of
free trade.
As far as public expenditure and budgetary dcficits are
concerned, we agree with the Conrmission that budge-
tary deficits in ce rtain courrtrics were reduced too
rapidly in 1977 and this, instcacl of improving thc situ-
ation, had a deflationary cffect.
In the field of industrial policy, why not adopt the
system of notification of rnvestmcnts uscd in thc coal
and steel sectors that are in difficulties ? It is also
important for aid and subsidies to privare industry to
be integrated into an overall employnrcnt plan, rather
than dealing with cach case individually, so that if an
undertaking fails to fulfil the agreed objcctives for
which it is being subsiclizcd it shotrld be conrpcllcd to
repay the aid rcccived. It woLrld also bc uscful if the
governments and thc Conrnrunity collaborated in
drawing up a much nlorc conlprehcnsivc list of all aid
to industry, so that its effectiveness could be more
fully assessed.
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Like the European Trade Union Confederation, the
Socialist Group welcomes the recognition by the Euro-
pean Council in Copenhagen of the need to create
tripartite structures in the Communiry in order to
resolve the serious problems of over-capacity and
promote satisfactory industrial structure. The Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council mentioned the forth-
coming Tripartite Conference. !(re hope that the
tripartite conference will be expanded and in parti-
cular that the Commission will continue to use its
authority to overcome the resistance of certain
employers to the establishment of such tripartite
conciliation structures. It is, for example, regrettable
that the document on European industrial policy,
published a few days ago by the Union of Industries
of the European Communiry (UNICE) although it
mentions entrepreneurial freedom and the need to
create conditions that encourage profitability, says
nothing about the creation 
- 
which we consider to
be necessary 
- 
of tripartite sectoral committees in
the Community in an institutionalized form.
Mr President, I was also going to mention a problem
to which some of my colleagues have pertinently
referred, that of the Community's energy dependence.
The Socialists raised this question at the Strasbourg
part-session and I shall not therefore go into it again.
The Socialist Group also endorses the proposals by
the international trade union movement for the addi-
tion to the GATT agreement 
- 
shortly to be renegoti-
ated 
- 
of a social clause requiring the governments
of the industrialized countries to adopt preventive
measures to safeguard those of their workers who are
affected by trade and stipulating that the governments
of the developing countries should ensure that
companies operating on their territory comply with
reasonable employment standards, such as those laid
down by the International Labour Organization.
!fle also think that the safeguard clause provided for
in Article XIX of the GATT should be radically
revised and that under the second Lom6 Convention
the EEC-ACP social partners should be fully
consulted. In the interests of a more socially brien-
tated employment policy, the Socialist Group feels
that while there is a need for greater productivity the
total hours worked by each worker should be reduced,
whether by cutting down on the number of hours
worked per day, increasing annual holidays, raising
the school-leaving age, lowering the retirement age or
possibly improving arrangements for the pre-retire-
ment period. In any case the amount of work available
should be better allocated.
On the specific question of the employment of young
people, the Socialist Group deeply regrets the failure
of the Social Council of 29 June as regards the Euro-
pean programme proposed by the Commission for
combating unemployment among young people. May
I point out that it was only the French Social Affairs
Minister who imposed what must be regarded as a
veto, and I must read the statement by the Belgian
Employment Minister concerning this failure:
'The European summit agreed that one of the main
problems in the employment field was to find a solu-
tion to unemployment among young people and the
Commission had drawn up balanced proposals advo-
cating employment premiums and employment
programmes. The eight other governments of the
Community, which included Socialist Ministers, but
also Christian-Democrat Ministers and an Irish
Nationalist, were in favour of these proposals. Despite
the persistent efforts by this delegation, despite the
efforts of the Danish presidency, despite the remark-
able flexibility of the Commission representative, the
French were not prepared to move an inch. It is true
that the French government representative did not
apparently have any margin for manoeuvre. The
French opposition was a political position, an order
dictated by Matignon, which reflects the recent speech
by Mr Barre at the ILO meeting in Geneva. It is a
position that I would not consider liberal, but uncom-
promisingly righrwing. I deeply regret that one
government could sabotage a policy which the eight
other governments, in the interests of combating
unemployment amonS young people, were ready to
appove. I am afraid that the European trade union
organizations will draw their own conclusions from
this.'
I was anxious to draw this statement to the attention
of this Assembly. I hope that the Bremen summit will
resolve the question satisfactorily.
Speaking personally now, I should like to express the
hope that under Mr Genscher's presidency the British
Government will opt for cooperation with Europe
rather than cooperation with America in the aeronau-
tical sector 
- 
you all know to what I am referring.
This is extremely important, especially from the point
of view of the technological and industrial repercus-
sions.
I should also like to make another personal comment.
I am representing one of the smaller countries here
and may I say, Mr President, that the preparations for
the European Council have caused grave concern
among the small and medium-sized Member States,
including Italy.
It is natural 
- 
and even desirable 
- 
for the main
Heads of State or Government to prepare for meetings
of the European Council by bilateral and informal
meetings, but the way in which the majority of
members of the European Council are regularly
excluded seems to me deplorable. Chancellor Schmidt
called a meeting in Bremen, before the European
Council met, which was attended only by himself, Mr
Giscard d'Estaing and Mr Callaghan. None of the
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other Heads of Government publicly complained of
this, but I am sure that they expressed their disap-
proval in other ways. !7hile the Council of Economics
and Finance Ministers had a general theoretical discus-
sion on the basis of documents produced by the Mone-
tary Committee and the Committee of Governors of
the Central Banks, the true intentions of Chancellor
Schmidt and Mr Giscard d'Estaing remain a mystery.
The President of the French Republic and the
German Chancellor sent the Governor of the Bank of
France and the Chancellor's economic adviser to
other European capitals to keep the Heads of Govern-
ment informed, unfortunately forgetting about
Dublin, which aroused the indignation of the Irish
Government.
The absence of any preparation by the Nine in collab-
oration which gives all the governments the opportu-
nity of expressing their views shows a flagrant disre-
gard for the rules of procedure which the European
Council itself adopted. As for the Commission, it is
deplorable that it should be completely excluded from
the proceedings, apart from its President, so that it is
virtually impossible for it to carry out its responsibili-
ties.
From the institutional point of view, this situation is
disturbing. It inevitably leads to a system in which
some States have a privileged polistion without the
system thereby gaining in efficiency. I feel that it is
essential to protest at these methods, and to remind
the President-in-Office, if I may be allowed to, of his
responsibility to ensure compliance with the rules. I
must warn against the dangers of this kind of 'Direc-
tory' ; for us, as representatives of the smaller coun-
tries, this is totally opposed to the letter and spirit of
the Treaty. I would also warn the President 
- 
in 
-Office against procedures which could have a disas-
trous psychological effect. I myself have received
several telephone calls since yesterday morning,
following the publication in Saturday's 'Le Monde' of
the comments by the French President in Madrid.
The statement that was regarded as controversial was
the following :
'Not only do we have active consultations with our Belgian,
Luxembourg, Italian and British partners, but the Germans
on their side keep the Danes and the Dutch informed'.
I hardly think that this procedure is compatible with
the desire to make Community decision-making
procedures more cohesive.
Mr President, all that I have said so far indicates that
we are concentrating on economic recovery rather
than on strictly monetary questions. However, the two
areas are, of course, closely linked. It is essential to
create a zone of monetary stability in the Community.
This does not mean that we must extend the 'snake'.
Immediate steps must be taken to initiate the process
of stabilizing exchange rates in the Community, so
that the latter will be able to contribute more effec-
tively to the establishment of an international mone-
tary order. It is felt by several observers, rnyself among
them, that such measures should be coupled with deci-
sions concerning the gradual extension of the use of
the European unit of account, in both public and
private transactions, more effective use of public
finance in the Community, the pooling of reserves 
-or part of our reserves 
- 
and the creation of a Euro-
pean Monetary Fund. It is therefore essential to rein-
force the powers of the European Monetary Coopera-
tion Fund and to restructure it.
Mr President, at its meeting in Rome last Friday and
Saturday, the enlarged Executive Committee of the
European Movement urged the European Council to
take unequivocal measures, at its next meeting in
Bremen, following up its declarations of intent in
Copenhagen, to promote economic recovery and
monetary cooperation. I fully endorse this appeal.
(Applaus)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Miiller-Hermann.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr
Klepsch described the speech by the President-in-Of-
fice, particularly the passages concerned with the
Community's domestic development, as very cloudy.
That cannot, of course, have been a personal criticism.
It is difficult to deliver a kind of government state-
ment, specific in every detail, one or two days before
the Heads of State and Government meet in Bremen;
but I add to this that the Christian-Democratic Group
expects of the Heads of State and Government in
Bremen that, in certain questions which have long
been awaiting a decision, vague declarations of intent
at long last give way to definite decisions. I will give
three illustrations of this.
The first concerns the question of stimulating
economic activiry. I am the last to resort in such a
matter to statistics. No one can forecast precisely how
developments will go, but I do believe that the wides-
pread feeling of uncertainty in the Community about
the intentions of the Heads of Government, which
has a discouraging effect upon investments, must be
removed. There must be greater certainty about the
basic conditions on which the national governments,
the Commission and the Community will be working
for the next few years. An increase in state expendi-
ture will not of itself solve the problem of reviving the
economy, and a revival of the economy is itself no
final aim : we regard it as a precondition for the resto-
ration of full employment and economic growth while
retaining stability. We have all learnt the lesson that
uninhibited state expenditure always brings with it the
danger of further inflation. The Council would there-
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fore be well advised to consider whether the private
consumer's purchasing power in the Community
could not be enhanced by means of tax reliefs and
reductions, which do not entail the risk of further
inflationary impulses : at the same time, the economy
would be encouraged to see its profit situation in
another light than it does at present.
I should also like to touch on a subject which has
already been raised by various speakers before me. 'We
consider it highly regrettable that the Commission's
programme for combatting youth unemployment has
made no progress and we look for a fresh impulse
here in Bremen, for it is surely essential, not only for
full employment but also for political reasons, that
young people in the Community have some prospect
of receiving an appropriate professional training and
hence, in time, suitable employment. !fle know that
our economy, particularly if it is to resume growth,
will be dependent upon skilled labour and specialists:
hence a solution to this problem must be seen not
only as offering a chance for young people but also as
constituting a duty for ourselves.
The second subject I wanted to touch on is that of a
common monetary policy. I share with my political
friends the view that here there is no ready-made solu-
tion : in particular, we shall not achieve a European
currency unless we arrive, simultaneously or before-
hand, at a consensus within the Community on
matters of economic policy. I would therefore stress
what you said in your speech: we need a concerted
policy on stability and growth. It will naturally have to
differ from one country to another, since the initial
situation varies, but we need common aims and I
hope that on this, too, agreement will be reached in
Bremen.
In this connection, the 'Snake' has a part to play. Mr
President-in-Office, you made no reference to this
subject: it is, of course, a very hot brick. There are
new ideas about transforming the 'Snake' into a Boa
or developing new schemes in addition to it.
Anything can be discussed, Mr President-in-Office,
but what the Christian-Democrats call for is that the
qualitative advantage of the 'Snake', which is that it
represents a community marked by discipline, should
not be touched. rtr7e are not helped at all by deve-
loping a large monetary community in which the
room for manoeuvre is so broad that everyone can do
what he likes. \(hat we need is a community marked
by discipline, and that is where the 'Snake' has proved
its worth. Vhat we do not want is that this instrument
should now be blunted through the extraordinary
efforts of others to achieve it. This does not mean that
we do not want constant consultations between the
countries in the 'Snake' and those which are outside
it. On the contrary, we want to see further efforts to
achieve greater stability so that one day we can see our
way to extending the 'Snake'.
Another subject that can be mentioned in this connec-
tion is the question whether the European Monetary
Cooperation Fund can be enlarged. I raise this subject
with the brutal frankness which it requires. By and
large, it is a matter of transferring resources. \7e talk
about the need to help the Third and Fourth ri7orlds ;
we do so with great emphasis, and indeed, we must
find a way of helping our weaker partners to solve
their problems and attain the level of the countries
with stronger currencies. That, as I say, will not be
possible without a meaningful and studied transfer of
resources, to which we entirely subscribe 
- 
but only
on the condition that the resources transferred do not
disappear somewhere unaccountably but are coupled
with disciplined efforts on the part of the recipients,
since otherwise it would only be money given away
without any progress bing made towards the goal,
which, I hope we all have in mind. The same, Mr Pres-
ident, applies to stepping up the Regional and Social
Funds, which is right and proper so long as we are
sure that the resources transferred thereby are effectu-
ally applied. That is the request we address to the
Summit.
(Interject ion-t)
That is true. That is what I meant about restoring jobs
in the weaker partner countries and improving their
performance. I see Mr Rippon's proposal from the
same point of view too. Everything can be discussed ;
only it must be made clear who is to pay and how we
can make sure that the funds are meaningfully
applied.
On this point, one last remark to the President-in-Of-
fice: There are no differences of opinion here about
the need to enlarge the Community, but at the
summit conferences in the early seventies it was unani-
mously agreed that it would be a very risky business to
accept three more structurally weak countries into the
Community so long as the integration process had not
made considerable progress. And this is the problem
we are still confronted with. Ve cannot postpone this
subject of economic and monetary integration indefi-
nitely. At least the beginnings of economic and mone-
tary union must be underway before the Community
can be enlarged.
My third point, which I will only touch on briefly,
because the President-in-Office dealt with it exhaus-
tively, is the question of restructuring the Community
withing the framework of an open-door trade policy.
Only too often have we heard people say that they are
opposed to protectionism, but protectionism is carried
out in practice. I should like to repeat what my group
has said on various occasions: for us too, the changed
situation in the world economy makes adaptation inev-
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itable ; the longer we postpone the problem, the
harder it will be to solve. I am glad that the Commis-
sion has stated here that the measures which are inevi-
table in this sphere are taken in close consultation
with both sides of industry, for we are all anxious to
avoid welfare problems, or at least to keep them to a
minimum, in this inevitable processs of adaptation.
This structural adaptation to the changed situation in
the world economy, a change which is ultimately due
to the fact that the so-called Third and Fourth Vorld
are entering the world market and profiting from tech-
nological proSress, cannot be evaded : in my view, it
will constitute the greatest challenge of the nest few
years.
Mr President-in-Office, the presidency is now being
assumed by the Federal Republic of Germany, one of
the strongest partners 
- 
if not the strongest 
- 
in the
Community. This I see as constituting a very responsi-
bility. I also think that we here should make up our
minds that all of us, the strong and the weak, the big
and the small countries stand to profit from the
Community. No one is the sole paymaster while the
others have all the usufruct. That I should like to be
stated quite clearly. And for thar reason I support the
criticisms that have beeen voiced on various sides in
this Chamber about the preparation of the summit
conference. The impression must not be allowed to
arise that the big partner states reach agreement
among themselves beforehand while the smaller ones
only have to obey. That is in contradiction which the
principle of solidarity, of genuine solidarity within the
Community. That I also wanted to emphasize.
One final remark. In his speech, the President-in-Of-
fice was surely right in saying that economics are
always subordinate to politics. One can agree with this
statement, but one can also turn it the other way
round : so long as there is no volition on the political
level, the economic problems too will remain unmas-
tered. \What I would like to see is that this summit
conference in Bremen and the forthcoming period in
office of the German Federal Republic as President of
the Courrcil radiate those political impulses which we
need if we ae to solve the present and future problems
of the Community. No-one, and no sector of the
Comnrunity, has grounds for resignation, but obsolete
structures will not help us to master our problems. It
is for the politicians to provide the necessary stimu-
lants, and that is what I expect of the German presid-
ency of the Council in the coming half-year.
(Applt tt tt)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Ardwick.
Lord Ardwick. 
- 
Mr President, the dearth of officiat
inforn:ration has left us parliamentarians dependent
entirely on the newspapers of Europe until President-
in-Office Genscher's welcome statement this
nrorning. Most seious newspapers with their news
clerived from good sources led us to hope for the kind
of statemerrt Mr Genscher has now made. But on the
other hand, there were articles saying that Germany is
interested only in monetary stability, and is not only
sceptical but is cynical about the inducement of
growth. I am delighted that President Genscher has
given the lie to these gloomy pieces.
It looks at last from what he has told us as if Europe
is preparing to go somewhere once more, and may
even be leading the W'estern world out of the crisis
that engulfs us all. And it is not surprising that action
is at last imminent. Statesnten must be getting into a
state of deep desperation. They must now accept that
the recession is not going to disappear, inflation is not
simply going to fade away and several million new
jobs are not going to spring ready-made out of the
ground. If there is to be a recovery, it has to be a
contrived recovery, and contrived by courageous and
statemanlikc leadership. The qtricker we get it the
better. There is a swelling, Apocalyptic de spair
throughout the Western world. Never nrore, people
are saying, shall we see ecrromic grouwth with thc. full
employment of the 1960s. That was a golderr age, of
which we shalt tell wondrous tales to otrr unenrployed
and poverty-stricken grandchilclrcn. I do not share
that despair, nor do I share the despair which is
causing us to think in terms of palliatives like work-
sharing. It would be a terrible indictnrent of our
system if we had to give ourselves nrorc leisure than
we actually need, or ntore than is good for social
purposes, in a Europe still with large acres of urban
decay, still with too few good hospitals, still with exces-
sively large classes in the schools, and, Mr President,
still with obligations to a Tl.rird \World striving to
escape from poverty.
That is why we need growth : not orlly ro give peoplc
work, btrt also to distributc the fruits of that work. rVe
must rcject this dcfcatist philosophy, just as we rcject
the morbid fears of thc ccologisrs, thflt wc sltall
exhaust the richcs of thc carth, or pcrish on our owrr
pollution. lWc could clo so, but tlrcse arc avoidablc
dangcrs.
'We must welconte whatever the new technologies can
give us to provide new wealth to cure old poverty.
And we must regard the young who are to come onto
the labour market not as a burden to be regretted, but
rather even richer gains than did the gucst workers of
half a generation ago. But if we are to wc.lcome them
it means that they must be educated arrd trained. It is
the unedtrcated and the untraincd who canrrot be
absorbed, because socicty has less use for unskillcd
people today. But those who arc not the brightest or
the most educable need not be rejected if one we can
get the economies of Europe buzzing again. Industry
is very good at redesigning jobs ro make them avail-
able to the unskillcd whcnevcr there is a labour shor-
tage. Structural une mployment is not a wholly
separate category fronr cyclical r.rnemployntent. Struc-
tural unemployment can only bc solved in arl
expanding ccononly.
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Mr President, the miserable experiences of the last few
years have taught is a few practical lessons, divided
though the economists may be. \7e know that there
are two roads that lead to unemployment : One is
high inflation, the other is rigorous deflation. Twin
evils : but we do know from the past that a low rate of
inflation is compatible with some growth and with
full employment. Mr Jenkins said in his famous Flor-
ence lecture that we must discard arguments against
European integration based on obsolete theory. \fle
can no longer really say that the objections to integra-
tion are the differing preferences of Member States
between inflation and unemployment, or claim that
floating exchange rate allow each country to solve its
problems. '\We all know this,' he said. But I am afraid
we do not all know it, and these are the very argu-
ments that are to the fore as Britain's primary need for
growth confronts Germany's primary need for
stability. O{ course we both have need of both these
qualities.
Surely the truth is that moderate growth and moderate
stability are not incompatible targets. If they are, then
we are lost. But it now looks as though the statesmen
going to Bremen are on the verge of a stretegy in
which concrete schemes for European monetary
stability can be made the basis of new efforts to
increase the wealth of nations. The difficulties are
going to be great. Any scheme, is going to require
great discipline. But, Mr President, we must go ahead
with them. Our problems are only solulble in a
constructive way on an international scale. And if we
cannot find an international solution, I tremble for
the future of our Community and for the future of our
'Western world. rWe could be driven back on the kind
of nationalist beggar-my-neighbour policies of the
thirties which the few people here of my generation
will remember ! Protection of the national economy
in every conceivable form, including aggressive devalu-
ation. It is an alternative that offers meagre economic
satisfaction and grave political dangers.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have listened
very carefully to the speech made by the President-in-
Office in which he set out the programme of work for
the next six months, and I noticed that in it he
referred to about 80 % of the Community's
outstanding problems. To carry out a programme of
this nature he would need at least six years, but the
President-in-Office has only six months. I should
therefore like him to tell us what his priorities are in
that extensive programme which he is resolved to
carry out during the six months of his presidency. I
think that that would be more practical than a
summary of all the problems facing us at present. I
would emphasized this in particular since in the last
analysis Mr Genscher is the representative of the
Community's currently richest and most powerful
Member State and because the firm European resolve
to solve certain problems must find expression during
his presidency.
Mr Genscher, I think that during the six months of
your presidency you must tind a solution to four
problems.
Firstly there is the consolidation of our foreign policy.
I am convinced that over the next few months the situ-
ation in Africa will force us to adopt a common posi-
tion, because this is an area that we cannot simply
leave to the two superpowers.
At present, one of them is trying to extend its sphere
of influence in Africa to the detriment of Euro-
African unity 
- 
and that would result in our destruc-
tion. Unfortunately our American friends have not
realized the importance of the situation as a whole.
That means that in the next few months we shall be
forced to adopt a common position in our foreign
policy with respect to this direct threat to our prospe-
rity and our own Euro-African relations.
Next, Mr President, I am surprised that in your speech
you said nothing about what your predecessor repe-
ated twice to this Parliament, namely Parliament's
proposals as contained in the Blumenfeld report for
better and closer cooperation between the Conference
of Foreign Ministers and Parliament. You said nothing
about that, although two months ago Mr Andersen
told this House that he had discussed the matter with
you and that you had assured him that you would
bring up this subject in the Council once more. I
would be interested to know your opinion of the reso-
lution adopted by Parliament on l8 January 1978 in
which we called for better, morc substantive and more
up-to-date information on what is being discussed by
the Foreign Ministers.
Finally, I should like to know your opinion on the
proposals contained in the Tindemans report designed
to abolish the artifical distinction between Council
and Conference of Foreign Ministers. Your predeces-
sors said more than once 
- 
and I think that I can use
this argument because there is sonle contir.ruity in the
presidency 
- 
that it was very difficult for them to
make a distinction betwee n those occasions when
they met each other in the Conference of Foreign
Ministers and those when they discussed matters
which had to be discussed in Council. That has bccn
said several times. Hitherto our only contact with you
has been at our quadrennial meeting after your Confer-
ence of Foreign Ministers. But Irunrcrous problenrs arc
also discussed in Courrcil in betwcelt thcse meetings,
and Parlianrent's Political Affairs Conrrrrittec is givt'n
no infornration at all about thenr. So wc canlrot follow
your overall stratcgy.
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Contact between the Conference of Foreign Ministers
and Parliament should also be intensified in connex-
tion with the enlargement of the Community. At your
last Conference you recognized the need to involve
the applicant countries in our political cooperation.
For Greece you worked out a scheme whereby that
country could be gradually rntegrated into our polit-
ical cooperation in three stages, but you felt that there
would be sonre reaction from Turkey. It is clear that a
country which 
- 
like Greece 
- 
has an Association
Agrccnrent designed to lead eventually to full membe r-
ship cannot be excluded from information in the freld
of political cooperation if its Greek neighbour is elig-
ible for such information.
I am saying this to you to demonstrate how important
it is for Parlian.rent to be better informed in all
spheres, includirrg the enlargement of the Commu-
nity. And a third argument for better information is
thc direct clcctions to the European Parliament. That
rs the third challenge you are facing. Specifically with
a view to thcse direct elections it would be beneficial
if you increased Parliament's prestige, and that can be
done dtrring your presidency of you implement this
closer coopc.ration between the Conference of Foreign
Mirristers and Parliament, so that the n.ran in the street
finally fr.cls that his representative 
- 
although not yet
directly elected 
- 
is involved in all the vital matters
affecting Europe's future development.
Finally there is the problem of cooperation in connec-
tion with cnlargement. Mr President, you yourself
talked about the rrced to begin negotiations with
Portugal. This aftcrnoon we shall be debating
Portugal. This afternoon we shall be debating Portugal
so I shall not go any deeper into the subject. Then
carly next year we shall probably begin negotiations
with Spain.
Everyone in this House, including Mr Miiller-
Hernrann, has emphasized the fact that the enlarge-
ment of thc Conrnrunity is printarily a political act.
\7e inrnredrately said yes, without any hesitation,
bccausc we wanted to give these newly-fledged democ-
racics thc requisite support. But of course we must
take accourrt of economic and other problems which
nray arise whcn thcse countries join the Comnrunity.
The Conrn-runrty as a whole must not be diluted. In
this respect I always think back to what Mr Jenkins
said : we slrould be deceiving these countries if we
acccptcd them into a weakened Community which
was incapablc of opcrating normally. These countries
cxpect that tlrcy will become members of a flour-
ishing Conrnrunity in which they can find the neces-
sary ccononric and political support and construct
tltcir own futurc more securely and in greater
ccrta i n ty.
In regret somewhat that the President-in-Office of the
Council said so little in his speech about the internal
measures which the Council will try to take to
improve the internal efficrency of thc Conrmunity
Institutions. That is the fourth challcnge , furthcr
progress towards economic and monctary union. I
cannot see how we can strcngtlten thc Institutions if
the Community does not at thc same time progrcss
from being a customs union with a spccific objcctivc
to an economic and ntorrctary urrion. In this context I
would agree with that Mr Glinne said. I anr alarnred to
see that thc old dream of the three largest Membcr
States 
- 
of forming a directory 
- 
is oncc again
looming on the horizon.
I therefore fully support what Mr Glinne said. \l/e
expect you as President-in-Office of the Cotrncil to
ensure compliance with and respect for the letter and
spirit of the Treaty in the preparatory work you do on
the basis of the decisions taken. In Council you went
into preparations for the Bremen meeting on the basis
of reports drawn up by Bank Governors and so forth,
but you did not discuss what had been agreed between
two Heads of Government and then accepted by a
third. Nothrng was said about that. You did send a
senior official, the Governor of the National Bank of
France, to explain it to the other Heads of Govern-
ment, but if you continue to work like you can expect
strong resistance from this House. The Belgian
Foreign Minister said he did not consider the proce-
dure important but that it was the end result which
counted. I cannot agree with that view of it under-
mines the way the Instrtutions rrormally operate. We
emphasize this nrost strongly so that you realize that
we are watching the ntatter very closely.
One more small point, a mere detail. Parliament
adopted a resolution that reference shotrld be made in
future to the 'European Community' and not the Euro-
pean Communities. It is a minor detail, but seen in
the context of the psychological prcparation for the
elections it is extremely important, since it was agreed
without any legal problems being raised. It involves
the daily use of the ternr in your prcss releases. It is a
small point, but I do want to raise rt because I think it
is important.
And, Mr Genscher, there is another intportant psycho-
ligical element. I would ask you ro study Mr Scelba's
report on the granting of special rights to the citize.rrs
of the European Conrmunity. The citizcn who will
shortly be directly involved by the c'lections when he
chooses his representatives must be made aware fronr
now on that he is a citizen of the Contmunity. Mr
Scelba made some interesting proposals on this ntatter
to the effect that Community citizens living not in
their country of origin but in anothcr Mentber State
should enjoy full civic rights thcre. Mr Glinne will
know what I mean when I refer to Italran nrigrant
workers arrd others who have been living in another
Member State for ten to fiftct,rr ycars but who do not
even have the right to vote in local elections or sit
examinations for particular jobs.
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These arc, thcrefore, important psychological matters.
If you can support decisions taken in this field, Mr
Gcrrschcr, you will go down in history as the first man
to make real progress there.'We have every confidence
in you, particularly in view of your expericnce and
Europcarr convictions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vicc-Prcsidcnt o.f thc Comnistton. 
- 
(F)
Mr Genscher, the limelight is on you today and I
shall, with your permission, be fairly brief. But I
should like to thank you for your speech, which I
think outlines a very comprehensive programme.
Several of the previous speakers, including Mr Feller-
maier, placed emphasis on the internal part of the
programnle as opposed to the external part. Parlia-
ment and the Commission have long been urging that
we should not allow our external successes to over-
shadow our real priority, namely the basis on which
we are to build our future union. And from this point
of view, Mr President, I am grateful to your for
adopting, as one of the major priorities 
- 
in this
respect your speech did not disappoint me 
- 
the
development of Economic and Monetary Union on
the basis of the Commission's proposals.
I should like to point out that the five-year
programme that we submitted last November was
based on two main preoccupations : first, of course,
further progress towards Economic and Monetary
Union but also 
- 
and I can see from what has been
said here today that this objective is endorsed by Parli-
ament 
- 
Community measures which will help us to
resolve the present crisis. In other words, the Commu-
nity must help to resolve the very serious problems
confronting us, notably under-employment. And this
is so not only because we are interdependent but also
because our negotiating powers and our position in
the world will be reinforced by Economic and Mone-
tary Union.
Mr Presidcnt, our present five-year programme, I
would remind you, has three main objectives 
- 
the
first is the convergence of policies with a view to
encouraging growth 
- 
this includes the coordination
of economic policies, the achievement of greater
monetary stability in the Community and also the
idea of discipline couplcd with solidarity. I do not
wish to labour this point, but these are the basic
elements which should enable us to find a sounder
basrs for our future action.
Secondly, we proposed that the realization of the
common market should be regarded as a major
priority, combined with a reinforcement of growth
and measures to combat protectionism. A free and
fully developed common market is in itself a bulwark
against protectionism.
We also put forward a third priority ; that certain
major structural problems should be dealt with on a
Community basis. This included enerSy, growth and
the future of our economies. \fle believe that our
economies can still grow. There is also question of
transitron in the industries in diffictrlties, to which
you referred earlier. Thrs prograntnre, which has not
yet been discussed in detail in Parliame nt, was
presented last November as a basis for a gene ral
strategy, indeed it is a basis for working out coordi-
nated action which is not exclusively European,
although are part relates specifically to the west, but in
which the Community will be able to dentonstratc its
qualities, in other words its aptittrde for finding
common solutions to problems of growth, motletary
trends and nlaior structural problents.
Mr President, in your speech you took all this into
account. I therefore feel that during your term of
office, which comes at a particularly diffrcult time,
your determination will help to achieve what at the
moment is still very theoretical, namely the problenls
of Economic and Monetary Union which we have
discussed. I am sure that the end of these six morlths
the Community will have made enornrous progress in
the internal freld. Ve have been discussing this ques-
tion for months. The work has now been done' We
are beginning to achieve a consensus on the general
outlines of a Comntunity econon-ric and nlonetary
policy ; now we must show that we are also men of
action and I am sure that when the time comcs you
will live up to your responsibilities.
(ATtpluttst)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Vice-President Ortoli, for
this statement, which indicates the energy and dedica-
tion that the Commission intends to put into its coop-
eration with the Council and Parliament in the
coming year.
I should like at this pornt apologize to Mr Genscher
for the absence of some of my colleagues. \Ve have as
our guests here today four delegations from four coun-
tries in Europe, Africa and Asia, and many colleagues
undertook engagements which could not lre cancelled
when we decided not to interrupt the debate for a
midday break.
I call Mr Genscher.
Mr Genscher, Prcsidcnt-in-O.l.licc o.f tbc Cottncil' 
-(D)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, what, I think,
is needed is not an apology for those who are absent
but rather a word of thanks to those who are prescnt,
who at the last minute held out over the midday break
in order to enliven the debate with their contribu-
tiuons.
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My first task is to give the Council's answer ro the oral
question by Mr Rippon and orhers (Doc. 140/78). In
the course of a first general discussion based on obser-
vations contained in the Commission's comprehen-
sive document on the problem of enlargement, the
Council decided that the present Community must be
strengthened if an enlarged Community is to be
successful and that the Community, as a Community
of the Nine, must continue to be active if it is to
prepare the way for its existence as a Community of
the Twelve.
The Council, which is aware of the problems thrown
up by the application of the three countries
concerned, wrll have to continue its examination of
the Commission's communication during the coming
months. Apart from that, the Commission, when the
time comes, will have to submit formal and specific
proposals which take account of the guidelines drawn
up for this purpose and also of the progress made in
the work, at present going on, on a Community
strategy to improve the economic and social situation.
I therefore think it would be premature at this junc-
ture to say anything about the Council's intentions
concerning an economic development plan for the
applicant states and for the least developed regions of
the Community, organized in the same way and on
the same scale as the Marshall Plan. Not only that : we
must not lose sight of the limits to what lies within
the Community's powers. Nevertheless, the Council
will examine the measures required to reduce the
economic imbalances within the Community and so
assist, so far as is possible, the least-favoured regions
of the Community.
In this connection, I would recall that the European
Council, at its meeting in Copenhagen, stressed thar
one of the primary aims of Community development
is to achieve a greater degree of internal cohesion,
including a reduction of the disequilibrium between
the various regions.
For this purpose, the Community already has a
number of instruments ar its disposal 
- 
primarily the
Regional Fund, the Social Fund and funds for the
improve ment of agricultural structures. I may also
rcmind you that a number of measures have been
adopte d in favour of the Mediterranean regions.
Further, I should like to point out two other impor-
tant Contntunity instruments, i.e., the Community
loans arrd Euratom loans, and I hope that we shall
soon also have at our disposal the new Ortoli facility,
i.e., loan conrracted by the Commission for promoting
investnrents in the Community.
In this tield, finally, we must nor forget 
- 
particu-
larly, as provided for in the Treary, in favoui of the
least-developcd regions of the Community 
- 
will
trnrloubtcdly continue to dcvelop after the increase in
rts capitaI which, rr is expected, will shortly be
formally decided. Admittedly, coordination will prob-
ably be necessary in order to ensure optimal employ-
ment of all these instruments and attain the best
possible results. That is one of the reasons why the
Council has been working for the establishnrent of a
common strategy, which will be subnritted for
approval to the next meeting of the European
Council.
Finally, it should be noted that the Council will
examine, realistically and bearing in nrind the
resources available to the Community but nevertheless
with the greatest interest, any proposal fronr the
Commission which is likely to reduce disparities in
regional economic developnrent. The Council will
also be particularly interested rn any ideas and sugges-
tions which the European Parliamcnt may put forwarcl
during this debate.
That is my answer to the oral question.
Mr President, ladies and gentlenren, nray I now say
something in reply ro the debare. It was only to be
expected that attention this nrorning would be concen-
trated on the preparations for the nreeting of the Etrro-
pean Council in Bremen, and I hope that thc' golrrr.r
/oci of Bren.ren, Mr Miiller-Hermanrr, will inspire the
European Council and all those taking part with his
open-m indedness.
Ladies and genrlemen, all due preparations for this
European Council have been carried out by the institu-
tions of the Community. The Federal Government,
which is exercising the presidential function during
this half-year, has stressed on various occasions 
- 
.n.l
I do so once more 
- 
that it takes as its principle the
absolute equality of all members of the European
Community ; indeed, it rs convinced that only the
absolute cquality and equal status of all menrbcrs of
the European Community, regardless of their size, can
guarantee the efficient functioning of the Institutions
of the European Conrmunrty. Ve shall corrtinue to be
guided by this principlc rn thc future, and in parti-
cular it is from this standpoint that wc shall uircler-
stand our responsibility when exercising the presiden-
tial function during the coming six months. That is
not to say that individual talks will not take place by
way of preparation for mce tings. Ladics and
gentlemen, how many decisions which we have all
unanimously wclcomed would not have conre about if
they had not been preceded by talks, conversatiorrs,
informal meetings ? That is how things are done in
the parliamentary sphere and it is also, to takc up a
phrase of Mr Fellermaier's, how decisions by the Iegis-
lative organ Council are prepared, and in this spirit I
beg of you to undcrstand contacts whosc purpose it is,
however big or small the cour-rtry conce.n"d nray be,
to persuade a man whosc support is necdcd for a parti-
cular decisions. The countnes conccrned are sonte-
times big, sonrctinlcs snrallcr, and ri* t.t.rrrt.
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The European Council will be faced with the task of
working out a common strategy for the European
Community, and the Federal Government, in its
presidential function, has attached paramount impor-
tance to keeping the expectations placed in the Euro-
pean Council within realistic limits.'We are aware that
this common strategy must cover economic and mone-
tary questions and questions relating to employment,
energy, trade, industry and relations with the deve-
loping countries. Consequently, we shall have to
consult with the other industrial countries, for the
problems facing us 
- 
and that is the reason why in
my speech I attached such importance to the idea of
interdependence 
- 
can in fact only be solved by
means of international coordination.
In the sphere of economic policy, we must work
together to combat inflation, and I was more than
gratified to hear a number of speakers say that there
was no intention of proposing inflationary measures
but rather of tackling the task of achieving greater
monetary stability. It is also important that support
was given to the view that international trade must be
extended and, in time, economic growth in Europe
stimulated 
- 
stimulated, that is, in conditions of
stability. These are the principles that will guide the
presidency of the meetings of the European Council,
and it will be important for us to concentrate our
efforts on removing disparities of cost and price
between the various countries of the European
Community.
Ladies and gentlemen, it was rightly pointed out
during the debate that, when considering the
measures to be taken by individual Member States, we
shall have to bear in mind the differences in our
respective initial positions. There is no remedy that
can be applied in all countries; the initial position of
each individual country will be decisively influenced
by its progress so far in combating inflation, its
balance-of-payments situation, the state of its foreign-
exchange reserves, the size of its public deficit, the
extent of its unexploited production capacities and
also the competitiveness of its industry. In all the
speeches, I think, it came through that what was
required of the European Council 
- 
and this is also
the feeling of the Federal Government 
- 
were reli-
able terms of reference for the future policies of the
Member States which would enable both investors and
consumers to base the conduct of their affairs on a
firm belief in the permanence of these policies. I
think this is more important than disputes about
differing growth-rates, since in any case no one can
prove he is right at the moment the decision is made.
Ladies and gentlemen, with regard to monetary policy
we take the view 
- 
and this I should like to stress
once more 
- 
that a greater degree of monetary
stability is both necessary and feasible not only within
the Community but also world-wide. It is essential
that these views be carried into effect at the Summit
meeting in Bonn.
The Council has already made serious efforts to tackle
the problem of youth unemployment and will
continue to do so, and I can only add that we should
have been only too glad to be able to announce today,
in our presidential function, a decision in this matter.
Provision has been made for the former Danish presid-
ency to inform the European Council of the progress
made in consultations on this subject so that the Euro-
pean Council, as suggested here, can examine the
proSramme for combating youth unemployment. I
may remind you that we have achieved at any rate one
result, i.e., agreement on the recruitment bonus, or
temporary employment subsidy, for private undertak-
ings, but that, heaven knows, is far from being every-
thing that we have been expecting from this
proSramme.
Ladies and gentlemen, we must be prepared for struc-
tural changes if we are to remain internationally
competitive. As many speeches have made clear, we
are all aware of the need to make this process of adap-
tation tolerable for the sectors and regions affected,
but above all by social measures to Protect the people
affected.
The European Council will also be concerning itself
with energy questions, and here I should like to stress
what I said in my speech, that we shall have to reach
agreement on reducing consumption, improving the
exploitation of domestic energy sources and deve-
loping new sources of energy.
The open-door trade policy was welcomed by most
speakers but not by all. Some proposed plans. I would
repeat that we must apply our best efforts to assuring
this open-door trade policy and resisting every threat
of protectionism and any attempt to carry it through.
Turning to particular spheres of especial importance
for certain regions and economic sectors, I should like
to go a little more deeply into what has beerl said here
on the subject of fisheries. This is a cause of Sreat
concern to us all ; here everything depends on the
Community's ability to act, not only in the internal
sphere but also uis-d'c'is third countries. I think that is
the point that is not properly understood by the fish-
ermen in our various countries. They fail to grasp that
it is impossible to achieve this ability to act, and I am
by no means unmindful of the internal difficulties of
certain Member States. At the next meeting of the
Council devoted to fisheries, which is due to take
place on 25 July, we shall make another great effort to
make progress in this field, since we are well aware of
the importance of this problenr and will treat it with
all due urgency.
!7ith regard to negotiations with the Third !florld, it
has been rightly pointed out l.rere that there can be no
question of any distribution of alms. We shrre this
view wholeheartedly. On the contrary, we are
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convinced that not only promotion of the less-deve-
loped regions of the Community but also develop-
ment outside the Community is ultimately in the
interests of the industrial countries and of this great
market, for developed regions are better trading part-
ners than undeveloped regions. Seen in this light, the
efforts we make on behalf of countries of the Third
rWorld are not, as is often said, a sacrifice. They are
investments for our own future, for only they can
assure a world market capable of action and, more-
over, they are the only means of contributing to
econonric stability and hence to peace in the coun-
tries of the Third Vorld. This, too, is one of the essen-
tial interests of the States of the European Commu-
nity, which meet together rn the framework of Euro-
pean political cooperation in pursuit of a policy of
Peace.
One of the speakers told us of the profound impres-
sion he received while travelling in the Near East, that
people outside the European Community are much
more inclined to regard it as a single entity than we
are ourselves. In this, I think, one can only concur.
This reflects the hopes placed in the European
Community and also, I am convinced, the responsi-
bility that lies upon it. 'We are regarded as an impor-
tant factor, not only economically but also politicalty,
and that means thar we must develop the appropriate
capacity for decision. That is why I have drawn arten-
tion to the presidency's especial responsibility for
coming to decisions.
Ladies and gentlemen of the European Parliament, I
should like to pur rhis ball back in your courr and
refer to your share of the responsibility for reaching
decisions, for the European Community is, thank
heavens, an association of democratically governed
States, that is, States in which the governments are
subject to parliamentary control and have to account
for their policies in the European Community and in
the various meetings fo the Council of Ministers. It
seems to me, therefore, that the Council's powers of
decision can be strengthened if attentron is devoted to
the subject in the national parliaments, although I
shall be only too glad to make my contribution to
enhancing the transparency of decisions in Council
meetings. According to the experience I have gath-
ered, this will amount to no more than ensuring that
there is true transparency and that distortions do not
lead to a false impression about the conduct of one or
another member government.
At this point I anr glad to state that I will do what I
can to ensure the possibility of a report, as proposed,
on European political cooperation. I think that would
be an important means of enabling the European
Parliament to follow more closely the results and the
subject-matter of European political cooperation, and
as regards the material in the files, a list will be drawn
up 
- 
so far as this lies within my powers of decision
- 
of the matters which have not yet bcen cxanrincd.
Ladies and gentlemen, questions were asked about our
future African policy. This policy will indced be
growing in importance, but the spcaker who thought
that we intended to introduce into Africa conflicts
which have no place there, had dcfinitely nrisurrdcr-
stood me. The contrary is the case. Strengthening the
independence of the African States and prorecring
their right to self-determination and their right to
manage their own affairs must be the aim o[ a
Community of democratically-constituted States that
have come together for the very purpose of protecting
their own independence. We must not, of course, over-
look the fact that conflicts lrave been introduced into
Africa from outside, though not by the European
Community, and in the framework of European polit-
ical cooperation we shall do everything to ensure that
the East-Vest conflict does not assume decisive impor-
tance for Africa but that Africa itself can tackle the
problem of its development ; but this presupposes that
it is kept free from foreign influences, and it is a polit-
ical necessity to state this if one is not to blur the facts
in a cloud of words. I must repeat that the Comnru-
nity's Africa policy must pursue the aim of promoting
the development of these countries in conditions of
peace and to promote the peaceful solution of the
problems in southern Africa, including the abolition
of racial discrinrination and the restoration of indepen-
dence for Zimbabwe and Namibia.
In conclusion, I have to say to Mr Fellern.raier on the
subject of the Lome Convention that while, in addi-
tion to my general statenlent that the European
Community stands for the world-wide realization of
human rights, I said that the purpose of this Conven-
tion was to achieve the human rights of freedom from
hunger and want in these countries, I believe that the
world-wide enforcement of hun'ran rights is one of the
European Community's funciamental convictions : it
cannot be confined to Africa, but must be universally
applicable.
Ladies and gentlemen, I thank you for the contribu-
tions and suggestions which I have received on the
fourth day of my presidency. At the end of nly period
in office, I hope that I shall have some progress ro
show. Vhat I can do to that end, I will do. I depend
on your support, not only here but, I would ask you
not to forget, also in the national parlian.rents.
(Lotd tpfltusc)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
'We shall now suspend our proceedings and resume
them at J p...
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting 71,4.t .trr.tpcndetl at 2.50 fi.n. ttntl rc-suntcd
at 3.10 p.n.)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ADAMS
Vicc- Prcsidtnt
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
8. Qtc-ttion Tinc
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is
Question Time (Doc. 196178).
I would ask Members when putting their questions to
observe strictly the guidelines laid down for the
conduct of Question Time under Rule 47A of the
Rules of Procedure.
\We shall begin with the questions to the Council of
the European Communities. The President-in-Office
is asked to answer them, as well as any supplementary
questions.
Question No I by Lord Bruce of Donington :
The Commission submitted its proposal for the creation
of a European Communities' Institute for Economic
Analysis and Research on l0 October 1975.t The Euro-
pean Parliament gave a favourable opinion on the
Commission's proposal at its part-session of March
1976.2 ln the 1977 and 1978 general budgets the budge-
tary authority provided for a subsidy to finance this Insti-
tute. To date, the Council has made no decision on the
Commission's proposal.
Is there a particular reason for the 2t/z years' delay in
settrng up an Institute which, by common agreement,
could play a useful role in helping the Communities to
confront the economic crisis, or is this iust another of the
general delays in the Council's working methods ?
Mr Genscher, Prt.tidcnt'in-O.f.fice ol the Council. 
-(D) The Council can only repeat what it has already
stated before the Parliament 
- 
namely, that it has not
yet taken a decision on the proPosal for a regulation
on the creation of a European Communities' Institute
for Economic Analysis and Research. The delay to
which the honourable Member refers is due to the fact
that technical examination of this proposal has
revealed problems which it has hitherto been impos-
sible to resolve.
Lord Sruce of Donington. 
- 
Is the President-in-
Oifice aware that that answer is thoroughly unsatisfac-
tory ? Is he also aware that I hold in my hand the orig-
inal proposal of the Commission dated October 197.5,
which says :
I Doc. COM (7fl a50 fin.
, OJ C 79 of 5 April 1976, p.29
The main problem areas are the reorgantzatton of
rndustry as a result of the new relative prices of fuels and
other raw materials, the prospect of new equilibrra in tl.re
use of the gross Community product, because a nttnrbcr
of member countries are now compelle d to incre asc
exports, and the need to make progress towards achieving
greater harnrony and growth between thc central and
outlying areas of the Comnrunrty.
Is he further aware that the Commission gave us thc
following reason for its idea of a ncw Instittrte of
Economic Research and Analysis ? I quote again fronr
the Commission document: 'The European Conlnltt-
nities do not possess facilities for a systenratic
academic approach to research which would enablc it
to cope with those problems'. Is he further aware that
the Council's refusal to take cogtrizance of these
matters seems to many of us an indication of the fact
that inflation and unemployment present a ioint
problem at which the mind of the Council boggles
and which it is not prepared to tackle itself and that
many of us feel with dismay the fact that it now seeks
to frustrate the Commission in its desire at any rate to
study the whole question ?
Mr Genscher.- (D) I can appreciate that the honou-
rable Member is dissatisfied to find that there is till no
final decision by the Council, but I must Point otrt
that when the proposal was examined by experts from
the Member States, they expressed misgivings with
regard, in particular, to the specific needs which the
Institute should meet. A number of difficulties have
therefore emerged regarding the definition of the field
of activity of this institution.
This question should be seen as being con'rplctely
independent of the fact that the Council, of course, is
aware of the general problems mentioned by the
honourable Member in his question.
President. 
- 
Question No 2 by Mr L'Estrange :
Does the Council constder that the performance of a
third country in protecting thc human rights of its
citizens should be a determining factor when the esta-
blishment of trade agreements with that country, or its
inclusion in food-aid programmes, are being considered
by the Communrty ?
Mr Genscher, Prtsidcnt-in'O.l.li* o.f tfu Cotncil, 
-(D) ln the case of trade agreements, decisions to oPen
negotiations and to conclude an agreement are taken
by the Council on the basis of a Commission ProP-
osal, after the European Parliament has been given the
opportunity to inform the Council beforehand of its
view under the information procedure applicable to
this type of agreement. Thus, the decisions are taken
after it has been possible to take full account of all
viewpoints pertaining to each case 
- 
economic as
well as political, including the observance of human
rights. It is for the Commission, in the exercise of its
right of initiative, to form an initial iudgmcnt, ancl so
far there have been no instanccs whcre the Council
and the European Parliament have been at variancc
with the Commission on whether to conclude a tradc
agreement with a third country.
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Food aid has an essentially humanitarian purpose, and
so far the Council has never thought it necessary in
view of the vast needs of the peoples concerned 
- 
to
make food aid conditional on the human-rights situa-
tion in the recipient countries. In certain specific
cases, however, the Council has chosen an arrange-
ment under which aid is not given directly to the
governments concerned but to neutral bodies which
are in a position to give assurances, that they act inde-
pendently of these governments, and they channel the
aid to the people who are in need of it.
As regards the renewal of the Lom6 Convention, the
issue of human rights is at present under close scru-
tiny by the Council of Ministers and its subordinate
bodies. Whatever decisions may be taken in this field
will doubtless influence the Communit\"s sr.nd on
the above points.
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
Vould the President of the
Council ask the Council, when deciding on countries
with whom agreement might be concluded, to endea-
vour in regard to those countries to see that they have
respect for human rights. Does he think it a good
policy that the EEC countries are giving millions of
pounds in credit to countries like Russia which
despite signing different agreements, are continuing to
trample hunran rights underfoot : consider, for
example, the rccent jailing of Orlov, the stirring up of
trouble in Africa and the Yemen, and the attempt to
clamp a Communist vice on strategic areas, and at
home, when they are receiving food aid and credit
from EEC countrics, they are spending thcir own
nroncy to make the most sophisticated weapons to
bury us. Does he not think that we are paying for the
rope to harrg oursclves ?
Mr Genschet.- (D) To your first question, whether
I will draw the Council's attention to the thought it
contains, I can say : Yes, I will do so.
As to the second qucstion, I would point out that the
Soviet Union reccives no credits from thc European
Comnrunity.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
\Would the President-in-Office
of the Council dircct the Commission to instigate a
vcry close invcstigation of the effect of the common
agricultural policy on third countries, particularly
tlrose cascs where, altlrough it buys a certain quantity
of prinrary goods, it also unloads onto thc world
nrarkct itcnrs likc sugar at subsidizcd prices which
dcstroy tlrc income of the third countries conccrned ?
Mr Genscher.- (D) Quite apart from the fact that
this is a qucstion thar lics outside the field wc are now
discussrng, I assuntc that thc Conrnrission is awarc of
this problcnr.
President. 
- 
Qucstion No 3 by Mr Geurtsen :
Carr tlrc Councrl intlrcate how tt intcnds to implcmcnt
thc proposals rclatrrrg to trce tradc 
.made by Count Lambs_
dorff at the Council meeting of 2 May I978, which were
considered rn greater detail on 20 and 2l May durrng the
informal Corrncrl drscussions in Denmark ?
Mr Genscher, Pntiicttt-in-0.l.lict ol tltt (otrncil. 
-(D) On 2 May 1978, the Federal Ministcr for
Economic Affairs, Count Lambsdorff, informcd the
Council of the Federal Gove rrrnrent's view on Conrnru-
nity structural policy in the industrial sector, and
handed over a menlorandunr orr thc subjcct.
Following an inital discussion on 2 May, thc CoLrncrl
held a wide-ranging dcbatc on thcse problcnrs on 7
June, contintring orr 27 )une with a discussiorr on
structural policy in two parricularly scnsitive arcas,
iron and steel and shipbuilding.
The discussion on 7 June for which the Council lrad
also received a Comnrission conrnrunication orl
sectoral aid policy, did not touch on spccific propo-
sals. It was held as part of thc preparations for the
Europearr Council and was intcndcd as a rrrcans of
establishing 
- 
as it turrrcd out, e7i1h 5uq-sc55 
- 
1
nunrber of general gtridelines for the nrattcrs undcr
discussion, in preparation for the dcbatc' on the
conlnlon economic and social stratcgy to be hcld at
the important nreeting in Brenren.
Mr Geurtsen.- (NL) My inrpressron is that I have
been given a historical survey rathcr than an arrswcr. I
should Iike to ask the Presidcnt-in-Officc of thc
Council whether the Council has alre-ady shclved what
I consider to be the all-inrportant question of whcthcr
and how it can bc cstablished tlrat a scctor whcrc a
monopoly has bcen authorizcd bccause of the crisis
situation is rrow sufficicntly back to normal for agrce-
nrcnts betwccn undcrtakings to be no longcr ncccs-
sary ? I urrderstand front wl'rat is alrcady krrown of the
Conrn'rission's proposals that it is Iroping to (.lo so ovcr
thc rrext two or threc years. I clo not bclieve that thc
period of tinre is a decisive factor but that tlrc results
and progress aclricvcd by thc scctor will show whcther
its futurc prospccts arc sourrcl or not. That is a ques-
tion which must be arrswered by thc two sides of thc
industry concerrrcd.
Mr Genscher 
- 
(D) Lr vicw of the slow rate of
economic growth ar-rd thc scale o[ the cnrploynrcrrt
problem solutions rclating to specific sectors in thc
Community are being proposccl more and nrorc
frequcntly for discussion. Whcre thcrc is justification
in exceptiorral cases, as, for cxan'rplc, in thc stccl arrd
textilcs scctors, the Fcderal Govcrrrntent has r.lot
closed its nrind to tlre possibility of such soh.rrions. I
say this by way o[ gcncral clcscription of thc position
of the govcrnntcr.lts autltoritrg suclt proposals.
I anr prcpared to draw thc Council's artcr.ltion to thc
thought contained irr your question.
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Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
Is the President of the Council
aware that if the recession and unemployment
continue there is a danger that countries may move
more towards protectionism and a trade policy based
on national interest, which would be a damaging blow
to the EEC and would lead to stagnation and poverty ?
Vould you not agree thht we should have a common
industrial policy so that all EEC countries, especially
the weaker countries, could invest more rapidly in
new technology and be able to hold their own with
industrial exports against Japan, America or anyvhere
else in the world ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I see this danger iust as you do,
and that only emphasizes the need for an active
structural policy within the European Community 
-a policy which must be primarily pursued by the
economy itself but which might well profit from
terms of reference laid down by the State to temper
the effects of structural changes on the enterprises
concerned and, above all, on the workers: I had some-
thing to say on that subject in a speech this morning.
These should not, however, be allowed to slow down
the structural changes ; otherwise, the competitiveness
of the economy within the Community would suffer
and hence unemployment would be aggravated and
not diminished.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
\flould the President-in-Office
not agree that free trade in its traditional, generally
historically recognized form, is becoming an increas-
ingly inappropriate institution and concept for the
promotion of trade on a world scale ?
(L.tilgbtcr Jiom tbc Lelt)
Vould he not therefore consider that the introduction
of what I would term a regulatory mechanism for the
promotion and expansion of trade may be more appro-
priate than the ideological concept of the past ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D/ No.
President. 
- 
Question No 4 by Mr Cifarelli, for
whom Mr Croze is deputizing :
Can the Council indicate what progress has been made
with the consideration of the proposed regulation on the
Statute for the European Company ; can it state in parti-
cular what stage has been reached in the examination of
the section deahng with worker participation, and does it
intend, in accordance wrth the resolution adopted by the
European Parliament in April 1978, to open the prom-
ised informatron procedure without delay ?
Mr Genscher, Prcsidcnt-in-Oflicc of tl:e Council. 
-(D) The amended proposal for a regulation on the
Statute for the European Company, including the
questions concerning worker representation in the
Company, is still being examined within the Council.
This is, as you know, a long and exacting task.
Vith regard to the procedure for informing the Euro-
pean Parliament, given the nature and the progress of
the dossier in question, the Council considers, as my
predecessor told you on 12 April 1978, that the time
is not yet ripe for informing the European Parliament
of the principal guidelines which have emerged from
examination of the important problems connected
with the Statute of the European Company.
Mr Croze. 
- 
(F) I know that this question is
extremely important and that it is a complex subject,
but Parliament has already been considering the
matter for a number of years.
Could the President of the Council at least give us an
indication of when this question is likely to be
referred to Parliament ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I have never yet attempted to
make any forecasts of which I was not absolutely
certain. I can therefore only promise you that I will do
everything in my power to advance the matter further.
Sir Derek rJ(alker-Smith. 
- 
Does the President-in-
Office recall 
- 
and he may well not do so because it
is now some time ago 
- 
that during the deliberations
on this statute in the Legal Affairs Committee of Parli-
ament and in plenary session, there were many warn-
ings from members who, while approving the prin-
ciple of worker participation, felt that the balance of
function allocated in the European Company Statute
was not satisfactory and who therefore warned that
there was a danger of this statute becoming a dead
letter ? And do not these long processes go some way
to showing that these warnings were well founded ?
Mr Genscher.- (D) As regards your first question, I
can say : Yes, I do remember. As for the second, I can
say the following. On account of material connections
with the fourth directive, only recently adopted by the
Council, and with work being carried on at other
levels, the Presidency intends to work especially for
progress on the harmonization of company law during
the discussion of the seventh directive. \We hope that
the third directive, on the harmonization of provisions
governing company mergers, can be adopted by the
Council in the course of this year.
Naturally, differing views on the expediency and
wisdom of any measures do not make things any
easier.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, now you
have spoken in general terms about the procedure in
this matter, have described it as 'long and exactinS'
and have been unable to give a deadline, anl I to
understand 'long and exacting' as 'never-ending', and
as for the procedure for inforn.ring Parliament, do you
not think that it doesn't do this European family
photograph any good if it is kept indefinitely in the
Council's dark-roonr and that the n]atter nlight nrakc
better progress if it coulcl be drscttsscd iointly wrtlr
Parliamcrrt ?
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Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I am not sure whether I used
the expression 'long and exacting'. If I did, then ir was
ccrtarnly not in the sense of'everlasting', since I
would scruple to associate earthly phenomena with
the idea of eternity. That having been said, I would
say that if the procedure proves very protracted it
would indeed appear appropriate to respond to the
obligation to supply information periodically.
President. 
- 
Qtrestion No 5 by Mr Osborn :
At rts nreeting on 
-30 May 1978 the Council stated rt aims
to complete work on the energy ob.jectives for 19g.5. The
Conrmrssion submitted its report on 29 Juty 1977(COM (77) .19-5 frnal. In vrew of the urgency to relieve the
Community of the burden of imported energy and the
long Iead trnres requrred to rnstall additional non-oil
fueled elcctrrcrty generatrng capaciry, will the Council set
a deadlrnc for the necessary rnvestment decisions to
provrde a more definite energy environment within
whrch prrvatc and industrral consumers, and the power
industry can operate ?
Mr Genscher, Prt.tidrnt-in-O.fJicc of' tlte Cottncil. 
-(D/ Despite all its efforts, the Council has still not
managed to reach agreement on the draft resolution
on the Contntunity energy policy drawn up following
its cxantination of the Commission's second report on
the achieventent of the 1985 objectives which the
Council had previously adopted in this area.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
\flill the President-in-Office indicate
the steps that he will now take to provide the right
investntent conditions for the Community's electricity
producers to phase out oil-fired electricity generating
capacity, and secorrdly, can he give an assurance, to set
an exanrple, that his government, the German Govern-
ment, will not permit the construction of additional
oil-fired capaciry in the Federal Republic of
Germany ? But is not this an issue which should be
handled by the heads of State in Bremen this week ?
And lastly, to what extenr is this due to a failure of the
confrontation attitudes of a British Socialist govern-
ment whose enjoyment of the membership of the
Econonric Con.rmunity has stilt to be demonitrated to
all of trs here ?
President. 
- 
Mr Osborn, I called you to put a supple-
mentary question. I must ask you and other Members
too not to nrake three or four questions out of it. you
were called for one supplementary question.
Mr Genscher.- (D) I will choose the simplest ques-
tion, of course fa(/r.ghttr) and say that the power-sta-
tions which are now being built o, *hi.h it i,
intended to build were planned before the deaclline ofI January 1977. Since then, no further authorizations
have been given for the construction of oil- or gas-
fired power-stations.
Mr Power. 
- 
\7ill the Council consider the use of
milled peat and turf in the generating of electricity
and provide added incentives towards the use of this
particular native fuel in its objcctivcs for 198.5 ?
Mr Genschei 
- 
(D) I am not in a position to offer
the honourable Member an answcr that would satisfy
him, but I am quite prepared to study the problcnr
and to come back to it.
President. 
- 
Question No 5 by Mr Nolan :
'Would the Council be prepared to consider measures
relating to wool in the context of therr discussions on the
common organizatron of the market in sheepmeat ?
Mr Genscher, Prctidtnt-in-O.IJicc o.f tbc Corrncil. 
-(D)IVool is not included in Annex II to the Treaty of
Rome and is not regarded as an agricultural product
coming under Articles 38 to 46.
The Commission, in its proposal for a regulation
(dated 3l March 1978) on the common organization
of the market in sheepmeat, accordingly did not
provide for special measures in this sector. Neverthe-
less, during the debate on the subject held by the
Council on l9 and 20 June l97B,it was observed that
the problem of the iricome of sheepmeat producers
might merit examination, including the question of
income accruing from sheep's wool.
In any case, should the Commission make proposals
in this regard, any measures in the wool sector could
only be taken on the basis of Article 2.}5 of the
Treaty.
Mr Nolan. 
- 
In view of the favourable reply that we
have got from the Council this afternoon, I should
like to know if the Council would ask or instruct the
Commission to put forward proposals immediately for
a marketing organization in wool in view of the fact
that wool is associated with sheepmeat and, in actual
fact, is a by-product of sheepmeat, and could the
Council state if it will ask the Commission ro come
forward with proposals ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I can only repeat rhat if the
Commission submits a proposal in this regard, it will
be examined by the appropriate bodies in tlie Cornmu-
nity. I do not, however, envisage any request or instruc-
tions by the Council to the Commission in this
regard.
Mrs Dunwoody.- Vill the President-in-Office hesi-
tate before even considering such a plan, because the
Community has enough problems already with both
Australia and New Zealand without adding to them in
the realm of wool ?
Mr Gensch (D) The considerations which
prompt me to say that no instructions from the
Council to the Commission are to be expected are of
varying nature according to the various parties likely
to be involved. I cannot go into these considerations
in detail.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
\7ould not the President-in-
Offrcc conside r it absolute nonsense that wool is
trcatcd as an industrial product at the moment and
would not the obvious answer be for him to request
the Comnrission, which I am sure would be willing, to
conre forward with a proposal to change the article
unde r which wool is considered, to bring it into
Chapter 6 for agricultural products as he has already
indicated he and the Council would be glad to see
happen. It is nonscnse classifying it as an industrial
procluct.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I must refer you to what the
Treaty says on this subject. I cannot change it.
Mr Power. 
- 
Is the Council aware that the United
Kingdom already has a guaranteed price for wool and
that the reluctance to have it included in the
marketing system should be looked at, too, by the
Council ; the reluctance displayed here by both
sections of the United Kingdom representatives seems
to confirm my opinion that it would be well worth
looking at immediately.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I would point out once more
that the initiative on this subject can only come from
the Commission. If the Commission does take the
initiative, the Council will take the subject up.
President. 
- 
Question No 7 by Mr Edwards:
In considering the forthcoming proposals for the revised
version of the Lom6 Convention, will the Councrl take
steps to include a provision that aid under the Conven-
tion is directed towards the welfare of the peoples rt is
intended to benefit and not only towards the regimes in
power in the countries concerned ?
Mr Genscher, Prcsidcnt-in-O.fJicc oJ tbe Council. 
-(D) This question concerns an important problem in
the ACP-EEC neSotiations due to open on 24 July
1978. Ve are, of course, constantly mindful of the
need to ensure that aid given in fact reaches the popu-
lation.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
I realize that this is an extremely
delicate subject, a very difficult one. Nevertheless, we
are frequently appalled by stories of corrupt politi-
cians and officials pocketing the money that we send
to help the needy and some military dictators taking a
percentage and having it put in their own bank
account. I think that these aids must be monitored
now more thoroughly than they have been in the past
because of the nature of some of the reports that are
coming to us from both the Caribbean and some of
the States of Africa.
Mr Genschet. 
- 
(D) First of all, I must say that we
must beware of getting the impression that in the
implementation of the ACP agreement we are faced
with a general phenomenon such as the one you fear.
All the same, it is, of course, our duty to do everything
to ensure that the tax payer's money is properly spent,
and that is done on the basis of a sovereign equality of
rights in cooperation with our partners.
Sir Derek rValker-Smith. 
- 
Does the President
appreciate that there was some disappointment this
morning when, in the course of his generally admir-
able address, he said that the Council would not be
concerned with making any basic amendments or
innovations in the Lom6 Convention ? Does he not
recall the debate that we had in this House a few
months ago on the initiative of the European Conser-
vative Group and will the Council reconsider the
possibility and propriety of introducing into the renc-
gotiated Lom6 Convention a provision to make
receipt of aid conditional upon observance of the rele-
vant articles of the Universal Declaration of Hunlan
Rights ?
Mr Genscher.- (D) Those were two questions. As
regards the first, I would not consider insistence upon
proper application of the funds as a change of prin-
ciple, for that would mean that we had ignored this in
the past. It might well be a matter there of improving
the means at our disposal, but not of introducing
anything essentially new.
As for the second question, I have already made clear
on another occasion that when the Commission
makes proposals and also when the Council makes
decisions all political aspects have to be considered,
including the question of human rights, which is of
essential importance.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
In the President-in-Office's speech
this morning he expressed the desire to influence
European values particularly concerning racialism in
South Africa. Does this imply that he accepts the prin-
ciple of interference in the domestic affairs of another
State where human rights are involved and should we
not therefore look for his support for the executive
clause to be included in a new Lom6 agreement upon
which aid and assistance should be made conditional,
or does he differentiate between white and black
Africa ?
Mr Genschet. 
- 
(D) I should be going against my
own principles if I were to make the question of
human rights dependent on the colour of the citizens
of a particular country, and therefore there is no inter-
ference in a country's internal affairs when impor-
tance is attached to the observance of human rights.
How otherwise could we, for example, have held the
Belgrade follow-up conference 
- 
to take a case in
Europe 
- 
at which the question of human rights was
discussed 
.iust as we discuss it in the United Nations ?
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Vhen I said in a previous answer 
- 
to which your
question obviously refers 
- 
that we observe in our
conduct the sovereign equality of rights of our partner
States, I was referring to measures to ensure the
proper application of funds. I would ask you not to
confuse that with the fundamental question of human
rights. I think we are agreed that these two things are
both important but qualitatively somewhat different.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Do we know of any cases where aid
has been channelled to the population of a State
without going through the government's hands ? Has
that ever happened so far 7
Mr Genschel 
- 
(D) Yes, there are such cases. Some
countries have agreed to allow organizations offering
guarantees of independence to carry out supplies
direct to the population.
President. 
- 
Question No 8 by Mr Corrie :
\Yr'ill the Council state what discussions have been and
will be held on the subiect of guaranteeing Community
investments in developing countries, especially in the
context ol the renegotration of the Lom6 Convention ?
Mr Genscher, Prc.sidcnt-in-Office oJ' the Council. 
-(D) A Commission communication on the need for
Community action to encourage European investment
in developing countries and guidelines for such action
has been put before the Council. This communication
contains a number of suggestions pertaining to the
methods which could be adopted at Community level
to supplement national projects on investment protec-
tion. The communication is at present being scruti-
nized by the Council bodies. It has not yer been
possible, however, ro work out joint guidelines of suffi-
cient precision.
The Council has also given consideration to questions
concerning investment promotion and protection
during the preparations for the opening, on 24 July
1978, of negotiations for a new ACP-EEC Convention
to follow on from the Lom6 Convention. In this
connection, the Council, after a wide-ranging discus-
sion, adoptcd negotiating directives for the Commis-
sion at its meeting on 26 and 27 June; these were
based on the report which the Committee of perma-
nent Representatives had drawn up, taking as their
starting-point the Commission proposals. The honour-
ablc Member will understand that, given the nature of
such directives, it is not at present possible to furnish
hrm with morc detailed information.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
Can I thank the President-in-Office
for his detarled statement on rhis particular subject
this morning ? Could I ask him, in what way does he
think that the EEC could play the greatest part in the
matter of guaranteeing Community investments in
developing countries and will he take steps to
guilrantee that the Community's firms and trade associ-
ations are consulted about the desirability of
protecting Community investments in developing
countries ?
Mr Genschet.- (D) In its proposals for the renegoti-
ation of the ACP-EEC Lom6 Convention, the
Commission urged that the future Convention
contain explicit provisions concerning fundamental
rules of conduct for investors and for the recipient
country and also that provision be ntade in the
Convention for the possibility that for particular
projects the Community concludes investment protec-
tion agreements in addition to the already existing
bilateral agreements. A subsidiary mechanisnr
guaranteed by the Community would also be intro-
duced. Finally, measures for encouraging investn.lents,
mainly of a financial nature, nright be taken. I take it
as a matter of course that firms will be consulted.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr Corrie's quesrion and
your answer, that this is being discussed in the
Council on the basis of a Con.rmission comnrunica-
tion, prompt me to ask a question of principle. In the
relations between Council, Contmission and Parlia-
ment, how do you propose to ensure that on such
important questions of foreign trade the appropriate
committees of Parliament can be informed in advance
so that the Parliament, through these conrmittces, is
given an opportunity of influencing such Conrmission
communications, since, Mr President-in-Office, the
Parliament normally only has to deal with directives
and regulations 7
Mr Genschel 
- 
(D) You have raised a question
concerning relations between Council, Commission
and Parliament. \07ithout consulting the Council, I am
not in a position to offer you a satisfactory reply. You
are familiar with the legal standpoint which the
Council has taken so far.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
As a person who believes in public
ownership, may I ask the President-in-Office to tell us
whether the conditions he is enforcing on these coun-
tries in these Lom6 agreements are greater than one
would expect for a German investment in Great
Britain ?
(Laugbtcr)
Mr Genscher.- (D) I don't think one can compare
the two things at all.
President. 
- 
Question No 9 by Mr Fellermaier :
How does the Council view the announcement by Mr
Habsburg, who in addrtion to his Austrran nationality,
has surprisingly been granted German citizenship by the
Bavarian authorities, that he wishes to prcsent himself as
a candidate for the European Parlrament electlons so that
he can also represent the Austrians, and does the Council
not share the fear that, grven Austria's strict neutrality,
this may create extremely serious foreign polrcy complica-
trons for the EEC ?
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Mr Genscher, Prctidcnt-in-O.f.fict of tbe Conncil. 
-(D) Every citizen of the Member States has a right to
stand as candidate.
(Lattgbtu)
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President-in-Office, do
you share the view contained in Parliamentary Ques-
tion No 1937 of the Austrian National Council,
excerpts fronr which the President has allowed me to
quote ?
Nevertheless, for well-known reasons relating to the
pohcy of neutrality, there can be no question of the
Austrian Republic's loining the EEC and therefore of its
being represented in the EEC Parliament. Consequently,
if Dr Otto Habsburg, as a German citizen, is elected to
the EEC Parliament and creates the impression that
thereby Austria rs also represented in the EEC Parlia-
ment, this can in no way be in the interests of the Repub-
lic of Austria.
(Laugbttr)
Mr Genschet. 
- 
(D) I have such respect for the
sovereignty of the Austrian Republic and its govern-
ment that I am convinced the Austrian Government
is capable of fulfilling the obligations imposed by its
neutrality.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
In view of the very satisfactory
nature of the answer given by the President-in-Office
to the first part of the question, would he not agree
that at the date of the direct elections there are going
to be very large numbers of European citizens who, by
the decisions taken by Member States, are going to be
disenfranchised ? Vould he not commend to his
fellow members of the Council that some action
should be taken to enfranchise all citizens of the
Community for this vitally important European elec-
tion ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) That is a matter for the
national legislatures of the Member States.
Mr Geurtsen. 
- 
(NL) Does the President-in-Office
of the Council consider that Mr Habsburg might have
more opportunity to influence Community foreign
policy than Mr Fellermaier ?
(La ugbtcr)
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) All German citizens enjoy
equal rights and opportunities. That is laid down in
our constitution.
(Luttglttc)
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) !flould you not admit that if I, as a
German citizen, were to espouse the cause of German
citizens in the GDR, this might have scrious
consequences for the Community in the sphere of
fore ign policy ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) It might well be that this had
consequences for the Community. That would not,
however, prevent me, as a German citizen, from
espousing the cause of Germans.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
The question alleges that
Mr Habsburg has been granted German citizenship by
the Bavarian authorities. I am puzzled. How can it be
that one constituent part of a Member State of our
Community can naturalize a foreigner. \flhere are we
getting to ? I do not understand it.
(La ugltttr)
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) The German Federal Republic
is a federal state which grants special rights to the
Federal Lcindcr. Whether the Federal Government is
in every case fully informed and given an opportunity
to play its proper part in the granting of citizenship is
another matter.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President-in-Office,
are you aware that the approval for granting German
citizenship, which, in the view of the Bavarian Higher
Administrative Court, is obligatory, was not obtained
in this case, and may I also ask you in this connection
whether, in view of the fact that Mr Otto Habsburg
himself has declared that he wishes to represent
Austria in the European Parliament, the Council does
not fear that this may lead to complications with the
Austrian Republic ?
Mr Genscher, 
- 
(D) As regards your first question,
on examining the minutes of the German Burrdestag
for 21 June 1978,1am afraid that you are right. As for
your second question, I do not share these anxieties. I
say again, I have not the slightest doubt that the Repu-
blic of Austria will be in a position to fulfil the obliga-
tions it has taken on with the Treaty. Vhether these
obligations are affected when Mr Habsburg says l're
wishes to represent Austria is a matter which I cannot
judge : it falls within the powers and needs of the
Austrian Government and it is for them to decide.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Do you share my view that the
whole problen.r could be solved very sinrply if we were
all to ask that no political group r.romirrate Otto Habs-
burg ?
(Protc-rt.t)
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I think it should be left to
every political grouping to firrd for itself the most
attractive representatiorl.
(Ld ttgltttr d nd dppla nsr)
President. 
- 
Question No l0 by Mrs Ewing has
been withdrawn.
Questiorr No I I by Mr Schyns:
Vhat practical stcps docs tlre Prcsttlcrrt-tn-Oflicc of thc
Council irrtcrtrl to takc during hrs pcriod ot ofhcc to givc
a new irnpetus, clcarly outlined in the EEC Trcaty, to the
stagnant conrnron transport policy ?
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Mr Genscher, Prttidott-in-O.ffict o.f tbc Cotrnctl. 
-(D) At its nreeting of 20 and 2l December 1977, rhe
Cotrncil stated its desirc to give the greatest consiclcra-
tion possible to the three-year programme of priority
activitics forwarded by the Commission. In the nrcan-
tinre, the Council has, for the first of thcsc thrcc years,
cithcr adoptcd dccisions or begun work on alnrost all
the 1>riority nrcasurcs which appcar on the list drawn
tup by thc Conrnrission. This list will continue to bc
tuscd as a basis for thc preparation of a meeting of the
Cotrncil schcdulcd for the cnd of Novenrber l97tl. k
shoultl, howcve.r, bc notcd that, in addition to thc ques-
tions which lrave rrot yet been resolved, there are now
the problenrs of safcty at sea, which havc bccome
prc'ssing as a rcsult of well-known tanker accidents.
Mr Schyns. 
- 
(D) In this connectiorl, does nor the
Prcsident-in-Oificc of the Council believe that it is
high tintc to do away with such grotesque obstacles to
fronticr traffic as the obligation on contmercial vehi-
cles to indicate axle load, gross weight and other
thirrgs, as attcstcd by various Member States at the
nrccting of the Interrral Transport Comnrittee in
February in Gencva ?
Mr Genscher 
- 
(D) That is not exactly a quesrion
of bclicf. lrut I shnrc your sccpticisn].
( I-,t tt u ltt t r)
Mr McDonald. 
- 
t0flill the Council encorrrage the
nationill governnrcnts to ask the national airlines to
pass on thc rrcw policy arrrrounced by IATA last week
to thc be nefit of the coltsunters in the Comnrunity ?
Mr Genschet. 
- 
(D) That is not a marter that lies
within thc governnlents' powers of decision.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D) \flill the President-in-
Office plcase note, for lris work during the next half-
ycar, tllat the sanrc subjccts, which l dcalt with as
rapportcur for this Housc at the beginning of the
sixtics 
- 
incidcntally, together with Helnrut Schmidt
arrd Harrs Apcl 
- 
arc still on the agerrda as awaiting a
<lccisiorr ?
(l.,rtr!!hlcr)
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
\(zould the President-in-Office
Ilot agrce that a conrnton transport policy can only be
built on arr agrccd approach fronr all the Menrber
States ? Thcrc is sonrc cvidcnce that British holiday-
makcrs travclling in fanrily varrs [ravc been refused
perrrrissiorr to land olt various shores because they did
not havc a tachograph in the vehicle. This is hardly
thc way to cncouragc pcople to move arourtd Europe
frccly.
Mr Genscher 
- 
(D) A common transport policy
indced prcsupposes a consensus of vicws. I am told
that arr agreentcnt has beerr reached on this point.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr Prcsidcnt-in-Officc, nray I ask
you to bring your irrflucrrcc to bcar, during tlrc pcriocl
of officc for which you arc rcsporrsil>lc, so tlrirt tlrc list
of proposals awaiting dccision, whiclr Mr Miillcr-
Hermann has just nrcrrtrorrcd, arc clcalt with in thc
Council of Ministcrs along thc lirrcs that you ask tlrc
Council of Transport Ministers to nrect not iust oncc
but 
- 
I am not asking for too much 
- 
at lcast twicc
during this half-year 2
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) Yes.
Mr Fuchs. 
- 
(D) IJ(hat clrancc do you givc the possi-
bility during the rrcxt few nrorrrhs that effectual
measures are taken to rcsist thc dunrping practiccs
carried on by various partics, parricularly by thc State-
trading countries ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) This will trndoubtedly be a
subject for the Council, but the responsibility here lies
primarily with the Con.rmission, as yotr know.
Mr Prescott. At the recent inquiry into the Anroco
Cadiz disaster conducred by a committee of this
House in Paris two weeks ago, the Commission's prop-
osals to tackle the problenr of the substandard'flag of
convenience' vessels were discussed. These proposals
involved the concept of port State control. It was
alleged that the Council was dilatory in its discussion
and application of these proposals. 'Will it be any
different in the next six nronths ?
Mr Genschet. 
- 
(D) Qtrestiorrs of nrarine pollutiorr
are to be dealt with by the European Cotrncil. For thc
rest, I assume that the appropriate Council of Minis-
ters will take the ntatters up.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
Could the President-in-Office use his
influence to ensure that services which are being, or
could be, provided by independent airlines within thc
Community, ofterr between parts of the Conrnrunity
not previously linked directly, are not jc.opardized by
subsidized conrpetition and by unfair practiccs on thc'
part of State airlines ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) This question does not lie
within the Council's competence.
President. 
- 
Question No 12 by Mr Ryan :
Has the Council discrrssed the possibility of havirrg a
uniform rate of nrotor taxation and petrol taxation in the
Comnrurrity and if so what is the prcscrrt statr'of suclr
discussions ?
Mr Genscher, Prc.tiiott-in-O.flicc o.f thc Cortttcil. 
-(D) The Council has rrot yet discusscd the possibility
of establishing a uniform ratc' of taxatiorr on pctro-
leunr products in the Community. The only proposal
for a directive which the Commission has subnritted
to the Council in this area is limited to the harnroniza-
tion of certain aspects of the structrrre of excise duties
on mineral oils. The Commission has reserved the
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right to subnrit latcr, at a sccond stagc, proposals
rcgarrlrng thc harrronization of rates.
Vith rcgard to thc adlustnrent of national taxation
systcnrs for conrnrercial road vehrcles, the Council has
agrccd in princrplc to the tcxt of a first directivc,
providcd certain problcnrs rr-r its inrplenrentation can
be rcsolvcd. Thc Courrcil intcnds to adopt this direc-
tive at its rrcxt nrccting on transport questions. The
dircctive woulcl bc a first practrcal stcp in the introduc-
tion of tariffs for the usc of infrastructures.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
Having regard to the fact that in June
1977 thc Frnarrce and Ecorromic Ministers considered
thc undcsirability of the political diffrculties and artifi-
cial nrarkctirrg practices which arose by reason of
varying ratcs of taxation on petrol and oil and varying
rates of car taxation, why has there not been more
progress since then on a study of the matter and of
thc implcnrcntation of a uniform rate of taxation on
both fucl and vehicles within the Community ?
Mr Genschet.- (D) The Council has given priority
to other taxation matters.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Voutd the President-in-Office bear
in mind that as more and more people own their own
private cars, with a view to carrying themselves
because public transport is neither convenient nor
economic, there is a growing pressure to reduce the
impact of vehicle taxation and put the taxation on the
consumption of fuel ? Vould the President-in-Office
bear this trend in mind and react suitably to it ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) The Commission has made no
proposals on this subject. Moreover, you yourself have
pointcd out how disparate the rates are in the various
Statcs. Development trends also vary enormously.
Mr Power. 
- 
Does the Council realize that this ques-
tion from a former Minister for Finance may be an
indication that he is a penitent now when he is too
latc to atone for his sin of taxing petrol to the tune of
l 5p a gallon ? Coutd it be possible, however, that he is
using his position here in this particular House to
bring prcssure on the Irish Government to restore
motor taxation on cars up to l5 horse power, the
removal of which followed closely on the removal of
the Minister from office in June 1977, and could we
have an assurancc from thc Council that it will not
bring prcssure to bcar on the Irish Government in
thrs nrattcr ?
(Lttt;4ltttt')
Mr Genscher.- (D) It is against the Council's prin-
ciples to exercise pressure.
(Latglttc)
President. 
- 
Questions Nos l3 and 14 will bc
answered in wrrting, as Mr Sandri and Mr Schrcibcr
are absent.l
Question No 1.5 by Mr Howell :
!/hat is thc Councrl's definition of thc rrght to work, arrcl
how would it apply this definitron to all Conrnrurrity
citrzens ?
Mr Genscher, Prrsidt'nt-in-0!litt tll tltt Cotrnctl, 
-(D)The Council sees no possibility at thc monrertt of
defining the right to work in lcgal ternrs. Ncither has
a definition of the concept becn irrcorporatcd irr thc
legal order of the Menrber Statcs. Tlrc right to work
will have to be regarded as part of thc political objec-
tive of ensuring that citizens have appropriatc living
conditions and a sharc in econonric dcvcloprrrcrtt.
It should none the less be pointcd out that the
Comnrurrity, is, at the reque st of thc Europeart
Council, at present embarking rrpon a conrnrorl
strategy to deal with thc cconomic and social situa-
tion. One of the fundamcntal aints of this strategy is
the improvement of the employnrent situation.
Mr Howell. 
- 
I believe that the Council should
apply its mind to this definition, because the phrase
'right to work' is far too often bandied arotttrd in this
Parliament, and a recent document on work-sharing
actually talks of establishing the right to work. IIt my
opinion we need to think seriously about it. I think
that the ever-growing Ievel of unemploymerrt irt tlre
EEC and the Westcrn world generally is bccoming
increasingly unacccptable, and I would therefore ask
the President-in-Office to apply his mind more firrrrly
to this subject.
Mr Genschet.- (D) The practical solution of labour
market problems is one of the nrost urgerlt tasks that
the Council has set itself. I am not sure that wc shall
be helped irr this by elaboratc attcnrpts to define the
right to work.
President. 
- 
Ve now come to the questions put to
the Foreigrr Ministers of the nine Menrbcr Statcs of
the European Community meeting in political coopr:r-
ation.
ttrUe begin with Question No 15 by Sir Geoffrey dc
Freitas :
rJ/hat support are the Forcign Minrstcrs giving to tlte
British-American plan for the futurc of Rhodcsia ?
Mr Gensch er, Prctidtnt-in-O.l.lict t-t.f tbt FortiT4tt
.fo|ittitttn.- (D) The nine Foreign Ministers en.rphati-
cally support thc right of Zimbabwe to sclf-dctcrnlina-
tion and rndependencc on thc basis of a spcccly and
peaceful transition to thc rulc of the nraiority. Thcy
regard the British-Anrcrican proposals as a suitablc
foundation for arr intcrnationally acccptable solutiorl.
I See Annex.
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The Nine stand for a continuation of the British-
Americarr efforts to achieve a rafprocbtnrorl of those
concerned, with a view to guaranteeing peaceful deve-
lopments in Zimbabwe.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
Vould the President-in-
Office agree that the economic part of this plan would
enable blacks and whites to work together in prosper-
ity and peacc' under a black majority government as
has happened in Kenya over the last fifteen years ?
Mr Genscher.- (D) That must be the aim of any
acceptable and peacefuI solution.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Of-
fice say what con.rplaint he has with the internal settle-
ment which provides for one man, one vote, which
requires a vote in December, which only asks to be
left alonc and not interfered with ? Vhy, in those
circumstances, should the Council of Ministers inter-
fere with what is an internal democratic agreement
achieved against all the odds, with all the parties swal-
lowing their pride, and which I should have thought
deserved the support of Brussels and all around it ?
(Altltlttt't front ctrttritt ql(t,'t(r.t .fron tltc Ccntrt)
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) If the Council supports the
British-American proposals for a solution, it does so
in the awarencss that a peaceful solution appears to
require thc participation of all parties and groupings
concernccl.
(Applttr.tt 
.ftrtm ntriotr.\ lludt'tct't on tltr Ltjt)
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office
not agrcc that thcrc arc hopeful and encouraging signs
that thc interim government will succeed, despite the
orgy of killing and rapc of British and Irish mission-
arics ancl othcrs by tcrrorists, backed by politicans
who slrould know lrcttcr ? Do you not believe, Sir, that
black and white can live and work together without
intcrfcrence fronr wcak world politicians, who seem to
bc nrorc inte rcstcd in ge tting gultme n stooges of
ILussia ilrto [)ower ancl turning the courrtry into
anothcr Angola. Do you waltt to see that ? In conclu-
sion I would hkc to ask Sir Geoffrey de Freitas
whcthcr hc woulcl agrcc or arguc to have the Irish
Ile ptrblican Arnty tcrrorists included irr an inte rim
govcnrnrent irr Northcrrr Ircland ; I bclievc irr democ-
racy and irr the ballot box, not in the gun arrd the
bonrb, rrnd I for orrc ntonlent would not agrec to that.
(l)t olt,t t)
President. 
- 
Mr L'Estrange, you may put qucstions
to tlrc Prcsidcnt-irr-Officc of tlre Cor.rncil, as bricfly as
possrtrlc, lrut yotr n]ily not put qucstions to colleagues
irr thc House.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) To your quesrion whethcr
lrlack irnd whrtc shoulcl not bc- able to live together in
peace 
- 
and, I would add, equality of rights 
- 
I carr
only answer 'yes', and I think that thc. horrible devc-
lopments which wc are witnessing show how urgcntly
such a solution is needed. I nray, however, point or.rt
that it was a long tinre before thc first attenrpts were
made to move in this direction. That is vcry unfor-
tunate.
Sir Derek Valker-Smith. -- Llut is not thc' only
material difference betwee n the British-Anrcrican
proposals and the internal se ttlcmcnt thc iact that
under the former the transitiorral govcrnnrcnt would
be provided from outsidc, wlrercas under the irrternal
agreement the transitional pcriod would bc adntis-
tered by an Executive Council arrcl Mrnistcrial Council
representative of all clcrnocrntic clcnrcnts within
Rhodesia of all colours and races ?
Mr Genschei 
- 
(D) I cannot allow ntyself to judge
what are democratic ele.nlcnts in l(hodesia ancl wlrat
are not, since democracy irr Rhodcsia has so frrr had
no opportunity of establishing itsclf lry nrcans of frec
elections. At the nlonrcnt, the Council supports thc
British-American plan 
- 
I repeat 611g9 61619 
- 
i1l
view of the fact that it ainrs at an all-cnrbracing solu-
tion involving alI thc partics errgagcrl irr thc conflict.
(Ld trghtcr)
Mr Wawrzik. 
- 
(D) Is the Council prcparcd for thc
eventuality that tltose forces which have so far
preferred rccourse to violence arc not prcparcd to takc
part in thc [orthconting clcctions ? What attitudc will
thc Council thcn takc ?
Mr Genscher.- (D) I would say first of all that, for
thc Council, the peaccful solution of all problcnrs in
southcrn Africa 
- 
thcrc are thrcc problcnl n1s15 
- 
iri
a nlatter of prinrary inrportancc and an csscntial
elcnrent in its policy. It is thcrcforc to be rcgrcttc(l
that this pcaccftrl solution was llot sct ilt lnotiotl
earlicr, bccausc then it woukl urrcloubtcdly havc bccn
easicr. It contiltucs to bc thc policy of thc Council
and the Mcnrbcr States to cncourage all thosc
concerned to contribute to a pcaceful solution in
which the rcal will of the majority of thosc living in
Zimbabwe can be dcnrorrstratcd irr dcntocratic
fashion.
Mrs Kellet-Bowman. 
- 
l)ocs thc Prcsidcnt-in-Of-
fice accept that thc lcaders of all races and all colours
in Rhodcsia belrcvc that it is the nristakerr pridc of thc
British Foreign Secretary which is stancling bctwccrr
thcm arrcl pcacc arrcl will he seek to bring prcssurc to
bear orr the Unitcd Kingdonr Forcign Sccrctary to
back thc irrtcrnal scttlentcnt, which is far an<l away
the best hopc of pcacc irr Rhodcsia, sctting thc
exanrple to othcr courrtrics of Africa ?
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Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I cannot agree with you.
President. 
- 
Question No 17 by Mr Spicer:
How does the statement of Mr Mugabe that his aim and
purpose is to establish a srngle-party State, match with
the policy of the Nine to establish democracy for the
people of Zimbabwe ?
Mr Genscher, Presidcnt-in-OlJice o.f the Foreign
14inisttr.t. 
- 
(D) The Nine have consistently declared
their support for the right of the people of Zimbabwe
to independence and peace on the basis of a majority
system. It is therefore not isolated political groups but
rather the entire population of Zimbabwe that is
called upon to express its views, freely and peacefully,
on its own political future. It is for the parties
concerned to work out the exact procedures for this
election. This is the reason why the Nine support the
British-American efforts for a rapltrochenrent ol the
interested parties.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
In reply to an earlier question the
President-in-Office said it is not easy as yet to esta-
blish what forces or what parties in Zimbabwe are
democratic. But Mr Mugabe has made it quite clear
that he does not believe in one man, one vote : he
believes in a one-party State. The course is quite clear
and open for Mr Mugabe and Mr Nkomo to come
back and take part in the democratic elections. \7hat
is the basis for this continued insistence within the
Council that the interim government and the interim
settlement must be damned out of hand purely and
simply because it represents something that has not
been imposed on the people of Zimbabwe from
outside ? That is what we find difficult to understand.
All I ask him to do is to say where democracy lies at
the moment. Does it lie in the hands of Nkomo and
Mugabe or does it lie internally ?
(Alr\l.*sc 
.t'ron thc Europcan Consertatiuc Group)
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) That Mr Mugabe calls for a
one-party State is to my mind no reason why 
- 
and
here the Council agrees with me 
- 
we should not
attempt to create the conditions for a peaceful solu-
tion to the conflict in which all the parties take part.
In the Community countries too, parties engage in
free elections whose ultimate aim is a single-parry
State.
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
\7hen will the smug, apathetic
and Communist-boot-licking. rUTest awake to the real
perils endangering our civilization, if we get another
Communist-backed government in Rhodesia ? Does
the Council of Ministers want to see another Angola,
where there will be no freedom, democracy or human
rights ?
(Ld,tght(r, ttltftlart.tc 
-from tlsc Europcct n Conscrt'rtt it'c
Cronf)
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I shall never understand how
support for human rights in Zimbabwe can be inter-
preted as kow-towing to Communism, of all things.
(Applause 
_front t'arioto qudrtcrs on tfu Lt.t't)
Mr Schwdrer. 
- 
(D) Ulhy does the Council not
insist that Mr Mugabe prove his democratic principles
by taking part in democratic elections ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) \Ve do in fact expect all parties
to the conflict to take part in the preparations for
such elections.
(Protestt)
President. 
- 
Question No 18 by Mr Edwards :
Vill the Foreign Ministers take care that they are not
involved in propping-up corrupt regimes in Africa ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of the Foreign
A[inisters. 
- 
(D) One of the fundamental principles
on which the Governments of the EEC Member States
base their policy in Africa is that the economic and
political independence of the States of Africa should
be strengthened by cooperation as between partners
without interference in their internal affairs. The
purpose of the economic aid which has been
furnished and is in future to be furnished to the
African countries is to enable their peoples, regardless
of the type and composition of their governments, to
solve their problems for themselves.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
Would the President-in-Office not
agree that unconditional support for some of the
African States ruled by military dictators does not
encourage the development of democratic practices in
other African States ? \7ould he justify the tendency
to support one African State where the present presi-
dent has destroyed the whole political opposition and
takes 17 Yo of the total income of the country for
himself and puts it in Swiss banks ?
Mr Genscher.- (D) I do not know which State you
are referring to, but speaking quite generally, I would
say that, as you have already heard from replies to
other questions, respect for human rights is an inrpor-
tant point, a political point, in the Commurrity's nego-
tiations, and it will, of course, be treated consistently
in all cases.
Mr Vawrzik.- (D) Do you share my view that one
should give the same treatment to all countrics in
which human rights are violated, wl.rether this is done
by whites acting against whites irr Argentina or by
blacks acting against blacks in Africa ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) Everyone is errtitled to enioy
human rigl.rts, and therefore thc only question is
whether they are respected or are violated. The ques-
tion must rrot be u'lto.tt lttrtttrtrt riyltt.t drr t'ioldtt'd.
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Mr I'Estrange. 
- 
Vhen we speak about propprng
up corrupt governments, is the President-in-Office
aware of the degree of Soviet, Cuban and East German
military activity in Africa and of the efforts being
nrade there to bring down certain governments and
get a foothold in Africa and prop up the most corrupt
governments. Is he further aware that rt is reckoned
that thc.re are at least 50 000 foreign troops in Africa,
nrostly from Russia and Cuba, and it is their arm to
bring clown goventments ; and does he not agree that
if thc Contnrunists conquered us there, they could
n-rarripulate all Afrrca and we would have a threat to
Africa and a menace to the !flest that could lead to a
thrrd world war !
President. 
- 
Mr L'Estrange, I have already asked you
a number of tinres to put specific questions and not to
give lecturcs or nrake statements. I should like to ask
you oncc again to take note of this, if only for the
sake of otlter qucstioners.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) The Council considers outside
military intcrvenrion to be inadntissible, regardlcss of
wlrether thc State concerncd is corrupt or not.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) To put Mr Edwards' quesrion more
prcciscly, has the Council any information on what
corrupt State arc involved in Africa and how n.rany
thcy are ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) No, the CounciI has not.
Mr Forni. 
- 
(1) Vhat is the Council's position on
tlre drrect nrilitary ard that France has given Zaire,
and on a more general note, how does it reconcile the
principle of the independcnce of the African States
with thc military aid givcn to these countries by
ccrtairr Mcnrbcr States of the Contmunity ?
Mr Genscher 
- 
(D) Relations between a Member
State and a third country are nor a matter for judg-
n'rerrt by thc Council.
President. 
- 
Quc.stion No 19 by Mr Corrie :
\)flhat stcps are the Forergn Mlnlsters planning to take in
rcsponse to thc recent call by Afrrcan Hcads of State
nrcetrng in Parrs to establish a Pan-Afrrcan Defence
Force ?
Mr Genscher, Prt.tidcnt-itt-Ol.lict, o.f tht Fortigtt
Mittt.ttr'r.t. 
- 
(D) I would point out to the honourable
Mcnrbcr that the matter raised in his question has not
bcen discusscd by the Foreign Ministers meetrng in
thc franrework of European political cooperation. In
accordancc with the principles laid c.lown for
answering parliamentary questions, therefore, I cannot
answer the questron on behalf of the nine Foreign
Ministers.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
If the Foreign Ministers do think
about this, what action will they take in political coop-
eration with our Lom6 friends to define the responsi-
bility for safeguarding the Community's raw material
supplies, because the Lont6 Convention partners do
depend so much on the salc of those nraterials to the
Community, and transport communication, in
general, between the Lom6 Convention partners and
the Community ?
Mr Genschet. 
- 
(D) The safeguarding of transport
communications does not figure among the tasks of
European political cooperation. At any rate, it has not
yet been discussed in that framework. I repeat that.
Mr Cot. 
- 
(F) If I understand the President
correctly, the Foreign Ministers meering in political
cooperation did not discuss the question of the Pan-
African defence force. Does this mean, then, that they
in some way disapproved of the neo-colonialist an.rbi-
tions of certain of the Member States' governments ?
(Applat.tr.front ttrttitt btncbc.t on thc Lc.lt)
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) Not everything that the
Foreign Ministers have not discussed is rejected by
them.
(Lt uul:tcr)
Mr Wawrzik. 
- 
(D) In the course of your work,
have you come across any neo-colonial ambitions on
the part of an EEC Member State ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(D) I am in the happy positron to
be able to say, No.
(Lartgbtcr dnd .tffrldt.rt. 
.ft'uttt tdriotr btnchr.t)
President. 
- 
Question No 20 by Mrs Ewing has
been withdrawn.
All the questions have now becn arrswered.
I call Mrs Dunwoody on a point of order.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Mr President, I wonder if you
would be kind enough not just to repeat your warning
to Members and rhose taking part that questions
should be brief, but would you rry not point out to
Members in tl.ris Chanrbcr that the reading of long
and very complex statements shoulcl not fornt part of
Question Time, since it destroys the interest both of
tl.rose that take part and those that listen ?
(Applt ttsc)
President. 
- 
Mrs Dunwoody, I made this very point
three times, I think, during Question Time. I could
not do any more. I would appeal to each individual
Member to be very careful in this matrer, if only for
the sake of future questioners.
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The frrst part of Question Time is closed
9. Vott.t
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motions for resolutions contained in the reports on
which the debate rs closed.
I shall first put to the vote the motion for a resolution
contailred in the Brl,gc,ilLt,t,t rtfort (Doc. 203/75);
PctrlidDttnttttl' contrul o.f tlsc 
.finant'tdl optrdtiont ct.l
lbc Eurofcart Fttnd.
The resolutron is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Friih rtport (Doc. 202/78); Sixtb Findntidl
llQort o.f thc EAGGF.
The resolution is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Bntcc o.f Donington report (Doc. 210/78);
Cdr4'-ot'(r tt.f appropriations lrom 1977 to 1978.
The resolution is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Aigncr rcfort (Dctc. 204/78); Dischargr itt
ru.lrcct o,f thc 
.financial 1,ear 1976.
The resolution is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Patijn rcport (Doc. 221/78); Datt rll Eurofttttn
c lt cl io n.t,
The resolution is adopted.
10. EEC-Portugul additiottal and Jinancitl protocol.t
- 
Ilclations bttu'ctn thc EEC and Tttrhql'
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 185/78) by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of
the Socialist Group to the Council :
Sub;ect: EC-Portugal addrtional and frnancial protocols
Can the Council state whether the additional and finan-
cial protocols of 20 September 1976 between the Euro-
pean Communrty and Portugal have now been ratifred by
all the Member States ?
lf not, what are the reasons for the delay ?
and the ioint debate on
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 192178) by Mr
Hansen on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Jahn
on behalf of the Christian-Democraric Group
(EPP), Mr Pintat on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, Mr Spicer on behalf of the
European Conservative Group, Mr Porcu on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group and Mr
Kaspereit on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats to the Commission :
Sublect: Reactivation and updatrng of the EEC-Turkey
Assocratron
After an lnterruptlon of more than twelvc months due to
the electrons and change of government rn Turkey at the
begrnning of thrs year, the actrvities of the institutrons of
the Assocratron, whrch assume especlal importance ln
vrew of the future enlargement of the Communlty, arr.
now about to resunlc.
rWe therefore ask the Commlsslon '
l. Is rt aware that, given Turkey's political importance to
Europe, relatrons wrth that country cannot be devc-
loped satrsfactorrly through partral concessrons by the
Community rn spt'crfrc economrc sectors 2
2. Is it aware that the reluctarrce by the Conrmunlty to
take any initratrvcs in this matter has contributed to a
certarn strain 
- 
notably evrdent in Turkrsh pubhc
oprnlon 
- 
in EEC-Treaty relatrons under the Associa-
tron 7
3. Vhat steps does rt envisage to reactivate and update
the EEC-Turkey Assoctatron so as to assure an
economic development for Turkey whrch will allow
the country to accede to the Contmunity at a future
date and prevent the erosion of Communrty prefer-
ences after enlargement ?
4. \What form wrll be taken by the consultatron with
Turkey provided for rn thc Treatres on the marter of
the Community's future enlargcment ?
- 
the oral question, with debate (Doc. 188/78), by
Mr Hansen on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr
Jahn on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group (EPP), Mr Pintat on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, Mr Spicer on behalf of the
European Conservative Group, Mr Porcu on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group and Mr
Kaspereit on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats to the Council :
Subject: Reactivation and updating of the EEC-Turkey
Associatron
After an lnterruption of more than twelve months due to
the elections and change of government in Turkey at the
beginning of thrs year, the actrvities of the rnstrtutions of
the Assocratron, which assume especial importance in
view of the future enlargement of thc Community, are
now about to resume.
We therefore ask the Council :
l. Is rt aware that, given Turkey's polrtical importance to
Europe, relatrons wrth that country cannot be deve-
loped satisfactorily through partral concessrons by the
Communrty rn specific economrc sectors ?
2. Is it aware that the reluctance by the Community to
take any inltlatlvcs in thrs matter has contnbuted to a
certarn strain 
- 
notably evident in Turkrsh public
opinion 
- 
rn EEC-Turkey relatrons under the Associa-
tion ?
3. Vhat steps does lt envrsagc to reactivate and update
the EEC-Turke y Associatron so as to assure an
economic development for Turkcy which wrll allow
the country to accede to the Communlty at a future
date and prevent the erosion of Community prefer-
ences after enlargement ?
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4. rVhat form wrll be taken by the consultation wrth
Turkey provided for in the Treatres on the matter of
the Community's future enlargement ?
5. How does it propose to intensify rhe necessary polrtl-
cal cooperation with Turkey ?
- 
the oral questions with debate (Docs. 189178,
190178 and l9ll78) by Mr Bertrand on behalf of
the Political Affairs Committee and Mr Kaspereit
on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations to the Commission and the
Council of the European Communities and to the
Foreign Ministers of the nine Member States of
the European Community meeting in political
cooperation :
Subiect: Present state and future prospects of relatrons
between Turkey and the European Community
ln vrew of the Community's commitments to Turkey
under the Association, how does the Councrl assess the
present state of relations between the two parties and the
prospects for therr development ?
lVhat economic and political measures does the Council
intend to take to help resolve the economrc crrsis and
politrcal problems facing Turkey ?
The speaking time agreed upon by Parliament
yesterday is intended to cover both debates.
I call Mr Mitchell, who is deputizing for Mr Feller-
maier.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
Mr President, in puuing this oral
question with debate I do not wish to anticipate the
maior debates on the accession of Portugal to the
Community which we shall have some time in the
autumn. Vhat I do want to do is to put some ques-
tions to thc Commission about the immediate situa-
tion and the possibility of immediate aid to Portugal. I
spent a week recently in Portugal talking to Portu-
gucsc political leaders and to individual Portuguese
citizens and it is absolutely clear when talking to
thcm that the primary reason that Portugal wishes tojoin the EEC is not an economic one, it is a political
onc. Portugal, after many many years of dictatorship,
has emerged to a new democracy and they believe
vcry strongly that the best way of maintaining that
democracy in Portugal is to join the European
Community and have the cover, if you like, the
support of the European Community in the future.
Now the greatest threat to that democracy in Portugal
would bc a scrious deterioration in the economic posi-
tion in Portugal. Ve all know that Portugal has gone
through arrd is going through a very difficult
ccononric pcriod, and if there were to be an economic
collapse in Portugal this could well lead to a restora-
tion of a dictatorship either from the extreme left or
fronr the extrcme right. All the people I spoke to in
Portugal were quite firm that they did not want that to
happen, they wantcd to maintain their new democracy
rrnd I think this in fact presents the Community with
certain obligations. In the opinion drawn up by Mr
Hoffman on behalf of the Conrmittee on Regional
Policy it says
for Portugal, rmmediate and generous Conrnrunity finan-
cral aid measures are essentral
and I want to emphasize that very mtrch indeed. The
situation at the moment is that in 1977 Porttrgal had a
balance of payments deficit of lrl.l billion dollars.
They have negotiated with the Internarior.ral Monetary
Fund a new agreement and on page 6 of the Contnris-
sion's opinion on the accession of Porttrgal, it says
'a 1978179 stabilization plan just adopted rs arnred
primarily at reducing the l97ti balancr' of p.rynrcnts
defrcrt to less than a billion United States dollars, to
reduce rnflation to 20 o/o and to avoid too hcary a fall in
employment, while maintarrrirrg sonrt cconon)rc growth',
but we all know that the conditions laid down by the
International Monetary Fund, although perhaps not as
harsh as they could have been, will lcad to consider-
able hardship for the people of Portugal. It could lead
to labour unrest and all the things that conrc front
that. If I nray quote again fronr page tl of the opinion
of the Comnrrssion, it says
'srnce Portugal's future lics in Europe it would also be
desrrable to consider action at Europcan lcvcl. The
Communrty should examrne the possrbrlrtres o[ activcly
participatrng rn such action. It would thus be dcsrrable to
support the Portuguese Governnrent's cfforts to raisc
funds in the international caprtal nrarkcts and to consider
the possibilities for recycling certain loans fallrng clue'.
Vhat I would like to ask the Conrntission flr rhis srage
is what progress is being ntaclc in this ficld ? Vhat
plans has the Commission for arr aid prograntmc to
Portugal in the interim period beforc we gct on to thc.
detailed negotiations about accession ? Thcsc will be
difficult, we know all that, but what plans has the
Commission for supplen'renting the Irrtcrnational
Monetary Fund's loan and giving inrmcdiate aid to
Portugal ? On page 9 of thc Conrnrissiorr's opinion on
the entry of Portugal it says
alongsrde these moves to asslst the balarrcc of paynrerrts
the Community's cooperation pro,ccts for f urthcring
Portugal's economic and social developnrcnt slrould be
proceeded with. In this contcxt corrsrderation might be
given to speeding up utllrzation of ard r.rnclcr thc frrrancial
protocol signed in 1976.
And the question that wc have prrt down arrd which is
the peg for this debate is how many States have in fact
ratified the financial protocol, why is it bcing hcld
uP?
As I understand the position, Portugal has put forward
a number of projects. There is one particular one,
which I heard about when I was in Portugal, for the
assistance of their cement industry. An agrccnrcnt has
been initialled but, as I understand it, the nroney
cannot be paid out from the Irrvcstnrcrrt Bank until all
nations have signed and ratified thc financial protocol,
so I am asking what the Comnrission is doing to put
prcssure on the nations of thc Conrntunity to carry or.l
and ratify this financial protocol.
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Now it is important, as I and my colleagues impressed
upon Portuguese leaders in industry and elsewhere,
that they do put forward some concrete proposals.
Obviously the European Investment Bank will want to
see definite proposals put fonward and we spent a lot
of tinre impressing upon the Portuguese that it is
essential to put forward detailed proposals if they want
loans at reasonably generous rates from the European
Investnrent Bank. Now part of the moncy that is avail-
able is for agricultural projects. rJTe know, of course,
that there are particular difficulties in Portugal at the
moment in the question of agriculture. This is a parti-
cular hangover from the early days at the time of the
1974 original revolution in Portugal. There are still
difficulties, and any Portuguese government is going
to be faced with the very great difficulty of solving
their agricultural problem because of political reasons,
because of what happened immediately after the first
revolution in 1974. They have not yet managed to
solve it.
Perhaps the immediate problem is on the industrial
side and here, I think, we come up against a difficulty
if the Community is going to assist in the develop-
ment of Portuguese industry. It so happens that those
industries for which the Portuguese have expertise and
experience are those very industries of which we have
a surplus in the Community, for example, steel,
textiles, shipbuilding. If I may again quote for a
moment from page 3 of the Commission's report, it
does say:
for the Community the economic impact of Portuguese
accession will be very limited. Portugal represents only
3 o/o of the present Community of nine in population,
and I o/o in GDP.
I am a little concerned when I read reports of the
press conference given by Mr Natali when he opened
the Lisbon Trade Fair. According to those reports he
did say in connection with those industries in which
Portugal has particular expertise, the ones I am talking
about, steel, shipbuilding and textiles, it may be that
the Community would have to exert pressure on
Portugal to diversify its industries in other fields. I
would like to say to Mr Natali that we are a large
Community, we are a fairly rich Community 
- 
one
of the criticisms of this Community in the past has
been that we are a rich man's club 
- 
and I believe
that we, as a Community, have to be big enough to
make special arrangements fot the accession to the
Con.rmunity of poorer countries like Portugal. I
believe it will be frankly unwise for the Community
to try and exert pressure on the Portuguese to move
away from their traditional industrial expertise in ship-
buildirrg, textiles and stecl into other fields. That may
be a long-term slow proccss, but if we try and do it
too quickly merely because we in the Community
have a temporary surplus of those comnrodities, I
think that would bc the wrong way of dcalirrg with it.
If you arc dcalirrg with a relatively new emergcnt
democracy, a poorer country, you have to let them
develop in areas in which they are experienced at this
moment. To try and move them off into other fields
too quickly would, I think, be quite disastrous for the
Portuguese economy. If they do produce more steel, if
they do produce more textiles, if they do produce
more ships, this is a minrmal thing as far as the
Community is concerned. So I would like to say this
to the Commissioner : let us show by our actions that
we are willing to do everything possible to encourage
and smooth the path of a poorer nation wishing to
join the Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-l{opkins on a point of
order.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Vithout at all wishing to
take away from what Mr Mitchell has just been saying,
the question is to the Council, and yet he has been
addressing all his questions to the Commission. I do
not quite honestly see, Mr President, the relevance of
the debate with the acting President of the Council
here, because all the questions which have been asked
are for the Commission to answer. I think that we are
in a bit of a mess, because it has gone the wrong way,
and I wondered how you intended to deal with the
situation ?
President. 
- 
As far as the Chair is concerned, Mr
Scott-Hopkins, nothing has gone the wrong way.
Every Member is free to say what he thinks about the
various problems.
I call the President-in-Office of the Council, Mr von
Dohnanyi, whom I welcome very cordially on his first
appearance in this House.
Mr von Dohnanyi, Prcsidcnt-in-O.l.licr o.f thc
Council. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should, of course, like
to go into the matters raised by Mr Mitchell outside
the strict scope of the question. Perhaps the
winding-up will give me an opportunity to say a few
words there. For the moment, however, I will concen-
trate on the specific question that was subnrittcd irr
writing, and it will depend on the debatc' whether
further explanatiorrs are needed fronr the Council.
In reply to the question, I would likc to say the
following. Five Member States (De nnrark, Frarrcc,
Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdonr) have to date
officially notified the Council that they have
completed the procedures for ratificatiorr of the Firrart-
cial Protocol with Portugal. TI'rc sanre fivc Statcs have
also ratified thc Additional Protocol. The custonrary
procedures for thc ratification of thcse protocols by
the other Mcnrbcr States are urrdcr way. The Conrnrtr-
nity authorities, inclutiing thc Contnrrssiort, rcnritrd
the Member Statcs at rcgular irrtervals of thc inrl>or-
tance they attaclr to sccing this proceclurc conclutlccl
as rapidly as possible. It is to bc cxpectccl tlrat tlre rrrtr-
fication procedurcs still outstall(ling will soott lre
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concluded. Since, however, this is a matter for the
Mcnrber States, I cannot say exactly when this will bc.
I should likc to say sonrething nrore about thc stagc
rcached by this procedure in the Fedcral Rcpublic,
sirrce hcrc I have becn in a position to get last-nlinutc
inforrrration. Thc appropriatc legislative bodrcs
adoptecl .l nreasure giving their approval on l2 May,
and it is thcreforc to bc expected that thc Fedcral
llcpublic will bc rble to dcposit thc ratificatiorr clocu-
ntent in thc course of Scptcnrber 1978.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bcrkhouwer to speak on
bchalf of the Libcral and Denrocratic Group.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Scott-
Hopkins has just said that we are conccrned only with
thc qucstion to the Courrcil on the ratification of the
Additional ancl Financial Protocols between the Euro-
pcitrr Conrnrunity arrd Portugal of 20 Scptember 1976.
That does not stop me fronr welconring the fact that
Mr Mitclre ll, dcputizing for Mr Fe lle rnraie r, has
brought tlris rrrattcr into thc realnrs of contenlporary
Europcarr politics, which of course intplies a grr.at
dcal nrore than tlrc ptrrcly technical side of the qtres-
tiorr.
I should Iikc to bcgin by concentrating on that point
antl to say that I partictrlarly regret tltat n1y own
govcrnment is one of the four that have not yet rati-
ficd thc protocols : I should like to take this opporttr-
nity of appeoling to fellow Menrbers from the
dcfaultirrg countrics to make a conce.rted effort to get
our respcctivc govcfllnrcnts to ratify these protocols.
That is, pcrlraps, onc of the advnntages of the drral
trrarrtlatc ; it docs give you the opportunity to have
action takcrr by the national parliaments on items that
carr only bc discusscd in the Europcan Parliament. All
that is involved hcre is an agreentent that we
concltrdccl in 1972 and to which alr ldditional
protocol was drawn trp in 1976 
- 
arrd rcnrentber, that
rs rtow nearly two years ago 
- 
on financial aid, favou-
ritblc tcrnrs for inrports of Portuguese goods into
Cornrnurrity courrtrics, and so on. I think, Mr Presi-
rlcnt, tlrat, pflrticularly after the latcst charrges thar
havc trkcn place in Portugal, it is high tinre that we
allowcd the Portugucse to reap the bcncfits of that
additional protocol.. That was what Mr Mitchell was
calling for. I clo not rrcecl to go into all thc tcchnical
details of lris spccch, but I do wish to say that I agrec
with Irirrr.
llcgional clcvclopn'rerrt is not a matter confined to the
Third $/orld, it also concents our own courrtries here
in Europe . llcgional dcvelopment is csse ntial in a
cor.rntry likc Porttrgal. We now have a delegatiorr from
Portugal in this Chamber, but I am not saying this
simply to pay lip-servicc to our Portuguese colleagtres.
\Vc carrrrot choose betwcen Third-!florld development
and our owrr regional development, we must tackle
both. It is our duty to help the less-developed regions
in Europe to thc bcst of our ability as nrLrch as thc
Third Vorld.
My sccond point 
- 
and I spcak lrcrc orr bchalf of nry
group 
- 
follows on fronr what Mr Mitchcll said in his
opcning statcnrcnt. It is quitc astonishing thrt thc
nrattcr of whctlrcr Spain, Grcccc or Porttrgal shoukl or
should rlot iom tlrc Cornnrurrity is still bcirrg trcatetl
as an open question in sonrc quartcrs. European
Libcrals wish thcrc to bc no doubt about the fact that
the accession of Greecc, Spain and Portugal is a Euro-
pean political rrcccssity. Of coursc therc will bc
problcnrs, but tltcrc wcrc problcnrs whcrr wc wcrc
cnlargcd fronr Six to Nine. Arrd wc still havc sonrc of
thosc problenrs with sonre of thc ncw Mcntbcr Statcs !
Of cotrrse we shall have problcrrrs whcn we crrlargc
fronr Nine to Twclve, but I want thcrc to be no dorrbt,
seeing that this is bcing stirred up again, that wc Euro-
pean Liberal Denrocrats are conrnritted to thc vicw
that thc thrce new applicant States, which have now
rcstored the den'rocratic system, nrtrst bc' adnrittcd to
our Conrnrunity. Fronr thc beginning we have always
said : we will invite you to 
.join us as soon as democ-
racy is restored. Now it hm bcen restored. Thcy lrave
come knockillg orl our cloor, and wc nrrrst open the
door to thenr. !7e krrow there will be considcrable
problems, but what is politics for if not for solving
problenrs ? \We are here to find solutions to thcse
problenrs, and I should like to see thc Prcsidcnt-in-Of-
fice of the Courrcil take the sanre view.
To conclude, I should likc again to call orr all the dele-
gatcs fronr the four defaulting countries herc. to nrake
cvery eifort to 8et their national govenlrnents to ratify
this protocol as soon as possiblc. Vhere Portugal's
accession is concerned, we nlust be irr no doubt:
Portugal must beconre a nrenrbcr of the Europearr
Econonric Conrnrtrrrrty in the very ncar future.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Rcay to spc.ak on bchalf of
the Europe'an Conservativc Group.
Lord Reay. 
- 
Mr President, I would just take up a
nlonlc'r]t or two to say that I agree with every word
that Mr Mitchcll said in hrs wcll-infornred and ablc
specch. This is a nrattcr which botlr Mr Eclwards fronr
his group and nrysclf from nry group have raiscd rrr
Question Tinre in thc past. The advantage in havirrg it
raised in an oral qucstiorr with clelrate now is that it
gives an opportunity for Parliar-r'rcrrt to broadcn tlrc
base of its strpport for aid to bc grven to Portugal irr
the present circumstarrces.
I nrust say that I anr astorrislted and appallcd to lcarrr
that rro progrcss has yet becn nradc with this protocol,
or rathcr that it has not got to the point whcrc' the
nloney is being nradc availablc to Portugal. It has now
lrcerr nrany nrarly nronths since wc wcrc last told rn
Parlianrcnt that this ntattcr htd alntost been
cor-rrplcted arrcl was alntost rcacly to go into cffcct, and
it is very disappointing indeed to hear tl'rat the
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Conrnrurrity has still rrot bccn able to finalize a ntattcr
which thc Contnrission six, seven, eight nronths ago
was alrcr<ly dcscribing as bcing of urgent nccessity. So
I think it is absolutcly corrcct that this mattcr should
bc corrtirrually brought up in Parlianrcnt arrd tllat wc
shoul<l l)rcss thc Council to produce results in thrs
field. I nrust say that, orr reflcction, onc cannot hclp
tlrinking that thc Conrnrunity docs managc to nriss
opporttrnitics to nrake gcsturcs of very considerable
psychological inrportarrcc, that are not necessarily
cxpcnsivc, such as wcre offered to it in this case by
thc possibility of giving aid to Portugal during thc
periocl of its application for membership. This is a
period whcn an applicant Menrber State necessarily
lras to wait in a corrdition of limbo, and in which it
coulcl have a very in.rportant effect on the public of
such a Statc, if tlre Conrmunity did manage to give
assistancc of some kirrd in a tangible, demonstrable
fornr. It sccms to me a great shame that the Commu-
nity has not becn able to do this in the case of
Portugal.
There is not only the consideration 
- 
to which Mr
Mitchell quite rightly drew attention, 
- 
of the peril-
lous economic situation in Portugal, which is of
course a fact, and the dangers which that situation
itself holds for the future of democracy in that
country, which are also, I think, a fact. But there is
this additional element : the need to maintain, in an
applicant State, public belief in the reality of our wish
to see it as a member of the Community. That is also
an important point. The public of such an applicant
State necessarily cannot be aware of negotiations
which are conducted in secret, and so on, so the
Community needs to devise methods of reassuring
cduntries in this position that we continue to have an
interest in their membership of the Community. Only
reflect on the little that we do now for applicant States
in terms of being troubled by the progress of events in
them, or of the aid we could be giving them but do
not. If you contrast the little that we do now with the
enotmous degree to which we are bound to be pre-
occupied with their problems after they are members,
I think there is a quite unnatural discrepancy. So I
certainly hope that the Community will finally be
able to bring this measure into effect, and I hope that
undcr this Presidency a greater effort will be made to
ensure that in future the Community does not miss
opportunities of this kind to give psychological assis-
tance to countries in such a situation as Portugal is at
the present time.
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOU\YER
Vicc-Pru-tidcnt
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vicc-Prtsidtnt o.l tlv Connis.,iott. 
- 
(l)
As regards the question of the ratification of the Finan-
cial Protocol with Portugal, Mr von Dohnarryi has
already given a reply. For nry part, I would simply like
to point out that tlre Conrnrissiorr carr only rc'gret this
state of affairs, wherc, through failure to ratify thc
Financial Protocol, it has not bcc'n possiblc to grant
the emergency aid to Portugal. And, at the risk of
broadening the scope of the debatc, I nrust say that
unfortunatcly a sinrilar situation exists for tlrc Firrarr-
cial Protocols conce rnirrg othe r countrics : Grccce,
Turkey, Malta, the Maghreb and Maslrreq countrics
and Isracl. Irr thcsc cascs, too, we rcgret thc scrious
delays in thc cntry into force of the Financial Proto-
cols because, as all thc prcvious speakcrs havc pointed
out, this state of affairs has created a great deal of
disappointment in the countries corrcerned arrd has
placed the Conrnrunity in a difficult position.
\7e should point out, for our own part, that the Finan-
cial Protocols with these countries were negotiatcd in
the framework of a global approach and wc're for thc
most part concluded bcfore thc dccision was takcrr to
enter in the budget the Conrmunity's financial
commitments under these protocols at a timc when,
consequently, it was not known whethcr thcsc'
commitnrents would be carried out on thc basis of
national contributions or through tlre Conrnrunity
budget. This background explains why it has beerr
necessary to involve the Member States, as well as the
Commission, in the signirrg and conclusion of thc
protocols, and, consequently, to subnrit thcm to ratifi-
cation by the national parlianrents. The contacts
which the Commission had with the Member States at
the beginnirrg of the year seemed to indicate that the
procedures would be completed by spring thus
allowing us to bring the protocols into force by, say, I
July. This did not happen and, I repcat, we can only
regrct it. However, in future the sitr.ration will be
different; that is to say insofar as financial aid granted
by the Community to third countries continues to be
financed by the Community budgct, the agrecments
on protocols will be concluded with the third coun-
tries concerned by the Community alone, and there-
fore these regrettpblc delays should not recur.
Allow me, Mr President, to reply briefly to the ques-
tion on Portugal. I was very glad to hear Mr Mitchcll
mentioning on several occasions the Commission's
opinion on Portuga['s application for acccssion to tl'rc
European Community. I say I was glad because I
believe that thc main lines of the opinion accord
perfectly with successive votes of this Parlianrcnt.
Portugal wishes to enter the Community not so nruch
for economic as for political reasons and this is truc
also for the other applicant countrics: choosing
Europe means choosing denrocracy, frecdom and
peace ! It is therefore clear that wc cannot keep thc
Community to ourselves as a club of rich courrtrics
but we must face up to our responsibilitics ancl givc a
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positive answer to these applications. In the specific
casc of Portugal, Mr Mitchell, I can say, since I have
visited the country, that one cannot but admire the
efforts and commitment shown by the Portuguese
Governnrcnt. The ma jority of the political parties
adopted a policy of not sinrply asking for external aid
but of adopting an intelligent and responsible attitude
towards the recovcry of thc Portuguese economy. All
this nrcrely confirnrs once more the need for us to
respond to the hopes and expectations of that country.
As I said, the Conrmission's opinion is based on a
furrdanrcntal political concept : we propose that from
the start of negotiations, there should be provision for
financial aid to support the Portuguese economy and
thc undoubtcdly necessary process of restructuring in
agriculture and industry. Ve also believe that we must
not attenrpt to cut back on given spheres of activity,
but work together to find the best way to integrate
Portugal harn.roniously into the life of the European
Conrntunity. !fle believe that the challenge facing us
can be overconle only if we show a responsible atti-
tude and take account of the true situation in
Portugal, a courrtry which has returned to democracy
and which, above all, in returning to democracy, has
chosen Europe.
'We arc waiting to see the basic direction of the medi-
um-tcrnr plan of the Portuguese Government to
decidc what practical measures the Commission can
proposc to the Council to help Portugal economically
and socially.
In this connection I would like to say that when nego-
tiations are opened, the Commission will act on the
basis of the political views which have emerged in this
Parlianrent; rt has respected them in its opinion and
intcnds to rc.main faithful to them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von Dohnanyi.
Mr von Dohnanyi, Prc.tidtnt-in-O.f.fict o.t tlr
Cottncil. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to providc
somc rnfornratron in reply to the observations that
havc beerr nracle hcre. Thc Council is, of course, aware
that thc acccssior.r of Portugal, and of thc other appli-
cant countrics roo, docs not only 
- 
and perhaps not
cven prinrarily 
- 
rcprcscnt an cconomic problcm,
arrd tlris applics to l;oth sidcs, to thc applicant coun-
tries and to the Conrnrunity. The nlotives are decply
rootc(l in the political sphcrc.
Sccondly I should like to give somc indication of the
way things have actually becn devcloping. As thc Parli-
anrent is ccrtarnly awarc, a, so to spcak, advancc contri-
btrtion of 150 nrillion u.a. was nrade available in 1976
and 1977, arrd this ntoncy has been spent. A furthcr
contribution of 200 nrillion u.a. to cover a pcriod of .5
years is rrow, in l97fl, tlue ; rhis is in fact still
or.rtstrln(llng, arrd, if I anr not n'ristakcn, this is thc
clcl.rv .rllorrt whiclt corrcern has beerr cxprcssed.
I am sure the Council will take up the renrarks that
have been made here about the inrportance of Porttr-
gal's economic development arrd about the qucstion
of structural changes In thc various discussions that
have taken place, the Councrl has fully apprcciated
that we must give close strrdy to thc stnrctural artd
economic conditions that arc required if Portugal is tojoin the Comn.runity. Ve would stress, as Mr Natali
has just done, that the Conrnrunity bcars a rcsponsi-
bility for equilibrating the nrore highly arrd lcss
highly developed regions ot thc Conrnrunity, and this
naturally applies also to the applicarrt Statcs in conncc-
tion with thcir acccssion.
I think this was discr.rssecl tlris rrrorning in cortncctiort
with Mr Rippon's que stion, and Mr Gcrrsclrcr
expressed his views on the subject. \7e wcrc' glacl to
hear the remarks nradc fronr thc bcrtches of tlre
Chamber by thc present occr.rpant of thc Chair orr thc
opportunity which thc national parliarncnts hnvc of
accelerating the procedtrrc.
I want to nrakc a final rerrark on what wirs s:rid by
Lord Reay. I think it is right to poirrt out tlrat thc
Community is constantly runrring the tlangcr o[
allowing political opportunitics to slip out ot its
hands. This dangc'r conres fronr the fact that wc livc
in a rapidly changing worlcl and thlt, whcn rlrattcrs
come up for decision in thc Mcnrbcr Statcs, rttarty
interrral problcnrs havc to be considcrcd whiclr vary in
importance arrd urgcncy fronr onc point irr tirrrc to
anothcr. Consequently, it secnrs to nrc irnl>ortnnt thrrt
not only cvcry Mcnrbcr Statc, as the Prcsitlcnt sugg-
ested, should makc an effort to acccleratc its own dcci-
sion-nrakirrg process, but also that thc Courrcil should
bc awarc of its duty, togcthcr with all otlrcr Cornrrru-
nity bodics, to specd up tlrc Conrnrtrnity's own clccisi-
on-nraking proccsscs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mrtchell.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
Mr Prcsrdcrrt, I think this has becn a
uscful short dcbate in that it has highlightcd tlre
problenr. I would lrke to thank thc Prcsidcnt-in-Officc
and Mr Natali for their comnrcnts arrcl woukl jtrst say
one thing: if thcre slrotrlcl bc a nccrl ior urgcrrt action,
I hopc that ncithcr will bc hidcbound by protocol,
who signcd what arrd so orr. I hope that urgcnt hclp
will be forthcorrring. If thcrc is arr urgcnt ncccl, plcasc
go ahcad and takc tlrc action ancl [orgct about thc
protocol.
President. 
- 
Vc now comc to thc ioint dcbatc orr
the fivc qucstions on rclations bctwccrr thc Europcarr
Conrnrunity and Turkcy.
I call Mr Hanscn.
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- 
(D) Mr President, as chairman of the
European Parliament delegation to the EEC-Turkey
Joint Parliamentary Committee, I am particularly
pleased to be able to explain to you, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, this question which has been tabled
by all the political groups in this House. It is further
proof of the attention with which the European Parlia-
ment follows the development of relations berween
the Community and Turkey and the importance it
attaches to them.
Relations between the EEC and Turkey within the
Association were, in fact, unsatisfactory in 1975/76
and were to all intents and purposes broken off at the
beginning ol 1977. The preparations for the elections
held in Turkey on 5 June 1977 and the country's
internal political problems have made it impossible
for the organs of the Association to do any construc-
tive work as yet.
I find this situation very disturbing. The EEC-Turkey
Joint Parliamentary Committee has on several occa-
sions pointed out to this House and to the responsible
bodies under the Association that Turkish public
opinion is increasingly dissatisfied with the Commu-
nity and has warned of possible adverse consequences.
The root of the problems does not lie in Turkey only
but rather in the fact that, through its Mediterranean
policy, the Communiry has eroded the trade prefer-
ences hitherto enjoyed by that country. Despite prom-
ises to the contrary, the European Community's
Member States have virtually closed their frontiers to
Turkish workers. In addition Turkey has been some-
what neglected as a result of the intensive negotiations
on the accession of three new countries to the
Community. Remembering also the unsolved
problems of Cyprus, the Aegean area and relations
between Turkey and the United States, it requires very
little perspicacity to realize why Turkish public
opinion is disappointed with the European Commu-
nity and the Vestern !7orld.
I have been insisting for quite some time now that if
Turkey is to remain a staunch, if sometimes rather
difficult, partner, the Community must take action on
a broad front in its interests. In this connection I
should like to stress that limited and partial conces-
sions by the Community in the economic and trade
sectors can no longer bring about a radical improve-
ment in relations between the EEC and Turkey. The
Commission, the Council and the governments of the
Member States will have to manifest a definite polit-
ical resolve if the Association is to be reactivated and
brought up to date without further delay in a manner
that will satisfy all the parties concerned.
Ve therefore welcome the fact that a revival of mutual
relations seems to be once more in the offing. After a
break of l8 months we resumed parliamentary
contacts with our new Turkish colleagues of the
Turkish Grand National Assembly at the last part-
session in May and noted their concerns and wishes
with the utmost attention.
There can be no doubt that the all-important work
that lies ahead was aided by the visit of the Turkish
Prime Minister, Mr Ecevit, to the Commission in Brus-
sels on 25 May 1978, when the position of the new
Turkish Government with regard to the European
Community was clarified. He explained that no
radical change would be sought in the existing legal
and institutional framework of the Association, but
that efforts would be made to improve and deepen
relations by building on the existing foundations.
As you all know, Turkey is at present grappling with
great economic and financial difficulties. Practical
measures to overcome these difficulties must therefore
be worked out and implemented without delay, parti-
cularly with a view to reducing the Turkish trade and
balance of payments deficits with the Community,
which are a source of grave concern. For this purpose
Turkey must be accorded further protection in the
industrial sector and additional facilities for its agricul-
tural exports to the Community.
I would remind the House that, under the terms of
the Association Agreement, Turkey has a right to
apply for full membership of the Community. This
application has not yet been submitted, because
Turkey, in a responsible and realistic appraisal of its
own capabilities, does not feel that it is as yet suffi-
ciently developed to take its place in a highly industri-
alized Community. I see it therefore as one of the
important duties of our Association to extend our
cooperation with Turkey in all important sectors, in
order to support its economic and social development
so that it can look forward to future accession to the
Community.
!(/e must make the most of this propitious juncture in
the reactivation of our relations with the new Turkish
Government and avail ourselves to the full of the good-
will evident on both sides. This is why we have today,
together with other colleagues, tabled first-hand infor-
mation from the other institutions on the practical
content of the measures that are being envisaged. It
must be stressed, however, that we also need the
wholehearted support of the Turkish Governme nt.
Unless it submits practrcal requests and rdeas, the grca-
test willingness to help on the part of the Con'rnrunity
will be of little avail.
In addition to these practical questions, on which the
Commission and the Council should report to us, the
negotiations for the accession of Greece, Portugal and
Spain must also be taken into account. The future
accession of these countries must not lead to any
further neglect of the Association with Turkey ; on the
contrary it should enhance the value of the Associa-
tion. For this purpose the consultations provided for
in Article 55 of the Association Agreement between
the EEC and Turkey provrde an appropriate franre-
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work which has unfortunately not yet been fully
utilized. Furthermore, it seems to me essential that
Turkey should be involved in the Community's polit-
ical consultations in order to bring about the agree-
ment on all questions of common interest which is
becoming increasingly necessary at international level.
\)/e shotrld like the Council and Commission to state
thcir posrtions clearly and give dcfinite answers on all
thc problcnrs nrcntioned. Finally, I should like once
agairr to cnrhasizc the in'rportance of this discussion,
whiclr wrll bc followed very closely by Turkish public
opinion and will have a decisive influence in that
cou rl try.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand.- (D Mr President, it is not by chance
that wc are disctrssing today in Parliament, at the
request of the political groups and the Political Affairs
Conrnrittee, a series of oral questions on relations
bctween thc European Conrmunity and Turkey. The
reason for this is clear.
Gravc corrcerrr is felt in our Parliament about the
rntcrrral, political arrd economic situatiorl of this assoc-
iatc-d country and about its relations with the Commu-
nity. Thc lattcr is now entering a very delicate stage in
its development, the accession of three southern Euro-
pean countries : Greece, Spain and Portugal. Enlarge-
nrcnt will have repercussions not only within the
Conrmunity itsclf but also on its relations with the
othcr Mcdite rrancan countrics. Virtually all these coun-
trics arc bound to the EEC by agreements (either asso-
ciltiorr or tradc agrecnrents) negotiated within the
fraurcwork of thc Conrn-runity's overall MediterraneAn
policy. Thc agrcenrcnts were negotiated or renewed
aftcr the association agreements with Turkey and
Grecce, both of which were geared to the eventual
acccssion of thcsc countries to thc Community. Under
thcsc agrcenrcnts, and in particular the agreement
bctwccn Ttrrkey and the Comntunity, the latter has
crrtcrcd into specific conrnritnrents to promote the
ccononric devclopmcnt of its partners.
In negotiating the Ankara Agreement and its addi-
tional protocol", both partners were fully aware of the
political value of Turkey's European links, particularly
as Turkey plays a crucial role in the defence of the
'West under the Atlantic Alliance.
The preferences granted to Turkey have been partly
eroded by the other agreements with Mediterranean
countries and will be even more so after the accession
of the three new Member States.
\7e are all aware of Turkey's apprehension at the pros-
pect of Greece's imminent accession to the Commu-
nity. It is concerned not only at the obvious economic
aspects of accession but also its political aspects. Faced
with this situation, Turkish public opinion and
Turkey's leaders are wondering what will be the
Community's attitude to its association partner and
whether it will still be prepared to fulfil not only thc
letter but also the spirit of its commitments.
Today's debate should first of all enable us to reaffirm
the Community's determination to regard Turkey as a
valuable partner which will in the future ptay a full
part in our 
.ioint undertakings and also show clearly
and unhesitatingly that the Community wishes to
consolidate and strengthen its links with Turkey.
This very day, the President-in-Office of the Council,
Mr Genscher, emphatically stated that : 'enlargement
must in particular not hinder the constant develop-
ment of relations with Turkey. It should on the
contrary act as an incentive to revitalize the Associa-
tion Agreement with Turkey'.
Mr Genscher confirmed that the German presidency
attached great importance to this task. 'We can only
welcome this statement and draw attention to its polit-
ical implications. Obviously we are now expecting
that some practical steps will be taken and that they
will produce results.
'We are not, of course, unaware of Turkey's disturbing
and in many ways dramatic internal economic situa-
tion, which has been severely affected by the world
economic crisis. tU7ith Turkey's inflation rate
approaching 50 0/0, almost 20 o/o of its active popula-
tion unemployed, an increasing balance of payments
deficit and an external debt 
- 
12 000 million dollars,
5 000 million of which are repayable in less than a
year 
- 
much too high in relation to the gross
national product, we must consider practical and
short-term forms of aid in addition to the appropria-
tions provided for in the additional protocol, which in
any case has not yet entered into force.
Turkey is also faced with serious problems in the field
of foreign policy, for example its conflict with Greece
and the partial embargo on arms supplies which the
United States Congress has refuseci to lift despite the
recent appeal from President Carter. It is not
surprising 
- 
but it should at the same time give us
food for thought 
- 
that Turkey is trying to extend its
links with other non-'Western countries and in parti-
cular its powerful neighbour, the Soviet Union. A pact
of mutual confidence and cooperation was signed
during a recent visit to Moscow by Prime Minister
Ecevit. This pact does not mean that Turkey has
changed its foreign policy complctely and is turning
its back on the rVest, at least so it appears from Mr
Ecevit's settlement, after his visit, that Turkey
regarded itself as a faithful ally of NATO and did not
propose to obtain arms from Moscow. It is neverthe-
less true that Turkey considers itself to some extent a
neglected and misunderstood partner and that it is
trying to evolve a 'Nordpolitik' r'i-t-i-t'i.t the Soviet
Union, to use the expression employed by the Turkish
Foreign Minister.
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A new factor 
- 
which has not escaped the attention
of obscrvers of Turkish affairs 
- 
seems to indicate
that Turkcy might wish to reorientate its foreign
policy towards Europe namely, the simultaneous
appointment of a number of Turkish ambassadors to
thc \flestern capitals who are all in favour of their
country pursuing a 'European' policy.
Thc Politrcal Affairs Conrnrittee is unanimously
corrccnred about all these factors and considers that it
is tinrc to rcasscss our responsibilities on both sides. It
rs cncouraging that at their quarterly meeting in
Copcnhagen the Foreign Ministers found a satisfac-
tory way of infornting Turkey of the subjects dealt
with irr thc context of politicaI cooperation relating to
thc Eastcrn Mcditerranean. But the Community must
also, through thc organs of the association, give a fresh
inrpetus to relations with Turkey, and the Member
States, cithcr in the framework of the Community or
in thc OECD, must provide substantial funds to
support thc Turkish balance of payments.
These measures must be backed up by other
measures, advocated by Turkey, in other words the
'joint venture' 
- 
way cooperation with Arab capital,
Turkrsh labour and European aid.
In conclusion I think that if the Community wishes
to ensure that Turkey's policy is orientated towards
Europe, it must do so without delay or hesitation. This
must bc in our interests and in Turkey's. Indeed
Prime Minister Ecevit reaffirmed, when he visited the
Commission in May, that Turkey was a democratic
State and this is the point of its association with the
Community and NATO.
The Turkish Government wishes to continue to esta-
blish links with the Community without losing sight
of the final objective of accession and Turkey is ready,
if it receives a satisfactory response from the Commu-
nity, to include accession as one of the objectives in
its ncxt five-year plan, to be discussed in autumn
t978.
I think, therefore, that we should try not to disappoint
the pro-European Turkish people and should
encourage the leaders and government of this associ-
ated country not to turn aside from the Community
but to see it as a party capable of helping them, now
and in the future, to overcome the immense diffi-
culties confronting them. This is what we are hoping
for from the Council and the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr van Dohnanyi.
Mr von Dohnanyi, President-in-Olficc ,J thc
Council. 
- 
(D) Mr President, as has already been
repeatedly stressed, the Council is fully aware of the
political importance of Turkey for Europe, particularly
for the Community ; there is therefore complete agree-
ment between us on this aspect of the remarks just
n.rade by Mr Hansen and Mr Bertrand. Among the
counries with which the Community maintairrs
special relations, Turkey enjoys a privileged positron
as being one of the first to apply for association with
the Community. The last meeting of the Association
Council took place in December 1976. On that occa-
sion, the Association Council, at ministerial level,
adopted a number of important decisions in favour of
Turkey: these related to agricultural, social and finan-
cial matters and were based on a global offer by the
Community which the Turkish delegation described
as constructive. The EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary
Committee has held no meetings since November
1976, when it met in Ankara. A meeting of the EEC-
Turkey Association Committee took place on 22 June
r978.
Mr President, we have behind us 
- 
and I stress,
behind us 
- 
a period in which it was not certain how
Turkey intended to conduct its relations over a longer
term with the Community. Foltowing contacts nrade
by the Turkish Prime Minister, Mr Ecevit, in various
capitals of the Community and also with the Conrmis-
sion in Brussels, the EEC-Turkey Association nray be
expected to experience a new upswing.
As regards specific measures by the Community to
reanimate its association dealings with Turkey, it is
still too early to deal with individual points in detail.
Ve must first of all hear thc Turkish Government's
views on the future of its relations with the Commu-
nity; then the Commission will draw up all-
embracing proposals.
In this connection, I would remind you that thc
Council has continually stressed the importance it
attaches to stability and equihbrium in this Mediterra-
nean region which is so important to the Community.
Here again I refer to what was said by the two honou-
rable Members when speaking to their questions.
During its discussion in June 1975 on the Greek
application to join the Community, the Council
stressed the importance the Community attaches to
maintaining and developing a close relationship of
association with Turkey and expresscd its conviction
that Greece's accession must not be allowed to have a
deleterous effect upon the Community's relations with
Turkey or lead to any changes in the rights esta-
blished in the Ankara agreement between the EEC
and Turkey. Mr Genscher expressly referred to this
point this morning.
This same concern found expression during recent
discussions in the Council on the Commission's wide-
ranging reflections on the general problems of future
enlargement. \7ith regard to financial cooperation,
you may remember that additional financial aid to
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Turkey amounting to 47 million u.a. is provided for in
the Additional Protocol signed with Turkey. in
connection with the question of enlargement, on 30
June 1973. This Protocol, which has been ratified by
all the Member States, still has to be ratified by
Turkey itself before it can come into force.
Finally, a thrrd Financial Protocol with Turkey was, as
you know, signed on 12 May 1977.This provides for
financial aid amounting to 310 mrllion u.a. Its ratifica-
tion by thc Comnrunity is at present under way : it
has not yet been ratified by Turkey.
Mr President, from the very beginning Turkey has
occupied a special place in the Community's external
relations, and in this the Community has not changed
its attitude towards Turkey. The Community is ready,
as it always has been, to examine with Turkey all possi-
bilities of working for the greatest possible ntffrocbc'
mtnt. This, of course, includes questions of political
cooperation. The Nine attach great importance to
maintaining close relations with Turkey, and, bearing
in mind the prospects of enlargement of the Commu-
nity and also the aims of the Association Agreement
with Turkey, the Nine have decided to propose to
Turkey a mutal exchange of information on subjects
which have been discussed by the Nine in political
cooperation and which might be of particular interest
to Turkey. In the course of this year, the Nine hope to
bc able to make specific proposals to the Turkish
Governmcnt on thls subject.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vict-Prcsidtnt o.f.thc Conntission. 
- 
(I)l
think that Mr von Dohnanyi made a very valid point a
moment ago when he said that we shall deplore the
fact that over recent years relations between Turkey
and the Community have not developed in the way
that we wished and hoped they would. I think that if
we analysed the reasons for this we should probably
find faults on both sides.
For some time, public opinion in Turkey has not
taken a very favourable view of relations with the
Community and with Europe and this is undoubtedly
a very important factor. But I believe the past must be
put behind us ; the misunde rstandings which may
have arisen, even in political matters, must be over-
come and I believe that the visit which Prime
Minrster Ecevit made to the Commission on 2.5 May
last was cxtrenrcly important from this point of view.
This visit leads us to hope that relations between the
Conrmunity and Turkcy will rcceive a new impetus
and that the obje ctives of thc Association will be
aclrie vccl.
Prin're Minister Ecevit clearly confirmect Turkey's
dcsirc to renrain within the Association and alrovc all
to corrsoliclate its attachntcrrt to the Vest.
He also said that in vrew of the profound changes rn
the economic situation in the world. in the Conrnru-
nity and in Turkey since 1973 
- 
when the Addi-
tional Protocol entered into force 
- 
and tn vtew of
the prospects, to which Mr Hanscn and Mr Bertrand
drew the Assembly's attention, of further enlargenrcnt
of the Communities, we will have to work togcther to
find the means of achieving the objectives on which
the Association was founded.
The Commission believes that the ideas set out by thc
Turkish Prime Minister constitute a positive basis for
resuming talks with the Ttrrkish authorities. Thcsc
talks, as Mr Ecevit himself pointcd otrt, should bc
concluded by autunrn.
Mr Hansen and Mr Bertrand put iorward sonre very
interesting suggestions on the type of nreasurc whicl.t
should be developed. I will not go irrto the detarls of
these suggestions, particularly because I belicve that
any future action should be coordirlatcd bctwecrl
Turkey and the Comnrunity. During Mr Eccvit's visit
we decided on the constrltation proccdurc for drawing
up, by autumn, a conrplete lrst oi Turkey's rcquests to
the Community, on the basis of its nccds, rcqucsts to
which the Community can and should accedc, both to
contribute to the economic devclopnre rrt and thc
strengthening of the links of the Association, and to
take account of the conscquenccs wlriclt cnlargcnrcnt
will have on relations between the EEC and Ttrrkey.
In view of the need for thcsc consrrltatiorr proccdures
and particularly in view of thc nced to cxanrine thc
proposals put forward by Turkcy, Mr Harrscrr and Mr
Bertrand will permit nlc to say that their suggestiotrs
are extremely important but I anr afraid that wc
cannot discuss them at the prcscnt tinre becausc we
would not wish to do so until after the close constrlta-
tions with thc Turkish atrthoritics.
As regards this series of nreetings, I nrust say that thc
Commission will do all rn its power to ensure that
these contacts are succcssful, and will draw up its prop-
osals on the basis of information received from the
Turkish authorities. I would likc to asstrre Mr Hansen
and Mr Bertrand that thc Conrmission will not fail to
inform Parliamcnt of the outcomc of thcsc contacts.
I would like to nrakc one final conrnrcnt. Mr Hansen
and Mr Bcrtrand strcssed thc nccd to devclop
nreflsures which would, so to speak, nrakc up for lost
time and take account of the Conrmunity's future pros-
pects. I would like to say to thosc speakers that the
Commission is perfc.ctly awarc of this: so nruch so
that in thc 'fresco' wlrich it has drawn up it has, I
believc, given significant inrportancc to the need to
maintain, consolr<latc and dcvclop relatiorrs betwccn
the Conrnrurrity ancl Turkcy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dankert to speak on behalf of
thc Socialist Group.
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Mr Dankert.- (NL) Mr President, I should like first
to express my appreciation of the statements by the
Council and the Commission on relations with
Turkey. It would appear from what the German Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council said this morning that
the second half of this year will be a time of impor-
tant developments in relations between the EEC and
Turkey. But Bonn has a reputation to maintain in this
area, and we should hold the German President-in-Of-
fice of the Council to it. There are a numbel of good
reasons for giving more than usual attention to rela-
tions between Turkey and the EEC. There is a lot
more involved than the details of talks such as those
that were held in May.
This is a favourable moment. Turkey now has a
government which is favourably disposed to the EEC
and which is, moreover, politically in a position to
make something of that. This is a departure from the
earlier situation. The enlargement of the Community
will also have a profound effect on Turkey's attitude to
the EEC. I have the impression that insufficient
thought has been given within the Community to that
aspect of enlargement. This does not iust mean the
accession of Greece : it concerns the overall Mediterra-
nean problem that will be created by the accession to
the Community of Portugal and Spain as well, and the
effect this could have on relations with the Maghreb
countries. So this raises problems that are much more
fundamental than internal EEC problems. Enlarge-
ment will have a strong impact on external policy. I
should like to consider that in connection with Euro-
pean political cooperation. The consequences, particu-
larly as they affect relations between Greece and
Turkey, are particularly stark at the moment, but this
is also having a profound effect on Turkey's relations
with |IATO and the consequences may be even more
serious if political cooperation is extended to Greece.
These are problems to which we are not paying
enough attention. rUTe should seek a medium-term
solution, not try to solve them from one day to the
next ; but they clearly demonstrate that Turkey is
vitally important to security and to the operation of
the EEC. I feel that that cannot be said often enough.
There is the other problem 
- 
the internal Turkish
problem. One of the reasons why this Parliament
welcomc thc fact that negotiations are now going on
with Greece, and that negotiations are to be opened
with Portugal and Spain, is that the EEC can help to
stabilize the democratic system which has just
recently been restored in these countries. Now, there
is no reason why Turkey should not get the same kind
of help fronr the EEC, even although it is not consid-
ering joining the Community in the immediate
future. Democracy in Turkey is structurally just as
weak as democracy in Portugal or Greece or Spain.
Turkey should not be denied the assistance it needs to
stabilize democrccy inside the country when Spain,
Portugal and Greece are being helped to do just that
by special income transfers.
Mr President, I have already said that the Council and
the Commission have given us little definite informa-
tion about now this is to be done, and we look
forward to seeing the proposals on supplementary and
additional protocols in the next few months.
I should like to comment particularly on the point
that was raised by the President-in-Office of the
Council about the Copenhagen discussions on
providing Turkey with guidance on political coopera-
tion. It is intended that this should happen after
Greek accession. I understand, but I have still seen no
official communication on this, that after Greece
becomes a member of the Community, Turkey is to
be kept informed. I am still unaware of any official
Turkish reaction to this, but it seems obvious to me
that in practice that will be insufficient, in particular
as it affects the specific problems of Greek-Turkish
relations, above all in the Eastern Mediterranean. I am
sure it would be unacceptable to the Turkish Govern-
ment for Greece to be able to take part in discussions
of the Greek-Turkish problem under a system of Euro-
pean political cooperation from which Turkey was
excluded.
Bearing in mind the likely effect on public opinion in
Turkey and bearing in mind the room for manoeuvre
left to the Turkish Government. I think it is
extremely important that the principle of equal status
should be adhered to in the matter of political infor-
mation, because that is the best chance there is of
bringing about the improvement in relations between
Turkey and the European Community that we are
trying to achieve.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
my group have given their support to the oral ques-
tion now being debated because it is with great
concern that they have witnessed the stagnation of
relations under the EEC-Turkey Association, the
neglect of Turkey and the threat she faces of isolation
in the Vestern world. I wish to thank the chairn'rarr of
the Political Affairs Committee, Mr Bertrand, for l.ris
presentation of the political discussion in that
committee : it represented the views which had crystal-
lized there and which he largely shares.
I would remind you that Turkey is one of tlre few
Mediterranean countries with a denrocratic r6ginre,
despite all the troubles it has cxpcricnced, and a loyal
partner in our 'Westerrr dcfcnce systcnl. A glancc at
the map is enough to convince orresclf of this courr-
try's geopolitical inrportarrcc for thc Ncar East, for thc
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Mediterranean region and for Europe in general.
Nevertheless, Turkey's wishes for an improvement or
a consolidation of her relations with the Conrmunity
have often fallen on deaf 
- 
I repeat, deaf 
- 
ears in
Europe. Is it any wonder, then, if Turkey, our partner
irr treaties and alliances, should fcel mistrnderstoocl
and rreglected ? Is it any wonder that Turkish public
opirrion, for lack of proper consultation and informa-
tion, sees in the negotiations over Greece's application
for nrcnrbership in the Comnrunity a tendency by our
Mcrnber Statcs to take sides to Turkey's disadvantage ?
Again, can wc be surprised if, in view of the arms
embargo which has existed since l974,Turkey should
feel that she has been pushed on one side within the
NATO alliance ? Turkey, we all know, is entirely
within NATO but Grecce only to the extcnt of less
than .50 o/0. I believe we nlust recognize that people in
Turkey take notice of the fact that Greece and the
Grcek lobby in the US Congress exploit the arms
cnrbargo on Turkey as a lever not only with regard to
Cyprus but also with regard to Turkey, for the purpose
of weakening her. The fact that the Vest has so far
giverr Cyprus 700 million dollars' worth of aid, of
which the Greek-Cypriot Governnrerrt has assigned
only 20 nrillion dollars to the Turkish part ot the
island, is grcctcd in Turkey with sonrething more than
anrazcnlcllt.
This does not corrcspond to our conception, or the
'Wcstcrn world's corrceptior.r, of humanitarian aid to
Cyprtrs as a basis for finding a solution to this
problenr.
A word on the attitude of the Turkish Governnrents
- 
and I strcss, governments, with special reference to
the previous speaker 
- 
to the European Comnrunity.
Evcry govcrnnrent 
- 
and I stress, every governmcnt
- 
with which we have had to deal has adopted a
pcrfcctly clcar attitude towards the Commurrity and
thc \flestcrrr alliancc. This attitude, that is, is shared
by thc cntire Ttrrkish peoplc.
The attitude of the Turkish Government and in parti-
cular its tendency to turn towards the Islamic world
and countrics of the Eastern bloc, due to regrettable
crrors by our govcrnnlerlts and also by institutions of
the Comnrunity, can no longer, I think, be a cause of
strrprisc to us. On the contrary, it is high time the
European Conrmunity, our Member States and also
thc USA gcnuincly fulfilled their treaty obligations to
Turkey, conrplicd with her lcgitimate wishes and in
general breathed new life into their relations with her.
Only in this way can we avoid dangcrous develop-
nrcrrts. Orrly in this way can we stop Turkey from
bcing driven into isolation or even into the outpread
arms of the East. Those with sufficient connections to
bc able to divinc what is going on inside Turkey are
aware of thc widesprcad discontcnt and unrest which
is at present bcing provokcd, not in thc governnrcnt
but in party-political crrclcs arrd in largc sections of
the populatiorr, by thc prospcct of ncutralizatiorr antl
rsolation.
Mr Ecevit, the Turkish Prinrc Ministcr, assrrrcclly nradc
it clear in Brtrsscls, at thc cnd of May l97t|, tlrat hc is
not out for any radical 
- 
arrd I strcss, rarlical 
-changes in the existing legal and institutional frarnc-
work of the EEC-Turkcy Association. At thc last
NATO confcre nce too, dcspite thc corttrntring
enrbargo, lre adoptcd a waiting, nrodcratc position. At
the sanre tinre, however 
- 
antl this is not a nrattcr of
nrerely incidcntal inrportance 
- 
if wc look at thc
wording care ftrlly we firrd that at the crrd of last
morrth he signed in the Sovict Union a political docu-
nlent on fricndly coopcration arrd a lorrg-tcrnr
economic agreement. According to press rcports fronr
Ankara and Istanbul, Turkey wants to kcep all doors
open, arrd this to my mind is urrdcrstandablc in vicw
of the developnrents of the last few ycars but
dangerous for thc situation as it has beerr so far in thc
Eastern Mediterranean.
And so, to preverlt [urthcr possible negative develop-
nlents, we call upon the Council and the Conrnrissiorr
to start withotrt delay the talks by experts that have
been planned with Turkey so that public opinion in
Turkey, as elsewlrere, can shortly become aware of
steps to activate EEC-Turkish relatiorrs. Only in this
way can, we think, growing political pressure within
Turkey be avoided which nright 
- 
I repeat, nright 
-lead thc country to turn away fronr the Europcan
Conrn-runity.
The negotiations over Greece's application to join the
Community acquire a special significance in vicw of
the problenrs, unhappily still rrnsolved, relating to the
Aegean and to Cyprus. Public opinion in Turkey fears
that the Community, once Grecce has been adnritted
to membership, may take up an anti-Turkish stand on
the so-called unresolved problenls. Added to this is
the belief that Turkcy's adn'rissiorr to tl're Conrnrurrity
nright be blocked by a Greck veto, and I ant
convinced that, before Greece joins, we nrust make
sure 
- 
and make legally sure 
- 
that such a veto is
impossible after Greece has joincd the Conrnrurrity.
Hencc it is clear that c.cononric concessions are no
lorrger errough to put our rclations with Turkey in
order. It was thercforc with particullr intL.rcst that wc
noted the results of the latcst nrecting of rhc Foreign
Ministers, held in Copenhagcn on l2 Junc l97tl, to
which Mr Bertrand rcferred.
Although Greece is not yet a nrenrber of the Euro-
pean Comnrtrnity and although it has nrarle no such
requcst, it shorrld alrcady be kept inforn'red about
nrectings oi the Political Affairs Contnrittce arrd about
n'reetirrgs of the Mirristers. A sinrilar proceclure is also
envisaged for Ttrrkey, but, according to press reports,
not before the Treaty of Accession has been signed.
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According to Mr von Dohnanyi, it is intended to
nrakc suclr proposals to Turkey in the course of this
ycar. Thc bcst proposal onc could nrake to Ttrrkey
woukl bc that Turkey should be kept precisely
irrforn.rccl front this nlonlent on about political cooper-
ation nrcasurcs, as ls the case with Greecc.
I anr of thc opiniorr that if wc carry on as we are
doing rrow irrstcacl of meeting Turkcy half-way and
irorring out whatcver difficulties may arise fronr the
ncgotiations orr accession, we shall not only be
violatrng our obligation to hold consultatiorrs undcr
Artrclc .55 of the Additional Protocol to the EEC-
Turkcy Association Agreenrent but also offcring
unfairly favourable treatnrent to Greece. And that will
not clo !
I ask you to nrakc careful note of what I have said and
to cnablc Turkey to participate in political consulta-
tions rn A nranner which is both worthy of this coun-
try's importance for the European Community and
designed to allay the feelings of frustration and suspi-
cion nurtured by Turkish public opinion, for our polit-
ical activities can only reach Turkish public opinion
when really constructive proposals and a policy of
lo#.,"r. 
econonric aid begin to make their appear-
I am grateful to the chairman of the Political Affairs
Committec, Mr Bertrand, for his clear presentatron of
the discussion held in that committee, also to my
colleague , Mr Hansen, whose statements in his
capacity as chairman of our delegation to the EEC-
Turkey Association joint Parliamentary Committee are
in all important points supported by *y group, and
we hope that wl.ren we 
- 
that is, all the groups, the
Council and the Commission 
- 
tackle this qucstion
togcther we shall find a way of reaching a solution to
this questiorr of relations in the Eastern Mcditerranean
EEC-Turkey-Greece, EEC-Greece-Turkey-Cyprus
or however they may be desrgnated 
- 
which will
guarantcc peace in thc Near East.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pintat to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratrc Group.
Mr Pintat. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the Liberal and Democratic Group welcomes this
debate, in that it enables thc Europcan Parliament to
brcak thc ycar and a half's silcnce which has given our
Turkish partncrs thc impression that the Community
has abandoncd tham. This is serious, in vicw of the
paticnt attcnlpts at penetration by the Soviet Union,
which havc just culnrinated in a pact of mutual confi-
de ncc and cooperation, signed in Moscow by Mr
Ecevit.
Turkey's grievances agarnst the Community centre
mainly around its Mediterranean policy and its forth-
coming enlargement.
As far as the Meditcrrean policy is conccrned, various
agreenrcnts concludcd witlr thc Maghreb arrd Mashrcq
countnes ctc., havc rcsultcd irr an e rosiorr of tlre pre fcr-
enccs, notably in thc agricrrltural scctor, which Turkcy
was grarrtcd undcr thc assoclatioll agre cnlcnt. Thc prcf-
erential conclitions for thc access of Trrrkish pro(hrcts
to our nrarkets nrust thcrcfore be restorcd, rf rrccessary
by updating thc agrccnrent.
In addrtion thcre rs Article .56 of the adclitional
protocol which provrded for appropriatc corrstrltatrorrs
in tlrc evcnt of rcciprocal political or econonric intcr-
ests berng placed in jcopardy by thc errlargenrcrrt of
the Comnrunity. In fact, ncgotiations with Grcccc
havc progrcsscd considerably and negotiations with
Portugal and Spairr have also bccn uritiatctl, witlrout
Turkey being consulted in accordance with thc
protocol. This has bccn nruclr rescnte(l by Turkish
public opinion.
Paragraph .5 of the proposcd resolution, asking that
these consultatiorrs should bcgin imrrrccliatcly, thus
ren-rcdying this onrission, tl-rercforc sccnrs very nruch
to thc point.
It is true that elections were hcld in Turkcy rn 1977 ;
it is truc that it was not easy to fornr a Turkish dclcga-
tion to thc European Parliamcnt bccausc of thc vicissi-
tudes of the Denrirel govcnrmcnt. But that docs not
justify the attitude of the Conrnrunity, which is acting
as if Turkey was rlot bound to it by arr assocratiorr
agreement intcnded to culnrirratc in dLrc coursc in full
men.rbership bf the Conrnrunrty.
This attitude is clearly at variance with thc efforts that
the Conrmunity is making to establish new links with
countries which arc lcss close to lt fronr thc gcogra-
phical, political and defcncc points of vicw.
Even thc 'fresco' or-r cnlargcmcnt is very vague with
regard to Turkey; it nrercly affirnrs that the enlarge-
ment nlust not hanrpcr the rmplcnrcntation of thc
association agrecment and expressed a polrtical deter-
mination to consolidate and exte nd re lations with
Turkey.
$flhat is the practical significancc of thesc terms ?
'What strategy can achieve this political objective ?
'What nreasures are being considcrcd with a view to
improving Turkcy's tradc balance , which shows a
substantial dcficit in rclation to Europe ? Vhat social
measures are to be taken to reducc thc ratc of uncnr-
ployment, at prese nt 20 o/o ? $/hat proposals can bc
made with a view to restorir-rg prcfcrential trcatntcllt
for Turkish proclucts ?
These arc spccific questions which thc rapportcur orl
the problcnr of enlargenrcnt must ask hinrsclf ancl
thcy must be answcrcd if this inrportant Conrnrissiorr
docunrent is to producc thc clcsired rcsults.
Whether or not Turkey regains its interest rn thc
Cornmunity depends on the answcr reccived. Parlia-
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ment must nrake greater efforts to reactivate the associ-
ation with Turkey and we hope to see the joint delega-
tion resunre its work. Although we are glad that the
accession negotiations with Greece are progressing so
satisfactorily, we must try to maintain a balancc in our
relations with this part of the world, in such a way as
to restore Turkey's confidence in us, so that it does
not begin to reconsider its links with the 'West 
- 
a
relationship that goes back to Ataturk.
To achieve this, there is no need to put a stop to our
relations with Greece and to the enlargement process,
but this conrnritment must be counterbalanced by a
positive attittrde towards Turkey in the economic and
politicaI spheres. The representatives of the Liberal
and Denrocratic Group will work to achieve this in
the relevant parliamentary delegation. \We shall also
endcavorrr to remedy the present lack of progress in
the political field and obtain information fronr Turkey
as y.,as proposed at the Conference of Foreign Minis-
ters in Copenhagen. This regular information, which
would help to alleviate Turkey's feeling of isolation,
would bc particularly useful for the meetings of the
Conference of Forcign Ministers which concern
Turkey dire ctly, enabling a start to be made on
finding a solution to the Aegean disputes, notably the
problcm of the continental shelf and, if possible, the
Cyprus conflict.
In conclusion, we must not forget that Turkey is one
of the all rare dcmocracies that exist in the world
today and that it is our duty to give it political
support. Economically, we have a furthcr reason for
hclping it to overcome its difficulties, which can be
sumnred up in a single figure: an inflation rate of
4(l o/o in a year. Turkey has over 2 r/: million unem-
ployed and an exterrral dcbt of 12000 million dollars,
of which 6 000 million arc a short-term loan, in otltcr
words repayable before thc end of the year, as was
pointed out by the chairntan of the Political Affairs
Conrnrittcc, who gave us an accurate sunrnrirrg-rrp of
tlrc situation.
Thc OECD reccntly proposed that this debt should bc
consolidatcd. The Community should rry to negotiatc
the consolidation of Turkey's debts to its Menrbc.r
States collcctively and not bilaterally. This is a prac-
tical mcasurc which woulcl cnable thc Conrnrunrty to
rcgain Turkey's confidencc arrd show thc rest of thc
world that it is a singlc cntity, which woul<l be good
for its prestigcl. Srrch a stcp scems to nrc cntircly leas-
ible on thc cve of thc Bremen Confcrence, the ainr of
whrch is to grvc a frcsh inrpetus to economic and
nlorlctary trrrion. It would encouragc all thosc in
Turkcy who arc figthing to nraintain links with
Europc, for instancc Mr Inan, the ex-chairman of our
Joint Parlianrcrrtary Conrn.rittce. This additional
cncouragcnrcnt would also hc-lp to prcvcnt a widening
of the g.rp betwcen Turkey's econonry and our own,
which would further jeopardize the possrbility of full
nrenrbership in the ftrturc, which, lc.r us not forgct, is
the ultinrate ainr of tlre associatiorr agrcenrerrt. The
Liberal ancl Allres Group is thcrcforc vcry nruch rn
favour of ensuring nrorc regular in[orrnation arrd
pronroting Breatcr trrrdcrstarrclirrg bctwccn Turkey and
the Conrnrurrity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer to spcak orr bchalf of
the European Conservativc Group.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr Prcsrclcnt, I think thrt it is qrritc
clear fronr the House's dccp irrtcrest in thrs oral qucs-
tion, and also indeed in Mr Bcrtrancl's oral qucstion.just how corrcerncd we all are about thc situatiorr irr
Turkey. I sometinres fccl that wc havc a little nrorc
concenl for the clrrrent sittration in Turkcy than
perhaps sonrc of thc Mcnrbcr Statcs havc fronr tinrc to
time. I think that, individually and collcctivclv, wc all
krrow that Turkey is now cxpe rie rrcing thc worst
social and ecorronric crrsis sirrcc tlre tourrdrtion of thc
RepLrblic. That situation has becrr growirrg worsc ovcr
the last two or three ycars, and it clcal tlrat we havc
now rcachcd a stage whcrc we can no lorrgcr tnlk of
help and support for Turkcy irr terrns o[ next ycar or
l9tl0. Action has to be taken now lnd within thc rrcxt
5 months.
If I may say so, time is not on our siclc, arrcl I woulcl
take to task a vicw which I lravc hcarrl cxprcsscd by
the Council on scvc'ral occasions in tlrc pilst, iutd
again today, that Turkcy clocs rcccivc what rnrourrts to
nrost-favourcd-tration treatlucnt. Thcrc was a tintc
when tlrat applied, lxrt ovcr thc ycars 
- 
and this lras
bcen stressed by nrany spcakcrs rn this dcbatc already
- 
that nrost-favourcd-niltion trciltnteltt has bccn
eroded, with the rcsult tlrat Turkcy now fccls that rro
onc in the West rcally carcs. This vicw is sultportcd [>y
Turkey's relations with NATO, arrrl irr partrcular tlrc
bilatcral arrarUlcntcnts with thc USA. No orrc in this
Housc, althotrglr wc nright hopc that thcrc will bc a
charrgc in attitrrclc within thc Unitcd Statcs, carr rcally
expect thc arnrs cnrbargo to l)c liftctl. Tlris cannot bc
viewed in isolation fronr Ttrrkcy's rclationship with
the EEC, bccausc rclatiorrs bctwccn Turkcy ancl
Europe will atrtonratically dctcrioratc with rny rlcclinc
in the good fecling l;ctwccn Turkcy an<l the Unitcd
Statcs.
Thcn thcre is a dcfirritc fear in Turkcy, and I pcrson-
ally bclicvc a growing fcar, that wc withirr thc Conrnru-
nity arc continuing to favour Grccce over Turkcy.
Now we and thc Council of Ministcrs and thc
Comnrission can protcst that this is rrot so, but that
fcar is thcrc and it pcrvade s thc wholc Turkish
commurrity fronr thc Prinrc Mirristcr clowrrwar<ls.
Thcy bclievc that wc arc tackling their problcnr
within thc Conrnturrity, but that in so <loing, wc ilrc
going to favour orre particular party to thnt disptrtc. I
would likc to say a fcw words about tltat irr a nrorncrrt.
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In spite of all that and in spite of all the problems,
what we have to realize, and indeed to be grateful for,
is that in the Prime Minister of Turkey we have a man
of outstanding capability and of world stature. I think
we should all be grateful for his recent tour round
Europe, when he nrade Turkey's position quite clear
and spelt out the need for help from us. But he also
made it clear that he still loked towards developing
relations with the European Community with a view
ultinrately to men.rbership of that Community.
Ve all know that Turkey is in the process of
preparing a new five-year plan. If we in the Commu-
nity are to do anything to help Turkey on a scale that
will have sonre inrpact on its present economic
problenrs, it is vital that our work should run in
parallel and link up with the work they are doing.
They are working on their five-year plan now. If we
are to help thenr, our work and theirs must dovetail. I
hope that thc Commissioner will give an assurance
that he is looking at their five-year programme and
saying, 'this is the area where we can help you, rhis is
where we can give a massive injection of support.'
I do rrot want to go into financial protocols or other
things, but let me briefly mention four areas where I
think we should be doing much more for Turkey. The
first is agriculture. Ve all know of the population
explosion that we are going to see in Turkey over the
next 20 years and we know that they should aim for
self-sufficiency, which may possibly mean a surplus in
the short-term. But is there not some particular way in
which we can help them, not only by dealing with
their surpluses but by encouraging the development
in thcir agricultural structure of certain crops that
could be of help to us ? One could instance soya bean,
which we in the Community need desperately and
Turkey could so easily provide. \7hy cannot we
provide the experts, why cannot we provide the seed,
why cannot we give a guarantee that we will buy back
from Turkey over the next four or five years the first
results of such cropping which would favour us within
the Community ? That seems to be a commonsense
arrangement that would help them as well as helping
Then I think there ought to be special consideration
for industrial export. I apologise particularly ro my
fricnd, Mr Vandewiele, who sits with me on one
committee. He has heard mc say this time and time
again. There can be no sense in the industrial courr-
tries of the Conrmunity going out on a export drive
and sclling, say, textile machinery to Turkey to help it
build up a textile inciustry, and then in the next
breath turning round and saying, 'look, we did say that
three years ago, but now we do not want your textiles,
you lolly well havc got to hang on thcnr and do thc
lrest you can with them.' Wc cannot havc rt both
ways, and this is what wc are trying to do. We are
trying to get export ordcrs for ourselvcs, and tltcn
when we have to face up to the consequences of those
exports a few years later, we do not particularly like it.
To turn to the question of migrant workers, of course
we all understand the problem of migrant workers
within the Conrmunity. We know that the days whcn
we could take migrant workers in a never-ending flow
have gone. However, if we cannot take migrant
workers, it is no use our temporizing and saying that
what we ought to be doing is encouraging the develop-
merrt of employment in Turkey, so as to bring those
people back and find employment for them in
Turkey.
I should now like to turn to an area that worries me
more than anything else, and I was particularly sorry
not to hear from either the Council or the Commis-
sion any positive mention of it. I refer to this business
of consultation which has been mentioned by several
speakers this afternoon. It is not good enough from
Turkey's point of view to be consulted only after enlar-
gement. It is not good enough for us to say, 'this is
what we think we will do; we will talk to you afrer we
have made decisions and give you the first glimpse of
what we are proposing.' If we are going to retain
Turkey's trust, then in my view we have to devise a
completely new consultation procedure right at the
beginning. Now I do not know how that is to be
done, but I am sure there are wise men over on that
side of the House who can deal with that tiny little
problem and get it right, so thar the Turkisl.r govern-
ment and the Turkish people will be happy with the
result.
Vhat we face is a situation where stability in Turkey
is at risk, and the repercussrons of failure in Turkey, if
Turkey cannot succeed as a dentocratic state, 
- 
and
that is what we are really talking about 
- 
will be felt
not iust within Turkey alone. We are witnessrng not
merely a takeover by the Left or the Right in Turkc.y,
but the destruction of a vital part of \Testerrr denroc-
racy. It has been n-rentioned this aftcrnoon that wc
talk a great length about how vital it is for thc contirru-
ance of den'rocracy in Spain and Grecce and Portugal
that they should come into the Conrnrunity. That is
important, but there is sontcthirrg far ntorc inrportant
in nry view. I look at thc Comnrunrty lrot jtrst as an
economic Comnrunity or a political Conrnrunity. I
also bclicve that wc nlust care for thc dcferrcc of our
'Wcstern way of lifc, and in that colltcxt Turkcy plrrys
a vital rolc.
I look at those tlrrcc things, thc ccononrrc stabilrty of
Turkcy, the political stability of Turkcy arrd Turkcy's
role in thc \Wcst, and wc arc all irrvolvcd in that. I
heard Mr Eccvrt irr Lortdon whcn he was spcakrrrg at
to thc Institrrte of Stratcgic Studies, antl hc srrrl thirt
Turkcy is no longcr prcparccl to providc the frorrtier
guard for NATO, if NATO will rrot providc that trorr-
tier guard with tlrc arnrs. Turkcy fccls that both rn
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economic and political terms it is moving into a posi-
tion of isolation from the Commtrnity.
My Group supports this resolution wholeheartedly.
'We know that thc Commission has great plans and
we hopc thcy will soon comc to fruition. Ve hope
that they will also have the full support of the Council
of Ministers, bccause rf they do not, then I really do
fcar for the future of denrocracy in Turkey and I fear
for thc cffcct on our Comnrunity, should that den.roc-
rrcy farl to live trp to our cxpcctations.
President. 
- 
I calt
thc Conrnrunist and
Mr Porcu to speak on bchalf of
Allics Group.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(f)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I anr dclightecl that the qucstion of relations bctween
the Comrnunity and Turkey is thc subjcct of a debate
in this Hotrsc. By the way, it was prinrarily to cnable
this debate to take placc that my group joined in
today's qucstions, which doe s not nlean that we
approve thcir content or all their ramifications, or that
our attitu(ic [ras nrovcd towards the attittrde of the
othcr political forces supporting these questions. I will
now explairr why. Vc callnot cscape the fact that rela-
tiorts bctwccn Turkey and the European Conrnrtrnity
havc bccrr partictrlarly bad for nearly two years. In
various Conrnrunity institrrtions, and in this Housc in
particular, the wish to conduct some kind of model
policy of coopcration with all thc Mediterranean coun-
trics has oftcn bccrt voiced. We'll, thc prcsent statc of
rclations with Turkcy slrows the limits of that policy
niccly. Fronr the ecorromic point of view we should
be trying to reach a form of mutually beneficial coop-
e rirtion, which rcspe cts the inde pe ndence of both
partics, and is bascd on the econonric and social
progrcss of all thc clcnreuts involved. Instcad, we see'
nrrrltinational capital establishing its <lon'rinion. In
both thc Conrnrunity and third countries, this
dor.ninion sceks to nrakc thc biggcst profit in thc
snrrrllcst anror.rnt of tirrrc, arrcl for the peoples of the
Conrnrurrrty ancl tl're pcoplcs of thc associatcd courr-
trics it is a hcavy burderr to bcar.
Ttrrkey is an obviotrs example : Turkish migrant
workers being sent back home at a time when there is
20 0/o une mployme nt in Turkey ; Community invest-
nlcnt conccntrated in those sectors of the work-force
wlrcrc we can bene fit from low wages in the area ;
increasing inrbalarrces in trade to the disadvantage of
Turkey. From the political point of view, we can only
notc sadly that the Europcan Community's attittrde 
-ancl today's dcbate prove s my point 
- 
is largely
insprrcd by policies fornrr.rlated in Vashington. The
President of the United States is seeking a rapproche-
ment with Turkey, so the Community falls into step
ancl tries to unfreezc its relations with the Mediterra-
ncan cotrntries.
So in the prcse nt ccononuc sittration, thc lrasic
concern is to hclp Grccce join thc Europcan Conrnru-
nity, and prcparc for Turkcy's acccssiorr tolnorrow, as
the spcakcrs bcforc nrc sard. All tlris will bc tlonc in
nruch tlrc samc way as tltc cnlirrgcnlcllt of tltc
Conrnrunity cnvisagcd today, in othcr wortls, to thc
cxclusivc advantagc of largc-scale capital, to hclp rt
reorganize at thc cxpcrlsc of tlrc workcrs, of nrany
snrall arrd mcdiunr-sizcd busincsscs, anrl rt thc
expense of tlrc rcgions artd crttirc scctors of tlrc
Conrmunity.
The Community will not grow
of willingness to cooperatc,
restraining it as circumstances
hidden interests.
by making partisan use
by giving it rein or
dictate in order to serve
Ve have a different idea of cooperation, based on
diversity of relations, on non-discrimination and on
respect for partners. This is not a new position for us ;
when the Community's relations with Turkey were at
their lowest ebb, my friend Marcel Lemoine said at a
meeting of the Joint Parliamentary Committee in
Ankara in 1976 that it was necessary 
- 
and I quote
-'to go beyond this short-sighted policy and developa broad kind of cooperation with Turkey which would
be in the real interests of the people of our countries.'
\When Mr Ecevit says during his visit to the USSR that
he has found that states can strive for peace, live in
friendship and develop mutually advantageous cooper-
ation, even though they belong to different defense
blocs and social systems, I note that his words alarm
some of our colleagues, and I ask myself why. Or
when Mr Ecevit asks in Brussels for the EEC-Turkey
Association to be reorganized because of the serious
shortcomings in the relationship, and because it has
been eroded, we can only express our support for the
Turkish Prime Minister's proposal. And in fact
cooperation must make a break with the policies of
the blocs, and with capital's stranglehold on trade and
finance ; it must be based or-r reciprocal advantage and
strengthened industrial, technical and scientific rela-
tions, and it nrust emphasize exchanges of technology
and vocatiorral training. It nrust respect the indepen-
dence arrd sovere'ignty of all.
I hope, then, that I will be able to wclconre thc fact
that such principles are at last being applicd wl'rerr thc
Jornt Parlianrcntary Conrnrittcc Ilcxt rrrects with our
Turkish collcagucs.
Allow nrc to conclutlc by strcssing that thc cstablish-
ment of corrrplctc dcntocracy in Turkcy, the ctrd of all
repression ar.rd the lifting of prohibitions would not
orrly nreet with widcsprc'ad approval amorrgst our
peoples, but wotrld also [acilitate widc-rangrng and
fruitful cooperation.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Riviercz to sPeak on bchalf of
thc Group of Europcarr Progrcssive Denrocrats.
Mr Rivierez.- (D Mr Presidcnt, at this stagc of the
dcl>ate it nrigltt sccnr that everythirlg thcre is to say
has bccrr said. Thc nriracle which the last spcakcr of a
group to takc thc floor has to acconlplish is to find
sonrething new to say.
llut tlris is an irrteresting debate and it does Irot
require a nriraclc to find something to say' It is inter-
esting, and it is taking place at an auspicious tinlc,
following Prinre Mrrrister Ecevit's visit to the Conlnlu-
nity, thc talks which took place and the demonstra-
tion by tl.rc Comnrunity of its political will to give
ncw impetus to cooPeration with Turkey. It is good
that this lras bcerr decided on, and that the rePresenta-
tivcs of thc Councrl and the Commission have both
spokcn in favour of it.
This renewal of relations is imperative because,
whether you like it or not there are special links
between Turkey and the European Economic Commu-
nity. \We must not forget that Turkey is our second
partncr with privileged status ; the Treaty of Ankara
can'rc immcdiately after the Association Agreement
linking us with Greece, and Turkey has expressed its
wish to have it examined and solutions found. But
whcn it is remembered that Turkey is a privileged
partner, its displays of ill-humour'can be understood,
and it may be noted that the advantages given to
Turkey as a privileged partner have crumbled away as
our Mediterrancan policy has developed and agree-
ments have been made with the Maghreb countries
and other Mediterranean states. These agreements had
the cffcct of making Turkey think whether iustifiably
or not, that what it had been granted was eroding
away, as has iust bccn said.
Thus thc attitude of Turkey, and the resentment of
this privileged partner, may readily be understood.
A sccorr<l fact shoulcl bc borne in mrnd. In accordance
with thc Treaty of Ankara, Turkey will one day be elig-
iblc for full membcrship of the Common Market.
Turkcy is awarc of this, and is astonished that some-
thing larcl clown in thc Treaty, especially areas such as
frcedom of movemcnt, are running into difficulties.
Turkcy is certainly astonished at the lack of under-
standing arrd of rcaclincss to share the burden of its
problcms wherr it ts rcmcmbered that a large propor-
tion of its forcrgn e xchange comes from Turkish
nationals working in some Member States of thc
Conrn'runity. Turkey would hope that the decisions
takcn, which are justified by the economic difficulties
of Menrbe r States, and of one in particular, would have
enabled this f irst step against free movement of
workers to be restricted. Here again, Turkey's display
of ill-humour can be understood, and it is right, as I
have read somewlterc, that we shotlld clldcavour to
grvc Turkislr workers what is knowll as the status ot
'second priority', after thc prrority giverr to Mcnrbcr
States of the Conrnrurtity.
A thrrd poirtt which also Irceds e xanlttritlg rs the
present sttttatiolt ill Ttrrkcy, which everyonc has
mentioned. Turkey is facing considerablc econontic
difficulties, and it is to bc wislred that tlrese clo rrot
lead to polrtical diffrculties, for tlrat wotrlcl be disas-
trous. In trying to rcaclt a ncw nrodtts vtverldt with thc
Comn.runity, it is only to bc cxpected that Ttrrkcy
would make various dcntaltcls. Ttrrkey rs askrrlg for a
period dtrring which ccrtaitt ctlstonls rltcasttrc's will
not apply, and wottld lrke to have a safegtrard clatrse
for its owrr indtrstry, which is obviotrsly not covcrcd irr
the texts or the Treaty. It is only to be cxpectccl that,
as Mr Pintat pointed out itrst now, Ttrrkcy is asking for
a particularly favotrrable arrangcnlent for its agrictrl-
tuial exports. So, in orcler to ttndcrstarlcl Ttrrkcy's atti-
tude, it is ncccssary to bcar in nrincl thc point I have
just made. And I believc that if the Conrnrtrtrity wants
to cure Tr.rrkey's problcnls, olrce they ltavc becn
expressecl clearly, it will have to nlakc a grcat cffort
and bcar in mind what cvery spcakcr lterc has Poirltcd
out.
Then there are Turkey's suspicions arottsecl by thc
imminent accessiott of Grecce- Turkcy is corrvincc<l
that we prefer the Grccks. This suspicion is not sorrre-
thing that can be dispelled by nrere words. It carr orrly
be dispellcd by actiorr, and what exactly tl.rc Con.rnrtr-
nity is plannrng to do to settle thc drffictrltics cncotrr'r-
tered with Turkey will show Turkey that Greece is not
preferrcd and that wc are aware of Turkey's lnrpor-
irn.. to the Commurtity. However, tltere is no nced
to worry that aftcr Greece has ioined, Turkcy will fcar
whatever the Communrty cloe's. But I wotrld repeat
that this is something indcfinablc, atrcl actiorrs are
needcd to show Turkey that rts occasional suspiciorrs
are unjustifietl.
Mr President, I could say now that I associatc nlyself
with what has been said by most spcakcrs herc, except
my immediate Predecessor; howevcr, I must nlake
one reservation with regard to political coop(rratioll.
My group has been looking at the draft rcsolttttotr
tablcd by Mr Hanscn ancl others. 'Wc support this
draft resolution cxcept for paragraph 6. Vhy ? llccausc
according to paragraph 6, the Europcan Parliamerlt
'Hopes that the Foreign Ministers of thc Menlbcr
States of the European Community meeting in polit-
ical cooperation will examine thc real possibilitics of
enabling Turkey to partrcipatc in thcir work, . . ''. It is
impossiblc to considcr Turkcy participating in thc
work of thc Forcign Minrstcrs nrccting rn political
coopcration, becausc only Mcnlber Statcs nray Partici-
pat; in this way. If it had read 'will scck ways of
informing' we woulcl havc undcrstood ; that is why we
cannot support this wording of paragraph 6. And that
is why we have tabled an amendnlcnt to delcte rt,
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which wc would be prepared to withdraw if thc
wording of paragraph 6 were altered fronr 'cnabling
Turkey to partrcipate in their work'to'infornring
Turkey about thcir work'. Only Member Srates carr
participate in nteetirrgs of the Foreign Ministcrs, ancl
wc shotrld lrot encroach on tltc powers of this instittr-
tion, which dates fronr 1969, was altc.rcd in 1974, and
operates sntoothly. If wc do, every associatcd state will
soon be askrng to parripate in thc work of the Foreign
Ministc-rs of the Nine nteeting in political coopr:ra-
tion. I do not know wltcther you have weighcd up the
inrport of thc phrasing of paragraph 6. I ask you
considcr it ; we would be prcpared to sr.rpport a text
not wordcd in this way : that is why we have tabled
thrs anrcr-rdnrent to delete paragraph 5.
That is what I wanted to say on rhis important subject
which the Assembly was right to deal with this
evening. If I am not mrstaken, our debate is taking
place following the Turkish Prime Minister's vrsit. It is
taking place at a time when new relations are being
sought to take into account the serious situation in
Turkey. So our debatc will enable the Turkish public
to understarrd that thrs House wants to help Turkey
regain its equrlibrium. Our debate will also enable the
Conrn-rission to understand that with the rescrvatiorr
of what I sard rcgarding political cooperarion, rlus
House supports its generous approach to the problcms
wl.rich arc soon to be discussed with our Turkish part-
ners.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellcrnraier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladics and
gcntlemcn, I anr rr.r fact gratcful that with rcgard to
paragraph 6 of otrr ntotion for a rcsolution a collcague
fronr the Group of Etrropcan Progrcssivc Democrats
has once nrore denronstrated his loyalty to thc vicws
of thc lcarlcr of the Frcnclr Gaullists. TIrc prcrext
nracle otrt for not bcing ablc to allow Turkcy any parti-
crpation in Europcarr political coopr:ration is cxactly
what was to [>c cxpectcd aftcr thc Group of Europcarr
Progrcssivc Dcnrocrats had farlcd this n-rorrrirrg, rrr
sprtc ol two tnsistcnt rcqucsts, to answer tltc qucstron
whetlrcr that grouP in this Housc sltarcs thc vicws put
forwar<l ovcr thc wcckcncl try Mr Chirac as leadcr of
thc Frcnch Gaullists, rranrcly, that hrs polrtrcal suppor-
ters arc opposed to thc icccssion of Grccce, Spain,
Portugal ancl also Turkcy. Naturally, no olrc who is
opposcrl to granting Turkcy, in tlrc ntorc (listant
futurc, thc [ull nrcnrbcrship it may apply for undcr
tlrc Associatiorr Agrccntcrrt can bc cxpcctcd to grant
Turkcy, orre of the Wcstcrn conrntunity's nrost loyal
partncrs, a right oI corrsLrltation irr thc franrework of
Errropc,rn political cooperatiolt. I ant surc that thc
othcr groups in this House who havc tablcd thc
nrotron will nrakc rt clcar how isolatcd thc Gaullists,
irrclrrding Mr Chirac, arc irr tltis Housc.
(.'lpplttt't ltttttt tol,tirt lttntltt.., rtrt tfu lt/t)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rivrerez for a brief reply.
Mr Rivierez. 
- 
(F) Mr Prcsident, this is the tltrrd
time today that Mr Fcllcrrrraicr has challengcd the
Group of Europcan Progrcssivc Donrcrats to spcak
about sonrething thc Chairnran of thc l{Pll lras sarri.
I say now to Mr Fcllernraicr that it is not up to hirn to
question us olr our statc of rlrrrtl. Hc is accusing us
fatscly by conftrsing a polrtrcal positrorr hcld by tlte
Chairrnarr of thc RPR rrr Francc antl wlrat lras ;ustbccn said otl polrttcrll coop(.riltion.
At its ntcc'ting in Copcnlragcrr, thc Council said
nothing about associating cirlrer Grcccc or Turkcy
with its work, the work of thc Forcigrr Mirristcrs. lt
sinrply said that Greccc, rrncl l.rrcr Turkcy, would bc
infornrcd. So this is nothrrrg r.rcw, Mr Fcllcrrrrrrrcr., but
a conslstent antl traclrtional ,rrtituclc.
Thus to attribrrte to tlrc Mcrrrbcr spcakrng on Lre hrrlf of
the Grotrp of European Progrcssive Dcnrocrnts, in this
case nryself, a Machravclliarr rtlcir [rrrscd on ir positiorr
hcld by thc chairrnan of a Frcrrch pirrty sllows a lot of
r nragiltation.
Howcver, sincc you havc qucstiorrccl us so prcssrngly,
pcrhaps too prcssingly, I shall rcply to you, Mr Fcllcr-
nraicr. Onc day thc prol)lcnr of cnlrrrl;cr-rrcnt wrll bc
raised in this Housc. It will bc votc(l on. I hopc that
both yorr and I will strll bc Menrbcrs oi this Hotrsc.
'I'hen wc shall scc how yotr votc ancl how tlre EPD
group votcs. So don't bc rrr suclt a hurry, Mr Fcllcr-
nraier, and don't bc so aggrcssivc !
(tlltltlrtt.tt ftotrt lltl Gtortp ttf [:ltt)f..t)t l)nt.gttr.ritt
l)t ttt oc tit l.t)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sprccr.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr Presidcnr, ha(l Mr Fcllcrnraicr lrccr.r
ir-r during thc course of the rlcbatc, hc woulcl have
hcard all spcakcrs c'ltrrirrg the rlcbatc nrakirrg it abso-
Itrtcly clcar that wc are <lcaling witlr tlre Tur.kish sidc.
Fronr a Ttrrkish point of vicw, thcy will not acccpt
bcing irrfornrccl afte rwards. Tlrcrc rnust bc a rrew forn.r
of consultatiorr, arrcl that is why, on lrclrnlI of rrry
group, I rcjcct tlris arncnclrncrrt.
President. 
- 
I call Mr llrrilorrx.
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Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I believe that in his
capacity as President-in-Office of the Council, Mr
Genscher was right to mention the problem of
Turkey, because while conducting discussions and
negotiations with Greece we cannot feign ignorance
of the problems which divide Greece and Turkey. lVe
ought to realize that once Greece is part of our
Community, unless we have already shared actively in
Turkish problems, difficulties will also arise between
the Community and Turkey, and that must be
avoided.
Vhen negotiations start with Greece, the Community
must somehow offer its good offices to try and settle
these problems, in the mutual interest of both parties ;
I think they will be able to find a solution. At a time
when are becoming more interested in our Greek
colleagues, with whom we are associated, I believe it
would be useful if our Turkish friends could let us
know both their short-term and long-term wishes.
\(lhile it is true that the Association Agreement
provides for Turkey to ioin the Community, it would
perhaps be no bad thing in the long run of we knew
what the intentions and wishes of our Turkish friends
were. I think that we could then try and satisfy our
Greek friends.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Edwards.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
Mr President, after the very construc-
tive debate we have had, there is very little left to be
said. But there is one point which I think is necessary
for us to underline, and that is that thirty years of
parliamentary democracy in Turkey can very easily
disappear under the stress of economic difficulties. It
is very difficult indeed for a parliamentary democracy
to maintain itself when its inflation rate is running at
50 0/0, when its unemployment Percentage is over
20 o/o and when all its exports are not equivalent to
the cost of its imports of energy. How can a democ-
racy be maintained under those circumstances ? It
leads to a welter of industrial disPutes, such as is
taking place in Turkey today, because workers are
entitled to keep wages in tune with prices, and there-
fore it is urgent that we keep Turkey close to our
Community, and I think this resolution represents our
views on the subject.
I do not want to introduce controversy into this
debate because it has been very harmonious so far, but
one of Turkey's real difficulties with the 'West, and
particularly with the United States of America, is the
failure to assist in the settlement of the Cyprus situa-
tion. Here is a country that has a large army in occupa-
tion of this island, with its dreadful strain on its
economy. An army that has to be fed and kept creates
its own difficulties, and therefore the country's public
relations with the rest of the world are such that there
is a big lobby in America and a big lobby, I must say,
in my own country that wants a settlement of the
Cyprus situation so that we can move in and help
Turkey in a big way. And, as a recent visitor to
Cyprus, I know there is a great yearning among the
Turkish and the Greek Cypriots for a settlement to
the problem. They want to live in harmony together,
and I hope in our discussions with Turkey we will
politely and diplomatically suggest to them that they
help us to solve the dilemma of Cyprus, and in so
doing we will help them and help ourselves.
If democracy disappears in Turkey it will be a gteat
blow to us. It is a case, as it were, of 'Ask not for
whom the bell tolls 
- 
it tolls for us.' Every democ-
racy that disappears weakens our democracy, and if
the bell tolls for Turkey, it tolls for all of us. So I hope
we will carry this resolution unanimously. After all,
paragraph 5 only suggests that we consider how best
we can bring Turkey into a relationship of participa-
tion. It does not insist on it. It merely suggests how
best we can do this, and therefore I hope the opposi-
tion to this Clause 5 will be with drawn, and we will
carry a unanimous decision and help Turkey to move
closer to our Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von Dohnanyi.
Mr von Dohnanyi, President-in-}.ffice tf tbe
Council. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have listened with
great interest to the various observations that have
been made by Members of this House. On behalf of
the Council, I should like to say that we are grateful
- 
I repeat, grateful 
- 
for the encouragement to take
specific steps in the question ol a rapprocbcment, as I
termed it, with Turkey. I can only hope that this
encouragement will be followed by genuine action. It
is quite clear that there is no disagreement over the
importance to be attached to certain problems raised
here, in particular over the importance that Turkey
has for Europe, for the Community, and this was
stressed once more by Mr Edwards at the very end.
Not only that : everything that has been said about
Turkey's situation, its population and so on, is abso-
lutely true. The same applies to the scale of the
problems : we, too, see them as they have been
described here by various speakers. It is also true of
the measures that have to be taken. But what are those
measures ? They concern financial aid, they concern
the strengthening of investments in Turkey, together
with cooperation. Here I should like to take up what
Mr Spicer said about the need to absorb goods arising
out of cooperation 
- 
or at least the importance of
seeing this need. Finally, there is the question of
protecting the Turkish market for its own products.
All these points were contained in the proposals of
December 1976, which still apply and still await the
response of the Turkish Governmcnt.
But we can take it that in the end nlore is exPected
than there has beerr so far 
- 
ntore itr the field of
finance, morc in the field of exports to thc Conrnlu-
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nity and more in the way of cooperation. The ques-
tion is, of course, wether we agree not only on the
measures to be taken, but also on the consequences
they will have. The fact of the matter is that goods
and products have the disadvantage that rhey noionly
figure in delivery notes but are suddenly the re in
reality: they have to be sold and take the place of
other goods. The Council therefore agrees with you
that in all thcse matters relations with Turkey must be
strengthened and Turkish interests borne in mind.
But as thc English say so pertinently, the proof of the
pudding is rn the eating 
- 
and here literally 'in the
eating'.
Speaking quite frankly, I have known the Council, in
successive meetings extending over a number of
months, to spe nd hour after hour debating the
problem of a few barrels of sherry or a few tons of
spring potatoes from Cyprus. All I want do is to
remind you that these are the real problems, since
goods, as I said, have a way of not confining them-
selves to delivery notes. I therefore appeal for the parli-
ament's support when the time comes to turn worcls
into deeds, for we can do nothing unless the national
parliaments support everything that has been said
here.
Now a word on political cooperation. First of all, I can
reflssurr: Mr Porcu that our political attitude to Turkey
is definitely not just a copy of United States poticy.
On the contrary, it is generally known that we have
attempted, amid all the conflicts of interests which
havc been ntentioned here and which we naturally are
also aware of, to stress the i,.nportance of Turkey in
the nratter that is a subject of dispute in the United
Statcs. Mr Porcu can, I think remain assured that in
this nrattcr we are not aping the policy of others.
I should also like to say to Mr Spicer that I may have
misunderstood his first speech. I understood him as
meaning that the Council or the Nine meeting in
political cooperation were prepared to have talks with
Turkey only after enlargement. That is definitely not
true, as it is also not true that it has already been
decrded that constrltations with Turkey can necessarily
only take place after the Foreign Ministers have met.
Dctails of this question are still under discussion andI am glad to note that you also attach importance to
establishing sirnultaneity even though there is as yet
no membcrship. That is the problem, and we shall try
to solve it.
Mr President, I conclude on behalf of the Council
with the obeservation, after what I have heard today,
that thcre is almost unlimited agreement on the plane
of words : I hope that our unanimity will continue
whcn words are translated into deeds.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vitc-Prc.tidtnt o-f tbc Conrmi.t.sion. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, I will speak extremely briefly to confirm
what I have said already: the Commission is fully
aware of the political, economic and social rcquire-
ments underlying the need to revitalize the association
relations with Turkey ; I confirm that by July, tlrc first
contacts at expert level will have bcen hcld to drscuss
how our measures wrll fit in with the Ttrrkish
economic plan ; the Commission will keep Parlianrcnt
informed of any proposals it puts forward. The
Commission also wishes to stress that it is particularly
conscious of the need, pointed out in this House, to
view relations with Turkey in the context of the wholc
Mediterranean.
The Commission would also like to thank all the
honourable Members who took part in the debate.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
To wind up the debate I have received from Mr
Hansen, Mr Spicer, Mr Jahn, Mr van Aerssen, Mr Baas,
Mr Betrand, Mr Dankert, Mr Edwards, Mr Fellermaier
and Mr Pintat a motion for a resolution (Doc. Zl8/79)
with request for immediate vote, pursuant to Rule 47
(.5) of the Rules of Procedure. In accordance with the
usual procedure Parliament will decide at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's sitting wether the motion for a
resolution is to be put to the vote immediately
without reference to committec.
ll. Ctt-ttont-s union and tbt inte mal n.trket
President. 
- 
The next item is
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. I 84/78) by Mr
Nyborg on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs to the Council of the Euro-
pean Communities:
Subject : Realization of the customs union and the
internal market
In the light of the statement by the Heads of State and
Government at their Apnl 1978 meeting in Copenhagen,
to the effect that further progress must be made in
removing obstacles to the free movement of goods within
the Community :
l. What is the Council's reactlon to the numerous exam-
ples quoted in the report by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on the development
of the customs union and the rnternal nrarket (Doc.
557/77) showing rhat the removal of tariff and quantit-
ative barriers to internal trade has been nulliired by
technical and administrative barriers to trade, e.g.,
lorrres importing milk powder into Italy are forced to
wart at frontier customs posts for up up to a week
while the Italian authoritres analyse the nitrate
content, and another example, before membership of
the EEC, Danish poultry producers could export to
the Federal Republic of Germany simply on produc-
tron of a general Danish certifrcate of origin, whereas,
since membership, the goods have had to be inspected
by the rVest German veterinary authorities, at specific
public slaughterhouses, few in number, and only at
certaln times ?
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2. rVhy are important proposals from the Commission to
inrprovc the opcration of the customs union and the
intcrnal market blocked in the Council ; e.g. the
Conrmrssion proposal on the transition to the free
circulation of goods, submitted to the Council in
December 1973 ?
3. Vhy 
- 
more than twenty years after the establish-
ment of the customs union 
- 
is there still no essen-
tial difference between the formalities at the Commu-
nity's external and internal borders ?
4. How does the Council explain the fact that persons
residing or working in more than one Member State
are subject to continual incomprehensible formalities
and inconvenience; e€a having to pay motor vehicle
tax in more than one Member State ?
5. Does the Council agree that only very few branches of
induitry are in a positron to reap the full technological
and economic advantages to which the creation of the
common market should have given rise and that,
because of the persistence of administrative and tech-
nical barriers, many important sectors of the economy
are actuaoly deprived of much of the advantages they
should enjoy in competition with Japanese and US
manufacturers, for example ?
6. Does the Council regard the state of the customs
union and the common internal market, twenty years
after their establishment, as satisfactory ?
7. rWhat can be done, in the Council's view, to speed up
the Community's decision-making process in this
field ; does the Council regard this as one of the areas
where, in accordance with the Paris Communique of
December 1974 by the Heads of State and Govern-
ment, it would be appropriate to make greater use of
the provisions of the EEC Treaty whereby the powers
of implementation and management arisrng out of
Community rules may be conferred on the Commis-
sion ?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 185/78) by Mr
Nyborg on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs to the Commission of the
European Communities:
Subject : Realization of the Customs Union and the
internal market
The debate in the European Parliament on ll April 1978
provided further evidence of agreement between the
Commission and the European Parliament that realiza-
tion of the customs union and the internal market is
proceeding too slowly.
In the Commission's opinion, what can be done to
encourage the solution of the problems mentioned in the
oral question tabled on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs to the Council (Doc.
184178), and so help achieve the EEC Treaty's objective
of free movement of goods, persons and services within
the common market ?
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, most members
here in the House are, I think, aware that the purpose
of these questions is to give an opportunity for the
Council, Commission and the European Parliament to
discuss together what can be done to get the customs
union and the internal market to function as origi-
nally intended. Vhen innovations are mooted in the
customs sector, an extremely slow process is involved
and this is in our opinion, in certain cases, coupled
with a degree of reluctance at national level, which
has the effect of shaking the faith of broad areas of
the business community and of the general public in
the effectiveness and credibility of EEC cooperation.
This is unacceptable more than 20 years after the esta-
blishment of the customs union, and all the Commu-
nity institutions ought to play an active part in
ensuring that cooperation functions effectively and as
originally intended. The custom union and the func-
tioning of the common market have both an
economic and a political din.rension.
Firstly, the economic dimension. We consider it to be
an established fact that, today, there are only very few
branches of industry capable of reaping to the full the
advantages which the creation of the Common Market
ought to have entailed. The persistence of administra-
tive and technical barriers to trade which, to a certain
extent, have even replaced earlier customs and quota
restrictions etc., means that many important sectors of
industry are deprived of many of the competitive
advantages in relation to, for example, Japanese and
Americarr manufacturers, which were precisely the
object of establishing the Community.
Implementation of the customs union and the
common market is not only a question of converting
into reality the objectives fixed more than 20 years
ago. It is just as much a question of creating the large
internal market which is one of the most important
preconditions for the Community's ability to compete
on international markets.
If the Council is therefore to take seriously the task of
getting the many millions of unemployed back to
work, it is not enough to approve special measures
dealing with, for example, youth unemployment,
unemployed older people, unemployed women, etc.
but integration of the economies of the Membcr States
must also be speeded up. Converting the customs
union and the common market into reality is, in
actual fact, one of the key elements in a long-term
employment policy.
Secondly, there is the political dimension. \7e are
fully aware that the European Parliament is having
difficulty in gaining sympathy for the suggestion that
the efforts to secure the abolition of border formalities
should now be pursued in earnest, particularly at a
time when the Member States have, for security
reasons, tightened identity checks. Nonetheless, it is
unacceptable that the millions of people travelling at
this very moment by road, train and plane, etc. should
continue, when crossing the Community's internal
borders, to be subiect to checks which do not differ to
any appreciable extent from the kind of checks that
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werc carried out prior to the setting up of the Commu-
nity. Equally, it is unacceptable that, when
dispatching consignments of goods within the
Community, trade and industry should generally be
required to comply with so many complicated formali-
ties that they find it necessary to consult experts every-
time they send goods abroad.
The truth is that, as customs and quota restrictions
have been abolished, the customs authorities at the
Community's internal borders have been instructed to
carry out a series of new duties not related to customs
work proper. This is perhaps a natural and, in
economic terms, also defensible reaction on the part
of the national authorities but, as already mentioned,
it has led to people questioning with growing
frequency the EEC's effectiveness and general public
image in this field.
It is only natural for a government or public aurhority
to argue that, now we have customs officials on the
national borders, we might as well use them to collect
statistical data. It is also understandable that the more
stringent identity checks that have unfortunately
become necessary should be applied at border
crossing points. The result is simply that the Commu-
nity's credibility and political image suffer and that,
with these duties combined, border crossings take
Ionger than when customs officials, the frontier police
and the statistical offices each discharged their respec-
tive tasks separately. rWe must, as the European Parlia-
ment, voice our view that we would like to see the
gradual simplification and abolition of formalities and
we must see to it that there is sufficient manpower at
the major crossing points to permit checks to be
carried out at smooth pace. We should not hesitate to
simplify one particular formality on the grounds that
this has not yet been done for another formality.
Identity checks are a policy duty, part of which, but
only part, is carried out at border crossing points, and
it is not evident to me or the committee that these
identity checks at frontiers are particularly effective.
T'his is because wanted persons know ways of getting
through these checks if they can decide themselves in
advance where and when they are to be carried out. I
am convinced, for instance, that the rVest German
police's spot checks on motorway drivers and similar
measures are far more effective in catching terrorists
and criminals than are border checks.
As Parliament said in April, the customs union would
be characterized internally precisely by the removal of
all formalities governing trade and communications,
and by controls at the Community's internal borders
being confined to any tasks that might prove neces-
sary in the way of police duties. If we achieve this,
then a great deal will have been accomplished and I
believe too that the general public will then show an
understanding of the need for the Menrber States to
take the necessary measures, either at the Conrmu-
nity's internal borders or by other means, to safeguard
themselves against terrorism and anarchy. On this
note I would like to bring to an end nty conrments on
these two oral questions. The large nuntber of specific
problems referred to in the question and the political
considerations which I have presented here today on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs are, in our opinion, important enough that the
Community institutions ought to allocate greater
priority than has been the case hitherto anrong the
Community's various tasks, to translating the customs
union and the internal market into reality.
I am, of course, aware that Parliament may risk being
told today by the Council that the Council carefully
and in a positive frame of mind examirles every
Commission proposal in these fields, but that the
Council naturally cannot take decisions in areas where
the Commission has not put forward proposals.
I hope that the German presidency especially will
take the opportunity to map out clearly the priority to
be accorded in future by the Council to this task.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von Dohnanyi.
Mr von Dohnanyi, Prc-tidcnt-in-O.flict o.f tltc
Council. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to begin
with the preliminary remark that this comprehensive
question by Mr Nyborg has prompted the Council to
offer a relatively comprehensive answer. I hope you
will excuse me, therefore, if it takes a little longer than
the previous answers. I should like to make eight
points.
First, I would refer to rhe debate which the European
Parliament held on this subject during its April part-
session and also to the answer given by 
-y predec-
essor during Question-time, also in April, to the oral
question by Mr Nyborg on the simplification of
border formalities. The Council shares the view of the
European Parliament that the free movement of goods
is a fundamental feature of the Community. I would
remind you that the European Council, at its Copen-
hagen meetin g of 7 and 8 April l97tl, e xpressed the
view that further progress nlust be made in removing
obstacles to the free movement of goods within the
Community. So there is plenty of work for us to do,
and that I wanted to emphazize.
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Secondly, as increasing trade links clearly demons-
trate, it would be wrong to maintain that little
progress has been made with regard to the free move-
ment of goods. One should also bear in mind what
has already been achieved in various spheres 
-customs, quantitative restrictions, competition,
sectoral policy and so on.
Nevertheless, the Council is aware that the free move-
ment of goods has still by no means been completely
achieved and, as I said, much still remains to be done.
I should be less than frank, however, if I omitted to
add that this is often a matter of settling technical
details, the coordination of which among the various
Member States is extremely time-consuming.
Thirdly 
- 
and here I come to Mr Nyborg's first ques-
tion 
- 
there are still certain sectors in which tech-
nical and administrative barriers to trade within the
Community persist. If these barriers are to be
completely removed, controls carried out before goods
are put into circulation must be given mutual recogni-
tion, as the Council stated in its Resolution of 1969
when its general programme for the removal of tech-
nical barriers to trade was drawn up. In order to show
you that the Council is persisting in its efforts in this
field, I should like to point out that in the industrial
sector alone the Council has adopted more than 100
directives on the removal of technical barriers to trade.
Community legislation contains provisions covering
milk powder both for human and animal consump-
tion without, however, any special provisions
concerning nitrate content : here, the implementation
of controls is still a matter for the Member States. As
regard poultry, the principle has been adopted that a
country exporting fresh poultry meat to other Member
States is responsible for ensuring that the products
exported conform to the requirements of Community
legislation : in such cases, which concern the health of
human beings, checks and inspections may be carried
out when the goods are brought from one Member
State into another.
Fourthly, the harmonization of customs legislation is
largely under way, as is proved by the measures
already adopted in such important spheres as the
problem of origin, customs value, transit procedures,
foreign processing trade, both active and passive, and
the r6gime adopted in May 1978 f.or deferred customs
payme nts.
Mr Nyborg also asks about the situation concerning
the transition to the free circulation of goods. This is
in fact a stage of fundamental importance in the intro-
duction of common provisions for the application of
the Conrmon Custonrs Tariff, since in this case all
customs administrations apply to all Community
importers the same procedures for the custonls clear-
ance of goods. This matter has been undcr constant
consideration in the Council, but the scale of the
Commission proposal has made the examination of
this problem more difficult and time-consunting than
one might have supposed. The difficulties lay not so
much in the general principles of customs clearance
as in the elaboration of a nunrber of special proce-
dures designed to simplify as far as possible the busi-
ness of inspection in the interests of trade within the
Community. The experts therefore had to devote
much time to this problem. A short while ago they
completed their work, so that this important proposal
has now entered the last stage of its examination by
the Council.
It should be clear from all these observations that the
Council attached great inlportance to completing the
customs union. The same applies to the proposals
relating to customs debts and the deferred collection
of duties, though a few months more will have to be
devoted to the examination ofthese matters.
Fifthly, the essential difference between tnspections
carried out on the Community's external and internal
frontiers lies in the fact that in the latter case no
customs duties are as a rule levied. This important
point should not be forgotten. It has made possible a
considerable growth in trade between the Member
States of the Community. It is true that numerous
inspections are still carried out at the Community's
internal frontiers ; but, as everyone knows, this is due
to the fact that a watch is kept on numerous factors
which have an immediate impact on various policies
which have not been 
- 
or not yet been adequately 
-harmonized within the Community, and that this is
still mainly done at the frontier. It must be realized
that these controls can only be abolished when a
genuine common policy has been introduced in the
economic, commercial, monetary, fiscal and other
fields. I do not want to go any deeper into this aspect
of the problem, but rather emphasize the considerable
amount of work already done by the Community to
simplify these controls so far as thcy take place on thc
internal frontiers of the Comnrunity. As arr cxantple, I
should like to remind you that goods that are subic'ct
to the Con.rmunity transit procedure laid down by the
Council in its Regulation of l.l Decentber 1975 carl
now pass interrral frontiers virtually wrthout fornrali-
ties and that the only formality in thesc cases is thc
presentation of a docuntcrtt to the ctrstonrs oflice.
This procedure provides for ttttnrerotts othcr sintplrfi-
cations, including the possibrlity of allowing thc
importer to take posscssion of thc goods inrrtrediatcly
after their arrival in his warchor.rse withotrt havirrg to
present then-r beforehantl at thc ctlstorlls office of thc
place of destinatiort 
- 
to say rrothing of thc procc-
dures relating to railway arrd roatl frcight traffic trrrtlcr
thc' intcrnatronal TIll agrcerrlertt, which Ilavc bcerr
further sinrplrficd irr tlte rcviscd ve rsrorr oI this agrcc-
n-rent which the Cotrtttrttrtity rrlterlcls to acccllt tltis
year.
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Sixthly, the Council admits that the adminrstratrvc
barriers of a fiscal or tcchnical nature affccting
persons rcstdrng in onc country.rncl working rrr
another present a consrderable problcm. I anr
thinking, for exanrple, of thc two-fold taxatron of
nrotor vclricles. This is a ficld in which wc shall lrave
to work out proposals arrd solutions.
In his last qucstiorr 
- 
and here I conre to point scven
- 
Mr Nyborg asks for wider applrcation of thc prin-
crple that thc powcrs oI intplemcntation and managc-
nrent arisiltg otrt of Conrmunity rtrlcs shotrld bc
conferred on thc Conrmissron. But this is the very
principlc that thc Council has applied in irs dccisrons
on ('ustotlts nlattcrs arrd the rentoval of tcchnical
lrarricrs to tradc. Thc adoption of this proceclurc by
thc conrrrrittces concerned nrakcs it possiblc to scttle
a(lnrinistratrvc problcms rapidly and effectually and at
tltc srrnre tlntc to excrcise the neccssary caution by
ntcarrs of tlrc right of appeal.
Eighthly, I should like, in conclusion, to answer the
last two questions put by Mr Nyborg, in which he
asks who benefits from the creation of the Common
Market and how the Council regards the present state
of the customs union and the common internal
market. Here, Mr Nyborg, the Council does not share
your view that only a few branches of industry reap
the advantages offered by the Community while many
other industries have no advantages at all t,is-i-t,is
producers fronr third countries. Rather, the Council
takes the view that the advantages of the Common
Market are widespread and multifarious, and this, as I
have already mentioned several times, is proved by the
increase in trade within the Community. Insofar as
the Community does not pursue a restrictive trade
poticy, third countries too, of course, stand to gain
from the growing prosperity of the Community as a
trading partner, but naturally the Community is of
advantage primarily to those who belong to it and
work in it.
IN THE CHAIR: MR HOLST
l/itr-l)rt.ttdt,nI
President. 
- 
I crll Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Attntl.ttr o.l tltt Cottttrti.'.tiott. 
- 
(I:)Mr
Prcsident, I can spcak a littlc nrore bricfly in this
dcbatc bccatrsc we alrcarly had occasion, when Parlia-
nrcnt a(lopte cl its rcsolution on condition of the
custonrs uniolt, to cliscuss the various aspects and to
irtrlicatc thc Conrnrission's main lines of approach. I
have passed on to Parliamcnt the docunrerrts on this
subject.
It is, Irowever, necessary to sunl up the present situa-
tlon, to pose tlte problerns corrcctly ancl to to try to
rnakc suggestions for thc ftrture. The Commission is
particularly plcased that rhrs dcbate associates Parlia-
ment, the Courrcil and the Con-rntission, so that the
diffcrcnt authoritics conccrrred carl carry out their obli-
Sations.
I listenecl to thc Prcsitlent oI thc Council's rcnrarks
with thc closcst attcntion, and whilst hc worrrlcrs
whetlrcr we should rrot scck cncouragclncnt rn what
has alrcacly taken placc, I prefcr, for nry part, to look
for cncouragenrcrrt in our dcsirc to chart a ncw cor.rrsc.
I shall ntention a fcw datcs, lrccatrsc tlatcs arc inrl:or-
tant.
Once the Conrnrission has nrade a proposal ancl tlrc
opinions of Parlranrcnt arrd thc Econonric Social
Comnrittee havc bcerr dclivcrccl, and bcaring rn ntin(l
that the Con'rnrissiorr's proposals follow lcngthy
consultations with natiorral expcrts on all thc tcch-
nical nratters involved, or-rc is entitlccl to assunrc that
the political debate carr begin in thc Council and that
it only rentains to scttlc thc otrtstanding points. Thc
fact is, howcvcr, that in the nratter of crrstoms rcfornts,
for instance the opinions of Parlianrcrrt and the
Economic and Social Con'rnrittee were delivered in
March l973 and there is still no decision. On fre'e
circulatron, an opinron was delivered in May 1974 and
there is no decision. As rcgards tax cxemptiot'l oll
snrall consignntents, which closely concerns ordinary
people, which cannot bankrupt statcs, and which can
have some irrfluence orr thc dircct clection of Parlia-
nlent, the proposals and opinions date back to
February 1975 ! The same is true of reimburscnrerrt,
May 1976 which is the causc of so ntany disputes and
difficulties ancl of customs dcbts.
Looking at these datcs, it can be seen that there is
something wrong with the nrethod being uscd.
I do not wish to start a colttroversy; I woulcl nrcrely
like, in as practical a way as possrblc, to sorr otrt the
trouble. In my opinion, it is not the prelinrirrary
consultation procedurc that is at fatrlt. It is the Coun-
cil's rehashing oi thc technical discussiorrs prelinrirr-
ious to the Conrmission's proposal that cause s so
much tirnc. to be lost. $(/here thc Council has adnrinis-
trativc rcsponsibilitics, we have no clifficrrlties. When
wc deal witl-r customs qucstrorls, whcn wc tacklc, for
exanrplc, with thc EFTA countric.s, difiiculties conrpar.-
ablc to thosc cxisting lrctwec'n oursclves, tlrc proce-
dures are expeditious because they arc designed for
external relations. The Con-rntittcc furrctions wcll ancl
wc arc ablc to takc' decisions.
I should also like to say a word about what, to nry
nrind, is a too corrvcrricrrt alibi. Grarrtcd, thc Etrropearr
Conrnrtrnity is rrot yct finalizcd arrd wc do not yet
have comnron policics rrr thc econonric, trade, nronc-
tary, fiscal and vcterirrary fields, ctc. But lrow nruch
longer are we going to say that just becausc we caunot
do all we worrld likc, wc do not acconrplish the
progress which can bc nraclc ? That is the annoyirrg
thing ! \Vc know very well tlrat it will takc tinre to
achievc full custon-rs, urrion, but why do wc not work
steadly at what is within our reach ?
To this e r.rd, I shotrlcl likc to nrakc the fotlowing
suggestrons, whrch are based orr the Con-rntission's
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plan to sulrnrrt a nrultrannual progranrme. Can we not
agrcc to tlrc Cotrncrl's convcnrng more often the
groups responsible for tlrcse matters ? Vhy do thcsc
groups nrcct lcss often tharr others even though the
slrooth furrctionrng of thc Conrnrunity is at stake anrl
the difficult work of Irarnronization is not accom-
plishcd as quickly as it should bc ?
Scconcl, do you not think that when a group has
already discrrsscd the sanre problenrs twice and has
rrotcd thc diffcrcnt opinions, the matter should be
forwardcd to the Conrnrittee on Permanent Represen-
tativcs and thc Council ? To be perfectly frank and
oblcctivc, I would nrerrtion hcre that the talks wc had
with thc Prcsident on thc preparation of the next six
nronth's activities in connection with customs union
wcrc extrcnre ly positive . Granted, it will not be
possiblc to remedy thc situation in a single day, but
thc Presidcnt has accepted that the discussions can
contirrue at thc political level, so long as they have
been well prepared. We have drawn up a list of the
subjects we shall be trying to deal with in the next six
months. The sc sub je cts are e xtremely important. I
would particularly mention the following : regional
assistance at the lcvcl of customs organizations 
- 
this
is in linc with Mr Nyborg's ideas on better coopera-
tion anrong the services 
-, 
free circulation, already
considcrcd urgcnt in 197 3, reimbursements and
recovery t fto:ttriori, customs exemption and small
packets 
- 
an important matter with the European
elections approaching 
- 
and, 
- 
finally, action on
units of account. The various customs services must
know what thcy have to pay and duties can no longer
vary according to monetary fluctuations. In our preli-
minary discussions with the President, this option to
polrticrzc thc debate was accepted and recognized and
thc Commission will no longer agree to reproduce the
interminablc discussions that have already been held
with the same experts. 'Whenever the procedure is at
fault, we shall point thrs out and notify Parliament,
which has a responsibility herc through , the
Con.rmittcc on Econonric and Monetary Affairs. rVe
fcel that this will spcccl up the pace of decision-
making.
I should lrkc to makc one last suggestion. We are
carrying through a multi-annual programme, we have
established what we want to do in the coming 18
morrths and what we have to do in the next six
months. If Parliamcnt could accept that when the
work of a presidcncy is bcing assessed, an asscssment
shoulcl also bc made of what has been accomplished
in the evcnt of customs union, we could combine this
opcn attitude of the Council and this involvemcnt of
Parliament to accomplish a task which is admittcdly
unattractive but goes to the heart of the European
Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schworer to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Schwiirer. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidcnt, ladies and
gentlenren, during the last few days wc have beerr cele-
brating the tenth annrvcrsary of the rcmoval of all
custonrs duties within the Conrnrurrity. Ncvertheless,
therc was no great rcjoicing 
- 
x6{ for good rcason
too. Today thrs is dcnronstratcd olrce nrorc by tlre
question tabled by our colleague Mr Nyborg, whortr I
should like to thank sincerely for the fact that hc
continually draws attcntion to the unsatisfactory
progress nrade in the rcalization of thc custonts unlol'l
and the interr-ral market.
This debate should serye as a renrindcr to thc Council
that the Parlianrent is dissatisfied wrtlt thc proSrcss
made in the intcrnal nrarket and in particular witlt the
rate of improvement. Here there are no diffcrcnccs of
opinion betwcen thc Con'rnrission ancl Parlianrcnt : all
we can do is to continually urge and cncotlrage the
Commission to pcrsist in its efforts to cnsurc at lorrg
last that barriers on our intenral frontiers arc brokcrr
down, formalitics abolishccl arr<l mattcrs sinrplifrecl
which arc simply out of datc.
Mr Nyborg did well to cite exanrples irt qtrestiorr. I
could add to thenr. One question of mine to the
Commission concerns an irrcident irr wl.rich the ptrbli-
city manager of a Franco-Germatt unclcrtakirtg was
fined 2 000 francs on entering Fre rrch tc'rritory
because he was carrying with hinr photographrc cqtrip-
ment which hc neecled for professiorral purposes. Thc
custonrs officials madc hinr re turn this e qtripnrcnt
imn.rediately through an authorized agcnt irt spitc of
the fact that he needed it for professional purposcs in
the country just across the bordcr. And that twerlty
years after the Treaty of Rome had comc into force !
To this question, addrcsscd to thc Comnrission ltalf a
year ago, I havc still received no defirritc answer. How
can we prevent this sort of thing fronl happcnirrg in
future ?
Another example. In our Mcnrber States, there are
certain commodities with fixed prices. Herc I havc in
nrind medicinal products. The Mcnrber Statcs inrposc
these prices on the industry concentcd, even tllough
they fail to cover the cost of production. At thc encl of
the year, the firms irr thcse countries, most of which
are state enterprises, havc thcir deficits macle up fron.t
state funds, but this rcsourcc is dcnicd to suppliers
from other Mcmbcr States, so that it beconres practi-
cally impossible to export from onc country to
another. That is one of the barriers to trade wlrich I
wanted to cite hcre as an exanrple.
Ladies and gentle nre n, wc in tlrrs Housc havc
approved a number of proposals, which arc now irt
the Council's hands. Thc Presidcnt-in-Officc said that
100 had been adoptecl, but probably another 200 or
even 
.more are in the Commission's or the Cour-rcil's
files awaiting adoption. You spoke about tl.re transi-
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tion to the free circulation of goods, Mr President-in-
Offrce : this directive was approved by us in this
House in 197.1, and it is still not in force. That, surcly,
is a rate of progress which can no longer be regarded
as appropriate to the importance of the matter. Vhen
one bears in nrind that the Conrntission and the Parli-
anrent have held a nuntber of hearings and discus-
sions to find how rhcse nratters could be sinrptified,
thc inrpression arises that the progress achieved is not
what had been expected. The speech by Mr Davignon
has shown that he is of the same opinion, that matters
are sinrply being unjtrstifiably held up by the Council,
matters that could be settled far more quickly if addi-
tional checks were not rntroduced which are really
superfluous in view of the unexceptionable procedures
that preceeded them. I should therefore likc to say, Mr
Presidcnt-in-Office, that the answer you have given us
today is undoubtedly welcome because of the trouble
you have taken over it, but that, in spite of everything
that was said, it merely covers up the fact that things
are simply not progrcssirrg in the way that everyone in
this Community would wish them to. I should like to
repeat what Mr Nyborg ntentioned : the direct elec-
tions are a challe nge to you, gentlemen of the
Council, to trear this subicct as one of the most impor-
tant itents in your work programme. Here it is that
thc citrzen can scc whether Europe is making any
progrcss, and therefore I would urge you to take very
much to heart this motion for a resolution which I
have tablcd on behalf of my group. In it, all these
things are recapitulatcd, and so I shall not deal with it
in dctail, Mr Prcsrdcrrt.
I only want to ntakc one more point, so that I need
not take thc floor again to speak to this motion. In it I
havc rncltrdccl a refe rcncc to thc subject of Austria and
the Austriarr road-tax, and I would ask the gentlemen
of thc Councrl also to consiclcr what might be done to
inrprove as rapidly as possible the present situation on
thc fronticrs with Austria.
I ask thc Mcn.rbers of thc European Parliantent to vote
for nry ntotion for a rcsolution and so draw the atten-
tion of tlrc public to the facr that we call on the
Courrcrl to nrilkc its contribution in ordcr that, at long
last, a srtrratiorr sinrrlar to that of an intcrnal market is
crcated ln thc Comntunity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
bchalf of the Europearr Conscrvative Group.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr Prcsident, nray I nrakc threc
qurck points: firstly, to cnclorsc very strongly thc
gcrrcral scntrnrcnt cxprcsscd by Mr Nyborg calling for
turthcr nteasures to lrc adoptcd by the Contnrunity
arrd grcater effort to bc cxpcndcd in an attcmpt to
achicvc tlrc abolitrorr of rhc techrrical barricrs which
.rrc, like thc dragon's reerh, lying in the path of
further expansion of internal trade. Enor.rglr has
already been said on that particular point; I do not
think anythirrg needs to be addcd to rt other than thc
fact that we endorse thc ob.;cctivc undcrlying this ques-
tion.
Secondly, nray I make one plca, that bctore the
Conrmission decidcs to initiatc rlrcasurcs to deal with
blockages, it should wergh up very carefully the polit-
ical inrplications and makc a very shrewd, dispas-
sionate asscssnlcnt of whether thcsc nteasurcs arc
calculated to pronrotc tlre [urthcr dcvclopnrcrrt ancl
growth oi the Conrnrtrnrty. I quotc, try way o[
eviderrce, the nrtrch abtrsed proposals orr Europcarr
beer, Europearr bread and the establishrtrent of poli-
cies concerning harrlonization of nrayonnaise or
tomato pur6e. I do not pour scorn altd dcrisron orr
them, but what I do suggest, Mr Presidcnt, is that
these are areas in which the Conrntissiort nray wcll
have taken action, and/or be contenlplating furthcr
actiolr, whrch will cause far nrore political controvcrsy
and derision and scorn tharr thc nlcAsures thcurselvcs
may well warrant. It is this point, the political rrrrplica-
tions, which I urge the Cornnrissrorr to wciglr vcry
carefully before they launch into a particular rtcnr
calling for elintination of an obstacle.
My third point, very briefly, is that snrall itenrs of
harmonization 
- 
and I would pcrsonally put torl.tato
pur6e and nrayonnaisc. into this category 
- 
woukl, irr
nry opinion, be handled [ar rtrorc appropriatcly in
many cases by inclustry rtsclf rathe r than by thc
formal intervention of the Conrnrissiorr as an institu-
tion. Such action nright wcll bc takcn by irrrlustry, orr
the prompting of thc Conrntission in a particular
sector of industry. I anr sure it could, in nrany cascs,
be far more profitablc and economical of cffort wcrc
this to be dcalt with by the industry rathcr than by thc
Conrnrission. Thc Contmissron has a vcry hcavy work-
load of nlatters of proforrnd politrcal inrportarrce. TIte
furthcr dcvclopnrent of thc Conrnrunity into a [ull,
open and frce nrarkct is progrcssing, wc all atlnrit, far
too slowly, Lrtrt wc should scpilratc tlrc nra.jor ntattcrs
fronr thc rclativc trrvia, arrcl abovc nlI cschcw rssucs
which will brrng the Conrnrunrry irrto ill rcpurc,
alienate its fricnds or nray well offcr a Itostage to
fortune as far as its critics arrd opponcnts arc
concerncd.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brugha to spcak on bchalf of
the Group of Europcan Progrcssive Denrocrats.
Mr Brugha. 
- 
Mr Prcsidcnt, I would likc ro nrakc il
fcw bricf conlments in support o[ thc casc pur by Mr
Nyborg and othcr speakcrs. I think it is quitc appro-
priatc for Mr Nyborg, who is a nrenrber o[ our group,
to raise this question at this stagc, altlrough onc could
pcrhaps say it is early clays, btrt ncverthclcss thc qucs-
tion is rclevarrt. I should say, of course, tlrat this
problcnr shoulcl not bc confuscd with tlrc propcr Lrsc
of thc safcguarcl clauses in GAT"I' to protcct thc
Comnrunity's irrdustrics, wltich arc arr appropriatc
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measure and are perfectly legitimate. Howeve r, in
recent debates on GATT trading problems, this point
was nradc by nrany speakers in relation to the very
nunlerous, and indeed hundreds of artificial obstacles,
that have been put in the way of the import of
Community goods by sonre of the larger trading blocs.
Thcsc obstacles have becrr deliberately created to frus-
trarc the spirit of GATT agreements and merely
reflect a consistently selfish attitude on the part of
sonre of the world's trading blocs. Now I cite that, Mr
Prcsident, bccause it seenrs to me that, in the circum-
stanccs, if, after twellty years since the customs union
was established, the Council of Ministers and the
Mcmber States concerned have not taken steps to
renrove artificial obstacles, which have been outlined
by Mr Nyborg and other speakers, to freer trade and
ccononric dcvelopmcrrt within the Comnrunity, then
wc are hardly in a position to criticize similar infringe-
mcnts outside the Community. I think it is worth
nraking that point. Mr Nornranton has also made it,
br.rt I think it should be nrade in order to impress on
thc Council and on the Commission that you really
carrllot throw stones at other people if there is a
danger of breakirrg your own glass. I would like finally
to wc'lconrc wl.rat has been said by the Council and by
Mr Davignorr. I found his comments realistic and
rcfresh i ng.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von Dohnanyi.
Mr von Dohnanyi, Pre.tidcnt-in-O.flicc o.f tltc
Cottncil. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am anxious, first of all,
to stress that in tl.ris matter the Council is not guilty
of complaccncy. If the impression should have been
given that wc were satisfied with what has been
acl.rieved, then I should like to remove this impression
as rapidly as possible. That is not at all the case. rWe
are not happy : for us, the problems are exactly as they
have emergcd during this debate.
My second point : everyone here is familiar with the
causes of the problem ; owing to differences in the
initial situations in the Member States, compromises
in questions of detail are often technically very diffi-
cult, and for that reason 
- 
this is my third point 
- 
I
much appreciate what Mr Davignon has said in this
Chamber. We have a working document from the
Customs Questions Committee dealing with the very
points nrade by Mr Davignon in this Chamber, and I
carl assure you that during the next six months the
Presidency will do what it can to realize sonte of thesc
points and, for the rest, to deal with the essentials in
thc coursc of consultation.
In thc conring nronths and years, one important
problcnr for thc Conrnrurrity will undoubtedly be that
of improving ancl accclerating our decision-nraking
proccsscs. Durirrg the rrcxt fcw nronths, tl-rc Presi-
dency will be studyirrg this question carefully, and at
the end of its period in office I hope I may be in a
position, on the basis of the experience which has
been gathered, to make some suggestions on the way
in which individual decision-making processes might
be accelerated.
My fourth point. Mr Schwdrer, you drew attention to a
field which is not imnrediately connected with tech-
nical barriers to trade or the customs sector 
-namely, the problem of subsidies, granted in certain
sectors of the market, which have an indirectly restric-
tive effect on the area from which goods are drawn.
This problem, as you know, is unfortunately not
diminishing, but rather occasionally increasing, and
we in the Community shall have to Pay attention,
when dealing with employntent problems in connec-
tion with economic developments, which in the
coming months and years are likely to remain proble-
matical, in order to avoid a fresh crop of subsidies
which tends to neutralize our efforts in other fields 
-that is to say, advantages which we gain in one field
only to neutralize them in another.
I have another point to make on the subject of tech-
nical barriers to trade. It is a fact 
- 
and this the
Commission too will appreciate 
- 
that to the extent
that technical barriers to trade are due to problems of
safety or public health, we ate engaged in a race
against technical developments. That is to say, new
technical developments often necessitate new safety
regulations, and if these regulations are laid down at
the national level they create new problems of
harmonization, not only in the health sector but in
the whole of the technical safety sector.
I want to stress here that it is therefore not only a
matter of getting through the work which is already
on the table (and there we shall listen very carefully to
the Commission's proposals) : over and above thc task
of getting through old material 
- 
that is, what is
already there in the way of technical discrepancies 
-we must make sure that we look ahead ir.r order to
prevent the emergence of fresh problcms as tech-
nology continues its rapid progress and national
measures are taken by way of protection against thc
effects of this progress.
I am sure that the Parlianrent fully appreciates the
force of these implicatiorrs. !fle have taken this dcbatc
very seriously, and I too see it as a dcbate otr thc cve
of the European elections. \We havc hcre an opPortu-
nity of making everr clearer to the ordinary citizerr
certain featurcs of a reality which wc take for grarrtcd.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) First, I wotrld like to tharrk nry
colleagucs for talkirrg part irr this dcbntc despitc thc
lateness of the hour artd, secondly, I wotrld lrkc to
thank Conrnrissiortcr Davigrton for the arrswcr wlticlt
we rcccivcd ancl which ttrr<lcrlirtcs ottce rtgaitl the iact
that thc Conrntissiort atttl Parlratrrcrlt (lo llot ltavc alty
difficulties in utrdcrstarttlirrg one arrothe r 
- 
at lcrst
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not in custonts ntatters. However, I feel it was cqually
clear fronr tlrc first answer fronr the Prcsident of thc
Council that the Council is the placc whcre thc
problems are. \fle receivcd a very long ar.rswer which
did not rcally say vcry nruch. It consisted of a rccital
of fornrer triunrphs and achicvcntcnts, but this is nor
wlrat wc are after whcrr we ask thc Council sonrc-
tlrirrg ; what wc want to know tlren is : \)7lrat call wr:
do irr the future ?
I was thercforc nruch happier with the answer giverr
by thc Prcside nt of thc Council tlre sccorrd tinre
round, becausc what we want is to nrakc progrcss and
not just rcrrrain standing whcrc we are, which has
lrccn our position now for a long tinrc, and I hopc
tlrcrcforc thlt thc Council will be ablc to follow up
thc illtcntions cxprcsscd by Mr Davignon by saying :
'Ycs, rrow wc arc really in favour of nraking the
cr.lstonrs urriorr and the interrral nrarkct into sontc-
thirrg tlrat works propcrly. Now we intend to n.lake
grcat hcadway aftcr the last twc'nty years of slow
Progrcss.'
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I have. rcccived fronr Mr Schworer on behalf of the
Christian-Dcnlocratic Group (EPP) a nlotiot.l for a reso-
Itrtion (Doc. 22.\l7tl) with request for immediate vote
to wincl up thc dcbatc on the oral question (Doc.
Itl 5/7ti). Thc votc orr thc rcquest for a votc without
refcrcrrcc to comntittc'c will be held at the bcginning
of tonrorrow's sitting.
12. Agnlt 
.for ni,-rt .tittittg
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council, with
rcqucst for urgcnt debate pursuant to Rule la (l) of
the Rulcs of Procedure, a nrodificd proposal frorl thc
Comnrission for a rcgulation allocating certairr catclr
quotas anrongst Mcmbcr Statcs for vcsscls fishirrg in
thc watcrs of tlrc Facroe lslands (Doc. 224178).
The vote on this requcst will bc hcld at thc bcginrritrg
of tonrorrow's sitting alorrg with thc votc on thc othcjr
rcqucsts for urgent dcbatc on fislrcrics.
The next sitting will be held tomorrow, lVedncsday, .S
July l97tl, at l0 a.m. and 3 p.m., with the following
agenda :
- 
Vote on requests for urgent debate;
- 
Vote on the request for a vote without reference to
committee on rwo motions for resolutions ;
- 
Prescott interim report on the reorganization of the
Community shipburlding industry ;
- 
Ansquer report on aids for the iron-and-steel
industry;
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Comnrission, on
uranium fuel ;
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Commission, on
iniuries and damage caused by radiation at the Ispra
Joint Research Establishment ;
- 
Ibriigger report on tradc in power-station coal;
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Commission, on
bird conservation ;
J 2.rr. r Question Time (by way of exception, quesrions to
the Commission) ;
3.45 p.tr.. Vote on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting clotcd at 8.10 p.n.)
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ANNEX
Quc.ttion.t to tbc Council u:hicb could. not be ansu'utd dttring Qucstion Tinc, titlt
utrtllcrt dtt.ru'er.t
Qutstrcn No 13, b1, Alr Sandri
Subiect : EEC-Latin America dialogue
Given that a meeting rs to be held in the latter half of this year at ministerial level between the EEC
and ASEAN, while relations between the EEC) and SELA (Latin American Economic Sysrem) are at a
standstill, would the Council not consider it advisable, and in the rnterests of the balanced develop-
ment of the EEC's external relations, to examrne the possibility of organizing a srmrlar meeting at
ministerial level to strengthen ties between the EEC and Latin America ?
Ansu:er
The Council has always attached very great significance to developing and strengthening relations
between the Communiry and Latin America.
Thus, in 1971, it instituted a dralogue procedure at ambassadorial level with the countries of Latin
Amerrca aimed at the implementation and progressive improvement of cooperation between both
partles.
These dialogue meetings, of which there are normally two a year have enabled definite progress to be
achieved in relations between both regions. Furthermore, both parties are now lookrng for ways and
means to produce even more posltive and satisfactory results from this dialogue. !(ith thrs in mind, a
detailed ;oint study is currently being made of trends in trade between the two regrons.
The Council would recall that, when the dialogue procedure was laid down, both parties agreed that
the Ambassadors could propose that a meeting at ministerral level be convened when they consid-
ered that progress achieved rn the dialogue 
.justified such a meeting.
Question No 14, b1 tllr Schreifur
Subiect : Participation of women in delegations to the forthcoming Tripartite Conference
Does the Council intend to suggest to the Member States, and to the other bodies which will be
represented at the forthcoming Tripartite Conference, that a proportion of their representatives
should be women ?
Answer
The Honourable Member will understand that the Council has no intention of interfering in the
composition of the delegations of the Governments of the Member States, nor in the composition of
delegations from the employers'and labour organizations invited to attend Tripartite Conferences.
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2.
Con te n ts
120 Question No 23 by l,lr Schmidt: UN
Conference on the Law of tbe Sea:
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President oJ' the Contnis-
sion; tVr Scbnidt; lIr Ortoli; tVr Spicer;
tVr Ortoli ; Lord Bruce of' Donington ; hlr
tVr Kofoed, cbairman of tbe Committee on
Agriculture ; lllr Hughes ; Alr Klepsch . . .
3. Agenda
tuIr Scott-Hopkins; -tuIr Kofoed; hlr
Kleltsch; lllr Kofoed ;tVr Hugbes
4. Resolutions pu$uant to Rule 47 (i) . . . .
5. Reorganization ,f tbe sbipbuilding
industtl, 
- 
interim report by .fuIr Prescott
on bebal.f o.f tbe Conntittee on Economic
and Moneta4, A.ffairs (Doc. 182/78)
tllr Prescott, ralrporteilr
Lord Be-rsborougb, draftsnan ,f dn
oltinion; A4r Vandeuiele, dra.ftsntan of an
opinion; tVr Patijn, on bebal.f of the
Socialist Group; fuIr fuIiiller-Herntann, on
beha( o.f thc Christian-Dentocratic Groult(EPP); A4r Dant.seaux, o,t bebal.f of the
Liberal and Denocratic Groult and a.s
draftsntan o.f an opittion; A4r Nonnanton,
on bchal.l' o.f tbe Enropean Consertatiue
Groult ; tVr Ebqbard, on bebal.f of tbe
Contntuni.tt and Allie-t Group ; tVr N1.borg,
o,t bebal.l'o.f tbe Eurol>ean Progre-tsi,^e
Dcntocrats ; .fuIr Hughe-r ; .fuIr Liogier ; fuIr
Cbristenscn ; fu|r Daignon, hlcnber o.f the
Conntis:;ion; fuIr Pre.rcott; hlr Dat.ignon:
tllr Pretcott : Mr Dat.ignoil
6. Quc.ttion Tine (Doc. 196/ZS) (continucd)
Quc.ttions to tbc Conttrtission o.f tbe Euro-
pcan Conntunities:
Qttcstion No 21 b.1,tVr Noi (cf. Annex)
Question No 22 b1. Mr L'Estrange : alcohol
o.f' agrictrltural origin :
.fuIr Gundelacb, Vice-President of'
Comntission ; Mr L'Estrangc:
Gundelacb ; fu[r Scott-Ho1>hin-t ;
Gundelach : ntr Friib ; tVr Gundelacb :
Approual of minutes
Decisiott on urgenE
120
0rtoli
Question No 24 b1 fuIr Osborn : flattt,arc
and cutlery :
tVr Dauigtton, lWenber of the Contnis-tion;
A4r Osborn ; ltr Dauignon
Question No 25 b1 fu|r Scott-Holtkin.t : agri-
cultural structilrdl poliq :
tVr Gundelacb; fo[r Scott-Holtkin.s ; tllr
Gundelacb : fuIr-r Dunu.'ood1,; tVr
Gundelacb ; frIr Friib : .fuIr Gundclttcb
Question No 26 b1' fu|r Dallcll : Contnti.t-
-tion recru itnten t proccd ilret :
tVr Tugendbat, fuIenbo o.f tbe Conmi.;-
sion ; .tVr Dalyll ; l4r Tugtndltdt ; lLr
Ho_ffinann ; fuIr Tugcndbat i tuIr.t
Dunu:ood1 ; llr Tugcndbat ; A4r Dondt-
linger : A4r Tugcndbat
Quc:;tion No 27 b1, tVr Brosnttn: Irislt
cro.ss- bo rde r s t u d ies :
tllr Brunner, ,lVenbcr o.f the Cornntition ;
.lVr Brosnan ; .tVr Brunner: tVr Fitcb ; A4r
Brunncr; .fuIr Scott-Hopkins 
.
Point o.f order: Lord Bruce o.f Dottington
fuIr Bntnncr: fuIr Albcr-r ; Mr Brttnncr
Question No 28 b1, tVr Brugba: building
societ ies :
tVr Tugendhat ; Mr Brugha ; fuIr
Tugendbat; fuIr Eduards; fr|r Tugendbat;
A4rs Kellett-Bou.,,rran ; -tVr Tugendbat ; Mr
Christensen; fu[r Tugendbat 
.
Question No 29 b1' tVr See.feld : dury-.frec
ltetrol carried in rescrtc containcrs:
Mr Dac'ignon: fu[r Sec.feld; hlr Datignon;
tVr Spicer; A4r Dauignon
Question No 30 b1 fuIr-t Dablerup:
Connission prol>osals 
.fo, ltro.fessionaltraining and rctraining 
.fbr uontcn :
147
148
120
121
148
122
149
150
r50
r50
124
r50t46
tbc
A4r
tuIr
tlylr
Ed ua rd.s ; A4 r G u n dc I ach 146
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hlr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Conntis-
sion; fuIr-t Dahlcruf ; fuIr Natali; hlrs
Dunu'ottdy ; fuIr Natali
Point ol order : .fuIr Spicer ; fuIrs Dunuoody
7. Votut
fulotion 
.for a rcsolution b1' fu[r Han.ren
and otbcrs (Doc. 218/78) :
Rclations bctucen Turkel and tbc Euro-
petrn Contntunity :
Amcndnte nt to pardgrdph 5 ,
Adoption of tbc notiott for a rcsolution
Motion 
.for a resolution b1' lllr Scbu'drer(Doc. 223/78): Cuttonts union and the
intcrnal ntarkct :
Adoption of tbc ntotiott lor a resolution
Prc.rcott intcrin report (Doc. 182/78): Reor-
ganization o.f thc sbipbuilding industry:
Amcndncnt to pdragrdph 2:
lVIr Prescot t, rapporteu r
Antendncnt to paragrapb 8:
A4r Prc-tcott ; fu|r Nyborg
Ancndntent a.fter paragrapb 8:
Illr Prcscott ; ^fuIr Nlborg
Antcndments to paragraph 9:
hlr A4iillcr-Hennarrn ; Mr Prescott
Anendntent to paragrdph 11 :
Ai[r Prescott
Antendment to paragrafh 14:
lllr Prescott
Amendment to paragrapb 1t :
Mr Prescott
Amendntent
lllr Prescott
Amendment
A4r Prescott
Amendment
foIr Prescott
to Paragralrb 15:
to Paragraph 18:
to paragraltb 19:
Amendment to paragraph 23 :
lllr Prescott ; Mr Vandeuiele
Amendment after ltaragrapb 23:
-fuIr Prescott
Antendment to paragraph 25:
lllr Prescott ; fuIr Vandewiele ; -fuIr Prescott
Adoption of tbe nrotion for a resolution
8. Dccision on aids for the iron and steel
industry 
- 
Rcport by .fuIr Ansquer on
behal of tbe Committee on Economic and
hlonctary Afl'airs (Doc. 180/78):
.fulr Arsq tc r, rapport t u r
Point ol ordcr: lVr Schyns
fuIr Ansquer
Point of order: -fu|r Porcu ; Mr Osborn
Urgent debate
Oral question tuith debate: Uraniunt 
.fuel(Doc. 187/78)
Lord Bessborougb, autbor o.f tbe question
fuIr Brunner, A4entber o.f tbc Comntission;
-fuIr Fltintig on behal.f of tbe Socialist
Group ; tuIrs Walz on beba('of tbe Chrisri-
an-Dentocratic Groujt (EPP); tllr Croze on
behalf of tbe Liberal and Democratic
Group; foIr Bouquerel on bebal.f of tbe
European Progressiue Democrats ; -foIr
Dall,ell; Mr Ellis; l4r Patijn ; Lord Bess'
borougb ; Mr Brunner
Oral question with debate : Injuries caused
by radiation at tbe JRE (Doc. 194/78)
fulrs lValz, author of the questio,t . .
lllr Brunner, fuIember of tlte Comntission ;lllr Fltintig on behalf of the Socialist
Group ; Lord Bessborough on bebalf of tl"e
European Conseruatic'e Group ; tVr
Dallell ; fuIr Brunner; Lord Kennet ; fuIrs
lValz; Mr Brunner
Urgent debate
Intra-Contnunitl trade in power-stalion
coal 
- 
report by Mr lbrilgger on bebalf of
tbe Committee on Enerlg and Research
(Doc. 199/78)
hlr I brilgge r, rdpportcu r
Lord Bessborougb, draftsrnan of opinion;
Mr Fitcb, on behalf of tbe Socialist Group :
Mr Schyns, on bebalf of the Cbristian
Democratic Group (EPP); .lVr Croze, on
bebal.f of the Liberal and Dentocratic
Group ; .fuIr Osborn, on behal.f o.f tbe Erro-
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IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
Vicc-Prcsidcnt
(Tbc titting il'ds lp(ncd dt l0 a.n)
President. 
-The sitting is opened.
l. Approul o.f nrinttc.s
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comnrents ?
The nrinutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Dtci.tion oil ur{..n1),
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on
urgent procedure by the Council for seven proposals
for Regtrlations on fisheries (Docs. 2ll, 213, 174, 176,
217,220 and 224178).
I constrlt Parliament on the adoption of urgent proce-
durc.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
Since these documents share the same urgency and
deal with interrelated topics, I propose that they
should all be subject to a single vote.
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, chtirntdn o.f tbc Contntittcc on Agriul-
tur( 
- 
(DK) | recommend this House to agree to
urgent procedure in this instance, and I would point
out that the Committee on Agriculture met yesterday
and adopted all these reports. These proposals were
previously dealt with under Article 103, and Parlia-
nrent did not have to be consulted, but it has now
been arranged with the Council that we should be
constrlted under Article 4.1, and I feel that Parliament
should take this opportunity of ensuring rhat we are
in futurc hcard on fishery nratters. I therefore strongly
recommend Parliament to adopt urgent procedure,
and would like to suggest to the Bureau that we
inch.rdc it on Friday's agenda with the other fishery
questions, so that we debate them all at the same time
and thus avoid wasting Parliament's time. I recom-
nrcrrcl that we decide on urgent procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Further to that, I would only suggest
that it be one joint debate on all fisheries proposals,
and given that we have taken the Pisoni report of
Tltursday's agerrda, could I draw the attention of the
Bureau to the possibrlity of adding this to Thursday's
agencla, whiclr now looks rather thinner than it did at
the bcginnrng of tlre week.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klcpsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) This is just orlc point I slrould
like to raise in vicw of thc fact that wc slrall havc to
dccidc whcn to hold the debatc by urgcnt proccrlurc
on thcse topics. If our votc rs to bc of any intcrcst to
thc Sunrnrit we nrust hold thc dcbatc today, at thc cncl
of the sittrng, otherwise the Sumnrit will bc ovcr.
However, if this is regarded as inappropriatc 
- 
I
accept thc Conrmittce orr Agrictrlturc's rccontntenda-
tion 
- 
I shall bc happy to vote for thc proposal tlrat
it be held in placc of thc Lrogier and Pisoni reports.
President, 
- 
I put thc rcqucst for urgcnt proccdure
to the vote.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
I now consult Parliament on the insertion of these
proposals in the agenda.
Mr Klepsch proposes that they shotrld be taken this
evening.
On the other hand it has been suggested that they
should be taken in a joint debate with the Hughes
report (Doc. 206/78) on a regulation establishing
Community fishing plans, whicl.r is the last ircm on
the agenda for the sitting of Thursday, 5 July.
In view of the fact that today's agenda is very crowded,
the latter proposal seems to me nlore conducive to the
good organization of our work.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I agree. I have just
looked into the matter. It is not, in fact, necessary to
deal with this report today. I therefore agree that we
should deal with it tomorrow in place oi the Pisorri
and Liogier reports, and withdraw my orrgrnal prop-
osal.
President. 
- 
I propose that this item bc irrserted for
joint debate with the Hughes report (Doc. 206178) on
the agenda of Thursday, 5 July.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
3. A!!rnl,r
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins on a point of
order.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
It would be better if the
chairman of the Committee on Agriculture
Committee reported the conclusions of our
committce ycsterday, arrd I thrnk it is important that
the Liogier report should nor be removed from the
agenda because it is technical. I would have thotrght
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that what wc arc trying to do is to put rn the fishing
dcbates, arrd wc could casily do it tomorrow, while
kccping in tlre Liogicr report as wcll, which was
passecl unaninrously by the Comnrittee on Agriculturc
ycstcrday. Howcvcr I think the chairnrarr of the
Conrnrittcc on Agriculturc would be ablc to underline
lt nrorc clcarly tltan I can.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I apologize for
omitting to rcmind Parliament of the Liogier report,
which the Con'rmittee on Agriculture unanimously
adopted yesterday, and would point out that there are
no politicaI problems in this report. It is a purely tech-
nical nratter, being an amendment of Article 5 of the
wirre regulation, without which there would be a legal
vacuunr from Septenrber onwards. The Italian
menrbers of the committee unanimously endorsed the
Liogier report in its present form. I would therefore
recomnrend this House to deal with the Liogier report
this wcek. It is quite important, as well as being non-
political.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President. On Monday I
moved that this report should be removed from the
agenda, as the definitive text was not yet available.
This motion was adopted. The Committee on Agricul-
ture now wishes to put it back on the agenda. I think,
Mr President, that the only thing to do is to vote
tomorrow morning by urgent procedure on this
motion by the Committee on Agriculture 
- 
for
which I will in fact vote 
- 
but we should decide
today that, if the motion for a debate by urgent proce-
dure is adopted this report will be debated as origi-
nally planned.
President. 
- 
It is therefore proposed to reinsert the
Liogier rcport on wine in the agenda.
On Monday Parliament decided to refer back this
report. As he has iust said himself, this request was
supported by Mr Klepsch and by Mr Hughcs.
It was referred back to the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Af fairs, which had not given its
opinion. It was also agreed to consider it at the
September part-session. On the other hand, Mr Pisoni
is not prcsent. We are all aware of the problems facing
our Italian collcagucs today.
In these circumstances, and bearing in mind the diffi-
culties which have already arisen in the past in the
course of the examination of this question, would it
not be prcferable to adhere to the decision whrch Parli-
ament took on Monday ?
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, this has nothing
to do with the Pisonr report. It is quite true to say that
the Pisoni report should not be on the agenda. \Wc arc
only talking about the Liogier report, whiclt does rtot
have to be referred to the Conrnrttcc on Ecotronric
and Monetary Affairs or any other contnrittee. TIte
only comnrittee dealing with this report is thc
Committee on Agriculture, and tl.re ntatter is purely
technical. The re were l6 of us at tlre nrectirtg of thc
committee yesterday, and Mr Pisoni has no objectron
to the technical report which wc ate now strbnrittirtg.
I therefore again reconrnrend that we deal with this
Liogier report this wcck.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
If you look at thc record of the
discussion on Monday, I did point out tl.re possibitity
that there might be a small legal gap that had to bc
filled in with a different Liogier report. This is what
was decided in the Conrmittec on Agriculttrrc' last
night. It is making absolutely legally watertight certain
positions under Article 6 of the basic regulation. It is
totally uncontroversial. It would in fact be withotrt
debate if it were put on the agenda of this Hotrse, and
I believe since the matter was raised when it was origi-
nally withdrawn on Monday evening the House
should have no difficulty in supporting Mr Klepsch's
idea that it be put on for urgent vote tomorrow
morning.
President. 
- 
I note that the consideration of the
Liogier report no longer poses any problem and that
there is no link between this report and that of Mr
Pisoni.
I propose that it be reinserted, without debate, in the
agenda for Thursday, 6 July, as the last item.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
4. Ilt:;olutionr Ptr.vtdttt ttt llnlc 47 (5)
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on the
request for an immediate vote on the motiou for a
resolution (Doc. 218178) tabled by Mr Hanscn and
others, pursuant to Rule a7 $) of the Rules of Proce-
dure, at the conclusion of the debate on relations
between Turkey and the European Community.
I put the request for an immediate vote to the vote.
The vote will take place this afternoon at 3.4.5 p.nl.
The next item is the decision on the request for an
immediate vote on the motion for a resolutron (Doc.
223178) tablcd pursuant to Rule a7 $) of the Rules of
Procedure, at the conclusion of the debate on the reali-
zation of the customs union and the internal markct
(Doc..223178).
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I put the rcquest for an immediate vote to the vote.
Thc votc will take place this afternoon at 
-).4.i p.nr.
5. lltory,rnizdtion o.f tbc sbipbtiltltnsl indtttttl,
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
interin.r report (Doc. 182/78) drawn up by Mr Prescott,
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on the reorganization of the Community's
shipbuilding industry.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott, rdppot'tcur. 
- 
Mr President, I have
tried to embody a number of very complex and diffi-
cult ideas in this report on the shipbuilding industry.
Perhaps I could draw the attention of the House to
the fact that the report they have before them is to
some extent complementary to another report in my
name adopted by Parliament over twelve months ago
and dealing with the problems of shipping. In that
report I drew the conclusion, which lies at the base of
the analysis in this report, that in order to deal with
the crisis in shipbuilding one has to take into accounr
the problems in shipping and then again the
problems in trade. So any solution in this particular
field is depenrlent on shipping policy and also on
trade policy. I am not going to spend any time deve-
loping that argument. I have done that before to Parli-
anrcnt and it is embodied in a report that is available
to Members.
I intend to use the limited time available to me to
address attention to the problems we face in the ship-
building yards, the possibilities of solutions and
indeed the Commission's proposals that havc been
put before us for consideration. These problems arise
dircctly out of the collapse of the demand for ship-
building in the next four or five years, that is the
nrore immediate future. It reflects the boom in world
trade in thc 60s and 70s which increased orders for
ships by about 500/o. So there was a tremendous
demand for ships and shipbuilding capacity all over
thc world. At the peak of that demand, in 197.5, the
Commrrnity had approximately 25o/o of world orders.
TIrc collapse of world trade for the many reasons that
wc havc dcbated on occasions here in the past, not
tuncorrncctcd with the proble m of oil prices and
crrergy polrcics caused an over-supply of tankers that
arc lrow lard up and not carrying cargoes as previously
intended. This has lcd to a fall in orders from a peak
in 197.5 of approximately 19..5 million gross register
tonncs to an cstimated dcmand of I l.U million
conrpcnsated gross rcgistcr tonnes in l9ti0. I am not
gorng into tltc tcchrrical differences between compen-
satcd gross rcsgistcr tonnes and gross register tonnes.
That irr itsclf can be quite confusing, but it is
cxplarncd in tlrc rcport for people who are interested
to look ior it.
I think the point that Parliamenr has ro bear in mind
is that it is cstrntatcd that the dcmand for world ship-
building is going to fall by l9tl0 by betwcen approxi-
mately 4.5 and .50%. It will of course havc consider-
able effects if that kind of cutback has to takc place in
the Community shipyards. I refcr Mcnrbers to various
tables in the report, particularly on pages .ltl arrd .19,
which show the distributiorr of ordcrs both in tonnage
and in proportion anrong the Conrntunity yards. You
will note from those tablcs that the expansron in ship-
building from 1970 through to 1977 was rrot ncccs-
sarily experienced in the same way in cach yard. For
exanrple, Britain increased rts share of shipbuilcling in
tonrrage very little and corrsequently experienced a fall
in its share of the ordcrs, but other countries had
considerable increases in their shipbuilding produc-
tion. This information rs agaut available in thc rcport.
So the Conrmunity cxpericnced an cxparrsion rn its
shipbuilding capacity with varying dcgrccs in each
country, as outlined in the report.
I think the point that one wants to ntakc particularly
about this crisis we now face is tlte fact that thc
Commission has now analysed the problcnr and lras
prepared a nunrber of proposals. I do rrot think the
Commissiorr would wish to clainr tlrat it was a plan. It
is an analysis that is very uscful becausc it is a Euro-
pean analysis of arr intcrnational problcnt to which
there has to be an international solution. Arrd to that
extcnt, the Commission's call for the sctting up of
another committee of expcrts is very wclconre, iI wc
are to find a proper solution. But I ant afraid wc are
not too happy at the fact that thc comnrittcc is to be
composed nrainly of civil se rvants, l'lot the tradc
unions, nor industry, nor indccd, I assunrc, this Parlia-
ment. If we ask the unions ancl indtrstry to agrcc on
tripartite discussions about nrattcrs corrccrnirrg inila-
tion, surely they are entitled to be on contntittccs that
will make decisions about their jobs and conscqucn-
tial cffects in the various countrics of the Conrnrunity.
And that point is nrade in thc rcport.
The Conrnrission indicatcs that if thcrc wcre to bc a
cut-back of betwecn 40 and 500/o, tlrcn the figure for
the Conrnrunity sharc woulcl bc 2.4 nrillion cgrt,
which would nrean approxinratcly a 46tt/o cutback irl
our shipbuilding production in thc Conrnrtrnity. But I
would draw Mcmbcrs' attclltion to tltc tcchnicaI point
of compcnsatcd torrrragc as opposed to gross rcgistcr
tonnagc, which rs thc nornral way oI rncasuring slrips.
Comperrsatccl tonnage allows you to takc into account
thc more conrplicatccl typc- of vesscl which involvcs
nrore man-horlrs than tltc rathcr sinrplc tcchnology
irrvolvcd in producing a tankcr. TIre rcasorr I makc
that point is that if you look only at the tonnagc
cutback and take thc normal tonnage rathcr tharr the
compensated figure, thc cutback corrld bc equivalcnt
to a 71lo/o drop rn production.
I think Mcmbcrs hcrc should rcally be awarc of thc
econonric conscqucllccs irr an rrrdustry which Iras
already lost htrndrcds of thotrsarrds of jobs in thc last
fcw years and is cstablishcd in rcgions of lrigh urrcnr-
ploymcnt, whcrc wholc conrnrunitics arc clcpcndcnt
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on it. I refer you to the opinions by the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport,
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education and the Committee on Budgets, which
comment very powerfully and critically on the propo-
sals from the Commissio,r, though I think some of
our criticisnr may be because we tend to think that
thc Comn'rission's proposals are a plan. At best they
are an analysis, with an indication of the
consequences for the Community if we cut back
equally with other shipbuilding countries in the
world. Quite frankly, to accept this argument would
be of considerable consequence in our regions of
higher unemployment, in areas where alternative
enrployment is certainly not readily available. The
question is whether the target of 2.4 million cgrt
should be the figure that the Community should
accept. It is a reduction in the share of world markets
fronr 2.50/o to approximately 20o/o, which is what has
been happening in the last year or so. But I have
consulted most of the industry and the unions
involved and they are suspicious of the figure. Admit-
tedly, the figure was based on the industry's own esti-
mates 12 or 18 months ago, but this is a notoriously
difficult industry in which to estimate what is going to
happen in the next few years. It is dependent upon oil
prices, upon the growth in world trade, and it is
dependent upon the accumulated amount of growth
in each one of our countries. Therefore it is an
extremely difficult estimate to make. Therefore the
first point we should make is that this indication of
the demand in the industry is questioned by those
who work in it.
The second point we would make, is that it is not
possible to accept 
- 
and I refer you to page 23 of. my
report 
- 
that the developing countries who have ship-
building capacity can produce the simple ships and
wc will produce the liquid gas carriers, the container
ships, the more complicated vessels. There is not suffi-
cient tonnage in that to provide the kind of demand
our yards would require even with some form of reduc-
tion. Secondly, the Third Vorld countries such as
Korea, Taiwan and those countries which are deve-
loping their shipbuilding capacity already have the
technology and the skill to build those type of vessels
also.
Thirdly, as is said in our resolution, there is some
doubt 
- 
and I believe that it is stronger than that
myself 
- 
that an international agreement will be
achieved. Indeed, even if you get an agreement
through the OECD, it is only with countries like
Japan, not Korea and Taiwan and those countries
which are growing in their shipbuilding capacity and
are already undermining the price structure that Japan
offers. Do bear in mind that prices of Japanese ships
are 30 to 4070 cheaper than those from our most effi-
cient yards in the Community and there are a number
of reasons for that as indicated in the report. And
therefore , I must reject the argument that is put
forward I think by the Commission, that if we go
through a process of bloodletting and get capactty
down to match the demand, the price mechanisnt will
begin to return to a normal situation and we will have
equilibrium in the shipbuilding nrarket and everybody
can continue. I think that is against all the eviclence,
primarily because many States around the world,
whether Korea, Japan or in the Community, are not
prepared to face the political consequences of a
collapse of their shipbuilding industry. They have put
massive investment into the industry and therefore
will take political action to protect that. That means
the maintenance of a high level of State subsidies,
whether they are intervention funds as in Britain, or
some other form of subsidies. The subsidies are
designed to offset the price differential between what
it costs to produce a ship in Europe as opposed to
what the shipowner says he can buy in another part of
the world. I do not personally like that idea : it is a
wasteful use of public money which I could use, for
much more effective purposes, and I would prefer to
find other ways of solving that problem.
But I would refer Members to the section orl wage
differentials because it is often argued that if we
increased our technology and efficiency, we would be
able to compete. But even where that technology alrd
efficiency is equal, please look at the differential in
the cost structure: I refer you to page 33 where you
can clearly see that for the German shipbuilder in arr
efficient yard, adding his wage costs to the social wage
- 
as we in Britain call the social contribution l.re
makes 
- 
the cost per man hour is almost twice that
of the Japanese shipbuilder. Now, even if you get all
your efficiency arguments right, there is no way that
you will be able to compete in that situation. That is
the reality that must be considered by those who
would argue that the price mechanism can detern'rine
the future of a shipbuilding industry. Therefore I want
to question seriously 
- 
although it is not necessarily
the view of the committee 
- 
that I do not believe
that the price mechanism itself can determinc or solve
the problems in shipbuildirrg and, if you lcave it
solely to that, then you will have a very nruch more
reduced shipbuilding production than is crrvisagcd in
this particular proposal. Secondly, I believe it is treces-
sary that the Community should havc a shipbrrilding
industry. Thirdly, I do not believe that you cart gct arr
international agreement orr it. Even if yotr gc't agrcc-
ment with Japan, you cannot guarantcc that yotr will
do so with Korea, Taiwan, Brazil 
- 
all thcsc Irew
countries that are incltrding shipbuilding capacrty irr
their own growth progranrmes. Thercfore, it is also
essential, in nry bclicf, that wc reorganizc otrr indtrstry.
I am not arguing that therc will not be sonrc cr.rtbacks
and reorganization and closurc of sonrc yards. That, I
think, is arr inevitablc conscqucrrcc, artd wc nttlst say
that. But I wish to stress thc point powcrftrlly nradc by
the Comnrittee on Budgcts that, if yotr rcorgarlize this
indtrstry, 6(10/o of. the capital rrrtrst cot.l'lc ftorrr the
indr.rstry itself, and it will rrot raisc tltat sort of capital
unlcss it can be assttrecl thitt orclcrs will bc fotrrrd for
it.
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Now, admittedly and I finish on this point, Mr Presi-
dent if you believe that the price mechanism cannot
solve the problem and that international agreement
will not be achieved, then you begin to understand
why all the States in the Community are operating
some form of subsidy system to protect their yards.
Therefore I think that the committee being set up by
the Commission, suitably increased in its representa-
tion as mentioned should urgently look at the various
ideas in these reports and get away from the belief
that somehow you can determine the situation by a
voluntary agreement internationally. Look at the
'scrap and build' ideas suggested by the industry.
Indced, the Commission has proposed a number of
these themselves which have increased demand for
the yards. But I have to put it to you, that they will
only be palliatives : they cannot solve the problem.
This problem will have to be solved through exer-
cising a Community preference. If you pay 30Yo or
400/o more for French tomatoes, or whatever it is, that
is the same principle, and we apply it, too, to main-
tain employment and the standard of living we are
applying it on textiles and steel. So, it is not a new
principle one is arguing for here. At the moment all
govcrnn'lents are pressurizing their owners to order in
their own yards, so much so that last year 7070 of the
orders went into Community yards. Therefore, I think
there are more profitable ways of getting the owners
to order in our yards. Admittedly you face the ques-
tion : why should they pay more ? It is the same for a
motor-car manufacturer who is paving 5olo more for
his steel. But, you know, one of the differences in the
case of the shipowner is that he is asking the Commis-
sion to support him against unfair competition fronr
Comecon. The argument he uses against Comecon
ship operations is exactly the same argument that the
Community shipbuilders use against Third \florld and
Japancse shipbuilders.
I am not arguing for total protection; I do not think
that is the solution. But I am arguing that you have to
have a fair price system, and a fair price does not
necessarily mean a world price. That is exactly the
argument about agriculture and food. If we are to
solve it, if we are to offer an opportuniry for the Third
Vorld to devclop their shipbuilding industry, if we
are to convince our people that we have solutions to
the problems of unemployment, to the problems of
structural development in our shipbuilding industry,
to offer it some confidence in future, we will have to
try and find a solution that combines a number of
these factors which I have mentioned. I hope that in
the debate I may hear the response from some of the
Members involved and then have an opportunity to
reply and answer some of the amendments that have
been put down. Really, the question for this Parlia-
ment and indeed for the Commission, if the work of
the European institutions is in any way to be relevant,
is how to approach such problems realistically, and in
this industry this will require us to change some of
the ideas that have dominated political and economic
thinking in the Community in the past.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to give the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Lord Bessborough, dra.ftrnran o.f un opinion. 
- 
Mr
President, I am most grateful to Mr Prescott for his
very useful and thorough report. ruflhen I was askecl by
the Committee on Budgets to draw up an opinion on
this major new Community initiative, I decided it
would be helpful to repeat the procedure of
consulting as wide a range as possible of interested
parties in the different Member States, and I wrote to
some 40 shipbuilding firms and groups of firms. I
received some interesting replies which are annexed
to my opinion, which starts on page 41. For the most
part, these replies underline my own reservations
which were supported by the Committee on Budgets
when it adopted my drafr: ''
The Committee was primarily concerned with the
financial consequences of the proposal. Expenditure
will arise in three ways. The Commission estimates
that 900 million EUC will be required to cover invest-
ment for rationalizing and modernizing equipnrent,
production techniques and management methods.
Some 3 000 million EUC will be necessary to compen-
sate for the expected 60 000 redundancies through
new iob creation. A further 750 million EUC will be
necessary io compensate for the 30 000 jobs lost in
the ancillary industries. For a five-year programme,
this would amount, as will be seerr, to something of
the order of 4 550 million EUC, or approximately
I 000 million units of account a year.
This is a massive sum, and therefore the Committee
on Budgets has been extremely cautious in its
approach. rVe have repeatedly asked the Commission
for more financial information 
- 
I have been in
correspondence with the Commissioner for the
Budget on this point 
- 
and for full justification of
the new figures it puts forward tentatively. But so far
the Commission has not been able to give me any
further substantial information. It has not been
explained how the Commission arrives at the total
number of jobs to be lost. There seems to be some
confusion, also, as to the unit cost of job creation.
Vhy for example, for a job lost in the shipyard,
should a new job cost 50 000 EUC, and for a job lost
in an ancillary industry, only 25 000 EUC ? I am not
clear about that. Although the Commission did
provide some written replies to questions which I and
other members of the Committee have posed, I am
afraid we did not find these replies advanced us much
further. Beyond the question of the overall financing
of the policy, we are particularly concerned at the
amount that might be charged to the Community
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budget. As far as the breakdown between national
government, Community and industry is concerned,
no further details have been supplied. In its communi-
cation, the Commission estimated that national
governments would contribute up to I 750 million
EUC which would be calculated on the basis of the
financial contribution already made by public authori-
ties. For the rest, a contribution of up to 2 900 million
EUC would be expected from the shipbuilding
companies. But the Community is expected to help
industry make up the sum.
Nowhere is it stated what the actual charge for the
Community annual budget as such would be. Certain
existing financing instruments will be called upon,
such as the Regional Fund and the Social Fund, as
well as Article 375, which was created during the last
budgetary procedure and which is designed to
provided some economic aid to industries in distress.
But the amounts available in these different budgetary
items are limited, usually as a result of a fairly restric-
tive attitude by the Council, and it is difficult to see
how they could be expanded significantly to cope
with the extra task arising specifically from this prop-
osal. The Commission currently envisages that the
industry itself should be asked to participate fully in
the financial cost of restructuring. However, the firms
already face a very difficult liquidity position. In the
view of nearly all the respondents, the firms would
find it absolutely impossible to undertake consider-
able outlays in new investment. The Commission also
contemplates recourse to the capital market, financing
industrial restructuring through loans. Now Mr
Spinelli has already reported to this House on the new
lending facility, but we must remember that this
facility is designed to cover a variety of policies and
not iust one industry. Only a relatively small propor-
tion could be expected for shipbuilding. I think some
of us would be reluctant to consider yet another kind
of loan to finance this aid. Loans in themselves are
not 
- 
I am sure Mr Prescott agrees with this 
- 
a
magic solution. They are simply a way of deferring,
but not avoiding, current Community expenditure.
Therefore, the Commission has not answered the
basic question : how would it find the money to
finance this vast undertaking ?
But our reservations about the Commission's proposal,
I am afraid, Mr President, go deeper than that. In the
view of the Committee on Budgets, whilst there is
agreement upon the Commission's analysis, its
approach for the future seems somewhat superficial.
One element which particularly concerned me was
that the Commission had not taken into account the
differing situations within our Member States. The
crisis in shipbuilding is not an entirely new pheno-
menon. In the United Kingdom, for example, we have
iust passed a Shipbuilding Redundancy Payments Act
which affects very closely the relevance of the
Commission's proposals in this respect, and which
does not seem to have been taken into account by the
Commission. Furthermore, the Government set up
last year a Shipbuilding Intervention Fund, again not
mentioned by the Commission. I fear, therefore, that
this policy document brought out by the Commission
is largely being overtaken by events. The Commission
seeks an overall planned contraction in the industry,
but the target laid down of 2.4 million compensated
gross register tonnes is not accepted as realistic by the
shipbuilders themselves, as will be seen from the
letters annexed to my opinion. Nor does the present
state of international negotiations seem likely to lead
to an agreed worldwide planned and reduced level of
activity.
The Commission has only outlined one approach. In
the view of the Committee on Budgets, in this prelimi-
nary document the Commission should have
presented us with a range of choices. \flith these
different policy options full financial estimates should
have been provided, and I think it is particularly
regrettable 
- 
I am sorry to be so harsh on the
Commission here, but I am afraid that this is another
point I must emphasize 
- 
that the Commission has
not provided any breakdown within the overall sums
mentioned, neither distinguishing between capital and
current outlays for the Community budget, nor
between national and Community expenditures. The
Committee on Budgets believes that the finance
currently available for regional and social policy
within the Community is not sufficient, and therefore
we would be extremely reluctant to see parts of
existing funds deflected from social priorities into new
fields of Community activity, thus spreading insuffi-
cient resources even more thinly. The many problems
facing the industry are clearly of a social and regional
character as well as of an economic one, but the ques-
tion is, should the Community assume , financial
responsibility for this crisis ? I ask this question,
because certain members of the Committee on
Budgets have expressed their concern that the
Commission 
- 
and this is a general point 
- 
is too
willing to take on vast responsibilities in different
sectors undergoing major crisis. If the Community's
responsibility was accepted, it would involve massive
financial commitment far beyond the limits of our
own resources as currently defined. Therefore, despite
the urgency, I welcome the fact that, Mr Prescott, the
rapporteur of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, is only presenting an interim report,
because I do not think that the Commission's present
proposals provided a reasonable basis on which Parlia-
ment could give its last word. I am grateful, as I say, to
Mr Prescott for agreeing to certain points made by the
Committee on Budgets in its opinion. In particular, in
paragraph 15 his committee regrets, as we do, that no
reference has been made to the national redundancy
schemes I have mentioned. Paragraph l6 reiterates
our point concerning the lack of financial informa-
tion. In paragraph 17, his committee shares our
concern about the lack of funds available for existing
policy instruments and the danger of stretching them
too faf. Most importantly, and finally, in paragraph l9
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he asks the Commission to submit new proposals
accompanied by realistic financial estimates. That is
good. That is for us the key point, and I welcome the
unanimity of view between our two committees on
the approach to this vitally important question. The
Commission should persevere with the elaboration of
its proposals and come back to Parliament and its
committees with hard information.
I am sorry, Mr President, to have given you a some-
what long opinion but this is an extremely important
matter, and, as you yourself know better than anyone
else, except perhaps Mr Lange, the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets is mandatory.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele to give the
opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education.
Mr Vandewiele, dra.ft-tnt.tn o.f an opinion. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education devoted two meetings to
the consideration of the Commission's communica-
tion and the remarkable report drawn up by Mr Pres-
cott.
Vith regard to Lord Bessborough's remarks, I should
like to say first of all that this is a communication
from the Commission and we have treated it accord-
ingly. Ve recognize that the Commission has made a
considerable effort but we nevertheless feel that a lot
more figures need to be added. But, in general, we are
extremely impressed by the quality of this summary
rePort.
Our Committee has naturally given attention to the
social aspects of the problem. Some figures from our
rapporteur give a clear picture of the threat to employ-
ment in the shipbuilding sector. In the years 1974175
annual production stood at around 33 million gross
registered tonnes but has since fallen to 13 million. In
addition, the Communities share of the world
mcrchant fleet dropped from over 25 o/o to approxi-
matcly 20 o/o n 1976. The consequences of this at
national lcvel were an end to overtime, a reduction in
working hours and lay-offs of workers. A remedy has
been sought in aid measures of various kinds which
some fcel will have to be maintained in years to come
if not indecd strengthened. Everything points to a
continuing drop in orders until some time in the
l9tl0s.
Mr President, here I should like to interrupt my expo-
sition of the subject and speak on some of the
remarks which have just been made. I think that Mr
Davignon also senses that a controversy is in the
making. In the Commission report I read that 'the
health of the Community's shipping industry in world
markets, and of the trade it carries, require that our
shipowners must be free to order their vessels
wherever the terms appear to them to be the nrost
advantageous'. But this is followed by the phrase :
'once the Commtrnity's shipyards are again conrpeti-
tive'. Mr Prescott has spoken on this point and has
himself submitted an amendment on it. He refers to a
resolution of l0 February 1977 whrch the European
Parliament asks for 'an investigation of the possibility
and desirability of exercising 'Community prefercnce'
by requiring Community ship owners to purchase a
certain proportion of their ships in Conrnrunity
shipyards'. You see, Mr Prescott, I am a good listcner,
but I should also like to lrear the Conrnrissiorr's
answer since various members of the House will prob-
ably wish to take issue with you. It is an cxtrr'mely
difficult problem. To what extent carl we, for a c('rtain
time, because of the employn'rent situation, defcnd,
maintain or dismantle as soon as possible fornrs of 
-I have to say it 
- 
protectionism. I shall not go into
detail on this point as my task here is to speak orl
behalf of the Comnrittee on Social Affairs, Enrploy-
ment and Education.
At international level a solution was sought in an
agreement between OECD countries on a reduction
of production capacity and the application of the prin-
ciple of fair competition.
The Community has issued directives to coordinate
aid to the shipbuilding industry. The European
Regional Fund has injected investmerrt into areas with
a high concentration of shipbuilding and informs us
that this has created or preserved over 
-10 000 jobs. On
the other hand, Mr Davignon, the Social Fund has
played a very modest role in this sector and I hope
that the Commission will be able to justify this in its
answer and that we shall nrakc rrrraninrous endeavours
to strengthcn action by thc Social Fund.
Against this background, the Conrnrission is now
proposing to reorganize the Conrnrunity's yards in
order to maintain our conlpetitiveness in the worlcl
market. It is not possiblc for us to nraintain the
present level of cmployment amounting to 16.5000
jobs. The number of workers within the yards who
would be affected by reorganization is cstinratcd at
approximately 7.5 000 arrd, whcn you count in a
number of other groups, Mr Davignon is talking about
the dismissal of almost 90 000 workers. This presents
us with an enornrous social problem of wl.rich I, as a
Belgian, still have vivid memories. When we closed
the coal-mines in Vallonia and somc in Limburg as
well, there was serious social unrest in llelgium. At
that moment thousands of peoplc were at their wits'
end. Ve cannot avoid a double rcsponsibility : firstly
to restore competitivcr-ress by structuring and restruc-
turing, but seconclly wc must not loosc sight of thc
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social dimensron. Clearly economic intervention is
not sufficient to maintain social peace in the Commu-
nity. The consequences of the proposals which we
discussed today will be felt in a large number of coun-
tries. Reorganization of this type therefore demands,
in acldition to the proposed coordinated aid measures,
appropriations, intervention by the European Invest-
nrent Bank and Community loans and of course a
cohesive package of measures in the social sector.
Since the resources available to the Social Fund at
prL'sent are far too modest to provide an effective solu-
tion to these social problems, completely different
resources will also have to be brought into play.
The Commission is therefore requesting the Council
to adopt resolutions requiring that production capaci-
ties for new ships be fixed with reference to the
market situation. The resulting unemployment in this
sector nrust be taken up, where possible, by creating
new jobs and a series of supplementary social
measures. However, it says nothing about the chances
of creating new en.rployment particularly in these
threatened sectors and here I am thinking particularly
of the United Kingdonr and certain other countries. It
is a pious hope.
On 2 March 1978 a Tripartite Conference was held
between the Commission, employers and European
metalworkers' trade unions. Mr Davignon explained to
them that implementation of the Commission's
scheme would entail the loss of at least 90 000 jobs.
Vice-President Vredeling spoke about the social
aspects of the plan at this conference and announced
that the Commission was considering solving the
social and employment problems through the coordi-
nated application of all available means : the Social
Fund, the Regional Fund, Investment Bank loans, the
use of a proportion of the appropriations for industries
undergoing conversion and 
- 
and this is important
- 
application, by analogy, of Article 55 of the ECSC
treaty to facilitate the financing of programmes to
create new opportunities.
The workers' representatives stated before the Confer-
ence that they found the Commission's prognostica-
tions rather pessimistic. Yes but they cannot deny that
we are faced with a real problem and I therefore 
.ioin
with Mr Prescott in saying : let's bring in the worker
representatives together with the employers into
further discussions'.
There is a lot to be gained as far as the social climate
surrounding this difficult restructuring is concerned.
rWe have a duty to ourselves to initiate this dialogue.
The Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education has formulated a number of conclusions for
the attention of the Commission. \7e thank the
rapporteur for the importance he has attached to these
proposals 
- 
I am referring here to paragraphs l0 to
l4 of his resolution.
'We welcome very much the fact that the Commis-
sion, in its communication, has devoted much atten-
tion to the social aspects and employment but we
regret that the Commission's only response to the
major challenge presented by the catastrophic effects
on employment is to put forward general proposals
for the retraining and redeployment of workers. It
does not however say where these workers should go.
'We expect the Commission to begin immediately
drawing up more concrete and effective proposals
since the resources of the European Social Fund are
too limited to deal with problems of this size. lWe do
not consider the proposed alternatives for the creation
of jobs to be particularly realistic since the yards are
mainly situated in the disadvantaged regions of the
Community where there is already a high level of
unemployment.
\U7e believe better statistical material is needed. Lord
Bessborough has also referred to this, although from a
different angle. '!7e must, for example, have more
information about the age distribution and the qualifi-
cations of those affected and the real opportunities for
early retirement and retraining.
Following the statement by Mr Vredeling at the Tripar-
tite Conference, our committee proposes that consider-
ation should be given to the possibility of concluding
readaptation agreements together with the national
authorities of the Member States for workers in the
shipbuilding industry by analogy with the provisions
of the ECSC treaty. This would make possible ialrr
alia:
- 
the payment of tideover allowances so that unem-
ployed workers could retain their full wage while
waiting for a job ;
- 
the payment of allowances to compensate workers for
loss of wages, to cover removal expenses, training and
retraining costs and to facilitate early retirement.
The Community is now confronted with incredibly
difficult structural problems in the shipbuilding sector
- 
and we shall shortly be talking in similar terms
about steel. Only a united Community approach can
secure a responsible and durable solution to these
problems. And when I was listening to Lord Bessbor-
ough just now I asked myself : 'where would we be if
the Community did not exist ?'. The various Member
States would have their knives drawn against each
other and the people would be set against each other.
It is therefore my sincere hope, Mr President, that this
debate and the clarifications to be giver.r by Mr
Davignon and Mr Vredeling will help to calm the situ-
ation and that we shall be able to approach this diffi-
cult restructuring with optinrisnr.
(Apl)ld ilr()
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patiin to spcak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
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Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
begin by thnaking Mr Prescott for once again submit-
ting on behalf of the Committee of Economic and
Monetary Affairs an interim report on the ship-
building industry. In view of the size of this interim
report, I shudder at the thought of the size which the
final report is likely to have. I hope that it will
contain some more definitive proposals from the
rapporteur. But his work in this field is, as always,
extremely 8ood.
My group considers that the shipbuilding industry and
the steel sector as well are of the highest importance.
Firstly, shipbuilding is one of the activities which we
are good at in Europe. It is a trade which we know.
Secondly there is the question of employment. Mr
Vandewiele has already given a full account on behalf
of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education of the implications of the disaster which is
threatening the people working in the shipbuilding
industry and the supply industry. More than 155000
fobs are at stake.
There is another factor too. It is not a sector found
throughout Europe. It is a very concentrated sector
established in the river estuaries of European coun-
tries, the mouths of the Clyde, the \tr7eser, the Rhine,
the Maas and the Loire. Shipbuilding in all the
Member States is concentrated in certain areas with
the result that the situation in the shipbuilding
industry is a social problem of the first order because
of such great regional concentration which means that
unemployment in certain areas will rise very sharply.
Mr Vandewiele referred to the question of mine
closures. We have that problem in my country too. I
think that, in a country such as the United Kingdom,
they also know what it means for the core to be taken
out of unemployment in a particular area. The report
is full of analyses of the situation in the world market
which of course is dependent on the state of world
trade as such and general economic development. I
shall not go into this as I do not have the time. In any
case, all of this is fully described in the interim report.
Running through the whole of Mr Prescott's report 
-and the Commissioner will presumably agree with
this 
- 
is the question of forecasts. !(e can make fine
analyses of the situation but of course the real ques-
tion is what the forecasts are, what we can expect over
the next ten years. How much can we in Europe keep
up ? \What is our target figure ? What are our basic
assumPtions ?
My group agrees with Mr Prescott in asking the
Commission not to start out immediately with that
limited target figure, since we are not at all sure
whether it is one which can solve the shipbuilding
problem since it is not a world target figure but a
target figure for the Community. \Ufle have no idea
whether Japan and the rest of the world will agree
with this order of magnitude. You do not know
whether the cuts in capacity in the industry, which we
make, will not be taken up by others, so that a shift in
employment will take place to countries outsidc the
Community without the primary problem be ing
tackled. S7e therefore share the objections which the
rapporteur sets out in paragraph .5 of the motion for a
resolution against the division of world production
into three equal shares which this target figure
implies. I think this must be realized now.
Then there is maritime policy. With this I immedi-
ately come to protectionism, one of the central points
in this report which is continually cropping up and
on the subject of which we have submitted a number
of amendments. It would of course be wonderful if
owners could order ships from places where they can
get them as cheaply as possible. But it is of course
mad, if you think about it for a moment, that the
Commission or the Social Fund should keep yards
open with large sums of money whilst the owner who
lives next door to the yard orders his ships from
Korea or Japan. In itself there is no objection to him
ordering a good and inexpensive ship. However Mr
Prescott has pointed out the price differences. We
shall never be able to bridge the gap between them
and therefore the resolution calls for an integrated
maritime policy which involves the shipowners as
well. Shipowners who order a ship elsewhere and then
have it sail under a Liberian flag or some other cheap
flag and therefore outside the social legislation of the
EEC countries I I ask on behalf of my group for mari-
time policy to become an essential part of our ship-
building policy and for consultations to be held with
shipowners to see what can be done about it.
Is this creating a Community preference ? Yes,
perhaps it is. Perhaps it does mean saying to our
consumers: 'Buy EEC goods'. \We would be saying:
'Buy European ships'! Yes and what then ? I do not
mean to say that every ship which is ever put into
service by a European shipowner must always be built
here. But if you are going to put a great deal of money
into shipbuilding, must you not make the creation or
the preservation of employment one of the important
conditions for nraking that money available ? If this is
not done, many people, including those of my group,
will protest. The social aspect is one of the essential
factors which must be taken into consideration when
laying down the conditions for granting subsidies.
Thus a Community preference is also part of social
policy. I(e do not mean by this that no cuts will be
necessary. The rapporteur has already said that. Of
course cuts will take place. Ve agree with this, but
they must be structural cuts which enable us to come
out of the trough, working together with the shipown-
ers, the shipbuitding industry, the trade unions and
the Commission in order to achieve an integrated
policy.
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Of course there is no question of there being an
across-the-board reduction as the rapporteur rightly
said. A total cutback reducing the capacity of all yards
by 50-50% would be crazy. That would solve nothing.
That would knock all the yards out of business
because no one can work at half capacity. You have to
pick out the good ones and close the bad ones as
necessary. Since we have not yet got an integrated
policy, since we have not yet got a maritime plan, we
are not prepared to accept cutbacks in advance in the
way that figures here and there suggest.
Mr President, this is a very important point. The trade
unions are often in a situation like this one, in a
sector like the shipbuilding industry, where their
backs are against the wall. They are confronted with a
policy affecting them which requires them to tell the
people who are really affected that they are going to
lose their lobs. They are often the bringers of bad
news. If he is convinced that a situation is not tenable,
a trade union leader is capable of taking the responsi-
bility. But if this has to be the case, the trade uniou
organizations in Europe ought to be involved from the
beginning in all aspects of the reorganization plan for
the shipbuilding industry. You cannot demand that a
trade union leader say to people : 'You must leave
your jobs but I don't know why because I wasn't
involved in drawing up the policy'.
It is thus vital that consultations should take place on
a tripartite basis at European level when a European
plan is envisaged and at national level when a national
plan is envisaged. The trade unions must be involved
from the very first moment and all the figures
concerning all those affected must be put on the
table : the shipowners, the shipbuilders, everyone. Mr
Vandewiele has already said we want figures so that
we can ludge whether the measures suggested are
necessary. We cannot make this iudgment on the
basis of the figures available today.
I understand that the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs discussed the question whether the
resolution should be forwarded alone, or whether it
should be accompanied by the explanatory statement.
To me this is a discussion which is really unworthy of
Parliament. Over the past 25 years the report, the
explanatory statement has always been regarded as an
essential part of the total package presented by the
rapporteur. lVhen the rapporteur submits a motion for
a resolution on behalf of his committee, he is submit-
ting his explanatory statement on the same basis. It is
inconceivable that you can take out a couple of pages
from a thick document on the shipbuilding industry
and keep back the figures which it contains. That is
ctazy.
Last month we debated the Klepsch report and it was
said that the governments should do something on
the basis of the Klepsch proposals. Imagine what
would have happened if we had taken out the
Klepsch proposals ! They formed almost the whole
thing since there was nothing about them in the reso-
lution. Amendment No 3 by the Socialist group aims
to restore the situation which apparently went away in
committee. I hope that Parliament will see the sense
in thrs.
To sum up. First of all we must do what we want to
do with the shipbuilding industry quickly. Otherwise
we shall loose our competitive position in the world
and also to a Sreat extent reorganization plans are
being implemented nationally which cut across the
reorganizatron plans at European level. I am for
example thinking of my own country. There, enor-
mous cutbacks have been made in the shipbuilding
industry from 11o/o to 40/o. \(/e are going to have
yards closing too. One only has to think of the effects
on employment. This is the reason that speed is neces-
sary. A general policy must be drawn up. Mr Vande-
wiele has also urged this. Paragraph 3 of the resolution
explicitly asks for it.
Mr Vandewiele has also urged this. Paragraph 3 of the
resolution explicity asks for it.
Secondly, tripartite consultations are needed. That is
my second conclusion. It is of vital importance that
the trade union movement should be involved in the
measures that are taken at European level as well.
Thirdly, a maritime plan is important. Fourthly, talks
with other world producers are necessary.
Yesterday we were celebrating the fact that the date of
the European elections will be from 7 to 10 June
1978. Now today more than 200 000 iobs are at stake,
when you count in the supply industry. If, in the near
future, we do not come up with a plan to do some-
thing for these 200 000 people and their families and
give an example of the way in which the Community
reacts to catastrophes in certain sectors of industry, I
believe that people will stay away from the polls next
June and stay at home. They will say 'what good is a
Community to us which allows our iobs to be cut
back without doing anything to defend them ?'. \What
interest have we in this Community which allows our
industry to go to pot ? Assertions that we cannot do
anything about it, that we cannot bring the shipown-
ers or the Japanese around the table, have no effect on
people when they are going to the polls. \When you
have to go to the polls, you go therc because your job
is in danger and you want to know what the Commu-
nity can do about it. \i7ell, here we have the basis of a
plan, Mr Davignon is working hard at it and the
rapporteur has also done his bit. I hope Parliament
witt do the samc. This plan for the shipbuilding
industry must succeed, because if nothing comcs of it,
not only will the shipping industry go to the wall, but
we can also forget the European electiolts as being of
any value to the people.
(Applau.*)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Miiller-Hermann to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Miiller-Herrnann. 
- 
(D) Mr President. I should
like to begin by thanking Mr Prescott for analysing
the situation carefully. He is certainly aware that our
views on the consequences, and also perhaps on the
basic issues, differ greatly. I hope Mr Prescott will
forgive me when I say that I feel that the report is an
expression of resignation and that it is perhaps, too
coloured by the standpoint of his own country, where
productivity in the shipbuilding industry is low in
comparison with other Member States.
We all realize that the situation is difficult ; but it is
not hopeless. Fundamentally the problem is that, for a
variety of reasons the shipbuilding industry is passing
through a lean period, which has led to over-capacity
in tankers, merchant fleets and in the shipbuilding
industry. It is essential to adjust the shipbuilding to
demand and to ensure the long-term competitiveness
of Community shipyards. To say that we are passing
through a lean period, which could last three, four or
even five years but which for reasons which I shall
explain in a moment, will certainly come to an end
means that Community shipbuilding policy must
adopt a flexible approach to reducing over-capacity so
that, when the lean period is over, we do not find
ourselves suffering from under-capacity. The same
applies to protecting the lobs of highly qualified ship-
builders, engineers, technicians and workers.
No one wishes to minimize the social aspects of the
problem and I stress that we must work hand in hand
with workers organizations to bring about this adjust-
ment without causing undue hardship since the ship-
building industry is concentrated in certain regions of
the Community; that is the way things are.
I should like, on the basis of very sober figures, to
point out how questionable the Commission's figure
of 2.4 nrrlhon grt in 1980 is. The Commission has
certainly not pulled this figure out of the air ; it is the
result of investigation, but it is also a figure which is
only valid for a particular time, i.e. 1980. It does not
tell trs what to expect after 1980. We have a world
nre rchant flee t of 400 million grt, of which the
Conrnrunity's share is about 20ol0. On the assunlption
that the life of a ship is 20 years 
- 
which seems to
nle too high rathcr than too low 
- 
we arrive at a
replacement nced of 20 million grt. Vhen the situa-
tiorr has become normal again and world trade is
increasing at 4-5 0/o a year, we will have an estrmated
rcplaccme nt nced of about -l-l million grt. The
Comnrunity's share of world shipbuilding tonnage
tuscd to bc 40o/o. It has now fallen and we do not
know how far it will have fallcn by the time norntal
conditions are re-established.
Howcver, evcn a 200/o share would still give a figure of
nrore than 4 mrllron grt. I therefore regard the figure
of 2.4 million grt which is the figure mentioned every-
where, and which some regard as still too high 
- 
as
nrisleading. Perhaps we should avoid giving too much
weight to these figures. The task will certainly be diffi-
cult, but if we make the effort, if we grasp the opportu-
nities offered us, we will again have a normal share in
building the world's merchant fleets and I am firmly
convinced that tlris share will be greater than the
Community's current share of the world commercial
fleet. That is why it is so highly questionable to evcn
consider making Community shipowrrers to place
orders for ships exclusively with German or other
European shipyards. This would run the risk of
shifting the crisis in the shipping industry to the
shipowners who also have to face interrratiorral conrpe-
tition. I warn most strongly against expecting too
much from this kind of solution. rWe could be cuttirrg
our own throats by adopting such a policy.
Mr President, I believe that we must accept the fact
that the changed conditions of competition in ship-
building means that we have no great futurc' in
normal shipbuilding, i.e. large-scale shipbuilding ; but
on the other hand I anr firnrly convinced that in the
case of specialized ships, for which there is a growing
demand, for ships in regard to which the cost of
production is high in relation to the cost of the raw
materials, ships which require highly sophisticated
engineering, the future offers great opportunities for
Community shipyards and that Conrnrunity shipping
policy should be guided by this fact.
On behalf of my friends I shor.rld like to nrcntion
eight points which the Commission should consider
in preparing its strategy for the future.
The first is that neither the State nor the Comnrurrity
should be allowed to take over fronr the shipyards'
responsibility for adjusting capacity to denrand, arrd in
particular flexible adjustnrent of capacity. Shipping
yards made large profits when lxsrncss was good ; or
at least one would have cxpccted them to do so. They
have been able to build up rcscrves arrd the rcsponsi-
blity for adopting capacity to dcmarrd cannot be taken
over by the State.
The second point and it is one which I wish to stress
- 
is that the fldiustmcnt must be flexible so that
when the situation inrproves we can re-adiust rapidly.
This second point involvcs thc whole social problem
whose significancc cannot be overstrcssed. Wc ntust
think in terms of retraining, divcrsificatior: ; we can
and must draw orr the SociaI and Rcgional Funds cverr
if, as the Conrmittce on Budgcts' rapporteur has told
us the funds flrc r.rot ovcr-abuntlant : howcver this docs
not dispense us from providing aid.
The third point is that the Conrn.rission should avoid
the illusion 
- 
and I belicvc, Mr Prcscott, that we both
agree on this point 
- 
that a quota system can be esta-
blished for reducrng capacrty. Reduction must bc
based on the level of productivity and thc sanrc
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criteria must apply to nationalized and private
undertakings.
The fourth point 
- 
and in this context we welcome
the Commission's initiative, i.e. its directive of April
l97tl 
- 
is that competition within the Community
with regard to aid must come to an end. This is some-
thing which, I believe, can be achieved, provided the
political will is present.
The fifth point is that we must continue to work
within the OECD for an international agreement on
aid, particularly in relation to Japan. A Japanese parlia-
nrcntary delegation is currently visiting Parliament.
Yesterday I asked what the situation was regarding aid
to shipbuilding. The delegation chairman replied :
there is no aid to shipbuilding in our country. I accept
the arrswer but, of course, with certain reservations.
The sixth point, Mr President, is that we urgently
need international arrangements on safety precautions
and protection against pollution of the seas by
tankers. I feel that we all have very good reasons for
making strong demands in this respect.
This will indirectly help the shipbuilding industry by
taking tankers out of operation and by making it
necessary to refit existing tankers and build new ones.
The seventh point, Mr President, is that the Commis-
sion should consider whether in conjunction with the
Member States, it should take steps to help the ship-
building industry to acquire the know-how it needs
for the future. If it is true that our hope for the future
lies in the construction of high-cost ships with sophis-
ticated technical equipment, we must begin at once to
create the conditions to enable the shipbuilding
industry to prepare for this situation.
The eighth and last point 
- 
and I believe that we all
agree on this 
- 
is that the national governments
should take appropriate action to alleviate the crisis in
the shipbuilding industry by placing naval contracts.
Ladies and gentlemen, we should not capitulate before
the problem or take a wholly pessimistic view of the
situation. There is no reason to do so though the
current difficulties are undoubtedly very serious. But
the more pessimistically we view the situation from a
political point of view, the more difficult it will be to
solve the problems. I feel that there are real grounds
for cautious optimism regarding future development,
beginning in the Comnrunity and extending
throughout the world.
The last point I wish to make, Mr President, concerns
Mr Patilrr's proposaI that we vote explicitly on the
motion for a resolution and the report. That is not the
usual procedure. The normal procedure is that the
motiolr for a resolution is adopted and the explanatory
statcnrent is attached. Mr Prescott's dilenrma sten-rs,
perhaps, from the fact that the committee responsible,
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
changed a number of his id6as 
- 
I would even say,
changed them fundamentally 
- 
with the result that
on several points the explanatory statement does not
correspond with the motion for a resolution. However,
I feel, Mr Prescott, that this is not too serious, since
your explanatory statement as even I would recognize,
describes, analyses the situation, so that I do not think
it as necessary abandon the normal practice which is
for Parliament to deliver its opinion by voting on the
motion for a resolution alone.
(Appldusc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damseaux to give the opinion
of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Plan-
ning and Transport and to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Damsealux, dra.ftsntan oJ an opinion. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, Mr Commissioner, ladies and gentlemen,
once again it seems the Community is thirty years
behind the times in treating a subject of such funda-
mental importance.
Like the iron and steel industry and the textile
industry, the shipbuilding sector is the basic industrial
support of many regions in Europe. If this support
goes, and with it their regional economic fabric, then
we run the risk of further weakening the industrial
structure of the Community and aggravating the
already bleak employment situation.
Our rapporteur, Mr Prescott, whom I must congratu-
late for his even pertinent and far-sighted comments
as well as for the excellence of his work, railed quite
rightly against the Community's weak position and
lack of resources. The Liberal and Democratic Group
fully endorses Paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolu-
tion which laments the fact that the redevelopment
plans of the Commission are insufficiently detailed.
Unfortunately, the words 'as yet' show that the
Commission has only reached an experintental stage
and, as has been the case for several years now, the
Community institutions and even Europe as a whole
seem to be better at bolting the stable door after thc
horse has gone than in nraking strre it does not gct
away in the first place.
Before I can treat the subject in deptlt, I need to nrakc
three preliminary poirtts.
Firstly, the recent international distribution of labour
and the gradual setting up of processing industrics irr
countries whcre raw rrratcrials prodr.rced are bringing
about structural charrges as wcll as tradc atrd transport
ones, is bourrd to havc arr affcct ort production arrd
the shipbuiklirrg industry.
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Secondly, labour costs and social security charges are
much higher in Europe. It would be difficult, or at the
very least unrealistic, to minimize or ignore this major
factor in calculating the cost of our shipbuilding
industry.
Thirdly, growth is still very limited and indeed some-
times downright negative. It is unlikely that interna-
tional tradc wilt get back on its feet in the near future.
Shipping conrpanies will suffer as a result and excess
tonnage will certainly not fall.
As for the heart of the matter, I have six conlments to
nrake. The first deals with the crucial link between
trade policy and redevelopment plans for the ship-
btrilding sector. Maintaining the merchant fleets of
the Comnrunity is the essential precondition of any
policy designed to recognize production in the
Community's shipyards. Paragraph 22 of the motion
for a resolution echoes the Commission's action to
protect Community fleets from undercutting by State-
trading countries and the nlenace of flags of conven-
icnce. The Commissiorr, which listened attentively to
Mr Prescott's report, nlust harmonize its industrial and
trade nreasures. Still on the same track, we want to see
agreenlcnts reached or.r limiting production. I shall
rctunr to this point later.
My second remark is about convergence within the
Community. The Member States must get on to the
sanrc wavelength and, as Mr Prescott suggested, in the
intcrests of optinral efficiency, the Commission
should tell r.rs exactly how existing nleasures are being
coordinated. Ve believe that for the work of the
Con.rmunity to be pursued and completed, the ship-
building scctor must be transformed.
Our third basic concern is prices. Mr Prescott told us
that Japanese prices now undercut British profitability
thresholds by 35%. The Commission told us that in
1976 Japanese steel was about 20olo cheaper and raw
materials and labour were 30o/o cheaper. In the light
of such figures, it is illusory to carry on talking about
competitiveness. Paragraph 9 of the motion for a reso-
lution stresses the urgent need to bridge the price
gap ; in our view this is a number one priority and the
Commission should submit proposals as soon as
possible based on the work of the Community
members of the Association of !(iest European Ship-
builders.
My fourth point deals with regional policy. The
regions concerncd must gear their action towards deve-
loping and looking after the industry and turning it
into a versatile and reliable tool. The Regional Fund
must take part in this operation as long as this does
not entail dipping into funds earmarked for its other
activities. I have defended this position in my capacity
as draftman for the opinion of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Transport and Regional Planning and
I hope the Commission will givc this nrattcr thc attcn-
tion it deserves. On thc sanre lirrcs, I thrnk it would
be useful for the Conrnrission to take an activc and
immediate intcrest in thc futurc of subcontrilcting
industrics. Paragraplr I.] of thc nlotion for a rcsolution
deals with onc aspect of thc problcnr ; thc Conrrnis-
sion should look ahcad and start consrdcrrng this
subject.
My fifth topic is a social one. In tlre intcrcsts of
workers and their fanrilics it is inrpcrativc to nrairrtain
productive en.rploynrent. Should this prove inrpossiblc,
then redeploynrent arrd rctraining should be looked
into. However, social aid nrr.rst not be confined to
paying out unemploynre nt be rre fits. Possible voca-
tional retraining schenres nrust be studied in depth
and the Conrnrission shorrld subnrrt a detailcd social
survey, backed up by statistical data, at the earliest
possible date; any other procedure could well have
negative results, both socrally and financially.
My sixth and final point concerns the Shipbuilding
Comnrittee. Be they cver so competent, I do not
subscribe to the divine onrniscience of civil servants
any more than I do to that of politicians. The opening
up of the committee to trade unions and nranagement
seems an excellent idea to me. Furthermore, the exist-
ence of this committee should nrake for real coopera-
tion between workers and managenrent in adopting
concrete measures to revitalize the Comnrunity ship-
building sector. Lastly, Mr Preside nt, Mr Conrnris-
sioner, ladies and gentlcmen, I wotrld like to say that
the motion for a resolution leaves us a little urrsatis-
fied. Only Paragraph 24 seems to have any lorrg-term
perspective; this is not cnough. I know that our
rapporteur has tried to nrake his report as conrplcte
and comprehensive as possible and that he has not
always been backed up by the Economic and Morre-
tary Conrmittee of this House. $(zhen I saicl a few
nrinutes ago that I wanted to see agreenrerlts orl
limiting prodtrction, I touched on the Comnrrrrrity's
relatious with thc world at large. Now, I feel that Etrro-
pean decisions sonrctinles nrake us lcok rather foolish.
Let me show yotr what I mcarr. Inragine that you
canre fronr sonre other country and fotrnd yourselI in
front of a family hotel where all the doors and
windows had been left wide open and each lodger had
his own room. 'What would yotr do ? I think you
would ge t along the re pre tty qtrick arrd nrove in.
That's rather like what is going on irr the Conrnrurrity.
'We have a crisis on orlr hands but as yet we do not
have a remedy ; we have arithnre tical problc.nrs but
geon'retrical solutiorrs. Of cotrrse, wc nrust welcome
the Conrnrission's initiative in starting to idcntify the
problems and in drafting a long-tcrnr solution to
thenr. The Comnrissiorr's conrmurricatioll nlust not
just be seen as a draft strategy, because nrany of the
ren.redies it suggests are still irrcomplete. I say this, of
course, without losing sight of the fact that we should
not expect the Comnrission to conre up overnight
with a whole bocly of detailcd solutions to such a
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complcx and difficult problem which will uncloubt-
edly nec<l a great dcal of work for a long trnte to
contc.
(tllr7ld il.\()
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to spcak on
bchalf of thc European Conservative Group.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, in broad principle
the European Conservative Group gives a very warm
welcomc' to the report standing in the name, and
presented by Mr Prescott, as far as it goes. If for no
bctter reason than that the explanatory statement as
such is an outstanding example of the way in which
one should analyse tl.re problems facing the ship-
building industry. 'We congratulate him upon it and
indccd we strongly commend the report for deeper
and morc interrsive and wider study.
I said as far as it goes, Mr President, not in any chur-
lish manner. In fact the report poses questions, it
proposes discussion and debate. It does not spell out
with clarity, or adequate clarity, a positive policy
which ought to be applied to this industry. But of
course here within the political environment of this
House we must recognize that were this report to
contain policies in precise form, we might well come
to a political crunch of ideologies : conflict, that is,
between those whose political thinking is enshrined
in the concept that full interventionism is in itself and
only in itself sufficient 
- 
interventionism by the
State, by the Community, in the ownership and the
management of an industry 
- 
and those like my
colleagues of the European Conservative Group who
see such a policy as political and economic suicide as
far as the general well-being of our economy as a
whole is concerned and, as events have shown, increas-
ingly even to those engaged in the industries which
are taken over. One point, however, should command
unanimous support by the House. The problems
facing the shipbuilding industry, as indeed and this
has been repeatedly referred to 
- 
other major sectors
of European industry, are not unique to any one
single Mcmber State.
Shipbuilders eve rywhere in the Community havc
common difficulties and common problems, and
where you have common problems, logic demands 
-and this must be repeatedly stated 
- 
that common
problc'nrs rcquire a common approach to reach
conrmon solutrons. And that, rn the language which is
obviously conrmon in this Parliament, means a
Conrmunity approach.
The second point is that the shipbuilding industry is
but one example of the follies and myopia of indi-
vidual Member States in adopting devices and subter-
fuges to give aids to accord their industry 
^n
economic advantage over those enioyed by industrics
in neighbouring Menrbe r Statcs. And wc' have to
accept that thc irony of this partictrlar tender.rcy is that
the Mcmbe r States which have least econontic
strength lose out invariably to the Me nrber Statcs
which have grentcr econonric strerrgth. The
consequcnce rs, arrd will cotrtitrttc to be that thc poor
will grow poorer arrd the rich will either be hcld back
or may well be richer. A classic exan'rple of this that I
would nrcntion, not for the first tinte ir.r this House, rs
the dccrsion by thc British Governnrent to accePt arr
order for ships fronr British nationalized shipyards,
the purposc being to ntaintain enrploynrent thcre, for
sailing undcr Polisl.r shipping colottrs. SIlort-tcrnr
benefit with gtrarantc'ed certairt disastrous loss: that
should be the nressage which is read in that partictrlar
act of short-sighted political folly. The Corrrrrrissiorr is
right to press for a harmonization of irrdtrstrial aids, as
has been repeatcdly said throtrghotrt this Hotrsc arrd
in committees, and having rcached sonte degree of
harmonization in this to proce ed fronr that point
forward to reduce thenr right across the board. Until
that policy has becn introduced ar.rd inrple nlcnted
effectively, we are continuing to drift to ottr ccottontic
and industrial disadvantage.
But that, Mr President, is not enough, although I
consider it to be basic. A numbcr of nteasures of a
very positive, constructive type are esscntial, arld I
believe that we should start as wc have said we would
on numerous occasions in tl-re context of debates on
restructuring. Ve should start with a fundanrcrltal
re-think of the framework within which the Comnlu-
nity engages in inte rnatiorral trade . Yesterday I
referred to GATT and thc need, not iust to updatc
GATT, but to re-think the actual rules and the
formulae under which we engage in inte rrtational
tradc. We must remain constant, though, in our firnr
commitment as a Community to thc expansior-r of
world trade. That must be foremost in our thinking in
developing a new institutronal agency for the exPan-
sion of trade. But free trade is one thing, and as far as
I am concerned it is but a textbook philosophy in a
world where by one nleans or anothe r trade is contillu-
ally made less and less free, though all pay lip-service
to it. Ve need to reconsider very seriously the intro-
duction of what I have occasionally referred to as
some regulatory me chanism whcreby structural
change within the Community can be effected and
indeed stimulated. There can be no future for the
European economy unless there ls contilluous cvolu-
tionary change, and it is thc nrethod and process by
which this is effected which shoulcl be occupying our
minds very intensively.
I do not say control by the State, nor by the Commu-
nity, nor by a cartel. But I do say, thc introdtrction of
a regulatory formula 
- 
which, incidentally, is in a
sense what the GATT rs all about 
- 
but onc whtch
reflects the changed circumstanccs operating ill tl-rc
world today conrpared with those whcn the GATT
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was originally introduced. This poses for the Commu-
nity and the Conrmission very serious problems of
principle, and these, I think, we should not ignore. If
the Commission proceeds with sectoral 'interven-
tionism' 
- 
I use the word 'interventionism' here not
to describe my interpretation of the Comnrission prop-
osals or approach but the interpretation of them by
many of the critics of the Commission policies 
- 
rf,
indeed, the Commission proceeds with sectoral 'inter-
ventionism', then how do we in Parliament reconcile
this with the Community's commitment to competi-
tion, with the Treaty of Rome and all past Conrmu-
nity policies, which have been the basis from which
we have reached an unbelievable state of ecorronric
prosperity way ahead of most other parts of the
world ? How do we reconcile these two fundantental
issues ? I believe that that should continue to be rhe
rule for the future economic growth of the Conrmu-
nity internally 
- 
I repeat, internally. It is in our
external policies where we must re-think our nrajor
strategies and our major policies.
As a group we support and we endorse the views
expressed by Lord Bessborough in his opinion on
behalf of the Conrmittee on Budgets, and parricularly
the comnrents which he made in his presentation of
it. There is no need for me, on behalf of my group, to
repeat any of the points which he made. I believe they
are irrefutable, and I hope they will be taken as such
by the Commissron. But to sum up more directly,
with relcvance to the shipbuilding industry itself, a
number of particular points should be made. The
industry is too big and musr be cut back. No one
should try to prevaricate on this point. 'Ihe second
point is that restructuring must have as its principal
ob jective the creation of as ef f icient as possible arr
industry in terms of being able to provide the ships
both to nrcet thc Contmunity's own requirements and
indecd, as Mr Mtiller-Hernrann said, for sale around
the world. He rc wc have an undoubted expertise,
which we must develop, promote and make keener
and nrore effectivc. The third point is that the whole
policy and progranrme must be on a Community
basis and nrust bring together all those who are
dircctly involve d in the industry. And that means
owncrs, thc marragcmcnt of yards ancl all who are
cnrploycd in thrs particular sector. Lord Bcssborough
and Mr Vandcwiele stresscd these points very strongly,
arrd wc, thc Europcan Conscrvative Group, cndorse
them fully.
Fourthly, tlrc Con.rmunity as such must be responsible
dircctly, I rcpeat directly, for the social costs involved
in thc inrplcnrcntation of rcstructuring, again a point
particularly nradc by Mr Vandewiele. In vicw of the
clccisiorrs takcn by this House last scssion, it is also
csscnrial that wc, Parlianrent, and the Commission
keep constantly in mind the strategic and defence
aspect of this industry and seek to ensure tltat a
restructured shrpbuilding industry preservcs or even
reinforces this particular capability as far as rhe
Community is concerned. Ve would rndeed specifi-
caIly invite the Conrnrrssioner to conlntent on this
particular point when he conres to wind up this
debate.
My fifth point is to conrnrerrd to rhe Conrnlission lnd
to this House a nraxim 
- 
I cannot irrdicate whcre it
comes from 
- 
which I am absolutely convinced is
appropriate as a guiding principle for the Conrnrissiorr
as a body and Parlianterrt as well to follow in dealing
with the ever-increasing problems arisirrg fronr thc
need of indrrstrial restructuring. Be couragcous in dcci-
sion-taking and be generous arrd nragnauinrous in
implenrcntation ! I anr certain that Conrmissioncr
Davignon and his staff wilt kccp that nraxinr
constantly in nrind and endeavour to be couragcous
and forthright in dealing with a very difficult problcm,
but that the Comnrunity as a wholc will bc gencrous
and magnanimous in dealing with tlrosc who arc prcju-
diced or adversely affected.
Last[y, on the qucstion of anre rrdnrcnts, a lirrge
number have been tablcd, and I decply regrct to ltavc
to note that a large nunrbcr wcrc tablcd litcrally at thc
last minute. The Etrropcarr Conservativc Group is vcry
critical of many or nrost of then.r, and particularly
those which, had thcy been discusscd in thc
Committee on Econonric and Morrctary Affairs wotrld
have been rejected. \Wc will thcrcforc probably votc
against nrost of the antcrrdntcnts, particularly those
tabled by the Socialist Group.
(A1t1tltn.v)
President. 
- 
I catl Mr Ebcrhard, of the Comnrunist
and Allies Group.
Mr Eberhard. 
- 
(D Mr Presidcnt, the crisis which
the shipbuilding and rcpair inclustry is in has got
worse since our debatc last January. \What is nrorc, thc
number of ordcrs on the books for the crrd of thc ycar
looks like bcirrg scriously rcduccd again. Such a sittro-
tion calls for an analysis of all its causes, to enablc
proposals to be drawrr up for thc nrairrtcnarrcc arrd
developnrent of the shipbuilding industry in the
Comnrunity. For our part, wc do rrot agrcc with thc
Comn-rission's plan, which for thc nronrerrt consists of
cutting thc incltrstry's capacity by half. At this point in
time, which is one of dcvclopntcnt in tradc which
ntoreovcr is or-rc of tlrc Contnrunity's ainrs 
- 
such a
serious crisis in this scctor coulcl sccnr contra(lictory.
Shipping has bccn for a vcry long tin.re, ancl will
remain so, the basic vchicle for conrnrcrcial trade
throughout thc world. It is thcreforc rlccisivc for thc
shipbuilding irrdustry to nlatch up to rcquircments, as
that is a corrdition of thc Cortrnrunity's irrdepcnc.lcncc.
It is not a qucstion of dcstroying half a sector; thc
policy the Conrnrission is proposirrg to r.rs is a short-
sightcd onc in the spirit of thosc carric<l out to (latc
by the various govcrlrments, which have achieved thc
unhappy rcsrrlts corrfrotrting us.
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The crisis in shipping and shipbuilding is primarily
the consequence of the stagnation of international
trade, which is linked to both the pressure exercised
by governments and large companies on the
purchasing power of the workers as well as anarchic
competition anrong the economies of the capitalist
coun Iries.
It is also a consequence of the frantic speculation
which occurred a few years ago, when the big ship-
owncrs were investing, often using public funds,
beyond the perspectives for the development in trade.
The crisis is also a result of the will of governments
and the Community to fall in line with the redeploy-
nrent policy of the large companies, which, to use the
expression of the French Prime Minister, Mr
Raymond Barre, would involve cutting out dead wood.
Finally, the crisis is a result of the policies of system-
atic grants to the biggest constructors, sometimes
anrounting to {t0Yo of the cost of construction, yet
without benefiting production potential since the
Community's share of world production has gone
down frorn 700/o in [960 to 200/o last year.
I would add that the consequences of this crisis will
be aggravated by the enlargement of the Community
to include Greece, Spain and Portugal. I really wonder
why no one has raised the problem here within this
Assembly. Yet these three countries, as is pointed out
in a report, are in competition with the Community
for 'certain problem areas of production.'
In shipbuilding, Spain's over-capacity in production
stands at 40%, with a 30o/o labour surplus. The Greek
merchant fleet is one of the largest in the world ; it is
about the same size as the United Kingdom's.
\What is more, about half of all Greek-owned vessels
sail under various flags of convenience.
And what is the Commission proposing ? A Commu-
nity plan to dismantle the shipbuilding industry. I
would like to draw your attention to the consequences
this would have 
- 
the disappearance of all the small
and medium-sized yards, the closure of a number of
the larger ones, and the consequent laying-off of at
least 70 000 workers, plus 30 000 others in lobs which
are dependent on the activity of the shipbuilding
yards.
\tr7e have all the more cause for concern about such a
perspective in that the proposed restructuring seems
to be taking a very definite direction.
'We are forced to note, in fact, that since the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) set up in 1975,
58% of the aid it has granted has gone into ship-
building; Germany has received 58% of this, and
France 8 o/0.
Above all, we must not try to hold out as a lure the
possibility of replacing the limping shipbuilding
industry by new activities. Here and there, there are
plans for merging companies in this sector with other
industrial groups. Unfortunately, experience has
shown that the aim of such mergers has always been
the preservation and increase of capitalist viability,
nearly always resulting in the closure of factories and
jobs lost. Advocating such a solution for shipbuilding
means forgetting that most yards are located in areas
which are already suffering great difficulties and
where a high level of structural unemployment is
characteristic.
rJTe French Communists will never agree to such pros-
pects, particularly as the shipyards are not producing
at a loss, as my German colleague has just said. I do
not have figures for the Community, but I do have
some for France : in the period 1970-1974, the biggest
shipyards made a profit. The Atlantic yards showed a
growth in their profits of 400o/o, the Dubigeon-
Normandy yards 200%. The Mediterranean industrial
and ship construction company doubled its profits
between 1972 and 1974.
Over the same period, French shipyards as a whole
received between 2.5 and 3 thousand million francs in
finance from the State. Profits were maintained in
1975 and 1976, and production has continued to
increase. It was only after 1977 that difficulties arose.
\fle will oppose then as strongly as possible the
closing-down of yards which are quite capable of
being kept operational. In France, there are 1.t3
vessels which are more than 15 years old, and they
must be replaced by new craft.
The Amoco-Cadiz disaster has demonstrated the abso-
lute need for twin controls, let alone a twin hull or
twin radar, on the very large boats : owners must be
forced to have them fitted.
The same disaster highlighted the dangers of very
large boats. According to an expert who spoke at the
public hearing recently held in Paris by our Assembly,
the tonnage of existing boats should be restricted to
100 000 tonnes, which n.reans that a greater nunlber
would be built. It also showed the total inexistence of
towing resources and anti-pollution vessels capable of
coping with such disasters. The governn.rerrts of tlle
countries involved will bear a serious rcsponsibility if
they do not take immediate action to make such
equipment available.
The spokesman for the Comnrittce on Regional
Policy, Regional Plarrning urrd Transport, Mr
Damseaux, tells us that the Unitcd State s rcstricts
coastal navigation to vcssels built in Anrerica. This is
protectionisnr, no doubt, but why shotrld wc llot llow
follow their exanrple, starting by refusing cntry to our
ports to vesscls flying flags of cor.tvct'tictlcc ?
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It is high time we put a stop to these abusive prac-
trces; the financial advantages they offer to large
companies are well known 
- 
registration facilities,
tax advantages, Iow standards in the recruitment of
crew, lower running costs due to a lack of respect of
the basic regulations on security, wages and working
conditions for the crew. The result, among others, is
that three-quarters of all shipping accidents are caused
by these vessels.
In the same line of thought, we must demand the
annual overhaul of all ocean-going vessels. I feel it is
vital, in this respect, to keep the research centres open
to keep abreast with the needs of new progress.
In short, we need a policy aimed at achieving, with
the assistance and active participation of the workers,
a substantial intprovement in the sector's efficiency.
In fact, for decades management in shipping lines and
construction conrpanies have been looting public
funds, and you know the result. Now they want to ask
the sector's workers to pay the price for their inertia
and inefficiency. On the contrary, the necessary social
steps must be taken to protect the workers from the
consequences of the crisis without affecting their
purchasing power. \7e must work towards a reduction
in the working wcek, longer holidays and early retire-
nrent ou full pension.
Ve Communists also feel that the workers and their
rcpresentfltives should be closely associated with the
decisions affecting thenr which are taken a Comnru-
rrity level. This rs a requirement of economrc effi-
ciency, social justice and democracy. Instead of the
ncgative polrcy the Conrmission is putting ro us, this
sector, lrkc other sectors in a crisis situation, needs a
policy which points towards the future, and that
nle ans a policy aimed at economic and socral
progress, independence and democracy.
(Appld ut)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) For some time now the Euro-
pean shipbuilding industry has been in an extrentely
scrious situation, and the shipping contpanies too
havc had great problems to conrend with. These two
scctors nrust bc considered together, as it is difficult to
scc how thc problcms of the shipbuilding indrrstry
coulcl be solvcd independently of the problems of the
shipping irrdustry as a whole. There has bec.n a consid-
crablc effort by the Comn.rission to clarify the
problems of thcse two industries. Today we have to
consider Mr Prescott's report on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. It is
vcry welcome, being a detailed analysis of the
problcms of the shipbuilding industry.
Thcre arc many reasons for the grave problems facing
the Conrnrtrnity's shipbuitding industry today, but we
must count among the major factors thc intcnsified
compctition on tltc world ntarket, problenrs aristng
from the oil crisis, and rhc gcncral rcccssiorr. The
Group of Europcarr Progressivc Dcnrocrats adoptcd a
memorandunr ln October 1977 on thc actiort rrccrlccl
to cnable the Comnrunrty's slripbuildrng industry to
maintain a nornral lcvcl of ilctivity.
The extent of the Conrmunity's involvcnrent in world
trade makes it nccessary to have a Europcan ship-
building industry and nrcrchant flect. Not counting
Greece, the \Western European fleet nrakes trp about
one-third of world tonnage. Thc role that Europe
therefore plays in shrpping cxplains why for a long
period it was the ccntre of the shipbuilding industry,
and there is thus a natural link between the prospects
of the shipping and shipbuilding industrres and their
unemployment problems.
As is pointed out in this motion for a resolution, it is
vital that international agreements on shipbuilding be
concluded, as several of the largcst n-raritinre llations
are outside the Communrty, and a Community solu-
tion would therefore be inadequate. The proble ms
must therefore be solved unde r the auspices of interna-
tional organizations such as the OECD. Nevertl.reless,
there must be a certain degree of coordination to
avoid unnecessary and destructive competition
between the Member States. This would be a practical
stc'p towards a solrrtion, and I ltave therefore tabled an
anrendment to the ntotion for a resolutiou to this
effect.
In our eagentess to find a way out of the crisis we
must not lose sight of the primary objective, which is
to create the greatest possible de'gree of freedom of
action for the shipping industry, while trying to
cnsure fair cor-npetition. \When the steps required to
regulate shipbuilding at Community and internatronal
level are taken, we nrust therefore avoid any ulttcces-
sary irrcrcase in bureaucracy.
As the Socialist Group 
- 
I presunte with Mr Pres-
cott's approval 
- 
has tabled various anlendmeuts
attempting to restore the report to its original form
before the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs adopted it by a large majority, and as I regard
these amendments as an attempt to thwart the work
of the committee, I myself have tabled a number of
amendnrents.
The motion for a resolution says more or less outright
that subsidies are a bad thing, in paragraph 2 (e) for
example, and I should like to take the opportunity of
thanking Mr Prescott for saying so, but I felt that I
had to table an amendment stating categorically that
aid systems are undesirable. The fact is that there are
today various national aid systems for the shrpbuilding
industry, and it is wrong in principlc to aid one sector
of the population at the expense of another. These aid
systems must therefore be dismantled at international
level as soon as possible, of course subject to rcci-
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procity. At thc sanrc timc as aid systcms are abolishccl,
Europcan shipbuilding policy should bc coorclrrratetl
to nraintant hcalthy conrpctition and to avoid distor-
tions of conrpetition orr thc internal Conrmunity
nrarkct. To cnsurc survival and thus tlle prese rvatiort
of jobs rn thc shipburlclirrg industry thcrc nrtrst bc
rationalization, and yards nrust spccialrzc in type and
sizc of ship, so that ships and their equipnrent may be
nrass produccd, cutting the price of the end-product
to nratch thc intcnsified conrpctition on the world
nr a rkct.
In recent ye ars the Sovie t Union has substantially
increased its nrerchant fleet. It has been enabled to do
so by its own shipping policy of encouraging the
carriagc of goods in Russian ships by systematically
buying fob and sellrng cif. At the same time it has
offerecl urrreasonably low freight rates in cross trades,
bcaring no relation to actual costs.
Other countries have been hard hit by the Present
crisis in shipbuilding, but Japan has kept an exces-
sively large share of the world order book. One reason
for this is that Japanese yards can offer new buildings
at prices far below those quoted by European yards.
The latter maintain that Japan is dumping with State
aid. subsidies. However, Japan is not the only country
outside the EEC using subsidies, Korea, Vietnam,
Sweden and Norway are examples which spring to
mind. The Member States of the Community must
therefore present a united front, and it cannot be repe-
ated too often that the solutions to the crisis in the
shipbuilding industry must bc sought at international
levcl.
I am glad to note that paragraph 8 of the motion for a
resolution points out that recent production trends in
the different Member States as well as the division
between production for the home market and produc-
tion for export should be taken into account in any
general cutback of production, and not simply
regional and social factors. In conclusion, as a tech-
nical detail I should like to recommend this House to
vote against amendment No 3 tabled by the Socialist
Group, which would have the committee's rePort as
well as Parliament's resolution forwarded to the
Conrmission and the governments and parliaments of
the Membcr States, as the explanatory statement on
many points directly contradicts the motion for a reso-
lution, and Mr Prescott has refused to amend it.
I slrould like to give a brief description of the amend-
mcnts I havc tabled.
Amendment No lti2l4 is intended to round off para-
graph 2, as wc feel that it should be pointed out that
the Community too has failed on shipping policy.
In paragraph 8 we should very much like to see the
words 'and mix' deleted, as there is no reason to
believe that mixed production results in optimum effi-
ciency. We are inclined to believe that the solution
lies in specialization ; hence the amendment.
Then I should like to insert a new Paragraph 8a, as we
feel that any aid systems are undesirable.
In amendmen t 18217 we put our view that, while coor-
dination is essentral, aid systems are undesirable'
Amendment No 182/8: men losing iobs in the ship-
building industry cannot reasonably exPect sPecial
treatment. They shoutd of course receive iust the same
assistance as the unemployed in general. But we do
not see any reason for giving them preferential treat-
ment, and we therefore wish to see this paragraph
deleted.
Paragraphs ltl and l9; these are subsidies by another
nami, and we should like to see these two paragraphs
deleted.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Mr President, as I read thc explana-
tory memorandum of this report, I was struck by the
contrast betwee'n this Commurlity's approach to agri-
cultural problems and its approach to shipbuilding'
The unthinkable in terms of shipbuilding is the
commonplace when we turn to agriculture. In every
debate on shipbuilding, we are told we must not disad-
vantage the shipowners and thc shipping oPerators'
'We must not force them to pay a higher price for
their ships. They must have access to the world to
compete tn whatever way they can. They nlay have to
have liner conference arrangements in order to fiddlc
the competition, but that is a diffe rent matter' If,
however, you ask them to pay a higher price for their
ships, this is damaging to competition.
Let us now turn to see what we do regarding sugar'
'We produce it in this Community at some I 300 a
tonne, and we give a subsidy to sell it to the Third
\World at I 150 a tonne, or whatcver it is, to get rid of
it. lWe ask every consumer in the Community to share
the cost of doing this, and we do it with some reluc-
tance in some parts of the House, but we none the
less do it. This then is the extraordinary paradox, that
whereas on agricultural policy the political Right is
always arguing for more protection and higher prices
and claiming that Article 39 of the Treaty of Ronre
calls for agricultural workers and farmers to be givcn
certain privileges and protections, whcn thc Left of
this House suggests that a similar procedure be
contemplated for industrial workers, then all the
problems of international trade and con.rpetrtion are
brought up, and we are madc to believe they are very
difficult.
In this particular motion for a resolution, what struck
me most forcibly, coming as I do from the area of the
Tyne and the Wear, was the regional impact. I hcarcl
Mr Mdller-Hermann, Mr Damscaux and Mr
Normanton saying it was a common problem
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throughout the Community. Vhen I see the differ_
ences in the levels of cutback required relative to the
already existing unemployment, I feel that it is not
the same problem. If you are asking for a reduction in
the workforce of let us say I 000 men in an area that
has already got 100000 unemployed with an average
unemployment rate ol l4o/0, that is a very different
request from asking for I 000 men ro be made
redundant in an area with an unemployment rate of I
or 20/o. It is not the same problem, it never has been
the same problem, and there are elements of the
Conrmission's proposals which at first reading can
lead one to believe that they have not paid sufficient
attention to the massive differences in the social and
economic problems involved.
Yhat. ole has got to ask is whether the crisis facingthe shipbuilding industry is a cyclical one, triggerel
off by oil price rises and the diminution in world
trade, so that if we can just hold it together and molly_
coddle it for a few years, all will come right in the
end, or whether it is a far more serious secular
problem that has got to treated therefore on a more
secular long-term basis.
There may be some people who feel that if you canjust kecp going until 198 I or 1982, world trade will
pick up and all wrll be well and the ordinary market
forces will leave you with a sound shipbuilding
industry, but I am convinced that this is not thi
lnswer to the deep-seated problem facing the ship-building industry. Unless the shipowners and
consumers throughout this Community are prepared
to shoulder the burdens of maintaining an effective
shrpbuilding industry, they must also shoulder the
politrcal opprobrium of causing the unemploymenr.
To return to an area where we are told we must go in
for redeployment and retraining I refer again to the
North-east, whcre thc Durham coalfield has rccluced
its nranpowcr from 120 000 to 24 000 within ten years
and the stecl industry is facing massive reductions in
cmployn-rent;surely it is not for these sectors that you
arc going to retrain the redundant shipyard workers. It
is very easy for Mr Normanton to criticize the polish
order that brought jobs to the North-east, bur it is
much harder to say what you would do with the
shipyard workcrs if you had nor got it. That is the
csscrrtial clcnrerrt throughout, that national govr:rn-
nrcllts ntust ntaintain o clcgrce of abrlity to prevent
tuncnrploynrcnt ln areas wltere it is alrcady unaccep-
tably high.
If I nray parapltasc tltc ntaxim Mr Norntanton recom-
nrcnded to the Commission, 'be courageous in your
dccisions, but bc certain that your decisions are based
upon an accurate ccorronric analysis of the Iong_term
problcnrs of the shipbuilding industry and of the rcla-
tionship be tween rhe shipbuilding indusrry and
shipowners, ltot olt some rathcr too facile assumptions
that this rs a srrrrplc cycle that will come right in the
end and we have just got to do a little job to tide it
over'. If you make a courageous dccision, its c.ffective-
ness depends on its bcing soundly bascd. No antourrt
of magnanintity in the inrplenrentation of a wrong
couragcous dccision will cover up its wrongrress.
(Altplttrtr)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier.
Mr Liogier. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Europe's privileged position should grant
it a sort of moral right to fornttrlate and pronrote an
exemplary Comntuniry shipping policy. For this
reason, we are in favour of a conrnron slripbuilding
policy, geared towards specific objectives and basecl on
consultation between the Conrmission, govcrnntcnts,
shipbuilders and both sides of industry.
In this context, moreovc.r, our group adoptcd in
October 1977 a mentorandunt with a view to dcfining
the necessary measures to cltsurc. thc corrtinuatiorr ot'
normal shipbuilding acrivitics in thc Conrnrunity. Thc
position of the group of European Progrcssivc Dcnro-
crats has, in nry view, bcen rcalistic and clear. Both in
the Comnrittee on Economic and Monctary Affairs
and in the plenary Assentbly, we lravc rcpe atcdly
drawn attention to a difficult situation rcquiring thc
adoption of urgent nreasures.
Since 1970, and irr the wake of two successive boonts
in orders in 1970 and 197.1, a substantial surplus
production capacity has bcerr crcarccl tlrroughout the
world, particularly in Japan ancl ccrtanl Far-Eastern
countries, following the opening of e ntire ly new
shipyards designed for the nrass production of giant
oil tankers. Prodtrction capacity has also L."n
increased in Eastern Europe, but to a relatively lcsscr
extent and mainly by thc adaptatiorr of cxisting yards
to thc ncw rcquirentents. \fle havc long stresJccl thc
dangers of over-production. However, whilc dcmarrcl
for new tonnage was increasirrg, the Contmission did
not takc thesc warnings scriously.
Vhen it became clcar at the cnd of 1974, aftcr the
collapse of the oil transport market, that this sitrratiorr
of overproduction was causing a rapid dctcrioration of
the conditions of conrpetition orr thc rntcrrrational
market, thc Conrntissron wAs not ablc to lay down the
broad lines of a conrnron policy which woulcl have
protectcd 
- 
at least partly 
- 
thc Conrntunity ship-
building industry. Europcan shipowners shoulcl havc
bccn cncouraged to placc thcir orr.le rs n1 EEC
shipyards rathcr than in Japan or in other countrics
ablc to offcr priccs of .]0 to 40 7o bclow thc cost pricc
of Europcan shipbuilders.
Totlay, howcver, thc incrcasing rrunrbe r of ordcrs
placed on thc Japancsc ntarkct Itas ntaclc thc Contnris-
sion awarc of the dirc risk which now thrcatclls the
Comn.runity shipbuilding irr<lusrry. Irr tltc abscrrce of a
Community linc of dcfence, onc aftcr tltc othcr thc
Governments of thc Mcntbcr Statcs 
- 
and who could
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blame thenr 
- 
have been led to adopt provisions
designed to protect, directly or indirectly, their own
shipyards. This situation, which is of course regret-
table in ternrs of the principle involved but unfortu-
nately necessary for the protection of jobs, Prompts trs
to nrake two obscrvations.
Over the next few years, the Community countries
nrust ensure the maintenance 
- 
under the best
possiblc conditions 
- 
of a new tonnage production
capacity in 'Westem Europe which reflects the latter's
weight in world trade. This PresuPposes the creation,
as should be done for other industries, of an effective
regional shipbuilding market, protection from the
excess of external comPetition by measures equivalent
to the comnton external tariff.
'We therefore ask the Commission to display maxi-
munr firnrness in negotiations with the Japanese, the
Easterrr countries, developing countries and the
United States within the framework of the OECD. All
thcse countries nrust accePt a stabilization or even
reduction of their relative share of the world ship-
building marke t so that Western Europe may
continue to produce approximately 40 o/o of total
capacity. Ve consider this the minimum for the pres-
ervatiorl of jobs. It is one of the conditions for main-
taining the balance between the main shipbuilding
a reas.
Furthermore, we should define, as part of a coherent
EEC shipping policy, the optimum distribution of
production among the various Community shipyards:
a proper directive is needed here. Occasional attempts
at the short-term controlling of aid for the func-
tioning of shipyards is, in our view, not a solution.
Instead we must lay down the economic criteria for
the allocation of investment aid with reference to the
quantitative and qualitative obiectives of each
shipyard, while avoiding the pitfalls of a planned
economy. This is the only way of preventing the
con.rplete 'balkanization' of the shipbuilding market in
the future, which would represent, within the Commu-
nity, a serious failurc to meet the obiectives of the
Trcaty of Rome which we could not accePt. That was
not the wish of those who founded Europe or who are
today working for that Europe. Under these condi-
tions, the adoption of a balanced trade policy on ship-
ping would make it possible, firstly, to maintain a
ce rtain industrial pote ntial, which is one of the guaran-
tees of Europe's economic independence, and,
secondly, to formulatc and pursue a coherent shipping
policy with undoubted credibility in the eyes of third
cou rr trics.
The measures to be introduced should supplement
those providcd for under the fourth directive to enable
Europcan shipyards to withstand the crisis and obtairl
the ordcrs ncccssary for maintaining, at least, a certain
degree of activity. The structural improvement
programme for the EEC shipbuilding industry should
iherefore be drawn up with reference to medium-term
forecasts and not to likely activity over the next few
years. A clear distinction must be drawn between level
of activity and level of production. The objective of
2.4 million cgrt laid down in the commttnication to
the Council was fixed on the basis of estimates of
requirements made by exPerts in early 1976, which
have finally proved lower than the figure for orders
placed over the last two years.
On the social level, to which we attach the greatest
importance it is regrettable that the Commission docu-
ments provide few details on the possibilities
regarding the redeployment and retraining of the
labour force. \We admit that such a study is particu-
larly demanding and difficult to undertake, as the situ-
ation is different not only in the various countries but
also in the various regions in which the shipbuilding
centres are located. In general terms, it may be said
that the possibilities regarding redeployment in the
most seriously affected industries (engineering, healy
boilers etc.) are extremely limited throughout the
EEC. In France, almost all yards were situated 
- 
as
you well know 
- 
in employment areas where ship-
building undertakings represent an important indus-
trial factor and where numerous undertakings may be
considered as offshoots of these yards. The problem of
the professional retraining of employees unable to
find other iobs in the area corresponding to their
skills is therefore linked to the creation of new indus-
trial activities and not to the development of existing
activities. Under these conditions, the Commission
ought to provide specific information defining the
jobs to be created and assessing their cost.
It might also be asked whether the Commission is
sufficiently aware of the difficulties of retraining arrd,
in particular, the creation of new activities within
shipyards. These difficulties are Particularly acute
when the economic recession also hits existing sectors
technically related to shipbuilding. In addition, the
creation of activities in wholly new sectors implies
that new markets can be opened up too. A coherent
shipping poticy which has credibility in the eyes of
the iestlf the world, clearly expressing the EEC's will
to have a shipbuilding industry reflecting its inrpor-
tance at industrial and external trade level, would
seem to be the best meaus of safeguarding Europcarl
shipyards.
(Apltldt.w)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christcnscn.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK)Mt President, the causes of
the crisis in the slripbtrilding industry arc outlincd itr
paragraph 2 of the nlotion for a rcsolution. I should
iike to deal with two aspccts wlrich l sce as central to
the problenr.
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The first is the question of unfair competition, a term
impossible to define. If we in the European Commu_
nity wish to exclude or limit competition from any
country trading with us where wages and welfare are
lower than ours, we would soon and ,p with an even
more extreme form of protectionism than we already
have in other industries strch as textiles, foorwear, steel
etc. I therefore do not think there is much point in
considering wage levels, for there are othei factors
enabling us in the Community to compete in many
fields, despite having among the highesi wages in the
world.
If we now consider the concept of State aid, we realize
that distortion occurs and that the belief that we can
somehow return to 'normal' conditions is and will
remain an illusion. Some people are tempted to
conclude that we must therefore plunge further into
!h. morass of protectionism and Siate subsidies,
because that is what the other countries are doing.
They forget that individual Member States havi
already gone a long way down this road.
They also forget that if we adopt proposals of this
kind, the countries affected, Japan anj other ship-building countries, will almost iertainly .*..t ,.pii_
sals. These countries will naturally regard this as
unfriendly behaviour and react accordingly. This point
has never even been mentioned in iommittee or
during__the general debate, although it is a vital ques_
tion. rUflhat kind of reprisals can we expect as a
consequence of the trade crisis for which the scene is
being set ?
There is also the fact that preferences and similar
schemes raise the price of ships and therefore reduce
the competitiveness of the shipping industry.
Pages 3l-33 give some idea of what we can expecr
from these rather woolly proposals, clearly demons-
trating what further subsidies to this industry are
being envisaged. For it is very easy to give in to the
demands of sectional interests in this iase, and the
fear is that we should move on to talk of price support
and aid for restructuring and rationalization, which
would increase the surplus capacity and thus render
the difficulties even more intractable than they are
today. There may be a certain logic in giving aid for
re-employment in other trades, but one may ask
where the jobs are. !flhat is the use of training if thereis high unemployment in the other industiy ? This
question has not been answered at all, and uniil it hasit would be unwise to embark on this policy.
The international negotiations within the OECD onlimiting subsidies and aid measures give certain
grounds for hope. I would refer to p^g, i, point 9 of
the opinion of the Committee on Regional policy,
Regional. Planning and Transport. Thlt p"r.gr"ph
conveys in essence what can be done.
!(e are told that the use of price as a regulator is
outmoded ; if so, what else should we use ? In
Denmark the number of shipbuilding workers has
fallen by 4-5 000 over a period of a few years, and this
in a situation where the Danish shipbuilding industry
has received State subsidies amounting to 200 or 250
million kroner, but there has still bien a degree of
competition.
Thus there are strong indications that structural
change and redeployment of labour can take place,but on condition that our economic policy puts
employment before measures to combat inilation,
since it is believed that a choice must be made
between these two considerations.
Furthermore, the proposals would be fairly expensive
to implement.
Another problem worthy of attention is that of iron
and steel prices. It is an excellent idea to let shipyards
buy iron and steel at world market prices, bui the
same cannot be said of the European Communities'
attempt by protectionist policies, to push prices 30 o/o
above world levels. This would of iours"- have some
effect on world market prices, and thus indirectly
worsen the plight of the shipbuilding industry.
!7hat is more, some yards are much more competitive
than others, and when weaker yards are being subsid_
ized, there is a tendency for the more competitive
yards to complain of distortion of competitionj which
can lead to a situation where aid is given both to yards
which need it and to those which do not. The result is
of course further overproduction and further
problems.
For these reasons 
- 
which I also put forward during
the committee's discussions 
- 
I shall vote against thii
motion as protectionist, dirigiste and misguided.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, .tuIember of the Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I should like to say how much the Commis_
sion appreciates the substantial amount of work done
by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
which is reflected in the document now befoie parlia_
ment.
The Committee on Budgets has also carried out a
study on a similar subject and the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education has
discussed some of the principal aspects. I should liketo thank sincerely the rapporteurs of these three
committees for their contribution to our debate.
The- various speakers have emphasized the importance
of this matter in economic and social terms and have
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revealed the link between measures taken in a sector
such as this one and the very raison d'6tre of the Euro-
pean Community.
I will begin with a few comments of a political nature.
Faced with these fundamental problems of industrial
adaptation, during a period of economic difficulties
which, as rightly pointed out by Mr Patijn and Mr
Hughes, are affecting certain Communiry regions
more than others, we must immediately stop thinking
of them as technical problems. 'We are in fact faced
with a basic political question : how do the inhabi-
tants of these regions view European policy and what
does Europe mean to them ? More difficulties ? An
alternative to purely national options ? Ve must reiect
outright a policy of non-involvement.
Another important question is to what extent we can
fight against the inevitability of the situation. In this
debate, we have contributed a whole series of facts,
such as those compiled by Mr Prescott and Lord Bess-
borough, which, placed one after the other, do not
provide us with the material for a policy ; this has to
be recognized. We can't say : since we have a large
fleet, let's use it to solve the problem. Nor can we
hope to establish, from one day to the next and for all
types of vessels, shipyards capable of withstanding
competition from yards working under entirely
different conditions. Nor should we think that
because the economic situation is going to improve,
demand will also increase sufficiently to solve the
problems facing the shipyards ; 35 or 45 % of the
vessels in the Community fleet are not in use because
of the economic crisis and, as soon as there is an
upswing, they will have to be put into operation'
It is therefore essential to decide how to combine all
the various aspects in a European policy, since every
speaker, except perhaps Mr Christensen, has stated
that we do need a common policy. For my Part, I did
not say that we should implement a Communiry ship-
building policy aimed at settling all difficulties ; I said
that a policy should be formulated and applied iointly.
In answer to Mr Damseaux I would say that it is not
true that Europe is like one of Offenbach's guardsmen
and that we always arrive after the problems have
arisen. We arrive at the same time as the problems
and they evolve along with us. \7e should not think
that because we are behind with European integration,
there are certain things we can no longer achieve. Is
the fact that we have not achieved economic and
monetary union as soon as we should have done any
reason for abandoning it altogether ? The internal
market does not function as it should ; does that mean
that industrialists should give it up as a bad job ? And
just because aids aren't always well advised, should we
decide that we don't need them any more ? Should we
decide to stop simply because certain things have not
been achieved ? I do not accePt that this is the
Commission's position; I accept what seems to be
Parliament's position, that is that we should work
together. Europe has certain rights, both internally
and externally, to help it cope with its difficulties.
!flhile emphasizing our faults, Mr Vandewiele pointed
out iust now that we tend to underestimate what
might have happened if Europe did not exist. Not
only would we have to compete against the Japanese,
the Brazilians etc., but there would be tremendous
competition between our own countries. As you know,
British boats have been sold to Poland; under
different circumstances, however, three or four Euro-
pean shipyards would have fought bitterly to obtain
this order. It is important that we should realize this
and not underestimate the cohesion which the very
existence of Europe helps to form.
If you will allow me, Mr President, and although the
hunting season hasn't opened yet, I should like to kill
two canards which have been around for too long, and
I hope that with the help of the rapporteur and of
Parliament, when it votes on the resolution, we can
dispose of them once and for all.
The first canard is that the Commission, on the basis
of its innate wisdom, its genius and its knowledge of
what will happen in 1981, states that European
shipyards have a capacity of only 2.4 million comPen-
sated gross registered tonnes (cgrt). The Commission
document does not say that and I myself have never
made that claim. \fhat we said was that, if the statis-
tical analyses made within the profession were to be
believed, orders would amount to approximately 2.4
million cgrt. \(orking on the basis of this capacity, we
have deduced the social consequences and shown the
size of the restructuring operation required. But, if we
hadn't put forward any figures, if we hadn't quoted
anybody, we would have been asked to justify our state-
ments. N7e really must get rid of this old canard. The
Commission is not fixing, once and for all, the
capaciry objective for shipyards at 2.4 million cgrt ; it
simply quoted estimates. It is important to point this
out, since otherwise the whole restructuring plan will
be permanently surrounded by ambiguity.
Paragraph 5 of the motion for a resolution refers to
the '2.4 million cgrt taken by the Commission as the
likely level of tonnage to be built' ; Parliament can
keep this text but it does not convey precisely the
Commission's point of view.
\7e also clarified this point in all our discussions with
the Council. Perhaps one could say that we do not
admit the inevitability of certain figures which we
quoted but which we did not fully endorse; I would
leave that to the rapPorteur and Parliament to assess
but I just wished to clarify my position and that of the
Commission on this point. If the text was worded
badly then that was my fault. I think everyone has the
right to clarify what he has written and that is what I
am now doing ...
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Mr Prescott. 
- 
You have shot your own duck !
Mr Davignon, .fuIernber of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
That too is one way of getting the job done.
(Laughter)
The second canard amounts to an inaccurate assess-
ment of the nature of the document submitted by the
Commission.
Mr Prescott has described the Commission document
extremely well and with great objectiviry. It is not a
programme proposed by the Commission to the
Member States to determine how to rescue the ship-
building sector.'We felt that action should be taken in
two phases. Firstly, do we agree with the Council, the
profession, consumers, the trade unions and Parlia-
ment, on the analysis of the situation and on the need
to take action at European level as regards the various
shortcomings which affect the shipbuilding industry,
and hence not to limit ourselves solely to the indus-
trial aspect of shipbuilding ? Having established this
common position, we should then formulate a
number of precise and concrete proposals to alter the
situation. Lord Bessborough put a number of ques-
tions on behalf of the Committee on Budgets and I
understand his dissatisfaction. He said that our figures
are not sufficiently precise. That is true, but it is
because we have not yet worked out in detail the
various ad hoc measures we intend to take. I can
however, reply to a number of his questions. Lord
Bessborough asked why a job lost in the shipyards will
cost more than a job lost in a downstream sector. In
the case of the former a completely new instrument is
required, whereas a downstream industry is able to
adjust and adapt itself so thar the cost is lower. All esti-
mates contain errors but it was necessary to give some
idea of the cost. The Commission is unable to be
more precise at this stage, but at least we proceeded
logically.
The.same applies to a number of points concerning
the integration of national measures into our plan. Ii
is a tricky problem because our project has to take
account of two principles. The first is that we have no
intention of taking over responsibility from the indus-
trial sector, which must adapt itself to the new situa-
tion. It's no good blaming industry in general for what
is going wrong while attributing success to the indi-
vidual sector. The second principle is that a common
policy obliges us to coordinate our remedial, adapta-
tion and rehabilitation measures. They should not
contradict each other and should be capable of
ottaining their objective. This implies ih.t the
Community should help 
- 
and I emphasize the word
help 
- 
to draw up and implement the programme.
If an individual country is prepared to make all the
effort required, it is not for us to deny it the right to
do so, but we will take additional measures. you
rightly mentioned the redundancy programme ; other
countries will perhaps adopt a different system and
that is why we have put forward the proposal for a
Shipbuilding Committee. Its basic aim is to meet the
Commission's desire to cooperate with the responsible
officials in the Member States to ensure a consistent
approach to our aims. Now we are being told that the
social partners, trade unions and undertakings, should
also be involved and Mr Prescott has asked what will
become of Parliament ; how will it be consulted ?
I would point out that, in my opinion, it is a great
mistake to think that everything should be done in
the same place. As I have already said, it is vitally
important and one of the Commission's basic ob.iec-
tives not to pursue this kind of policy without the
Member States, Parliament or the social partners. But
does that necessarily mean rhat they should have to
take part in one big meeting ? I think not.
The guarantees which I should like to give to parlia-
ment today are that, on my and Mr Vredeling's initia-
tive, we have set up a tripartite committee so that we
can consult on all matters the social partners, that is
producers and unions, who will also help us draw up
an analysis of the situation. They are therefore
involved in formulating our policy. rJTe have set up 9
committees of producers and ship-owners to try and
reconcile their usually conflicting interests I under-
take on my own and the Commission's behalf to
continue investigating this matter 
- 
and taking
account of the experience gained as we go along 
-with the Committee on Budgets and the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs; since both
aspects will be so closely associated, perhaps we could
even devise procedures for coordinating our work as
effectively as possible, but that is a matter for the
committee chairman to decide. But I don't feel that
we should combine the task of monitoring the
Member States with that of general discussion and
reflection, although that can all be done at the same
time and everyone will have the possibility of contri-
buting to the formation of a policy.
That is what I mean by consultation ; it means talking
about things before taking a decision but not
providing information before the decision is made
public. I want to be quite clear about what I mean by
consultation, and that is why I feel that, if all the
procedures are set up, it is better to have a clear defini-
tion of the Committee's role than a general forum.
Although I understand and fully share parliament's
concern, I still prefer the procedure I have just
explained to that which Parliament seems to prefer,
for the simple reasons just explained.
Having said that, what should our next step be ? On
what is our policy to be based ? Europe does of course
have certain rights in this matter, but it also has rights
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at international level. However, some people have said
that they don't believe in an international agreement,
on rather, to quote Mr Prescott, they don't believe that
the international agreement will necessarily include
all those countries which have some influence on the
situation.
That's true, but it is also true that there is no single
measure which will enable us to carry out, positively
and dynamically, the necessary readaptation. In other
words, we need a series of measures and instruments. I
am sure that if we make an effort within the Commun-
ity we will obtain positive results at international level,
in terms of sharing and solidarity. If we make an
effort to reduce capacity, it is not for the benefit of
others but as part of an overall effort to adapt supply
to demand. You can imagine, ladies and gentlemen,
that that is the first assurance which other countries
require.
\7hen the Japanese and the Koreans, who are willing
to participate in the agreement, and the Brazilians ask
us 'if we agree to make this effort, what will you do ?
Are you going to take advantage of it to make less
effort ?' This places us in a virtually impossible nego-
tiating position.
The second vital aspect is the question of prices.
Given the fundamental deterioration within this
sector, one cannot at Present speak of a world price
since the system of price formation no longer follows
the normal market rules. I am full of admiration for
the Japanese who said to Mr Normanton that Japan
does not grant aid to shipyards; if the aids granted by
Japan were also granted by the Community, there
would not be a 25o/o difference between Japanese
prices and ours. Since the Japanese don't consider
these measures as aids, then everything would be
idyllic ! In fact, they do grant substantial aids which I
won't ennumerate now as that is not a realistic
approach. Nevertheless, we must restore a certain
amount of common sense on the market. Even those
who sell their vessels at the lowest price and who are
therefore in a competitive position, are selling below
the cost price.'We know of no pricing contract which
could form the basis for a price system reflecting a
realistic and reasonable economic approach. I am not
referring to profits, but simply to the aim of covering
part of the investment.
It is a situation against which we can and should react
strongly, since otherwise we will be unable to establish
a basis for the policy we need. Is this enough ? I don't
think so. But it is vital 
- 
and this is where I am not
fully in agreement with Mr Prescott 
- 
since our aim
is to stimulate the market in order to overcome our
difficulties and improve the situation.
This can be clearly seen from the Commission's posi-
tion with regard to aids, now approved by the Council.
\fle are now in control of the situation, aids are no
longer causing havoc and destroying the system; on
the contrary, they are helping the process of readapta-
tion in three ways. The first and most important way
is the adaptation of the industry to the requirements
of the most competitive enterprises, which should
enable us to take advantage of any future upswing.
Hence the first aspect is investment. Secondly, we
fully understand that, during the transitional period,
Member States might receive certain production aids,
on extremely strict terms and under our control.
That we accept. Although the Commission prefers the
system of investment aids, that is, intended mainly for
restructuring, it does not reject the granting of produc-
tion aids during this transitional period. I would add
that we have also accepted that, in the absence of an
additional or job replacement policy, cases which are
particularly serious from the employment 
. 
point of
view should be eligible for so-called 'rescue' aids.
That is the contribution we are prepared to make, and
I should like to point out to the Communist Group
spokesman that it represents the very opposite of a
destructive policy of resignation and is on the contrary
a policy which rejects current pessimism'
Then there is the extremely important matter of recon-
version and the social aspect. '!(e must realize that
here can be no effective reconversion policy unless
joint economic measures are taken within the Commu-
nity to try and alter the present situation. It is argued
wrongly that if, in a given sector, you cannot indicate
the specific reconversion proiect, then that means
there is no reconversion at all. If the Commission
doesn't indicate a specific project, it means that
nothing can be done. On the contrary, we must begin
with this global measure which has formed the basis
for the Commission's efforts over the last year to
receive economic and monetary union ; it forms the
basis for the ioint measures to be discussed in Bremen
tomorrow and the day after and of the Community's
contribution towards reconversion. There are other
aspects : our profit-sharing scheme, interest rebates
and the instigation and promotion of investment. But
unless we make a ioint effort to correct existing
trends, then the difficulties will persist. I believe that
one of the principles of all our policies should be that
a sectoral policy should, always be accompanied by
policies of a more general nature. That is the first
point.
The second point is the social asPect. As Mr Hughes
said 
- 
and I regret being unable to tell hinl I agree
with him, perhaps this could be conveyed to him 
-the loss of I 000 iobs in a region faced by difficulties
is much more serious than in a region where addi-
tional measures can be taken. This justifies Conlmu-
nity solidarity and the use of certairr procedures to
maintain jobs during a transitiorlal period' until the
global measures I referred to havc borne fruit'
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I am sure you are aware how difficult that is. It may
be legitimate to intervene in some cases but not in
others. Although it may be justifiable to help some
shipyards to recover from the crisis, that doesntt mean
we will provide aid to those who do not need it
because they are already on the road to recovery.
These are matters which we must discuss together, but
they cannot be dealt with from one day to the next
without appearing superficial and giving the impres-
sion that we have found consistent and logical iolu-
tions, which do not in fact take account of the actual
situation.
That, Mr President, is what I wish to say on a number
of specific points. I apologize for having spoken for
longer than I should have done, but this rs an impor-
tant matter which concerns the future of a large
number of people and the scope of Community
action. It also shows that, by its very existence, the
Community offers the people of Europe, who will be
voting on the very nti:;on tl'itre of Europe, a number
of solutions which are not perhaps thosi they would
like but are berter than those which would be offered
if Europe did not exist. That is why I wished to speak
at length on these matters and to describe the proce-
dures we intend to follow, that is, to draw up together
the actual measures we should like to take. Thit will
be our responsibility, if we obtain the Council's agree_
ment to begin tackling these matters between now
and the end of the year.
Mr President, I have already spoken for a long time soI will not mention certain Commission opinions on
the amendments ; I think we shalI see how to proceed
on the basis of Parliament's decisions on the conduct
of our discussions.
(Applt tot)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, it is late in
the morning for everyone and therefore I do not
intend to reiterate answers the Commission has given
to questions posed in the debate. I think it is always
satisfactory to a rapporteur listening to a debate io
hear contributions that have taken account of what
has been said in the report and show a level of know-
ledge such as has, I think, been reflected in this
debate. This to my mind, has contributed to making a
very good debate about a very serious problem which
has done credit to the House.
I think the debate has not just been about economics :it has been about political economy. My analysis of
political life has always led me to beliive that you
cannot distinguish between politics and economics,
and this debate very much brings out that particular
point. The decisions are very much politicai, and to
that extent we all seem to be agreed on the analysis.
rvhere we disagree to a certain extent, as was the case
in committee, is about the nature of the solutions rhat
should be adopted. Indeed there is also Mr Miiller-
Hermann's suggestion that perhaps this is only a
temporary problem and that we will see a return to
the good times. I do not hold that view, but it is a
point of view that can be put forward, and Mr Miiller-
Hermann has done so. However, he wrll have to
accept, as other speakers must, that there will be a
crisis over the next two or three years. There will be a
lot of people made unemployed. There are no otherjobs that they are automatically going to be put into,
and I am bound to tell you that when Europe takes it
upon itself to say, in institutions like this, that interna_
tional problems must be dealt with in an international
context, or a Community context, and then the first
time it attempts to deal with a major structural
problem of this kind it just says to the people, .I am
sorry, the circumstances of the world are such that we
are no longer competitive and you are out of work
and that is that,' this is not a very convincing electoral
message. I must point out to Mr Miiller-Hernrann that
even in Germany a considerable amount of subsidies
has gone into the yards.
It is not solely the British experience that I am
reflecting: it is the nature of the problem in each of
the nations of the Community. After this debate, we
are going to talk about subsidies for coal, and is not
this exactly the same thing of maintaining a European
price for a European coal for European industries ? It
is not just a marter of shipbuilding and textiles 
-coal, too, is on the horizon. All sorts of industries are
involved in the same way, so I do not very much
believe in the idea that you can just sweai it out
during this period. But even if you could, I would not
be able to accept the logic of the argument that the
only variable factor you can get rid of in the short
term is labour. Because that is what is implied. you
keep your yards, you keep your investment and when
things improve you use the yards, and all you have got
rid of in the meantime is labour. But, Mr Mi.ilGr-
Hermann, that still represents a cost to the State,
because you srill have to pay social benefits, quite
apart from the political and social consequences of
high levels of unemployment.
Mr President, I think words have arisen in the argu-
ment which have created certain dilemmas for Mr
Normanton such as 'intervention', 'planning' and
'regulation'. He did not use 'planning', no, but that is
the. terminology of the concept he was talking about,
and at the same time he was honest enough to ,".
that the free solution, the price mechanism, is not a
satisfactory way to deal with this problem. \(e are all,I think, agreed on that particular point. Indeed, as one
of those people who opposed my country's entry into
!h. Community, I think the one argument putforward in favour of it which has some iubstance is
that, as a larger group, you are in a stronger negoti-
ating position when dealing with problems that arise
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in an international context. If you now tell me you
cannot deal with them any differently from the nation
state, then you take away one of the main strengths of
your argument in favour of belonging to the Commu-
nity. So I think we should think very very seriously
about that.
On what the Conrnrissioner himself said about the
ducks, I thrnk he accepted that he shot his own duck
really. I accept that 2.4 million cgrt was only an indica-
tion. Thc other side of that coin is that it could be
worse than 2.4. You could get considerably less than
that. My argument is that internationaI agreement will
not necessarily achieve that. On consultation, which
the Conrmrssioner made much of 
- 
well, you know,
it is typical of many aspects of the developing influ-
ence of bureaucracies, of which the Commissioner
represents one of the largest that we are aware of, that
in tripartite committees trade unions have four
minutes to make a point about some general problem.
All you are doing in that case is giving them some
responsibility, in that they were consulted, with no
effective power of decision over anything, and so I
cannot accept that argument.
The last point perhaps I should make is that it is
clear, as the Commissioner said, that a host of
measures has to be considered here, and that is why
this report is called an interim report. Ve still have
not finalized it, and we are in the process of doing so.
The Commissioner did not say anything about the
Intervention Fund on which the Commission has to
make a decision. It may have made a decision 
- 
I
don't know 
- 
but clearly it needs to do so, and I
understand tl.re sensitivities which perhaps lie behind
the fact that we are not discussing it.
Mr President, I presume, since the Commissioner did
not mention the amendments because of time, the
procedure after the debate will be for the rapPorteur
to be asked solely to say whether he is for or against.
rWe cannot encroach on further debating time and,
therefore, if I may use shorthand with so many amend-
ments before us, let me say that I shall as a general
principle be against adoption where I feel the amend-
ment does not add anything to the rePort or is at vari-
ance with what the resolution is actually saying. If I
can give you an example of things I should oPPose,
which have been proposed for the best of reasons, Mr
Nyborg in Amendment 5 says that he wants to make
sure that all subsidies are abolished. Vell, we say that
basically in the report, but he wants to say also that
what has to be done in the Community would have to
be done internationally if it is to be effective. I would
point out to him that in America, VAT is considered
as a subsidy, so it is not as simple a prospect as he
would suggest. He also wants to delete 'and mix'. I
think his knowledge of shipyards is somewhat limited,
because shipyards depend on a mix of different types
of ships and it is the mix within that balance which is
important to many shipyards. Some amendments were
actually ones by the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport, and we have
accepted them. The last two amendments are the ones
put down in the name of the Socialist Group and this
House will not be surprised to know that I agree with
them. On paragraphs 23, the group's amendment
refers to the possibility of Community preference. I
have accepted the idea that this possibility should be
studied, although it has not yet been presented as a
recommendation. I wish it had frankly, but I accept
the reference to a study of the possibility. There is one
amendment which refers to the Intervention Fund.
All that we are asking for is a decision from the
Commission on an Intervention Fund, because it does
affect shipbuilding policy in one or two countries. I
note that the Commissioner did say that he knows
that aids will continue as under the Fourth Directive
anyway and, whatever form they n.rake take, are a
subject of consultation with the Commission.
My final point: I think the House would have to have
some sympathy with my point about whether only the
resolution should be forwarded. I was not in the
committee when this was discussed : I was in Brussels
to deal with the shipbuilding question on Monday,
then had to fly immediately to Copenhagen to give
my Argentine report on Tuesday and then fly immedi-
ately to Paris on Vednesday to give evidence on the
Amoco Cadiz. Under those circumstances, it is impos-
sible to meet every kind of commitment. But I would
say this : it has always been the practice in this House,
as I understood it, that the report is the rapporteur's
responsibility. The resolution is the opinion of this
House. Now, if we have a new principle enunciated,
that the rapporteur's ideas cannot be passed on, it is
almost a kind of 'burn the books' principle 
- 
that
certain ideas should not be seen by the Commission
or the Council. Frankly, I do hope this House will
keep to its proper purpose and include everything in
this report, which means also the other committees'
opinions, and allow people to make their own judg-
ments, even if the House arrives at different conclu-
sions from those reached in the process of drawing up
the report. We did exactly that with the Klepsch
report. I am very much against Mr Klepsch's report,
but we still sent all those ideas that I violently
opposed to the various bodies as constituting a raPPor-
teur's thinking. I hope we will continue that.
I am sorry I took so long, Mr President. I think it has
been a very good debate. I congratulate the Commis-
sion on making its contribution to it too, and I hope
that it has led to people outside who study our debates
knowing that at least we are aware of the many
problems, however divided we are about the solutions.
(Apltlausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, fuIcntbu o.f tbc Contntission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, in the light of the previous speeches, I
should like to say a word about the intervention fund.
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I haven't really understood the point of amendment
No. 2 : does it seek to set up an additional fund at
Community level ? If it refers to the Community
fund, I would say to Lord Bessborough thar we are
going to use existing budgetary resources, increased
where appropriate by the amount needed to imple-
ment our policy, and the existing system, that is a
budgetary line rather than a fund for industrial affairs.
If, on the other hand, this amendment refers to a
number of states setting up an intervention fund to
implement their aid policy, we would ask that this
fund should be compatible with the criteria I
mentioned clearly a little while ago : firstly, restruc-
turing and investment to improve equipment without
increasing capacity; secondly, transitional reasures
during the difficult periods, which may necessitate
production aid, provided it is on a sliding scale and
for a limited period and that it is clear that rhe success
of the restructuring policy depends on maintaining
production levels ; finally, 'rescue' measures in the
event of an unexpected disastrous situation which
must be dealt with in view of it employment implica-
tions. Our opinion would therefore depend on these
criteria.
On the same subject, I should like to thank Mr pres-
cott for acknowledging that, when we refer to Commu-
nity preferences, it is as a possibility not as an esta-
blished fact. That will help us during our discussions
with shipowners, to make them understand that we
are united on this matter without, however, giving
them the impression that it is they who will have to
pay for restructuring.
That is how I see this intervention fund and the two
interpretations which can be placed on it.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote,
together with the amendments that have been tabled
to it, at voting time this afternoon.
The debate is closed.
The sitting will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The sitting is suspended.
(Tbt sitting u,d-t .lt.tpcndcd at 1.30 p.,n. dn(l rerunctl
dt 3 lr.n,.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOU\flER
Vicc-Pruidtnt
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6. Quc.ttion tinte
President. 
- 
The next item is the second part of
Question Time (Doc. 196178), with questions to the
Commission of the European Communities.
The competent representative of the Commission is
asked to reply to these and to any supplementary ques-
tions.
Question No 2l by Mr Nod on the Commission's
information office in Milan will receive a written reply
as the author is absent and has not appointed a
deputy.l
Question No 22, by Mr L'Estrange :
Does the Commrssion consider that the use of alcohol of
agrrcultural origin as an additrve to petrol would constr-
tute a good method of disposing of large quantities of
thrs alcohol and can the Commrssion state wirethcr there
are major technrcal obstacles to this use of alcohol and
what the effects would be on the Contnrunrty alcohol,
petrol and motor vehrcle nrarkets ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-Prttidrnt o.l thr Contnti.t.tiott.
- 
The answer to the first part of the qtrcstion of
whether is it technically feasible to r.rse alcohol of agri-
cultural origin in petrol is this : it is technically fias-
ible, but the obstacle does not Iie there ; the otstacle.
lies in the cost. Investment in the industries which
transform alcohol based either on potatoes or grrin
products or wine, into a strbstance which carr be rrse.din petrol, is quite expensive. The transfornlatiorl oI
certain basic conrmoditics into alcohol itself is expcr.l-
sive, particularly when it is a qucstion of wine grflpes.
Therefore, I must say that whilst thc Conrnrission
continues to keep this particular possibility of trsing
surpluses of alcohol under steady review, at th;
present time we are afraid that the costs irr tltc ftrture,
may be too high to warrant production of this kind. I
would like to add that it would not be feasible urrlcss
one were to calculate any excess production of alcohol
of a permanent nature over the years, bascd cither on
arable products or on wine, the fornrcr being cheaper
than the latter. So, in conclusion, Mr Prcsidclnt, yei it
is, technically feasible, it would save sonle importation
of petroleum, but even with the fairly high production
of alcohol in the Community, not all that nruch. It
would be rather expensive but it is a possiblity which
must be kept continously undcr revicw.
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
!7ould Mr Gundelach nor agree
that, as we have six million people unemployed fiere
in the EEC and the raw ntaterial is available, it might
be worthwhile to produce petrol here from those
substances ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
As I said, it is reasonable to
examine this possibility bur, as in all other economic
operations, you have to calculate the cost of the opera-
tion and compare it with what you could get for the
same amount of money in other ways of creating
employment. The cost of using alcohol for the
purpose of producing petrol is extremely high and
what we have to decide before we give a definitive
answer to your question is whether that money could
not be used in a more productive manner in creating
employment in another way. I am not giving a clefini-
tive answer today ; I am just indicating the factors
which have to be taken inro account in arriving at the
final conclusion.
I See Annex
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins, for a bricf'
supplementary question.'
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
The Americans, in point of
fact, have done an experiment and are using up to
1.5% of alcohol in this way in petrol and it is
perfectly successful. Is this not an infinite resource as
opposed to anything carboniferous which is finite, and
therefore should not the Community actively pursue a
policy of encouraging this type of use of surpluses of
agricultural products, including sugar, which is prob-
ably the cheapest of all ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
The Americans have carried out
certain experiments on this and we are following and
are making our own studies, but the Americans have
not put this into production except on a trial basis
because they have been held back by the fact I have
just referred to, namely that the cost relationship with
other types of energy, including coal, is too high. So
they keep it on the books like we do, as a possibility
for providing alternative energy but one which is not
yet close enough to the threshold price for alternative
energies. Therefore I still maintain that further studies
are needed before committing money, which hypothet-
ically could be committed in other ways, either to agri-
culture or to energy, in a manner which was more
productive.
Mr FrOh. 
- 
(D) Could you confirm, on similar lines
to what Mr Scott-Hopkins was talking about, that
large-scale experiments are being carried out in Brazil,
and do you see in this, ultimately, a possibility that, if
agricultural alcohol itself was too expensive for
blending for this kind of purpose, then we might be
able to use synthetic ethyl alcohol for blending with
petrol, thus opening up other, new areas for the Poten-
tial use of alcohol of agricultural origin ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
Yes, apart from the trials which
have been made in the United States, a certain limited
production of this kind has been undertaken on a trial
basis in Brazil, and it is these two trial productions
which led me to give the answer which I first gave,
namely that it is technically feasible and there are no
technical difficulties involved in this process. It is a
nratter of economics. It is a matter of whether the
moncy involved in the investment to transform
alcohol into petrol or an additive for petrol is well
used when compared with what the money can be
used for in other measures, either to develop alterna-
tive energy or to deal with agricultural surpluses in
another manner. I am not willing to give a definitive
answer today except to indicate that it is very expen-
sive to use alcohol produced out of potatoes or barley
or cven nrore expensive out of grapes, more expensive
than any known other alternative for energy. I am not
ruling it out, but I am just laying the facts on the table
' There followed numerous exhortations for brevity by the
President, which are not reproduced here.
of the House. It is undoubtedly a subject to which we
are going to come back, when we discuss in the not
too distant future the combined proposals of the
Commission in regard to wine, starch and alcohol.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
\?ould not the Commissioner agree
that these experiments at this stage are iust laboratory
freaks and are not practical alternatives ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
That is a concrete possibility but
it is a matter of whether it is economically a good
investment and to that we have to give an answer later
when we have made all our investigations. My stand
today is that it seems to me to be a very expensive
way of providing energy.
President. 
- 
Question No 23, by Mr Schmidt :
Vhat is the Commission's assessment of the Progress
made at the last session of the UN Conference on the
Law of the Sea, and of the collaboration at it of the
Commission and the delegatrons of the Member States ?
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- 
(F)
The discussions at the last session of the UN Confer-
ence on the Law of the Sea were both important and
constructive. The Member States were able to work ajoint position on several important points and a
number of joint statements were made, in particular
with regard to fisheries and the exploitation of the
seas' resources. Of particular importance was a ioint
statement made at the Conference's plenary sitting
calling for the inclusion in any future convention of a
special clause which would enable the Community to
become a contracting party to the Convention, which
is now necessary because of the extra responsibilities
that have devolved on the Community in several
areas, notably as regards fisheries and the fight against
pollution.
Mr Schmidt. 
- 
(D) Could you not tell us how the
other delegations reacted to the joint statement by the
Member States ? Are there any signs that it has met
with approval, or is the Community in an isolated
position ?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
As far as I know, there were no nega-
tive reactions.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
May I ask the Comnrissioner whether
we really can wait always for the law of the Sea Confer-
ences in these matters. Is it not time, particularly in
cases where we are dealing with oil pollution, that we
within the Community should take our own action
that would then have repercussions outside the
Comn.runity and might infltrence the world at large ?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
I notc with particular interest the
suggestion made by the Honourable Member.
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Lord Bruce of Doningt lfould not the
Commissioner agree that there is no point in Member
States signing conventions, unless they are prepared to
ratify them and to legislate on the basis of rhe conven-
tions which they originally undertook to honour ; and
will he say what action the Commission proposes to
take in view of the apparent refusal of the Council to
endorse the recent draft directive concerned with the
requirement of Member States to ratify MARPOL and
SOLAS and Article 147 of the ILO agreement ?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
I am conversant with these matters and
in particular with the recent discussions, which have
still to lead to any agreement. Consequently, I do not
see how anyone could have refused to ratify the text;
furthermore, I am not at all sure which convention
Lord Bruce was referring to.
President. 
- 
Question No 24 by Mr Osborn :
Vhat steps is the Commission taking to protect the flat-
ware and cutlery industry from dumping and from
imports of low price and low quality specification ?
Mr Davignon, Mcntber o.f. the Contrnission. 
- 
(F)lf
a Conrmunity industry is in difficulties and it believes
these difficulties to be attributable to unfair import
arrangements, it may ask the Commission to institute
anti-dumping procedures, on the basis of a Commis-
sion regulation. Mr Osborn has already put questions
to us on this matter, and we are therefore fully aware
of the difficulties experienced by certain branches of
the industry in question. We have also made it clear
that we would be prepared to hold consultations with
the industry, but their representatives have yet to
contact us.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that there
has been a conference of the industry in Helsinki and
that the industry in Europe, as well as within the
Community, is not suffering so much from the results
of dumping but from cheap imports and will be
seeking his advice as to how to keep the industry in
operation both in and outside the Community 7
Mr Davignon. 
- 
I am glad to hear that the industry
will be contacting us. As I have just said, we will
welcome the opportunity of holding consultations.
President. 
- 
Question No 25 by Mr Scott-Hopkins:
Does the Commrssion believe that the effectiveness of
agricultural srructural pohcy has been hindered by the
need for Member States to pay a substantial share of the
costs of implementing the various Directives and does it
feel that structural development would be enhanced if
these costs were borne entirely by the Communiry ?
Mr Gundelach, Vicc-Prc.ridcnt of tbe Contnti.tsion.
- 
Yes the Commission does believe that the effective-
ness of the agricultural structural policy has been
hindered by the need for Member States to pay some-
times a very substantial share of the cost of imple-
menting various structural measures, and it
consequently feels that a higher contribution by thc
Community, may be in certain cases, as thc qucstion
indicates, of as much as 100 o/o, would cnhance thc
effectiveness of a structural policy in thc Comnrunity.
That is not my real problem. My real problenr is thc
purpose of such a structural policy. Is that structural
policy going to be oriented towards increasing produc-
tivity in areas like dairy production where we already
8et structural surpluses or towards finding alternative
valid ways of employing economic resources in agricul-
ture. If the purpose of that structural policy, contrary
to the prevailing view among the agricultural minis-
ters, is to develop forms of agricultural production in
which we are not in surplus and in which we can
produce a product at reasonable prices which is to the
taste of the consumer and which is valid economi-
cally, then I would fight for a Community contribu-
tion verging on 100 70. But the less that is the case,
the more I will be against that sort of Community
contribution.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Vould not the Commis-
sioner agree after that fairly helpful reply that it is
absolutely essential to rationalize production and that
it is through the structural directives that this will be
done, and would he not agree that the best way of
doing this is a comprehensive policy for rural areas,
for he will be keeping some people within agriculture,
producing what is needed, and taking some of them
out, and would he bend his mind towards instituting
and coordinating a rural fund in order to administer
that ? For this we shall need to have the 100 o/o contri-
bution from the Community. That is surely the right
way, would he not agree ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I would most certainly agree with
the spirit and the main line of the question of the
honourable Member. I do believe that structural policy
in the Community has to be merged with a marketing
policy and not run on separate lines, separated from
the market policy. Secondly, I do believe that the
various instruments of structural policy have to be
seen as forming part of the market policy as a whole,
taking into account the market policy problems which
we are confronted with and taking into account the
social problems existing in certain regions.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that
unfortunately his very welcome realism is not shared
by the Ministers for Agriculture, and would he make a
tremendous effort to explain to them that the
consumer will not continue to support a policy which
leads to gross overproduction of certain products
simply in order to earn money for the farming
conrmunity and that this policy will not be generally
welcomed throughout the Community ? lf he is not
prepared to do that, will we not get into this silly situa-
tion where we have mountains and lakes, while the
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response from the people who have to buy the goods
is onc of sheer disbelief that any Community could
get into suclr a nonsensical situation ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I think the honourable Member
is perfectly well aware from the many debates in this
House and in the Committee on Agriculture, as well
as from reports of the discussions in the Agricultural
Council, that I am willing and ready to stand and
fight out this battle, and I am sure that in the end we
shall overcome with the help of the honourable
Membcr amongst others.
(Latgbtcr)
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D) Can Mr Gundelach say what specific
products he has in mind, does he think the Commu-
nity can offer the right conditions for producing
them, and to what extent will it be possible, at the
present low level of economic activity, to take people
off the land and retrain them for other occupations ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
It is easy to ask for a short
answer, when the whole problem of the Common
Agricultural Policy has been put on the table in one
go. I was not advocating trying to take people from
the land at this particular point of time. I was advo-
cating trying to find solutions to social problems
which did not have an impact on consumer prices at
the level of production. I do not want to take people
off the land at this particular time, but rather to find a
solution which would keep people on the land under
socially acceptable circumstances, but without
increasing our market difficulties.
Secondly, it is evident to everybody that we have a
structural surplus production of dairy products, sugar,
olive oil and temporarily of meat as well. It is equally
evident that we are big importers of a lot of fodder.
Consequently there are sectors where we could,
provided we are efficicent enough, increase our own
production in an economic manner and thereby
create alternatives to the productions which are in
surplus.
President. 
- 
Question No 26 by Mr Dalyell :
Following the decision of the Court of Justice in case
number 75177 (Mollet v. the Commission) does the
Commission plan to continue the practice of submitting
candidates for certain Commission posts to psychological
examinations ?
Mr Tugendhat, fuTtntbtr o.f tbc Conn r.r.riorr. 
- 
The
Staff Regulations require that the Commission must
be satisfied that all successful applicants are fully
acceptable on medical grounds. It is therefore neces-
sary, I believe, for doctors to be able to seek whatever
specialist advice they may feel to be necessary,
including the advice of psychiatrists. The Court of
Justice questioned the way in which a particular
candidate was informed of the results of these exami-
nations. That has been the point at issue. Ve in the
Commission are, of course, taking full note of what
has been said and we will do our best to avoid a repeti-
tion of those circumstances in the future.
Mr Dalvell. 
- 
tUflhy are questions asked about social,
religious, personal and sexual lives ? These questions
are often very detailed and seemingly irrelevant. Is it
true that these special consultations cost the Commis-
sion 5 000 Bfrs a time ? \flhy do they take place
mostly in French, even when the candidate has a rela-
tively limited knowledge of the French language ?
\flhy do the tests cause long delays in recruiting offi-
cials and on occasions block recruitment, since in
almost all cases these candidates have taken external
competitions ? Is it not true that in some fifteen cases
these delays have been in excess of two months ? Is it
not true that most of the candidates have been some-
what traumatized, even intimidated, by these
completely unexpected tests and rightly wonder what
might be discovered to delay or prevent their nomina-
tion ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I do not think that the situation
is quite as dramatic as the honourable Member has
made it appear, but we are aware that the conduct of
these tests has been a cause for concern and we are
certainly doing our best to make sure that they are as
well-conducted as possible. However, these are
medical matters, and I think it is very difficult indeed
to call into question a doctor's right to decide how
matters within his professional competence should be
conducted.
Mr Hoffmann. 
- 
(D) Mr Tugendhat, could you
please say whether the examining psychiatrists may be
chosen by the candidates themselves ?
(Laugbtcr)
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I think it must be for the
Commission, which is the body that is going to take
somebody on, to be responsible for the conduct of its
own examinations. I do not think the honourable
Members would suggest that candidates can nominate
their own doctor to provide their own medical certifi-
cates. The Commission must, I think, be responsible
for its own hiring practices.
Mrs Dunwoody.- If in fact it is as reasonable as Mr
Tugendhat makes it sound, why is it necessary to ques-
tion the religious beliefs of candidates, because frankly
that has very little to do with anybody's psychiatric
health ? Furthermore, I have been married to a doctor
for 20 years and I have four of them in my family,
and I question their judgement very frequently.
(Loud lauglttar)
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I can well believe that the honou-
rable Member does indeed do that, Mr President, but
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as I said at the outset in answer to Mr Dalyell, we are
examining these procedures, and we will take fully
into account all that has been said in this House both
on this occasion and on other occasions as well.
Mr Dondelinger. 
- 
(F)Having already put a written
question on this matter to the Commission, I would
now ask Commissioner Tugendhat to tell us what are
the rights of candidates who are rejected after failing a
psychological examination.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
It is very difficult indeed to
answer general questions which apply to specific
cases. \ifle have had a case in front of the Court of
Justice which has certainly led us to reconsider the
way in which our procedures work. And we are taking
this into account. But if the honourable Member
would care to write to me about a specific case, I will
do my best to provide him with an answer.
President. 
- 
Question No 27, by Mr Brosnan :
Vill the Commission state what progress has been made
in preparing a programme of studies in the Irish border
region for which an additional 160 000 EUA has been set
aside rn Article 266 of the 1978 Budget?
Mr Brunner,lVcnbtr o.f tfu Conni-s.tion. 
- 
(D)The
House will recall making appropriations available for
a study in the Irish border area. We have now
prepared a two-point programme for a study of the
Erne fishing grounds and the development of herring
fishing north-west of the lrish sea. That programme
was adopted by the Commission this morning. \Ve
shall keep Parhament informed of progress with the
study.
Mr Brosnan. 
- 
I did not quite understand which
programme the Commissioner stated was approved by
the Commission. There are two in question, I under-
stand, one of which is approved. The one that I am
concerned about is the Erne study, and I would be
gratefuI if thc Commissioner would inform me what
progress that has made, whether it has been approved
or not by the Commission, and if not, if he would
assure me that the approval will be expedited with all
due haste.
Mr Brunner.- (D) This study forms part of the two
projects adopted by the Commission today.
Mr Fitch. 
- 
Vould the Commissioner look into the
possibility of a similar programme to examine the
contraction in the coalmining, textilcs and footwear
industry in the north-west of the United Kingdom ?
Mr Brunner. (D) At the moment we are
concerned with the Irish border area. There are of
course other possibilities that we could also look into.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
What does the Commission
cxpect to ger out of these studies ?
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, on a
point of order. Throughout this Question Timc, you
have prefaced your remarks fronr the chair by a
request 
- 
almost a demand 
- 
to the questioner to
be brief. This rs quite unnecessary in view of the fact
that the purpose of Question Tinre is to protect the
liberties of Parliament, and that the qucstions fronr
the floor ought to be conducted without ltarassnrent.
(Lati4ltttl
Mr Brunner.- (D) The objective is to look inro thc
development possibilities. This will there fore be a
kind of feasibility study ; we shall considcr specific
development possibilities on the basis of the rcsults.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) In view of the state of progress of
this study, is it possible to increase aid fronr the. Social
and Regional Funds for these regions of Ireland ?
Mr Brunner.- (D) \7e must await the outcome of
the studies before we can ntake any strch spc.cific dcci-
sion.
President. 
- 
Question No 28 by Mr Brugha :
Is the Commission in favour of encotrragirrg the establish-
ment of buildrng societies throughotrt thc Conrnrunity so
that a greater number of peoplc carr purchase their own
homes ?
Mr Tugendhat, Ntnbcr o-f tltt Contnn.i.iioz. 
- 
The
answer is yes. The Con.rmission is indeed studying
measures which would facilitate people buying their
own homes by liberalizing access to the various
specialist housing credit institutions suclr as the
British and Irish building societies and for insrance,
the Bausparkassen in Germany. Btrt we are not only
concerned with specialist bodies of this sort, we are
equally concerned to open trp opportunitics for other
financial institutions which grant credit for housing in
addition to the other activities irr which they cngage.
Mr Brugha. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that in
the Irish experience building socicrics, properly lcgis-
lated for, fulfil a very useful role in providing credit
facilities for young people in permitting rhcnr to have
a home at the beginning of their lives and irr the
starting of family life. And therefore will the Contmis-
sion consider introducing a Community policy in this
area ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Building societies are an insritu-
tion common to both our countries, and I am very
much aware of the enormous contribution which they
have made in the Irish economy as well as in the
British. !7e are extremely anxious indeed to have a
Community policy which would facilitate access by
institutions of this sort to countries other than their
country of origin. \7e believe this would be of great
benefit to prospective house buyers and would create
more opportunities for people to own their own
homes.
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Mr Edwards. 
- 
I was rather surprised that the
Comnrissioner did not mention a very important deve-
lopnrent in home ownership, namely the cooperative
society building organizations, which are highly
successful in Britarn and successful in the Scandrna-
vian countries. Thesc cooperative building societies do
enable the poorer workers to obtain their home owner-
ship in cooperatiorl with their fellows.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
The honourable Member had not
of coursc asked nre about these institutions, but I
know that they fulfil a very useful and important
PurPose.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Since the Commissioner
has so wisely pointed out that the building societies
can be of great benefit to prospective home owners,
does he consider it right that national governments
such as that of the United Kingdom should pressurize
building socie'ties into cutting down on home loans,
thus throwing the whole housing market into chaos
and penalizing especially first-time house buyers ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I think I would be very unwise to
get involved in that particular argument.
(Lotd lt trgltrtr)
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) \7ould the Commissioner
be good enough to indicate the Treaty provisions
providing the basis for the action which the Commis-
sion intends to take in this field ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
The basis for what we are trying
to do 
- 
and I will have to write to the honourable
gentleman and give him the precise article 
- 
arises
from our Treaty obligation to create a common
market in services as well as in goods. Since the
Treaty of Rome was signed, I think everybody would
agree that great progress has been made in the crea-
tion of a common market in goods, rather less in the
conlmon market in services. It is time to get the
common market in services catching up a bit with the
common market in goods.
President. 
- 
Question No 29, by Mr Seefeld :
Does thc Commission intend, when rntroducing new
legislation on duty-free a[lowances, to discontinue the
duty-free allowance of petrol carried in reserve contalners
in passenger cars ?
Mr Davignon, lVcnrbtr o.f tbc Connti.tsion. 
- 
(F) lt
certainly seems that some motorists believe that
reserve petrol containers my be considered as personal
luggage. But it is difficult to accept that transporting
pctrol in rescrve containers is the same as carrying
personal luggage. It would be wrong to say that such
action is in lirre with a policy designed to provide
exemptions ar-rd to devclop thc custonrs union. In this
type of situatron wc arc forccd to abandon our usual
obiectives and add additional provisions to regulations
instead of abolishing them. The reason for this is that
the exrsting regulations are being deflected from their
original purpose. Thus, in the first instance 
- 
and the
Member States have already agreed to this 
- 
we shall
be obliged to make this distinction when we amend
the regulation, much as it goes against the grain.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Is the Commissioner aware that
the Belgian minister, Mr Geens, has stated that the
Commission intends to draft a proposal regulating
duty-free allowances in such a way that no more duty-
free petrol may be carried in a reserve tank, and might
not people in the Community get the impression that
the intention is to create serious obstacles to travel,
even if all that is at issue is the small amount of petrol
that can be carried in a reserve tank ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
The Commission prefers to
explain its measures itself : we have certain reserva-
tions as regards the explanation which might be given
by a Minister of a Member State. Having said that,
there can be no possibility of confusion with regard to
what we discussed yesterday during the debate on the
development of the customs union and the extension
of the customs franchise privileges, and a refusal to
allow something that obviously does not come within
the ambit of the customs union regulations. However,
I would agree with the Honourable Member that it is
essential to avoid creating confusion and giving the
impression that we are trying to hinder freedom of
movement and diminish the advantage enjoyed by our
citizens of belonging to one and the same Commu-
nity.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
\Would the Commissioner not agree
that in fact the main aim and purpose of our Commu-
nity in this particular area should be to encourage
travel within the Community, and woulcl he not
further agree that there can be no question of anyone
travelling in a passenger car taking petrol in order to
sell it at the other end ? Therefore is this not an area
where he would give very low priority indeed to intro-
ducing new legislation that would stop people fronl
carrying a reserve supply of petrol in their passenger
vehicles ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
Unfortunately, thirrgs are never
quite as simple as that, and we can never be entircly
sure what people's motives are likely to be. It is truc
that there are variations in the price of petrol arrd that
people living close to frontie rs nray find ways of
taking advantage of loopholes in our custonrs unioll
regulations. If I had to answer only the first part of the
question, I would say that thcre could bc no objcction
to anybody carrying a reserve container to guard
against thc possibility of running otrt oi petrol.
Howevcr, it is clcar that the legislation was llot
designed to allow this practice to beconrc a nreans of
circunrventing a situation in wlrrch cxcisc dutic's and
indirect taxation havc not yct bccrl harntortizcd. Wc
must therefore continue to nlovc towards the llarrlrorlr-
zation of excrsc dutics, which is atrotltcr of thc
Conr nrissiorr's objectives.
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President. 
- 
Question No 10, by Mrs Dahlerup:
Does the Commission intend to make any proposals in
the near future relatrng to the educatlon, professional
trainrng and retraining of women, and, if so, what legal
instrument will it propose ?
Mr Natali, Vice-l>rtridtnt ol tbc Connis.tion. 
- 
(l)
The Commission has for some years now been giving
careful consideration to the problems of the educa-
tion, professional training and retraining of women.
As the Honourable Member will be aware, the
Conrnrission organized in Paris at the end of 1975 a
seminar on the vocational guidance and training of
female workers. On the basis of the conclusions of
that scnrinar the Commission is now examining, in
collaboration with government representatives and
rcprescntatives of the social services sector, the detail
of a number of possible proposals. \Ve are also
examining the legal form that might be given to those
proposals.
On the question of education, the Commission
proposes to forward to the Council next autumn a
communication on equal training opportunities for
girls and young women at the general and secondary
levels of education. The communication will also
examine the contribution that might be made in this
sector by the education authorities of the Member
States. Finally, the communication will be based on
an analytical study of the projects that have already
been put in hand pursuant to the decision of the
Education Ministers Council meeting of February
1976.
Mrs Dahlerup. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I shall try to
be brief, although I rather feel that you are placing
greater emphasis on brevity than has ever been done
before at Question Time in this Parliament, and that
this is not really necessary. I would ask the Commis-
sioner, who drew attention to everything the Commis-
sion has considered and contemplated doing for
young women since 1975, the following questions
with regard to training and, in particular, professional
training : does the Commission believe that young
girls and women can be satisfied with its stated inten-
tions, and does it have any recollection at all of the
discussion held here in Parliament on l6 November
in the course of which Parliament called on the
Commission to speed up, at long last, the adoption of
decisions ?
I would now ask the Commission to provide some
information on when it intends to submit the propo-
sals for a training programme, and, in particular, some
intimation of the likely form of these proposals.
Mr Natali. 
- 
Since I have been obliged to give a
brief answer, I may well have neglected to mention a
number of matters. I would like to reassure the
Honourable Member that the Commission intends to
submit definite proposals before the end of the year.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that
some people would not exactly regard that as being
too active if the Commission has actually been
looking for means of helping since 1975 ? \trfle know
that you will try and do something by the end of the
year, but when are you actually going to put that into
practice ?
Mr Natali. 
- 
A few minutes ago I heard Mrs
Dunwoody make a very fair comment on religious
matters in connection with another question. I might
perhaps say that in this world it is very difficult to be
happy ; but we shall try, by expediting matters, to
ensufe that people are less unhappy.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
The second part of question time is
closed. I call Mr Spicer on a point of order.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr President, I rise only to offer my
congratulations, and those of most people in the
House today, for the excellent way in which you have
chaired Question Time and the number of questions
we have managed to get through.
(Laughter)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DESCHAMPS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Could I ask the President if in
future he will ensure that in order to continue at that
speed Members will be encouraged not to read ques-
tions ?
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
I think that is a good suggestion and
henceforth it will have my support.
7. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is votes on motions for
resolutions on which the debate has closed.
\7e shall begin with the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Hansen and others (Doc.218178): Rela-
tions betucert Turkel and tbe European Conntunitl.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to 5 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs 1 to 5 are adopted.
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
Mr Rivierez, calling for this paragraph to be deleted.
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No 1 is rejected.
I put paragraph 6 to the vote.
Paragraph 6 is adopted.
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I put paragraph 7 to the vote.
Paragraph 7 rs adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted.
I now put to the vote the motion for a resolution
contained in the report by Mr Schworer (Doc.
223178)'. Custont-; urtion and tbe internal ntarket,
The resolution is adopted.
\(ze shall now consider the motion for a resolution
contained in the Prescott interim report (Doc.
182178)'. Reorganizatiott tf tbe shipbuilding
industry',
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph 1 are adopted.
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 4, tabled by
Mr Nyborg, calling for the addition of the following
new sub-paragraph:
'(Q The lack of a shipbuilding policy, or a misguided
policy, in all countries as well as the Communiry ;'.
\flhat is Mr Prescott's opinion ?
Mr Prescott, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am
against, for reasons explained in the debate this
morning.
President. 
- 
I put paragraph 2, subparagraphs (a) to
(e), to the vote.
Paragraph 2, subparagraphs (a) to (e), are adopted.
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
I put paragraph 2 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 2 thus amended is adopted.
I Put Paragraphs 3 to 7 to the vote.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott, rdlrportcur. 
- 
Mr President, one of the
diffrculties in a procedure like this is that it is not
always possible to meet the requests for amendments
coming in at the last minute because of the lateness of
the report. In his reply the Commissioner made a
comment about the figure of 2.4 m cgrt in paragraph 5
and I do not suppose you will rule me out of order if I
suggest certain words should be changed. It is not a
controversial point. The Commission do not feel that
the figure of 2.4 is their policy and I agree with them
and so did all those in debates. \We could at least be
correct about the Commission's position if you
allowed me to make this change in paragraph .5.
President. 
- 
Exactly what change do you wish to
make to the wording of paragraph 5 ?
Mr Prescott, r.tP\orttilr. 
- 
Mr President, in para-
graph .5 I wish to make the following changes :
stresses moreover that the figure of 2.4 m cgrt ,tt('ttt,oilLl
by the Commrssion as a lrkely level of tonrrage to bc
built in Communrty shipyards rn 1980 shotrld not bc
consitlered, ar tht' Conntissron h,t.' t'nrf lu.trzt'd, a target
figure for the followrng reasons . . .
There are good reasons for these changes and I think
we should all unanimously support thcnr. I krrow the
Commission would very much like to have thenr
included.
President. 
- 
Are there any obiections to this amend-
ment of paragraph 5 ?
That is decided.
I put paragraphs 3 and 4, paragraph 5 thus amended
and paragraphs 5 to 7 to the vote.
Paragraphs 3 to 7 are adopted.
On paragraph 8, I have Amendment No 5, tabled by
Mr Nyborg, calling for the beginning of this para-
graph to read as follows :
'8. points out that such a reduction cannot take the form
of an across the board cutback for all yards, there
being a certain size (two words deleted) of production
nec.rrury for optimum efficiency and regrets ... "
Itr7hat is Mr Prescott's opinion ?
Mr Prescott, rapporteilr. Unfortunately Mr
Nyborg was not here when I replied to this amend-
ment. I would ask him to understand that if he was to
take the word 'mix' out it would cause great diffi-
culties in the shipbuilding yards that have to mix
their production and therefore have different labour
demands at different times. I would hope that perhaps
he would consider that and withdraw his amendment.
If he does not, I shall have to oppose it.
President. 
- 
Mr Nyborg, do you stand by your
amendment ?
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I will willingly
withdraw this amendment, not for the reasons stated
by Mr Prescott, but to provide shipyards with the
opportunity of entering other fields of production.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 5 is withdrawn.
I put paragraph 8 to the vote.
Paragraph 8 is adopted.
After paragraph 8, I have Amendment No 5 tabled by
Mr Nyborg, calling for the insertion of a new para-
graph :
'8a. feels rn principle that aid systems are undesirable
and that existing aid systems should therefore be
progressively abolished as soon as possible at both
Community and international level, subiect to rect-
procity ;'.
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What is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Prescott, r.tlrport(ilr. 
- 
I understand the inten-
tion behind Mr Nyborg's amendment but the Ameri-
cans, for example, are appealing to their courts that
Value-Added Tax is a subsidy and this amendmenr
could be interpreted to have implications in that
connection. I hope he may consider withdrawing it,
otherwise I think I have to argue for reasons that I
gave before that we would have to oppose it.
President. 
- 
Mr Nyborg, do you stand by our
amendment ?
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I cannot accept
that statement, and I maintain the amendment.
President. 
- 
I pur Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Since the result of the show of hands is doubtful, I
call for a vote by sitting and standing.
Amendment No 5 is rejected.
(Applause fron certain seats o,t tbe left)
I put the first part and subparagraphs (a) and (b) of
paragraph 9 to the vote.
The first part and subparagraphs (a) and (b) of para-
graph 9 are adopted.
On subparagraph (c), I have Amendment No 7, tabled
by Mr Nyborg, seeking to replace this subparagraph
by the following text:
'(c) shipping and shipbuilding policy is coordinated ar
European level to avoid unnecessary and destructive
comperltion among the Member States ;'
I call Mr Miiller-Hermann.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D) I should like to ask Mr
Nyborg, as the mover of the amendment, if he will
agree to maintaining the original subparagraph (c) and
adding his new subparagraph as (d).
President. 
- 
\7hat is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Prescott, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Nyborg's amend-
ment, I am bound to say, does not convince me that it
adds anything at all, particularly in regard to 'destruc-
tive competition' which seems something of a
tautology. Therefore I do not think it adds much of
value to the report and it was not explained in any
way in the debate so I would recommend rejection.
In regard to Mr Miiller-Hermann's amendment, I
suppose all that it is really doing is amplifying what 9(c) already says, that is that this House has decided
that it would harmonize the subsidies in the Fourth
Directive and presumably all this is doing is saying
that the Fourth Directive came out on 4 April 1978.
So, I do not know whether Mr Miiller-Hermann feels
he needs to press that, because after all that is what
the report is saying.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
I put subparagraph (c) of paragraph 9 to the vote.
Subparagraph (c) of paragraph 9 is adopted.
After subparagraph (c) of paragraph 9, I have Amend-
ment No ll, tabled by Mr Mriller-Hermann, Mr
Vandewiele and Mr Deschamps, seeking to add a new
subparagraph :
'emphasrzes in this connection the importance of the
Council Directive of 4 April 1978 concerning the condi-
tions governing national subsrdies ;'
What is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, r.tl)porteilr. 
- 
I expressed, the view
that I thought sub-paragraph (c) which is now being
retained already says that, but I do not know whether
Mr Miiller-Hermann really wants to press this to
include the date on which the directive came out. I
was hoping that I might have had a response from the
proposer. If that is not the case I suggest you leave the
pangraph exactly as it is and therefore do not accept
the amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 1l to the vote.
Amendment No I I is adopted.
I paragraph l0 to the vote.
Paragraph l0 is adopted.
On paragraph 11 I have Amendment No 12, tabled
by Mr Vandewiele, Mr Deschamps and Mr Miiller-
Hermann seeking to replace this paragraph by the
following new text:
'11. calls the Commission's attention in particular to the
maior challenge which the disastrous effects on
employment represent, and consrders that positive
proposals should provide both for the creation of
new jobs and for measures to attentuate the social
effects of restructuring ;'
\fhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, ra?porteur. 
- 
Again this is another of
those amendments where we seem to be just playing
around with words and the rapporteur feels obliged to
defend what his committee had recommended in the
first place, because it came from recommendations
from the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
Planning and Transport and the Committee on Social
Affairs, Education and Employment. As there is no
real distinctive difference between the original and the
amendment I think, as rapporteur, that I have to
recommend leaving the words as the committee put
them to the House, and therefore I propose you vote
against the amendment.
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President. 
- 
I put amendment l2 to the vote.
Amendment No l2 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 12 and 13 to the vote.
Paragraphs 12 and l3 are adopted.
On paragraph 14, I have amendment No 8, tabled by
Mr Nyborg, seeking to delete this paragraph.
Vhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, ra|lorteur. 
- 
I am faced with the
same difficulty here and I am sorry to put the House
in this position. This paragraph was a recommenda-
tion of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
Planning and Transport which I adopted in my report
and therefore, since that and my own committee
support it, I would like to recommend that the para-
graph should stay as it is.
President. 
- 
I put amendment No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is rejected.
I put paragraph 14 to the vote.
Paragraph l4 is adopted.
On paragraph 15, I have amendment No 13, tabled by
Mr Mtiller-Hermann, Mr Vandewiele and Mr
Deschamps, seeking to replace this paragraph by the
following new text:
'15. calls on the Commission to investigate, with the
Member States, the effects of the programme being
implemented at national level, since otherwise any
harmonization of shipbuilding policy would be poin-
, tless ;'
\flhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, ra\Porteur. 
- 
Mr President, I think
this is another of these cases where we are using
different words to deal with what the report is actually
saying. I might iust say for the House's information
that what is called for here is actually contained in
that of proposal of the Commission regarding
subsidies, for which we have iust voted. Secondly para-
graph l5 is the one that came from Lord Bessborough
and the Committee on Budgets pointing out this
defect in the approach of the Commission. The
amendment calls for an investigation in which
member countries have to assist the Commission in
line with the requirements of the Fourth Directive.
The amendment adds nothing at all to the report, and
therefore I must regretfully advise you to withdraw it.
If it is not withdrawn, I recommend that it be
reiected.
President. 
- 
I put amendment No 13 to the vote.
Since the result of the show of hands is doubtful, I
call for a vote by sitting and standing.
Amendment No l3 is rejected.
I put paragraph 15 to the vote.
Paragraph l5 is adopted.
On paragraph 16, I have amendment No 14, tabled by
Mr Deschamps, Mr Mi.iller-Hermann and Mr Vande-
wiele, seeking to replace this paragraph by the
following new text:
'15. cannot make any meaningful assessment of the finan-
cial consequences of the proposals, as only the most
general information has been provided; regrets that
the Commission's work tt,itb tbe lllenrber State s
and tbe ltrofessional associatiotts bas nol nade
suffieient progress to ltrouide an initial breakdown
between capital and current expenditure or between
the Communiry budget, national budgets and private
investment ;'
\flhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, rapporteur. 
- 
Hallelujah ! All this
amendment is doing is saying that when the Commis-
sion comes to work on a proposal, it must be careful
to discuss it with the Member States and professional
associations and make sufficient progress to provide
an initial breakdown. \7ell, I assume the Commission
gets its information from all these people, even if it
does not spell this out at every turn. However, I am
going to be on the winning side. I will recommend
this time that you accept the amendment.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
I put amendment No 14 to the vote.
Amendment No l4 is adopted.
I put paragraph 17 to the vote.
Paragraph l7 is adopted.
On paragraph 18, I have amendment No 9, tabled by
Mr Nyborg, seeking to delete this paragraph.
!flhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, rapforteur. 
- 
Mr President, this is a
point of more substance. Again it came from the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planing and
Transport, and the principle involved is that monies
used for retraining or reorganization should not auto-
matically come out of the allocation available in the
Regional Fund for other oblectives. The hori'quota
section of the Fund means that money may be taken
from a special account rather than from the monies
available for the normal obiectives of the Regional
Fund. Therefore I suggest that you oPpose this parti-
cular amendment to delete the paragraph, as the /:or.t-
quota principle is a good one.
President. 
- 
I put amendment No 9 to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is rejected.
I put paragraph I 8 to the vote.
Paragraph 18 is adopted.
On paragraph 19, I have amendmcnt No 10, tabled by
Mr Nyborg, seeking to delete this paragraph.
rUfhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
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Mr Prescott, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the prop-
osal to delete this paragraph runs counter to the whole
trend of the debate this morning, which was rhat the
amount of information given to Parliament is
inadequate for a proper assessment of an industrial
policy. The Commission would argue that it had not
put forward an industrial policy, but it did agree that
more information was needed. Really therefore the
amendment would be against the general consensus,
and I can only recommend that you reiect it.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No l0 to the vote.
Amendment No l0 is rejected.
I put paragraph 19 to the vote.
Paragraph 19 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 20 to 22 to the vote.
Paragraphs 20 to 22 are adopted.
On paragraph 23, I have two amendments, which,
since they are mutually exclusive, must be taken
together.
Amendment No l, tabled by Lord Ardwick and Mr
Patijn on behalf of the Socialist Group, calls for the
addition of the following text to the end of this para-
graph :
'... its whole shipbuilding policy, including tbe possi-
bilitl of orders based on exercising Community prefer-
eflce' as outlined in Parliarnent! resolution of l0
February 1977;t
Amendment No 15, tabled by Mr Vandewiele on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP), calls
for the addition of the following text ro this para-
graph :
'.. . and calls on the Commission to investigate the possi-
biliry and desirability of exercising 'Community prefer-
ence' by requiring Community shipowners to purchase a
certain proportion of their ships in Community
shipyards;' I
!flhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, rapporteur, 
- 
Mr President, amend-
ment No 15 came quite late. However, looking at
amendments Nos I and 15 I think we can agree rhat
what they seek to add to the resolution is that if inter-
national agreement were to fail and the Commission
had to review its shipbuilding policy, it should
consider the possibility of orders based on exercising
'Community preference' as agreed by this Parliament
on 10 February 1977 in the context of my first report.
Let me make this absolutely clear, however, that there
is no commitment to the principle. We are speaking
only of the study of a possibility, as Japan and other
countries are doing with their orders. !7e are only
seeking that the Commission consider this as one of
I Resolution of the European Parliament of l0 February
1977 ; OJ C 57 ot 7. 3. 1977, PE 57.
the possibilities if international agreement cannot be
reached. Therefore I would add the words 'study of
the possibility' to the amendment, because I think
that would reassure some people. I think Mr Vande-
wiele's amendment No l5 is seeking to achieve the
same thing, and if Mr Vandewiele will agree to accept
Amendment No I by Lord Ardwick and Mr Patijn
with the addition of the words 'study of the possi-
bility', I think it will reassure those who are concerned
about this particular point.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I thank the
rapporteur for the addition which he proposes. There
is some hesitation in Parliament concerning the text
proposed by Mr Patijn and others. However, if we add
to that amendment the words'study of the possibility',I believe that Parliament will be able to agree to it.
Since this question was discussed at length at the
time. I would in that case withdraw my amendment
and recommend adoption 
.of the text as expanded byMr Prescott.
President. 
- 
Amendmenr No l5 is therefore with-
drawn.
I put Amendment No I as amended to the vote.
Amendment No I as amended is adopted.
I put paragraph 23 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 23 thus amended is adopted.
After paragraph 23, I have Amendment No 2, tabled
by Lord Ardwick and Mr Patijn, seeking to inserr the
following new paragraph :
'23a emphasizes the crucral importance of establishing a
strong shipbuilding industry within the Community
which in the short term will involve use of financial
aids as recommended by the Commission and there-
fore calls for a decision on the application of the
'lntervention Fund';
!(hat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, Amendment No 2
inserting a new paragraph 23a does not entail any
commitment in principle one way or the other on the
question of an Intervention Fund. This point was
asked in the debate, and I want to make it clear before
the Vote. The use of an Intervention Fund is called
for by two countries of the Community, and the
Commission has before it proposals from those coun-
tries, Britain included. All this amendment does is to
ask the Commission to come to a decision, because
the delay is causing problems one way or another.
There is no commitment to the principle of an Inter-
vention Fund towards which frankly, for reasons given
in the debate, I am not favourably disposed. I would
ask Parliament therefore to support this amendment.
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President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 24 to the vote.
Paragraph 24 is adopted.
On paragraph 25, I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Lord Ardwick and Mr Patijn on behalf of the Socialist
Group, seeking to replace this paragraph by the
following new text :
'25. instructs its President to forward this resolution and
tbe re?ort of its conntittee to the Council and
Commission and the governments and parliaments
of the Member States' ;
Vhat is the opinion of Mr Prescott ?
Mr Prescott, r.tp\orteilr 
- 
On Amendment No 3,
Mr President, I do think that what this resolution is
asking for as it stands at the moment is for only the
resolution to be sent to the Commission and the
Council. Now I fully understand that my views are
not always acceptable to this House, but it has always
adopted the procedure whereby the report of the
rapporteur and the ideas contained in it are still sent
with the resolution. I would remind you of the case of
the Klepsch report, when our group certainly
disagreed on the arms procurement agency, but all Mr
Klepsch's arguments were in the document, and that
was forwarded with the resolution. I think the House
at least, whatever it might be feeling about individuals
involved 
- 
and I can only imagine some such reason
to explain the different treatment in this case 
-should accept this amendment, and send the report
with the resolution to the Commission, the Council
and the governments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in support of
what the rapporteur has said, I would ask for the
report to be taken as such. There is also an opinion by
Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, a Vandewiele opinion, on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion, and an opinion by Mr Damseaux, on behalf of
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport. Therefore, speaking from a personal
point of view, I shall support the rapporteur in his
request that the whole document be forwarded.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott, ralrporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I certainly
meant that ; I meant the total document that is with
the resolution and before the House at the moment:
the replies from the organizations, the opinions and
some of the speeches that are included at the back.
President. 
- 
The amendment should therefore
read:
'25. instructs its President to forward this resolution, the
report of its committee and the opinions to the
Council'etc.....'
I put Amendment No 3 thus amended to the vote.
Amendment No 3 thus amended is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporating all the amendments that have
been adopted. The resolution is adopted.
8. Decision oil aids 
.for tbe iron antl stcel industry
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
report (Doc. 180178) drawn up by Mr Ansquer, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, on a draft Commission decision establishing
Community rules for aids and interventions by
Member States in favour of the iron and steel industry.
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer, rapporteur. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the iron and steel industry is faced by
serious difficulties, and the situation has been deterio-
rating for some years now.
The problems created by the crisis have already been
discussed by this House, and in 1977 . . .
President. 
- 
I regret to have to interrupt you. I call
Mr Schyns on a point of order.
Mr Schyns. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I have the impres-
sion that most Members of Parliament, including the
rapporteur, would like this report to be referred back
to committee. It would be better for the rapporteur to
request this straightaway and for the debate to be
adjourned. I would submit this proposal to the House.
President. 
- 
Mr Schyns, after hearing what you have
to say, the rapporteur will be able to state immediately
if such is his intention.
Mr Ansquer, r.t\portutr. 
- 
Mr President, if the
House agrees, I personally am in favour of the report
being referred back to committee, as this would
enable us to save time.
President. 
- 
Mr Ansquer, are you or are you not
asking for referral back to committee ?
Mr Ansquer, rapportcur. 
- 
Since the subject of my
report, which is of essential importance for the
Community, has been discussed only briefly by 
-y
committee, I would indeed request that it be referrcd
back to committee.
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President. 
- 
Once requested by the rapporteur,
referral back is of right in virtue of Rule 26 of the
Rules of Procedure.
I call Mr Porcu on a point of order.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group I wish to protest against
the decision to refer this report back to committee,
bearing in mind the importance and the seriousness
of the problem with with it deals. As we know, the
Commission has prepared a plan which involves the
lay-off 100 000 workers in the iron and steel industry.
\fle also know that the Council must deliver its
opinion on 23 July. Parliament should have debated
the report today. I must therefore register a strong
protest against these procedural maneuvres.
President. We note the position you have taken, Mr
Porcu.
I call Mr Osborn on a point of order.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, I have been in close
touch with the British Steel Corporation and I have
been in touch with the independent sector of the
industry. We have heard perhaps the most deplorable
results of any steel company announced yesterday. For
the rapporteur not to debate the issue, for the
Commission not to reply, I think is a failure of this
Assembly, and I do insist that we have a vote on this
issue.
President. 
- 
Mr Osborn, I regret that there is a
formal regulation on this point : once requested by
the rapporteur, referral back to committee is of right.
9. Urgent debate
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Albers, Mrs
Dunwoody and Mr Lezzi, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, a motion for resolution with request for urgent
debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure,
on the Council's failure to agree on measures to
promote youth employment. (Doc. 230/78).
I shall consult Parlia"'ent on this request at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's srtting.
10. Uraniun 
.fuel
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 187187) by Lord Bessborough, Mr
Osborn, Mr Fuchs, Mr Noi, Mr Cointat, Mr Rivierez,
Mr Veronesi and Mr De Clerq, to the Commission :
Subiect : Uranium fuel
rVhat progress has been made by the two Community
firms, EURODIF and URENCO, in the development of
the two methods for enriching uranium with a view to
the Community becoming self-sufficient in this field ?
I call Lord Bessborough.
Lord Bessborough 
- 
I do not want to filibuster Mr
President, but I do feel that those who wanted to take
part in this debate should be warned that it has been
advanced by probably two hours. I see very few of the
speakers, like Madame lValz and Mr Patijn and several
others who were going to speak, so I hope that they
will be told that this debate has been advanced.
Mr President, it concerns the Communiry's abiliry to
prepare uranium fuel for use in the nuclear electriciry
generating plant of Member States. The first speech I
ever made in this House, in March 1973, over five
years ago, concerned this very matter, and I may say
that I would stand by every word that I then delivered
on the merits and demerits of the two systems 
-diffusion and the centrifuge 
- 
and of course I still
prefer the latter. Now, five years later, not only is the
Community's uranium 
- 
ore supplied from Canada
and the geopolitically sensitive areas in Africa, but the
enrichment of 99 0/o of it is still undertaken under
contract by the United States and the Soviet Union. If
we in the Community can only produce I 0/o of our
enrichment needs, it is a sad result after all this work.
Members will recall that in 1973, the United States
Atomic Energy Commission agreed new contractual
arrangements with Community electricity undertak-
ings, committing the United States to supply enriched
uranium for l0 years. And then President Carter
decided that the supplies to the Community would be
suspended while the conditions under which United
States enriched uranium is supplied to the Commu-
nity are renegotiated. Happily, supplies have been
resumed, but for how long have they been resumed ?
At the time that the Non-Proliferation Treaty was
signed the United States gave firm assurances about
supplies of this enriched uranium for several nuclear
power plants in the free world, and based on
American surplus capacity. Now, lest anyone should
thinc that such an assurance is unchanging in the case
of other customers, as recently as April this year, the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
suspended supplies of enriched uranium to India. If
there is any consistency in American policy, it is that
India and the Community have suffered similar treat-
ment.
As clients for enriched uranium fuel, we must apply
the lesson. For how long can we be sure of the reli-
ability of the other supply from the Soviet Union ? It
is worth noting that the Soviet Union was not slow,
Mr President, to apply the Arab oil cartel pricing
policy to its allies, for oil and for raw marerials.
Community dependence on Soviet or American
supplies should not be allowed to reach such propor-
tions that those countries can threaten the suspension
of supplies as a political weapon. This is as much a
question of the Community's political independence
as of energy independence. This House must therefore
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examine the progress the Community is making to
establish an indigenous Community enrichment
capacity.
Let us iust identify the investment needs of the two
undertakings, EURODIF-COREDIF and URENCO,
and determine whether there is a case for Community
support. Now while URENCO is already in produc-
tion and working satisfactorily, at EURODIF, the
Belgian, French, Italian and Spanish consortium esta-
blished in 1973 with 25 Vo Iranian investment, pilot
production at Tricastin is only expected to begin next
year, producing possibly 500 tonnes initially and
reaching full production only in 1982. The diffusion
process, this process, is said to have the advantage that
customers can be offered a choice of what is called
tails assay of uranium. That is to say, a physical
quality of the uranium affecting the economy of fuel
usage. A disadvantage is the high consumption of elec-
tricity required for the diffusion process. Four pressure
water nuclear reactors are required, and according to
US experience the investment required for one Separa-
tive !flork Unit (S\U(U) in a diffusion plant is 457
dollars. This statistic can be compared with the invest-
ment required for one unit of the centrifuge facility,
the enrichment technique used by URENCO, of 300
dollars. It is said that the centrifuge does not attain
the low tails assay figures of the diffusion process, a
difference that can mean an economy of 30 % in
uranium fuel consumption. On the other hand I have
always claimed that the centrifuge process is more
economical than the diffusion process in its power
consumption requirements, requiring l0 % of the
energy consumed in diffusion enrichment.
However because of the considerable investment
required 
- 
the US administration is investing 4 000
million dollars in additional diffusion capacity
between now and 1984 
- 
I agree it is important that
both techniques should be given a fair trial. Perhaps
let us give them four or five years working experience.
This experience can only be obtained if the
EURODIF and URENCO plants are brought to the
stage of large-scale operations as early as possible. In
1978 the world requirement for enriched fuel is of the
order of 14000 tonnes, and the available capacity,
principally American, is 17000 tonnes. If the United
States Government funded enrichment capacity is
installed, then the United States may have a yield of
34000 tonnes by 198.!, and the proportion of this
yield available to non-American customers will be
directly related to United States investment in addi-
rional generating capacity. The OECD in its report on
'Nuclear Fuel Cycle Requirements', published in
February this year, estimates that the enrichment
requirements for OECD countries in 1985 will be in
the range of .].5 000-45 000 tonnes. The Community's
enrichment needs in 1985, including those of the
accession States, based on Members' present plans, is
of the order of 7000 tonnes in 1985. And if the Coun-
cil's target for nuclear generating capacity in 1985 is
used as a criterion, then the Community enrichment
needs would be approximately l0 000 tonnes in 1985.
It has been reported, Mr President, that President
Carter's energy plan implies an additional 600 nuclear
generating plants to the 62 plants already in operation
by the end of the century. \7el[, the biggest ioker in
the pack is President Carter himself, or rather his
success or failure in implementing the energy policy,
which he announced with such a fanf.are. Furthermore
there are other countries in the non-Soviet world
which may bring forward their nuclear investments,
thus compensating for any slippage in nucle ar
building programmes in the United States and else-
where. And let us note that so far the Conrmur.rity has
not examined the potential nuclear energy needs of
our friends in the Lom6 countries, and therefore their
uranium needs. It is worth recalling that President
Kaunda of. Zambia has already called for Africa
uranium enrichment facilities to be establishecl. If
therefore in 1985 the OECD countries must rely on
the USA for enriched uranium from that vast govern-
ment facility at Oak Ridge, which I have seen, and
Paducah and Portsmouth, and on the Community for
enriched uranium from Pierrelatte and Tricastin, that
is EURODIF, or Almelo and Capenhurst, which is
URENCO, then I question whether the Community
will have sufficient enrichment capacity to meet the
balance of demand. It is therefore essential to the
nuclear industry and to energy-dependent industries
to know that the level of Community enrichment
capacity will be sufficient for their needs.
Vhat will that capacity be ? Vhat are the lead times
in the Community for the expansion of the diffusion
and centrifuge processes, each to yield say an addi-
tional 1 000 tonnes annually ? Vhat is the corres-
ponding investment ? Vithin the meaning of Article
4l of the Euratom Treaty this House must have access
to this information so that appropriate action on ioint
undertakings may be considered according to Articles
45 and 46 of the Treaty.
Mr President, the world finds itself in an e nergy
hiatus. For those who have the work, there is no
urgency 
- 
for those who do not have the work there
is little enough hope. The recent OPEC meeting in
Geneva has warned that oil will be priced according to
the level that the market can bear. Vhen I visited
Saudi Arabia in March this year, this view was
confirmed to me, and I was also warned that oil could
well be priced at 25 dollars per barrel by l9tl0. Our
response must be urgent 
- 
an investment in alterna-
tive energy sources today, and not delayed until
tomorrow. Before 198.5 there could be another energy
crisis. Ve must respond to the evidence before our
eyes and invest in additional nuclear generating plant
and the enrichment capacity to fuel it. I beg, there-
fore, Mr President, with great regret that this debate
has been advanced so fast and that I see my colleagues
who were going to speak in it are still not in this
nonetheless none the less to ask the question.
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Vice-President
President. 
- 
I must point out to Lord Bessborough
that the item being debated is announced on the tele-
vision screens.
Everyone can therefore know that we are in the
process of debating your oral question.
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, .l[ember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, Parliament and the Commission have
always agreed on two things. Firstly, we must ensure
that the Community always has a stable supply of
uranium. Secondly, as we expand our sources of
energy, we must give reasonable scope to nuclear
energy. Otherwise we will not be in a position to meet
our energy needs at the end of the 80s.
As you all know, there have been long delays in
expanding nuclear energ'y in Europe. W'e have had to
revise our objectives. Only in 1975 we were saying: by
1985 we will need a nuclear capacity of 150 gigawatts.
Now we know it cannot be done. A more realistic
figure is 85 gigawatts. This means that we are falling
behind other major energy-producing countries such
as the United States. Today we have a nuclear energy
capacity of some 23-24 gigautatts. The United States,
notwithstanding an official policy highly critical of
nuclear energy, already has a capacity of 45 gigawatts.
So, on present calculations we will still be well behind
the United States in 1985.
This will have very specific effects. It will have a
specific effect on the demand for natural and enriched
uranium. But we must not deceive ourselves. Last
week I was in Iran. Iran is already anticipating deve-
lopments in oil production rwenty years from now,
and it is making a major effort to develop its nuclear
capacity. \(ze will be able to cover only about 20 o/o of.
our petroleum requirements from our own resources,
so we have every reason to take reasonable and safe
steps to expand our nuclear energ'y capacity.
But we must be realistic about what we can expect. It
is quite possible that by the mid 80s we will not have
as great a demand for enriched uranium as we
expected. The situation at present, as Lord Bess-
borough has already indicated, is as follows : we are
using two processes in Europe, the gas diffusion
process and the ultracentrifuge process. The
URENCO centrifuge process will produce about
2 000 tonnes of enriched uranium in Europe by 1980.
By 1985 URENCO's capacity will have increased ro
about 5 000 tonnes.
Moreover, by 1980 the EURODIF gas diffusion
process will be producing about 7 000 tonnes. This
could rise to about 11000 tonnes by 1985.'!7e can
therefore expect to be in a much easier situation by
then. The position now is that we are importing 80 %
of our natural uranium and 99 o/o of our enriched
uranium. Some of it comes from the United States
and some from the Soviet Union. But if things turn
out as we expect, we will eventually be producing
about three-quarters of our enriched uranium
ourselves.
To that extent I believe that if these developments go
ahead as planned and if, in addition, our new
EURODIF separation plant is constructed as planned,
we can look forward to a much easier situation. !U7e
will then have a stable source of supply if we consider
that we have a series of supply agreements with third
countries and that the amounts supplied under these
treaties will, of course, be in addition to what is avail-
able for our own needs. So I believe there is no cause
for concern and that we will secure stable supplies in
the foreseeable future. !fle may even find ourselves in
a buyers' market with modest over-production. There
will of course be no harm in that because the effect
on prices would be most welcome.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fliimig to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Fliimig. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. In view of the very reassuring answer Mr
Brunner has just given, we see no need to initiate a
major and long debate on this matter since Lord Bess-
borough's question referred principally to progress
with the two European undertakings EURODIF and
URENCO. It would not get us very far to keep raising
the question at every part-session of whether or not
we need to expand our nuclear energy capaciry. !(/e
have already indicated where we stand on this matter
several times, and we take it for granted that the
House shares the same view.
'!(hat we have just heard from Mr Brunner, namely
that we can look forward to a much easier enriched
uranium supply situation in Europe, is extremely reas-
suring, because the present situation is anything but
reassuring. Lord Bessborough has already spelled out
the enormous difficulties we will be in if the measures
President Carter and his government have announced
are actually carried out. Mr Brunner himself has just
said that we now have to import 99 o/o of our enriched
uranium.
So for the moment I simply wish to thank Mr
Brunner and the Commission for this farsighted
policy. Nor will we be sorry if there is a buyers'
market, for that is certainly preferable to the opposite.
Uranium prices have in fact been rising at an
alarming rate. \7e know it does not make much differ-
ence to the final price of electriciry, but it is not as
unimportant as we are sometimes told either.
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A final point: it is not enough just for the Commu-
nity to be certain of securing supplies of enriched
uranium for its reactors 
- 
predominantly light water
and high-temperature reactors ; we also wish to see
every effort made to ensure that in the next ten years
or so European nuclear reactors can be built for
export. Mr Brunner is absolutely right to say that it is
not enough just to export reactors ; we must be in a
position to export the fuel as well. So we believe that
the Commission has acted correctly in helping to
secure adequate supplies of enriched uranium for the
Community until 1985.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mrs \Valz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Lord Bessborough's
question about progress with EURODIF and
URENCO is timely; the Non-Proliferation Act
adopted in February 1978 by the American Congress
should already have made it clear to us that, where
deliveries of their uranium for peaceful purposes are
concerned, the United States will not be content with
Article 4 of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, but will
want to impose further conditions. Assuming they go
ahead with their demands, they will sub.iect our entire
atomic energy industry to extensive American supervi-
sion possibly in coordination with Australia and
Canada. Moreover, America is seeking to forbid the
export of sensitive technology, and this of course
includes the enrichment process. Carter has suggested
that America should take over the whole enrichment
process for its partners, and, as Lord Bessborough has
said, 4 000 million dollars have been allocated for this
purpose for the period up to 1984.
Can Europe really hold its own on the atomic energy
market 
- 
where it is fully competitive with America
- 
if it denied the most advanced technology, as has
already happened in data processing, in the aerospace
industrv, in applications satellites, where we are also
trailing behind ? Have we not developed the techni-
cally more advanced process with the ultracentrifuge,
which gives a separation factor a hundred times more
favourable than the diffusion process ? America is now
looking at this very process, and will almost certainly
adopt it sooner or later. Europe cannot therefore
afford not to enlarge its uranium enrichment capaciry
if it is to avoid getting into a further state of energy
dependency 
- 
this time on enriched uranium.
However regrettable it may be that the Commission's
Euratom project was not implemented at the time, so
that a single Community undertaking could be
created, the important thing now is to ensure that
both processes are made to deliver their full capacity
- 
in stiff competition with each other unfortunately.
There were uranium enrichment contracts for 22 000
tonnes of separation processing in 1977. I don't know
if that figure has risen in the meantime, I was unable
to get the latest figures. It should therefore be all the
more appreciated that the Netherlands Parliament has
remained a loyal partner to the Treaty, the safety
conditions previously concluded with Brazil having
been fulfilled by the Treaty. Europe's weakness in raw
materials means that it must rely on its technological
capacities if it is to maintain employment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Croze to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Croze. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the enrichment of uranium occupies a particularly
important place in the processing cycle of this fuel,
since nuclear energy is produced by means of light-
water reactors fired by enriched uranium. It is there-
fore absolutely necessary for the Community, which
has opted for nuclear energy, to use every means at its
disposal to obtain enrichment plants. It must not be
forgotten that one of the reasons why, the United
States has cut back its nuclear programme lies in the
absence of new enrichment sources. As has been
pointed out by previous speakers, the Community
continues to depend on American supplies of
enriched uranium. This is why, since the beginning of
May, the Petten experimental reactor has not been
supplied with enriched uranium as the United States
has suspended supplies. But perhaps the Commission
can tell us what is actually happening in this precise
sector. According to estimates, a gap in the supply of
this enriched uranium will appear in 1985. rU(e should
therefore double our separation production capacity
and build four new plants for this purpose. Two Euro-
pean companies have been set up to supply these
needs : EURODIF, which specializes in enriching by
means of gas diffusion, a technically proven process,
has decided to build the Tricastin plant in France.
This plant should become operational in January,
1979 and reach full productivity, that is, l0 800 000
separation work units a yeef, by the end of 1981.
EURODIF has already received 110000000 units'
worth of orders to be supplied f.rom 1975 to 1990.
EURODIF has also decided to set up a second plant
capable of producing enriched uranium in 1985. It
looks as if these two plants will be able to supply the
needs of the Member countries, France, Italy and
Belgium. I paid due attention to Commissioner Brun-
ner's reply just now on URENCO and ultracentrifuga-
tion technology and I would like to ask the Commis-
sion if it considers those figures, the time-limits fore-
seen and announced by me and given us by Commis-
sioner Brunner as realistic. At present, it seems that
we we are supplied with accumulating surpluses of
enriched uranium owing to the slowing down of
nuclear facility programmes ; but, as I have said, this
situation will evolve and it is important that the
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Community should be able immediately to provide
itself with the necessary enrichment capacity to realize
its nuclear programmes. Lastly, I would like to ask the
Commission 
- 
as Lord Bessborough did a short time
ago and I did not hear the reply 
- 
if it does not
think it timely to develop other processes. In May,
1977, bef.ore the International Atomic Energy Agency
conference France proposed a new enrichment
process by means of chemical treatment. The chief
interest of this process lies in the fact that it would
help prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. If
we can be assured of the efficiency and safety of this
process, this could well be a subject for international
cooperation and I think that the Commission would
do well to examine this dossier.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bouquerel to speak on behalf
of the European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Bouquerel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, first of all I
would like to thank the authors of the oral question
which is the subject of the present debate, for
uranium enrichment is one of the key problems of
Community energ'y strategy. The problem is, at
bottom, that of the Community's energy supply. Our
group would like to reaffirm its strong conviction of
the absolute necessity of using nuclear fission for a
certain period while waiting for the development of
thermo-nuclear fission which will solve many of the
problems we are facing, and, in particular, that of the
storage of radioactive waste. For the years 1980-85,
only a coherent and continuous thermo-nuclear
energy production programme will be able to assure
the Community of a sufficient energy supply. This
debate, then, leads us first of all to pose the problem
of the progress to date of nuclear power-station
building programmes, natural uranium supplies and,
lastly, those of enriched uranium. As for the power-sta-
tion programmes, we take a pessimistic view. Over the
years we have seen the various national objectives
shrink under pressure from a certain section of public
opinion. Now more than ever it is indispensable that
we arrive at a reasonable compromise between the
necessary observance of regulations protecting the
environment and the building of reactors, for this is
the only way to continue the energy policy of the
Community. The enrichment of uranium also poses
the problem of natural uranium supplies. The coun-
tries supplying uranium in the world are relatively
few. Our needs will grow over the next few years.
Accordingly, we must not only try to spread our
natural uranium supply sources, but also build up
considerable reserves on a Community scale, as
Commissioner Brunner suggested earlier. This need is
all the more pressing because the uranium-producing
countries, like the oil-producing countries, which are
increasingly eager to market refined products, could
well express a wish to enrich their uranium them-
selves. In the fields of nuclear physics and nuclear-pro-
duced electricity, we would thus be in a position of
dependence similar to that with regard to the OPEC
countries. Thus we see the vital importance of the
Community providing itself with enough uranium
enrichment capacity to be self-sufficient and to allow
it to get over any foreseeable difficulties in obtaining
enriched uranium supplies.
And this is precisely the object of this question. IUTe
are aware of the quarrel which in 1974 divided advo-
cates of gaseous diffusion and those of EURODIF and
those of the URENCO ultracentrifugation, process.
Each had its merits.
Gaseous diffusion had the advantage of being a reli-
able process, quickly set up, but with the drawback of
using up large quantities of energy and needing exten-
sive equipment. Ultracentrifugation was the model
technique of the future, using less energy and being
easier to use, but it was only at the stage of a rather
unreliable prototype. \flhat has happened to it since
then ? Experience should now enable the Commission
to answer some of the questions put at the time. Does
the EURODIF process still need such extensive equip-
ment ? Is the URENCO process operational by now ?
Has the coexistence of these two processes been of
benefit to the Community, or will it be in the future ?
Lastly, one step on from gaseous diffusion and ultra-
centrifugation, what have been the results of research
into enrichment by laser, which would have the advan-
tage of enriching uranium in one go and not in
stages ? These are all questions which play a key part
in the imn.rediate energy future of the Community
and we shall be very interested to hear Commissioner
Brunner's answers to these questions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, I think I should explain
before starting that a fortnight ago I lent my advance
copy of the book by Davenport, Eddy & Gillman Tbc
Pluntbctt A.flair to Dr Schuster, and last week from
the Socialist Group in Grcnoble we warned the
Commission that this subject would be raised.
Mr President, if we are talking about enriched
uranium, what very many of our people want to know
in several of the Member States is precisely what
conclusions are to be drawn from the so-called
Plumbat affair, a subject that has been raised from
time to time, notably on l0 May 1977,as the Conrmis-
sioner will remember, and which now has not only
occupied colunrns of the Jrrrrrl,t.1' Tintu and a whole
'Panorama' programme but is the subject of two
books. Mr President, I think that the Commissioner
has some resporrsibility to commeltt on certain
matters that have been raised. It ntay be that he has a
complete answer, but what I anr clear about is that an
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answer has to be given in his own interest, in the
Conrnrission's interest and in the interest of all of us.
I quote fronr page 167 ol Tbc Plttntbat A.f.fdir:
By now the European Parlrament, to whrch the Commis-
sion rs supposed to bc responsrble, was rn a state of hrgh
cludgcon. Marry members believecl that the Parlrament
should havc been told about 'the loss'. Guido Brunner,
the EEC Con.rmissioner for Encrgy was summoned to the
next session to cxplarn why rt was not.
Vhen he appeared before Parliament, Brunner, a Vest
Gernran, was labouring under the handrcap that he had
not been Energy Commissioner during the affair and so
had no first-hand knowledge of the events. That did not
inhrbrt him from defendrng the Commrssron and
Euratom. It did, however, lead to some rather curious
statements. He studiously rgnored the fact that most ol
those in the know have believed for years that the
uranium had gone to Israel where rt was perfectly suited
for use in Dimona's reactor. Brunner said that the
Plunrbat uranium'cannot be used as easrly as some
people think to manufacture bombs'. Indeed, warming to
his theme, he added that it was impossrble to use the
Plumbat uranium for military purposes. Smartly
swrtchrng tack, he explained that Euratom's regulations
had srnce been tightened to prevent any more of this
perfectly harmless uranium from going astray. Commis-
sioner Brunner gave the impression that the whole busi-
ness had been very unimportant and that Euratom should
actually be congratulated for even discovering that the
heist had taken place. He was, as one member of Parha-
ment later remarked, like a bank president clarming a
reward for the discovery that his bank had been robbed.
Brunner's performance raised more questions than it had
answered, and, two days later, another EEC Commis-
sioner stepped up to the rostrum in an attempt to sort
out the mess. Vilhelm Haferkamp, also a rVest German,
had been Commissioner for Energy in 1958 and 1969,
and was therefore directly involved in the Plumbat affair.
Hrs more intrmate knowledge, however, did not make
him any more enlightened or reassuring.
At a press conference in Brussels he blandly announced
that little could be done to counter any organized plot to
divert nuclear materials f rom the EEC. He apparently
thought little of the new regulations which, he said, he
had personally proposed in 1970: they had not been
adopted unul 1976, Haferkamp said, and then only rn a
'toncd-down form'.
Now, it goes on, and there are other issues, just one of
which, for time reasons, I propose to refer to and I am
glad that I do so in front of some of my German
colleagues, and particularly the chairman of the
Committee, l-recause I do think that there are issues
that are raised on Energy and Research here not only
for the Commission but for the Government of the
Federal Republic. Doubtless they have a reply, but, in
my opinion, reply they must and not least because it
so happens that they have the Presidency and these
questions should be put to the Council because, and I
quote :
There is, moreover, no doubt that the West German
Government was acutely embarrassed by the involvement
o[ Asmara Chemie, a German company and a defence
contractor at that. Very conscious of Germany's depen-
dence on Arab oil, the Bonn Government naturally
wanted the whole messy busrness to go away as quickly
as possible. Vhen German sociahst representatlves
attempted to ralse the matter ln the Rerchstag they were
told that the episode was like the 'snows o[ yesteryear'
and should be forgotten.
I think that the issues that are raised really do affect
us all, because there is the double issue of what the
Commission is now going to do to respond 
- 
and it
is under an obligation to say something 
- 
and there
is an obligation, in my humble opinion, for the
German Government to make comments on the
charges that have been made. Doubtless there is an
answer, but an answer they must give.
President. 
- 
Mr Dalyell, in allowing you, out of my
democratic spirit, to overrun your speaking time, I feel
I have stretched the Rules of Procedure, because what
you have said was foreign to the subject of the debate.
Your are sufficiently aware of the procedure of this
Parliament to know that you could have certainly
raised this question on another occasion.
I call Mr Ellis.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
Mr President, I am grateful to Lord Bess-
borough for raising his timely question and I am
grateful to Mr Brunner for answering it and for the
reassurance he has given the House. I, like my good
friend and colleague, Mr Fliimig, am very happy
indeed to accept those reassurances absolutely. But
having said that, I think I would like to take the ques-
tion just that little bit further than simply the ques-
tion of our supplies of enriched uranium in three
years' and eight years' time, because there are some
very very profound issues involved, as I am sure the
House knows. The big fundamental problem behind
the whole of the nuclear issue is, of course, the ques-
tion of proliferation. All the other problems, problems
of waste disposal, accidental leakage of waste and so
on, become almost marginal in the face of this one
central issue of proliferation 
- 
proliferation, I might
add, not into the hands of terrorists, but proliferation
into the hands of established governments. I think I
certainly accept that the issue that lies behind the atti-
tudes of some of the governments which supply
uranium 
- 
ore to the rest of the world, countries like
America, Canada and Australia, the fundamental issue
in their minds is clearly this issue of non-prolifera-
tion. I accept that absolutely. It has nothing at all to
do, as I see it, with any commercial advantage at all.
Therefore the issue of non-proliferation does become
a very important one and I, myself, feel that in recent
years we have gone a litte bit off the rails about non-
proliferation. At least one or two important govern-
ments, so it seems, have reverted to a position that
they originally adopted at the end of the war and
which then was demonstrated to be a quite fallacious
position in respect of preventing proliferation.
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If I may illustrate my point by looking at the history
of non-proliferation regimes since the war, what is
significant is that the very first attempt to establish
such a regime was the American Baruch plan. At the
heart of that plan lay the maintenance of an American
morropoly of nuclear capability. That is to say, the
policy essentially was a policy of denial. Vell that
policy, if I can express it this way, was blown skyhigh
when the USSR announced two years latdr, that it had
in fact exploded a nuclear device. So, quite clearly,
policies of denial, technological restraint, manifestly
even at that time, way back rn 1947, were not really
satisfactory. If you trace the history since then of
attenrpts at non-proliferation, what in fact has deve-
loped has been the slow politicizing of efforts
rcsulting in 1973 in the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
Now that treaty does suffer from at least one major
:lefect and the defect is that the treaty is an asymme-
rric treaty; it is a highly discriminatory treaty. It
Ciscriminates in favour of the nuclear weapon States
and against the non-nuclear weapon States. And the
improvements that have taken place in the last 3 or 4
rr .5 years in respect of the treaty have been gradually
:o lcssen this discrinrinatory content, to lessen the
rsymnretry. A good example, I think, is the fact that
within the boundary of the Community, within the
Euratonr regime, there has been the voluntary accep-
:ancc by two of the Member States which are nuclear
rr/eaporl powers of inspection by Euratom. That is a
;tep towards this 'levelling out' of the burdens, the
principle of the equality of misery, I believe it is
:alled.
Well now, quite clearly it seems to me, when a major
lovernnrent adopts a new kind of policy and the
rolicy comes from the heart of the American adminis-
:ration 
- 
it comes, I suspect, from the President
.rimself, leaving aside for the moment his problems
vith tl.re American Congress 
- 
when this policy
)ecomes a new kind of policy, essentially one of
lenial, that is to say of political restraint, then one
loes become very very concerned indeed that it might
rell be leading us in the wrong direction. Because as
Dr Eckland, the Secretary-General of the International
\tomic Energy Agency, pointed out in a speech last
December, the very secrecy concerning not only
:nrichment but also reprocessing, the whole secrecy
,urrour.rding isotopic separation, has resulted in consid-
:rable research activity to devise new and better
)rocesses for isotopic separation, resulting in the laser
:nrichment process, that one honourable gentleman
nentioned, and a JET process and other processes.
We read in the press only two months ago that an
\merican company in Seattle has already established
r pilot plant to build a laser enrichment process
'esulting in much more readily and much more
;heaply available enriched uranium. If these new
)rocesses become successful, then in a sense we are
lefeating the object.
I am going to finish, Mr President, fairly quickly,
simply by saying that it does seem to mc that thc
paradox 
- 
and we all know that politics is full of para-
doxes 
- 
the paradox in this particular problen'r rs in a
sense that, in order to prcvent the bomb, one has to
make available the technology. This is thc vcry intcr-
esting paradox here and this qucstion of whcthcr or
not we in Europe have our own enrichnrent process
and indeed, for that matter, our reproccssing
processes, does become extre nrely important for a
much more important reason than that of simply
supplying the Community with its fuel. I hope that
what I have now said will be listened to by anyone
who is so disposed to listen to it, particularly in the
United States of America.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patiin.- (NL) Mr President, although I am no
expert on energy, I should just like to say a few words
concerning URENCO, because it has been in the fore-
front of Dutch politics for the last six months. I wish
to thank Lord Bessborough for giving me this opportu-
nity by allowing me to study his speech, which I was
unfortunately unable to hear due to the unexpected
change in the agenda.
Mr President, what has actually happened regarding
the URENCO plant in Almelo ? The discussions in
Holland were not about whether the Dutch Parlia-
nrent was in favour of or against enriched uranium.
That was not the question. The question was, as my
friend Mr Ellis put it, was whether to pursue the
policy of denial or a policy of safeguards. But I do not
agree with Mr Ellis when he says that it is wrong to
pursue a policy of denial. In my view, a poticy of
denial is not a policy at all if the alternative is a policy
of supplying without guarantees.
The main question at issue dtrring the last six months
was what exactly we intend to do with our enriched
uranium. 'We have the capacity, and we are exploiting
it. To what end i For our own energy supplies ? That
is all right if we do this in cooperation with countries
which have signed the Non-Prolife ration Treaty,
accept inspection by Euratom and are members of the
IAEA. Ve would then supply one another. But that is
not the question. The question is whether, with our
enriched uranium capacity, we shall be contribtrting
to the spread of atomic weapons. The basic issue was
of course the Brazil contract, the contract between the
Federal Republic and Brazil. This did not il'lvolve
supplying the traditional type of nuclear power-sta-
tion, but a reprocessing plant. Vhat would happen to
the plutonium produced by this plant ? \Would it be
stored ? Under whose supervision and why ? And who
would be rcsponsible for it ? The Brazilian Govern-
ment perhaps ? Not exactly the most democratic
regime irr the world I And what if it decides to use it
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to nrakc atonr bombs ? The first atom bomb in South
Anrcrica. Vhy not ?
Thcsc werc the questions raised in our Parlianrent.
You might say that this is nothing to do with
UI(ENCO, but you must not forget, that with our
processcs, wc can contribute substantially towards
cutting down the spread of atomic weapons by
dictating conditions to those whom we supply. That is
not a policy of denial, but a policy of safeguards. In
thc case of the Brazil contract, it should be borne in
nrind that third country did non sign the Non-Prolif-
eration Treaty and has always refused to give the
slightest guarantce with regard to srorage. The only
concession Brazil was prepared to make, and that only
after cxtensive negotiations, was to agree to discuss the
possibility of a safeguard. And this is what the Dutch
Parlianrent has been discussing in recent weeks.
If we discuss URENCO only from the point of view
of our energy supplies, the debate is justifiable, but by
no means complete. There are many other issues
involved and the Dutch Parliament continues to be
concerned about them, and so should the European
Parliament. For if we have these techniques, we have
also the responsibility for using them in such a way as
to prevent the worst happening, namely the spread of
atomic weapons. Everyone was surprised when India,
which we had all given so much development aid to,
exploded its atom bomb. Everyone was angry that
insufficient precautions had been taken. We must
prevent the recurrence of such a situation, and I wish
this debate could include this aspect of things.
However, I realize that this is not the right moment,
but I do feel that Parliament should include the ques-
tion of non-proliferation in its discussions with Mr
Brunner and Mr Haferkamp, our external relations
Commissioner, in the whole problem of our enriched
uranium process. rVe must not be irresponsible and
decide, since we have something which will sell well,
to sell it to anyone at any price.
This would give rise to the greatest difficulties in
coming years, as regards Dutch contributions to
URENCO.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessbourgh.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, I just wanted to
ask two or three questions of the Commissioner
becausc he did not reply to these points very
precisely. \J7e know, Mr President, that by 198.t
URENCO should be supplying 7 000 tonnes annually
and EURODIF 5 000 tonnes annually. Well, I do
think it is important in this to err on the side of
excess capacity so that the Community can meet its
own and possible Lom6 Convention partners' needs,
or indeed other overseas needs.
At the present time the Community is, as I said,
importing 99 o/o of its enriched uranium. At what rate
would the Commissioner say are indigenous Conrmu-
nity supplies being created ? Also, do the existing
contracts with the Soviet Union and the United States
enable dependence to be reduced by, say, half, and if
so, by when ? Vhen in fact do these contracts witl.r
the United States and the Soviet Union expire ?
Finally, does the Comn'rissioner think there is a case
for Community finance hcre ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunncr.
Mr Brunner, .lVtntbtr o.f tbt Connistiott. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, on Lord Bessborough's question I would
say that we shall have to consider at an appropriate
time whether Community support for enrichment will
be necessary. That will of course depend on the
market situation. Vith existing plant we will need
about three years to produce I 000 additional tonnes.
I do not think we can say much more about our expec-
tations for l9tl5 than I have said already. We can
expect by then to be in a position to cover three quar-
ters of our needs ourselves. The agreements which
have been concluded between Community undertak-
ings and enrichment centres outside the Community
are for the longer term. !7e will therefore gradually
reduce our dependency from 99 o/o, and my estima-
tion is that we will reach two-thirds own-capacity by
1980, and three-quarters by 198.5. I think it would be
unreasonable to try to be any more specific about
market trends than that. Everything of course depends
very intimately on the expansion of nuclear energy
capacity as a whole. As I said, we have had to revise
our expectations considerably.
Various questions have been asked about new tech-
nical processes. I really think the Community must
stay with the ball here. The Community should look
at every new separation process, especially chemical
separation processes and the use of lasers, and see how
far they could help to maintain supplies and decide
whether they should be supported.
I think we have a fairly consistent policy in this whole
area. It has not been a bad thing that there has been
this competition between the two processes. We now
have a smooth running major installation
EURODIF. At the same time, URENCO has proved
itself as a modern and economical process. In relation
to rising energy costs, this process is very worth while.
So I think that on the whole we neecl not be ashamed
of European technological progress in this area. This
of course, also, has an important bearing on supplies
to customers in third countries. Moreover, the whole
issue will be discussed at the conference on thc fucl
cycle. Here enrichment techniques will be considered
in relation to technical processes.
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There is no reason for this Community to worry about
rts record on non-proliferation. That has been funda-
nrental to rts whole policy for years. It was the first to
con'le up with a highly developed inspection and
control system. It has cooperated with the Atomic
Errcrgy Agcncy in Vienna with a verification agrec-
nlcnt on new metltods of supervision. It has
submittcd volrrntarily to international inspection of
thc fucl cyclc. It has repeatedly stated that it will
support the ob jcctives of non-proliferation by
rcquiring cvery possible safeguard from customers for
its nuclcar exports. The main producers of nuclear
nraterials have also agreed on common restrictions on
exports through thc Club of London.
'We are now holding talks with the United States on
tltc new serics of discussions on Euratom-USA rela-
tions which have bce n called for under the Non-Prolif-
cration Act. I cxpcct to inform the United States of
our rcsponsc to this in the next few days.
lVe should not be hiding our light under a bushel.
This scctor is orre of the most strictly controlled there
is in the whole world.
I turn rrow to thc matter raised by Mr Dalyell. I must
say I cnjoycd his rcading of the text much more than
nry own.
(l.d ugl)ttt )
It was a stimulating performance, Mr President, and to
that extent I don't n.rind that you allowed the whole
thing to be read out. But I have to say tlris : we had a
ftrll-scale dcbate on this on l0 May last year. I cannot
very well take any further action that will only give
thc widcst possible publicity to this particular book or
to any othcr books that might be published on the
nlatter. I anr not going to go along to a bookshop and
harrcl out autographed copies alongside the author. All
I can say is : we have told you all we could after
consulting tl.re records. I had the records thoroughly
cxanrined at the tinre. I cannot change the fact that I
only took up my dtrties a long tinre after all this had
happencd.
I anr sorry I have been unable to make it clear to
publrc opinion just what the supervisory function of
Euratonr is.
I just cannot get that across. You cannot expect us to
do nrore than the job we are there to do. ttr7e have a
systcm for dcternlining whether there has been a divcr-
sion of matcrials. \7e do not have a police force that
can check up on nlovements of materials. This is a
responsibility of the Member States. So the compar-
ison with the bank president is simply misplaced.
And even if it were fair, if a bank president did
discovcr that some money had disappeared from his
bank, he would be entitled to take some credit for it,
especially if it was not his responsibility in the first
place, because what you must undcrstand is that the
systcnr is orgarrized to provide a monitoring service.
!fle are not in a position to inspect actual installations
or movements of materials. Now any writcr who so
wishes is free to suggest that I gavc the inrprcssiorr
that the whole busincss had bccn vcry uninrportant.
But I have never sought to give that inrprcssion. All I
have tried to do is to cxplain to you what thc Euraton't
inspection system is and what it rs rrot. That is what
matters. If we cannot get this distinction across, it
becomes quite impossible to give a fair assessnrcnt of
Euratom's part in this whole affair in l96tl. Withotrt
that we will get nowhere ; we can dcvotc as marry
sittings to this affair, as we like, but they will get us no
further. So let us please once and for all get a firm
grasp of what our inspection system is and what it is
not. Once we get that clear, I don't think we necd to
go into the other aspects any further, bccause at that
point it is clearly a matter for the Member States
concerned. These are things that must be looked into
by the police. They are things which have nothing
further to do with Euratom.
The only thing we could be blamed for would be
taking an unreasonably long time to discover the loss.
I think if you look back to l95U and consider that this
was natural uranium, not enriched uranium, you must
accept that it did not take long until the incident was
discovered. It was a matter of a few weeks as far as I
renrember, certainly not more than a few months. I
don't think you can really say that Euratom was negli-
gent. That is all I want to say about this at this stage.
There was a question about Petten and deliveries to
Petten. These were deliveries of highly enriched
uranium, not the normal enriched uranium produced
by EURODIF or URENCO. Now nothing dramatic is
happening here either. The point at issue was that we
have a working arrangement with our suppliers of
highly enriched uranium whereby we constantly
inspect the safety systems of our reseorch reactors, and
we have inspected the installations in Petten and have
devised some new safety precatrtions. That has now
been resolved. There is therefore no reason to antici-
pate any kind of ban on deliveries or anything else of
a sensational nature. We have a normal working rela-
tionship here, and I believe that everything has been
resolved to the satisfaction of all concerned.
On the whole I believe it must be said that the
Community has an interest in the safe and reasonable
expansion of nuclear capacity. This will only lre
possible if we also build up a reasonable supply base.
\7e will not be in a position to increase our supplies
of natural uranium in a dramatic way. \7e shall have
to go on importirrg large quantities for a long time.
'We are now inrporting 80o/o of our needs. But this
does not mean that because we do not have inde-
pendent supplies in this branch of the cnergy sector,
we should give up all activity. We must make every
effort to reduce one-sided dependency on a single
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energy source, such as petroleum. This has been the
repeatcdly stated policy of this Community. It holds
good for supplies of enriched uranium.
Finally may I say that this has been a full and stimu-
lating debate, and I should like to thank everyone very
warnrly for their contributions.
President. 
- 
I regret, Mr Dalyell, that I cannot call
you to speak again.
Thc debate is closed.
ll. In jurie.t urtstd b.y' radiation at thc JRE
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 194178) tabled by Mrs rValz, Mr Fliimig,
Mr Nornranton, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Ellis and Mr
Pintat, to the Commission :
Subiect: Injuries and damage caused by radiation at the
Ispra Joint Research Establishment
A press report of 12 June 1978 states that, at the Ispra
Joint Research Centre,
- 
an employee has been contaminated through
handling plutonium oxide, as was the controller who
checked him.
- 
plutonium dust has escaped into the atmosphere as a
result of the inexpert installation of ventilators in
store-rooms,
- 
radioactive water has escaped into the soil as a result
of a pump not bernS turned off,
- 
low-active nuclear waste has been buried in a water-
bearing earth stratum over a period of years, with
possible harmful consequences for both the ltalian
and the Swiss areas adjoining Lake Maggiore,
- 
there are no rules of conduct for the staff in case of
malfunction or emergency, or internal rules for radra-
tion protection,
- 
the official responsible for radiation protection
devotes a considerable proportion of his time to
outside jobs and thus appears not be performing his
duties.
How true are these reports, and what has the Commis-
sion done to remedy any shortcomings that in fact exist
- 
and to prevent their recurrence ?
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz.
Mrs Walz. (D) Mr President, honourable
Members, on l2 June a high-circulation weekly maga-
zine published a report which subsequently found its
way into the international press, on a number of inci-
dents at the Commission's Joint Research Centre in
Ispra. These incidents, which happened over a period
of some time, concern the handling and storage of
radioactive materials and are said to have led to the
radioactive contamination of workers and the environ-
ment. They are described as a series of moderately
severe accidents caused by carelessness, or as the result
of unfamiliarity with or even disregard for the relevant
safety provisions.
These incidents did, of course, take place, although
the circumstances have been distorted and the
consequences greatly exaggerated or even quite
wrongly described. None of the cases described in this
magazine are 'accidents' as defined by the Council
Directive of 1976, but are rather incidents without
serious consequences such as could be expected to
occur from time to time in any atomic research esta-
blishment where, after all, people are at work. This is
confirmed by a thorough investigation of the facts and
by objective assessment of the consequences. It must
be stressed that strict international provisions apply to
the atomic energy sector and that intensive precau-
tions are taken on the job. \Torking conditions and
the environmental hazards are much less strictly
controlled in the chemical industry, in mining and in
many other branches of industry than they are in the
atomic energy industry.
As we all know, the public only hears about the sensa-
tional cases. \fle don't need to be reminded of the
Soweto disaster or the horrifying effects of silicosis or
the havoc caused by the Torrel CanT'o, and the
Amoco Cadiz.
The traditional branches of industry originated in the
nineteenth century, and many of the problems associ-
ated with them can be traced right back to their
origins. The atomic age was ushered in with an
inferno that is still a major stumbling-block to peace-
ful applications of nuclear energy. But at least the risk
was appreciated in advance. It was only to be expected
that strict safety standards would be required by law
and enforced in the installations, both nationally and
internationally. The Joint Research Centre is no
exception. One of the basic instruments is the
Council Directive of I July 1976 laying down the
revised basic standards for the health protection of the
general public and workers against the dangers of
ionizing radiation.
For each installation in the Joint Research Centre, an
extremely extremely comprehensive handbook is
produced which lays down precise instructions for
handling dangerous materials and equipme nt, and
which is constantly kept up to date and forwarded to
heads of units. There are also general provisions for
the entire workforce. Radiation protection services
monitor and direct operations, and protection and
detection equipment is always available, although it
may be that measurenrents should be taken more
frequently and that starrdards should be stricter.
Trained medical teams are on duty at all tinres.
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The recent incidents at the Ispra installation should
not, therefore, be regarded as accidents as defined in
the Council's directives. They did not therefore call
for a formal investigation by the authorities respon-
sible. It is worth pointing out, incidentally, that there
has been no accident, in that sense, since the Joint
Research Centre was set up. The exposure of one
person to contamination as reported in this magazine,
is, admittedly, the most serious incident of its kind to
date, but it should be noted that the dose of radiation
was only one-tenth of the permitted amount. These
incidents were followed up and treated by the radia-
tion protection and medical services. The manage-
ment of the Centre was kept constantly informed by
detailed reports. The incident was subsequently
explained to the entire staff in an internal memo-
randum which I would personally be interested to see
I would be grateful if I could be sent a copy. Every
possible measure was taken to avert any direct
consequences and to tighten up safety precautions for
the future.
To sum up, it may be said that the incidents were not
serious and that, if anything, they have shown that the
Joint Research Centre is and was capable of reacting
quickly and effectively. The publicity given to these
incidents in the German and international press is a
further indication that the public needs to be kept
fully and accurately informed about energy matrers
and that the press needs to show a greater sense of
responsibility than was unfortunately displayed in this
article.
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, fulentber of tbe Contntission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, I should like to thank Mrs rUflaltz very
warmly for her statement. She has made my task very
much easier. It is true that a worker was exposed to a
mild dose of radiation in April. ft was immediately
ascertained that the dose received was only one-tenth
of the maximum permitted dose. All traces of radia-
tion had disappeared after 48 hours. This means that
the title of this debate,'lnjuries caused by radiation at
Ispra' is actually wrong.
It should be 'alleged' or 'so-called' injuries.
Secondly, the allegation that plutonium gases escaped
through ventilators is untrue, because there were no
ventilators in the room concerned.
Thirdly, it is untrue that there was any significant
pollution by overflowing radioactive water. ft is true
that there was some mild contamination of a sand and
gravel filter. The filter was changed although the
contamination was very mild and the whole unit was
encased in concrete, not because this was strictly
necessary, but because it was felt necessary to dernons-
trate to the entire staff that the strictest precautions
should be taken in such cases.
Fourthly, there has been absolutely no pollution of
the water in Lake Maggiore. It musr be made quite
clear that this waste is stored in double-w.rlled metal
containers which are continuously inspected by the
Italian and Swiss authorities.
Fifthly, it is not the case that we have no rules of
conduct for an emergency. We do in fact have very
strict ones and there are frequent drills.
Sixthly, it is not true that the official responsible for
radiation protection devotes much of his time to
outside jobs. This official is an r..r o.f.f'icio member of.
the Italian health protection committee and is there-
fore required to spend eight to ten days a year
attending meetings of that committee in the interests
of the service.
That, then, is the situation. It is rarher like what
happened to a chap called Marius de Provence. One
day one of this chap's friends came up to him and
said : 'Look, I hear you really have a great way with
the girls, they say you make a new conquest every
week, really fantastic.' And Marius said : 'Vell, no, it's
not really like that, it doesn't actually happen every
week, it's more like every year. And as a rnatter of fact,
it's not even me, it's my sister. But there is a grain of
truth in it.'
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Flnmig to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Fldmig. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we must put first things first. And that
means safety first. Protection of workers and local resi-
dents and of the environment must come before
economic advantage. That is one of the basic points in
socialist energ'y policy. It holds good not iust for
atomic energy, but for all branches of industry. \7e
were just as upset to hear a report of a recent accident
in a \tr7est German port where over ten workers were
injured by chlorine gas as we are by the news of a
major pit disaster or accidents in the chemical
industry. lThatever the circumstances, one death or
one injury is one too many.
Now, we appreciate 
- 
and we have just listened to Mr
Brunner's answer 
- 
that the atomic energy industry
has an impressively low accident record compared
with other sectors, and that is as it should be, because
we are all aware of the very serious hazards associated
with nuclear power and with irradiated materials.
A second point is that the nuclear energy industry is
probably the first maior technological development
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ever where prior thought has been given to the risk of
accidents and safety precautions have been taken in
advance. It must be one of the first cases of locking
the stable door bc|bre the horse has bolted. That is
important in itself and undoubtedly also accounts for
the fact that hitherto practically no fatal accidents and
relatively few non-fatal ones have been associated with
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
And then Do Spicgcl comes out with this article
which Mrs \Walz has brought up. Anyone reading this
article and not familiar with the real situation would
be astonished, not to say shocked. Now, there is one
general thing I want to say about this.
It is not our style to make a point of knocking the
press, because it is essential to have free media that
can check up on what is happening. At the same
time, we have the right to expect the media to
research their leads thoroughly. There is an old saying
that goes : auditur (t dltera pars :the other side must
get a hearing too. It would be worth knowing whether
the people responsible in Ispra were asked to
comment. After hearing the Commission's answer 
-
and we had raised this matter under urgent procedure
in the Committee on Energy and Research 
- 
the
picture we now get is that this article is either down-
right wrong or grossly exagSerated, and in fact there is
really very little to worry about.
Mr Brunner, we are very relieved to be told that. But
- 
and I make no secret of this, Mr President 
- 
it has
come to our notice from certain professional quarters
that the safety provisions are not being strictly
adhered to in every case 
- 
not iust in Ispra but in the
Atomic Energy Community as a whole. It would
appear that radioactive materials are occasionally
handled very carelessly. Now, as Socialists we don't
want to play this up, but we are not going to sweeP
anything under the carpet either. We therefore call for
a specific assurance to come out of this oral question
and the answers that have been given. We are asking
for an assurance that safety precautions will be scrupu-
lously observed. Safety precautions should not just
exist on paper, they must be enforced by random spot
checks. A few days a1o there was an accident
involving a Euratom reactor in Brunsbiittel, an acci-
dent that was caused by human error. The machinery
functioned normally, but an operator had closed down
the safety mechanism. It is because of incidents like
that that we are asking for staff to receive continuous
training in security measures and for continous
research into the improvement of security standards.
Mr President, if the Spic14cl article helps to bring this
about it will not just have alarmed the public, it will
have given an important lead that ought to be
followed up, and that is what we hope will happen.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
thank Mrs \flalz for raising this matter. As we have
heard, Dcr Sjtttiltl has made this allegation and
referred to the accidental irradiation of an employee
some time during May this year. Now whether this
report is tlue or false, this debate does provide an
opportunity to establish whether the Treaty esta-
blishing the European Atomic Energy Community is
being honoured more in the breach than in the letter.
At a time when some sectors of public opinion have
been unnerved by Friends of the Earth and other
groups of ecologists, the suggestion of lax discipline at
the Joint Research Centre might add more ferment to
what I might call the antheap of misinformation
about the physical safety of nuclear energy. Ispra has,
as we know, among its research and development
proiects, programmes of vital importance to the electri-
city consumer and the generating industry. Reactor
safety is one of its jobs and not only reactor safety but
also nuclear waste disposal and the control of fissile
materials. If the Community is to retain the best intel-
lects to solve these problems then the electors and
this House must be confident that the Community's
research centres set the highest possible standards for
safety. A model, I would hope, to other establishments
involved in nuclear reseach.
The Treaty calls for the Community to lay down basic
standards for the protection of health. Now are those
standards, could the Commissioner tell me, being
applied and how do they compare for example with
the standards set by the United States or maybe other
Member States.
Article 34 specifies that any Member State in whose
territories particularly dangerous experiments are to
take place shall take additional health and safety
measures. These experiments undertaken at Ispra are,
I think, intrinsically dangerous. But are they consid-
ered so by the Commission ? \tr7hat special provisions,
if I may also ask this question, has Italy made to anti-
cipate the problems of health checks on workers
handling and disposing of radioactive material and
waste ?
Another question : \7hat informatiort does Italy give,
and how often does Italy communicate to the
Commission on the checks which it has made, so that
that the Commission is informed of the level of radio-
activity to which the public in Italy, and, I may say,
Switzerland, may be exposed ? Vhen the Joint
Research Centre provides data on the disposal of
radioactive waste or material, is the information
communicated simultaneously to the Italian Govern-
ment and to the Commission or, if not, could I ask
what procedure is in fact used ?
I am sorry to ask so many questions but there is iust
one other. Has the Commission at any time been
obliged to take action against Italy or any other
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Member State, because that State has infringed the
basic standards ?
I hope the Commissioner may be able to answer these
questions. I pose them because public opinion must
be reassured that the best enforceable standards for
health and safety are applied. If the Commissioner is
unable to provide satisfactory answers, then this
House could call upon the Court of Justice to inquireinto the application of health and safety standards in
accordance with Article 143 of the Treaty. I do feel
that it might be prudent to conduct an inquiry, an
independent inquiry, into this matter and the Euro-
pean Conservative Group would therefore call upon
the Commission to publish an independent report of
irrquiry into the allcgations reported in Der Spicgel. I
thank Madante rWalz for raising the question.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, like Lord Bessborough I
am another of the British in an interrogative mood.
As Mrs \Valz will recollect, I was one of her
conrmittee who was against this question ever finding
its way to the plenary session after we had heard Mr
Dinkespieler come and make his statement. In fact I
think it would have been much better if there had
been a statement from the committee. This should be
one of the functions of Parliament: if the committee
concerned is convinced they should make a press state-
ment on such occasions, and leave it at that. To
elevate this matter to the plenary does give the impres-
sion that there is no smoke without fire. On the other
hand, Mrs \Valz does have some 
.lustification for
turning round to me and saying I am the first person
to think that we ought to respond in a major way to
serious press allegations.
I would ask the Commission about this whole issue of
replying to press statements. First of all, in these
circumstances, if you do not get an apology, why not
go to law ? This is a question that I asked at the
committee and I repeat it. Now, I take the point that
the Commissioner made in his delicious story of
Marius of Provence and his sister. I am not asking the
Commission to get into some sort of Balzacian law
case as in the Cottsin Ponq but nevertheless was going
to law considered ?
The second thing is this. You have an expensive press
set-up in Brussels. rVhy was it not used ? I do not
want to refer to the previous debate, but it is all very
well to say it was a long time ago, but we have to face
up to it. The most serious newspaper in the UK
decided to devote its front page and inside page, and
so many columns to the story; the BBC 'panorama'
programme devoted 50 minutes of prime time to the
story. In Germany on another issue, out comes Der
Spicgcl. I am afraid I must speak here as a day-to-day
politician and really we have to do something about it.
Now, I wanr to ask the Commissioner this in relation
to the previous subject, why did he not ask for a right
of reply to go on to the BBC, which could hardly have
been denied to him ? Frankly I mav say that I think it
is a bit of a lost opportunity, because as we all in this
House know, it so happens that the Commissioner is
a very brilliant and gifted linguist and he is really
quite capable of going on to the BBC and arguing it
out. Now, it is not even a matter of going to London
to do it. Alan Vatson has this new set-up in Brussels.
It has cost a great deal of money. Vhy could the
Commissioner not go along to the studio, having gone
to the top men of the BBC and say: look, if you are
going to devote this kind of time to sensational stories
on your major programme, you had better hear our
right of reply at some length. I do not think the BBC
could have denied it as a matter of policy and I would
be interested to know what the Commission's view is
on the right of reply, in this kind of instance, either to
Der Spicgel or to the BBC or Sunda.1, Timc-s.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, fufernber o.l' the Contnission. 
- 
(D)
First, the questions raised by Lord Bessborough. Of
course the strictest safety and health care standards are
applied. These are exactly the same as in the United
States. !7e have hitherto had no reason to believe that
they were not being observed. The mere act of raising
the question puts us in an awkward position, like
saying : Of course I wouldn't have killed my mother-
in-law. And that's what sticks in the public mind.
The next point is that we ourselves carry out the
inspections. lUfl'e have an extensive health service. tUTe
have a reputation as experts in this whole area. 'We
work to our own rules, and the Italian Government is
not responsible for Ispra. But we do work in close
cooperation with the Italian Government. To date we
have had no complaints against any Member State in
such a matter. Everything has functioned correctly
hitherto.
I now turn to the question of whether or not to reply
to press allegations. This is a difficult question to
answer. I should first like to nrake the distinction
between Germany and other countries. In Germany
the right of reply in the press is relatively restricted
and not easy to assert. You must confine your reply to
factual corrections. At the same time, you must ;lways
state specifically what is incorrect in the press allega-
tion. You are therefore obliged to repeat the allega-
tion. That's the first point. You are again forced to say
that you would not have murdered your mother-
in-law. It is a case where you have to make a careful
political assessment of your options and decide
whether to react to the incident, to insist on publica-
tion, or to do nothing. In this case I decided to do
nothing. I still think that was the best course. I have
kept to the rule that there are some things that you
should neither comment on nor deny.
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Now the question about the BBC. As we were all
aware at the debate in May 1977, this all happened a
considerable time ago. I don't know whether it is in
the best interests of the Community to explain exactly
what the Euratom inspection rules are and what they
are not, in connection with an affair of this kind. This
could give an uninformed public the impression that
the Community was weak because it only has limited
responsibilities and the impression might be created
that the Communiry could not be trusted to meet
certain of its responsibilities under the Euratom
Treaty. I believe that impression should not be
created. But it is not easy to draw the line. It is not
easy to explain the situation to a public that cannot be
expected to know all the details. It is not necessarily a
good idea, therefore, to enSage in a stand-up debate
about incidents that happened a long time ago. That
is the position. I believe we must tell people : 'We do
have an inspection system. This inspection system
works well within its own limits. But its job is to
determine whether materials have been diverted or
not. We are not atomic private eyes. The security and
investigation aspects are jobs for the Member States.
Our job is only to find out quickly if something has
gone missing, and to inform the authorities respon-
sible. As far as I can determine from the records, that
was what happened in 1958. I can say no more than
that. To go any further and become involved in an
argument about what is now practically an historical
event would, I feel, be inadvisable from the point of
view of the Community and from the point of view of
Euratom. That is my political assessment of the situa-
tion.
Now I owe it to this Parliament to provide informa-
tion and I owe it to you to come forward in a debate
about matters such as the one that you have raised
today. But that is as far as it goes. Beyond that point,
it is for you to take a decision, just as it is for me to
take a decision. If you have the impression that we are
making a wrong political judgment here and that
these matters must be given more publicity, then I
can only say that you as a Parliament are in a position
to do precisely that. You are all free to do so. But until
there is evidence to the contrary, I feel that in both
these specific cases our attitude to publicity was the
right one. rVhat we had to say to the public we have
said through this Parliament. That is what the debate
is about and nothing more.
Preisent. 
- 
I call Lord Kennet.
Lord Kennet. 
- 
At the risk of repeating something
earlier in the debate, not all of which I heard 
- 
I
hope the Parliament will forgive me if I do 
- 
I would
like to follow up Commissioner Brunner's extremely
thoughtful and full and painstaking answer to my
colleague, Mr Dalyell's, strictures. He spoke of the desi-
rability of denying, or not denying, things that iust do
not happen. But you see, in the case of the Ispra alle-
gations, this is a perfectly clear statenrent that certain
things did happen. In other words, the statenrent
made by Dcr Sltrcgtl was that the Con.rntissiotr was
behaving in a culpably negligerrt nlanner abottt tts
own safety regulations. This, I thrnk, with all rcspect
to Commissioner Brunner, is cither true or not true,
and the question of whose job it is to decrde whether
it was true is one that I would like to return to irl a
minute, after considering the far nrore inrportant qttes-
tion of the Pumbat affair, which Mr Dalyell totrcl'red
on rather lightly. Now it ntay bc that in Gernrany the
right of reply is limited and all you cart corrcct is
misstatements of fact, and I fully take into account
what he said about the nrother-in-law qtrestiorl, or as
one would say in English, 'have you stopped beating
your wife ?' It is the same qucstron.
But if we return to Plumbat, here we are dealing 
-
we are still dealing with it and we shall still be dealing
with it for decades yet, until the end of the ccntury
and beyond 
- 
with a perfectly concrete allcgation
that owing to the personal negligence or default of a
servant or servants of the Commission of the Euro-
pean Atomic Energy Community, Euratom 
- 
of the
unified Commission 
- 
a nation State was able, with
impunity, to commit what amounts to an act of
piracy, or of hijacking of weapons, and to become
thereby a nuclear weapons State, thus making it the
sixth or seventh nuclear weapons state in the world.
The allegation is perfectly precise: it is stated that
that is what happened. Now Commissioner Brunner
says that he is only,bound to tell us here in Parlia-
ment what he can.tell about it: it was all before his
time, the story ended in 1958 
- 
of course all this is
true. And he then-went on to say, and I marked his
words very carefully, Parliament is in a position to do
something about it.
Now I would like to ask him, even towards the end of
the debate, could he come back on this ? Is it the posi-
tion of the Commission that if this Parliament feels
that these two affairs need a factual investigation to
find out who, if anybody, is guilty of wrongdoing or
omission, and whether if so they have been punished
and how, if they have not been punished, they can be
punished, it can do something ? If it is the Commis-
sion's opinion that that is the job of Parliament, this
opens a very interesting prospect which I had not
myself thought of. I believe that it may well be the
case ; if it is the case I would be inclined to think that
the Parliament should follow up this clear invitation
from the Commission and set up an inquiry to aPPor-
tion the guilt, if guilt there be, for the hilacking of
200 tonnes of uranium oxide, in the I 950s, by agents
of the State of Israel, and to inquire into the much
lesser af fair of the recent .tpid'gel allegations about
neglect of the safety procedures at Ispra.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Valz.
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- 
(D) I should like to ask Mr Brunner to
clarify a point which I think was not quite clear from
his answer. How exactly does the inspection proce-
dure work, Mr Brunner ? Suppose something like the
alleged incident did actually happen at Ispra 
-although of course nothing of the kind has in fact
happened 
- 
would it be investigated by your depart-
ment alone, or would you also bring in outside special-
ists, from the IAEA in Vienna, say, or would the inves-
tigation be the responsibility of a single organization,
if I may put it like that ? Because it would take the
wind out of a lot of people's sails if it were known
that outside investigators would be brought in the
event that an incident like the one alleged to have
happened had in fact happened, because it is always
useful to get an outside opinion.
President. 
- 
Commissioner, if you wish to reply of
course you can, but I do ask you to address yourself to
Ispra only : this is the subject of debate.
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, ilIetnber o.f tbe Contmission. 
- 
(DM,
President, I think we are beginning to mix a lot of
things together that do not belong together. I shall
naturally abide by your decision, but I should have
liked to reply to Lord Kennet in connection with the
earlier incident. But we have already had a debate on
this, and it should be considered closed.
What happened at Ispra is something quite different.
It is alleged that someone has been injured by radia-
tion. Now how do we look into that ? !7e have a radia-
tion protection officer and we have a medical team.
The radiation protection officer was present when the
worker concerned was handling the material. He was
therefore able to determine immediately what dose of
radiation had been received. It was one-tenth of the
permitted level. Forty-eight hours later it had disap-
peared completely. That was all there was to it.
Now who investigates this ? !(e do so ourselves.
Matters such as injuries caused by radiation and so on
have nothing to do with the agency in Vienna. That is
exactly the way this kind of incident is treated in
every Member State, where each installation and each
operator is, of course, responsible for health protection
within his own operation. That is the situation.
As regards inspection of such incidents, I would have
no objections if Parliament wished to inspect our oper-
ations in specific cases. I very much doubt whether a
majority could be found in this House in favour of
looking into this particular incident, which was not
really an incident at all. But I would welcome it if this
Parliament 
- 
to the extent that this was legally
permissible, and that I cannot judge 
- 
were gradually
to assume a supervisory function in specific cases.
That would raise the political status of this Parliament,
and ultimately that of the Commission also.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
12. Urgcnt dcbate
President. 
- 
I have received a motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Porcu and others on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group, together with a request
for urgent debate pursuant to Rule l4 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the situation in the iron and steel
industry (Doc. 233178).
I shall consult Parliament tomorrow morning on the
adoption of urgent procedure for this motion.
13. Intra-Corrtrnunit-y, tradc in pou;er-station coal
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
199178) drawn up by Mr Ibri.igger on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research on the introduc-
tion of a Community aid system for intra-Community
trade in power-station coal.
I call Mr Ibriigger.
Mr Ibriigger, ra.pporteur, 
- 
(D)Mr Presidenr, honou-
rable Members, the effort to improve intra-Commu-
nity trade in power-station coal must surely be seen as
a last attempt to improve the situation in the market
for coal. It must also be seen as a challenge to the
Member States of the European Community to main-
tain, and, indeed, to promote coal as a major energy
source in the Community.
This involves the security of long-term energy
supplies in Europe and it is surely right to say that
security of long-term supplies is absolutely essential if
the economic and social development of the Euro-
pean Community is to continue. It has been univer-
sally accepted that the high proportion of oil
consumed in energy production must be reduced.
'$7ith that as our basic objective we must also take into
account that by the mid 80s and especially in the 90s,
there will probably be considerably tension in the oil
markets which could lead to bottlenecks in supplies ;
that in itself should lead the European Community to
give serious consideration to reducing its demand for
oil. A reduction in the demand for oil is not only
required in the European Community, but in all other
industrial countries as part of their contribution to
Third-Vorld development and as a way of helping
Third-rWorld countries to get a fair share of petroleum
to support their own development efforts.
The Communiry has maior coal reserves. Using them
would mean that we could reduce our dependence on
oil and bring about a significant improvement in the
security of our energy supplies. Coal will be a funda-
mental resource in maintaining electricity supplies in
a crisis and especially in providing the iron and steel
industry with coking coal.
As of 1 January 1978 
- 
according to the larest figures
available to me 
- 
oil-fired power-stations with a
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capacity on 27 000 megawatts are either planned or
under construction. As of the same date, hard coal
power-stations with a capacity of l0 000 megawatts
'were planned or under construction. Oil-fired power
stations with a total capacity of 17000 megawatts are
now under construction, but the hard-coal power-sta-
tions now under construction will have a capacity of
only some 3 000 megawatts. Authorizations for coal-
fired power-stations have not come up to anything
like expectations, even although the Council of minis-
ters decided on l7 December 1974 to maintain
Community coal production levels.
The European Parliament has repeatedly stressed the
importance of coal in securing energy supplies, and
on l7 December 1977 it passed a resolution calling
for coal production to be maintained.
We now observe that coal production in the Commu-
nity has fallen and that coal imports from third coun-
tries have risen and that in the case of power-station
coal, which accounts for about 50 % of the entire coal
market, in 1976,86 o/o of. requirements were met from
internal sources. By 1977, the figure had fallen to
84 o/o.
The Commission has stressed 
- 
and rightly so 
-that if production targets are to be maintained, appro-
priate action must be taken. 'Ihis refers firstly, to prop-
osals to promote the constnrction of coal-fired power
stations, secondly, to proposals for financing cyclical
stocks of coal and coke and thirdly, to the aid system
for intra-Community trade in power-station coal
which we are discussing toclay.
Reactions in the committee to these proposals ranged
from outright reiection to total acceptance, but the
main element was downright scepticism. All the prop-
osals are based on the assunrption that some 70 o/o of
the financing can be taken on by the coal producers
and/or the producing countries. There were also
doubts about the viabilitv of specific proposals
announced hitherto. Among other things, the amount
and breakdown of the subsicly, the level of aid and its
weighting according to production and transport costs
within the Community neerl to be looked into very
carefully. But despite reservations on certain diffi-
culties thought likely to arise in implementing the
proposal and despite the gerteral scepticism as to the
preparedrress of coal producers and coal-producing
countries to provide the financial contribution sugg-
ested, the committee unanimously agreed that this
was an important step in maintaining essential targets
in the energy sector.
Another important point is that when these proposals
are submitted to the House, the basis of calculation,
the question of control and, especially, the budgetary
implications of Community action must be debated.
But on the whole I recommt:nd that you approve this
draft scheme, because it is an important step towards
the Community obiective of securing long-term
energy supplies within the Community. It would also
reduce our dependence on imported energy supplres
and promote rnore intensive use of internal energy
sources. For this reason I recommend approval of the
scheme proposed by the Commission on the condi-
tion that, when the proposal is submitted in its final
form, a number of points of detail are looked at very
carefully.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough, to introduce
the opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Lord Bessborough, dra.fttnrtn o.f trn opinion. 
- 
|
am sorry, Mr President, to have to get to my feet
again, and so soon, but I will be even briefer this tinre
and of course, as I said earlier today, the opinion of
the Committee on Budgets is mandatory. The
Committee on Budgets examined the draft opinion
which I drew up at several meetings, in order to give
the fullest opportunity for discussion on a matter
which is of particular political importance for the
1979 budgetary procedure, because the Commission
has followed its communication with definite Propo-
sals in its preliminary draft budget. In this communi-
cation the Commission hints at an overall figure of
120 million EUC as the likely consequence for the
Community share of the cost of the scheme. In the
preliminary draft budget, at Item 3232, the Commis-
sion places an appropriate 100 million EUC on the
line and describes briefly the mechanism which it
hopes will increase Community production and trade
between the Member States.
The Committee on Budgets has always supported the
view that action should be taken, financed by the
Community, to reduce dependence of Member States
on energy imports from third countries, but, and parti-
cularly in view of the amounts involved, the
Committee on Budgets has had to examine the feasi-
bility of the proposal very carefully. It has not been
helped in this by the fact that the Commission has
not provided any detailed financial information. I
have set out in paragraph 7 of our opinion, that is to
say, on page 20, the six points on which fuller infor-
mation will be required in conformity with the
standard financial statement agreed by the institutions.
!flhen the Commission comes forward with a ProP-
osal for a regulation, we shall expect full details on
these points. Therefore, this opinion is to be consid-
ered only as an interim one. The Commission tends
to introduce communications prior to its Presentation
of draft regulations. Members of my committee can
sometimes see the value of such an approach permit-
ting greater discussion and new information to come
to light. In this particular case and in view of the
Commissions intention to place appropriations in the
1979 budget, it is to be regretted that the new finan-
cial year will practically be upon us before we see a
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draft regulation from the Commission. Ve parricu-
larly asked for this in commirree and I think it was
promised that we would get it after the summer
recess. This makes it, in our view, unlikely that the
full amount suggested by the Commission for 1979
will be spent. This in turn means that the largest
single new activity proposed by the Commission in
the 1979 preliminary draft, the largest single new
activity, is unlikely to be carried out to anything like
its full extent in 1979. This is perhaps one of the
disappointing features of that budget, which Members
underlined during a very important debate on the
preliminary draft budget this last Monday night.
The Committee on Budgets agrees with Mr Ibriigger
and the Committee on Energy that the objectives set
out in the outlined plan for the aid system should be
supported. \7e welcome the fact that the Committee
on Energy shares our concern and doubts about the
realism of certain aspects of the working of the
system. So, in view of the inadequate information
provided at this stage, the Committee on Budgets has
had to withold its definitive opinion, which it will
give after examination of the draft regulation which
the Commission has promised to lay before us and
when also the Committee on Budgets decides on the
proposed budget appropriations during the 1979
budgetary procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fitch to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Fitch. 
- 
Mr President, the Community's coal
policy has been formulated in the context of its
energy strategy up to 1985 and is linked particularly
with the requirement to develop fully the Commu-
nity's indigenous resources as a means of reducing
dependence on imported energy. In its Resolution of
December 1974 setting out its objectives for the
different forms of indigenous energy, the Council of
Ministers fixed a 1985 objective for Community coal
that was based on stabilization of production at a level
of at least 250 million tonnes of coal equivalent. The
Community's coal producers indicated at the time and
still consider that physically and technically this objec-
tive was a realistic one for the Community coal
industry as a whole, provided that the Community
authorities and the member governments were
prepared to create the necessary conditions for imple-
mentation as a matter of energy policy. This means
continuity of public policy in regard to the necessary
investment, but also measures to ensure stabilization
of disposals of Community coal at a level consistent
with the production objective, having regard particu-
larly to the difficulties in which the producers would
otherwise be placed in keeping to their production
plans during periods of low demand. These points
were recognized by the Commission in its medium-
term guidelines for coal 1975-8.t.
The circumstances, Mr President, in which the
Community's coal industry has been operating since
the Community's energy policy objectives were set
have been in sharp contrast to the medium-term pros-
pects on which the objectives were based. The world-
wide economic recession, including the considerable
reduction in demand for steel, has inevitably had
marked effects upon the demand for energy, and the
resulting temporary surpluses of oil and gas, with coal
also being offered on the world market at low prices,
have tended to encourage consumers to believe that
there is no risk of an energy shortage in the forseeable
future. For the Community's coal industry this period
has been characterized by a decline in overall Commu-
nity coal consumption, compounded by a steep rise in
imports of coal into the Community from third coun-
tries. Imports have gone from under 30 million
tonnes in 1973 to some 45 million tonnes in 1977,
most of the increase being in power-station coal
imports, which rose f.rom 7 million tonnes in 1973 to
23 million tonnes in 1977. These adverse factors have
been reflected in a drop in Community coal produc-
tion to well below the 1973 level, to which the
minimum objective of 250 million tonnes of coal
equivalent was related. By the end of 1977 undistri-
buted stocks of coal and coke had reached 52 million
tonnes. As the Commission itself has indicated to the
Council, the Community's coal industry is therefore
having to bear the entire burden of the consequences
of the current period of market weakness.
The Commission's efforts have however so far been
largely frustrated by the failure of the Council to reach
agreement on any Commission proposal of substance
in the coal policy field. Proposals for a Community
system of aid towards the financing of stocks of coal
and coke and to encourage the construction of addi--
tional coal-fired power station capacity, both measures
to be financed from general Community funds, have
been under consideration by the Council for many
months, and now seent to stand little chance of adop-
tion by the Council, certainly in their present form, as
already modest proposals for monitoring coal
importing with a view to possible action to coordinate
them with the Community's supplies have been
watered down by the Council into the form of a mere
limited arrangement to improve statistical information
on import tonnages and prices. A proposal to prolong
to 1985 the application of the existing coking coal aid
system, which would otherwise end this year, and to
improve the aid levels it provides has resulted in an
extension to l98l only, with provision for a review of
the matter in 1979.
Now I should like to turn briefly, Mr President, and I
shall be brief, to the problem of imports. In the
longer ternr substantial tonnages of imported coal
seem likely to be needed to help cover the Comnru-
nity's energy requirements after Comnruniry coal has
made its maximum contnbution, and this to nre is an
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important point. Ve are not here advocating of course
thc total cessatiorl of coal imports ; that would, of
coursr', be a ridiculous polir:y. Indeed provrsion for a
complementary tonnage of imports of some .50
nrrllion tonnes was made in the Community's cnergy
:;tratcgy objectives. During the period of the planned
dcvelopnrent of the Conrmunity's coal industry to the
r:trtput level set for it for l9ll.5 it is clearly neccssary
-- and the Council recognizes this 
- 
for inrports to
be cor.rsiste nt with the atr.ainment of Conrmunity
protluctrort objectrvcs. To p,ut it another way, thcre
nrust, I think, be son.re kinC of liaison or integrated
policy between imports and production. The develop-
ment of in'rports has, of course, gone in the direction
contrary to this requirenrent. This has resulted from
the' tcnrporary availability ol coal, partictrlarly power-
station coal, on the world nrarket at exceptionally low
1>riccs, tl.rc abscncc from the ECSC Treaty of direct(Jonrnrrrnity powers concerning external trade policy,
conrpetcncc regardrng which is specifically reserved
for membcr govcmnrents, and the effect of bilateral
trade agreements between nrember governments and
the Eastern bloc countries involving comnutnlents to
take Eastern bloc coal.
llhc threat prcsented by th,-'se circumstances to the
smooth development of the Community's own coal
1>rocluctior.r capacity is evident. If the Community
intends to take its coaI policl' seriously, solutions must
be found to the imports problem. The Community's
coal prodtrcers have proposed the establishment by
the Community of a progranlme of coordination of
in.rports with Community coal availabilities to be
organize(l by means of conc<'rted action involving the
Oonrnrurrity authorities, governments, the nrain
corlsumers arrd the coal procltrcers, and approaches to
thc appropriatc parties irr the third countries
concerned, with a view to arriving at an understanding
dcsigncd to reduce the unriue pressure of imports
during this cr.rrrent difficult period, which will, we
hrope, be a short one.
It is also inrportant that the question of Comnrunity
frnar-rcial incentives for :oal-fired power-station
construction should continLLe to be pursued, even
though it appears unlikely that the existing proposal,
certainly in its present form. stands much chance of
being adoptcd by the Counr:il. An essential require-
ment which that proposal doi's not meet is a substan-
tial prefcrcnce for pro;ects con'rmitted to use Comnru-
rrity coal. Further efforts necd to be nrade to secure
a,rccptance of this principle on coal policy grounds.
\iTith regard to financing, if there are difficulties about
providing the necessary fund; in the form of non-re-
turnable Community grants, the possibility should be
examincd of nraking available adequate Community
loans at prcferential rates of interest, or a combination
of grants arrd such loans.
Now finally, Mr President, and I hope I havc not
ovcrrun my time, whilst the Community has atloptetl
an energy strategy based on sensiblc principlcs ancl
envisaging an appropriate role for Conrmunity coal,
the Council of Ministers has not shown itself prcparctl
to translate into practicaI measurcs thc intplicatrorl of
its own intentions regarding Commtrnity coal. The
Community's coal industry is making evcry effort to
fulfil the task assigned to it for tl.re nrcdium term and
is prepared to meet the increasing demands likcly to
be made of it in the longer term future, but it also
needs positive Community support to enable it to
maintain and develop its productive capacity. Above
all it needs help to ensure that the effects of periods
of market weakness do not frustrate thcse efforts.
There are four very short proposals which I think
ought to be considered, and I am just going to
mention them quickly.
Firstly, a financial aid mechanism to promote dispo-
sals of Community coal to power-stations ; secondly,
arrangements to encourage the construction of the
necessary coal-fired power-station capacity; thirdly,
measures to ensure the coordination of imports from
third countries with Community coal supplies, and
lastly, aid to support the cost of stocking of coal and
coke.
Finally, Mr President, coal is the most secure form of
stable energy we have. It would be folly to sacrifice
that for oi[, much of which comes from a politically
unstable part of the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schyns I
the Christian-Democratic Group
to speak on behalf of
(EPP).
Mr Schyns. (F) Mr President, ladics and
gentlen.ren, I think we should set this debate against
the background of the general energy policy which
the Con.rmission should be' following with regard to
the Council and in the Community as a whole. Our
coal reserves are in fact very valuable and it really does
not d,) for the Council to turn a deaf ear to the propo-
sals made to it by the Commisslon on the subiect.
Suffrce it to recall that in the various European coun-
tries, we have thousands of tonnes of coal stocks
which are deteriorating and depreciating while we are
importing other energy sources at great expense to
satisfy our needs.
It is my view then, in this field too, that there must be
a certain amount of solidarity between the various
countries of the Community so that it can be a real
community. As for the subsidies (which we still call
the ECSC Fund), if they are no longer iustified for
storing large stocks of coal, they could be used to offer
coal to countries which are at preserrt importing
supplies from third countries.
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I think, furthermore, that we should bear in mind the
social aspect of the problem. For if we continue with
our present policy, we will soon have to redeploy a
certain number of mining workers who up till now
have been suitably employed in our coal pits, and
teach them new skills, which is going to mean more
expense for the Community.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Christian-
Democratic Group fully supports the Commission's
proposal and insists that the Council rake steps to
ensure that the coal stocks are used to fire the power-
stations of the Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Croze to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Croze. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the report which we are examining today is particu-
larly important as it is based on a Commission
communication on the objectives for 1985.
It was time the Community realized the role that coal
could play in electricity production, as well as the
thoroughly paradoxical situation of the Community's
coal market.
ln 1977 coal demand was slightly down on 1975. This
recession took place despite an increase in supplies to
power-stations. Imports from third countries have
continued to increase, going up from 8 million to 23
million tonnes in four years. Coal consumption in
electric power-stations for 1978 is expected to be 127
million tonnes in coal equivalents) in the Community
as a whole. France, for example, imported two-thirds
of her total coal needs in steam coal ; Germany,
Denmark, Belgium and the Netherlands are big
consumers of steam coal imported from Poland,
Australia and South Africa. Australia has, in fact, ntade
no secret of her fears concerning the Commission's
plan to cut her exports, and I would be very interested
to hear the reply the Commission has given to this
country.
The cumulative effects of increased imports from
third countries, increased production and low demand
have led to increased coal reserves. 1i7est Germany is
the worst hit, since she owns more than half the
Community reserves. Imports of steanr coal from third
countries continue to rise in spite of the fears voiced
by several Member States who have noted that these
imports are undercutting Community supplies and
thus nray well jeopardize the Community mining
sector. This may not be a paying proposition at the
moment, but in the long term it will be of vital impor-
tance in ensuring steady and reliable supplies.
'We cannot but welcome, then, the Commission's
objective of stimulating inter-community trade in coal
for power-stations by means of a subsidy bringing
EEC coal prices into line with those of third coun-
tries. It is easy to see why, when you learn that the
average price for Community coal is 65 dollars/tonne
as compared with 1.5 dollars/tonne on the world
market. The EEC subsidy of l0 EUC/tonne would
hardly fill the gap, but the Conrmission hopes that
the Member States will make up the difference. These
proposals would allow us to get rid of 8 to 9 million
tonnes more a year, which would stop stocks building
up still further.
However, in spite of these prospects, there will still
remain problems to be solved.
Electricity producers, consumers and governments do
not seem to be in a mad rush, except in those coun-
tries with mining industries, to share the energy
producers' financial burden resulting from the use of
Community coal in preference to imported coal.
Neither must we delude ourselves, for we shall
continue to depend on oil and gas for electricity. It
may be of interest, however, to note the efforts nrade
by France and Denntark to cover their growing needs
for imported coal by means of Commtrnity coal,
mainly from Vest Germany.
.We 
shall also need extra measures which will enable
Community coal to gain 8 to l0 million tonnes a year
on imports from third countries. In this regard, coor-
dination of indigenous production programmes
becomes a prime necessity.
It is to be hoped, then, that the Commission will take
account of the European Parliament's comments in
drawing up the regulation on Community coal
subsidies, and I can say on this point that the Liberal
and Democratic Group fully endorses the amendment
presented by Mr Ellis, and gives it its vote.
Other measures must also be envisaged to reach a true
Community coal policy which will reduce Europe's
dependence on imports from third countries.
Lastly, I would like to call upon the European
Council to adopt the resolution on energy tomorrow. I
hope it will be able to resolve its differences and
understand that Community solidarity on energy
strategy is a matter of survival for Europe. If all govern-
ments agree to reduce the Community's dependence
by half in 198.5, they must be logical with themselves
and accept the means to achieve this end.
The motion for a resolution which has been
submitted to us is such a means ; and this is why the
Liberal and Democratic Group supports it and will
vote for it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
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- 
Mr President, speaking rather late in
thc dcbatc one thing has oc<urred to me: this has
ber:rt a debate about Conrnrunity energy policy in so
far as it concerns coal, but I regret that perhaps some
of the Members of Parliament of our own countries,
are not hcre to talk about thc European scene as
agirinst thc sccne facing their own individual coun-
tri cs.
Now firstly, the Conservative Group welcomes the
Commission's proposals to introduce a Community
aid systenr to encourage intra-Community trade in
coal. There have been prop,osals concerned with
grants for building coal-powered power-stations and
an aid system for the financing of cyclical stocks with
which Lord Bessborough and I have been very much
concerned. Ve would like the Commissioner to
cornment on the failure of the Council to reach an
agreement in this field and to riay what effect a failure
in these two fields will have on these latest proposals
when presented to the Council. But of course, if coal
was in the situation of oil, Member States would be
clarnouring for access to reliable sources of coal. Ve
are, alas, not in this situation yet. Subsidies of one
form or another are unsatisfact()ry, unless the result is
an increase in the Community's efficiency or produc-
tivity. The Commission now is asking Parliament and
Council to make a political investment today that will
enable the Community to retain its indigenous ener-
gy-,generating capability in the 'years to come, and it is
witlh this thought uppermost that the Committee on
Energy and Research endorses the Commission's prop-
osals and approves Mr Ibriigger's report, and I congrat-
ulate him on this. \fle all kr,ow that two Member
States are richly endowed with coal, namely Germany
and Great Britain, with sufficient reserves to fuel the
coal-generating capacity of thc,se Member States for
generations to come and to m':et the needs of other
Mernber States and the applicant States. Only too
frequently in Britain we ar( reminded that our
reserves offer some 300 years tr> look forward to. The
Cornmunity's coal industry has developed new techni-
ques for coal-mining, and some Members have seen
these systems for themselves. I welcome the visit to
the Saar of the committee a ft:w months ago, and I
very much hope the Committee on Energy and
Research will come to South Yorkshire, where they
will see coal-mines and po\ver-stations operating
alorrgside each other. But not only is coal an impor-
tant energy material, it is the rr'ason for the existence
of a sophisticated industr/, the coal-mining
mac'hinery manufacturing industry. The strides have
been in automatic coal-cutting ,:quipment, machinery
for ,:onvgyln, coal and perhaps new concepts in drift-
mining such as will be applied in Selby. This
know-how is sought by other countries 
- 
China for
inst:rnce, which for decades has imported \flestern
marrufactured mining equipm,:nt. The spin-off in
othe'r industries such as these should never be far
from our minds when considr'ring the merits of a
proposal which is superficially )'et another burden on
the Community's tax-payers.
Furthermore, the coal industry is so highly capital-
intensive that the proposed aid system might enable
additional coal to be sold at marginal cost to electri-
city producers at a price close to the world price. The
coal industry is struggling to maintain investmcnt in
new mining capacity at a time when it is unable to
sell, as speakers have pointed out, all its production,
against competition from open-cast, low labour cost
mines with thin overburden and thick seams, and, of
course, if imports were to exceed the target of .50
million tonnes per annum, then this would have an
adverse effect on the Community's balance of
payments. If and when the world economy recovers
and the demand for energy outstrips available supply,
it is commercially and economically prudent to retain
and strengthen the Community's capability to minc
coal according to strategy so that most Member States
which rely on imported coal today can count on
Community coal supplies when the need arises. It
would be useful to learn from the Commissioner to
what extent these rather far-sighted thoughts pernreate
meetings of the Energy Council. This proposal will,
however, Mr President, have little point in those
Member States not endowed with coal and not
prepared to contract the supplies of coal for the dura-
tion of the proposed aid scheme. There have been
spokesmen in this Assembly from Denmark, a
country which looks for coal from the cheapest source
of supply rather than committing itself to more expen-
sive indigenous sources. Indeed, the Commission
must publicize details of new coal-fired plant, together
with the annual quantity of coal to be consumed by
these stations during each year of the triennium for
plant which will come on stream in Member States
other than, of course, Germany and the United
Kingdom. Vhen the Commission, furthermore, sends
a draft regulation to Parliament and Council, the
Commission should list the extant contracts, the
supply of coal from non-Community suppliers and
any that are in the process of negotiation.
Could it be that a side-effect of the Commission's aid
system for coal will simply drive down the price of
non-Community coal, as non-Community coal
producers fight to retain their market share. Are there
signs that this might even be happening now ? Unless
these specific questions, and others similar, can be
answered, Parliament and Council will have no firn.r
idea of the market for Community-produced coal.
Only on this basis can the Committee on Budgets be
satisfied, as my colleague, Lord Bessborough, has
already outlined, that the method of calculating the
proposed aid is reasonable and accurate. There may be
conflicts of interest but at the end of the day the
funds wich the Community allocates to implement its
energy strategy are paltry, for instance, compared to
the expenditure on implementing Treaty obligations
in agriculture. But without energy and the labour-
saving machinery used in agriculture, there would be
no agricultural policy as we know it. \We are debating
here the expenditure of a large proportion of the
Community's proposed appropriation for energy, as
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much as total expenditure under energy policy in
l97li. Howcver nruch my colleagues and I approve the
prrnciple of an aid system for intra-Comnrunity tradc
in coal, we are yet to be convinced that the expendr-
ttrre oi 120 nrillion EUC annually of Conrnrunity
funds, n.ratched by appropriate subsidy by coal-pro-
dtrcing Mcnrbcr States, has greatcr priority over the
coal-frrcd and nuclear generating capacity. As Mr
Ibrugger says m l.ris conclusion, rt will bc difficult to
achicvc thc targcts set for the energy sector without
adopting certain nreasures to ard the coal nrarket. The
Corrse rvativc Group corrsidcrs that this proposed
systenr o[ aid could be one such measure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Power to speak on behalf of
thc Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Power. 
- 
Mr President, I am honoured to speak
on Mr lbrtigger's report on behalf of my group, and I
compliment the rapporteur on the work he has done
on l.ris report. It is a very difficult subject and quite
complicated, with n-rany serious consequences for the
Conrmunity. However, I have attended the committee
nreetings at which he presented his report. I know of
his hard work and his attention to detail, and I know
he has dorre l.ris best to show the pro's and con's. This
is a Conrnrunity aid system for intra-Community
tradc irr power-station coal, and I was very interested
to hear Lord Bessborough speak on behalf of the
Conrnrittee on Budgets, and I too share his concern.
Hc nrentiorred a figure of between 120 million EUC
and 100 nrillion EUC and said the details were not
really cxact as yet and he had reservations about it. He
said wc would need exact details of how it would be
spcrrt, and they are not known yet. This proposal is a
littlc like 'pay now and we will tell you how we spenr
your nroney latcr', and we would have to have reserva-
tiorrs on that account.
Thc safcguardrng of our future energy supplies and
tl-rc reduction of our dcper-rdence on imported energy
- 
these arc the rcasorls for the thinking behrnd this
particular proposal, and this means rhat we utilize the
Cor-rrnrunity resorlrccs to the greatest possible extent. I
bclicvc that wherr this problem was first discussed the
u.nport of oil was forenrost in thc minds of the people
who discusscd it, and in the explanatory statcment
giving the background to thrs we get confirnration of
nry bclicf in paragraph I 
- 
on page 7 of rhe cxplana-
tory statcnrctlt. I quotc: 'to reduce the Comn'runity's
clcpe rrclcncc ot1 intportcd e nergy, particularly oil'.
This, I take it, is the thinking behind this report and
is why it was rrot so concerned with imports of coal
fronr third coturtries.
I believe that it is esserlrial that we maintain the tradi-
:ional sources of supply and hope that this proposal
rvill not closc the Contmur-rity door on these tradi-
tonal rnrports. Ireland has traditionally imported coal
ronr Poland, and indecd we can understand how we
nrport coal when we see from thc. facts that are at our
disposal there in the report that other coal-prodtrcing
countries also inrport coal. On page l0 wc scc coal-
producing countries are nrcntioncd as being big
inrporters from third countrics. Mr Fitch in his contri-
btrtion has adntitted that coal fronr third countrics is
available at exccptionally low prices, and it is undcr-
standable that peoplc want to buy it at tlrat particular
price. \fle nrust ensure tlrat no action of ours will lose
these third country imports to us, becausc thrs prop-
osal can only be considere d as a vcry te mporary
measure. The Committce on Energy and Rcsearch is
reported on page l3 as giving an opirtion. On thc one
hand production ntust be nraintained, but on the
othcr the Conrmunity must ensure that large supplies
of coal can, if necessary, be imported in the futtrre.
The committee's feeling is directly in line with mine,
and the right to inrport must be maintained. Vhen
Mr Schyns was speaking, he welcomed this proposal
and he mentioned that mountains of Conrnrunity coal
were in stock, but they are not being bought appar-
ently because of low prices of imported coal. Is the
real answer to this problent to subsidize Community
trade in coal and help to cut or.rt exports, and will the
traditional sources fronr third countries be still avail-
able when we wish to go back to them later when we
have used up our own coal ? These are the questions
that we should ask.
And we should also ask ourselves, Mr President, who
stands to gain by this particular proposal. In the main,
there will be two Member States whose ailing uneco-
nomic nrines will get the kiss of life and be enabled
to resume or to improve their production, and the
30 % subsidy will give them a temporary lease of life
and allow them to compete with those other countries
in supplying coal to power-stations. These particular
countries have coal in the ground now, but it is too
costly to take it out. !fle could btry coal fronr outsidc
the Comnrunity, from the US or Poland or the USSR
or Australia or South Africa, as I mentioned, and
should we consider btryrng this coal when it is avail-
able and conserve our own native coal until such time
as we need it ? Or, as Mr Osborn rentarked, until such
time as new technology or new ideas will make the
utilization of this ftrel, which is indigenous to the
Comnrunity, a viable proposition without any
subsidy ? In this way we could have our cake now and
eat it later.
Some may say to me that we should not be so anxious
to import from outside the Comn.runity, but other
member countries have traditional markets in food-
stuffs from outside the Con.rmunity and hold on to
tl'rem, and like the third-country coal their imported
food is available and it is cheap and it suits them and
that is the rcason that they import it. I have heard
some qualified peoplc at thc Committee on Energy
and Research express an opinion as to the danger to
health to which ntiners will be subjected in these
re-opened mines. They expressed a conviction that
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many more people would die from mine accidents or
fronr respiratory ailments as a lesult of this proposal. I
since rely hope that the conserv:rtionists, or obstruction-
rsts; if you wish to call them that, that oppose the use
of nuclear energy will not latch on to this particular
proposal as a new windmill at which to tilt their
larrccs.
The question was asked, and I have not heard it
answcred here today 
- 
maybe the rapporteur will be
in a position to answer it : is it possible under this
dir,:ctive that a subsidy will be got for English coal
that will be sold and brought to Germany, and is it
possible that Gernran coal could be subsidized to be
brought to England ?
Now I would like to come to a subiect, Mr President,
whrch is very dear to my hearr:. It relates to turf and
nrilled peat, which is used in lr,eland in power-stations
to 
,Benerate electricity. I have had one near my home
for the past 30 years. They have been very successful,
and a con.rbination of two semi-State bodies, Bord na
Mona, which produces turf, and the Electricity Supply
Board, which produces electricity, have joined forces
to produce electricity at a very economic price per
unit, and the details of this carr be obtained. When I
raised this particular matter in the Committee on
Ene rgy and Research, I felt that the members there
had very little knowledge of turf and its potential, and
yesterday at Question Time I got confirmation of this
whe'n I asked a supplementary question on Mr
Osb,orn's Question No 5 concerning energy objectives
for 198.1. Mr Genscher and the chairman admitted a
lack of knowledge, but they alJreed very kindly that
the1, would look into the situation and examine it, and
I arn sure that an inquiry from them to the Irish
Governmerrt will help to elicit any information that
thel' require. lVe have reached a stage where the bogs
in the immediate vicinity of r;ome of our turf-fuel
power-stations are at the end c'f their life. A certain
amount of peat must be left as a base for growing
croprs in the cut-away bog, and if the production of
electricity from turf is to continue in this area, new
virgin bogs will havc to be brought into production,
and money will have to be expended on railways for
transporting the fuel to the por',er-station or possibly
on other types of transport or maybe, as a third alterna-
tive, on the erection of a power-station alongside new
supplies of fuel. In addition ro this, some of the
furnaces which have been in action for the past 25
yearr; need renewing, and a sutrsidy that could keep
thenr in production would be vcry helpful and would
enaL,le turf to be used for many years to come. If we
do not use turf the only alternative to us is oil. Is this
not a proiect that must merit eqr:al consideration with
Mr Ibriigger's proposal ? Every point advanced for the
subsidization of coal could also apply to milled peat,
with the added bonus that the ernployees in this parti-
cular industry could be working in a healthy outdoor
atmosphere and be healthier at the end of their day's
work. A different story from the miners when they
come up from the mincs. This employment in the
bogs of Ireland has helped to transform one of the
most depressed regions in my country and is an
example of how we made the desert bloom or, should
I say, how we made money in the marsh.
Indeed, speaking of money, this has been advanced as
a reason for not giving a subsidy to turf production,
because I am told that turf production is economic in
Ireland. Is it not an unusual stance for Europe and a
sad reflection on our prospects for the future that only
those industries that are unconscious and ailing can
be helped ? The rapporteur referred to this as a last-
ditch attempt and indeed a healthy industry which
needs help to expand or continue its operations appar-
ently cannot be subsidized. If one ran a private busi-
ness along lines like this one would be doomed to
failure. I have a promise, however, from the President-
in-Office that he will study this subject and I leave it
in his capable hands.
I would invite him to our country as a guest if he
would like to see turf production for himself. Perhaps
when he is finished with the Yorkshire mines he
might come over and have a look at our bogs. I would
like to remind the House that because of certain pres-
sures on the earth's crust some years ago, coal was
formed in some countries. The same pressures were
not in application in Ireland and so we have turf. I
sincerely hope that the political pressures being
exerted by the big powers here in this House will not
exclude us again. \tr7e have a small export trade in turf
- 
machine turf and in briquet form 
- 
but this
would hardly qualify us for intra-Community trade.
Finally, Mr President, I would like to say that our
group has great reservations about this communica-
tion and many of our reservations have found an echo
in the Ibriigger report. It appears to be a very big
price to pay for a benefit that will only accrue to a
few. It cannot be opposed of course but it does
deserve very very careful consideration.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) | would assure the peat
spokesman from Ireland, by way of consolation, that if
the Irish neglect their peat for as long as the EEC has
neglected its coal 
- 
or even longer 
- 
it will eventu-
ally be worth gold. I would also say, Mr President, that
if Parliament approves this system, it will be playing
about with millions of units of account. A matter of
120 million u.a. are involved, although the Conserva-
tive spokesman has rightly asked whe ther these 120
million u.a. will suffice, and the Comnrittee on
Budgets has had to withhold its opinion, as thc
Commission has provided rro docunrentation what-
sover. In short, we have no idea what it costs, and it
would thercfore be irresponsiblc of Parlianrctrt to givc
its approval.
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I should like to cite point 9 of section II of Document
9/78, which has this to say on the outline of a
Community aid system and related problems:
'lt is difficult to say precisely what additional deliveries
will result from the aid, i.e. to predict which undertakings
will be delivering to other Community countries and
which will be the recipients.'
In other words, no one knows anything about
anything.
I would also add that the inevitable consequence of
such proposals is, in every case, increased costs. It is
thought that trade and consumption will cover 70 o/o
of the increased costs, and I can understand that
people want to force prices up by about 30 70,
following the bad example set by iron and steel prices.
I would warn the House that this will hit the
consumer and the taxpayer and will mean increased
costs for undertakings.
In addition, the justification for this system is extraor-
dinarily shaky. Admittedly, reference is made to an
increase from 8 to 22 million tonnes in the consump-
tion or importation of power-station coal from non-
Member States over the period from 1973 to 1977.
But if we look at the trend from 1976 to 1977, we see
that the percentage of overall imports into the Euro-
pean Community represented by Polish coal, for
example, fell from 47 to 41 0/0, clearly indicating that
Poland is not the threat that some would have us
believe.
Then we come to the other coal-exporting country 
-South Africa. There are good political reasons for
limiting imports of coal from South Africa. The
Danish Government and the Danish Parliament have
taken steps in this direction and I hope that other
countries in the European Community will follow this
example by opposing apartheid.
This system may also cause measures to be taken by
the countries which export coal to the EEC. \(hat
trade policy reprisals will they exact ? Might they limit
imports of EEC products ? This is the question I raise
time and again, whenever Parliament debates protec-
tionist proposals such as this one, as it does several
times a day. But I never get an answer, as it is self-evi-
dent : of course there will be reprisals which will
damage EEC exports. I feel that this proposal is based
on an extremely hysterical view. Naturally, the decline
in EEC coal production as is clear from the docu-
ments, is a consequence of declining steel consump-
tion. Just as there is now a desire to force steel prices
above the world market price 
- 
that is what has been
decided 
- 
it is now the turn of coal. The result will
be higher inflation and more unemployment, perhaps
not in the coal-mines but in other places, and perhaps
many more jobs will be lost in other industries than
will be protected in the coal-mines. This Parliament
would be well advised to take account of these facts
and likely developments.
How has intra-Community trade devolved ? Do trends
indicate that it requires considerable support ? The
fact is that intra-Community trade in coal more than
doubled ftom 1976 to 1977, yet we are now presented
with a proposal to provide Community subsidies to
stimulate that trade, even though it would seem to be
doing very nicely without any such aid.
Finally, with regard to other sources of energy, I
would point out that the price of oil is increasing, and
this will increase the opportunities for producing and
selling coal. The gro*ing public opposition to ancl
scepticism of the utilization o{ nuclear power points
to exactly the same conclusion.
Many power-stations, in Denmark among other coun-
tries, entirely of their own free will and without any
subsidies from the European Comnrunity, are
changing over from oil to coal ; this development is
thus well under way. ltr7hy on earth must we then sacri-
fice a vast sum for this san're system 7
I believe there is no answer to that question. I there-
fore recommend that we associate ourselves with the
scepticism expressed 
- 
however moderately 
- 
by Mr
Power, who spoke of the misuse of resources. 'Why
should we create, by artificial means, over-consump-
tion and over-production of coal in he EEC,
neglecting market forces, and then consume reserves,
in order that coal can be imported at a later stage at
prices which will presumably and probably be much
higher. The implications of this proposal are such that
I recommend Parliament to reiect it forthwith. It
smacks of the planned economy and protectionism,
and fails in its objectives ; its effect can only be
damaging.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, .lVcnbcr o.f tbc Conntition 
- 
(D)Mr
President, most of what I have heard in this debate
strengthens us in our intentions. As you all know, one
cannot make major changes in the coal sector over-
night. If we close coal-mines, we shall only be able to
reopen them, if the need arises at some time in the
future, at very high cost. That, in its turn, will have an
effect on prices.
You have all drawn attention to the situation in
Europe. We have stocks of coal amounting to 60
million tonnes. On the other hand, we have an overall
upward trend in consumption. But a good part of this
upward trend is met by imports. Our proposals are
certainly not intended as a protectionist measure.
'lX/hat we want to do is to encourage consumption. If,
as anticipated, consunrption continucs to rise we
should like to see Conrmunity coal doing a bit better
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out of it. It is a very modest ltroposal, and limited to
thrcc ycars' duration. The exact cost will only become
apparent over a period of timr:. This is something we
shalI still have to discuss with you in detail in the
Committee on Budgets an<l the Committee on
En ergy.
The question arises again and again as to whether the
situation could not be furtht:r improved by taking
steps ri.r-ri-r'lr third countries. I do not think so,
be,:ause we should never be able to isolate a discus-
sion of this kind on import restrictions. It would
affect our export interests.
Moreover, the scope of this yrlan is not such as to
cause the sort of change th,lt would require such
extreme back-up measures. It is a very modest plan.
'Wr: want to give a subsidy of USD l0 per tonne. !7e
want to reduce by 30 % the 
.gap between the world
market price and the internal Community price. The
whole proposal is intended to supplement other propo-
sals already submitted to the Council : the proposals
on aid for the construction ol coal. Fired power-sta-
tiorns and aid for coal stocks.
I clo not think we can predi,:t at present what the
Council's reactions to these proposals will be. It will
not be easy to get unanimous agreement. The interests
of the Member States vary rvidely. Some are coal
prc,ducers, some are coal consumers ; there are there-
fore some countries which, for economic reasons,
want to purchase cheap imported coal and others
which have to see how they ca4 sell their somewhat
expren5ivs domestically product:d coal.
\U7e believe, however, that the rnodest degree of solid-
arity between consumer and producer that we are
proposing can go some way tc'wards invigorating the
tracle in coal in the Communit.r overall. Ve may help
to get things moving in the right direction. The funds
are thus designed to complement national aid
meilsures. Ve hope we shall be able to appeal to this
modest degree of Commun Lty solidarity in the
Council. It will not be easy, and that is why your
support for our proposals is all the more valuable.
President. 
- 
Does any one else wish to speak ?
The vote on the motion for a r,:solution will be taken
torllorrow during voting time.
The debate is closed.
Dircctiuc on bird conser?^atiln
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debrate (Doc. 195l78lrev.) by Mr Jahn on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group (I)PP), to the Commis-
sion :
Subiect : Imminertt prospect of the Commission's prop-
osal for a directivc on bird conservation not being
adopted.
The failure of the Council of Environment Ministers on
l2 December 1977 to reach agreement on the proposal
from the Commission for a drrectrve on bird conservation
was repeated at its meeting of 30 May 1978. This means
that implementation of the urgently needed measures on
bird protection provrded for in the directive wrll be
further delayed if not feopardized altogether, even though
the European Parliament called on the Council in its reso-
lution of l4 June 19771 to adopt the directrve and bring
it into effect as soon as possible, and at all events, rn
conformrty with the obligation it entered rnto in the
1973 environmental action programnre, within nine
months ol rt having been submitted, r.e. by Septenrber
1977 at the latest.
In view of thrs regrettable state of affairs the Comnrission
is asked to answer the following questrons:
l. Is it true that the deliberations in the Council of Envi-
ronment Ministers of l2 December 1977 closed with
only rwo French reservations, viz. :
(a) the demand that the skylark and the corn bunting
be included rn the list of game species (Annex II),
(b) the refusal to authorize trade in more than l0
species o{ bird (Annex III) ?
2. Is there any accuracy in press reports that at the
meeting of 30 May eight Member States put to France
a far-reaching compromise proposal, the contents of
which can be summarized as follows :
(a) the lark may be hunted wrth a rifle in France and
Italy ;
(b) in the case of 25 other species, the Member States
may, on certain condtttons and provrding they
observe a monitoring procedure involving the
Commission, deviate from the general ban on
trade, in respect of their own territory;
(d) the Commission will carry out studies into the
biological status of 9 of the 25 species concerned
and, in the light of the findings, the Council,
actlng on a proposal from the Commission, will
take appropriate measures to prohibit trade in
these species ?
3. Is the Commission aware that the directive is an
important milestone for bird conservation throughout
the Community, particularly when it is remembered
that it contains maior improvements, on whrch agree-
ment was reached rn the Council, viz. :
- 
a basis for Community action to protect brrd habr-
tats,
- 
establishment of common princrples for hunting
and, in particular, reduction of the number of
game species from the present figure of 120 to 72,
- 
reduction of the number of species authorized for
trade from the present figure of 120 to 33,
- 
outright ban on the use of all non-selective
methods of killing and capture, r.e. means of largc-
scale capture and exqermination,
, OJ C 163 of 1t.7. 1977, p.28.
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- 
the beginnings of coordination of research into
bird species ?
4. Is it prepared, through a further appropriate
compromise proposal, to do all it can to prevent a
drrective on such lmportant basic issues from being
shelved because of secondary considerations or from
berng held up because of comparatively mrnor differ-
ences of opinion ?
.5. In view of the serious delays so far, is it ready to bring
pressure to bear on the Council to reduce the period
for the rncorporation of the directive into national law
to one year from the date of notification of the direc-
trve, rt being imperative that swift action be taken to
protect those species of bird threatened with extermi-
nation or further decimation ?
6. If not, can it give valid reasons for retaining the
comparatively long period of two years ?
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, honourable colleagues,
the reason for our group's oral question to the
Commission is the unhappy fact that the Council has
still not succeeded in reaching agreement on the
Commission's proposal for a directive on bird conser-
vation submitted to it in Decembet 1975, the matter
having been discussed in detail in the two Council
meetings of 12 December 1977 and 30 May 1978.
I might point out that we have addressed a similarly
worded question to the Council. The latter, however,
pursuant to Rule 47 of. our Rules of Procedure, is
unfortunately not obliged to provide a rapid answer
but has up to five weeks to do so, whilst the Commis-
sion must answer within one week. Nor was the
Council prepared to forego its full time limit in order
to make possible a joint answer, with the result that
we have only the Commission's answer here today
and must wait until September for that of the Council.
So it is with all the more interest that we now await
the Commission's reply.
As you know, public opinion is deeply disappointed
about this latest delay and, indeed, about the threat of
failure to reach agreement at Community level on
effective bird conservation measures of the kind
which have long been proposed and which this House
has always firmly supported. Following publicity in
the press regarding the failure of the Council of Envi-
ronment Ministers to reach agreement on 30 March
1978, I received large numbers of letters from all parts
of the Community vigorously protecting the Council's
inability to reach a decision. I would like to read out a
letter, dated 6 June, which the Belgian bird protection
organization sent to the French Ambassador. Part of it
reads as follows :
All groups in Belgium committed to the preservation of
our environment, the protection of our natural wealth
and improved protection for migratory birds in Europe
are in unanimous agreement with the French position
regarding the restriction of trade in a number of different
species commonly regarded as game birds. They deci-
sively reiect, however, the French delegation's proposal to
include in the list of birds which may be hunted two
small species, the skylark and the corn bunting.
The letter goes on :
It is absolutely unacceptable and positively incredible
that a country like France, which has an international
reputation as a civilized nation, should dare to give
Europe such a retrograde and, for the great majority of
our citizens, offensive example by allowing some 2
million huntsmen to desrroy, legally and for no good
reason, songbirds of this size and type.
There is one thing I should like to add in this connec-
tion. rVe have received information that a hunting
association in one region has apparently been told
that such stringent demands for the protection of
further bird species will be made that Italy will then
no longer be able to agree and that the bird conserva-
tion directive as a whole may thus be defeated.
The allegation that a hunting association has appar-
ently been given this information by a government
representative so shocks me that I am certain the
House will have to look into the matter more closely.
It is a subject which television, radio and the press
have, quite correctly, taken up, and it may interest the
House to know that a whole series of TV and radio
programmes will be broadcast in the coming weeks.
One point which has appeared in the papers is that
the French Minister of the Environment Mr d'Ornano
has iustified his Government's opposition on the
grounds that there are 2 million people in France who
engage in hunting larks, buntings and other songbirds
as sport. Reaction in the press was quite clearly that
the general public in the Community is justifiably
disgusted at the fact that the organized slaughter of
birds is described as a sport and given higher priority
than the Community's efforts to provide, at long last,
protection for birds, on which the survival of many
species now depends. Of course, it is the Council that
has the prime responsibility in this dilemma, but we
have also addressed very precise questions to the
Commission which is, after all, present during
Council meetings and has the right to speak there.
I have been asked how I came into the possession of
information about Council meetings. rU7ell, I did not
obtain the information directly myself, but received
the entire minutes of the Council's deliberations in
the original, from the bird conservation organizations,
so you can see that they are very well informed, better
indeed than I am ntyself, and have excellent access to
information.
There is no necd here for nte to go over the individual
questions contained in the oral question. Vhatever
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happens, it is my group's view that everything
possible must be done to avoid a situation in which a
directive laying down important questions of principle
should fail to be adopted because minor problems
have been raised to halt the directive or to delay it as a
result of relatively uninrportant and largely irrelevant
differcnces of opinion.
In saying this, particular consicleration should be
givcn to the fact that agreement has already been
reached on all the inrportant points. Since 1975,
during its preparatory work on the proposal for a direc-
tive, the Conrmission called on the advice of govern-
nrents expcrts and, as a result, was forced to make a
great nrarly deletions from its original plan, which
wcnt a grcat deal further towards providing effective
bird protcctiorl. The Etrropean Parliament, too,
showcd its readiness to com Dromise and took a
realistic line. lVe discussed the matter at great length
in thc Committee on Public Health and the Environ-
ment and reached agreement on a unanimous
approach ; Parlianrent then gave its unanimous
approval to the directive, so that there can lre no ques-
tion lrcrc than one particular po) itical group can try to
nrakc polrtical capital out of this issue. May I repeat
here what I said on 14 June 1977 when I introduced
nry rcport on the Commission's proposal for a direc-
tivc to thc' House :
I personally must frankly admrt that I should have liked
to have taken a step further, as intended rn my draft
report. In its concern to see the <lirective introduced at an
early date and the protection measures it contains imple-
mented with all due speed, the ,Sommittee on the Envi-
ronmcnt has made a painstaking effort to find a fair and
balanccd conrpromrse between the frequently conflicting
intercsts of the hunting associati,rns and the blrd protec-
tron societies. In vrew of our clearly demonstrated readi-
ness to conrpromise, I feel that re are rightly and prop-
erly entitled to look to the C:ouncil of Envrronn.rent
Ministers to give final approval to the directive tomorrow,
l5 June, after many rounds of talks at Council level.
More than a year has gonc by since then and nothing
has hrppencd. Our attitude on this point remains the
samc today. I would again like to draw attention to
thc nrajor progress which the di'ective involves, about
whic'h the Council has long ber:n in full agreement :
-- 
cstabhshmcnt of a basis for Clommunrty action in the
protection of bird habitats,
- 
creation of common princ ples for hunting and,
above all reductron of specres which may be hunted
from l20 at present to 72; this House unanrmously
agreed on thrs point,
-- 
reduction of the number of species which may be
traded from 120 at present tr J.1,
-- 
general prohibition of the use oI all non-selective
mcans for killing and catching brrds, i.e. mass trap-
ping or extermination methods,
- 
rnrtiation of coordinatron of research rnto brrd spccrcs
and frxrng of huntrng seasons for brrds, srncc rt has
never been our lntcntion to protcct cvcry brrcl an<l wc
accept huntlng duflng spccifrcd scasons.
'We are particularly intcrested, of coursc, in the rcply
to Question 4, which asks whcther thc Conrnrrssion
has since come up with a further compromise prop-
osal in a effort to solve the remarning nrinor differ-
ences of opinion, what this proposal contains and
whether there has already been any success as regards
eliminating the remaining doubts of the French dele-
gation towards the bird conservation directive. 'We
should also like to know in this conncction whether
the Commission can confirm that the adoption of the
bird conservation directive is on the agenda for the
European Council meeting in Bremen.
I should also like to stress that Questions .5 and 6 on
the period for the incorporation of the directive into
national law are of major significance and would
continue to apply even if 
- 
and that is something we
would very much welcome 
- 
the directive was to be
adopted in the meanwhile or an assurance given of its
adoption in the near furture. It will be recalled that
the European Parliament, in its resolution of l4 June
1977, stated that, intcr alia, swift action was impera-
tive to protect those species of birds threatened with
extermination or further decimation, and asked that
the period for incorporating the directive into national
law be reduced to one year from the date of notrfica-
tion.
Finally, it only remains for me to thank the Commis-
sion for its untiring activity and to appeal to it to give
a comprehensive and fullanswer to the questions now
being put to it, so that not only this House but also
the general public in the Commur.rity, which is a great
deal nrore interested in this issue than some people
believe or are willing to accept, n.ray be brought fully
up to date.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vict-Prtsidtnt o.f tfu Connti.tsion. 
- 
(I)
The Commission is in full agreement with what Mr
Jahn has said ; I might point otrt that the European
Parlianrent, both in its Conrnrittee on the Environ-
ment and in plenary session, has frequently dealt with
this matter and has always shown a particular concern
for the protection of bird life. The Con.rnrission,
which has itself also sought to nrake progress in this
connection, can at present only agree with Mr Jahn
that adoption of this directive is vitally important,
particularly for the reasons whrch hc gave at tl-re crtd
of his speech and which appear in point 3 of the oral
question.
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I7e have followed a long and difficult road and have
tried to find solutions which would represent honest
compromises because, as is well known, legislation on
hunting differs from country to country. Now, as Mr
Jahn has pointed out, there is the risk that this road
will come to a dead end as a result of disagreements
of a secondary nature. The entire disagreement, as
regards the compromise mentioned in point 2 of the
question, does in fact come down merely to the
problem of trade in certain game species. !7e feel that
the compromise proposal that we have made is
entirely satisfactory, particularly if one takes account
of the fact that of the 120 species in which trade is
authorized we are considering less than a quarter. Mr
President, I think I can assure Mr Jahn and the entire
House that we shall do all possible to get agreement
and we shall make a further effort to achieve our basic
objective, which is to get approval for the directive
and the valid issue of principle on which it is based.
\7ith this in view, the Commission hopes to be able
to take steps, in the very near future, which may prove
decisive.
Lastly, I should like to say to Mr Jahn that, rebus sic
stantibus, I think it will be difficult to get the period
of incorporation of the directive into national law
reduced, even if I take account of the fact that the
considerable delay in its entry into force may have an
adverse effect. In my view, since many Member States
have expressed the intention of making a number of
changes 
- 
which certainly cannot all be effected in
the course of a year 
- 
this two-year period may well
prove to be a positive factor as regards getting the
directive itself approved.
Mr President, I should like to conclude this short
reply by pointing out that the Commission is aware of
the public desire to get discussion on bird protection
out of the consideration stage, and that is why we took
this first step of drawing up the directive in question.
\fle should like to thank Parliament for its help and
suPPort.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lagorce.
Mr Lagorce. (F) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am aware that my contribution to this
debate will not be rapturously received as it goes
against the opinion of the majoriry of this House.
Nevertheless I shall speak all the same off my own
bat. The wording of Mr Jahn's oral question seems to
me to be particularly significant. He is saying that the
Council of Environment Ministers has failed to reach
an agreement on the proposal for a directive under
discussion, that the session of 30 May 1978 did not
make any headway and the implementation of the
measures taken has been postponed, even shelved.
And he has just repeated this in his speech. 'W'hat can
this mean, other than that the above-mentioned prop-
osal for a directive hardly claims unanimous support,
especially from hunters who were not consulted at all
on a question which particularly concerns them and
to whom this directive which limits their hunting
activities in what they see as an excessive way seems
like a pure and simple slap in the face. And here I am
speaking for two and a half million French hunters.
Though I am not a hunting man myself I have lived
amongst hunting people since I was a child. I am
afraid their point of view is rather different from that
of Mr Jahn and I must beg to differ.
Mr Jahn asks the Commission to explain why the
adoption of this directive has come up against what
he calls secondary problems and margrnal divergences
of opinions. The explanation is simple : the French
are reluctant precisely because our hunters consider
these to be essential problems, for what is at stake is
the right to hunt, a right which workers are particu-
larly attached to, for in earlier times this was the privi-
lege of a certain 6lite 
- 
a privilege which was abol-
ished in the Revolution and put within everyone's
reach.
French hunters, especially in the Aquitaine where I
come from, see the application of this directive as a
serious threat to their traditional hunting methods
which are net and hide hunting and the use of decoys
which go to make up the traditional way of life which
our country people are deeply attached to; indeed it is
only this pleasure which keeps them from migrating
towards the towns. They are also protesting about the
vastly exaggerated figures given for game killed. I
would like to rectify these. As for wood pigeons, for
example, which are hunted especially in the south-
west of France, the proportion of the total migrant
bird population killed by hunters each year is only I
to 2o/o. As for skylarks, whose hunting popularity is
going down by 2 to 3 7o per year, only 1.5 to 2o/o of
the migrant population is affected. Obviously these
figures do not correspond to those which have been
quoted here. However, they ccme from an official
scientific source and I can place them at the Parlia-
ment's disposal. There has also been much exaggera-
tion about the lack of selectivity in catching game.
The nets for wood pigeons catch wood pigeons only
as one cannot take into account a tiny minority of
rock pigeons ; as for skylarks, since the mesh of the
nets has been considerably enlarged in the last five or
six years, these nets too have caught mainly skylarks.
\7hat we must understand is that hunters are more
interested than anybody else in game conservation.
'S7e can see this everywhere in France where hunters
are sparing no efforts to repopulate the woods and
fields by means of game-earing farms run by hunting
clubs and, in the interests of improved hunting disci-
pline and the protection of the environment, natural
game reserves especially in humid zones : in a word,
they are trying to be ecologists, not ecologists sitting
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irr a laboratory but in pra<tice, that is in perfect
harmony with the nature they love.
Lastly, hunters do not understand how all the blame is
put on them for the destructron of birds when this is
also caused by the often irresponsible use of pesti-
crdes, weedkillers and other fungicides. Studies have
been carried out on this subj,:ct in France and I have
their conclusions. Studies have been carried out else-
vhere, and I would like to quote Dr Bern Conrad of
thd Zoological Institute in lrreiburg, the author of a
study on the poisoning of bicds in the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany by pesticides. In particular he found
that 97 % of eggs from 19 brrd species were found to
contain up to five kinds of pesticide, which would
have made them unfit for human consumption.
.Another German specialist, Karl von Frisch, has
spoken out against the exterrnination of field birds by
chemicals. \What we must understand, and here I
come back to Mr Jahn's qu,:stion, is that hunting is
above all a sport, and not a commercial activity for
p,rofit. The true hunter hunts for himself and not to
sell his bag. This is why 
- 
and this is, I think, what
It,Ir Jahn is asking to have ,:xplained 
- 
the French
v/ant birds such as skylarks, thrushes, turtle-doves,
rroodcocks and wood-pigeolls to be considered fair
g;ame, while also wanting the number of marketable
species to be reduced to a minimum. Their attitude is
logical ; what seems paradoxical is to want to limit
hunting while being able to sell a wide range of birds
species. I hope that as men of good faith who love
birds 
- 
including Mr Jatn to whom I pay due
homage 
- 
be we hunting rlen or not, we can come
to an acceptable agreement on this directive.
llresident. 
- 
I call Mr Soury.
JMr Soury. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidr:nt, ladies and gentlemen,
the European directive whir:h we are debating today
'vas examined in this Housr: on 14 June 1977.
ltn spite of the French Cornmunists' interest in the
problem of bird conservatiorL and hunting none of my
fellow party members was present on that day as that
'il/as the day that the law cn direct elections to our
Parliament was being debat:d in the national parlia-
ment and they had to be present.
'Ihat is why I would like briefly to give you our
thoughts on this proposal for a directive. First of all, it
seems to be based on the dangerously false premise
that hunting is the main ctuse of the danger of the
extinction of certain species. Is this really so ? It is
true that today that many r;pecies are in danger and
some are in danger of becc,ming extinct. But who is
responsible ? A discreet veil is drawn over the destruc-
tion of our flora and faunrr by large-scale industrial
pollution. As for migratory birds, their decline can be
largely explaineC by the pollution of our rivers, lakes
and seas.
The oil slicks which have devastated the Breton coast
and destroyed tens of thousands of birds who find
their migratory patterns disturbed have done infinitely
more harm than hunting.
In my country there are whole regions where animals
fall sick and even die from atmospheric pollution
from chemical factories : this is what has happened,
for example, in a part of the Maurienne Valley which
was devastated by the P6chiney-Ugin6-Kuhlmann,
and this is happening all over France and the Commu-
niry and this kind of pollution kills 24 hours a d.y 
-not only during the hunting season. We cannot
compare this massive destruction by industrial pollu-
tion with hunting activities which seem to be the only
subject of this debate. Let me give one telling
example : among the disappearing species we find the
majoriry of our birds of prey ; we cannot accuse
hunters here because these birds are hardly ever shot
as they are not eaten. The same goes for the heron
and the stork, and the rapporteur himself has not
given us any explanation on this point, and with good
reason. Of course, we must protect our fauna, and espe-
cially birds, but we must also not shoot at the wrong
target. For hunting is not incompatible with nature
conservation. First of all it is in the hunters' interest to
see the species multiply. They are in fact giving
considerable financial aid to this end, repopulating
the forests by setting up bird shelters not only for
migratory birds but also for other species, and this is
why hunting clubs are increasingly spending money
on re-afforestation, so much so that it can be said that
the better organized the hunters the more game there
is. They themselves are campaigning for more game
protection, and whenever they see a species in danger
they lay down their own supplementary club regula-
tions. They are particularly good at this because they
are better acquainted than anyone else with the beha-
viour of the various species. But today they are saying
that the essential question of the survival of migratory
birds depends on the fight against pollution and the
upkeep of the humid zones, habitats and all the migra-
tory paths. Here as elsewhere there are too many inter-
ests involved ; it is much easier to attack hunters than
to ask the big industrial groups to take proper anti-
pollution measures. There too, it is always the rule of
maximum profit which prevails. If you want to solve
this problem you will not do it by attacking the way
of life of the small hunter or the right to hunt which
in my country, and in ltaly, is a popular sport. Your
directive will solve nothing, because it is aimed at
hunters and not at those who are really responsible for
what we should call an ecological massacre. u7hat you
are not doing is attacking the problem at its roots,
which is large-scale industrial pollution. 'We must
fight to defend the natural balance and hunters will be
the first people to participate in this fight for the
conservation of species. It is in their interest but it is
also, in the long term, in the interest of the whole
Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
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Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, I oughr to say that I am
a council member of the Fauna and Flora Preservation
Sociery in the UK, and my one job outside politics is
to work for the Neu., Scientisr. Having consulted my
colleagues, knowing that this was coming up, in both
organizations, I asked them about prioritics, and in
both cases the answer came back the same as what Mr
Soury was stressing : above all, to do something about
the marshlands and wetlands, particularly for example
in Eastern Denmark. So I put it to Mr Natali : is any
kind of policy being developed for marshland and
wetland conservation ? I must say, Mr President, I
nearly had apoplexy when I thought thar my friend
Mr Lagorce was speaking on behalf of the Socialist
Group, because he is entitled to talk on behalf of two
and a half million huntsmen, but the Socialist Group
unfortunately has not exactly thrashed this out.
Now, Mr President, it is said by Mr Lagorce, if I get it
right, that there are many countrymen who have few
pleasures, but I cannot really believe, and nor can
European public opinion 
- 
and here I strongly agree
with Dr Jahn 
- 
that massacring thrushes and
skylarks is really a source of pleasure. I mean,
honestly. Every effort must be made for conservation,
and I represent a country area too and know abso-
lutely full well that we do not do nearly enough in
conservation, and that there is a ma jor pesticide
problem.
And so I ask Mr Natali the second question. Vhat is
going to be done about pesticides ? Is there a policy ?
The Conrmissioner says that he has had a difficult and
trying trmc on this. I can quite imagine it. It was an
honest statcment of fact, and we hope, like him, that
something decisive, to quote his own words, will
emerge in the next few days. I would like to ask him
on the basis of thc document, one or two particular
qucstions. In paragraph.l, he talks about a basis for
Conrmunity acrron to protect bird habitats. !flhat is
being clonc on thc habitat problem ? Again, at the end
of paragraph .], we talk about the beginnings of coordi-
nation of rcscarch into bird species. Are there any
concrctc proposals for this 7 Are any approaches bcing
made to any organization, because if so, some of us
rcprcsentrng fauna and flora organizations would, I
think, like to know what the Community is going ro
do. Itcnr No 4 asks how it fecls it can account for the
failtrrc, cluc to sccondary problems, to adopt a direc-
trve that scttlcs such important basic questions. Could
he cxpand a bit on the precise nature of these
scconclary problenrs ? And No .5 
- 
is it prepared to
give appropriatc instructions to the Permanent Repre-
sentatives' Committee to ensure early adoption of the
tlirectrve on the basis of a reasonable compromise ?
Vcll agrrirr, I put it in qucstion fornr. Vhat rs being
tlorrc rrr rclltion to thc pcrnlancnt reprcse ntativcs, and
rrc thcy dorng anything abour it ? One can intagine
that they might think that they have many more
important things to do, but this is important and rhey
should be told that.
Mr President, finally, I think that the problem is that
there are more and more people who like to go out of
towns into the countryside for sport. It is certainly not
just a country problem. These people have rrrore and
more accurate and powerful guns. They have better
and faster means of getting to hitherto remote are.ls
by motorway, and therefore in our society in the last .5
to l0 years the capacity of hunrans to destroy vast
sections of bird life has increased otrt of all propor-
tions 
- 
has probably increased exponc.ntially. Thtrs it
is that we are landed with the problenr.
I agree that thcre is no easy answer, bur finally, to tlrc
Commissioner, it nray be within the rccollcction of
the Commission, that two sessiorrs ago I nrirdc a
special plea on a relatcd subjcct rrot covcrerl lry Dr
Jahn, arising fronr thc fact that I rcprescnt rilarry
pcople who are concerrrccl as pigcon-tancicrs. Tlrcy lct
loose thcir pigeons at Avranchcs, lJcruvats, Nantcs,
Renncs and elscwhere in Francc, irntl rtry constrtr.lcllts
stick to it that thcy arc losirrg pigcons rhrougll
shooting. Mr Giolitti ancl Mr Narah h:rve in irct bccn
kind and looked at the nrattcr, and it rrray be driiicult
to krrow what a Contnrissioncr can tlo otltcr thrul. ils
Mr Giolitti put it, to raise his cycs ro the hcavens. lJut
I tlrink in this wholc discussron, thnt sonrctlling
nright bc saicl about thc problcrrrs ot thc pigcon-
fancicrs and prcsstrre brought to bcar. At lcrrst you carl
try, and I was wondcring it tlrerc was anytlring to
report on this, becausc rt is I scrious ntiltter,.rll joking
apart, that affccts rrrany of thc pcoplc tlt:rt I re prese rrt.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) I turn ro the wholc Housc', because
it is this House that urraninrously approved the bird
conse rvation dircctive. The Conrmittcc on Public
Health, thc Envirorrnrent arrd Cor-rsunrcr Protcctiorl
spent three years dcaling with it ancl cvcrything that
has been said hcrc 
- 
wctlands, insecticidcs, ctc. 
-has been discussed for days on end. All thcse isstrcs
have bccn taken into account in this conrprontise, but
if the asscrtion is made here 
- 
I regrct that Mr
Lagorce has lcft, nry own train lcft at cight nrinutcs
past eight 
- 
that the infornration is not nradc avail-
able, then I must point out that thc huntsnren have
bcen kcpt fully infornrcd front thc vcry first by thc
Commission and thc European Parlianre nt. Their
rcprescntatives canrc to see nlc in nty hotcl in Ronrc,
in Brussels, in Strasbourg, and here in Luxcmbourg.
There were French, Gcrnran, Italian clclcgations. They
were all kcpt informcd. I find it absolutely unbelic-
vable that asscrtions should bc madc hcre that thcy
wcrc not rnforntccl, that thcy wcrc sinrply passcd over.
That is sontcthing that I mr.rst ntakc pcrfcctly clcar.
Onc cannot makc asscrtions wltich arc qtrite sinrply
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untrue. Ve really went t,) a great deal of effort. Your
rapporteur often found himself under considerable
pressure, for example wht'n not three, eight but r'welve
or twenty huntsmen arrived and said : we want this
like this, and that like that. There is a real need to
explain just what did happen during the year before
the directive was unanimously approved by this
House.
On the question of insecticides : the more birds are
killed, the nrore insecti< ides must be sprayed and
other chen'ricals used. This is the cycle which is taking
place in nothern Europe, and the whole of nothern
Europe, including Scandinavia and nothern Russia, are
bcaring the consequences.
Both the Conrn'rission and we ourselves have paid
pk'nty of attention to the ecological aspects. Vhat we
have strbnritted here fin<ls the agreement of eight
rlatiorls and every nation has had the chance to make
its vicws heard. But there is only one country now
which says its huntsmen \vant to go on hunting and
shooting, whilst 2 million German and Italian
huntsnre n are prepared to r,top. That really is a strange
attitude to take:
So I conre to an end. All these questions, environ-
nlcntal pollutiorl through chemicals, arid areas, have
bccn dcalt with and we cannot simply sit back and let
pcoplc say tlrat we have not taken any of that into
account.
Mr President, this House, in several major debates
over a period of three years, really has gone into all
aspccts of the nratter and ,l protest on behalf of this
House against falsc assertions of the kind made here
today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nrrtali.
Mr Natali. 
- 
Vicc Prcsid,nt o.f tbe Conn lr.riorr. 
-Mr President, the fates have plainly ordained that you,
as president, and I, as speakcr, should always come on
latc.
(Ltt{ht(i
I will therefore try to be as quick as I can, not least
because I anr in agreement with Mr Jahn. The fact
that this proposal for a direcr:ive has been discussed in
committee and in plenary, and has been approved
unanimorrsly does not mean that there is not a whole
scries of other initiatives in train concerning the
problcnr of danrp zones, per;ticides, toxic substances,
ctc, which are going forward hand in hand with this
proposal for the conservation of birds. I should like to
iay to Mr Dalyell that there is a proposal for a direc-
tivc for the harmonization by the Community of pesti-
cidcs, which will be followed soon afterwards by texts
on matters concerning harml(lssness to human beings,
plants, the environment and wild species. All these
documents are being or will be submitted for the
corrsidcration of the Coun,:il, which is currently
cxanrining a proposal for the banning of the most
dangcrous pcsticides. As regards the protection of the
habitat, linked to the proposal for a directive is a reso-
lution which has already been approved and which
concerns the safeguarding not merely of the habitat of
certain species, but of the habitat in general. I07e are
therefore moving forward with a whole range of
measures.
Mr President, as Mr Jahn has recalled, we have heard
a number of speeches, we have heard the opinion of
the representatives of the hunters' associations from
every country, but, perhaps, there is one thing we have
forgotten : we have not consulted the birds. Their
opinion, perhaps, might have provided a greater inspi-
ration to our activities.
(lt ttghtcr)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
| 5. Doctrnents recaiud
President. 
- 
I have received from the committees
the following reports :
- 
report by Mr De Keerskmaeker, on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (Doc. 514176) for a directive to coordinate
the laws of the Member States relating to (self-em-
ployed) commercial agents (Doc. 222178);
- 
report by Mr Howell, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposals from the Commission
of the European Communities to the Council for :
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
804/58 on the conrmon organization of the
market in mrlk and milk products
II. a regulation on the sale of butter at reduced prices
to persons receiving social assistance (Doc.
22s178);
- 
report by Mr Howell, on behalf of the Committee on
Agrrculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
212/78) for a decision authorizing the United
Kingdom to grant a national aid to nrrlk producers in
Northern Ireland (Doc. 226178);
- 
report by Mr Hughes, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal fronr the Commission of
the European Comnrunities to the Corrncil (Doc.
217178) for a regulation laying down certain conserva-
tion and management measures for common fishcry
resources off the rVest Grcenland coast applicable in
1978 to vessels flyirrg the flag of Canada (Doc.
227 t78) ;
- 
report by Mr Hughes, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposals from the Commission
of the European Communrtres to the Council for :
I. a regulation laying down for 1978 measures for the
conservation and managenrent of fishery resources
includrng the establishment of catch quotas for
herring stocks (Doc. 2l l/78)
II. a regulatron allocating certain catch quotas
between Men.rber States for vessels frshing in the
Norwegian exclusive economic zone (Doc.
220178)
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III. a regulation allocating certain catch quotas
between Member States for vessels fishing in the
waters of the Faroe Islands (Doc. 224178)
- 
report by Mr Liogier, on behalf of the Committee on
Agrrculture, on Article 6 of the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (Doc. 56a177) for a regulation amending
Regulation (EEC) No 816170 laying down additional
provisions for the common organization of the
market in wine (Doc. 229178);
- 
report by Mr Lemp on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on a proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
213178) for a regulation on the conclusion of the
Agreement on fisheries berween the European
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Norway
(Doc. 2.)l/7tl) ,
- 
report by Mr Hughes, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposals from the Commission
of the European Communities to the Council for :
I. a regulation concerning the conclusion of the
Agreement on fisheries berween the European
Economic Community and the Government o(
Sweden (Doc. 174178)
II. a regulation concerning the conclusion of the
Agreement on fisheries between the European
Economic Community and the Government of
Denmark and the Home Government of the
Faroe Islands (Doc. 176178).
Agenda 
.for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Thursday 6 July l!78 at 10.00 a.m. and 3 p. m. with
the following agenda :
- 
Decision on the urgency of two motions for resolu-
tions.
- 
Bertrand report on the conviction of Yuri Orlov.
- 
Prescott report on human rights in Argentina.
- 
Miiller-Hermann report on the EEC-China trade
agreement.
- 
ioint debate on four Hughes reports and one Lemp
report on fisheries.
- 
Liogier report on the market in wine
3.00 p.m. : Question Time (questions to the Commission)
3.45 p. m. : Vote on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed.
The sitting is closed.
(fbe sitting clotcd crt 20.30 p.n)
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ANNEX
Qucstiott whicb could not bc an-tuered dttring
Question Timc, uitb u,ritttn (ttt.nco
Question b1 )llr Noi
Subiect : The ()ommission's Information Office in Milan
Can the Comnrission offer any explanation why, having already decided in l97l ro open an addi-
tional office in Milan, it has taken no action on that decision, in contrast with the steps taken in
other cases ?
Ansuer
In principle, the Commission had envisagedin 1971 the opening of a branch of the Rome Office at
Milan. It not having been possible to make available the necessary resources for the implementation
of this proiect, in particular as regards staff, the experiment has had to be postponed.
Nevertheless, th,: decentralization of the information sewices remains one of the priority objectives
of the Commisr;ion's information policy. This is why its services are currently in the process of
examining this rlossier, which should permit the definition o[ an overall decentralization policy in
the various courttries of the European Community and a decision on means of implementing it.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR HOLST
Vice-President
(The sitting was opened at l0 a.rn.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of tbe nrinutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Referral to comrnittee
President. 
- 
Volume II of the Report of the Audit
Board (Doc. 132178-llll, the receipt of which was
announced during the sitting of 12 June 1978, has
been referred to the Committee on Development and
Cooperation for its opinion.
3. Decision on urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I shall now consult Parliament on the
adoption of urgent procedure for the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 230178). tabled by Mr Albers and others
on behalf of the Socialist Group on youth employ-
ment.
Are there any objections ?
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.
I propose that this motion for a resolution be placed
on the agenda at the end of Friday's sitting.
Are there objections ?
That is agreed.
I now consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent
procedure for the motion for a resolution (Doc.
233178) tabled by Mr Porcu and others on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group on the situation in
the iron and steel industry.
Are there any objections ?
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.
I propose that this motion for a resolution be placed
on the agenda at the end of Friday's sitting after Mr
Albers' motion for a resolution.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
4. Conuiction of Yuri Orloo
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
report (Doc. 197178) drawn up by Mr Bertrand on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on the
conviction of the physicist Yuri Orlov, co-founder of
the 'Public Group to assist the Fulfilment of the
Helsinki Accords in the Soviet Union'group respon-
sible for monitoring the implementing of the
Helsinki Final Act in the Soviet Union.
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Betrand, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
when, at its meeting of 25 May, the Political Affairs
Committee took note of the conviction of the physi-
cist, Professor Yuri Orlov, to seven years' hard labour
followed by five years' exile, a maximum penalty in
the Soviet Union, we took the view that this was one
of the grossest and most flagrant violations of the
Helsinki Final Act by one of the largest countries in
the world which put its own signature to it at the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in 1975. The
Political Affairs Committee therefore felt that, since
this involved one of the co-founders of the Helsinki
Group which wished to supervise observance by the
Soviet authorities of the Helsinki Final Act, we could
not let this event pass unnoticed. \7e therefore took
the decision to draw up an own-initiative report so
that in the matter of the violation of fundamental
human rights in the world, Parliament could not be
reproached with looking solely in one direction and
restricting its criticism to certain parts of the world.
On the contrary, this motion for a resolution and the
debate which will follow are a demonstration of Parlia-
ment's general concern to provide assistance wherever
in the world fundamental human rights are violated.
This was the spirit in which the Political Affairs
Committee, at its meeting in Copenhagen, adopted
the motion for a resolution now on the agenda
together with a motion for a resolution on the viola-
tion of human rights in Argentina. \tr7e are investi-
gating ways in which we can help to prevent this sort
of violatiorr in future. I should like to draw attention
to the fact that Parliament adopted a resolution on l8
November 1977 on the ill-treatment of Vladimir
Bukovsky, that after that we adopted a resolution on
the abuse of psychiatric medicine in the Soviet Union
and that on l8 January we adopted a resolution on
the provisions of the Helsinki Final Act concerning
the reunification of families. '!tr7e therefore hope that
in debating the conviction of Yuri Orlov, we shall
clearly express 
- 
and I hope that the media will take
this up 
- 
that the way in shich his trial was
conducted was truly repugnant ! All the more so since
the trial attempted to maintain an appearance of
democracy and respect for human rights.
I think I should say a word about who Professor Orlov
is, and what he has been. Professor Yuri Orlov is 52
years old. He is a Russian Jew and a professor of
physics. He was kicked out of the Communist Party
in 1956 and removed from his office as Professor at
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the Moscow Institute of Natural Sciences because at a
party meeting he had spoken in favour of more
freedom and more flexibility in the government in
Russia. He was kept out of work for a year. He was
permitted to restart reserrch in 1957, although not at
the Moscow Institute of Natural Sciences, but a long
way away at Erevan. He remained there from 1957 to
1972.
ln 1972 he returned to Moscow and immediately set
up a group with 5l friends including Andrei Sakharov
to defend human rights in the Soviet Union. In May
1976 the Helsinki Group was set up by 5l scientists
in order to monitor the treatment of prisoners in
Soviet prison camps and ro give help to the families
of those held in prison ,:amps.
Of these 5l people comprising the Helsinki Group,
38 have already been corLvicted ! Simply because they
wanted to give help to the families affected by the
imprisonment of the brr,adwinner or other relatives.
Yuri Orlov was arrested once again in February 1977
and had to wait until May 1978 before his trial took
place.
But that is not all. Next Monday another trial begins
in Moscow, that of Professor Ginzburg, who is another
member of the Helsinki Group. That trial will be
another demonstration of the cynical way in which
the Soviet Union disregarcs its own obligations and its
own signature of the Hel;inki Final Act.
The accusations against Yrrri Orlov are essentially that
he systematically spread false rumours against the
administrative and social regime of the Soviet Union
and that he thereby hinclered its normal operarion.
That was the official charge at the trial of l8 May.
However that trial took l)lace behind closed doors.
The foreign press was not admitted. The accused
conducted his own defenr:e and pleaded not guilty,
but no one could follow 'uhat the reactions were to
this as no observers were present. Only his wife and
his two sons were permittr:d to attend the trial.
Professor Sakharov and his wife were taken into
temporary custody as they had attemped to open the
door of the court to atten,i the hearing, but on the
strength of a decision based on an article of the consti-
tution which makes it possible to forbid publicity of a
trial when affairs of State are concerned, the trial took
place behind closed doors.
The conviction of Professor Orlov for an activity
which was solely concerned with the application of an
Act which his own State ha<l signed reveals in the first
place a truly cynical and 
':ontemptuous attitude on
the part of the Soviet Unic,n towards Vestern Euro-
pean public opinion. Let ur; not forget this.
Secondly, it shows that the legal processes in the
Soviet Union have not changed since the trial in 1966
of Andrei Sinyavsky and 'luri Daniel, the famous
writers and the first dissidents in the Soviet Union
who were sentenced to six years' hard labour in
concentration camps.
'We must not therefore be surprised that today's reac-
tions across the world to the conviction of Professor
Orlov no longer come exclusively from the usual
private groups concerned with the defence of human
rights. Many governments have officially found the
courage to protest to the Soviet authorities about the
conviction of Yuri Orlov. The government of the
United Kingdom has done this and also the French
Minister of Foreign Affairs who publicly declared that
he regarded this violation to be a violation of the bilat-
eral agreement between France and the Soviet Union
on the subject of human rights. In the United
Kingdom, the Prime Minister, Mr Callaghan, stated
before Parliament that the sentence was unjust, that
the trial had not taken place under proper conditions
and that he would discuss the matter with the Soviet
Government. The Foreign Ministers of the Nine did,
at one time, consider making a joint statement
condemning the conviction of Professor Orlov, but,
because two ministers were not present when this
point was discussed, they did not take a decision to
this effect, but merely issued a communiqu6, one in
which they did nevertheless draw attention to the fact
that the conviction of Yuri Orlov constitutes a contrav-
ention of the Helsinki Act.
Mr President, it is for these reasons that we feel that
our motion for a resolution must also be interpreted
in this sense, particularly because we find that one of
the most powerful countries of the world, the Soviet
Union, does not respect the signature which it gave to
the Helsinki Final Act, an act which one cannot inter-
pret any way one likes. The Soviet Union gave a moral
commitment to observe and respect certain things,
and if it does not live up to this commitment, it
means there is a real danger for all the other countries
of the world. This is one of the aspects to which close
attention must be given following the conviction of
Professor Orlov, since we all feel ourselves directly
threatened. If one explains away these things as a
domestic affair which cannot be discussed by
outsiders who do not belong to the Soviet Union, as
the Russians said at the time of the invasion of
Czechoslovakia, which they regarded as a domestic
affair, no one has any assurance that 'in a few months'
time, they will not march into Luxembourg and that
this too will be interpreted as a domestic affair of the
Soviet Union.
I want to draw your attention to the fact that this inter-
pretation contains a very great danger for the future,
unless we do react in a sharp, unambiguous way ! I
agree fully with what Mr Radoux said with regard to
the preparations for the next meeting in Madrid in
I 980.
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I have no hesitation in saying today that the l7estern
countries were too weak at Bblgrade and that they
have not defended the agreement on human rights
stubbornly enough uis-d-uis the Soviet Union. If we
maintain this weak attitude, this will mean a hopeless
situation for the millions of people behind the Iron
Curtain because they will then never find the moral
support to have the Soviet Union respect the commit-
ments which it voluntarily entered into. These are the
principal reasons for this motion for a resolution.
Mr President, there is another matter to which I
should like to draw attention in connection with this
resolution. Rudolf Bahro, a Marxist intellectual from
East Germany, supposedly, 'democratic' East
Germany, was recently given a sentence of eight years'
hard labour on allegations of spying. His only crime
was to have published a book criticizing the regime
and that he had seen a Western iournalist in \flest
Berlin. That was his only crime ! He got eight years'
hard labour for that !
Finally, a few months ago, the first free trade union
was set up in the Soviet Union. This free trade union
was set up in the Soviet Union by 50 or so workers
and officials. IJflell, since that time, all these people
have been sent to prison camps or a psychiatric institu-
tion ! I hope that my Socialist colleagues will corro-
borate this. From the first moment the Soviet authori-
ties stifled this development at birth. Thus the first
attempts to set up a free trade union failed. The older
people among us also experienced laws at the begin-
ning of this century which forbade the creation of
trade unions. rVe also had a period in which people
who tried to set up a trade union were put into prison.
Today, this state of affairs is repeating itself, about 100
years later, in a country which sets itself up as one of
the most progressive countries in the world, a country
which claims to realize human happiness to the grea-
test extent with its regime.
Mr President, I therefore hope that Parliament will
adopt the resolution unanimously so as to express our
true intention of doing everything possible to support
those who, in difficult circumstances, are trying to get
their government to respect the Helsinki Act. They
must know that we are behind them.
(Applautc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Political Affairs
Committee has considered the resolution on the case
of Yuri Orlov, and the whole of my group was able to
agree to the draft resolution as submitted to this
House.
On several occasions the House has adopted resolu-
tions concerning convictions of individuals in the
Soviet Union, but I would like to draw attention to
the fact that, in Mr Orlov's case, the circumstances are
unusual, as he was accused as co-founder of the
'Public Group to Assist the Fulfilment of the Helsinki
Accords in the Soviet Union'. The Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation adopted a decision
during May condemning the indictment of Yuri Orlov
and declaring, at the end of their communiqu6, that
such a conviction was incompatible with the provi-
sions of the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference.
I would like to take this opportunity to read out three
items from the provisions of this Act which I feel
could give rise to argument in the event of a State
putting its own internal laws above international iaw.
Principle I states :
The participating states will respect each other's sover-
eign equality and individuality as well as all the rights
inherent in and encompassed by its sovereignty,
including in particular the right of every State to juridical
equality, to territorial integrity and to freedom and polit-
ical independence.
This Principle continues :
They will also respect each other's right freely to choose
and develop its political, social, economic and cultural
systems as well as its right to determine its laws and regu-
lations.
But Principle VI states on the other hand :
The participating States will refrain from any interven-
tion, direct or indirect, individual or collective, in the
internal or external affairs falling within the domestic
iurisdiction of another participating State, regardless of
their munral relations.
Finally, the last Principle (VII) from which I want to
read an extract:
The participating States will respect human rights and
fundamental freedoms, including the freedom of thought,
conscience, religion or belief, for all without distinction
as to race, sex, language or religion.
Mr President, I feel I ought to draw the attention of
the House to the fact that, independently of the
conviction of Mr Orlov 
- 
which is one point in the
discussion 
- 
there is a second point: in view of the
Madrid Conference in 1980, should we not decide, in
our Parliament, to study the provisions of the three
Principles from which I have just read a few para-
graphs ?
Mr President, in view of what is happening, one
wonders first of all if there is not in fact incompati-
bility berureen certain provisions of these articles and
the interpretation given to them by the participating
States. I refer particularly to what we voted on
together in 1945 in the United Nations. Did the
States which signed the UN charter give the same
meaning to the texts they were signing, and have they
interpreted them in the same ways ? Until we have
clarified this point, other provisions of the Final Act
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of the Helsinki Conference could be in danger. I feel
therefore that it would not be a bad thing for us to
take steps to look into this.
I put a question on thil; to the Commission, which,
according to certain statements, will be carrying out
the work between now arrd 1980 and.will be studying
the provisions I have ju:;t mentioned. As yet, I have
not received a direct ansrr'er to my written question to
the Commission, but I have received an indirect reply
in respect of a written question I put to the Senate in
my own country. I was in fact told that the Commis-
sion was paying particular attention to this point. I
would be glad to hear the Commission representative
confirm that to me toda;,.
Mr President, I feel that this study is absolutely vital if
we are to clarify matters and to know if, among the
States which signed the ,tct, each one interprets the
provisions of the Act in ttre same way. It is impossible
to apply Principles VI and VII correctly if the internal
law of a State is given precedence over the provisions
of an international agreement which that State has
signed. It seems to me that that is the crux of the
matter. In Yuri Orlov's ,tase, it is certain that the
Soviet Union's internal larv has been upheld and that
in applying it the provisions concerning human rights
in the Final Act of Helsinki have not been applied :
the provisions of Principles VI and I have been given
precedence over Principle VII.
Mr President, I feel it was necessary to stress this
aspect of the question, quite separately from the case
of Mr Yuri Orlov himself and the way in which he
has been condemned in his own country. I am afraid
that in 1980 we will find ourselves in an even more
delicate situation than at present if, during the inter-
vening two years, we do nc't all do everything we can
to clarify the situation.
Our group, Mr President, will vote in favour of the
resolution tabled by Mr Eiertrand on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, as we have already done
on three occasions, in 1975, 1976 and 1977, in similar
cases; today, however, I have stressed a particular case,
since the first three cases (:oncerned if I may put it
this way, only the internal law of the Soviet Union,
whereas on this occasion it is also a question of the
application or non-application of an international
agreement.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jung to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Jung. 
- 
(D) Mr Presid,:nt ladies and gentlemen,
in accordance with our group's principle of strongly
condemning any violation:; of human rights in
whatever part of the world tl'rey occur, we support Mr
Bertrand's resolution on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee. Ve do not regard this resolution on the
tragic Orlov case as a mere formality, but believe that
it concerns our most deep-rooted responsibility for
the creation of a free and democratic Europe which
can serve as an example and encourage other nations
to follow the path of peaceful cooperation and which
will guide our nine countries both in their relations
with each other and their relations with other coun-
tries.
Yuri Orlov founded his monitoring committee in
order to establish whether the provisions of the Final
Act of the Helsinki Conference on human rights were
being implemented in and by the Soviet Union. All
nine EEC States were represented in Helsinki and
they cooperated closely and successfully. This coopera-
tion continued in Belgrade. It will have to become
even more intensive 
- 
and, we believe, take place at
an even higher level 
- 
in Madrid in 1980 if there is
to be any chance of fulfilling the hopes of d6tente of
people on both sides of the iron curtain.
The persecution of Orlov and his colleagues cannot
be regarded in isolation from other aspects of the
Community's relations with the Soviet Union. \7e are
resolved to continue working towards disarmament. In
the interests of d6tente we are prepared to accept a
trade balance and an exchange of technical informa-
tion which is certainly far more advantageous to the
Soviet Union than to us. !fle are of course forced to
acknowledge that the Soviet Union is based on the
theory of a one-party dictatorship which rejects almost
everything which we regard as an essential element of
a modern, civilized, democratic State. But we do not
accept, and must not accept, that the Soviet Union
should select only those parts of the Helsinki Final
Act which serve its purposes and ignore all the rest.
Some people might consider this attitude naive and
say it is nothing but wishful thinking to expect
anything else of the Kremlin. If they were right, it
would be equally naive to believe in d6tente. For
d6tente depends on mutual trusts. If no such trust
exists, rhen the spirit of Helsinki is nothing but a delu-
sion, although it cannot delude the general public in
our countries. That is why the Yuri C)rlov case is more
than just a further example in the long and terrible
list of violations of human rights committed by left
and right-wing dictatorships in the twentieth century.
The persecution of Yuri Orlov is not just a violation
of human rights, it is also a major political mistake,
insofar as the Soviet authorities are genuinely working
for d6tente. For not only those present here today, but
also the millions of people who are represented in this
Parliament 
- 
and who certainly account for more
than the population of the Soviet Union, as we must
not forget 
- 
will ask themselves whether there can be
any value in the statements made by leading Soviet
politicians calling for d6tente if their treatment of
their own citizens shows such contempt for the words
and spirit of the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference
and for the Soviet obligations under the General
Declaration of Human Rights and for Soviet law itself.
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I hope that by adopting this resolution the Parliament
will manage to make it clear to Leonid Brezhnev and
his colleagues that we are not prepared to let insincer-
ify wherever it becomes apparent, go unnoticed. lfe
continue to be aware of the general persecution of
Soviet citizens who are trying to make their govern-
ment aware of its obligations to protect human rights.
But we must draw the attention of this House to some
of the painful details of the persecution of Yuri Orlov,
whose courageous action has made him into a
symbolic figure just as the late Steven Biko has
become a symbolic figure in South Africa. I received
the information I am about to provide from his
lawyer, Mr John McDonald, Queen's Counsel and
chairman of the association of liberal lawyers, who is
representing Yuri Orlov at his wife's request. I must
point out that most of the cases of abuse I will
mention are not only abuse of the norms of the
Member States of our Community but also abuse
under Soviet law.
Firstly, Yuri Orlov was not permitted to call witnesses.
Secondly, he was not allowed to cross-examine the
witnesses called by the court who were, of course, all
witnesses for the prosecution. Thirdly, he was not
allowed to finish his defence speech since the judges
left the court while he was still speaking. Fourthly, the
judges made no attempt at all to call to order the
crowd in the court who loudly mocked the prisoner
on several occasions and insulted him. Fifthly, Mr
McDonald had sent the investigating official separare
statements by 18 persons who had themselves experi-
enced violations of human rights or observed them
with their own eyes. Most of these were violations that
had occurred after the signing of the Final Act of the
Helsinki Agreement and at which Mr Orlov had
protested. All 18 people were prepared to appear in
court and Mr McDonald sent the judge a petition in
their names. He obtained no kind of acknowledge-
ment of receipt from the court.
These witnesses have stated that political prisoners in
the Soviet Union are tortured by lack of food and by
cold, that they are refused medical treatment and that
other Soviet citizens are victims of misuse of psychi-
atric medicine.
I repeat that these statements served as the basis of
Yuri Orlov's criticism of the Soviet authorities. The
shocking abuses of procedure during this so-called
trial can be measured by the fact that under Soviet law
a court is compelled to give a hearing to all parties.
Article 342 and 343 of the Soviet code of criminal
procedure give as grounds for appeal the case where
statements by witnesses heard during a procedure are
one-sided or incomplete. According to Article 343
incomplete procedures are procedures in which
persons are not heard whose statements are of consid-
erable importance to the case or in which evidence of
considerable importance is not produced.
Mr President, this evidence existed. As I have said, it
related to the very crux of Yuri Orlov's complaints,
which led to his criminal prosecution by the Soviet
State. The evidence came from earlier political
prisoners such as Amalrik, Bukovsky and Leonid
Plyuscheh who were imprisoned in psychiatric clinics
and from medical witnesses who saw some of the
victims of this abuse during their maltreatment or
shortly after their release.
This procedure, which is a disgrace for the court in
which it occurred, ended with Orlov being
condemned to 7 years in a labour camp under
extremely severe and harsh conditions, to be followed
by 5 years internal exile during which he may also be
required to do hard labour.
This severe sentence follows on the constant harass-
ment which Mr and Mrs Orlov suffered since his
arrest on l0 February 1977. Since then, i.e., in nearly a
year and a half, Mrs Orlov has received two letters
from her husband but has not been permitted to
communicate with him. As has been said elsewhere,
she was present in the court during the trial. When
she left the courtroom, she was undressed and
searched in the presence of three men. She was not
allowed to visit her husband after his sentencing,
something which was generally allowed evrn during
the Stalin era.
Mr McDonald has learned from other sources that
during his period on remand Mr Orlov wrote two trea-
tises on theoretic physics. These treatises were confis-
cated. In view of his great intellectual abiliry, the
suppression of these papers may be a loss to science.
Furthermore, it is another indication of the Soviet
authorities' scant regard for the Final Act of the
Helsinki Conference which calls for the free exchange
of information and knowledge.
Mr President, this Parliament must protest against the
persecution of Yuri Orlov and his colleagues as firmly
as possible and as long as necessary in order to put an
end to it. As Mr Bertrand has said, the same applies to
other cdses too, such as the Bahro case. But I shall
confine myself to the Orlov case here.
Ladies and gentlemen, we all want peace and good
relations with the Soviet Union. But there can be no
real peace and no good relations as long as the Soviet
Union shows this sort of contempt for the obligations
it entered into with all our Member States.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
The House will be very grateful to
Mr Bertrand and to the Political Affairs Committee
for raising this important matter at this stage and for
giving us a chance to debate it fully.
It is, however, not the first time that the case of Yuri
Orlov has come before this house. More than a year
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ago, shortly after Yuri Crrlov's arrest and the arrest of
two of his colleagues, Alexander Ginzsburg and
Anatoly Shcharanski sevt,ral questions were put to the
foreign ministers of the Nine about these men, who
were trying to monitor tl.re provisions of the Helsinki
agreement and several times Mr Tomlinson and Mr
Simonet, speaking for the Nine, were invited to
consider this matter within the machinery of political
cooperation and to consider what representation
should be made at the ft>rthcoming Belgrade confer-
ence. On each occasion, they refused to take any
action, they refused to grve any answer to the ques-
tions that were put and a great opportunity was lost to
influence the case of ther;e three individuals.
It is true that at the end of last year, some cooperation
was worked out by the foreign ministers of the Nine
and certain amendments were proposed to the
Belgrade conference which would, if accepted, have
given certain rights and certain protection to those
men in any country, in arry signatory State, who were
trying to see that this agr,:ement was observed, but I
am afraid it was a case of too little and too late. The
decision had already been taken to make an example
of Mr Orlov and his colleagues and this was what was
inexorably done.
The motion for a resolution quite rightly refers to a
parody of justice, which took place in Moscow in the
case of Mr Orlov. The previous speaker, Mr Jung,
mentioned some of the a.spects of the trial of Mr
Orlov. There were no witn,:sses called in his defence,
he was not allowed to ,lross-examine prosecution
witnesses and the judge made no attempt to control
the obviously contrived abuse that was poured on the
defendant in the course of the proceedings. A sort of
cheering crowd of critics burst into this courtroom to
influence the proceedings and to manipulate what
passes for public opinion ir, that country.
Mr Jung might also have nrentioned the fact that Mr
Orlov was kept incommunir:ado for more than a year
before being allowed to see a.lawyer, that he had no
visits for more than a yeat, either from his wife or
from his children, or from anyone who was looking
after his interests. So he had to appear totally without
preparation in a trial which was arranged and
announced only a day or t!r'o before it actually took
place. He received no warning of what was to come.
Therefore, we have sadly to accept the fact that Yuri
Orlov and his colleagues havr: been in prison for more
than a year, that they will probably have to pay the
price for what they tried to do not only to protect
human rights in their country but also to protect an
international agreement, which was freely entered into
by their country's government and by 35 other coun-
tries. And we have to recognize that we, as co-signato-
ries of that agreement have not been able to fully
implement the agreement and to protect those individ-
uals who did no more than tc do their best to see that
it was implemented and monitor various breaches of
it.
I sincerely hope, therefore, that this House and all
those who care for the Helsinki agreement will think
very carefully about this matter and consider what
steps should be taken in the lead-up to the next
review conference of the agreement in Madrid in
1980, will keep the yuri Orlov case constantly under
review and will consider what meaning the Helsinki
accord has, if an individual, who did no more than to
try to observe it and monitor it, is imprisoned for
seven years for so doing, and that we will consider to
what extent we can implement the other baskets, the
other paragraphs of the Helsinki agreement, which are
convenient to the Soviet Union, those paragraphs
which provide for scientific exchange between East
and !7est, which provide for the exchange of exper-
tise, areas where the Soviet Union derives great advan-
tage as a result of the Helsinki agreement. It may
seem to some of us that an agreement is either
observed in toto or it ceases to have very much
meaning. !fle may have to, I suggest, review the ques-
tion of how much expertise is given to the Soviet
Union as a result of this agreement, how much trade
should be provided and how much scientific exchange
should take place to the advantage of the Soviet
Union.
I must say a brief word about the amendment that has
been put forward by Mr Soury. The effect of this
amendment would be to reduce the force of the
motion for a resolution, to cut out the implication
that these repressions are increasing. The words 'more
and more'would be taken out of the motion for a reso-
lution. I would like to tell the House that according to
my own researches the motion for a resolution, as
presently worded, is correct. These persecutions are
increasing, more and more of them are happening
and I am very glad that Mr Bertrand mentioned the
case of the free trade unionists, because this is some-
thing which I think this whole House should give
great attention to. I have seen the documents provided
through various sources and through Amnesty Interna-
tional about a group of more than 200 trade unionists
in the Soviet Union who have tried to gain recogni-
tion, through the International Labour Organization,
to protect the interests of their members and to fight
the trade unions of the Soviet Union which are totally
dominated by the State and where free elections do
not take place...
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Hypocrisy !
Lord Bethell. 
- 
. . . It is not hypocrisy, Mr Prescott,
I will defend the rights of all people in this Commu-
nity and outside it 
- 
and in Argentine, I will speak to
the motion on Argentine in a few minutes 
- 
and I
have spoken very many times in the past about Luis
Corvolan, member of the Communist Party and I
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wish that Mr Prescott would withdraw his remark
about hypocrisy, an extremely improper remark and I
look forward to Mr Prescott justifying it later. He will
not be able to. My record stands on the question of
human rights in the Communist world and in South
Africa and in Argentina and in Chile.
(Altltldtttt 
.fron tlr Iligbt and .fron thc Ccntrt)
The House will therefore, I hope, consider very care-
fully what action should be taken, not only in this
motion for a resolution, which I trust will be adopted
unanimously 
- 
provided Mr Tam Dalyell is not here
- 
and will lead to a careful review of the agreement
in the lead-up to the Madrid review conference, in
such a way that the repression of human rights that
has been imposed from the Soviet Union will become
a political problem for them. As Dr Andrei Sakharov
says, every violation should be a political problem for
the violating country.
(Loud altltlaut( 
.fron tbe Rigbt and lron tbe Ccntre)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Soury ro speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Soury. 
- 
@ Mr President, the day before
yesterday, Mr Genscher, the new President of the
Council, noted the importance of the commitment of
the nine Member States to the defence of human
rights.
This is in fact a very important question, and one the
Communists approach without any partisan feelings.
Our position is perfectly clear, and we do not want
there to be any ambiguity here. It can be summed up
in one sentence : we defend freedom and human
rights everywhere they might be attacked, whatever
the country or the political system in operation where
such an attack takes place. \7e are fighting for
freedom everywhere, and we are fighting for all the
freedoms : freedom to be housed as well as freedom of
expression, freedom to do work corresponding to
one's training as well as freedom to choose on.'t
country of residence, freedom of religion, freedom of
movement and also freedom for people to live inde-
pendently, and choose for themselves their laws and
the people to govern rhem.
That is why we have no reservations in condemning
the heavy sentence inflicted on Yuri Orlov simply for
expressing his ideas. In our opinion, such a step is
moreover in serious contradiction with the socialist
ideal for which we are fighting. \We make no bones
about what we are saying 
- 
indeed we claim some
merit for saying it 
- 
we are concerned by the situa-
tion in the Soviet Union in regard to human rights.
Over the past year, things do not seem to have
improved ; indeed the contrary is true. Everyone
knows that we have taken a very firm line in
condemning all attempts to limit freedoms in the
Soviet Union. Our position is therefore perfectly clear.
I would add that our Parliament and the Community
as a whole would have much more credibility if it
really did defend human rights everp,rhere. rVe would
like to see the Community taking vigorous action to
set its own house in order 
- 
in France, for example,
where the police and the CRS have just made large
inroads into trade union activities, and in the country
which has provided us with today's President of the
Council, the Federal Republic of Germany, where
restrictions on the right of legal defence are of
concern to every democrat in Europe, and where occu-
pational restrictions are still in operation.
I remember the last meeting of the Political Affairs
Committee in Copenhagen, when I questioned the
Danish Foreign Minister on the application by the
Member States of the economic sanctions decided on
by the UN against the regime in South Africa, which
as everyone knows is a regime which violates the
rights of millions of Africans who are subjected to a
scandalous and murderous form of racism. The
Minister replied that the Ministers of the Nine had
not discussed this as there was no point deciding on
sanctions if they could not then be applied. It is this
dual attitude which we are condemning. Let the
Community defend human rights, and we will be with
it, everywhere, and that includes ensuring that the UN
sanctions against South Africa are applied. Unfortu-
nately, this does not seem to be the path that you
have chosen. You select the things to defend in order
to make political issues out of them.
For our part, we will take it as far as possible ; our
defence of freedoms knows no frontiers, and that is
our reason for tabling an amendment which, while
unreservedly condemning the Soviet Union's attirude
in the Orlov affair, stresses the universality appropriate
to this fight for human rights. Contrary to what the
previous speaker said, our amendment in no way
changes the general scope of the resolution which has
been put to us. On the contrary, it is intended to
strengthen it, to balance it and to commit the Commu-
nity as a whole to a much more comprehensive
defence of human rights. Ve hope that the Assembly
will not go back on its decision, and that it will follow
us and vote in favour of this amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brugha to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Brugha. 
- 
Mr President, I am very glad to have
an opportunity to say a few words on this motion
before the House. I think the motion uses the word
'deplorable'. I think it is not only deplorable but
rather extraordinary that this particular individual,
Professor Orlov, should be charged and imprisoned
for doing what his own government had endorsed by
its signature in Helsinki. It is a fairly obvious cynical
freedom simply because he happens to be a citizen of
the country concerned. The government of my
country has protested to the diplomatic representa-
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tives of the USSR in my country, and I think it fitting
that Parliament should 'egister a formal protest and
express its view.
I am afraid that this action by the Soviet authorities
against one of their own <itizzens is a pretty clear indi-
cation of the very wide gap that exists between our
understanding of what is meant by human rights and
that of the Soviets. I am pessimistic enough to believe
that it will take many years of patient persuasion and
the exercise of influenct. by world public opinion,
before some govcrnments, like the Soviets, realize how
much their credibility in the eyes of the world can
depend on their understanding of, and respect for the
rights of the individual, whether a citizen of the
country concerned Or nol, to express their views on
infringements of human rights. From what speakers
have said here, it would appear that if in Russia the
public prosecutor decides to make a political case
against you, you are not supposed to defend yourself,
despite what may be said in the Soviet constitution. It
leads one to wonder wherher the prosecutor in this
case could be brought befc,re some international court
for acting contrary to the lioviet constitution. There is
not much. unfortunately, that can be done by any of
us for people like Professor Orlov, who merely repre-
sent many others. But the least we can do is to is to
demonstrate firmly and peacefully in this Parliament,
being representatives of governments and oppositions
of nine member countries, our full support for the
spirit of the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, Parliament
has previously discussed human rights in Argentina
and is about to do so agairr shortly ; at the moment
however, we are concerne,C with the violation of
human rights in the Soviet Union.
I do not intend to speak ()n the next item on the
agenda but would like to say that I severely condemn
infringements of human rig;hts wherever they occur
- 
whether in Eastern bloc Communist countries, in
African countries or in Latin American countries.
I am therefore fully in agreernent with the motion for
a resolution now being debatt:d in Parliament, as I feel
that it is important that the freer, democratic coun-
tries should condemn violations of human rights
wherever they occur. However, I believe that the
proper place for this, by virtue, of the universal declara-
tion of human rights, is the United Nations, and I feel
that to discuss and take up a position on violations of
human rights in other countries is outside .this Parlia-
ment's terms of reference. There is no basis in the
Treaties for adopting a resolution such as this. I feel
that the proper forum is the United Nations and the
separate national parliaments, and not this Assembly.
I would therefore like to state that I intend to abstain
from voting both on Argentina and on this item on
the agenda. I agree with the views expressed in the
motions for resolutions, but I am going to abstain
because I consider that Parliament is exceeding its
powers by pronouncing on such matters.
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Forni.
Mr Forni. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am speaking here
on my own behalf, and I would like to pay tribute to
the report which has just been presented to us by Mr
Bertrand, who I am sure had the best of intentions.
He wanted to widen the scope of the debate by
preventing the European Parliament's attention being
concentrated on the Orlov question alone. In fact, Mr
Bertrand has devoted himself, as is usual for us, to an
indictment of the Soviet Union.
I feel that, on the occasion of such a debate, all demo-
crats, all those who like myself, condemn attacks on
human rights, cannot but ask a certain number of
questions, in particular, what is the position in regard
to human rights in the world, specifically in those
countries where we have interests to defend, whether
they be economic, commercial or political. In this
respect, I feel that the Parliament would be on the
right lines if it asked itself a number of questions on
human rights in Chile, Brazil, Uruguay or Argentina,
where we are represented commercially because we
have privileged links with these countries. It could
also ask itself what is the state of human rights in
Africa, in the Central African Empire or in Zaie,
where we are represented economically through the
aid we give to the Third \forld; what is the position
in regard to the problems in the Middle East, the
problems of human rights in the Lebanon, where we
have a military presence through a number of forces,
whether UN or other. The Parliament could finally
ask itself about human rights within the European
Community, in France, Germany or elsewhere, where
every day brings in new reports of serious attacks on
freedoms which, admittedly, are not thought of now
in the same way as at the beginning of the 20th
century, but are seen today as serious attacks on
human dignity, whether with regard to employment
or living conditions. That is the first question we
should be asking ourselves in this kind of debate.
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The second question is whether this is the right
moment to be discussing the Orlov case within the
European Parliament. Are we sure that in discussing
this case, we are not merely adding fuel to the fire of
the anti-Soviet campaign which has been building up
for some time ? Are we sure that in discussing the
Orlov case we are not forgetting the real genocide
being committed by the Syrians and Lebanese at this
very moment ? Are we sure that in discussing the
Orlov case we are not covering up the difficulties we
could come across here or there ?
The third question we could ask is whether this kind
of debate and this procedure are efficient. Does the
proliferation of petitions and resolutions 
- 
person-
ally, I have taken part in Council of Europe debates
for five years 
- 
not damage the credibility of a Parlia-
ment such as ours ? By multiplying the resolutions, do
we not risk appearing to be people who adopt syste-
matically partisan attitudes ? Are we sure that, by
adopting this procedure, we are not contradicting the
attitudes of our national governments ? Finally, are we
sure that it is possible to dissociate economic connec-
tions from the freedoms to which we are all devoted ?
Are we sure that there is not a contradiction in our
attitudes as regards maintaining trade and economic
relations and protesting against attacks here or there ?
The fourth question which strikes me as obvious is,
what are the real objectives of those who today in this
House and yesterday elsewhere protested against
attacks on human rights in the Soviet Union. I was in
fact shocked to hear Lord Bethell speak about the
Soviet Union a few moments ago, for it was he who a
few weeks ago in the House made use of all the proce-
dural possibilities available to postpone the debate on
Argentina, particularly the Parliament's wish to
boycott the country in view of the extremely serious
events taking place there. And I have the feeling that
if we go back into the past and recall the atttude of all
these people, we will find them all again today ; they
were the people who kept quiet while the Salazar
regime was rampant in Portugal, while Spain was
suffering under Franco, and who now remain quiet
while men and women in the Communiry, in the capi-
talist world, lose all sense of worth because they are
unemployed.
Personally, I refuse to fall in line with these people,
and if we are to condemn unanimously what is
happening in the Soviet Union, I feel we must not fall
into the trap which people are setting for us in trying
to make us think that the Left and socialism are defi-
nitely incompatible with liberty.
(Apltlause fron some bencbes on tbe Left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Ccmni-ssion. 
- 
([)
Mr President, ladies and gentlmen, this debate has
echoed the interest which the Community has always
shown in the question of human rights. It is scarcely
necessary to mention the extremely important debate
held in this House on the eve of the Belgrade Confer-
ence, or the resolution of I I May 1977 in which Parlia-
ment reaffirmed its determination to protect human
rights.
As for the Commission, I must s3y that the question
of human rights is one of the fundamental ideals of
the Community itself. It is not by chance that the
Commission has presented proposals to the European
Council stressing that fundamental freedoms underlie
the very concept of democracy.
If we wish to defend a form of society based on
freedom and justice we must ensure that our actions
match up to these principles. In particular, as regards
the trial of Yuri Orlov, the Commission supports the
Joint Declaration issued on 24 May 1978 by the
Governments of the nine Member States of the
Community.
I would like to say, lastly, Mr President, that we are
deeply convinced that the protection of human rights
involves taking action wherever and whenever these
rights are threatened or violated.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution, together with the amend-
ment that has been tabled will be put to the vote this
afternoon at voting time.
The debate is closed.
5. Agenda
President. 
- 
I wish to inform the House of the
following proposals of the enlarged Bureau
concerning the agenda for this part-session.
This afternoon, after we have voted, Mr Vredeling
could make a statement on the last Council meeting,
which was on social questions. rVe could then debate
this statement tomorrow in conjunction with the
debate on the resolution by Mr Albers and others.
At the end of this afternoon we could take the oral
question with debate on competition in the air trans-
port sector, that is, the question which had originally
been placed on tommorrow's agenda. For Friday
morning, we could add to the agenda the report by Mr
Howell on aid to milk producers in Ireland to be
debated jointly with Mr Howell's other report which is
already on the agenda.
Are there any objections 7
That is agreed.
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6. Human rigbts itt Argentina
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
200178) drawn up by Ir,Ir Prescott, on behalf of the
Political Affairs Commi:tee,
on violations of human rights in Argentina and on the
procedures to be followr:d in the European Parliament to
combat such violations throughout the world.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott, rapporteur.- Mr President, it is diffi-
cult to present a report irr 15 minutes on a matter that
is somewhat controversial in its content and deals
with a number of points about which one feels
extremely strongly. The point of this report for the
Assembly is to carry thr,rugfi a resolution arising out
of a hearing held by a political group in this House
into the matter of abuse; of human rights in Ar1:en-
tina, specifically in relation to the !florld Cup foo'oall
finals, in which Europearr citizens were involved. This
meant that apart from considerations of human rights
we had to think about the securiry of our citizens.
Since these two debates are following on from each
other, I want to make the point that when I refer to
human rights, particularll in this context, I am taking
the more fundamental personal view of human rights.
I refer to the fundamental rights, the personal ones,
the right to life, the right to security, prohibition of
slavery, torture, arbitrary imprisonment, inhuman or
degrading punishment or treatment. There are many
other kinds of human rights, but I have addressed my
attention particularly to those.
I fully accept that there is no country free from some
form of abuse of human rights. Northern Ireland is
one example which falls rvithin my own domain as a
British politician. thus we are all, to a certain extent,
involved in situations whi:h force us to take up what
appear to be contradictory positions. I think each indi-
vidual must make his ,cwn decision about these
matters and stand by it. I r:hink the difficulty is some-
times that people attempt to maintain political posi-
tions because it is felt that this is ideologically neces-
sary. I am concerned wittL breaches of human rights
wherever they may occur. I have mentioned one in
my own country and I have spoken on it before in
this Chamber. I think that selectivity on matters of
human rights throws doubt on the very credibility of
politicians when they make speeches or comments
about hunran rights.
\We have been taunted with failing to support condem-
nation of left-wing regimer; or left-wing governments,
and I have borne this taunt meekly, but I would
remind Lord Bethell that I have ioined him in
condemning violations of truman rights in both Chile
and Russia. \What particularly annoys me about Lord
Bethell's position is that ,vhen we moved from the
realm of individuals to that of the condemnation of
States, we condemned Rulisia for its treatment of a
particular individual, but when we move to the case of
Argentina, we are told that investigation is an
extremely controversial matter. Parties may be indenti-
fied with certain positions, but individuals in every
party should make their own positions clear quite
courageously. I am sure you understand the point I
am making.
The public hearing already referred to established not
only the fact that judges interfered with trials, but that
judges were dismissed and no trials granted to PeoPle
placed in prison and tortured. These are not the allega-
tions being made here against Russia. I condemn
Russia's violations of human rights and will support
the resolution debated here earlier this morning.
More serious crimes are being alleged here by
Amnesty, the very same people to whom Mr Bethell is
referring. The source of the information leading to the
condemnation is the same, but the allegations are
considerably more serious, and I think Mr Bethell
should have been here that day to support this House
when it had a roll-call vote on whether an inquiry
should be held by this Parliamentary Assembly with a
view to condemning what was going on and involving
European citizens. Mr Soury is not even here to hear
this debate. I cannot help but note that in the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee Mr Soury abstained on Argen-
tina and says one cannot be selective in one's allega-
tions.
I suggest he talks to Mr Bordu in the human rights
committee. He did not accept that there could be
political interference in the domestic circumstances of
another State, and yet one of his comrades got uP and
spoke in favour of that very action being taken in
South Africa. There is a considerable degree of hypo-
crisy in many areas. I think that is motivated more by
a desire to maintain ideological positions than by the
fundamental point of a breach of human rights. Once
we get that much clearer in our minds I think we can
afford to be courageous enough to condemn violations
wherever they take place, even in Europe, and they
certainly take place even here in our own Commu-
niry.
The document that you have before you contains the
report of a hearing into allegations made by Amnesty
International against Argentina. The House will be
aware that the action taken when I was appointed
rapporteur was based on a resolution presented by Mr
Bertrand and others of different political parties in
this House condemning what was happening in
Argentina. We, as the Political Affairs Committee,
decided to hold a hearing. I do not intend to quote
the history of that hearing, for it is well known to all
members here. $7e had an obligation to inquire into
the disappearances of people, acts of torture and so
on. Since the House diC not confirm 
- 
it did not
actually vote against 
- 
the proposal of the Political
Affairs Committee, my group, the Socialist Group,
decided to hold a hearing and we held it in exactly
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the way the Political Affairs Committee established
that it should be held. The details are embodied in
the report to rhe House today, and I am bound to say
that anyone that was in attendance, 
- 
and there were
representatives of seven political parties in attendance
at that meeting, so basically all the major political
parties were represented 
- 
will confirm that what we
heard from witnesses, whose personal experiences
were described to the committee, was really appalling.
The evidence is reported in the minutes. !(e heard
from people whose character could not be doubted:
from Fr Rice, who in October 1976 was stopped in
the street, brought to an unknown place, handcuffed,
tortured, for instance with electric shocks ; from
Senator lU/ilson Ferreira, a Uraguayan politician, who
was a candidate for the Presidency of his own country
and who is not, as he said, a Marxist or of the political
Left,.who says on page 12 in the document, that in his
oPrnron
the only complaint that could be made about Amnesty
International is that they are screening and checking too
much. He knows about many more cases which are not
given in the Amnesty International information.
\7e heard from a representative of the International
Commission of Jurists who said that in recent years43 judges had actually disappeared and 109 were
being held in prison at the present time ; many of
them had been forced to leave the country, ali of
them without trial. Ve heard from professor Ernst
Kisemann, a professor in theology at the University of
Tiibingen, who testified on the death of his daughter,
who had been shot in the back. !fle heard the testi-
mony of a lady, Veronia Handl-Alvarez aged 24, of
dual Argentinian-Austrian nationality, who was two
months pregnant, who during her detention in prison
while 
_pregnant was subject to sexual abuse, beatings
and electric shock treatment. These are people who
directly experienced the violations whiih are the
subject of the allegations made by Amnesty. There are
other people who gave evidence and are referred to in
the report. If there is any doubt whatsover about the
evidence, I refer you to what has appeared since the
Amnesty Report: another Amnesty Report listing all
the names and addresses and evidence relating to
cases of repression against intellectuals, journalists,
teachers, academics, housewives, workers, scientists,
students ; the latest report of Amnesty of I February
this year, which observes that the military junta came
to power with a promise to eliminate terrorist activi-
ties and to restore the respect for human rights and
that it has failed to do that and the abuses are contin-
uing ; and the report of February 1978 by the Inrerna-
tional Commission of Jurists which equally condemnsthe regime for abuses of human rights involving
torture and murder. The evidence is very very cleai
and does not require me to say any more.
Can I conclude, Mr President, with a reference to the
resolution. The resolution from the political Affairs
Committee makes clear that the hearing was held by
the Socialist Group. It requests that the Foreign Minis-
ters act in political cooperation to bring about
measures for the improvement of the situation. It calls
for all contacts outside the Community, particularly
with the Latin-American Parliament and the United
States Congress to be used for joint action. I am parti-
cularly pleased that Congressman Dodd from America
took part in tlre ioint hearing on these human rights
matters, and makes recommendations in the report for
furthering that particular aspect of our action. The
more controversial parts of the resolution, Mr Presi-
dent, I will leave for comment, but just introduce
some parts of them here at the moment. The resolu-
tion, paragraph 3, says
instructs its Political Affairs Committee to follow closely
the question of the violation of human rights.
!fle intend to do that wherever it may take place,
wherever in Europe, outside Europe, to wherever we
are referred by members of this House. In paragraph 4
we ask for a
framework to consider the further use of public hearings
in order to inform the citizens of the Community and
the world about the breaches of fundamental human
rights wherever they may occur.
The reason for this is the controversial use of its
power by the Bureau of this Parliament whereby, once
the Political Affairs Committee had unanimously
recommended that a hearing take place and the role
of the Bureau was to determine whether the financial
resources would be provided for such a hearing, the
Bureau took a political decision and not only said that
the Political Affairs Committee could not have its
hearing, but also suggested that in fact it was in a posi-
tion if need be to override the decision of the Parlia-
ment. We feel this is an unsatifsactory situation and
therefore worthy of study. Ve feel that a recommenda-
tion by the Political Affairs Committee to hold a
public hearing on human rights can be prevented
only by resolution of Parliament. We are saying here
that, constitutionally, if a committee decides to hold a
hearing, as under our Rules of Procedure, provided
that it is not a matter of expense the only way the
decision of a committee under our rules should be
over-ruled is by a resolution of the Parliament itself
and not by obstructions by the enlarged Bureau of the
Parliament.
Therefore we request the enlarged Bureau as soon as
possible to draw up procedures for financing public
hearings which the committees responsible decide to
hold. All this resolution does is to say rhat we should
look at this unsatisfactory situation. rVe ask the
enlarged Bureau to give us guidance on what are the
financial criteria as to whether hearings should take
place and that, I think, would then uphold the rights
of the committees of this House to continue to hold
hearings on which they have agreed under the Rules
of Procedure.
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I think the hearing was a success. This resolution was
unanimously accepted by the Political Affairs
Committee and I hope the House can accept it.
(Apltlausc 
.fron the Lelt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lagorce to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Lagorce. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen 
- 
I am atnong those who, with the
Socialist Group, on whose behalf I am speaking,
deplore the fact that it was possible for the football
'World Cup, the 'Mundial', to be held in Argentina
rather than in any other country and that, on the ques-
tionable pretext that sport must be kept separate from
politics, we could not follow those who recommended
a boycott.
For it is certain that the Argentinian Government, in
organizing the \7orld Ctrp in its country, wanted to
carry out a political exercise aimed at selling itself to
world public opinion as a democratic and liberal
country, favourable to putrlic order, and well run. Has
it achieved this ? It is doubtful.
Firstly, and this is the first positive result, the Argenti-
nian Government was for<:ed to make certain Sestures
- 
as John Prescott says 
- 
such as the liberation of
certain prisoners and the publication of lists of
detained persons. Then, with Argentina continually in
the headlines, the whole rvorld began to see the type
of 'democracy' practised there, thanks to the thou-
sands of journalists, photographers and cameramen
who drew attention to wh.rt was going on there. After
that, no one can fail to be aware of the real situation
in Argentina, with its arbitrary arrests, detentions
without trial, torture, disappearances and assassina-
tions. John Prescott's report is particularly instructive
on this point, and I have not much to add.
However I would like, to egin by stressing one fact
which I find characteristic of Argentina. It is true that
there is extremely harsh repression of intellectuals,
judges and lawyers. The nervspaper Le Matin rwo days
ago gave what amounted to lists of martyrs among
Argentinian lawyers : 29 as:;assinations, 69 recorded as
missing, a hundred or so in prison. For it is admitted
that any lawyer acting on b,ehalf of a political prisoner
is regarded as a danger to the security of the State 
-an attitude, by the way, rv[i6[ is not confined to
Argentina, but what I want to bring out is that rePres-
sion is practised in particular against ordinary workers.
The Peron regime had encouraged trade union organi-
zations in Argentina, which was 
- 
I use the past
tense 
- 
the most highly industrialized couhtry in
Latin America. According tc, Edward Kennedy's report
to the American Senate, hatf the people killed under
the Videla regime are workers, mainly militant trade
unionists, not that this prevents sporadic strikes from
breaking out spontaneously, as life is so difficult
because of the crisis the country is going through.
Once again, let us note, it is the workers who are
setting the example of courage in the fight for
freedom and human rights.
My second comment concerns the attitude of the
Church of Argentina, where there are 23 million
Roman Catholics out of a total population of 25
million. I want to talk about the attitude of the Argen-
tinian episcopate, particularly the upper hierarchy, an
attitude which to say the least is ambiguous. Admit-
tedly, repression has much affected priests and ordi-
nary monks and nuns but, according to the French
Catholic press, the Argentinian episcopate is divided
into four very unequal Sroups: only the first group,
which is progressive and includes 8 o/o of the episco-
pate, is in favour of the revolutionary movement
which is opposed to the regime, although at the
moment it is forced to be rather careful in the way it
acts. The second group, the 'Vatican II' group,
embracing 50 % of the episcopate, is the official
group. \flhile denouncing the violation of human
rights, it is violently opposed to anything resembling
Marxism or even socialism. The third 
- 
conservative
group, 
- 
made up of 'Vatican I' adherents, repre-
senting 30 % of the episcopate, simply denies that
human rights are being flouted in Argentina. Finally
the fourth group, with l2o/o of the episcopate, is pro-
military and constitutes unconditional ideological and
political support for the Junta. All I have to say about
the episcopate is to deplore the fact that the faithful
do not always get the support they have a right to
expect from the hierarchy, or at any rate not enough,
in their more or less open struggle against the regime.
I now want to make a third comment on the parti-
cular form of repression in Argentina, compared with
what happens in Chile, based on information from
Marek Halter, the great painter and writer, who knows
both countries well. In Chile, repression is centralized
- 
the Government controls all the means of rePres-
sion. It is the Government one must call to account,
for it alone is responsible. In Argentina, on the other
hand, repression takes multiple forms and is particu-
larly complex. For it is practised not only by the State,
but also by the various branches of the armed forces
and military and paramilitary leaders with their own
concentration camps, prisons and torture camps
which sometines vie with each other in terms of
cruelty. The State, and General Videla in particular,
often has little control over them' And it is the diffuse
nature of this repression which makes it so difficult to
keep Lack of the situation in regard to arrests, disap-
pearances and executions. This obviously does not
reduce the Junta's responsibility, but it must be real-
ized that the responsibility is not always specifically
established, which adds to the confusion.
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Fourthly and lastly, I would like to point out another
characteristic, again in comparison with Chile, which
strikes me as being particularly ominous for the future
of democracy in Argentina, and even in the other
countries of Latin America. And that is the particular
nature of Argentinian fascism.
In Chile,.a fascist government seized power following
a co,tl) d'6tat against Allende, although fascism hai
not 
- 
at least in my opinion 
- 
penetrated into the
population. If General Pinochet were overthrown
tomorrow, Chile would fairly quickly and fairly easily
revert to a democratic country. In Argentina, on the
other hand, fascism has gradually accepted this
violence, and the country's move towards fascism
seems all the more deep-rooted in that it in some way
forms part of the daily life of the population as a
whole. It seems to me that this fact 
- 
although of
course I would like to think I was wrong 
- 
makes
the political situation in Argentina so important, since
it will be more difficult for this country to get rid of
fascism when it is more deeply rooted there than else-
where.
These basic comments take nothing away from John
Prescott's excellent report, nor in fact do they add
much to it, and all democrats should be grateful to
him for having raised this point. I can only concur
with his conclusions.
Our primary task, as members of the European
Community, should be inform public opinion objec-
tively and tirelessly by putting forward unimpeachable
eridence, as during the public hearing organized by
the Socialist Group, in order to unceasingly denounce
the extortions of the Argentinian regime. Such under-
takings, carried out on a European level, can only
have a useful effect on Argentinian officialdom. To
prepare for the future, it is also essential to increase
contacts with democratic organizations in Argentina,
so that the fine words of the publicity slogan which
greeted teams and visitors arriving in Argentina for
the rU7orld Cup 
-'Welcome to this country of peace,justice and freedom' 
- 
which in the circumstances
were a mockery 
- 
might become the reality of
tomorrow.
(Applansc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liicker to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (Epp).
Mr Liicker. 
- 
Mr President, we are having almosr
the same debate today as we had at our last part-ses-
sion in June, which is why I would like to begin by
Yling quite clearly that there has never been anydifference of opinion between the democratic parties
and groups in this House either in June during the
discussion on the motion for a resolution on the viqla-
tion of human rights in Argentina or during similar
debates on similar questions relating to othir coun-
tries. Mr Prescott, you will allow me to say this 
- 
for
I have been in this Parliament some years longer than
you, which is no merit on my part or drawback for
you but simply means I speak from experience of the
procedures in this House 
- 
this has been so from the
first time we dealt in this House years ago with viola-
tions of human rights anywhere in the world, and I
hope it will remain so in future too.
As regards the condemnation of violations of human
rights, wherever they occur, it is not a question of my
taking a different view from that put forward so vehe-
mently by Mr Prescott. And I realize that Mr prescott
wants to drive this Parliament to speed up its proce-
dures 
- 
and that is even to his credit 
- 
so that we
can work out a method of making our politically well-
meaning actions rather more practically effective.
Here too, I see no reason for differing from him. He
took the question of the violation of human rights in
Argentina as an occasion to do so. !7e adopted the
resolution dated 8 May in June, worded just as Mr
Prescott had proposed, except for paragraph 3. For
paragraph 3 did not refer to the question as such but
to the best way of achieving our political objectives
and expressing our political, human and moral atti-
tude to this question.
Mr President, all of us in this House know and feel
strongly that we must do something about this ques-
tion. Especially since the Final Act of the Helsinki
Conference we have been considering how best we
can ensure, that human rights and the basic rights of
citizens throughout the world will be ."rpe.t"d ,nore
fully and observed everywhere, for we believe that this
is a basic condition for the peaceful coexistence of our
peoples in a genuine Community.
So the question is to decide what we can do and how
we can do it. May I add 
- 
and I hope you agree with
me here, Mr Prescott 
- 
that we should do what we
can as soon and as effectively as possible.
It was with this in mind that after the June debateyou urged my group to enter into contact with the
Committee for the Defence of Human Rights in
Argentina, based in Paris, and with the civii rights
movement in the Soviet Union. Before we knew that
we could be discussing a new report here, we had
invited Mr Rodolfo Matterollo, the head of the Argenti-
nian Human Rights Movement based in paris, and hls
colleagues 
- 
I think the ladies and gentlemen have
taken their seats up in the distinguished visitors'
gallery 
- 
to inform us in practical rerms of what
could be done, now that the situation has become
widely . known.. This morning Mr Lobarski also
provided us with such information. So Mr prescott,
this morning not only did we discuss the matter, but
Mr Matterollo waS also willing to advise us on what we
could do to defeird human rights in Argentina from
his point of view, and I repeat before everyone here
what I replied to him this morning: Mr Matterollo,
we are ready and belieVe we can accept all your recom-
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mendations regarding ;rarticular kinds of action' You
find our doors open be<'ause we are completely agreed
in our basic attitudes to this problem. Mr Prescott,
may I say to you that we shall do what he said and
will also take account of what Mr Lobarski said when
we take political action in this direction.
So it is not correct, MI Prescott, for you to say that
there is a considerable degree of hypocrisy in many
areas. Mr Prescott, I havr: come to know and value you
in our debates in the prast and I am quite sure that
you are speaking from a genuine hunran and political
commitment; I beg you once again to believe that we
do too.
Since becoming a member of this Parliament, I have
spoken up in almost eve'ry debate on this subiect and
quite clearly condemnerl violations of human rights
wherever they occur. So that is not the problem; the
problem, Mr Prescott, is the same one we discussed injune, and please accept it if I say that my political
friends and I can still not set it aside. !fle have no
basic oblections to para6iraphs I to 3 of your resolu-
tion, as we already said in June. But the combination
of paragraphs 4, 5 and (i, Mr Prescott, would require
changing our Rules of Procedure. The Parliament
cannot decide this 
- 
not even in plenary session 
-for this can only be dec,ded on the basis of a report
by the Committee on the Rules of Procedure since
the questions you raise are clearly set out in Article 40
of the Rules of Procedure. If that is to be changed, the
Rules of Procedure will have to be changed. You
cannot expect the Bureal or the enlarged Bureau of
our House to disregard th,,' obligations and responsibil-
ities vested in it under the Rules of Procedure. That is
why it would be more sensible if this matter were not
just put forcrard by the Political Affairs Committee,
but if the Rules of Pr,lcedure were also changed
accordingly. Ve would have to consider 
- 
6nd q/g 21s
prepared to do so, Mr Prt:scott 
- 
whether we should
perhaps try to improve th,: Rules of Procedure in such
as way as to avoid havin,g to hold the same debates
again and again.
I can see that you are looking up the Rules of Proce-
dure now, Mr Prescott. Please look also at the pink
pages of the Rules and you will find what I am refer-
ring to.
Mr Prescott, this is the first time you have put the
same question before us lwice running. You are the
csmhittee's rapporteur. I know that, so I also know
you' are not only speaking personally but also as
rapporteur of the committee. Nor do I want to attack
you oF.the chairman of the committee. Far from it.
But t}ful you are putting oefore us the same question
whiih we discussed three weeks ago in Strasbourg'
May I say that we thought this question would be
examined in the enlarged Bureau at a closed meeting
in September.
Mr Prescott, I don't want to say any more on this
subject for I would only repeat all I said in earlier
debates and that is not the point of my speech today.
That is why I would suggest, Mr President, that we
should refer this motion for a resolution back to the
Political Affairs Committee again, since we have
already discussed the political aspects of the subiect in
June. I also request that it should be referred at the
same time to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions so that they can check on possible
changes and perhaps draft proposals and so that no
time will be lost. Then we could return to this ques-
tion at a later date. I make this proposal for referral
back to the committee on behalf also of my political
friends. Until September or October, Mr Prescott,
nothing irrevocable or contrary to our ioint intentions
will happen. And then we will have the time and
opportunity to put our political wishes into orderly
and effective form, as we all want.
Mr President, may I add one further point. Last year
in Mexico, following the third Inter-Parliamentary
Conference between our House and the Parliaments
of Latin America, i.e., geographically the countries of
South and Central America, we set uP a committee to
investigate human rights in all the Latin-American
countries. This committee is to be made up of repre-
sentatives of the Latin-American parliaments and also
of representatives of the illegally dissolved parliaments
of some Latin-American countries, and I think we
would be well advised 
- 
as was our intention at least
- 
1q sxarnlne these questions properly, with the parti-
cipation of political figures from Latin America, and
bring them before the public.
A final argument : because of this situation, especially
as regards Latin America, we took action at interna-
tional level two or three years ago. Ve had asked our
Organization of Christian-Democratic Parties and
international level to establish contacts with the
Socialist and Liberal Parties at the seat of the UN in
New York in order to press this question effectively at
the UN, lointly with the three large political party
organizations represented at international level. For
the UN already has a human rights agency ; and, Mr
Prescott, in this context I am sorry to have to say to
you that so far your international party organization
has avoided sharing in this common action. Perhaps,
Mr Prescott, we should make a ioint effort so that the
three big international party organizations at the UN
can take joint action which can be coordinated with
our activities and discussed during the conference
between our Parliament and the Latin American
Parliament.
I think we should bear this in mind during our discus-
sions about our future activities and I would be most
grateful if the House would adopt our motion today
ind refer this report back to the Political Affairs
Committee and at the same time to the Committee
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on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions so that it too
could deliver its opinion on it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jung to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Jung. 
- 
Mr President, The Liberal and Democ-
ratic Group supports the motion for a resolution on
Argentina. \7e believe that Mr Prescott's attempts to
show up the shocking breaches of human rights in
that country are very valid and we are therefore,
grateful to him.
In this context, Mr Lticker, I am sorry to say, I mustgo against your motion for referral back to the
committee because it is based on a misapprehension.
For this motion for a resolution quite clearly shows
that the recommendations are aimed at allowing both
the Political Affairs Committee and, if you like, the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
to continue discussing the matter. May I remind you
that at the last part-session in Strasbourg I proposed as
an attempt at mediation that a sub-committee should
be set up which would deal with human rights on a
continuous basis and thus also be able to pursue each
individual case that arose.
Mr Prescott, I would also like to take up what you said
earlier when you mentioned that perhaps different
criteria were being applied in this House 
- 
and I
would like to reject this firmly as regards the Liberal
and Democratic Group for I think we have always
made it clear that we are seriously concerned about
civil rights and about combating the suppression of
basic rights throughout the world. May I repeat once
again : we are not blind, either in the left or the right
9ye. I07e are clearly aware of anything that ishappening and here roo we will always adopt an
outspoken attitude to violations of human rights and
urge this House to take action against them-
I haye already had an opportuniry today to discuss the
Orlov case at some length. So if I refer rather more
briefly to Argentina this is only because, as I have
said, we have already stated our position on the matter
and because my colleague Mr Russell Johnston has
already made our group's position quite clear during
earlier debates and at the public hearing in Brussels.
Unfortunately there are so many and such terrible
breaches of human rights in the world today that it is
impossible for our Parliament to throw light on all of
them and denounce them all. But even if we cannot
do all this, that does not mean that we can do
nothing. And Argentina is certainly a case we cannot
disregard, for many citizens from our Member States
became victims of the terrorist regime in Argentina.
Moreover, as was said earlier, our goodwill has been
seriously strained this year since Argentina used the\UTorld Cup football championship in which many
Community teams took part as an opportunity to give
itself a semblance of respectability. It was our moral
and political duty to show that we were not deceived
by such tactics.
We are aware of the vast machinery for suppression in
Argentina and condemn the murders, torture, disap-
pearances, imprisonment without trial, illegal proce-
dures by bodies which are responsible for protecting
the law, antisemitism and overthrow of democracy.!7e admit that the criminal acts of terrorism
committed by extreme left-wing organizations in
Argentina may have contributed to creating an atmos-
phere in which such horrors could take place ; but
this is no pretext and no excuse for the ruling Junta's
crimes, for the phenomenon has also become familiar
in Europe. At least five Community countries have
been visited by terrorism. All five, Great Britain, the
Netherlands, Ireland, Italy and my own country, the
Federal Republic of Germany, have proved that it is
possible to deal with this chalenge, without comprom-
ising and without violating fundamental human rights
and, of course, without giving in to the temptation of
combating terrorism by terrorist methods.
Lastly, Mr President, may I say thar crimes against
humanity cannot be excused by the pretext thai they
were committed, so to speak, for a good cause. Revolu-
tionaries have no right to claim that they are
murdering in the name of social progress, no more
than, governments have the right to murder in the
name of law and order.
Mr President, let us support this motion for a resolu-
tion fully and unanimously in order to show that
whatever the procedural difficulties in connection
with the hearing, in principle we are in agreement in
this matter and that we condemn the violations of
human rights in Argentina as firmly as we condemn
all breaches of basic human rights wheresoever they
may occur.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fletcher-Cooke to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
Mr President, I have to say
and I say it with great personal pleasure that we in the
group support the substance of this motion for a resol-
ution and we support it with complete sincerity, all of
us. Now as far as the procedures are concerned, this
difficult constitutional position mentioned in para-
graphs 5 and 5 of the resolution, I would like to say a
few general words because, although I support the
substantial and material distinction that the rappor-
teur draws between the functions of the political
Affairs Committee and of the Bureau, the way of
achieving this is something that has not yet been
discovered.
It is of course right, and we are in Mr prescott's debt
for emphasizing this, that policy matters are a matterfor the committees. Not just the political Affairs
Committee, but all committees. The Bureau is not a
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court of appeal against the Political Affairs Commit-
tee's decisions. It has no right to overrule the commit-
tees, whether political, legal or whatever they are. All
the Bureau can to in these matters is to say, if it is so
minded 
- 
and this is the present position : we will
not find the money. Not a penny, it can say. Not so
much as a sou. And of course that is a very powerful
veto. In all our natiorral Parliaments we find very
often the same sort of veto. Almost all Parliaments
have a rule that prop,rsals for the spending, and,
indeed, for the raising c,f money is the prerogative of
the government. There iri the money resolution, a diffi-
culty Mr Prescott is verl' well aware of, in the House
of Commons. And this in effect, of course, gives the
government a veto not only on the money, because
the amount of money could be fairly trivial : it gives
them a veto on the int.roduction of policies in the
form of draft bills whictr require a money resolution,
if only for 150 expenditrrre, because only the govern-
ment can do that. Indeecl, there are in this Parliament
moves to give a reflection of that role to the
Committee on Budgets. There have been suggestions
quite recently that comnrittees may not make ProPo-
sals until they have first got the approval of the
Committee on Budgets. This is a sort of democratic
version of the money ,-esolution in the House of
Commons.
I view these development.s with some alarm. I under-
stand that it is no good at all allowing committees to
involve Parliament in vast expenditures. I understand
that very well, but at th€ same time it seems to me
that in the case of small ,lxPenditures, they should be
allowed to be masters of these. Small expenditures are
quite a different matter. As far as I can gather, the
spirit of Mr Prescott's resolution, in paragraphs 5 and
5, is to this end. Namely, that although he recognizes
that it would be quite wrong to let the question of
public hearings, which can be expensive, get out of
hand and it would be rluite wrong to let all the
committees indulge in rrrounting these exercises 
-perhaps all over the world, which would run into very
large sums 
- 
it is nev,:rtheless right to give the
committees power in s,)me way to be able to
command small, ordinary expenses for this PurPose'
Now that seems to me a good principle both ways.
How is it achieved, I do not know. rU(here do you
draw the line ? \flhat is a large expenditure ? Iflhat is a
small expenditure ? These 6,re matters of great constitu-
tional difficulty and are matters which must be
decided by the relevant committees, and the Bureau
has got to agree 
- 
and it i:; not going to be easy. All I
have to say is that it do,:s raise a most imPortant
constitutional principle fol Parliament 
- 
the power
of the committees to be able to decide to hold hear-
ings and not to be vetoed, ostensibly on financial
grounds but actually on political grounds, by the
Bureau. Of course, if it is for genuine reasons of 'expen-
diture this is different and these things, I know, shade
off one into another, and it is almost imPossible to say
what is a political obiection and what is a financial
objection in any particular case. But it ought to be a
principle, as far as possible, that the function of the
Bureau is purely that of a guardian of finance, that its
views about the political desirability or undesirabiliry
of such hearings is neither here nor there, and that
the Political Affairs and other committees ought to
have a small amount of money at their disposal so
that they can decide to do this.
All this, of course, is subiect, as Mr Prescott makes
very clear, to a resolution of the plenary session. Of
course the plenary session could overrule a committee.
Of course the plenary session could overrule the
Bureau.'!7e are masters here. !(e do not want to have
to get into disputes in plenary on these matters, as
unfortunately we did recently. lUfle want to get a fixed
rule, and a firm rule, that the committees may have a
limited amount of money for this PurPose' If they
want more and I think they often will, because the
expenses of these things, if they are to be done prop-
erly, are very great 
- 
then they will have to 8o to the
Bureau, and the Bureau must exercise its powers on
purely financial grounds. rUfhat it must not do, and
what I think we all know it did do on the occasion we
are talking about, is, quite frankly, to say: we are over-
ruling the Political Affairs Committee, not because we
think this is going to cost an enormous amount of
money, but because we are frightened of the prece-
dent 
- 
we are frightened that it will go further, all
over the shop, and that is something we do not want
to see.
It is the old doctrine of the thin end of the wedge,
which I always believe is a bad doctrine, because if
you cannot stop the thick end when it arrives then
you are a very poor decider. You can recognize the
shape of a wedge pretty clearly. However, the Bureau
could not recognize the shape of the wedge in this
case. They were frightened of the thin end of the
wedge, and therefore they decided, I think not alto-
gether on the merits, but out of fear of the future 
-
not on the finance asPect this hearing, but on the
demands that might be made subsequently. So, Mr
President, I conclude by saying that by and large,
although I come to no final view on this until we
have heard more, I suPPort the suggestion by Mr
Liicker that this be further examined by the Political
Affairs Committee. I am not saying that is necessarily
the best thing. I may be that the chairman of the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee would rather it went straight to
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions. Goodness knows, the to-ing and fro-ing
between committees in this Assembly is difficult
enough for the older hands, and it is almost impos-
sible for a new boy like myself to understand, and I
do not propose to go into it. All I am saying is that
this is a very important problem, and that I wish Mr
Prescott and the Political Affairs Committee, of which
I am a member, well with the substance of the resolu-
tion that is before us.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Soury to speak on behalf of
the Communists and Allies Group.
Mr Soury. 
- 
(F)Mr President, colleagues 
- 
I will be
very brief, as I set out in my first speech our basic
concept of the defence of human rights in the world.
It_is now Argentina we are concemed about, a country
where a dictatorship is ruthlessly preventing the
expression of any form of democracy. For our part, we
cannot accept any move which might detract from the
force of our Parliament's condemnation of the viola-
tion of human rights in Argentina. Our Argentinian
friends have always had our support, as havi all the
peoples of Latin America with whom we today reaf-
firm our complete solidarity in the difficult fight they
are engaged in 
- 
I am thinking in particular of the
people of Chile, Brazil and Uruguay.
As for Argentina, we were determined to see that the
!7orld Cup was not boycotted and that attention was
paid to the Argentinian democrats who were in the
best position to tell us : 'Come, you can help us by
taking part in the Vorld Cup ; you will see things on
the spot and take evidence back to your own co,-try'.
The struggle for the defence of freedoms in Argentina
of course does not stop at the \forld Cup. Aere as
elsewhere, it is for us a question of principle and not a
political exercise. 'We want to make a positive contri-
bution to the improvement in the human rights situa-
tion in Argentina, as in the world as a whole.
That is what I was saying in my speech in the debatejust now. That is what we are saying now in regis-
tering this solemn protest against the ,.prerrion
which exists in Argentina. I would like to asiure Mr
Prescott that, despite my few minutes' absence, we
have in no way lost interest in the Argentinian
problem and I reaffirm here, as I did in Copenhagen
in the Political Affairs Committee, the total solidaiity
of the Communists with the struggle being fought by
the Argentinian democrats in their country.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Ansquer.- (F) Mr President, I will be brief, in
view of the debate which was held on l3 June on rhe
same subject.
I merely want to repeat, on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, that we condemn
any violation of human rights, wherever it takes place.
However, I regret, as do some of my colleagues, that
the resolution tabled by Mr Prescott mixes politics
and procedure. Making a procedural issue the iubject
of a formal declaration by the European parliament
does not seem to me to be worthy of this House. At
the same time, it considerably weakens our condemna-
tion of violations of human rights.
That is why I would also ask for paragraphs 5 and 6 ofthe draft resolution to be referred -back to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and petitions,
and if such a referral is decided, we will vote for para-
graphs I and 2.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cot.
Mr Cot. 
- 
(F) Mr president, we are being asked to
decide on an unusual report on an important subject.
Basically, we are being asked to approve a clandestine
public hearing, organized by a political group on the
instructions of the Political Affairs Commitiee, after
the Bureau refused to finance it and the House for its
part was unable to take a decision in a previous vote
for lack of a quorum.
Re-reading recent debates devoted to a subject which
in its content should unite us all, namely the
appalling violation of human rights in Argentina, has
quite frankly left me with an uneasy feeling. This
attempt to bog down such a subject in procedural
intrigue, to 
.try to prevent public hearings on it beingheld, doesn't fool anybody.
I would here like to make an appeal to all our
colleagues, particularly those who are asking for
another referral to committee, and point out that their
position could be seen as equivocal and does not fool
anybody. In France, we say that, when you want to kill
your dog, you say it has rabies. When you want to kill
a proposal, you refer it back to a committee. I would
like to warn you that the public, not understanding
the extremely complex nature of our debates, will
simply observe that the right wing of this parliament
wanted to prevent a public hearing.
Basically, the subject which unites us all is a difficult
one, and I am well aware of this. The question of
human rights has been raised in this House on several
occasions in the past. The next Parliament, to be
elected by universal suffrage, will also have to dcal
with this topic with the new legitimacy which ir will
derive from the election itself.
It is in this light that I would for my parr like to make
two comrnents, one on the procedure for public hear-
ings, and the other on the subject in guestion, i.e.
State terrorism.
The practice of holding public hearings should be
developed. It is a current practice in a number of
national parliaments, and can claim some distinction.
It corresponds to what I would call today ,the modern
control function of a parliament'. It is also a practice
which is_ encouraged by the l97J memorandum by
the late Sir Peter Kirk, and also the Lord Reay report,
under debate, on the internal procedures of parlia-
ment.
In my opinion, it is a practice which is particularly
suited to a Parliament such as our own, which has no
or few powers of decision and, which therefore only
has some kind of expository power, a power of polit-
ical control which it exerts indirectly by setting up the
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machinery of public opinion into motion. This will be
all the more true of the Parliament which will take
over from us next year, \vhich at one and the same
time will have great ambi:ions and few powers, a new
Parliament which from lhat moment on will have
above all the strength which it derives from public
opinion for it will not be able to extend its terms of
reference 
- 
the governr,ents of the Member States
will see to that. Moreover, a certain number of
Members, the French Socialists who will succeed me,
will agree on this point : there can be no question of
constituent ambitions, as might have been said on
other occasion. In such a context, the procedure of a
public hearing seems to mrt to be a very special means
of action for a Parliament such as ours, a very special
means of action for a veq/ special matter : the viola-
tion of human rights in .A,rgentina.
Our colleague Mr Prescott'r; report sadly highlights, as
others have, the sinister violations of human rights in
Argentina and the propaganda campaign the Argenti-
nian Government tried to (rarry out during the \Uflorld
Cup. For my part, I would say that it is partly due to
the public hearing organized by the Socialist Group of
this Parliament, and also to a number of similar
events in other quarters, that General Videla's opera-
tion has misfired and has to some extent turned
against the Argentinian (iovernment itself, as the
Vorld Cup had shown up the sinister reality of the
country.
I would add that General \/idela added the finishing
touch when journalists and lawyers disappeared
during the Vorld Cup. In such circumstances, it is
only by international pressure, organized particularly
through this technique of ptrblic hearings, that we will
perhaps be able to get the Argentinian Government to
back down and encourage, or at least give hope to, the
opposition.
But do such methods involve the reform or amend-
ment of our Rules of Procedure ? I was very interested
to hear Mr Fletcher-Cooke's comments. For my part, I
have the feeling that Article 40 is largely sufficient at
the moment and that any request for referral to a
committee for the question to be studied, again risks,
as I said at the beginning of my speech, casting suspi-
cion on the underlying interrtion 
- 
since the proce-
dure will not hide the underlying facts 
- 
a suspicion
which could weigh against those very people who,
when we are talking about Clrlov, do not raise proce-
dural issues, but who continually create procedural
obstacles on the subject of l,rgentina.
Mr Ansquer was saying, corrcerning procedure, that
this House should be above getting involved in such a
matter. I agree with him. That is why I would ask him
to withdraw his request for relerral to the committee. I
do not doubt his sincerity, any more than I doubt Mr
Liicker's, but to both of them I would like to say:
beware of the consequences r/our attitude is likely to
provoke !
A few words on the second point I would like to
touch on : State terrorism. This is a sinister menace in
Argentina and it presents all the characteristics of a
very old style of fascism. One of the best-sellers in
Argentina, Amnesty International tells us, is Thc Proto-
cols o.f thc Eltle r-t o.f Zion, with its own introduction
by Julius Streicher, of unhappy memory ! The most
modern scientific techniques are being employed for
that old despicable ideology.
On this level, it is a matter of a crime agairtst
humanity, and we cannot remain detached from it. I
heard our colleague Mr Christiansen say iust now that
this is not the proper place to discuss such matters,
and that the United Nations 
- 
and I would add that
there is also the Council of Europe 
- 
are perhaps
better placed than the House of the European Parlia-
ment, from a certain point of view. That is true, but at
the same time these forums have no political powers,
in other words, all that can be achieved there ts
academic discussion and condemnation of violations
of human rights.
A new idea has come to light recently : that of
adopting an actual policy on human rights, so as to
make political and economic resources available for
the cause of human rights. This is a difficult idea to
put into operation ; it is certainly one which must not
be allowed to fail : such a policy is a necessity.
Mr President, I would simply like to add that, on this
point, we must perhaps make a distinction. There is,
on the one hand, State terrorism, which is a violation
of the basic rights of humanity by assassination and
torture. On this point, we must not compronlise ; our
aim must be to see these rights respected on every
occasion, for example in the context of the Lom6
Convention or in renewing the agreement with
Uruguay. On the other hand, there are the other ways
in which human rights are infringed. We must not
give up the fight, but the struggle here is more diffi-
cult, more beset with traps, and we ntust realize the
complexity of such cases.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell.
Lord Bethell. Like other speakers, I should like to
give a warm welcome to this report that has been put
down in the name of Mr John Prescott, and add my
personal welcome to the spirit in which it is tabled.
There can be few of us, if any, Mr President, who can
conceive of any possible doubt that the massive viola-
tions of human rights enumerated in this report, have
in fact taken place. The mass arrest of many thou-
sands of Argentinians, murders by the authorities of
that country, and murders not only of citizens of
Argentina but of foreigners, citizens of Member States
of our Community, seem to me to be proved beyond
any doubt. This I have made clear in previous state-
ments before this Assembly, and in articles in the
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press, with respect not only to Argentina but to other
right-wing military dictatorships, so I do not feel that
I have to elaborate on this, and I hope that no one in
this Chamber will on reflection doubt my sincerity
and my conviction that we must unite against this
violation of one of the main principles on which this
Community is based.
Thercfore, Mr President, I would like just to raise one
important point that was touched on by the last
speaker, the question of referral to the committee in
the context of hearings. It was, as my colleague Mr
Fletcher-Cooke said, a very new phenomenon when
this matter was proposed for a public hearing within
the bounds of the European Parliament, and I person-
ally wish that it had been discussed before a properly
constituted hearing, and I trust that it will be in the
future, as will other questions of human rights in
other parts of the world. But I feel a very great deal of
sympathy with Mr Fletcher-Cooke and with Mr
Liicker, when they express worries and fears that we
may not get this formula absolutely right. And I
suggest that they may have a point when they say that
this is something that needs more careful considera-
tion, before we establish the exact procedures for
holding hearings on human rights. It is, for instance, a
matter for discussion, whether in such hearings repre-
sentatives of the government which is, so to speak, in
the dock should be invited to attend, whether, so to
speak, the defence should be allowed to put up a case.
It must also be considered whether we have within
the European Parliament, sufficient equipment, suffi-
cient research to carry out such hearings or, if we do
not, how we can acquire this research. I believe that
Mr Prescott relied to a great extent on material
provided by Amnesty International, an excellent organ-
ization with whom I have had contact over a number
of dictatorships of the right and the left and which I
greatly admire. Amnesty International have this equip-
ment, they have trained researchers, they have people
in Argentina, who collect information. They have
people in the Soviet Union who gather information
on violations of human rights. And I wonder to what
extent it may be possible for us to find out through
our own resources, not only through those of other
organizations, the information that we require for
these hearings, because, if the precedent is established,
and personally I believe it should be, then of course
there will be other countries put before the bar of this
Parliament and, so to speak, judged.
Of course, the question of participation in the
Olympic Games in Moscow has been mentioned
several times in this context and it is very very diffi-
cult. I would very much hesitate at the moment to
give a judgment about whether the European Parlia-
ment should recommend a boycott of the Olympic
Games in Moscow because of violations of human
rights in that country. It is also very difficult, as the
speaker from the Communist benches said, to decide
whether or not it would have been better to boycott
the \7orld Cup in Argentina. There are those who
believe sincerely that the correct procedure in these
matters, the most effective procedure in these matters,
is to participate, to make clear your views, to investi-
gate and to communicate with the members or repre-
sentatives of the government which is the violator of
human rights the strength of feeling that there is in
countries such as ours about what they do.
So these matters require very careful consideration,
and I would disagree with the previous speaker when
he says that if this matter is referred back to
committee, or if part of it is referred back to
committee, it will be with the intention of burying it.
Now if I believed that that was the case, Mr President,
I would not for one moment consider voting for Mr
Liicker's amendment. And if I find in the future that
that is the case, I will certainly quarrel with it most
sincerely. The purpose of sending back certain para-
graphs to the committee is in order to improve the
procedures, not to bury them, not to destroy them.
With that declaration of faith, Mr President, I would
like to commend this resolution ro the House and
express my conviction that human rights have
become an important political criterion of our
Community, one of the foremost pillars on which our
Community is based, and I hope that this will
continue to be so and will find suitable bounds with
in which it can be expressed and checked.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liicker.
Mr Lticker. 
- 
Mr President, I am most grateful to
you for allowing me to speak again. I asked to do so,
Mr President, because I realized I am the only speaker
in this debate who is a member of the Bureau and
because doubis have been expressed about the inten-
tions and attitude of the Bureau, although in cautious
form. May I now state quite clearly that at the time
the Bureau took that decision by a majority precisely
because of the importance of the question.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke has discussed this question. I
listened with great interest to what he had to say as a
long-standing member of the British House of
Commons. The Bureau certainly did not have an!
political intent of calling into question any decision
by the Parliament or the Parliamentary majority in
this matter. It is quite erroneous to speak of any
conflict between the committee and the Bureau in
this context, for the plenary sitting voted on it during
the May part-session and the majority agreed with the
Bureau.
So we have held a vote in plenary sitting. The plenary
sitting delivered its opinion and yet the present
wording of paragraphs 5 and 5 practically involves a
correction of the plenary vote in May. I hope and have
tried to make it clear that there are no differences of
opinion as regards the condemnation of violations of
human rights.
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But on the other hand we should give some thought
to the orderly procedure of this Parliament for in the
end it is a question of the management of resources. I
listened with great inter(:st to Mr Fletcher-Cooke's
views on the matter. He thought that one might give
the committees comman<l over certain small sums.
No doubt this will be a far:tor to be considered during
future deliberations.
At present I merely wanteJ to note that in this ques-
tion it was the plenary sitting and not the Bureau
which took the decision ar,d that it would be a good
idea if we now consulted the relevant committees so
that the question could be resolved sensibly together
with the Bureau, the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
In this connection I perscnally have no reservations
about paragraphs I to 3. We have already agreed to
them and can still agree to them today. Please accept
that my nrain concern is that this Parliament should
pursue the lofty aims of this policy in the best way
possible, and thus also in thre politically most effective
way.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I asked Mr Liicker
if he was maintaining his request for referral of this
resolution to the Political Affairs Committee since, in
the circumstances, I must say that his request
surprises me. In fact, since May the members of the
Political Affairs Committee belonging to his group
have understood the situati,>n and have agreed that
the motion for a resolution should be submitted to
the House today ; the chairman of the Political Affairs
Committee is also a member of the same political
group as Mr Lilcker. I am t,rerefore a little surprised
today that there is a divergence of opinion. I under-
stand Mr Li.icker when he speaks of respect for the
Rules of Procedure, but in connection with the Rules
of Procedure I am very much afraid that if we were to
refer this motion to the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions itself, it certainly would not
be in September 
- 
as Mr Liicker has just said 
- 
that
the draft resolution would come back before the
House, since referring something to the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions can be
synonymous with burying it. Knowing Mr Liicker, I
am convinced there is absolutely nothing which for
him could constitute a political obstacle to the vote
on this resolution. On the other hand, knowing Mr
L0cker and Mr Bertrand, I am forced to ask myself
what other reason there could be today for not voting
in plenary sitting. If it is felt desirable to deal with
some aspects separately, this could obviously be
proposed, but it is this idea of returning to the May
situation and not dealing with the Argentinian ques-
tion which is surprising, and that is why this referral
to a committee strikes me as suspect.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand, cbairtnan o.f the Political Affairs
Cotntnittee. 
- 
(NL) As chairman of the Political
Affairs Committee I should like to do something to
resolve the difference of opinion which has arisen.
Mr Radoux, I recall that my group held a discussion
back in May on the violation of human rights in
Argentina. Mr Lijcker dealt with this in some detail.
The difficulty is that the resolution refers to two
separate matters. I think that paragraphs 1, 2 and 3
present no problems and that we can adopt them
without trouble. The difficulty is the question of proce-
dure. My group considers that a procedural question
cannot be solved in such a way as to amend Rule 40
of the Rules of Procedure. Personally, I agree 
- 
and I
defended this position in May 
- 
that the Bureau has
exceeded its authority in its interpretation of Rule 40.
Because Rule 40 gives the committee the full power
to decide to hold a hearing, to invite people and to
have people speak and if that had cost nothing, we
would not have had to ask the Bureau for anything.
The difficulties arising from this hearing form a
secondary issue, namely that the Bureau has to decide
on the financial aspect of the thing. But if no expendi-
ture is involved, we do not have to ask the Bureau for
anything. That is the letter and the spirit of Rule 40 of
the Rules of Procedure.
I can therefore understand those who assert that if you
want to change Rule 40 you have to go through the
normal channels and request the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions to study the
problem. Add this to the resolution and then a vote
can be taken on the whole thing.
My opinion is this: if the rapporteur, in imple-
menting the decision of the Political Affairs
Committee, holds to his decision to submit the whole
resolution for adoption, we must declare our position
on it. But if the rapporteur can agree to the two things
being separated, that is to say that we vote today on
the text concerning the violation of human rights in
Argentina on the basis of the facts that came out
during the hearing, and then discuss the procedural
question in connection with the Rules of Procedure to
try to find a solution, that is a possible formula 
- 
I
am not recommending it, but it is a formula which
could help us out of our difficulties so as not to create
the impression that Parliament is divided on Argen-
tina which would allow some people to claim that a
large section of Parliament say they are iustified in
what they are doing. That is not true. We must avoid
this at all costs because that can only lessen the
impact of what we say and, in the final analysis, do
the people of Argentina more harm than good.
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President. 
- 
I would like to call the Commissioner
now on the general matter, and then we come to the
procedure. !(ould you not agree with that, Mr
Liicker ?
Mr Liicker. 
- 
Mr President, I think it would be
better if I spoke before Mr Natali.
(Interruptiont)
Mr Radoux has asked me whether I would withdraw
my motion and I wanted to explain myself.
Mr President, I made an offer to the rapporteur. !7hen
the rapporteur has answered I will be able to say
whether I withdraw my motion. I see no difficulties in
voting today on paragraphs I to 3.
President. 
- 
\7e shall come to that later. I now call
Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commis-tiott. 
- 
(I)
It is certainly not for me, Mr President, to discuss
procedural matters. I have asked to speak only to
point out that during the preceding debate I described
what the Commission's position was.
The Commission believes, and I would like to
confirm this during this debate, that violations of
human rights are a vital problem since human rights
underlie all our actions and the very fabric of our
Community. In view of these considerations, I would
like to express the Commission's solidarity with those
fighting for the ideals of justice and of democracy and
at the same time our support for all those measures
which can be undertaken to ensure that these ideals
triumph throughout the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott, r.tpportcilr. 
- 
Mr President, before
making one or two points about procedure and about
agreements arrived at honestly in this House and
apparently now rapidly being broken, I would like to
make just one or two remarks on the debate. I do not
think the debate has shown any doubt whatsoever that
on the evidence the decision to hold the hearing was
justified, and that is very welcome to myself as rappor-
teur and to those involved in this matter.
Since the hearing Argentina has won the N7orld Cup.
It was a great sporting victory, but I am sure the many
thousands who languish in jail and are being tortured
at present by the regime did not have that victory fore-
most in their minds as one of the greatest deeds of
Argentina at this point in its history. Certainly since
the inquiry there has been evidence that the Argenti-
nian regime is susceptible to pressure. The American
President's request that he be given the names of
people held in prison was due directly to public pres-
sure, and I think we can claim to have played some
part in that also. Only a few days after the hearing the
regime acknowledged that 500 people whose names
were on the lists of names given at our public hearing
were being held in jail. They were not necessarily
released, but it was acknowledged that they were in
the prisons, probably being subjected to the torture we
have been discussing this morning. But more impor-
tant than that, and of great consolation, I think, to
those of us who look for justification of such hearings,
is the fact that I mention this at the end of my
report : the very day after the hearing in which we
referred to the chairman of the Human Rights Move-
ment in Argentina he was released from jail. I think
that, whilst it may not be solely due to the hearing, we
certainly can claim that the hearing added to the pres-
sure and helped to release yet another unfortunate and
courageous individual fighting for the maintenance of
human rights, not in the cosy atmosphere of the par-
liamentary assembly, but in Argentina itself, where a
man's courage is really tested.
I wish to remind Mr Liicker particularly of a number
of points, since he has proclaimed his sincerity in
condemning human rights wherever they may occur.
It is true he has had a longer period in this Parlia-
ment ; that is perhaps why he is more concerned with
procedure than with the principle involved in this
issue. As a member of the enlarged Bureau, Mr Li.icker
knows that the enlarged Bureau has the power of
delay, which is much more important than financial
power. You have only to look at the procedural delays
when the enlarged Bureau knew that this hearing had
to be held before the Vorld Cup and yet refused time
and time again to debate it. If one looks at the obstruc-
tion on the part of the enlarged Bureau, I think one
detects a much more positive political principle being
adopted by it than that of mere delay for its own sake.
The evidence is clear. This is not my own view only,
but the unanimous view of the Political Affairs
Committee; I only repeat what the Political Affairs
Committee has recorded in its own documentation to
this House.
I must say to him also that if we are to condemn
breaches of human rights 
- 
and we are all agreed in
saying that today 
- 
there is some obligation to
substantiate the allegations. AII a public hearing wants
to do is to listen to the allegations. Lord Bethell also
made this point, that you can get evidence from
various sources.
We cannot automatically accept such allegations; we
have a responsibility to inquire into the grounds for
them. Apparently Mr Lticker is prepared to support a
motion, let's say about Russia, and to condemn that
country, as indeed I did myself, but when the House
wants to look for more conclusive evidence he is
prepared to criticize it. I ask you frankly which is the
best procedure. The best procedure is to investigate
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allegations rather than pass resolutions in this House
on the basis of hearsay. I do not think there can be
any logical doubt that a public hearing is a much
more substantial way of dealing with the matter, and I
think this has emerged clearly from our arguments on
procedure.
As Mr Li.icker and Mr Fletcher-Cooke pointed out, the
rules are not clear. That is why the whole matter
needs to be referred to the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure. It is a pity the Bureau did not make that
decision some months ago when it had the first
request. Mr Lticker is on the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and on the enlarged Bureau, but he did
not make that request so that the difficulty could be
overcome. I would have been more satisfied if that
had happened at the beginning, particularly with Mr
Liicker being on both bodies, but it did not happen
that way.
I have condemned on the basis of Amnesty data, and
even before Amnesty gave its report, actions that are
the responsibility of the British Government in
Northern Ireland ; many of us have done so. 'We
know the terrible conditions and the arguments
against terrorism and the difficult problems of
Northern Ireland, but they do not fustify the torture
for which we were condemned. Whatever we may
think of the methods used, they were declared by an
international court to be torture. Amnesty condemned
it and I condemn it.
You know, Mr Liicker, Germany has some dubious
laws, which have been condemned by Amnesty Inter-
national, iust as it has condemned British methods in
Northern Ireland. I am not trying to equate the
circumstances. I am trying to say that the same source
of impartial evidence calls for condemnation in both
our own countries. While we are condemning ill-treat-
ment, I ask Mr Li.icker if he has condemned it in his
own case, as I do in Northern lreland. I will be inte-
rested to hear his reply.
The procedural arguments were well answered by Mr
Fletcher-Cooke in his speech. I made the point about
speed of action being just as important as the money
and about condemnation being universal, but I put
another point to Mr Liicker and I am addressing a lot
of remarks to Mr Lircker, because he has taken the
main burden of the case in the debate here, as well as
in the enlarged Bureau. He argued there that obstruc-
tion was not tantamount to watering down the prin-
ciple involved in the first parts of the resolution. He is
equally prepared to condemn these matters, as he
made clear to the House. Vhether he did it with
intent or whether it was in all sincerity, I maintain the
actions that he took actually obstructed the holding of
that hearing. I firmly believe myself it was with polit-
ical intent, but that rs a judgment I can hold as a poli-
tician. We are all entitled to that view, and I will now
give you some of the reasons why I take it. Mr Liicker
talked about the rule itself not being definitive. If the
rule was not definitive, I would have preferred that he
would have exercised his judgment to support rather
than not to support the hearing. I mean, the argument
goes both ways, if the rule is not clear. Mr Lticker
makes it clear in his speech, and made it clear in the
enlarged Bureau, that his judgment was used to
obstruct on a procedural matter. And that is where a
procedural point becomes a political point, not solely
or simply a procedural point. And here I think I must
make the political content clear. Mr Liicker referred to
the Argentinians who are listening to our debate
today. I ask him to go and talk to them again and ask
them what gave more assistance to those people in
prison in Argentina 
- 
the fact that this institution
held a public hearing, or the fact that there was a
dispute on the floor between the different political
partics as to whether they could support such a public
hearing. Ask them whether that public hearing helped
the chairman of their Human Rights Movement to get
out of jail ! Ask thenr, please ask them, do not ask
me ! I know what my judgment is, and I hope you
will hear the answer from the Argentinians who spoke
to you this morning.
Now the difficulty in the interpretation of the rules,
and I want to make this point very very clear to the
House, because it involves personalities not all of
whom are here, namely, myself, the leader of my
group and the leader of the Christian-Democratic
Group. An agreement was arrived at, it may well be
that people make agreements and then cannot carry
their groups. That is a fact of political life, and I am
afraid it is becoming all too common a fact of Chris-
tian-Democratic life, which I deplore. It means that I
cannot come to an understading with colleagues in a
parliamentary assembly about difficulties that that
parliament finds itself in. Not only the European Par-
liament but any parliament has a systcm whereby
leaders of groups discuss political difficulties to
achieve accommodations for different reasons. I want
to spell out to this House what happened on this occa-
sion, because I now find myself as rapporteur being
faced with the argument Mr Lticker advances that the
resolutions about Argentina were passed on the floor
of the House and really the other part is the proce-
dure and that you should not get these two things
mixed up. Mr Lticker, I cannot answer for your group
leader, because he rs not here. But I will put the facts
as I know them, and I can be corrected before this
House if they are not correct. The difficulty thjs
House faced was that it had to have a roll-call vote
and we could have maintained the roll-call vote proce-
dure at the next part-session, which was after the
public hearing. This created difficulties for the House
and, as Mr Fletcher-Cooke said, it rs not the best way
to deal with it. So we carRe to an agreement, and the
agreement with your leader was this : that it would be
referred to the Potitical Affairs Committee which
would draw up a resolution stating the problem
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clearly. I repeat: there was doubt about the enlarged
Bureau's decision and the rules are not absolutely
explicit, although some of us think they are. Ve think
the committee has the right to have a public hearing
and all the enlarged Bureau is allowed to do is to
dctermine whether it will provide the finance. The
Political Affairs Committee, please bear in mind, has
all the leaders of the political groups on it, all in atten-
dance, all discussing, all agreeing unanimously. Now,
as a rapporteur, one must feel that if the group leaders
are speaking in that committee, their words must
reflect the views of their groups. Or am I foolish to
believe that ? A resolution was formulated and
discussed with the vice-chairman of the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure present and the resolution
was unanimously agreed and presented to this House.
The Committee on Rules and Procedure was to meet
last night, I do not think it did meet, did it, because
not enough of its members were here. \7e went back
on the agreement not to hold the roll-call vote. One
does not normally spell out these agreements between
various political group representatives, but I think I
have to mention them in order to explain my posi-
tion. I was asked to compromise on the roll-call vote.
I expected that we would be adopting the procedure
that had been agreed.
So I am appealing to the House to support the resolu-
tion that was jointly agreed at the beginning, the one
that is before us now. \7e are in no disagreement on
the point in paragraph 4. The difficulties arise over
paragraph 5:
Notes that a public hearing on human rights recom-
mended by the Political Affairs Committee can be
prevented only by a resolution of the Parliament itself.
\(zell, I do not think anybody would doubt that the
Parliament takes precedence over any committee. So
the only issue that is really contested is paragraph 5:
Requests its enlarged Bureau as soon as possible to draw
up procedures for financing public hearings which the
committees responsible decide to hold.
Mr Li.icker, I am sure when you receive that request
from this plenary, you will consult the Committee on
Rules and Procedure. \7e will wait on your report.
The Political Affairs Committee will wait on your
report. You have the power in these circumstances. I
beg the House to agree with me that the amendments
are obstructive ; they are contrary to an agreement that
was reached between the political parties that were
involved. I felt obliged to inform the House of that.
'We know that the rules are not explicitly against the
procedure; they are vague. I appeal to the House to
support the resolution as it is and thus establish once
and for all what our rules should be with regard to
holding hearings on such matters.
I am very sorry that procedural matters have taken as
much time in the debate as the human rights mater-
ial. The motion before us is about procedure. I have
had to speak about that and to answer remarks from
the House and I had to point out that there had been
an agreement in this matter between group representa-
tives which has subsequently been ignored.
(Applause 
.front tbe Socialist Groult)
President. 
- 
The vote on the motion for a resolu-
tion will be taken this afternoon at Voting Time; Mr
Ltickers's and Mr Ansquer's requests will be dealt with
then.
(tVixed reaction-r)
The debate is closed.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
Qhe sitting u'as susptnded at 1.10 p.m. and rcsttnttl
at 3 p.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SCOTT HOPKINS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I call Lord Kennet on a point of order.
Lord Kennet. 
- 
Mr President, I throw myself
personally on your mercy, and ask your guidance
about the following matrer. I am not at all sure what is
the correct way to proceed, but I submit it is too
urgent to be left later than now. During the lunch
hour I became aware that the film which is being
produced by the Secretariat of this Parliament and for
which Parliament has voted money 
- 
the film about
the direct elections to educate the public on the direct
elections 
- 
shows photographs of the so-called
'Centre 300' here in Luxembourg and comments on
it. That is, of course, the famous 'leaning tower of
Luxembourg'. I also understand that the intention is
that this film will be published as from Parliament
and become available throughout the Community,
without having been shown to all the Members of
Parliament. Now I know that there is a three-man
group whom we all respect, who have seen it. You
may feel, Mr President, that this is a matter for the
Bureau. Many of us are not members of the Bureau.
You may feel it is a matter for the Political Affairs
Committee. Many of us are not members of the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee. You may feel it is a matter for
party groups. Some of us have tried to raise it in party
groups, and have failed to do so. That is why, Mr Presi-
dent, I cast myself upon your mercy and ask that you
and the President of Parliament either arrange for the
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film to be shown to each and every Member of this
Parliament, and for their opinion to be taken into
account, this session, or arrange that the film should
not be published until it can be shown to everybody
in September.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, I might say first of all
that, contrary to what Lord Kennet believes, the
Quaestors have not seen this film. However the Quaes-
tors are meeting in a quarter of an hour, and I would
suggest that perhaps they might be asked to look into
it.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Yeats, for your sugges-
tion. One takes an awful lot of films and pictures of
various things, and I believe there is a working party
of the Bureau which has been appointed to deal with
such matters and will be looking at this one.
If the College of Quaestors is prepared to look at this
particular matter, then I think that Lord Kennet
should be satisfied that it will be examined at this
stage, and of course the Bureau will take cognizance,
and the President will be informed exactly of what has
happened, and what Lord Kennet's views are,
concerning this, and the College of Quaestors will
report immediately on the matter.
I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann on a point of order.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should
like to make a comment on my own behalf.
I hear that the Bureau decided at lunch time that
following Question Time and the vote, instead of a
debate on my report on the trade agreement with the
Peoples' Republic of China, there would be a state-
ment by Commissioner Vredeling. I think this House
has some right to keep to the agenda it has decided
rather than allow agenda to be suddenly altered by the
Bureau as has repeatedly happened. It happened on
Tuesday when the statement by the President of the
Council was discussed during the midday break and
now it is happening today. I wish to register a
personal protest here.
President. 
- 
The Bureau's decision was communi-
cated to Parliament this morning at about 11.30, and
the House agreed to the inclusion of Mr Vredeling's
statement immediately after the voting this afternoon.
Your report will then come on immediately. It was
also agreed that there would be a debate on this
matter which would take place tomorrow. Therefore
the actual statement will only delay your report for a
very short space of time, and we shall have the debate
on the issue tomorrow morning.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman on a point of order.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Does that mean we shall
not be allowed to question Mr Vredeling on the state-
ment he is making today ? Is he going to be here for
the debate tomorrow ?
President. 
-'Whatever questions you wish to put toMr Vredeling you will be able to put tomorrow when
the debate will take place. It was agreed that the
Commissioner would make his statement now but
there would be no debate this afternoon.
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, are we
to understand that Mr Vredeling will in fact be
present tomorrow ? In the last ten part-sessions we
have become accustomed on Friday mornings to what
is generally known as an all-purposes Commissioner
who proceeds to answer questions on the basis of
prepared briefs and this may not be satisfactory either
from Mrs Kellett-Bowman's point of view or, I
suspect, from the point of view of other Members of
Parliament.
President. 
- 
Mr Vredeling will be here tomorrow
morning and therefore the House will be able to cross-
question him if they wish.
7. Question Tinte
President. 
- 
The next item is the third part of Ques-
tion Time, (Doc. 195178)
\(e shall continue with the questions put to the
Commission.
Question No 31, by Mr Yeats
Can the Commission give an assurance that the imple-
menting of its recent communication on work-sharrng
will not result rn a further accentuation of discrimination
against women ?
Mr Vredeling, Vicc'Prcsidcnt o.f thc Contnti.s.sion. 
-(NL) Mr President, the Bureau for questions
concerning women's employment, a bureau which
comes directly under my directorate-general, is closely
following the discussion on work-sharing.
You will know that the Commission has drawn up a
number of proposals in preparation for the Tripartite
Conference. One of these is work-sharing. An
exchange of views has already taken place within the
Standing Committee on Enrployment. On the basis of
the Standing Committee's conclusions, further
research is taking place in three major areas.
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Firstly, we are seeking a Community framework and
Community-wide measures to create the conditions in
which the Member States can consider a change in
the annual volume of work per person. This must take
account of Community standards. Ve realize, of
course, when putting this into practice in all the
Member States, account must be taken of the parti-
cular conditions in each country.
Secondly, we are preparing for Community action on
a number of practical questions which have emergedin the course of studying the problem of work-
sharing, such as a limit on overtime, the reduction of
shiftwork and an extension of training facilities for
young people.
Thirdly, the Commission has been asked, following
the discussion within the Standing Committee on
Employment, to investigate further a number of
matters such as the flexibility of the pensionable age,
the role now played by employment agencies and the
question of part-time work.
These aspects emerged during discussion of work-
sharing. Of course, it is extremely important 
- 
I now
come to Mr Yeats' question 
- 
that two points should
be borne in mind with regard to the effect of this on
women.
Firstly, I think that women should nor be excluded
from these work-sharing measures. This type of
measure should not be allowed to make access to the
labour market more difficult for women.
Secondly, we must see that no individual measure on
work-sharing is aimed exclusively or principally at
women. On the more general subject of measures to
counter discrimination against women on the labour
market, I should finally like to draw attention to Direc-
tive 761207 relating to access to employment, voca-
tional training, promorion and working conditions,
which formally comes into force on l2 August of this
year. The Commission hopes that this directive will
be applied in its entirety. It will take all necessary
steps in the case of infringements.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
\flhile thanking the Commissioner for
the varied if miscellaneous information he has
provided for us, I would like to ask him to bear in
mind that the effect of work-sharing could be that,
were there to be a radical revision of the actual hours
of working, this could discriminate against women
with young families or other family commitments.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
The Commission will keep that in
mind. As I said already, we should prevent new
discriminations against women arising as a
consequence of work-sharing measures.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Will the Commissioner not
agree that the increase in part-time work available to
young women with children will offer a greater oppor-
tunity for partial integration in the working process ?
Mr Vredelin9. 
- 
@L) That is a difficult point. I
have attended meetings where women pointed out the
negative side of this because they then have both a
day's work to do in paid employment as well as
having to care for the family. It is not therefore
entirely a good thing.
Mrs Dahlerup. 
- 
(DK) Are the Commission and
the Commissioner aware that part-time work 
- 
as
practised hitherto 
- 
has been to the detriment of
women ? I assume the Commission is aware that it is
part-time work that has totally prevented women from
occupying a reasonable position on the labour market.
I would like to put a couple of questions to the
Commission. The Commissioner mentioned that l2
August was the deadline for the entry into force of the
directive intended to introduce equality of treatment. I
would therefore ask the Commissioner whether he
knows how many countries have, at the present time,
completed their legislation.
A second question I would like to ask is : does the
Commission intend to take steps to ensure that part-
time work is offered to men on just as wide a basis as
to women so as to avoid one-sided discrimination ?
President. 
- 
Mrs Dahlerup, you may only put one
supplementary question at Que::ion Time. I call Mr
Vredeling.
Mr \/redeling 
- 
@L) In answer to Mrs Dahlerup's
specific question, on what progress has been made in
the Member States with regard to preparations for the
directive on access to work, I would reply that the
Member States musr have their legislation ready on l2
August. Ve shall naturally be watching this.
Furthermore, a period has been set of, I think, 30
months, during which the Commission must prepare
a report on the implementation of the directive itself.
But the directive enters into force on l2 August and
when Mrs Dahlerup asks me what progress has been
made on these preparations then I can only say that
the Member States that are not ready to run the risk of
steps being taken against them either by the Commis-
sion or by some interested party which, as you know,
may themselves apply ro the Court of Justice here in
Luxembourg.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Arising from the Commissioner's
reply, can he say if the Commission has figures from
which it can estimate the percentage increase in jobs
that could be realized if the national governments
were to implement the communication which the
Commission has circulated ?
Mr Vredeling.- (NL) Mr McDonald is referring to
an omission in our communication to those in charge
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of the labour offices of the nine countries of the
Community, namely the results of measures which
have already been taken in the various Member States
with regard to work-sharing. It is difficult to assess the
effect of these measures. Studies made by universities
and other institutions have yielded contradictory
results. I am thus not able to give an exact answer to
this question. The fact is that the different types of
measure taken on work-sharing have differing effects
on employment. For example, if people are pensioned
off early, they make room for young people. That is
clear ; but when weekly or daily working hours are
shortened, it is questionable whether this will have an
effect on employment. It is thus impossible to give an
answer in percentages. It depends on the sort of
measure taken.
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Would the Commissioner ensure
that the term 'work-sharing throughout the Commu-
nity' is not a euphemism for the introduction of
income sharing.'
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
@L) I only wish it were. Income
sharing in itself is a very good thing. The differences
in incomes are still much too great in the Commu-
nity. But there must be no misunderstanding. \flork-
sharing means distributing work amongst more
people in times of great unemployment and the
measures taken for this are therefore of importance to
the whole population. They must of course be taken
in the general interest.
President. 
- 
Question No 32, by Mr Power :
Has the Commission made any studies n the problems of
absenteeism, particularly in relation to lack of job satisfac-
tion ?
Mr Vredeling, Vicc-Pretident of tbe Comnti.tsion. 
-(NL) The Commission has not set up any specific
studies on absenteeism as such. We do however have
information on this subject from an inquiry into the
labour force carried out in 1975, the results of which
were published last year by the Statistical Office in
Luxembourg. This document gives a certain amount
of data about the absenteeism registered during the
research period. It covers absenteeism on grounds of
illness, industrial disputes and other reasons.
ln 1975 the percentage of absenteeism due to illness
or accident was approximately 2.5 o/o,0.25 7o of absen-
teeism was the result of strikes and 1.5 0/o was due to
other reasons. These percentages do not include holi-
days or reasons for absenteeism directly connected
with a particular job. These data therefore give a very
general indication of the present situation and
perhaps the degree of dissatisfaction with work. That
is the question. It is of course difficult to prove, but I
myself think that there is an incontestable link
between absenteeism and a lack of job satisfaction.
!7e do not yet have a full picture of the situation. I
should point out that the crisis on the labour market
may have an influence on absenteeism. To some
extent anticipating further research, I might say that
there is the impression here and there that the risk of
dismissal, unemployment and the like has meant that
there is less absenteeism now than in the past.
Mr Power. 
- 
In a situation where there are so many
people who have jobs and will not work, and many
others who have no jobs and are anxious to work,
would the Commissioner not agree that much of this
absenteeism is deliberate ? I must say that I do not
agree with the percentage he has quoted and it nray
arise from a lack of job satisfaction. Does he not think
we should institute some type of suitability assessment
and arrange for the retraining of such people, so that
we could help to fit these square pegs into square
holes ?
Mr Vredeling.- (NL) I gather that the honourable
Member is not referrring to the absenteeism some-
times evident in this Parliament, but to absenteeism
in industry. I must tell you that I do not have the
impression that all those who are anxious to work are
without jobs and that those who have iobs do not
want to work. This is not the case. Usually, with some
exceptions, every person is anxious to work. I do not
believe that there is a causal relationship betwecn the
two.
As far as job satisfaction is concerned, that is a matter
for industry. It is a fact that job satisfaction is greatly
increased whenever employers take measures to
improve working conditions in their companies. You
often find that this type of investment pays for itself
because it produces a significant drop in absenteeism.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Does Mr Vredeling also not
consider that a further extension of part-time working
would reduce absenteeism ?
Mr Vredeling.- @L) I do not know the answer to
that question.
Mr Brown. 
- 
Can the Commissioner agree that the
figures that he read out for accidents at work are an
absolute disgrace ? Ought he not to now pay greater
attention to ascertaining why employers are allowed to
have conditions in their factories resulting in their
work force being off work because they have had acci-
dents at work, very often due to the failure to observe
the provisions of the Factories' Acts.
Mr Vredeling.- (NL) The Council adopted a deci-
sion just last week on activities in the field of safety
and health at work. In answer to the honourable
Member's question, I would say that it is indeed
extremely important that measures should be taken
on safety at the workplace. The Council ahas decided
that such measures will be taken at Comnrunity level.
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Mr Dinesen. 
- 
(DK) My question has already been
answcred in that I wanted to ask whether the Commis-
sioner did not feel that some absenteeism was, to a
large extent, due to a bad working environment and
poor nranagement but, as I said, the commissioner
has already answered this question in part and, as far
as I gathered, the answer was in the affirmative.
Mr Yredeling.- (NL) That is correct.
President. 
- 
Since the authors are absent. Question
No 33 by Mr Herbert and Question No 34 by Mr
Pisoni will be answered in writing. I
Question No 35 by Mr Dankert:
Vhat action does the Commission propose to take
following a consultants' report that Commission staff
levels for monitoring expenditure are completely
inadequate ?
Mr Burke, .lVenber of tbe Comntission. 
- 
I under-
stand that the honourable Member's question refers to
the recent report prepared at the Commission's
request by a firm of consultants on the Commission
services responsible for the financial management and
control of the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund. Although this report is recent, we
had, in part, anticipated its conclusion by asking in
this year's budget for extra staff for EAGGF 
"nd wehave now allocated 37 new posts to the directorate
concerned. In the light of the report, however, we had
asked for a further 8 A and 12 B posts for the same
service in the preliminary draft budget Lor 1979. We
hope these will be accorded by the budgetary
authority. \7e are also taking steps to carry out the
internal organization of the EAGGF services recom-
mended in the consultants' report.
Mr Dankert:- (NL) It seems ro me thar, in view of
this answer, one might ask whether or not it would be
sensible for Parliament's Committee on Budgets to be
notified of this report so that it can deliver a reasoned
opinion on the Commission proposals for creating
new posts in the budget in order to solve the problem.
MrBurke.-Iagree.
President. 
- 
Question No 35 by Sir Geoffrey de
Freitas is postponed until September.
Question No 37 by Lord Bessborough will not be
taken now, since the subject is already on today's
agenda. However, the author of the question will have
precedence in the debate.
Since the authors are absent, Questions No 38 by Mr
Leonardi and No 39 by Mr Lagorce will be answered
in writing. I
I See Annex.
Question No 40 by Mr Edwards:
tVill the Commission now take steps further to its prop-
osal in 1957 on information and advertisements relatrng
to medrcinal products to discourage the excessive
consumption of these products largely caused by
misleading sales promotion ?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President o.f tbe (6ryryi5.sien. 
-(NL) The proposal for a Council directive on the
approximation of Member States' laws and administra-
tive provisions on advertisements for medicinal
products and directions for use which was submitted
on 7 June 1967 to the Council and subsequently
amended in line with the opinion from the European
Parliament in 1968, has never been discussed by the
Council. I remember because at that time I had the
honour of being the European Parliament's rapporteur
on this subject.
The chapter of this proposal for a directive dealing
with the directions for use enclosed in the packaging
of medicinal products has in the meantime been incor-
porated in the second directive of 20 May 1975 on the
approximation of provisions laid down by law, regula-
tion or administrative action relating to proprietary
medical products.
In view of this, the Commission decided to withdraw
its original proposal in 1976. At the same time ir
announced its intention to submit a new proposal to
the Council to take account of subsequent develop-
ments, particularly the accession of three new Member
States.
This preliminary draft has been submitted to various
committees including the Consumers' Consultative
Committee. This issued its opinion on 24 May 1978,
therefore quite recently. We are now examining these
opinions and, on the basis of these, we shall shortly
submit proposals to the Council. lWe must also take
account of the guidelines which the Ministers of
Public Health laid down at their first meeting on l5
December 1975, because the Ministers of Public
Health also said that it would be useful and expedient
to take measures to limit the excessive consumption
of medicaments. They pointed particularly to the need
to curtail the advertising of medicaments and to lay
down certain rules for it.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
t07hilst I have no doubt of the since-
rity and the energy of the Commission, I hope they
will still pressurize the Council to do something about
this matter. There is a massive promotion in Europe
of cold remedies under new guises at higher pricis,
and this massive promotion is subsidized by six
American multinational firms, who have admitted in
evidence in the United States that they have spent
million of dollars in bribery of government officiais of
many of our European health schemes. I do not think
we should tolerate this abuse of the consumers.
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President. 
- 
\7ill you please frame your remarks as
a question, not as a statement.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I listened to the Honourable
Member's remarks with interest, but I did not detect
any question.
Mr Brown. 
- 
If I can follow the point, my colleague
was really asking the Commission if it is satisfied that
the advertising of pharmaceutical products is in accor-
dance with the spirit we have discussed in this Parlia-
ment, and what he was indicating was that there is
now evidence that outside forces are making sure it is
not, so is the Commission taking any action upon that
report ?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
@L) The Commission is not satis-
fied with a number of aspects of the advertising of a
number of pharmaceutical products. It is for this
reason, as I have just explained, that we are now
preparing measures. There is already a directive for
the approximation of provisions laid down by law,
regulation or administrative action relating to proprie-
tary medicinal products and we are preparing a direc-
tive on the advertising of pharmaceutical products,
partly on the basis of the opinions which we have
received quite recently from the drugs committee and
the Consumers' Consultative Committee which
reported on 24 May. Thus the answer is : yes, we are
extremely busy.
President. 
- 
Question No 41 by Mr Soury:
Does the Commission not feel that the proposal for a
Community-wide regulation on sheepmeat will jeopar-
dize sheep farming in certain regions of the Community,
particularly France, by, for example, legalizing unfair
competition on the part of New Zealand and one of the
Member States, and does it intend accordingly to revise
the proposal in question so as to ensure that, in keeping
with the Community's general interest, France's sheep
production is safeguarded and the social and economic
conditions of French sheep-rearing are taken into
account in the proposal ?
Mr Burke, lllember o.f' tbe Commission, 
- 
The
proposed regulation provides the means of protecting
the incomes of French sheep-producers in the event
that free circulation of sheepmeat in the Community
causes market prices to drop in France. It includes a
system of direct aid to producers, the amount of the
aid being calculated to compensate for the iniury
caused by replacement of the national market organi-
zation by a common market organization.
Mr Soury. 
- 
(F)This seems to me a very brief reply
and it does not dispel the anxiety felt by our sheep-far-
mers. I would therefore insist that the Commission
tell us whether it feels that the European basic price,
representing the weighted average of the market
prices in the Member States, could be FF 14 and
whether this figure complies with the proposal ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
Parliament will rernember that the
President of Parliament has on flurr1€rous occasions
requested the Commission to be relatively brief in the
answers. In reply to the specific question in the
supplementary, the Commission feels, as I have
already pointed out, that the regulation which it has
put before the institutions of the Community is in
fact the best method of dealing with the situation
which now arises.
Mr Nolan. 
- 
I note that this question specifically
refers to France and the French sheep-producers, but I
think in this Parliament and elsewhere when we are
talking about a common agricultural policy, or a
common organization of the sheepmeat policy, it
should refer to the Community as a whole. I am parti-
cularly interested in the Irish sheep-farmer, and my
question is, when the common market arrangements
are made for sheepmeat, will the Irish farmers at least
get the price that now obtains for sheepmeat in
Ireland ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
Yes. May I point out that the applica-
tion of the direct aids system would not be limited to
any particular region of the Community ? However, it
is intended to compensate for losses in income arising
from the establishment of free circulation in this
product.
Mrs Dunwoody.- Is the Commissioner aware that,
although he may very well safeguard the incomes of
the farmers, he will not be serving the consumers at
all well, since at least 85 % of the mutton and lamb
in the Community is imported from New Zealand,
and there is absolutely no evidence that such a sheep-
meat regime is needed ? 'Ufill he please ask the
Commission to look at this nonsense again, and to say
the existing system serves us perfectly well, and both
the French and the Irish would be well advised simply
to let it continue in the way it is at the present time ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I have listened very carefully to what
the honourable Member has said, but I would point
out that in fact what we are trying to do with this regu-
lation is to ensure the continuation of certain of the
benefits to Members of the Community, and particu-
larly to consumers, and in this regard I would have to
disagree with the honourable Member in the conclu-
sion she has drawn.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) In a recent meeting with the
Commission, the Deputy Prime Minister of New
Zealand stated that he would like the Commission to
retain its proposals in their present form.
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Vhat would be the effect of the draft regulation on
imports from New Zealand and how can proper
protection be provided at the Community frontiers by
applying a duty of only 20 o/o, as provided for by
GATT ? We must have your opinion on rhis.
Mr Burke. 
- 
The answer is nil to the first part of
the question, and the reason is because we are intro-
ducing the regulation to deal with the situation which
has arisen since I January 1978.
Sir Derek Valker-Smith. Since we are
constantly reminded in this Parliament of the impor-
tance of consumer protection, and since the founding
fathers of the Community did not set up the Commu-
nity in narrow protectionist interests, would the
Commissioner always be alert to secure the benefits to
the consumers of New Zealand imports of sheepmeat
at reasonable and competitive prices ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
In reply to the honourable Member, as
I have said already, this is precisely what the proposal
intends to do.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Could I just ask the Commis-
sioner if he can give us a precise date when we can
expect this regulation to come into force, and might I
remind the honourable UK Members that the object
of the regulation is to guarantee constant supplies of
high quality meat ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
It is very difficult to answer the honou-
rable Member with accuracy. Not before the autumn
would be my guess, but it depends on the Council.
President. 
- 
Question No 42 by Lord Kennet:
rVhat proportion of Community and Member-State
research into civil nuclear fusion is devoted to mlcro_
fusion, whether using laser beams or otherwise ?
Mr Natali, Vicc-Prcsidcnt ol the Commi-tlion. 
- 
@In the Community's controlled fusion programme,
carried out under the association between Euratom
and the various Member States, 3 0/o of the total
budget for 1978 is devoted to incrtial fusion. In the
proposed programme for 1979 to 1983 which is being
drawn up, we plan to increase this to 4 o/o. The
Commission has been obliged, against its will, to put
forward a minimum programme which will reduce
the role of the European Community to that of a
qualified observer of the important activities being
carried out in other parts of the world.
Lord Kennet. 
- 
3o/o rising to 4o/o. Can the
Commissioner confirm and comment on the fact that
both the United States and the Soviet Union spend
about .50 o/o of their civil fusion research on micro-fu-
sion, or inertial fusion as the Commissioner called it ?
\7hy do they do this: can we expect them to tell us
why, or must we guess at their motives ?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(f)l think that Lord Kennet's qucstion
answers itself.
President. 
- 
Question No 43 by Mr Fitch :
To what extent have rrnports of coal to the Community
from third countries rncrcased in recent years and what
steps has the Commission taken to dcal wrth this situa-
tion ?
Mr Natali, Vice-Prcsidcnt ol thc Connit.tiort. 
- 
(I)
\Ve did in fact speak at some length on coal yesterday.
I will therefore merely recall what was said, that is to
say that Community imports of coal from third coun-
tries increased from 29.8 million tonnes in 197.1 to
45'l million tonnes in 1977. As for the possibility of
Community intervention, I would say that it is very
unlikely because, under the ECSC Treaty, trade policy
on these products is the responsibility of the Member
States.
Mr Fitch. 
- 
IUTould the Commissioner not agree, in
view of that somewhat unsatisfactory state of affairs,
that there is a need for the Community to have
another look at this, and certainly to consider a
possible subsidy to cover at least a substantial part of
the gap between Community coal and imported coal,
and is it not a fact that quite a large percentage of the
increase of coal imported into the Community comes
from South Africa ?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(D I agree with Mr Fitch. In facr,
yesterday, Mr Brunner stressed that the Commission
had tabled proposals to the Council and I heard the
wish expressed by all Members of the House that
these proposals be approved.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Is it not a fact that we are talking of
differentials of the order of imported coal at 35 dollars
a tonne as against domestic coal at .55 dollars a tonne,
and is it not preferable to be importing coal than
importing oi[, which is much ntore vulnerable ?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(l)This may well be a possibility; rhis
does not alter the fact that the Commission believes
that it is desirable to take a series of measures to help
Community coal production.
President. 
- 
Question No 44 by Mr Kavanagh :
In vrew of the fact that both Drrectrve TSlllT1EEC on
equal pay and Directive 761207|EEC call for the introduc-
tron into the national legal sysrems of the Member States
of such measures as are necessary to enable persons who
consider themselves wronged to pursue their clarms byjudicial process, will the Commission make specific pro-
posals to those Member States which do rrot have a
system of free legal aid that they should rntroduce such a
system ?
Mr Burke, tl4tnlttr o,f tbt Contnti.ttiott. 
- 
Access to
the courts is not a speciaI feature of the matters dealt
with in Directives 75/ll7 and 76/207. Conflicts of
interests may arise wherever Community law creates
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rights and obligations of persons or institutions. In
such cases, recourse to traditional proceedings is
important. As a rule the Commission does not include
in its proposals to the Council any special provisions
to oblige Member States to grant access to the courts.
It is left to Member States to apply Community law
within the framework of their internal procedural
systems.
Exceptionally, the two directives mentioned provide
for special measures to be taken by Member States to
assure legal control. This has been done in view of the
importance which the Commission attributes to the
protection of women's rights. There are other excep-
tions, for example in favour of migrant workers. Legal
aid forms part of the Member States' social aid
systems. Vhere general legal aid systems exist, the
respective Member States are already obliged to grant
such aid according to the conditions of their internal
law to persons seeking access to legal proceedings in
matter underlying Communiry law. The refusal of
such aid would be incompatible with the obligations
of Member States under the Treaties.
There is no Community competence to oblige
Member States to introduce general legal aid systems.
In matters governed by Community law, a special obli-
gation to provide for legal aid may under particular
circumstances appear desirable or necessary. Until
now the Commission has made one such proposal, in
order better to protect the rights of the so-called
illegal migrants: Article 7, paragraph 3 of the
Commission's revised proposal for a Council directive
on illegal migration of 3 April of this year.
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
In view of the fact that it can cost
the equivalent of six months wages of an industrial
worker in Ireland to contest an action for a judicial
marital separation, does the Commissioner not agree
that the directives I quoted in my question mean that
in effect no legal facility is available to citizens for
taking action resulting from these directives, and will
the Commission not use its considerable influence to
see that those countries which do not have a free legal
aid system introduce one as soon as possible ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I would like to point out to the House
that there are areas in which the Community has no
competence, and the matters raised in the honourable
Member's supplementary are such matters.
Sir Derek Walker-Smith. 
- 
Legal aid, like charity,
should begin at home. Should not attention be given
to improving the system of legal aid in the European
Court of Justice, a stone's throw away in this city of
Luxembourg ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
It already exists, to my knowledge.
President. 
- 
Question No 45 by Mr Normanton :
Is the Commission aware of the serious anomaly which
has arisen from the introduction of the steel industry
minimum price rules whereby the mills producing both
steel and steel tubing enjoy a privileged and protected
preference over those firms which produce steel tubing
from bought out steel, and will the Commrssron take
appropnate action to deal with this ?
Mr Burke, fu[entber o.f tbc Conni.tsion. 
- 
The
Commission is conscious of the fact that the fixing of
minimum prices for hot rolled coils may pose
problems for the Community tube producers. In all its
actions the Commission is watchful that it does not
simply, in taking such actions, transfer the problems
of the ECSC steel industry to the steel consumer
sectors. Thus the services of the Commission n.raintain
regular contact with the representatives of the tube
producers, and indeed other first transformation
sectors, in order to examine any problems which may
arise from the prices package. Recent contacts with
the tubc producers have indicated that current
problems of the Community tube industry are largely
the result of the activities in the Con.rmunity of
certain third country producers rather than any major
disparity between integrate d and independent
producers emanating from the minimum price regula-
tions.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
The House will certainly
welcome the reply given by Mr Burke, indicating as it
does that he does understand the nature of the
problem, but even so will he have a look once again at
the particular situation which applies to the tube
rollers, and particularly, I understand, it is a problem
in the case of Denmark.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I shall undertake to do that.
President. 
- 
Question No 46 by Mr Corrie is post-
poned to the next part-session.
Question No 47 by Mrs Ewing has been withdrawn by
its author.
Since their authors are absent, question No 48 by Mr
Ryan and question No 49 by Mr de Clerq will be
answered in writing. I
Question No 50 by Lord Reay ; Mr Spicer will act as
his substitute :
Vhy is the Commissron taking so long to produce rts
opinion on the Spanish application for membership of
the Community ?
Mr Natali, Vicc-Prcsident ol tbc Comni.tsion. 
- 
(I)
It is difficult to assess the time needed to draw up the
Commission's opinion provided for in the Treaties
(Article 237 of the EEC Treaty) ; it depends above all
on the complexity of the problems raised by the acces-
sion of each of the applicant countries. For this reason
the Commission has indicated that it may be in a posi-
tion to forward to the Council the opinion on Spain's
application for accession by the end of this year or the
beginning of next year. The period of drafting the
opinion will then have lasted ten to eleven months ; I
do not feel this has been a particularly long period.
I See Annex.
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Mr Spicer. 
- 
Could the Commissioner just give the
House an assurance that the Commission is fully
aware of the fact that public opinion in Spain looks to
us for a decision and a date at the earliest possible
moment, and that given all the circumstances in
Spain, it is vitally important that we within the
Community do accept that there is the strongest
possible desire on their part ?
Mr Natali, Vicc-Prcsidcnt o.f tfu Conmission. 
- 
(I)
The Commission is fully aware of this need; however,
I repeat that the Commission has the duty to draw up
an opinion which takes account of both Spain's inter-
ests and the requirements of the existing Community.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absent, Ques-
tions No 51 by Mr Fuchs and No 52 by Mr Howell
will be answered in writing. I
Question Time is closed. I thank the representatives
of the Council and the Commission for their state-
ments.
I call Mr Klepsch on a point of order.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
Mr President, my group has asked
me to propose that the sitting should be interrupted
for half an hour to give us time for a group meeting.
Hitherto it has been the case that if a parliamentary
group made such a request, it was acceded to. Natur-
ally it is up to the House to agree or not to this prop-
osal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, I appreciate the diffi-
culties of groups when they have matters of conten-
tion and desire the opportunity to discuss them. But I
would like to appeal to Mr Klepsch on the basis that
normally lots of people tend, I notice, in this House
- 
though I am here tomorrow 
- 
to start to go home.
In view of flights and trains, I wonder if he would
consider the possibiliry of, sol, l5 or, at the
maximum, 20 minutes.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch.- (D) Mr President, may I then request
- 
and I thank Mr Prescott for his kindness 
- 
that
we continue the sitting in exactly 20 minutes' time ?
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal that the
sitting be suspended for 20 minutes.
That is agreed.
The sitting is suspended.
(Thc sitting u'as suspcndcd at 3.45 p.nt. and resunted
at 4.05 p.n.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I See Annex.
8. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motions for resolutions on which the debates have
already been concluded.
!7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution in
the Ibrtigger report (Doc. 199178): Tradc in />ou'o-
station coal.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to l3 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 13 are adopted.
On paragraph 14 I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Ellis on behalf of the Socialist Group seeking to
add the following text:
'.. . and requests the Commission to submit a formal
proposal within the next few months'.
'What is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Ibriigger, ral)portcur 
- 
Mr President, I can
agree to this amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraph l4 thus modified to the vote.
Paragraph 14 is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. 2
!fle shall now consider the motion for a resolution in
the Bertrand report (Doc. 197178): Cont,iction ol Yuri
Orloa.
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are aciopted.
On paragraph 2 I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Soury seeking to replace this paragraph with the
following text :
Deplores the use by the Soviet authorities of legal, admi-
nistrative, medical and other measures to discourage the
legitimate ideological struggle in the same way as it
condemns all attacks on freedom throughout the world,
including the Community.
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is rejected.
I put paragraph 2 to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 3 to 4 to the vote.
Paragraphs 3 to 4 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. 2
I call Mr Porcu for an explanation of vote.
' 
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Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) Thank you, Mr President, although
I would have preferred, as I requested, to give this
explanation before the vote on the resolution as a
whole.
The refusal by the majority of this Assembly to
consider the amendment tabled by Mr Soury on
behalf of the Communist Group is striking confirma-
tion of what he said this morning. For the majority of
this Assembly, the defence of human rights is merely
a pretext for political manceuvres, which we cannot
condone. For the Communists, the defence of free-
doms and the defence of human rights go together.
\fle do not divide victims into two categories ; all are
entitled to our support, including those who are
victims of 'Berufsverbote'.
(lllixcd rut ct ioil.r. Shouts.)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the amendment
tabled by our Communist colleagues is the sort of
clause which could be added to any resolution of this
nature. !(e therefore fail to understand why he wishes
to add it to this particular resolution and not to other
resolutions concerning the same country and other
countres.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cot.
Mr Cot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, together with my
French Socialist colleagues I voted in favour of the
amendment tabled by Mr Soury, which was rejected.
rVe supported the resolution as a whole, and I would
warn Mr Soury against this sort of all-out approach,
which could give the impression that the defence of
human rights, in this case the adoption of an extreme
position, was in fact a refusal to defend human rights.
I would therefore ask him to withdraw his comments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Soury.
Mr Soury. 
- 
@) Mr President, I don't quite under-
stand the explanation given by Mr Cot, since I
explained the meaning of our amendment in my
speech this morning. Itr7e pointed out quite clearly
that the position adopted by the Assembly would have
more credibility if it were more consistent in its
defence of human rights. It is not a case of adopting
an all-out position but of affirming the principle of
defending human rights wherever they are threatened.
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider the motion for
a resolution in the Prescott report (200178): Hunan
rigbt.; in Argcntina.
At the end of the debate on this report this morning I
received from Mr Liicker a procedural motion to refer
the whole resolution to the Political Affairs
Committee and from Mr Ansquer a procedural
motion to refer paragraphs 5 and 6 to committee.
I call Mr Lticker.
Mr Ltcker. 
- 
(D) Mr President. I withdraw my
motion in favour of that of Mr Ansquer, as I already
indicated this morning.
President. 
- 
!7e shall therefore now consider the
motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to 4 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 4 are adopted.
On paragraphs 5 and 5 I have a procedural motion by
Mr Ansquer to refer these paragraphs to committee.
I propose we consider the request on the two Para-
graphs together.
Are there any objections ?
Mr Prescott, ra.pporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I would
like the request to be considered separately for each
paragraph.
President. 
- 
lUfe shall therefore consider first the
request to refer paragraph 5 back to committee.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott, rapporteur, 
- 
I do not intend to repeat
the points I made this morning except to say on para-
graph 5 that this is a principle which I would have
thought acceptable to the House in view of the
circumstances regarding the public hearing and the
Argentine enquiry held by the Socialist Group. This
paragraph says that the Assembly itself is the only
body that can prevent a hearing which has been
recommended unanimously by any committee,
whether it is the Economic, Regional or Political
Affairs Committee. In this case it is a matter for the
Political Affairs Committee because it refers to human
rights and the hearing was unanimously recom-
mended in the Political Affairs Committee. I therefore
see no reason why the House should not support this
recommendation as agreed both publicly or privately
by many people.
President. 
- 
I now put to the House the motion to
refer paragraph 5 back to committee.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
The motion is rejected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
We shall now consider thc request to refer paragraph
6 back to committee.
I call Mr Prescott.
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Mr Prescott, rctpporteur. 
- 
I think this paragraph
follows on from the previous one. '!7hat it is really
saying is something which I have always tried to argue
in a spirit of compromise in this House. It asks the
enlarged Bureau to report back to the Political Affairs
Committee. Of course the enlarged Bureau must
consult the Committee on the Rules of Procedure, if it
is not sure about its position,'but the men in the
Bureau are on the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure. I hope the House can endorse this without divi-
sion on this occasion after the last vote and I ask it for
its support as the Political Affairs Committee unani-
mously asked it for its support.
President. 
- 
Ve will now vote on the motion to
refer paragraph 5 back to the committee.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
The motion is rejected. I therefore put paragraph 5 to
the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
I put paragraph 7 to the vote.
Paragraph 7 is adopted.
Before putting the motion for a resolution as a whole
to the vote, I can give the floor to Members for expla-
nations of vote.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in the final vote
my group will agree to this motion for a resolution.
Ve shall vote for it in spite of our reservations about
paragraphs 5 and 5 and I should like to make the
following three comments on behalf of my group.
Firstly, this House already voted unanimously on the
violations of human rights in Argentina at the past
part-session. Vhat we have today is a repeat perfor-
mance, although we will not, of course, change our
vote. The only real point of this repetition is to show
that the hearing held by the Socialist Group produced
the same findings as those on which this House voted
last time, four weeks ago.
Secondly, while we did ask for paragraphs 5 and 5 to
be referred back it was not because we were against
any new arrangements regarding hearings. My group
is strongly in favour of them, but under the Rules of
Procedure and allocation of functions of this House
the Political Affairs Committee is not the right body
to consider or propose changes or additions to the
Rules of Procedure here. That is why, as my
colleagues also feel, we voted for paragraphs 5 and 6
to be referred back, so that they could be discussed by
the appropriate and competent bodies, namely the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and the Bureau,
for all that we have before us is the currently valid
Rules of Procedure and the Bureau's decisions
rcgarding interpretations. \7e also think there are
unclear passages in it and that it would be useful to
revise the provisions on the conduct of hearings, but
we do not think that the Political Affairs Committee
is competent for this ; otherwise we would find in
future that this House was constantly being consulted
on questions for which the committees in question
were not even competent, and we protest at any such
passing over or bypassing of the competent bodies.
Thirdly, throughout the discussions here my group
has felt that the Socialist Group was trying to give the
impression that it alone spoke up in defence of
human rights in Argentina ; I would like to state
emphatically that at the last part-session the whole
House had already unanimously adopted the relevant
decisions. And I want to say further that my group
invited a number of Argentinian experts and observers
here today in order to learn about the matter from
them, but that in spite of that we do not propose to
include in the motion for a resolution the fact that the
Christian-Democratic Group has also obtained infor-
mation about the violation of human rights in Argen-
tina.
'S7e consider the procedure chosen here today rather
petty. I wish to state this explicitly on behalf of my
group and also to say that we remain of the opinion
that it is up to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and the Bureau to make the appropriate provi-
sions for the hearings and their conduct. But in order
not to create the wrong public impression we shall of
course vote in favour of the motion for the resolution
in the final vote, since we are in any case all in favour
of it.
(Applause from tbe rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott for an explanation of
vote on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Naturally one would expect Mr
Klepsch on behalf of his party to make a statement,
but I tLink in fairness to Mr Klepsch, who was not
here this morning, and indeed in fairness to public
debate, it must nor be taken that the Socialists are
bent on making some procedural point ; that really is
not the issue as Mr Klepsch knows. And I spelt that
out in the debate this morning. He has not denied
that we discussed the difficulty of this matter in order
to prevent embarrassment to the House. A certain
understanding was arrived at to avoid a roll-call in this
House: The House will recall that we did have a vote
and those in favour of the public hearing were
successful in the vote. It was only on the question of a
roll-call that a sufficient majority was not available.
There was a sufficient two-third majoriry on the vote.
Mr President, it has not been a matter of a procedural
wrangle in this controversy and the House knows this.
It has been a matter of understanding between the
political people involved. My group have kept to their
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side of the agreement as they understood it. And that
is fully supported in the enlarged Bureau.
And one last point in order that the Socialist Group's
position may be well understood. If, in fact, it was not
a division of opinion, then those on the Christian-
Democratic side should explain why they opposed the
Socialist Members in the enlarged Bureau's vote
calling for an immediate public hearing. It was defe-
ated by the Christian-Democrats and other parties.
The Socialists moved it and it was not then proposed
that the matter should be subjected to the Procedures
Committee. The question of the Procedures
Committee only came up today or in the last two
days. So, Mr President, I think I had to put that
straight in view of what was said. Ours is a political
division of opinion, it is embodied in the compromise
solution that is in'this resolution and we have kept to
that agreement and the best thing the House can do
today, in view of today's manceuvres, is in fact to
endorse what had been decided.
(Applause from tbe left)
President. 
- 
I must remind the House that explana-
tions of vote do not reopen the debate.
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
Mr President, I have been present
throughout this debate and may say that there is no
question of there being any differences within the
groups or with the Socialist Group as regards the
defence of human rights. I attended the debate this
morning and in the final vote I shall now vote against
the motion for a resolution, because I have the impres-
sion that the rapporteur in particular is not fighting
primarily for human rights but to assert how right he
is, and I think that the fight for human rights would
have required rather more personal reticence, which is
why I shall vote against it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sp6nale.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I have been sitting
in this House for a very long time and I think I can
safely claim to have never indulged in politicizing.
This whole matter seems very strange to me and I
should like to summarize the facts of the situation. A
committee, subsequently supported by a political
group, requested a parliamentary hearing on this
matter, which the Bureau finally rejected under very
special circumstances (by 8 votes to 8 and I was
absent, so it could not give a favourable opinion). The
political group therefore undertook to arrange the
hearing and as a result was suspected of wanting to
take over the whole matter.
That simply isn't true, since it was the Political Affairs
Committee which unanimously requested this
hearing, which was subsequently refused as a result of
a procedural mishap.
Following these discussions, the problem is once
again the concern of all of us and I hope that you too,
Mr Aigner, will support this resolution since you are
also a democrat despite what you just said in a
moment of temper.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I will vote for this motion for a resolution.
I did not intend to give an explanation of vote, but
feel obliged to do so after Mr Aigner's words. I reject
the allegation that Mr Prescott made it into a question
of his personal prestige and all the members of the
Political Affairs Committee can stand as witnesses, for
all the groups thanked Mr Prescott for this report in
Copenhagen. It was described as fair and objective
which is why I think it would be wrong to refute
these attacks on Mr Prescott.
(Applause from tbe left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deschamps.
Mr Deschamps. 
- 
(F) | cannot make the same
claim as Mr Sp6nale, since I have not been a member
of this Parliament for as long as he has. However, I
hope that I can, like him, be credited with never
having indulged in politicizing in this House. That is
why, Mr President, I shall vote for the resolution as a
whole. I consider it scandalous (if you will pardon the
expression) to associate this settling of accounts
between groups or individuals with such an important
matter as fundamental human rights ; I shall therefore
go along with those who tabled the resolution as it
stood ; the question of human rights is more impor-
tant than any other. I shall therefore vote for the reso-
lution, but I consider it inappropriate to associate it
with these procedural matters.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted r.
(Applause)
9. Verification of credentials
President. 
- 
At its meeting on 5 July the Bureau
verified the credentials of Lord Murray of Gravesend
whose appointment by the House of Lords was
announced on 3 July 1978.
Pursuant to Rule 3 (l) of the Rules of Procedure, the
Bureau has made sure that this appointment complies
with the provisions of the Treaties.
It therefore asks the House to ratify this appointment.
Are there any objections ?
The appointment is ratified.
' 
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10. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr M0ller-Hermann on a point
of order.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the next
but one item on the agenda is the report on the trade
agreement berween the Community and the People's
Republic of China. I think this is an important
matter. Commissioner Haferkamp, who is responsible
for the preparation of the trade agreement, has gone
to Geneva where he has commitments, because of the
delay in the agenda. So I would like to request that
this report be put on the agenda of the September
part-session so that we shall have enough time to
discuss the matter and I also request that it should be
dealt with together with the foreign policy questions
on the Tuesday agenda of that part-session. That is my
request to the Bureau.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Kennet.
Lord Kennet. 
- 
Mr President, I want to make a
rather dispirited routine protest. I do not wish to
oppose the motion to postpone discussion, only to say
what a pity I find it that matters, even when they are
not particularly urgent, should be so repeatedly post-
poned to the inconvenience of those who are ready to
speak for their groups about them. However, I cannot
claim any particular political urgency for this excel-
lent report, and so do not therefore wish to divide the
House against a proposal to postpone it.
President. 
- 
Are there any obiections to postponing
the Mi.iller-Hermann report on the EEC-China agree-
ment (Doc. 198178) until the September part-session ?
That is agreed.
11. Statement b1 the Commission on social poliE
President. 
- 
The next item is a statement by the
Commission on the results of the last meeting of the
Council of Ministers for Employment and Social
Affairs. The debate on this will take place on Friday
morning on the basis of a resolution tabled by Mr
Albers and others on youth employment.
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I am grateful to Parliament for
giving me the opportunity to make a short statement
on last week's meeting of the Council of Ministers of
Social Affairs.
I am pleased to be able to report to Parliament that
the Council has adopted rwo positive decisions.
Firstly, the action programme on safety and health at
work, on which Parliament had delivered a positive
opinion on the basis of the report by Mrs Squarcia-
lupi, has been adopted. Secondly, the Council adopted
the directive on vinyl chloride monomer. However,Mr President, the positive points I have just
mentioned were completely overshadowed by the fact
that it proved impossible to reach agreement on the
Commission's proposal for new aid facilities from the
European Social Fund in favour of young persons.
The Commission and myself are deeply disappointed
about this. As the various ministers present at the
meeting announced to the press, one delegation was
unable to agree to the Commission's proposal. This
delegation thereby rendered a favourable decision on
our proposal impossible. Broadly this proposal
concerned the granting of employment premiums to
companies which take on unemployed young people
together and the subsidizing of projects in which
young people can carry out socially desirable activities,
particularly in the social sphere, which would not be
done without these subsidies.
In the preliminary draft budget lor 1977, I l0 million
EUA were entered so that an estimated 150 000 young
people could find useful work. Eight Member States
found themselves in full agreement with these propo-
sals from the Commission. The impasse arose from
the refusal of one of the Member States, in this case
France, to agree to the European Social Fund giving
subsidies to these projects of social interesr. I should
like briefly to state the arguments the French govern-
ment put forward.
The first obiection was that the designated projects of
social interest would be unproductive.
Secondly, the financing of these projects will lead
either to a large budgetary deficit or to extra taxes
which would have a negative effect on employment.
Thirdly, if the decision were nevertheless taken to
implement projects of this kind, they must remain
completely in the hands of the national authorities,
i.e. there should be no Community responsibility for
this sort of project.
The counter-arguments put by the Commission and
all the other eight Member States may be resumed as
follows. In our opinion the French concept of produc-
tivity, as it had been presented, belonged more to the
realm of economic history than to the present state of
affairs. Not only are such projects already in operation
in many Member States, but even America has recog-
nized the job creation problem, the provision of
employment for young people 
- 
and I do not have
the impression that the United States is now a country
remarkable for its neglect of the productivity prin-
ciple.
Secondly, which is more productive: an unemployed
young person who collects unemployment benefit and
then stands around with nothing to do, or a young
person who is active in a project, for example helping
elderly people ?
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Thirdly, it is evident from the example that I have lust
given that the real costs of these projects will be
comparatively very low because from the costs of
these programmes one has to subtract the costs of the
alternative and that is to pay unemployment benefit
to these young people. And even if prioriry is given to
productive employment premiums, one must always
bear in mind the real situation. All the forecasts of our
own Community, all the forecasts from the OECD
and all the research institutes that I know of, indicate
that economic growth will be limited, that it will not
be possible to absorb the 1950's baby boom without
far-reaching measures. Taking account of the fact that
more women are working, between now and 1985 less
than 9 million extra jobs have to be created 
- 
princi-
pally for young people, since unemployment is parti-
cularly evident amongst young people.
Given these data, Mr President, I think that it ought
really to be possible for the whole Community to act
in solidarity to encourage this sort of proiect. I should
also point out that the poorest regions of our Commu-
nity are those which have to cope with the greatest
difficulties with regard to employment and particu-
larly unemployment amongst young people. But of
course no one wants to force anyone to be happy
against his will. That is of course nonsense. If one
country does not want it, then it must have the
freedom 
- 
this is the way our Community is
constructed 
- 
not to make use of certain things. The
Commission is prepared to make these prolects finan-
cially possible and to support them, but not to comPel
any State to organize them. Each Member State is free
to do as it chooses. And what I also do not understand
is why, in the case of employment premiums, it is
permissible to talk of Community solidarity and
financing by the Community, but not in the case of
projects of social interest.
Mr President, on behalf of the Commission, I should
like to express my profound disappointment at this
state of affairs. I am convinced that the arguments
which one Member State has put forward against our
proposal are not sound and, from a Community point
of view, are not really defensible. Despite these argu-
ments, which in my opinion are not valid, the
Commission has, together with the eight Member
States, done everything to meet the objections raised
by the French. Here I should like to say a word of grat-
itude, I have to do this to do full justice to all the
parties, to the President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers of Social Affairs Mr Auken, who spared no
effort to resolve the difficulties and achieve a Commu-
niry solution.
The situation is therefore, Mr President, that despite
the fact that the European Council in London and the
European Council in Copenhagen, the Commission
and also the relevant Council have tried to reach Prac-
tical decisions in order to counter unemployment
amongst young people, that in spite of these recom-
mendations at the highest level to the Commission
and the Council of Ministers, what has happened is
that these decisions have been blocked by one
Member State. Eight Member States are agreed with
the Commission and a report on the matter was
adopted by the European Parliament which
completely endorsed the Commission's proposals. The
Economic and Social Committee which includes
representatives from industry, both employers and
employees, gave our proposals their full support. More
than this, the Economic and Social Committee's
opinion states that priority must be given to
employing young people and to those projects of
general social interest. And yet !
Mr President, I think this is a serious matter for
democracy and democratic decision-making. If, for
example, it was simply the harmonization of wing
mirrors on cars, then my reaction would be, if no
agreement was reached in the Council : what a
pity .. . . isn't that a shame ! That would be my reac-
tion, but here we are not dealing with a technical
affair, but countering unemployment amongst young
people in the Communiry and unemployment
amongst young people is, as we all know, a social evil
of the first order. And therefore the Commission is
maintaining its proposals : Parliament must decide.
Mr President, I hope that the European Council in
Bremen will give some attention to this problem. Parli-
ament must now judge as the only authority to which
the Commission is politically responsible.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR MR YEATS
Vice-President
12. Regulatiotts ott fisherie.t
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on :
- 
report (Doc. 206178) drawn up by Mr Hughes, on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on
the proposat from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation establishing
Community fishing plans for directed herring fishing
zones ;
- 
report (Doc. 227 178) drawn up by Mr Hughes on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Comnrission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation laying down
certain conservation and management measures for
common fishery resources off the rl(/est Greenland coast
appticable n 1978 to vessels flying the flag of Canada;
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- 
the report (Doc. 228178) drawn up by Mr Hughes,
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for:
I. a regulation laying down lor 1978 measures for the
conservation and management of fishery resources
including the establishment of catch quotas for
herring stocks;
II. a regulation allocating certain catch quotas between
Members States for vessels fishing in the Norwegian
exclusive economic zone ;
III. a regulation allocating certain catch quotas between
Member States for vessels fishing in the waters of the
Faroe Islands;
- 
the report (Doc. 232178) drawn up by Mr Hughes,
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for:
I. a regulation concerning the conclusion of the Agree-
ment on fisheries between the European Economic
Community and the Government of Sweden ; 
,
II. a regulation concerning the conclusion of the Agree-
ment on fisheries between the European Economic
Community and the Government of Denmark and
the Home Government of the Faroe Islands;
- 
the report (Doc. 231178) drawn up by Mr Lemp,
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation on the
conclusion of the Agreement on fisheries between the
European Economic Community and the Kingdom of
Norway.
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, in the
absence of Mr Lemp I shall also be introducing his
report, if that is to the convenience of the House. In
view of that, I would like to take the reports in reverse
order, starting with Mr Lemp's report on Norway and
taking with it Item No 173, my own report on the
agreement with the Government of Sweden and with
the Government of Denmark and the Home Govern-
ment of the Faeroe Islands.
These are ratifying in parliamentary terms the outline
agreement agreed between the Communiry and the
three countries involved. They contain no element of
actual content. They are a legalistic framework. '!7hen
they were discussed in the Committee on Agriculture
earlier this week they were passed unanimously, and
they do not need to take any time of the House. In
normal circumstances I would expect that Documents
232 and 231178 
- 
my report on those two aspects
and Mr Lemp's report 
- 
should go through without
debate. Therefore now, having dealt with that area, I
propose to start at the beginning of the collection. I
simply wished to get those ones out of the way as a
legal technicaliry that is relatively unimportant.
The agreement between the Community, the Irish
Government and the Dutch Government to establish
Community fishing plans off the west coast of
Scotland represents the first in what one suspects will
be a whole series of such plans for different parts of
the Community water. As such, it contains a number
of very important elements which show the way
forward, by which many of the intricacies of the
common fisheries policy in the future may perhaps be
solved. It is fortunate that in this particular case we
are dealing with only one fish stock, that is to say
herring. It is fortunate that only the Dutch and the
Irish have been in the habit of fishing for that stock
in those waters. Therefore you have not had a
complex of different species and complex of different
national demands on it. Nor was one concerned, since
there is no median line problem, with joint stocks of
two countries. This is going out to the 200-mile line
in the middle of the Atlantic.
Amorrg the points that the Committee on Agriculture
want to make sure of is that as a general consideration
the f shery stock conservation policy, of which this
plan s one form of implementation, shall be based on
the most complete available sientific evidence.
Mana yement techniques and policies, including
quotai and control of fishing and equipment and so
forth, must be involved. Here one notes with intercst
that every vessel permitted to fish directly for herring
in thrs whole vast area of the Atlantic is now to be
name,l. It must be on that list, and that list also
inclu< es its horse-power, its length, the type of gear it
is car ying and so forth. This is a major step forward,
which we in this House have sought for a long time.
!7e will now be able to find out who is poaching, who
is goi rg where they should not be and so forth. This
sort o[ extension of what 
- 
however well it may be
dressel up in more euphemistic words 
- 
is essen-
tially r licence, we have advocated consistently in this
house, and we welcome that element of the plan.
I must tell the Commission represenrative that I am
unlikely to ask him the question that was asked in the
ComnLittee on Agriculture: 'Vhat is a day ?' In the
licenc,: it is laid down that one shall be allowed five
days' lishing, and the Commission specialist rhen was
unable to tell us what a day was. Clearly, if you enter
the fishing zone at one minute before midnight and
leave t one minute after midnight a day and two
minutr,s later, the question arises whether that counts
as one day, two days or three days. That is not clear,
and I : uspect there are a number of difficulties of that
sort. 'I'he House will therefore see that there is an
amendment in my own name drawing attention to the
legal problems, and the fishermen's problems, that
may arise out of some of these uncer.tainties of defini-
tion in the fishing plan as put forward. But as regards
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this item on the agenda, the agreed fishing plan for
the Irish area (Doc. 206178) I would ask Parliament to
give its enthusiastic support to the concepts involved
within it. They are concepts which, when translated to
other parts of the Community, have great advantages.
They mark a major step forward, and we should
welcome them.
Vhen I turn to the next item (Doc. 227178), the
Canadian proposal, I hope no one will be too sad if I
am again relatively brief. Here one is concerned
primarily with some 25 000 tonnes of Greenland
halibut, 8 500 tonnes round-nosed grenadier and,
most important, 40 000 tonnes of deep water prawns.
The only point of substance raised during the
Committee on Agriculture's deliberations on these
earlier this week was the question of what the reci-
procal arrangement was. Clearly there was a difficulty
on that, because in these proposals there is nothing
about what Community fishermen are going to get in
the Canadian part of the joint stock, while it is laid
down what the Canadians get in the Community
sector. The absence of a reciprocal element does make
it a little difficult to ;udge the balance. Also raised in
the comn'rittee 
- 
and I am sure my colleague, Mr
Scott-Hopkins may well wish to raise it on the floor of
the House 
- 
was the difficulry experienced by the
Canadian Government in the negotiations with the
Conrnrtrrrity over the delimitation of Canadian waters
- 
whether to 200 miles or to the continental shelf.
But I will leave that and only point out that was a
point that was raised in the committee and did cause
some difficulty, particularly for those of our colleagues
who has recently been in contact with the Canadian
parliamentary delegation. But I hope with those few
words that the House will accept and endorse the
report in my name (Doc. 227178), on the Canadian
proposals.
I now, therefore, turn to Item No 172 on the agenda
Three items : the establishment of catch quotas for
herring stocks, the regulation concerning :he quotas
for Member States in the Norwegian zone north of the
62nd parallel, and also the regulation allocating the
catch quotas in the Faeroe Islands. Again, I hope it
will not confuse the House if I deal with the Faeroese
and Norwegian issues first. Both of these are a rein-
troduction for this year of schemes that were in opera-
tion last year to varying degrees of success. Late in last
year it was found that in the Norway sector, north of
the 62nd parallel, the Community's total quota had
been fished out, and there was an imbalance between
the internal national quotas as they had been agreed
within the Community. These proposals are trying to
tidy that. The discrepancy between these proposals
and those which this House has already agreed is
small, and I do not believe this should cause a major
problem to the House.
This therefore leaves only the problem of the Commis-
sion's proposal for the ban on herring fishing directly
off the west coast of Scotland. Here I must confess
that since the meeting of the Committee on Agricul-
ture I have had my attention drawn to a curious
lacuna in the proposal which I think the Commission
representative might have been expected to bring to
our attention during the deliberations in the
Committee on Agriculture. \7hat I would like to do is
to read Article 2 ; 'Direct fishing for herring shall be
prohibited for Community fishermen until 3l
December 1978 in division 5a as defined by the Inter-
national Council for the Exploration of the Sea'. Now,
what I had not realized 
- 
and I make no secret of the
fact that I am a bit disturbed that the Commission
Vice-President did not draw it to the attention of the
Committee on Agriculture 
- 
is that this does not
apply to the 9 000-odd tonnes allocated to the Norwe-
gians and Faeroese to fish in those areas. It is a ban
only on Community fishermen fishing for herring in
those areas but does not apply to the Norwegians or
the Faeroese. So I would contend that it is in a sense
discriminatory. It is a ban against Community fish-
ermen fishing for herring, but it is not a ban against
Norwegians and Faeroese fishing for herring in this
area. I must say I feel very stongly that this should
have been brought to the attention of the Committee
on Agriculture by Mr Gundelach when we met him
on Tuesday night. Because is was not until earlier
today that I found that this was one of the differences
between this ban and a certain other measure that has
been produced. Therefore it is difficult to assess.
However, leaving that aside, what is quite clear is that
since this House debated quota-ing of herring stocks
earlier in this year and agreed the overall structure, the
evidence from the marine biologists, uniformly, is
absolutely clear that the decline in the biomass of
herring off the west coast of Scotland is very sharp
indeed and that unless total-ban conservation is
imposed this cannot expect to be restored. Therefore
off this west coast of Scotland the Commission in this
proposal was imposing this ban. But there is the diffi-
culty that it comes half way through a season. The
pattern of fishing is such that in general the Dutch
fish earlier in the year and then, as the herring shoals
move inside the Minches, it is the habit for the Scot-
tish fishermen to take them. Therefore, when the
marine biological evidence comes half way through a
fishing season, to then impose a ban does create diffi-
culties. One notes the comments of Mr Gundelach
that it is regrettable that there should be a change in
biological advice at this stage in a fishing season. But
in this particular case the biological evidence is so
overwhelming that the Committee on Agriculture had
no doubt in its mind and unanimously backed the
Commission proposal for herring ban. I am not
certain, as I say, that had they been informed that it
was not a total ban but only a ban on Community fish-
ermen, they would have necessarily come so readily to
that conclusion. I am certain in my own mind that
there would have been a comment about the absence
of a ban on the Norwegian and Faeroese. I under-
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stand, of course, that it is part of the framework agree-
ment with Norway and the Faeroes that you have got
to consult them, but there is no evidence in this prop-
osal that they are even going to start consultation. No
doubt they have, but in this proposal, on the paper,
there is nothing to indicate that this was happening.
Mr President, it is clearly very difficult, given this
batch of proposals, for me to remain other than totally
uncommitted as a rapporteur on the other matters
concerning fisheries which have recently become the
subject of some difficulty. But I repeat that I only
introduce these as a rapporteur. !(ith the exception of
a vote with three abstentions on the Irish fishing plan,
all the other proposals were carried unanimously in
the Committee on Agriculture, and with that I
commend them to the House.
(A1tplau.,;e)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klinker to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Klinker. 
- 
(D) Mr President, at the last part-ses-
sion I already stated my position of principle on the
fisheries policy on behalf of my group, and all these
reports which Mr Hughes has presented, noting quite
rightly that the Committee on Agriculture also
adopted them, show once again that we must achieve
a unified fisheries policy, for in the end the diffi-
culties which Mr Hughes indicated are also due to the
fact that the Commission has not yet achieved a
united front in these negotiations. Only eight coun-
tries agreed. One country insisted on exceptional
rules, and this is really the source of the difficulties of
negotiating with non-Community countries.
On the whole my group regrets this, for in the mean-
time we have been informed, Mr Hughes, that the
British Government has adopted new, national
measures 
- 
3 or 4 measures 
- 
regarding herrings.
Of course these are marters which should really be
incorporated into the basic plan. So this raises the
question of how the Commission's area of negotiation
has now been reduced, for in the end these are surely
questions concerning the Community's overall fish-
eries policy. That is the difficulry facing us.
So I can only urge once again that the Commission
should manage as soon as possible to make the Minis-
ters adopt a common course, so that all the questions
concerning non-Member States can also be suffi-
ciently clarified. Until this is so, there will be consrant
difficulties in this area.
You just said that in fact two nations fish in Scottish
waters. Of course it is rather hard on them if we now
say: you can no longer fish there, because their
fishing industry will also be affected. We musr realize
that and realize that the same applies to the negotia-
tions the Commission will have to conduct with
Sweden, Poland and others on Baltic Sea fishing. Here
again, of course, there is not enough agreement in the
Council for the Commission to negotiate or to
prevent further delays in this area.
So my group considers that strong action must be
taken here. For the Commissioner did indicate in the
committee that he was now willing to do all he could
to obtain a single mandate. I can only point out rhat
until the Commission has such a mandate, the rron-
Member States will of course raise difficulties while
this problem of which you just spoke, Mr Hughes,
remains.
That is essentially what I wanted to say about these
reports, with which we agree. I should add that basi-
cally these matters have already been talked over in
the Council so that Parliament may only give its
blessing after the event. It would have been better if
these questions had been discussed in the committee
of experts first, before the Council of Ministers took a
decision, for then a definite stand taken by the Parlia-
ment would have been of more interest to the public
too.
(Altltlatnc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would first like
to thank Mr Hughes for the excellent way in which he
presented this series of reports ; his presentation was
fair and effective. I do not believe that these reports
give rise to any political controversy in Parliament. As
Mr Hughes rightly pointed out they did not cause any
disagreement in the Committee,on Agriculture and,
therefore, I too believe that they will have a smooth
run through Parliament. However, there are a couple
of points of a more general nature to which I would
like to draw attention.
Firstly, I feel that Parliament should be satisfied that
we have now persuaded the Council to accept the idea
that Parliament should debate, and be consulted on,
these fisheries proposals. I feel this is a crucial step
because, until such time as we have managed to frame
a common fisheries policy, it is very important for
both the Council and the Commission to have a
chance to air such proposals here, as I believe that
Parliament is best placed for communicating with the
people who are directly and adversely affected by the
fisheries policy.
I am therefore inclined to believe that it is of crucial
importance for both the Commission and the Council
to hear Parliament's opinion on these measures. I do
not claim that the Commission and Council lack
expert knowledge in these areas, but I would point out
that there most definitely are Members of this parlia-
ment who have ties and contacts with the day-to-day
fishing industry and who are certainly in a position to
advise both the Commission and the Council.
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For example, I feel that the discussion in our
committee on Mr Hughes' first report on fishing plans
for the area off the Western coast of Ireland was
extremely valuable, because it showed that these plans
are first class seen from the theoretical, academic
angle. I do not think it is possible to point to a single
mistake in them.
Yet Mr Hughes also touched, for instance, on the ques-
tion of fishing days, asking what is a day's fishing ? I
thought it was amusing to see how the Commissioner
was a little put out by this question because it is plain
that, from a theoretical viewpoint, a day is a day, yet
in terms of practical fishing a day can mean many
things. If a vessel leaves its home port on the 20th,
reaches its destination on the 22nd and lies hove-to in
a gale for three days, it must then 
- 
if it has, for
example, been allocated the right to fish for 5 days 
-sail home again according to the purely theoretical
argument, because it is not entitled to fish any more.
These things must be kept in mind, Mr Commis-
sioner, because if these fishing plans are to be effec-
tive it is essential that fishermen be ready to accept
them as practical measures. If they are not ready to do
so, however many fishing plans we draw up they will
never have the effect originally intended.
I can state on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group that we regard this first attempt at drawing up
fishing plans with interest. \fle take a very positive
view of it. In the first place, this report, in common
with the three previous reports by Parliament,
expresses the wish that account be taken of fishing in
coastal zones and in the various regions by ensuring
that these regions do not suffer too severely as a result
of the conservation measures that are applied. I there-
fore feel that this is a solution which we can try and
make work.
Secondly, I feel it is essential that we should make a
start now on fishing plans so as thereby to make
gradual progress towards a common fisheries policy
applicable to all Community waters, because it is here
that our problems lie. Until such time as we have
sorted out our common fisheries policy in the North
Sea and in our own waters, we shall be unable to
conclude agreements with third countries.
As Mr Hughes rightly stated, we cannot get the neces-
sary agreements with Canada. Iue cannot 8et the
necessary agreements with Poland, East Germany and
the Soviet Union. I7e have agreements with the Faroe
Islands and Sweden but are unable to organize our
fishing in relation to third countries. And what is
happening in the meantime ?
!(lhat I am now going to say mostly concerns Britain's
fishing problems. The United Kingdom must surely
be extremely interested in getting a fisheries policy
worked out for the Community, for I cannot under-
stand how the United Kingdom can maintain a
deep-sea fleet when, through the fisheries policy it is
pursuing in the North Sea, it is making it impossible
to obtain adequate agreements in the waters of third
countries ; reasonable agreements with third countries
are the essential preliminary to getting the British
fleet out fishing, as no one expects there to be room
for large vessels within our own fishing grounds in
Europe.
I would therefore like to end with a question to the
Commission : what view does the Commission in
actual fact take of the UK's latest initiative in intro-
ducing a national ban on herring fishing off the \fest
coast of Scotland and the announcement of the inten-
tion to extend the pout box four degrees further east ?
!(hat view does it take of these initiatives by the
British Government: will they help us more quickly
to secure an arrangement within the framework of the
common fisheries policy in the North Sea or will they
have the opposite effect with the result that we are
unable to obtain agreements with third countries, a
situation which, in my view, is hitting Britain
hardest ? I would add by way of a personal observation
that the island I come from in the Baltic, Bornholm,
is the area that is currently hardest hit by the lack of
agreements with third countries. It is quite simply
unreasonable that we should be unable to get a grip
on our own fisheries policy and that, as a result of this
failure, areas that are in no way involved in the battles
taking place in the North Sea should suffer from the
repercussions of these disputes.
The \flest German fishermen fishing in the Baltic and
our own fishermen fishing in the Baltic arc
completely innocent as regards overfishing in the
North Sea but are today subiect to a total ban on
fishing. This is really a fantastic situation and is due
solely to the fact that there is a strange controversy
going on in the North Sea, a controversy about what
are, in my opinion, minor details but one which is, at
the same time, highly charged politically.
Finally, I would like to say that we can endorse the
reports presented here ; we attach special importance
to these fishing plans as a sound basis on which to
build, and we support the proposals.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I only wish to
take up one or two points. I would congratulate Mr
Hughes, the rapporteur, on the way he has presented
his reports, which are complicated in the extreme, to
the House, with great clariry so we really do under-
stand exactly what we are dealing with. There are only
really two which I wish to talk about and I do not
want at this late hour to start entering into a great deal
of controversy. Mr Klinker has already set the ball
rolling for me concerning the action of my own
United Kingdom Government and Mr Kofoed also
mentioned it. It is incontrovertible that all the reports
we are getting indicate that the herring fishing has got
to be stopped. If not, then we are going to have no
herring left, and therefore the conservation measures,
the ban on herring fishing, are absolutely necessary.
That is the first point. I regret that my own Govern-
ment has beaten the gun in this matter, bringing in a
ban on fishing of herring off the lfest of Scotland just
a week before the Council of Ministers is likely to
take its own decision. But be that as it may, this is not
the place to debate these issues, which are better
debated in our own House of Commons. I just make
that point that I regret that has happened this way.
But there is absolutely no doubt that what we need are
the proposals which are coming forward from the
Commission and I welcome them and support them
on behalf of my group.
I turn to the proposals concerning the !7est greenland
coast. As mentioned by the rapporteur, there was a
meeting last week with the representatives from the
Canadian Parliament, both from the Senate and from
the Lower House, and they expressed great anxiety
concerning the lack of negotiations between the
Community and Canada concerning fishing off Green-
land and outside their own 200-mile limit on a part of
the continental shelf which to them is of vital interest.
However, I understand from the meeting in the
Committee on Agriculture on Monday that negotia-
tions with our Canadian friends are going to resume,
next week, I believe. This lightens my heart a great
deal and I hope they will be discussing the problem
of the continental shelf which is outside the 200-mile
limit. That was the information I gathered from Mr
Gundelach. I hope that they will be able to come to a
satisfactory conclusion, because it is a great worry to
our Canadian friends that these particular stocks are
being over-fished and they are linking them in their
own minds with what is provided for their fishermen
off the Greenland coast as well. The two are inter-
linked and I do not believe one will get a solution of
the one without the other.
On the other issues which our rapporteur has
mentioned, there is little that needs further commenr.
My group will support the recommendarions put
forward by our rapporteur and I am glad about the
agreements with the Faeroese and the Norwegians. I
am disturbed by the lacuna mentioned by our rappor-
teur, which allows the Faeroese and the Norwegians to
fish off the west coast of Scotland. I ask myself
whether that is confined to those two countries or
does it mean other third countries will be able to
enter those waters too ? Even if not, it is unfortunate
that these two countries can come in here and that
this was not mentioned to us. No doubt we ought to
have picked it up ourselves, but we did not. It was not
mentioned by Vice-President Gundelach in the
committee on Monday. I hope that Mr Vredeling,
when he is answering this debate, with his great know-
ledge of these matters, will be able to explain the posi-
tion to the House.
Apart from that, I welcome these reports and I
welcome the proposals from the Commission. I regret
that I cannot stay to hear Mr Vredeling's expert, intelli-
gent, and far-reaching reply.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brosnan to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Brosnan. 
- 
Mr President, we have before us
today a wide-ranging set of reports regarding fishing.
The very nature and diversity and number of these
reports reflect the unsatisfactory and confused situa-
tion in which we find ourselves in regard to the future
of fisheries and the want of a common policy in the
Community. The reports relate to fishing for herring
off the west coast of lreland, to the allocation of
catches of western Greenland, allocation to Canada,
the allocation of quotas in the waters of Norway and
the Faeroe islands and, finally, to the conclusion of
fishery agreements between the Community and
Sweden, the Faeroes and Norway. I would like to
comment briefly on some of these reports.
First of all, I should like to refer to the report
concerning the fishing plans for the !flest of lreland.
This proposal on fishing is the first of its kind and a
welcome innovation. As we know, it is based on an
Irish proposal to control, manage and conserve Irish
fishery resources. It will, I am sure, provide the
successful basis for future fishing plans in other areas,
in Irish waters and also for other species of fish and
for other Member States. This is essential, if the stocks
of fish in Irish waters are to be adequately conserved
and if the Irish fishing industry is to be given a real
opportunity to develop its full potential. Not only
must this proposal be supported on the grounds of
conservation, but it also provides a suitable means of
protecting the economic future of our coastal fishing
communities, by giving priority to the needs of the
small inshore fishermen. I would like to emphasize
that these fishing plans are limited to a very small
area and that the immediate approval of the Council
of Ministers is needed to have them implemented.
This, I feel, could provide a blueprint for further
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fishing plans to cover comPrehensively fishing in all
the waters in the Community. I think it should also
form a useful basis for the control of fishing in the
waters of other Member States.
\(ith regard to the proposal to ban the fishing of
herring in the Vest of Scotland zone, I understand,
that there is a serious doubt as to the adequacy and
the validity of the scientific evidence upon which this
proposal is based. rVhile I do not in any way claim to
be a scientific expert and while I am completely in
favour of the conservation of fish in every shape and
form, I would like to be satisfied that the scientific
justification for this measute is well founded. If there
is any doubt whatsoever about this scientific evidence,
we may be unfairly denying fishermen the right to
catch herring, whether it be limited by quota or not,
and thereby depriving them of the right to earn their
living, If there is any doubt whatsever on this matter, I
think that this doubt should be resolved in favour of
the fishermen. Alternatively, the Community may be
prepared to compensate these fishermen for any finan-
cial loss in that area.
Lastly, Mr President, I would like to refer to the ProPo-
sals to conclude fishery agreements with certain third
countries. !fle have discussed fishery arrangements
with third countries on several occasions in the past.
On these occasions, I and my Irish colleagues have
pointed out how illogical it is to Srant fishing rights
to the fishermen of third countries, when the Commu-
nity has not yet decided what fishing rights to give its
own fishermen. I must again emphasize that if we
should go ahead with these proposals as suggested in
the report, then we are asking for a lot of trouble from
our fishermen. I do not think it is necessary for me to
elaborate any further on this point, but I do want to
emphasize that this was and remains our attitude'
I should like in conclusion to thank the rapporteur
for the excellence of his report, for the detail and
clarity and the manner in which he presented it. I
would like, however, to take him to task on one
matter. I refer to the statement which he has made in
paragraph 2 of his report, Doc. 232178, where he
states that 'consultation of the European Parliament
on this matter of agreements with third countries is a
pure formality, as these agreements have in fact been
in force since they were signed.' I feel this statement
is somewhat misleading. I do not claim to be an
expert on international law, but I doubt if the rappor-
teur is correct. I should like this matter to be cleared
up by the rapporteur or someone else and, if this is
not satisfactory, perhaps he would suggest a more
suitable formulation for this paragraph.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Andersen.
Mr Andersen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I too would
like to thank Mr Hughes for the excellent reports now
before us and I apologise for taking up a few minutes
of the House's time to Put forward a number of obser-
vations that are not directly connected with these
reports, which I can, moreover, support. I do feel,
howeuer, that the question of the role of industrial
fishing in the overall Pattern of fishing must be
brought into the negotiations on a future common
EEC fisheries policy.
In previous negotiations it has been argued that indus-
trial fishing was an obstacle to the rebuilding of fish
stocks in the North Sea. This argument is naturally
based on the fact that industrial fishing originally
consisted of catching herring, coupled with the fact
that the highly effective item of fishing gear deve-
loped in Norway called the purse seine was also
brought into use for industrial fishing. It has also been
claimed that fishing with small mesh tackle means
that very large by-catches are collected, including
spawn and fish that are not fully grown.
Mr President, the question of striking an appropriate
balance between the various forms of fishing can be
considered from the political and the economic and
biological angles. I would like to point out that indus-
trial fishing has long since concentrated on species of
fish which cannot be exploited directly for human
consumption. The main species concerned are sand
eel and Norway pout. These species are not them-
selves under threat and, so far at least, no limit has
been fixed by scientists for permitted catch levels.
I would also like to point out that it is wrong to
believe or claim that industrial fishing does not
benefit the human consumer. The benefits are
reflected in the industrial applications of this kind of
fish. Approximately 95 o/o of industrial fish landed is
converied into fish meal which, in the form of protein
additive, is used in agriculture in the production of
processed animal products.
The oil extracted by the fish-processing industry is
used in margarine products and the remaining surplus
is used as feedingstuffs, particularly in the fish-
farming industry. Calculations have shown that better
use is made of protein by converting it into animal
products than by letting industrial fish serve solely as
a feedingstuff for edible fish, notably cod, haddock
and whiting.
Economic comparisons of the price relationship
between imported protein in the form of soya beans
and protein derived from industrial fish also turn out
to the advantage of industrial fishing.
Previously, scientific advice and the overall objective
concerning the exploitation of fish stocks have
focused exclusively on increasing the stock of each
species as much as possible. Today it is beginning to
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be realized that the species of fish in a given stretch of
water, for example, the North Sea, are mutually
dependent. It has been established that heavy fishing
resulting in a reduction of certain stocks such as mack-
erel, herring and whiting leads to an increase in other
species such as sprat, sand eel and pout. The total
yield from the North Sea has, by and large, remained
unchanged for the last l0 years. The Danish Govern-
ment has increased its research grants in this field and
Danish scientists are collaborating with marine biolo-
gists from other countries in order to clarify all these
various factors. If the figures scientists are at present
working on turn out to be correct, this will increase
the scope for the rational exploitation of the protein
resources in the sea and, more particularly, in the
North Sea ; in this context industrial fishing plays a
major role.
!7hen talking about industrial fishing it is naturally
essential to consider too the problem of by-catches,
that is to say by-catches of fish suitable for human
consumption, the chief species concerned being cod,
haddock and whiting, which, in some countriis, are
very sought-after varieties of food fish. As mentioned
earlier, it is claimed that industrial fishing uses small
mesh netting and therefore necessarily involves
substantial by-catches.
However, I would like to point out here that
by-catches are a feature of virtually every form of
fishing and, furthermore, that it has been established
that, when fishing for the abovementioned edible
species of fish, fishermen from certain countries have
been throwing away fish of these species that are not
yet fully grown and doing so on such a scale that,
lately, the quantities thrown away have exceeded the
volume of by-catches collected by Danish industrial
fishermen.
In connection with implementation of the agreement
between the eight EEC countries Denmark has
reduced the by-catch percentage from 30 o/o to l0 o/o.
This was naturally done in recognition of the impor-
tance of protecting the species of food fish referred to
previously, and I would like to remind the House of
the fact that the by-catches of food fish collected by
Danish industrial fishermen are not thrown away but
set aside for human consumption and, furthermore,
that these by-catches are included in the Danish
quota for food fish.
I hope that, with these comments, I have countered
some of the criticism still being levelled at industrial
fishing, and I think too I have emphasized the need
for an appropriate role for industrial fishing in the
future common fisheries policy.
I also feel that these comments demonstrate how
unreasonable are some of the latest unilateral British
measures on fishing. For example, there is no scien-
tific lustification for extending the pout box off the
East coast of Scotland. Firstly, the Norway pout is in
no way threatened by overfishing and, hence, there is
no reason to protect it and, secondly, there is no scien-
tific data showing that the by-catch of haddock and
whiting is sufficiently large to represent a threat to
these species of food fish. The steps raken by the
British can therefore be seen only as a unilateral aid to
national fishermen and as an outright harassment of
the Danish industrial fishing industry. The decision
taken is a purely political one and has nothing to do
with conservation of fish species.
Mr President, I would like in conclusion to take the
liberty of putting the following question to the
Commission: How does the Commission intend to
react to the four unilateral measures taken by the
British, which are being implemented just as the
current intense negotiations on a common EEC fish-
eries policy are taking place ?
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kavanagh.
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to make
a few remarks on the reports by Mr Hughes, which we
have before us, and in doing so I would like to remind
the House that we had a very wide-ranging discussion
on fishing at the last meeting in Strasbourg, when
many of us made points about the serious situation in
which the fishing industry within the Communiry
now finds itself, mainly as a result of a continuation of
overfishing, not only by third country boats but by the
boats of Member States themselves. Now we in the
Socialist Group 
- 
and let me say immediately that I
am not the speaker for the Socialist Group 
- 
have
been pointing this out for a number of years in this
House and demanding that certain action be taken, so
as to conserve stocks of fish throughout Community
waters. It is regrettable that the demands we made
were not listened to by the Commission and the
Council and that we now find ourselves with a docu-
ment from the Commission which in effect will bring
great hardship to fishermen, particularly in Ireland
where one of the proposals, the one dealt with by Mr
Hughes in Document 2lll78, is causing us serious
concern.
In the debate last week and on previous occasions we
have, as I said, demanded that action be taken to
control and conserve fish stocks. I welcome, so far as
it goes, the attempt demanded being made to bring
this about, but I think it must be said clearly that the
horse has bolted. These measures now being taken are
too late for the thousands of fishermen engaged in the
industry around the coasts of the Communiry.
Since, as I have said, the document deals particularly
with fishermen in my own country, I want to inform
the House how the measures being suggested will
affect those fishermen. There are about 7 000 full-
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time fishermen engaged in the fishing industry in
Ireland, and there is a factor of somewhere between 5
and 7 by which you multiply to find out the size of
total employment in the fishing industry, so that we
could say that about 35 to 45 000 people are engaged
in the fishing industry in my country. It is a sizeable
number for a small country. It was a fast-growing
industry and one with great prospects, but we can see
a fullstop being put to the expansion and Srowth of
that industry by the measures the Commission is
being forced to take and impose on the fishermen, as
I say, of the whole Community.
It is useful to remind the House that the commu-
niqu6 issued after the Council meeting on 30 October
1976 committed itself to a progressive development of
the Irish fishing industry, despite the fact that the rest
of the proposals on fishing involved the cutting back
of fishing efforts in every other Community country.
The development programmes which the Community
accepted for Ireland envisaged an increase in fishing
catch by Irish fishermen of 100 000 tonnes of fish by
the end of 1979. This was a planned increase of
25000 tonnes of fish on the 1975 figure. Now this
would have represented about 3 to 4 o/o of the total
catch in Community waters, so it could not be said
that the Irish were demanding something outlandish
or outrageous for their own fishermen. A 3 or 4 o/o
share of the fishing was a reasonable quota to be
given, so as to continue the rapid expansion of the
fishing industry in Ireland.
As I explained last month, the fishing industry in
Ireland is based mainly in those areas of Ireland
where there is very little else by way of an alternative
in the form of industrial or other employment for
those engaged in it, i.e. the Northwest, the !flest, the
Southwest and the Southeast. This means that when a
cutback is being made on the amount of fish to be
taken from Irish waters, particularly the most impor-
tant species, i.e. herring, which accounts for by far the
greatest quantity of fish taken by lrish fishermen, this
is indeed a very serious situation not only for Irish
fishermen, but for the whole country and one of its, as
I say, fastest-growing industries.
The plan is basically this : the \7est of Scotland
fishing area, which includes Donegal Bay, has been
given a quota of 8 500 tonnes. 'We learn from the
rapporteur, Mr Hughes, that this is now very much in
doubt as a result of the latest proposals from the
marine biologists to the Commission. Ve hear that
there is a very strong demand that the Donegal fisher-
men's quota be wiped out, and that it will be reduced
to nil by the end of the year.
In the lrish Sea area for fishermen from the North of
Ireland and from the Howth area, there is a quota of
2146 tonnes. The Galway and Mayo area of Ireland
have a quota of l0 000 tonnes, which is a reduction
on the considerably higher figure of 25 000 tonnes
caught in the previous year. For a fisherman in
Arklow and Vicklow in my own constituency and for
those in !flexford, there is a nil quota: no fish at all
for the coming year. For fishermen in the Cork and
Kerry area it is 2 500 tonnes. The quota therefore for
the whole of Ireland, North and South, is 15 545
tonnes, whereas only two or three years ago the
Commission was suggesting that the industry could
grow to a total catch of 100 000 tonnes. Mr President,
I know that you know these facts very well and that
you are concerned too. This is the situation in which
we are debating these measures.
Yesterday, in another meetinS in this House, we
learned that in the new Regional Fund the Irish quota
was once again going to be reduced and that the redu-
tion of 0'046 in the Irish quota from the Regional
Fund, would mean a reduction of about I 350 000 in
our allocation from that Fund. This is in sharp
contrast with what was being promised some time
ago, and so when we look at paragraph 2 in the resolu-
tion drawn up by Mr Hughes, where he says that the
Committee regrets the delay on the part of the
Community in adopting measures to Preserve herring
stocks, we can only agree with him. It has simply
meant to many Irish men that they will not be able to
pay for the boats that they have on hire purchase, and
indeed that they will not even be able to bring home
a pay packet to their wives.
It is fortunate today that we have Mr Vredeling with
us in the House rather than Mr Gundelach, because
he is the Commissioner dealing with social affairs,
and when in paragraph 5 of the motion for a resolu-
tion the rapporteur puts in the hope that the rePercus-
sions will be limited by suitable structural measures,
we hope that Mr Vredeling will indeed take note of
the very serious situation that will result from the
implementation of these fishing quotas around the
coast of Ireland. A great deal will need to be done to
alleviate the hardship that is going to be visited upon
those 7 000 Irish fishermen and the 35 to 45 000
other people engaged in the fishing industry'
In conclusion, Mr President, I would hope that our
Government would take a very, very strong line in
their further negotiations on the fishing industry, a
stronger line than they have been taking uP to now.
!7hen I contrast the strident voices from the EPD
side of the House some years ago when these
problems were being discussed with the speech we
have heard from that direction today, I am very
nervous about the stance being taken by the Irish
Government in these discussions. I hope that the
attraction of money for gunboats has not watered
down the strong rePresentations that should be made
on behalf of Irish fishermen.
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Finally I would say, Mr President, that the suggestion
made by the Socialist group way back in October
1975 indicated the only real conservation measure for
inshore fishermen around the Community waters.
!7hat was suggested on that occasion was that there
should be conservation zones of up to 50 miles
controlled by the coastal State for the purpose of
conservation of fish stocks. This is the only real
conservation method that can be taken by the
Community to preserve what few fish remain in
Community waters.
fishing industry, which is in a desperate enough situa-
tion anyway. The immediate cost to Danish fishermen
of the unilateral measures taken by the British will be
approximately Dkr 60 m. To this should be added the
longer-term implications for the industries and
subcontractors connected with the fishing industry; a
direct annual loss for Denmark of up to Dkr 3-400 m
is being suggested. In Denmark this is a great deal for
a single industry.
Several regions in Denmark 
- 
and these are often
developing regions 
- 
are very hard hit and Danish
fishermen have, as perhaps many people are aware,
protested by blockading ports and taking similar
action in sheer desperation. The conclusion which, to
my mind, must be drawn as far as Denmark is
concerned is that 
- 
as it is not possible to wait until
the European Communiry frames a common fisheries
policy and as even when such a policy has been
agreed there are big countries that ride roughshod
over it 
- 
Denmark will perhaps be compelled to take
the matter into its own hands just as the United
Kingdom has done for its part. The conclusion is that
we must regain our freedom of action and our right to
negotiate with countries outside the Community, as
the present situation is quite untenable for Denmark.
Mr Kofoed and Mr Andersen have asked the Commis-
sion what action it intends to take regarding the
measures introduced unilaterally by the British, and I
would like to make this my question as well. I7hile I
have my doubts, it may be that we will now receive an
explanation from the Commission about what action
it intends to take.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) W President, the debate
on these proposals seems to me to be of somewhat
academic nature and, indeed, several speakers have in
fact talked about other matters.
It is of course a political reality that the prospects
today for a common EEC fisheries policy are very
poor. The fact of the matter is that one single major
country, the United Kingdom, is disregarding the
measure of agreement reached by eight other coun-
tries and that the EEC Commission, at least so far, has
not dared to bring the UK before the European Court
of Justice ; on the contrary, rumour has it that it will
approve, in any case, two, and perhaps more, of the
four measures unilaterally introduced by Great Britain.
!flhat is more, this is being done despite the fact that,
as my colleague Mr Andersen has just pointed out, the
measures in question are, at least to a considerable
extent, of a nationalistic and protectionist nature and
are not on the face of it justified on conservation
grounds, as pout, haddock and whiting are not threat-
ened either by overfishing or by by-catches.
Several speakers mentioned the fact that countries
outside the Community are growing increasingly
impatient at the failure to conclude agreements with
the EEC solely for the reason that the Community has
not managed to formulate anything resembling a
common fisheries policy and that there is no prospect
whatsoever of it doing so in the immediate future.
These countries are compelled to live in uncertainty
as regards their rights in 'Community waters' and, for
this reason, are also reluctant to grant concessions in
their respective territorial waters to EEC countries.
For Denmark, which is, of course, the European
Community's largest fishing nation, the situation is
particularly serious and it is no coincidence therefore
that I am the third Danish member to get up and
speak. The situation is very serious in the Danish
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to
compliment Mr Hughes on the excellent way that he
has broken down these seven difficult sets of propo-
sals for the Parliament, and indeed for the diligence
with which he has tackled this very difficult 
"rd deli-cate subiect many times during this year.
I think listening to my colleague, Mr Kavanagh, and
indeed to the last speaker, many Members from consti-
tuencies that do not border the sea might perhaps get
an indication of the seriousness of the problem for the
people who are directly engaged in fishing. I would
suggest to many of those present that they try to visu-
alize the outcry there would be in my own country,
for instance, if the dairy farmers were told they could
only produce a fifth of the milk they produced last
year for sale at the creameries, or if our friends from
Italy were told they could only sell a tenth of the wine
they sold last year, or if in any other sector workers or
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producers were told that their incomes were being
drastically cut, either by a serious percentage or
indeed totally, which is what the suggestions made by
the Commissioner and indeed by Mr Hughes, when
they propose no catch at all for 1979, would mean for
the fishermen in the areas concerned. Now, I accept,
of course, that it is desirable from the point of view of
the Commission, that this package of seven proposals
should have a speedy passage through the Parliament.
Nevertheless, the fact that the Parliament is opting to
deal with it expeditiously does not mean that it is not
a very serious matter for all the people involved. We
all regret that the stocks of fish in the world's waters
have been reduced to such a very low state. I under-
stand that these proposals are not considered conten-
tious by the Committee on Agriculture. I should also
iust like to mention in passing that the fishermen's
organizations have not made their views known to me
or indeed to my colleagues, as far as I can recall.
Nonetheless, fishing and the fishing policy constitute,
I think, an important item on our agenda. I feel that I
must make a number of points and perhaps put one
or rwo questions to the Commissioner and air the grie-
vances which those engaged in the Community
fishing industry legitimately express.
The proposals as already said are for regulations esta-
blishing fishing plans for directed herring fishing
zones and a regulation laying down certain conserva-
tion and management measures for common fisheries
resources off the lUest greenland coast applicable in
1978 to vessels flying the flag of Canada. All the other
proposals deal comprehensively with the industry as a
whole. I think that we must remember that the propo-
sals impose an outright ban on fishing in large areas
as far as herring is concerned and these regulations
certainly will cause much hardship to boatowners and
skippers who work, I might say, for a bountiful
harvest, to pay for their boats and gear, all of which, I
might add, are extremely expensive and, I think it is
true to say, mainly purchased on credit or on loans.
Now, as far as Documents 174, 176 and 213178 are
concerned, I agree on the need for agreements. But I
have strong reservations and oppose formal signing
pending the emergence of an acceptable internal
fishing policy. I have consistently held the view that
the Community requires an acceptable and satisfac-
tory internal agreement as a basis for agreements with
third countries. The Commission is proposing in its
fishing plans, for instance, in the areas west of
Scotland which includes the Northern and perhaps
'S7estern parts of lreland, that only four fishing vessels
out of eighty vessels listed should be fishing on any
day or at any one time. This is, I suggest a very serious
cutback on the employment opportunities and possibi-
lites for the large numbers of peoples and families
concerned. I should like to ask the Commission,
perhaps to outline its plans for helping to sustain the
families of these people if it has any.
In Document 205, page 5, in the general considera-
tions we see the words 'fishery stock conservation
policy based on the most complete scientific
evidence.' Now it has already, I think, been
mentioned that this particular scientific evidence is
questioned by virtue of the fact that the number of
scientists involved in this research has been very small
and I would submit respectfully that there is no clear
evidence for that statement. I (b) refers to 'manage-
ment policies including quotas and control of fishing
methods and equipment in closely defined zones.'
Now we have been speaking in this House and indeed
elsewhere for a considerable amount of time, about
the need for coastal bands and when the Commission
proposals only extend to l2-mile coastal bands, you
must remember that it is difficult to pinpoint these.
And when you remember that these bands are elastic
bands, inasmuch as the fishermen will be inclined to
move that little bit closer to the coast, then I do not
think there is a tremendous amount of protection for
the inshore fishermen. I would therefore like to see
greater determination on the part of the Commission
in safeguarding the particular interests of the coastal
States concerned. I agree that, before the Council
meeting, Parliament should have given its opinion on
these proposals in an effort to expedite an agreement,
because it is quite clear that the state of the industry
means that we must have agreement and must have
sacrifices. But at the same time, I would hope that
there would be worthwhile proposals which would
ensure that, in view of the sacrifices involved in the
interests not iust of the Communiry fishing industry
but of the industry in the world as a whole, the rela-
tively small number of people involved in the coastal
regions and the poorer peripheral regions should
perhaps be compensated to some extent and helped
over the lean times that they certainly can expect over
the next couple of years.
Again, Mr President, might I compliment the rappor-
teur on the work he has put into this matter, and I
hope that the Commissioner might be able to give the
House an assurance that the Commission will come
up with proposals to ensure that serious financial hard-
ship will not be caused to people who have, over the
last couple of years, invested in expensive fishing
boats and gear, and that some assistance will be given
to them to help them meet the interest payments and
the repayments on such boats, and that the numbers
who will lose employment by virtue of the fact that
there is an outright ban on herring fishing will not be
caused to suffer unduly.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Kennet.
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Lord Kennet. 
- 
Mr President, I want to make threepoints only after complimenting my friend, Mr
Hughes, on the thoroughness and diligence and polit-
ical good judgment evident in the reports whiih he
has laid before us.
My first point is about a puzzling table. It is the table
on page l5 of Document 228 which gives the alloca_
tions and catches for Norwegian waters in the far
North according to species. Now the table is divided
into three columns, the first t'wo of which show a prev-
ious proposal for the whole year and a present prop-
osal for the second half of the year. That is quiteieni-
ible ; when we have seen what people get in the first
half, we make a revised proposal for tht second half.
The last column shows the catches, which presumably
is what nations have actually caught up in thosi
distant waters.
Now there are two problems here. First of all the
catches refer to the period from I January to 3l July,but, Mr Presidenr, it is not yet the 3l Juiy. Therifoie
we must assume that these catches are only estimates.
Very well ! Ve now look down the line and we see
that, for instance, the United Kingdom was allocated
34 000 tonnes of cod. It is expected to have caught
25 000 tonnes, therefore the revised allocation for ihe
second half of the year is 9 000 ronnes. This makes
admirable sense. But when we come to France 
- 
and
France appears 4 times in the list, under cod,
haddock, saithe and other species 
- 
we find that
France is allocated a very precise number of tonnes,
7 589 tonnes of cod, and we find that up to 3l July,France is expected to have taken 7 589 tonnes of-cod,
not 7 590, not 7 588, and that France is therefore allo-
cated no cod for the rest of the year. Now this table is,
of course, the sort of table which raises suspicions
even in the most benevolent parliamentarian. I
suspect that something has been arranged. ITho are
these fantastically accurate estimators of the French
performance ? Is it the French Government or is it
the Commission ? If it is the Commission, how is the
Commission so much more sure about what France
will do than about what any other country will do ? I
admit to being puzzled.
Now on the larger issue, I want first of all to be a little
historical and say how good it is to an old campaigner
in this matter to see a table like Annex II to the same
report where you are given the ICES recommended
total allowable catches right back to 1975. I wish it
went further. It is set out there without any bones
made about it and compared quite honestly with the
much more permissive recommended TAi's coming
from the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commissionl
- 
not, of course, the North Sea Atlantic Fisheries
Commission, at it is described in the text. It is only
I* I:.r1 ago since I and others were battling in theBritish Parliament against the then British -Go".rn_
ment to get them to produce the ICES recommended
catches. They were treated as a secret document.
Aspersions were cast on the scientific integrity of the
workers at ICES at Charlottenlund. The iituation is
now_ transfigured and the Commission is basing itself
on the best available facts and I am very glad that it is.
Above all, I am glad that it is not trying to set up its
own estimating service in competition with the
already existing one, which is perfectly good and
would have been perfectly good all along if only it
had been listened too.
!flhich brings me to the main point for our Irish
friends here. Many voices have been raised, especially
Irish ones, about the great difficulty of asking fish-
ermen to accept these enormous cuts in their catches.
!/ell, I am afraid it is inevitable ; we all should have
seen it coming. It is simply anorher way of saying we
did not listen ro ICES ten years ago, eight years ago,
six years ago. Our governments in many countries are
to blame for having ignored this advice and allowing
the stocks to run right down. There is no alternativi
to the cuts ; it is either a 90 o/o cut this year, or it is a
100 0/o cut next year without any hope of recovery.
But now that we are listening to the scientific advicl,
we may be confident of a recovery of the stocks,
painful as it will be in the meantime.
Now we have this strange ongoing phenomenon of
the conflict between the one and the eight in all this.
It is good that we are coming to the end of the srage
where the British Government is demanding it knows
not what, and the other eight are refusing everything
they can think of. It is good that we havi now come
to the stage where everybody is falling over them-
selves to put down conservation 
-earu.es. Of coursethere is a marked similarity between the British
conservation measures and the likely Commission
conservation measures, where they cover the same
stocks and the same seas, which they do not always.
This is only to be welcomed and I would like to make
one general political observation about the whole fish-
eries tangle which we have seen. I do this not simply
out of a desire to revive old, unhappy, far-off thingi
and battles long ago but because there is a lesson to
be learned for the future. Now what happened when
Britain joined the Community was that a policy was
drawn up among the existing six Memberi which it
was not possible for Britain to accept. There was
consequently a classic, long-running battle between
Britain and the others, during which positions were
taken up which are now proving extremely difficult to
abandon. I will not take time to iustify it, but I
believe, myself, that the subject matter of the war is
now virtually exhausted ; the two sides are within half
an inch of each other and it is perhaps habit rather
than any intrinsic difference which allows the conflict
to continue.
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Now how did this conflict arise ? It arose because at
the time of the British application to join the
common market, Britain did not want to look at the
difficult bits of the issue, did not want to look into the
dark corners. We were so anxious to get in, we left
fisheries aside and said we could fix that later. On the
other hand 
- 
and I do not know if Mr Vredeling
would accept this 
- 
it is my view that at that time,
years ago now, the Commission was not nearly
adequately staffed to understand the matter. The first
proposals on an internal fishery regime to come out of
the Commission were, I think, very poorly informed,
poorly researched and showed very little under-
standing of the reality. All that has been corrected
now, but after years and after a great deal of avoidable
political bloodshed. !trfle were too quiet about it when
we came in, the Commission was not sufficiently
informed about it when it undertook the negotiations.
Faults on both sides. Now, why do I raise all this ?
Because once again there is going to be an enlarge-
ment of the Community, and if we could have
avoided the battles by better preparation and less polit-
ical shyness in the case of the last enlargement, so can
we also hope to avoid future battles if we are careful to
look at everything in time. I do not know what Spain,
Portugal and Greece are saying to the Commission
about fish; I do not know how much the Commis-
sion knows about Spanish, Greek and Portuguese fish-
eries; but I very much hope that it is not the same
picture of inhibition facing ignorance that we had in
the case of British, Danish and Irish accession.
I will go one further and say that these considerations
apply not only to fisheries. They may apply to
anything, they may apply to agriculture, to industry, to
fiscal harmonization. I would therefore ask Mr Vred-
eling, as Commission representative, to do what he
can to ensure that awkward bits in the negotiations
with Spain, Greece and Portugal are tackled head-on
in spite of their awkwardness and even if the appli-
cant countries do not themselves raise them. lUfe can
learn from our mistakes in the past.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President o-f tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I should like to begin by apolo-
gizing for the fact that Mr Gundelach is unable to be
present and that I have to replace him. I am
consequently somewhat at a disadvantage in replying
to questions relating to a sphere with which I am
reasonably well acquainted from an earlier period but
the details of which I no longer have at my fingertips
since other activities now take up most of my time.
My apologies are made somewhat easier by the fact
that Parliament, if I may put it this way, only decided
at a very late stage to discuss this matter now and not
tomorrow. Consequently the officials who know a lot
about this matter are not here. That is a pity but we
cannot change the situation.
Let me begin by thanking Mr Hughes for his report
and the manner in which he introduced it just now.
The attitude to this matter taken by the Committee
on Agriculture, on whose behalf he spoke, shows a
large measure of realism. In most cases, I believe, it
followed the Commission proposals and for that I am
grateful. A number of comments have been made and
I should like to discuss them now although I will find
it rather difficult to marshal my arguments.
I should like to say something about Community
fishing plans for directed herring fishing in certain
zones. Our proposal on this subject is really quite
simple. It concerns fishing for one species, herring, on
one area, off the \7est of Ireland. Only t'wo Member
States, Ireland and the Netherlands, are concerned. It
has been pointed out, I think by Mr Brosnan, that this
proposal could provide a blueprint for further fishing
plans in other waters. I agree with Mr Brosnan.
In its draft resolution of 30 January 1978 the Commis-
sion proposed the introduction of fishing plans. This
is therefore the first step in that direction. The
Commission hopes that the favourable opinion
expressed in the Committee on Agriculture's motion
for a resolution will be approved by Parliament. This
would give the Commission encouragement to
continue along this path. The Council has already
received the proposal. It was on the agenda for the
Council meeting of 19 and 20 June 1978 but, as you
are aware, the Council took no decision. In fact, it
took no decision on other matters on the agenda and
will have to deal with this question again when it
meets on 24 July next.
The special factor now is that the herring season
began on I July. Therefore the Commission
submitted this proposal in order to recommend that
the Member States concerned, Ireland and the Nether-
lands, should already apply in practice the regulation
which we have submitted as a formal proposal. Any
further delay would adversely affect fish stocks.
Mr Hughes' report contains a number of comments. It
contains repeated comments about the Management
Committee. The Commission feels that it cannot
manage without this committee. It forms a part of the
overall policy in the agricultural and the fisheries
spheres. Parliament's criticism here is conventional.
Once upon a time I used to voice the same criticisms.
I remember how the Management Committees first
came about in the early 1960s.
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But in the meantime it has become customary to
build in certain guarantees when these committees are
set up. The Commission remains in permanent
control of the policy and consequently so does Parlia-
ment, indirectly. In the last analysis the Council must
decide on the management comnlittee procedure if
no agreement can be reached but the Commission
must submit proposals. The Commission may even be
the subject of criticism from the Parliament. I there-
fore feel that in this way we have sufficient inbuilt
guarantees for parliamentary control. The Commis-
sion can always be requested to account for its actions
in the Management Committees.
In reply to paragraph 6 of the motion for a resolution
contained in Document No 205/78, I can agree that
the Commission should include all necessary informa-
tion in future proposals on fishing plans. I would
point out that the scientific data and figures relating
to total allowable catches and catch quotas are in fact
the same figures which appeared in earlier Commis-
sion proposals which have already been discussed in
Parliament. In paragraph I I of the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in Document 206178, the Commission
is requested to draw up a draft regulation providing
for a system of licences. I can say that the Commis-
sion will comply with this request in so far as it is
humanly possible to fit all these matters into one prop-
osal. On the need for a system of licences there is
indeed no difference of opinion between the
Committee on Agriculture and the Commission. !7e
are fully agreed on the principle and that is laid down
in Article 8 of the basic regulation.
Mr President, may I now perhaps say a word on the
comments which were made in the course of the
debate. Mr Hughes asked a question which he said I
did not need to answer. He asked me to define what is
a day. Now, this week I have been through some days
in another context which enable me to give him a
perfect definition of what a day is. But as far as fish-
eries are concerned I would refer you to what Mr
Kofoed said : if the weather should be appalling, with
gales or the like, so that the fishermen cannot fish
and must return to port, what is then the definition of
such a day ?
I believe that this example taken from real life shows
us that the definition must be kept flexible. Obviously
we cannot give one simple definition to cover every
eventuality. Conditions are so different, especially
when we are talking about deep-sea fishing, and can
change so radically that a flexible approach is neces-
sary. Further consideration of the definition should
therefore take account of experience in deciding how
the definition may be applied.
Mr Kofoed, like many others, talked about a ban on
fishing, but first let me comment on another associ-
ated matter. Much has been said about the biologists
who provide certain statistics which frequently contra-
dict each other. It does indeed happen that scientific
evidence does not suit some people. It frequently
occurs in politics as well.
But as Lord Kennet and Mr Scott-Hopkins rightly
pointed out, usually there is no more reliable
evidence. Parliament must accept this. These are the
best figures we have. I am not suggesting that the
Commission itself should draw up such statistics,
because science is science. The evidence must always
be as objective as possible. It must not be the object of
political horse-trading, if I may call it that, or of the
usual political practice of give and take which in itself
might be reasonable. But that cannot be the case with
scientific evidence. I would strongly oppose this, and I
therefore believe that we must base our policy on the
data we have because we have no other data. If we
depart from this basis we shall be lost because the
matter will then become a question of give and take.
And then we shall finish up with a situation 
- 
and in
this respect I can agree with what Lord Kennet said
- 
where certain species will be overfished and there
will then have to be a total ban on all fishing.
That would be disastrous for the fishing industry and
the people working in it. Therefore I do not believe
that what Mr Christensen said is the solution. Mr
Christensen said that Denamrk would have to take the
law into its own hands again and would have to do
everything itself. That might be tempting in certain
situations but it is not in Denmark's own best inter-
ests to do so. I would like to make that point clear. It
is of course a temptation but I would expressly warn
against a situation in which the Member States were
unable to resist temptation.
'We must therefore work on the basis of the scientific
evidence. Various members have pointed out that they
are the best available facts. Now it has been said that
on this basis decisions have been taken leading to a
certain ban on fishing for the Communiry but not for
Norway, the Faroese and other third countries.
Yes, that is true. Negotiations have been undertaken
with those countries and, to a certain extent, gentle-
men's agreements concluded. That is quite true, but as
soon as the Council has taken a decision on these
proposals the Commission can take action and then
more detailed discussions will be undertaken directly
with these countries. That is certain. Once the
Community takes formal decisions and thereby
enables the Commission to take action, also in the
formal sense of the term, new discussions must be
undertaken with those countries so that the agree-
ments with third countries may take account of the
political agreements which have been reached in the
meantime 
- 
and as far as this is concerned, I have
not yet given up hope 
- 
on rhe Community fisheries
policy and on the fishing plans which I hope will be
prepared in the not too distant future.
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Mr President, several people have asked what the
Commission will do in the light of the unilateral
measures taken by the United Kingdom.
The Commission agrees that these measures are unilat-
eral. It would have been better if they had waited until
the Council had met or until Parliament had held its
debate. But on the other hand, the content of the
British Government measures is fully in line with the
Commission's proposals. And therefore I would
quickly agree with what Lord Kennet said: 'we are
within half an inch of each other', and an inch is very
small. But it is true that despite all the difficulties and
because of the developments there has been a certain
convergence if you look at the measures which have
been taken. So there is hope that we shall all benefit
from this if we do not try to make it a matter of pres-
tige, because that is the most wretched political situa-
tion imaginable, when prestige becomes the guiding
principle.
The measures have only recently been taken. \fle
directly requested more information from the British
Government and we must delay our final opinion
until we have received that information.
I cannot imagine that this subject will not be
mentioned at the next Council meeting to be held on
24 July. The Commission therefore immediately
asked for information and I can tell Parliament that
we shall look at the situation on this basis and draw
the necessary conclusions. But I thought it was worth-
while pointing out that the content of the measures is
not totally different from the policy which the
Commission had proposed.
Lord Kennet made one other comment which in
itself is totally justified. He pointed out that in the
Community of the Six we drew up a fisheries policy
which was really unable to take account of all the
factors which are at present important. Now I can
understand this because at that time I was a member
of Parliament's Committee on Agriculture and I know
that in his reasoning there is a grain of truth. But the
enlargement of the Community brought about a new
situation.
Fisheries did not come under the common policy. \7e
suddenly had to prepare a policy and consequently a
number of things were decided then which now need
to be changed. But I should like to tell Lord Kennet
that in its proposal the Commission is simply making
adjustments. That is the situation we are in at present.
'!trfle are ad justing our policy in the light of the
problems which have arisen and the needs which have
become apparent in the course of time. \7e are not
taking temporary ad boc measures. \7e are working
on the basis of forecasts, on the basis of scientific
expertise. Our measures are long-term measures. lUTe
want to be sure that fish stocks exist in all the waters
of the Community so that there is a future for the
fishing industry, for the people working in it and so
that the consumers will still be able to eat fish.
Lord Kennet spoke finally about the forthcoming
enlargement of the Community. The accession of the
applicant countries will require several years of further
negotiations. I can tell him, for example, that Spain
has a fishing industry which produces 30 0/o of the
total Community production. It is therefore no small
matter, it is an enormous amount which we shall have
to digest if and when Spain accedes, and I therefore
believe that we cannot start too soon on preparing and
thinking through a fisheries policy for the enlarged
Communiry. In the context of existing Community
regulations we will, of course, have to make adjust-
ments but I thought that the Community fisheries
policy which we are at present developing, as is now
being proposed, should be the basis for new arrange-
ments when new Member States accede.
Mr McDonald asked a question which I did not quite
understand about Irish boats fishing off the Vest
coast of Scotland. I thought that Irish boats were free
to fish there. At least I was unaware that they were
forbidden to do so and that the number of fishing
boats had been fixed. But it may well be that I am
now skating on thin ice and that I am imagining that
I know things which at this moment I do not know
exactly.
Mr Gundelach's assistant has confirmed that what I
said was accurate, which is good for my self-confi-
dence.
Mr McDonald also made a remark which I can
support. I am now on firmer ground because I am
now in the sphere of my own responsibility in the
Commission. He said that when measures affected
income and employment for those fishermen, then
the Community must do something. And that is
precisely the task of the Commission. You will
remember that in our proposals for deep-sea fishing
we built in a social chapter according to which
whenever the Community takes measure in the fish-
eries sector 
- 
this was the starting point 
- 
which
affect the social situation of fishermen in the Member
States of the Community, those social effects are not
the responsibility of the national governments. Then
Community decisions must be taken. Our porposal on
deep-sea fishing is a reflection of this point of view.
As regards the concrete situation which Mr McDonald
mentioned, I cannot at present say anything definite. I
know, of course, that by definition in this case we are
not talking about deep-sea fishing but about inshore
fishing. In most cases here we are not dealing with
ships crewed by wage-earners but with self-employed
people. I am glad that Mr McDonald drew attention to
this situation. Whenever measures are taken as part of
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our fishing plans which have social effects, we must
meet the social effects for these fishermen. In prin-
ciple we have the machinery required. As you are
aware we have the Social Fund which can act inde-
pendently and if for formal reasons that should cause
problems in individual cases, then the rules must be
adjusted. I can therefore say rhat the Commission will
certainly pay close attention to this situation.
Lord Kennet also asked about the figures in the
Annex. As he assumed, these figures were notified to
the Commission by the national governments.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes, rapporteur, 
- 
Mr President, before
reverting to the important points raised by Mr Klinker
about the internal policy and the external, I would
like to go through one or rwo of the other areas. Mr
Brosnan questioned the statement that this was a
mere formality regarding the agreements with Sweden
and the Faroes in the report. I would simply draw to
his attention that the agreements were signed on 2l
May 1977 and 15 March 1977 respectively. It is a little
late in the day to be doing much more than being
formal when they have been agreed and signed for 18
months, and it is in that sense that I am using the
word 'formality'. The agreement has been in forCe for
that period.
The Swedish one is very distinctly in force 
- 
ask the
Bornholm fishermen. They will tell you it is very
much in force. The problem is that you have an
outline agreement which is in force, which this parti-
cular proposal is dealing with, and then you have the
implementation of it which is then a rolling
programme. All that these proposals are concerned
with is the legality of the framework agreement, rather
than the rolling programme of its operation thereafter.
Mr Brosnan also queried the scientific evidence
regarding the rVest of Scotland. I think if he looks at
the evidence, not from any individual national State
but from ICES itself, what he can see there is that in
about 1972 the adult herring biomass was of the order
of 570 0000 tonnes, and that by 1977 this was down
to 206 000 tonnes. The availabiliry of breeding srocks
has just gone off the edge of the cliff in this area. This
is despite a reduced catch in 1975,1975 and 1977 and
despite the evidence that so f.ar in 1978 there is a
massively reduced catch. The catch in 197 5 was
140000-odd tonnes 
- 
by 1977 it was below 50000
tonnes. The fish is iust not there, and however much I
would like to be advising Parliament that we should
hold out a hope that there is still enough fish, and
that if there is doubt on the !7est of Scotland we
should exercise the doubt in the interest of fishermen,
I must advise Parliament that there is a clear danger
of total stock failure off the !7est of Scotland. If we
permit any direct fishing at all for herring we will be
doing the fishing interesr a disservice of the greatest
order. However harsh in the interim 
- 
and I accept,
Mr Brosnan, the need to give compensation for loss
- 
it will not help the fishermen of anywhere if we do
not support the Commission in this total ban off the
!7est of Scotland. It is for this reason that I have
expressed my reservations over the position of Norway
and the Faroes.
I then listened with great interest to the speech of Mr
Andersen, my colleague, and later that of Mr Chris-
tensen, saying that, for example, there was no scien-
tific basis for a pout box and that there is no evidence
whatsoever that fishing for Norway pout does a
mischief to whiting and haddock. Now it is as though
these particular proposals were hatched in the mind
of the malevolent man in I/hitehall looking some-
thing like John Silkin. That is not so: these facts
come from Charlottenlund 
- 
a working group set up
at the request of the Commission. Not at the request
of the British Government, not standing in London,
but in Copenhagen itself on 23 to 25 August last year.
And this is what they say :
From the foregoing, the undersized components of the
by-catches are considerable. For whiting, the total land-
ings in all countries are 188 000 tonnes. The by-catch in
industrial fishing is l2l 000 tonnes, of which 26000
tonnes are undersized.
That is not the British Government. That is nor some
will-of-the-wisp imagination. That damage is done in
the fishing for Norway pout, and I iust quote:
From the foregoing one may thus conclude thar the
industrial fisheries inflict serious losses on the human
consumption fisheries for haddock and whiting.
This has not ever been in doubt. I7hat has been in
doubt is as to how you minimize the by-catching by
means of the area you fish and the method you use.
Here I would beg Mr Christensen to look closely at
the evidence from Iceland, where they have found
that by lateral distinction of Norway pout'fishing you
can massively reduce the by-catching of human
consumption fish. !7e have consistently urged in this
Parliament that the European countries should
examine whether, rather than doing it on a lateral
basis of the size of box, you should try to diminish the
by-catch of human consumption fish by a vertical
delimination as is practiced in the Norway pout fish-
eries of Southern Iceland. This is rhe area where I
hope we should look.
If I may for a moment refer briefly to being of British
parliamentary stock, when I am told of all the hard-
ships of herring fishermen, I do find it a little hard to
have that coming from some of my Danish
colleagues. When one looks through the Commission
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proposal on fishery resources in catch quotas for
herring throughout the Community waters, what does
one find ? In the Skagerrak, 5 000 tonnes allowed for
the whole Community of which every tonne goes to
Denmark. In the Kattegat, 28 000 tonnes for the
whole Community, of which 27 900 tonnes goes to
Denmark. In the Baltic, 5 000 tonnes in one parti-
cular area, of which 3 000 tonnes goes to Denmark 
-38 000 somewhere else, in the other parts of the
Baltic, of which 21 000 to Denmark and l5 590 to the
Federal Republic. The North Sea, no fish for anybody
- 
except that the Danes can catch 10 500 tonnes
by-catch. No British ships can : 400 tonnes for the
British as by-catch in the North Sea. Therefore when
I hear the complaints about the damage to the Danish
herring fishery and I look through the proposals on
what is to be provided, particularly when the only
compensation prior to these proposals was that Britain
was given 39 000 tonnes off the west coast of
Scotland, and when I, as a British politician, get up in
this House and say, yes, we have got to do that, then I
hope my Danish collegues will accept that it is a bit
hard to listen to them griping on about the damage
done to Danish herring fisheries.
I now turn finally to Mr Vredeling as the Commis-
sioner. I do not in any way wish to blame him at a
personal level. He has been put in a very difficult posi-
tion at very short notice. I do, however, think it rather
unwise of him to remind us that he was once a
Member of this House, because my suspicion is that
had he been a Member of this House he would not be
too pleased with the manner in which this House has
been treated by his fellow Commissioners and more
particularly not by Vice-President Gundelach or Mr
Vredeling himself but by the absence of adequate
back-up from the fisheries experts within the Commis-
sion services. This decision was known early yesterday
morning. The distance from Brussels to here is not
that far. It was known that this was put on the agenda
and yet it appears that the Commission services have
not thought fit to give the Commissioner responsible
for answering an adequate back-up. I must, on behalf,
I hope, of this Parliament as a whole, protest about
that and I will close by teasing Mr Vedeling. God, in
his wisdom, found it fit to determine the length of a
day. I notice now that the Commission, in imple-
menting fishing plans, say that it is necessary for the
European Community to consider a flexible day.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I am sorry to have to tell Mr
Hughes that I was not aware of that. There has obvi-
ously been a breakdown in communications for which
I would apologize. I came here from Brussels and it
was only when I got here that I learned that Mr
Hughes' report was to be debated today and not
tomorrow. But if that was decided yesterday morning,
as Mr Hughes maintains, then I must apologize once
more because the Commissioner responsible was not
notified.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motions for resolutions, together with the amend-
ments which have been tabled, will be put to the vote
at the end of the sitting, tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
13. lVine market
President.- The next item is the report (Doc.
229178) by Mr Liogier on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture on
Article 6 of the proposal from the Commission to the
Council for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
816170 laying down additional provisions for the
common organization of the market in wine.
I call Mr Liogier.
Mr Liogier, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, it cannot be denied that the current
crisis in the wine market is partly of a structural
nature, so appropriate measures must be taken.
Subject to certain reservations, we therefore welcomed
the Commission's efforts to put forward practical solu-
tions, aimed firmly at reorganizing the wine market in
the medium and long-term. These efforts took shape
in two proposals for Council regulations dated 13
February 1978, the first concerning the setting up of a
European Joint-Trade Table \7ine Organization and
the second amending the basic Regulation (EEC) No
816170 laying down additional provisions for the
common organization of the market in wine.
The Commission was thereby seeking to control
production and the market itself and consequently to
guarantee a fair price to producers, for example by
issuing rules on distillation and storage, encouraging
the improvement of table wines, defining regions or
areas in the Community specifically suited for wine
production and other appropriate measures. The
Commission in fact withdrew the text, except for the
amendments introduced by Article 5 to Regulation
(EEC) No 816170. I submitted a motion for a resolu-
tion to the Committee on Agriculture rejecting the
proposed regulation since in paragraphs 1 and 5 it
envisaged 
- 
wrongly in my opinion 
- 
an increase in
the alcoholic strength of table wines intended for sale
and in paragraph 3, it proposed that the European
Parliament no longer be consulted, although this was
provided for in the original regulation.
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However, I stated that I approved the amendments of
a technical nature provided for in Article 5 (2), (3), (4),
(6) and (7), in particular the bringing into line of wine-
growing zones C II and C III with zones C I (a) and C
I (b) as regards the date on which acidification and de-
acidification or an increase in alcoholic strength may
be effected ; the amendment of Article 26a (2) of Regu-
lation (EEC) No 815/70 laying down the sulphur
dioxide content for certain white wines, whereby
'Ausbruchwein' is added to the relevant list, and two
minor amendments to Annex II of Regulation (EEC)
No 816/70 aimed at correcting the definition of grape
must and adding the words 'and quality wines psr',
which had been omitted from paragraph 2 of Annex
IIa. The Commission representative, Mr Bourdon,
informed us at that time that the Commission particu-
larly wished our motion for a resolution to deliver a
favourable opinion on these various technical
measures, since unless they were adopted by I
September 1978, there would inevitably be a legal
loophole as regards 'quality wines psr'.
As regards the Policy measures connected with the
increase in the alcoholic strength of table wines
(Article 5 (l) and (5)) we were able to reserve judge-
ment until the forthcoming submission, promised by
the Commission, of a new programme aimed at
restoring balance to the wine market and also
including structural measures.
However, in connection with Article 6 (3), I preferred
to keep the original wording of Article 24 (2) of basic
Regulation (EEC) No 816170, providing for consulta-
tion of the European Parliament for derogations
granted to certain producers concerning the obligation
to distil wine lees and grape marc. Vith the Con'rmis-
sion's agreement, I have completely revised the
motion for a resolution contained in my report, which
now reads as follows :
The European Parliament,
l. Reserves its position on paragraphs I and 5 of Article
5 since it considers that these policy measures should
be incorporated in the new proposals designed to regu-
late the Community market in table wine ;
2. Approves the technical measures set out in paragraphs
2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 of Article 5;
3. Advocates, however, with regard to paragraph 3 of
Article 5, the retention of the present wording of Regu-
lation (EEC) No 815/70;
4. Invites the Commission, therefore, to adopt the
following amendment, pursuant to the second para-
graph of Article 149 of the EEC Treary.
That simply means retaining the consultation of the
European Parliament.
To conclude, I would point out that the Committee
on Agriculture unanimously adopted the whole of this
motion for a resolution.
I would therefore ask my honourable colleagues to
vote in favour of it.
(Applatse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President oJ tbc Contnrission. 
-(NL) Mr President, in the preparation of this subject,
which is again not in nly own portfolio, I have been
given the assurance that the Commission can accept
Mr Liogier's report and we accept Parliament's vote
endorsing our proposals.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
14. Air trdnrport conpetition
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question(Doc. 193/78) with debate by Mr Kofoed on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group to the Commis-
sion :
Subiect : restriction of competition in the air transport
sector.
The Commission has frequently had occasion to reply to
questions from the European Parliament concerning air
fares, etc. Each time it has given extremely non-com-
mittal answers, merely saying it was in the process of
drawing up detailed provisions.
Given this situation, would the Commission answer the
following precise questions :
l. Does it believe the various existing price systems to be
fair and comprehensible to the individual consumer ?
2. On what principles has it based the proposal which it
is currently discussing with the national authorities,
particularly in relation to the provisions of the EEC
Treary on competition and State aid (Articles 85 to
e3) ?
3. Does it feel that it might be worthwhile involving the
European Parliament on the question of competition
in the air transport sector with a view to making the
national authorities more amenable ?
4. Having regard to the fact that the Court of Justice of
the European Communities gave its ruling in April
1974, when does the Commission think it will be able
to adopt implementing provisions for the application
of the rules governing competion in the air transport
sector ?
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am grateful that
the proceedings are going so rapidly here in Parlia-
ment as it means that we can finish early.
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Dear colleagues, I am putting this question on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group because of the
seriousness of the confused state of affairs existing in
the air transport sector. I do not consider this state of
affairs to be in complete conformity with the Treary
on which the Community is founded. I feel that the
Treaty speaks for itself and that the rules on competi-
tion enshrined in the Treaty are quite unequivocal. I
would expand on this by saying that the judgment of
4 April 1974 handed down by the Court of Justice
should be complied with. This states 
- 
and I quote
from the 1975 report on competition policy 
- 
that
although under Article 84 (2) sea and air transport were
not covered by the provisions relating to the common
transport policy until such time as the Cotrncil decided
to include them nevertheless they were, on the same
basis as other modes of transport, subject to the general
provisions of the Treaty.
It emerges clearly from this judgment that Articles 85
to 90, which lay down the mles of competition appli-
cable to enterprises, do apply to air and sea transport
without a decision by the Council under Article 84
being necessary.
I do not know whether one needs to be a very learned
lawyer or to have been a member of the Commission
for a very long time in order to be able to place a
different interpretation on this judgment. I feel that it
has been clearly established here that IATA's current
practice with regard to the fixing of air fares does not
satisfy the provisions on competition laid down in the
Treaty, as the system of fixing fares on scheduled
routes seems to consist primarily 
- 
and this is not
public knowledge 
- 
in, as it were, pegging the
amount of the fare to the extent to which these routes
are used by politicians or businessmen. I am trompted
to cite a specific example, notably the service between
Brussels and Copenhagen where the fare asked is, in
my opinion, unusually high, presumably on the
grounds that there is a constant stream of officials
from Copenhagen travelling between Brussels and
Copenhagen every single day, to which should be
added the many businessmen from all over Scandi-
navia who need to travel to Brussels in order to keep
abreast of what the Community is doing.
Let me take a further example. The various ways in
which fares are determined are rather difficult to
grasp. It is, for instance, possible to travel between
Brussels and Copenhagen at a cost ranging from Dkr
I100 to over Dkr 2000. It is surely unreasonable to
devise a fares system that is completely incomprehens-
ible to ordinary consumers. Moreover, I can give
further examples showing only too well that there is
something wrong.
I have the feeling that the major airlines are currently
conducting a form of price war where the North
Atlantic is concerned. Our impression is that the
North Atlantic routes are comparatively cheap,
whereas European routes are comparatively expensive.
Yet there is one North Atlantic route where this does
not hold good. This is a route from Greenland to
Copenhagen, which is designated as a domestic
service. It costs approximately twice as much to fly
from Copenhagen to Greenland as from Copenhagen
to New York, and as far as I am aware, the distance to
New York is certainly rwice that to Greenland. It is
obvious that consumers get very confused by fare
schemes of this kind.
Now, however, it looks as though maior progress is
being made in the international negotiations. IATA's
latest move is aimed at letting price competition
prevail on the various routes. Yet this will not solve
the problem. I feel that it is more essential than ever
for Europe to have an air transport policy, because we
now run the risk of getting into a situation where the
State-owned companies, Air France, Lufthansa, KLM,
SAS, etc., will start a price war on certain routes,
leaving the taxpayer to pick up the bill.
In my view it is high time that the Commission
agreed to frame an air transport policy ; for I do feel
that this is a task for the Commission. Air transport is
an essential means of communication between the
various European countries, it is a natural form of
domestic transport and it is, of course, necessary to
have a system of air transport, iust as we have a
network of railways, that is based on methods of plan-
ning that are acceptable and comprehensible to the
consumer, and on competition which determines the
price charged.
I am well aware that the obligations attendant on
operating a network of scheduled routes are such as to
push up the cost of fares on these routes in relation to
charter traffic ; I would, however, urge the Commis-
sion to draw up a proposal for the air transport sector
as soon as possibile. This is more essential than ever
before, and ought preferably to be done before the
end of this year. I do not feel we can just stand by and
watch the rules on competition provided for in the
Treaty of Rome being disregarded. Because, in my
opinion, that is what is happening.
Ordinary people in Europe like us could easily gain
the impression that the large State-owned airline
companies can do what they want, and they do not
need to heed the provisions and rules set down in the
Treaty of Rome.
So now, Mr President, I have attempted to explain my
reasons for initiating this debate and I hope that Parli-
ament will consider this matter favourably so that we
can arrive at a sensible solution to this sad problem.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vicc-Prcsitlcnt o.f tht Contni.t.tiott. 
-(NL) Mr President, I am very grateful to Mr Kofoed
for tabling this oral question since it gives the
Commission the opportunity of making ntore detailed
comments.
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The first question concerns the uniformity of air fares.
In itself that sounds very attractive but the truth of the
matter is that there is a great difference in the types of
demand for and costs of the various services and that
this does not lead to uniformity in air fares. These
differences may even appear within one and the same
aircraft and on the sanre flight. Of course it is in the
interests of the travelling public and of the economic
use of resources in the air transport sector that air
fares are adjusted to the various types of passenger
needs and that they reflect this difference in costs.
Flexibility, transparency and choice : those are individ-
ually desirable objectives. The idea of sectoral
marketing is increasingly attracting the interest of the
airlines.
As regards the level of air fares, the Commission must
say that in the past it has not been authorized to
assess this nor been in a position to do so.
At present there is no evidence that the air transport
sector is making abnormal profits. The air fare system
is undoubtedly capable of improvement and there
may well be, as Mr Kofoed just said, an enormous
difference in fares between domestic flights in the
USA and transatlantic flights or internal European
flights or flights between Denmark and Greenland.
But on the other hand, fares and systems which are
applied in one part of the world cannot always be
applied in other parts of the world without further
ado. A number of studies have been made on fares
and costs which set out the consequences for the cost
factor of transport intervals, traffic density, loads,
multi-lingual international setrlement operations, the
difference in fuel prices, industrial productivity and
employment practices and all kinds of things such as
passenger no-show, double booking, the utilization of
equipment and crew, etc. These are all factors which
affect the costs and therefore prices.
As regards the second question on the application of
the rules on competition in air transport, we must first
of all realize that it is difficult to talk of an inde-
pendent price policy pursued by the airline
companies. In the agreements made between the
Member States on the basis of the Chicago Agree-
ment, in most cases it is laid down that the govern-
ments have to approve the fares proposed by the
appointed airline companies after consultation with
all the airline companies within the framework of
IATA.
The Member States therefore bear direct and definitive
responsibility for fixing air fares and in a regulation
concerning the application of Articles 85 and 86 on
the rules on competition for undertakings this aspect
must of course be taken into account.
The aim of the regulation being drawn up by the
Commission is to lay down implementing provisions
for the application of Articles 85 and 85 of the EEC
Treaty to air transport. Accordingly, the regulation
must be based on the basic principles set out in the
provisions of the Treaty referred to, namely the
prohibition of agreements and practices which restrict
competition or the abuse of a dontinant position.
Because of the special nature of air transport it is parti-
cularly necessary here to consider whether, and to
what extent, existing agreements between airline
companies qualify for collective exemption pursuant
to Article 85 (3) or the exception referred to in Article
90 (2) concerning the activities of undertakings which
are regarded as services of general economic interest.
It is not the objective of this regulation to include
provisions for the application of Community rules on
State aid. In this sphere the Commission can inter-
' vene directly pursuant to Articles 92,93 and 94 of the
Treaty without more detailed implementing provi-
sions, and can therefore ensure full compliance with
the provisions.
As to the third question concerning the definitive
draft of a regulation on the application to the air trans-
port sector of the rules on competition laid down in
the EEC Treaty, pursuant to Article 87 the European
Parliament will, of course, be involved since, when the
Commission submits a proposal to the Council, the
Council must consult Parliament.
It should also be noted that the simple application of
the general provisions of the Treaty will not enable us
to make changes in the air fares structure in the short
term. That is one of the essential aspects of the air
transport policy of the Member States and is a very
delicate problem in the policy of the airlines them-
selves. So it is important that the working party set up
by the Council continues to operate and also concerns
itself with air fares. The Commission hopes that this
will bring about more direct policy changes in the
Community than the application of Article 84. I think
that the European Parliament should apply its polit-
ical influence, especially since every Member here is
still a member of his national parliament, to support
the activities in this field in his dealings with the
Governments of the Member States. A lot has already
been said about this matter and it has already led to a
greater awareness of these problems on the part of
national governments and public opinion.
The fourth question refers to the drafting of regula-
tions by the Commission 
- 
and this reflects the diffi-
culties in the air transport sector, casting doubts on
some traditional practices and once again raising the
question of the IATA's role. The Commission has
extensively sounded out opinion in the sector so as to
help bring about a solution which will take account of
all relevant facts.
Early in the second half of this year the Commission
will submit a first draft to a meeting of national
experts. Once it has incorporated the opinions of
these national experts in the draft, reconciling the
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inevitable differences, it will then submit a draft regu-
lation to the Council later in the year. I hope that this
has answered Mr Kofoed's question.
I think I can therefore say, Mr President, that a
number of steps have already been taken since the
Court gave its ruling and encouraged the Commission
to go ahead. In its preparations the Commission is
going about its business very thoroughly, but we
certainly cannot say that it has shelved this question
which it considers to be very important.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, first of all may I
congratulate Mr Kofoed putting this oral question
with debate on behalf of his group. It is very timely
that he should do this, and also thank Mr Vredeling
for his reply. I had hoped that my colleague, Mr
Stetter, from Denmark, would actually be leading for
the group, because obviously this is of pressing
concern in Scandinavia, but I would like to make a
comment as a Conservative, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Conservative Group, and as a member of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport.
The second resolution, 234/78, point l, urges the
Commission to submit as soon as possible and before
I January 1979, practical proposals for rules of compe-
tition. Now Mr Vredeling, the Commissioner, outlined
what was desirable and what the Communiry would
like to see. He made references to Article 85, subsec-
tion 3, Article 90, subsection 2, and even assured us
that Article 87, would prevail, and that Parliament
would have an opportunity of looking at any propo-
sals. But he did use general words : the Commission is
carrying out a survey. In fact, can the Commission
produce proposals on competition ? Has it the power
to do that, bearing in mind their other organizations ?
Quite obviously, my group welcomes the fact that
there are cheaper air fares, welcomes the initiative of
Laker Airways 
- 
he is now Sir Frederick Laker, was
once Freddie Laker 
- 
and even takes note of inde-
pendent activities of Luxair, Loftleidir or Iceland Air,
who have endeavoured to bring cheaper prices. Mr
Kofoed outlined the Atlantic fares. Now Panam and
other airlines have come in yittr g,heap' rates, and the
greatest initiative .$cS beeri'that of Freddie Laker. My
. group obviously welcomed that initiative on a world-
wide basis. But there must always be a balance
between price-cutting on the one hand, and safety and
security on the other. In this sense there must be
adequate maintenance of aircraft, adequate testing 
-particularly where the aircraft is second-hand 
-proper training of pilots and navigators, proper
working conditions for those who run the airline,
proper maintenance of discipline. This is a world-wide
balance, but we are concerned about what happens in
the Community.
I have before me a report of the meeting on 12 June
1978, following the meeting in June 1977, at which
the Council committee dealing with this dealt with a
number of items, particularly provisions regarding
competition, mutual recognition of allowances,
working conditions and improvements of inter-
regional services. So obviously the appropriate
committee is looking at this, and we would like to
know more about it. But it is important, when dealing
with air traffic, to distinguish between air charter and
scheduled airline traffic. Charter meets a need at peak
seasons. The scheduled airline traffic meets an infra-
structure problem and provides regular services, and
comparablity of prices between the two is difficult.
But what one must be aware of is that, if there is a
liberalization which may have been necessary to bring
the prices down, this could lead to a destruction of thi
companies operating scheduled services and hence a
destruction of the highly developed net of airlines
which has been built up in Europe, as elsewhere in
the world. Therefore the firm position of the main
airline companies, the scheduled airline companies, is
one that must be balanced against that of the opera-
tors.
My colleague, Mr Corrie, has asked a question, No 46,
which really followed on a question he asked in
September 1975, and the headline that appeared in
the papers was : Air routes row could hit Scots flights.
But a new development in scheduled airline services
was almost a feeder service : the Fokker Friendship,
perhaps other small aircraft, doing once or twice-a-day
flights from a short airstrip across the North Sea to
the other side. Obviously the fares must be reasonable,
but if the big scheduled airline companies want to cut
up the routes between major countries themselves, the
small company cannot get a look in. Therefore we in
the Communiry must look at the problem. And it is
not only a Community problem, but it involves the
major countries of Europe. It is obviously a Council of
Europe matter and a- committee of the Council of
Europe has in fact been looking into rhis very issue.
As we came over, the main British papers reported,
'airlines 
-sanction plan for more freedom on fares'.
There hds been a major step forward within IATA.
The Community, therefore, in this new field, must
take a responsible line as part of a European pattern,
and I very much hope that it will be able to respond
effectively to the resolution that Mr Kofoed has put
forward and take a role with IATA and the other
services to give us the type of cheap, comparable
services that are so essential in the Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would like to
thank the Commission for the answer we have
received, while pointing out that I should like some-
thing more specific. Naturally, the Commission's
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answer was polite, but it is forgotten that we are here
dealing both with transport policv and with competi-
tion policy.
I have a feeling that the Commission is perhaps trying
to evade the issue. The problem does not relate only
to transport. I can put it in the form of a specific and
simple question. Is the Commission ready to put
forward proposals regarding rules on competition ?
Because this, after all, is the basic issue now. Now that
the IATA agreenlents have been changed, we should
bc sceing a Commission proposal in 1978 dealing
with rules on competition or others/ise we may run
the risk, for example, as pointed out by my British
collcagtre, of our excellent system of air transport
disintcgrating because there are no rules on competi-
tion offerirrg protection both against over-pricing and
against trnder-pricing. I rvould therefore ask you, Mr
Vredeling, whether the Commission is ready to follow
up the request to put forward proposals regarding
rules on conrpetition in the air transport sector ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vit-Pruitltnt o.l' thc Contntis.sion. 
-(NI) Mr President, the fault is probably mine. I was
possibty sonrewhat unclear. For both Mr Osborn and
Mr Kofoed say that I have made all the right noises
but that I have been evasive. I honestly thought that I
has said very clearly that we are to submit proposals.
'We are going to submit proposals on competition. I
am not just saying anything : I really did make sure of
what I was saying. So that is what I can tell you. I
have here a document entitled 'Recommendations of
the cxccutive committee on traffic conferences, proce-
dures and objectives' from the Inte rnational Air Trans-
port Association. In the light of Article 84 etc. of the
Treaty we should look at this very carefully. My
answer to Mr Osborn and Mr Kofoed is thus in the
affirmative. \We will also submit proposals in the field
of competitiorr policy with respect to the air transport
sector.
Tlren, Mr President, may I make one or two
conrments about what Mr Osborn said. At the Council
mccting of l2 June 1978 the Commission representa-
tive pointcd out that the Commission was seriously
concerned at the current and prospective situation on
the North Atlantic route. On that occasion my
colleague invited the Council to give national govern-
ments instructions on the basis of which cooperation
could be instituted at Community level as regards that
problen.r, on the basis of which they cruld try to find
a solution to their temporary difficulties and differ-
cnccs of opinion.
The difficulties on the North Atlantic route are in
themselves somewhat more complex and therefore
not so simple as some people, especially the American
authorities, would have us believe. At this monrcnt the
Community has a very large share in the North
Atlantic market and that share is much bigger than
that of the American companies. .With the recent
introduction of very low prices for flights betwcen the
two continents the Americans have made a start, but
that has resulted in an increase in the share of the
European airlines. I think it would be too early to
judge whether the introduction of very low fares on
the North Atlantic route is economically prudent. It is
somewhat too early to assess that, but there are signs
that the low fares on certain North American routes
have been a very valuable experiment, resulting in
increased income and profits for the airlines. The
North Atlantic route, however, is suffering very heavy
losses.
For example, Overseas National Airways, one of the
major charter companies, has gone into liquidation,
and Pan American and Transworld Airlines have lost
a lot of money in the first quarter of 1978, specifically
on the North Atlantic routes.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I have received from Mr Kofoed, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, a motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 234178), with a request for an immediatc
vote, pursuant to Rule a7 $) of the Rules of Proce-
dure, to wind up the debate on the restriction of
competition in the air transport sector.
The vote on the request for an immediate vote will
take place at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
15. Agenda for the next .sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Friday, 7 July 1978 at 9 a.m. with the following
agenda :
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Decisiorr on the request for an immediate vote on a
motion for a resolution
- 
Ligios report on a common forestry measure
- 
Two Howell reports on milk
- 
Cifarelli report on fruit and vegetables
- 
Lamberts report on dangerous preparations
- 
Albers interim report on the Tripartite Conference
- 
Motion for a resolution by Mr Albers and others on
youth employment
- 
Motion for a resolution by Mr Porcu and others on
the iron and steel industry
End ol -titting: Vote on motions for resolutions on
which the debate has closed.
The sitting is closed.
(fhc sitting u'.t.t clov.l at 7.45 p.m)
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ANNEX
Questions wbicb could not be answered during Question Time, witb written ansuers
Question No 33 b1 lIr Herbert
Subject: Special measures for the !7est of Ireland
lfhat progress has been made in drafting the special measures for the West of Ireland as agreed to
by the Council of Ministers in this year's Agricultural Prices Review ?
Answer
Following preliminary contacts in May, Irish officials and Commission representatives met on l2
June to discuss a wide range of problems closely affecting the !7est of Ireland and what could be
done to solve them. Ireland is currently taking steps to provide the Commission with additronal infor-
mation to enable it to submit specific proposals to the Council in the near furure.
Question No 34 by Mr Pisoni
Subject : Use of mass media for migrant workers
The Commission's 1975 action programme provided for wider use of the mass media for the cultural,
linguistic and vocational training of migrant workers. Can the Commission give more details of the
study being carried out into the implementation of this proposal and state whether or not a positive
result may be expected at an early date ?
Ansuer
The resolution adopted by the Ministers of Education on 9 February 1976 on an action programme
in the field of education made provision for educational studies and research on various topics
including the present and proposed arrangements for educational and language-teaching programmes
on radio and television. The purpose of this was to create better cultural and vocational training
opportunities for nationals of other Member States and their children.
The radio and television organizations drew up a survey of their activities for migrant workers (May
1976). lr showed that interesting educational programmes were being prepared in the United
Kingdom.
At the Commission's request, the BBC drew up a report on its educational activities for migrant
workers with particular reference to the PAROSI project.
The Commission intends to bring the authors of this programme into contact with their colleagues
in the radio and television services oI the other Member States.
Interesting schemes can be expected to follow this exchange of views at Communiry level with
regard to the cultural training, language teaching and vocational training of migrant workers and the
Commission intends to support them.
Question No 38 b1 lllr Leonardi
Subiect: Econorric situation of the Community
Does the Commission not believe that it would be useful, as on the occasion of the establishment of
the Community and at the end of the transitional period, to again draw up a report, at this time of
crisis and transition (economic and monetary union), on the position of the EEC in the world, along
the lines of the 'Report on the competitive situation of the Community' published in l97l ?
Answer
The Commission shares the honourable Member's concern. In recent years the Commissicn has
made a detailed analyses of the problems which the Communiry has to face and further developed its
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ideas so as to create the most favourable circumstances for the proposals which it submits by virue of
its initiatory role. It has not set down its deliberations in a single document, since, of necessity,
insight is gained only gradually into this difficult subiect.
The honourable Member may, however, get a good idea of the present state of these deliberations
and activities from the documents drawn up by the Commission, including the Fourth Medium-
Term Economic Policy Programme as well as the working documents for the Tripartite Conference
due to take place in the autumn which will become available shortly'
The annual report on the economic situation in the Communiry laying down guidlines for economic
policy in 1979, which the Commission will submit to the Council at the end of the year, will enable
the Communiry to define more closely its ideas and main lines of action in the way in which the
honourable Member desires.
Question No 39 by hlr Lagorce
Subject: Lom6 Convention
\flhich developing countries have had their applications for accession to the Lom6 Convention
rejected, and why ?
Answer
l. Articles 89 and 90 of the Convention of Lom6 deal with the accession to the Convention.
In its memorandum for the renewal of the Lom6 Convention which has already been sent to the
Honourable Members of Parliament, the Commission stated that the following would be eligible
in the future as at present 
- 
to become contracting parties to the new convention:
in Alrica south of the Sahara: any developing State which has become independent or
becomes independent in the future ;
- 
outside Africa : the countries and territories referred to in Part Four of the Treaty of Rome and
listed in Annex IV thereto, which become independent'
2. Until now, only Haiti has applied for accession to the Convention of Lom6. This request did not
receive a positive answer as that country falls outside the geographical area I have iust defined.
Question No 48 by llr Rlan
Subject : Fishing industry and enlarged Communiry
Having regard ro rhe present serious plight of the fishing industry in the Community, will the
Commission make a statement on the impact on the industry in the event of Spain, Portugal and
Greece becoming members and in particular indicate the steps which will be taken in the event of
an enlarged Community to ensure that there will not be any increase in the number of fishing
vessels having access to coastal waters ?
Answer
|. Exchanges in fisheries products with Greece are practically of no importance while Ponugal is an
imponant supplier of canned fish to the Community (total net exports:30000 tonnes in 1975 ot
which 19000 : 63 % to EEC). Since the overall fish production of these two countries (Greece
2.5Yo Portugal 6o/o of EEC production) is relatively limited, even a total abolition of tariffs (now
up to 25 %) is not likely to lead to an increase of total imports of fish products into the present
Member States of a magnitude likely to create serious problems for the fish industries of the
'Nine'seen in an overall perspective. However, for specific products, and in particular sardines, an
abolition of tariff barriers could lead to difficulties for the industry in present Member States.
2. Spain, too, is a net exporter and an important supplier of canned fish to the Communiry (otal net
exports : 45 000 tonnes in 197 5 of which I 6 000 : 34 o/o to EEC). Taking into consideration that
Spain's fish production accounts tor 30 o/o of the Community's her exports may well increase
considerably following an abolition ol tarill barriers.
3. The catch possibilities of these countries could be governed by the applicable Community rules in
the fisheries sector, taking into account possible specific provisions which could be foreseen in
the Treaty of Accession.
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Question No 49 by lVr De Clercq
Subject: Earthquake in Salonika
Has the Commission been able to ascertain the extent of the destruction wrought by the disaster in
Salonika on 20 June 1978, and what Community measures does the Commiision ieel it can take,
with the agreement of the Greek Government, immediately and in the medium term ?
Answer
\7hen it learnt of the catastrophe in Salonika, the Commission conveyed its condolences to the
Greek Government for the tragedy which had struck the country.
On the basis of the information at present available to the Commission, the effects of the earthquake
have been these:
Approximately 40.people were killed and 200 injured; a large number are living in temporary shel-
ters in Salonika itself, while the rest of the population has abandoned the city to itay in the
surrounding 
_area; 30,000 private houses and 230 blocks of flats were damaged to varying degrees;the roads, bridges and factories have not been damaged; the telephone systerir was ,estored 24 hours
after the catastrophe.
The Greek Government, which seems to be in complete control of the situation, has indicated that it
is not requesting any international aid and indeed, from the contacts which have been made with the
Greek mission to the EEC, it appears that so far the Greek Government has not announced any
intention of requgsting aid from the Community.
Question No 51 by Mr Fucbs
Subject : Emission of aerosols
How does the Commission view press reports that the emission of aerosols by nuclear power stations
may act through the plant-animal-human being food chain and cause the peimitted maximum indi-
vidual concentration of 30 millirems per day to be greatly exceeded in ihe viciniry of the power
stations ?
Answer
The Commission has not seen the press reports which are mentioned in the question. It is neverthe-
less able to give the following information :
Aerosols form part of the small quantity of radioactive waste released in a gaseous state during the
operation of a nuclear power station.
The Commission is kept informed by the Member States of the amounts of radioactiviry released by
nuclear plant into the environment 
- 
including radioactive aerosols. From these data, which .r. p..i
odically published by the Commissionr, it appears that the amounts of radioactivity which find iheir
way into the environment by this means are extremely small. The human exposuri involved is, from
a radiological view, insignificant and has always remained far below the radiation limits which have
been set.
The radiation limit of 30 millirems per day mentioned in the question does not exist. Perhaps the
honourable Member means the limit of 30 millirems per year foigaseous releases from nucleai plant
which is laid down in German law.
Question No 52 by ll4r Howell
Subject : Ploughing-up grants
Vill the Commission consider the introduction of a system of ploughing-up grants for grassland to
encourage cereal production in the place of milk production in the community ? -
Ansuter
The system of ploughing-up grants for grassland is one of the measures which possibly could be
e_xamined by the Commission in the context of the milk programme which will bi submitted to the
Council before I August 1978.
lRadioactive effluents from nuclear power stations in the Community.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice-President
(tbe sittitrg was opened at 9 a,rn)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. fuIembersbip of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
Group a request for the appointment of the following
members to the following committees :
- 
Legal Affairs Committee:
Lord Murray of Gravesend
- 
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education :
Lord Murray of Gravesend to replace Mr
Cunningham
- 
Committee on Agriculture :
Mr Cunningham
- 
Committee on External Economic Relations :
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas
- 
Committee on Deuelopment and Cooperation :
Mr Cunningham to replace Sir Geoffrey de Freitas
- 
Committee on tbe Rules of Procedure and Petitions :
Lord Murray of Gravesend to replace Mr
Cunningham
- 
Consultatiue Assembl of tbe ACP-EEC Conoention:
Mr Cunningham to replace Sir Geoffrey de Freitas.
Are there any objections ?
These appointments are ratified.
3. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received a motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Kofoed pursuant to Rule 25 of the
Rules of Procedure, on the restrictions of competition
in the air transport sector (Doc. 235178).
This motion has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and the committee
responsible, and to the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport for its
opinion.
4. Budgetary timetable for 1978
President. 
- 
On a proposal from the Committee on
Budgets, in agreement with the enlarged Bureau, and
following a gentleman's agreement reached with the
Community institutions concerned, I propose that the
budgetary calendar f.or 1978, drawn up on the basis of
the relevant provisions of the Treaties, be fixed as
follows:
- 
September part-session: Council presentation of the
draft budget, followed by a debate;
- 
27 September 1978: deadline for submission of
amendments and modifications and the opinions of
the committees concerned ;
- 
6 October 1978 : deadline for submission by the polit-
ical groups of amendments and modifications ;
- 
23-25 October 1978 : debate in plenary sitting 
- 
first
reading of the draft budget;
- 
23 October 1978 at 8 p.m. : final deadline for tabling
amendments and modifications;
- 
25 October 1978:. vote in plenary sitting;
- 
28 November 1978: deadline for submission of
amendments by committees and political groups ;
- 
12 December 1978: debate in plenary sitting 
-second reading;
- 
12 December 1978 at 6. p.m.: final deadline for
tabling amendments ;
- 
14 December 1978: vote and adoption of the budget.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
5. Petitions
President. 
- 
By letter of 15 june 1978, the Council
has given its opinion on Petition No 1177 by Mr
Volker Heidt on a supranational postage stamp to
mark direct elections.
This letter has been forwarded to the interested
committees and will be published in the Bulletin of
Parliament.
I have received from Mr Heinz Maselkowski a petition
on pension rights in the EEC.
This petition has been entered under No 13/78 in the
register provided for in Rule a8 Q) of the Rules of
Procedure and, pursuant to paragraph 3 of that same
rule, referred to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions.
6. Procedure witboul report
President. 
- 
Since no member has asked leave to
speak and no amendments have been tabled to them,
I declare approved under the procedure without report
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President
laid down in Rule 27A of the Rules of Procedure the
following Commission proposals which I announced
during the sitting of Monday, 3 July 1978:
- 
Proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive amending
Directive 771799|EEC concerning mutual assistance
by the competent authorities of the Member States in
the field of direct raxation (Doc. l3al78)
- 
Proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision modifying
Decision 741642 adopting a research training
programme for the European Atomic Energy Commu-
nity on plutonium recycling in light-water reactors
(Doc. 166178\.
7. Resolution pursuant to Rule 47 (5)
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on the
request for an immediate vote on the motion for a
resolution tabled pursuant to Rule a7 $) of the Rules
of Procedure on the restriction of competition in the
air transport sector (Doc. 234178).
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like to
say why I intend to vote against the request for urgent
Procedure.
It is not because I think that what Mr Kofoed is prop-
osing in his motion for a resolution is wrong but
rather it is because, in my opinion, this matter is far
too important for us to take a decision on it in such a
hurried way. I think that this resolution ought to be
referred to the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and I therefore ask my colleagues to vote
against urgent procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, if it can be dealt
with quickly in the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, I have no objection to this motion
being referred to the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce of Donington.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, despite
what the rapporteur said on this, my group sees
nothing objectionable in the proposal that the
Commission should submit as soon as possible and
before I January 1979 practical proposals for rules on
competition in the air transport sector. This matter
has been lying dormant for some twenty years. It does
not seem to me or to my group that there is any
fundamental parliamentary principle at risk if we ask
the Commission to get a move on. I should have
throught it would be in the interest of Parliament as a
whole that it should be urged so to do. The air fares in
Europe are a public scandal. The way in which air
transportation in Europe subsidizes trans-Atlantic
fares and the colossal racket in the tixing of air fares
between the air companies is something that should
be ventilated with the utmost speed. I would therefore
have thought that the urgent procedure was well in
order, if only to put a bomb under the Commission.
President. 
- 
M.y I ask Mr Kofoed if he has in fact
asked for referral to committee ?
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I realize that Parli-
ament's procedures are very complex. I would have
liked my motion for a resolution to be discussed in
committee but at the same time I feel it would be
right for this short request to the Commission to be
in fact adopted so that the Commission should know
that Parliament does want to receive this proposal
from the Commission.
The procedure being what it is, I must agree with
Lord Bruce that we must adopt this resolution that
has been submitted and then we hope that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs will
use its influence to press this matter with the Commis-
sion in the Autumn.
So I believe that it would be right for us to vote on
this motion for a resolution and to adopt it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, this is a difficult situa-
tion, but I deliberately asked the Commissioner
whether he was in a position to produce such propo-
sals or not and he replied that he was. Therefore, I
back Mr Kofoed : we should ask the Commission to
produce proposals so our committees can look at
them, not only the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs but also the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, I think that we are not
serious as a Parliament if we take decisions of this
kind in this casual way without debate. It seems to me
that it is quite improbable and indeed impossible that
the Commission can produce anything of this nature
between now and September. Let us be realistic about
this. The Committee concerned can meet at the begin-
ning of September and deal with it in the ordinary
way, so I personally am going to vote against.
President. 
- 
I put the request for an immediate vote
to the vote.
That is agreed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the end of the sitting.
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8. Regulation on A comtnon forestry me,tsure
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
201178) drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture by Mr Ligios on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (Doc. 130/78) for a regulation on a common
measure for forestry in certain dry Mediterranean
zones of the Community (Doc. 201178).
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presi-
ient, since our friend, Mr Ligios, cannot be present in
':he House, I have briefly to present his report. The
proposal is part of the Mediterranean package which
was adopted during the price review and I can tell
Parliament that we discussed it in the Committee on
Agriculture and we adopted the report unanimously
and therefore I shall recommend a vote in favour of
this report. I may add that the proposed amendment
tabled by Mr Hansen on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets is acceptable to our rapporteur.
Mr President, I therefore recommend a vote in favour
of this motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hansen to give the opinion of
the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Hansen, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, the Commitee on Budgets has already had
occasion to examine the Commission's general guide-
lines on the Mediterranean agriculture policy of the
Community.
At that time Mr Scott-Hopkins stressed the impor-
tance of such a policy. And forestry aid to the dry
zones of the Community is an essential part of that
rnediterranean policy.
l'his proposal of the cost of executing the work under-
taken fixes Community aid at 50 %. The Commission
tells us that the amount of funds available from the
budget from 1978 to 1984 will be 230 million units of
account. This is a major financial operation and the
Con.rmission should therefore supply us with as much
f,nancial information as possible.
At a meeting of the Committee on Budgets, I asked
the Commission to give us some further information,
together with all the information they had, and to
explain how it planned to coordinate this aid with
c,ther Community aids, how it had arrived at the
figure mentioned and how it was going to integrate
t-ris policy with the enlargements, of the Community.
irt the committee meeting on 2l June last, we
received further information on these points and are
row able to express a favourable opinion on this prop-
osal.
llowever, there is still a procedural problem. In its
document the Commission proposes an approval
procedure for the programmes which seems too
complicated. The Commission has to consult the
Fund Committee of the EAGGF as well as the
Standing Committee on Agricultural Structures.
Should the Standing Committee wish to disagree with
the Commission's proposal, the Council is notified
and the Committee may take a different decision. rVe
wonder if it is really necessary to consult these two
committees, which are both composed of national
experts. The Committee on Budgets suggests that we
uphold our proposal to include Parliament in any deci-
sion with financial implications and where the
Council is called in to settle a difference of opinion
between the Committee and the Commission.
This is a well-known problem and our doctrine on
this point has been hammered out in the course of
numerous debates. The draft amendment to Article l5
of the proposal for a regulation echoes to the letter
the amendments passed by Parliament after
examining Mr Ryan's report on rules for financing
certain interventions in the agricultural sector and also
proposed by Mr Schreiber in his opinion on sheep-
meat. I therefore submit this draft amendment to
Article 15 to you, Mr President.
In respect of Article 15, I propose an amendment
asking that the European Parliament be consulted on
any granting of aid, which was implicit in the text
drafted by the Commission.
Mr President, I think that with these two amendments
and the supplementary information supplied by the
Commission the Committee on Budgets can give its
support to the proposal as a whole, as put forward by
Mr Ligios in his excellent report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission 
-(NL) Mr President, the Commission is particularly
anxious that Parliament should approve its proposal to
support forestry in certain dry Mediterranean zones on
the basis of Mr Ligios' report on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture and the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets which Mr Hansen drew up
and which contains a number of very constructive
comments.
I do not think that I need to talk at length about the
significance of our proposal. Reafforestation is
extremely important for agriculture. I would point out
that although this proposal only relates to a fairly
small area, such reafforestation will benefit agriculture
in that area much more than might be immediately
apparent from the mere figures.
I would also point out that the proposed measures will
also be very beneficial in that the activities connected
with reafforestation will create jobs, especially in poor
and economically backward agricultural areas which
are particularly affected by the considerable shortage
of available jobs.
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In this respect, too, it is particularly important that
the Community should aid these Mediterranean
zones.
The Committee on Budgets tabled an amendment
concerning the management committee procedure.
This is an old chestnut. I mentioned it yesterday in a
different context in the debate on fisheries. The
management committee procedure was set up in the
early stages of the common agricultural policy. So
what is involved here is nothing more than standard
practice.
I am well aware of Parliament's view on this matter. I
would even say that I agree with its point of view, but
of course we cannot suddenly change this procedure
in a regulation, otherwise we should have to amend
every existing regulation. The truth of the matter is
that the Council is not prepared to give the Commis-
sion the implementing powers which actually devolve
upon it in accordance with the Treaty's intentions.
Such has been the case now for years, ever since the
early 1950s. If this procedure were to be amended,
then of course Parliament could exercise its control
function with respect to the Commission, whereas at
the moment the Council still retains for itself the
right to take decisions, or at least it reserves the right
to do so in case it should wish to use its powers. As
long as this situation prevails I think that it would be
wrong to amend this aspect, which is not unimportant
from a political point of view, on the basis of one
particular case. Consequently the Commission does
not consider it appropriate on this occasion to amend
its proposal in line with the opinion delivered by Parli-
ament on this matter.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ? The
motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
together with the amendments which have been
tabled at the end of the siuing.
The debate is closed.
9. Rcgulations and decision concerning
nilk and milk ltroduct.t
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on :
- 
the report (Doc. 225178) drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculrure by Mr Howell on
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (Doc. 177178) for
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
804/68 on the organization of the markets in milk
and milk products
II. a regulation on the sale of butter at reduced prices
to persons receiving social assistance
- 
the report (Doc. 226178) drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture by Mr Howell on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (Doc. 212178) for a decrsron
authorizing the United Kingdom ro grant a national aid
to milk producers in Northern Ireland.
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, deputl' rdpporteilr. 
- 
(DK) Since Mr
Howell is unable to be present, I have to present these
reports to Parliament in his stead. Both reports result
from the price settlement which the Council of Minis-
ters reached in May. The Committee on Agriculture
has discussed these three proposals on social butter 
-as we call it 
- 
and aid to cheese production in ltaly
and we support the proposals as they have been
submitted. There was unanimity in committee apart
from one Member who wished not to take part in the
vote. Thus on behalf of the committee, I would recom-
mend that Parliament adopt these motions for resolu-
tions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President o.l' tbc Conni-t.tion. 
-(NL)Mr President, I am delighted that the commiuee
supports our proposal.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The motions for a resolution will be put to the vote as
they stand at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
10. Regulationr o,t 
.fruit and rcgetablcs
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
208178) drawn up on behalf of the Commitree on
Agriculture by Mr Cifarelli on :
the proposals from the Commrssron of the European
Communities to the Council (Doc. 207178) tor:
L a regulation amending Regulatron (EEC) No 1035/72
on the common organization of the markets in fruit
and vegetables
II. a regulatron amending Regulation (EEC) No 1035177
laying down specral measures to encourage the
marketrng of products processed from lemons.
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed, deputl' rdpportcur. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presi-
dent, here is another proposal which was adopted in
connection with the price package and since Mr Cifa-
relli cannot be present, I have promised to present the
report to Parliament.
'We discussed this proposal in some detail in the
Committee on Agriculture and gave it our unanimous
support and hence I would recommend Parliament to
vote in favour of this motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-Prc-;idcnt o.f tbc Contrrti-t.sion. 
-(NL) Mr President, I should like to thank Parliament
for its unconditional support for the Commission on
this matter.
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President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote as
it stands at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
ll. Dircctit't on ddngcroils Prcp.tr.tlton.r
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l8l/78) drawn up on behalf of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion by Mr Lamberts on
the proposal from the Commrssion of the European
Conrmunities to the Council (Doc. 5l l/77) tor a directive
an.rendrng Directive TJllT31EEC of 4 June 1973 on the
approxinration of Member States' laws, regulations and
adnrinistrative provisions relating to the classification,
packaging and labelling of dangerous preparations
(solve n ts).
I call Mr Lamberts.
Mr Lamberts, rdpportcur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is
very inrportant for me that I should be the one to
spcak today on behalf of the Committee on the Envi-
ronnlent, Public Health and Consumer Protection on
the draft report on the proposal amending the direc-
tive orr dangerous solvents.
It would appear that this draft report only aims at
strengthcning the Community standards already in
force relating to the packaging and labelling of
solvents principally in order to take account of tech-
nical progress.
Mr Presiderrt, this is of course very important in the
social sphere and the committee therefore welcomes
this proposal.
But those who have read the draft report thoroughly
will realize that if the European Parliament adopts it
today, much more will be achieved than by the
motion for a resolution, the amendments and the
explanatory staternent.
Apart from regulating these matters, which to many
might sccn.r insignificar.rt, we shall be taking an impor-
tant step forward because we shall be deciding that
from now on commercial interests shall no longer
take precedence over common human objectives. If
this draft report is adopted we shall be going against
the views of trade and industry, particularly those of
the chemical industry. During our discussions in
conrnrittee I expressly drew the members' attention to
this fact. Nonctheless, we were unanimous in our
support for this draft report and I hope that this
Hotrsc will do likewise. In so doing it will in essence
be stating that the protection of the health of the
Conrmunity's citizens clearly takes precedence over
the interests of the chemical industry, however impor-
tant wc may consider the latter to be. Of course we
shall require rrew chemical products in future and we
should bc gratcful to the industry for all its efforts.
But the last l5 to 20 years have clearly taught trs that
health protection is cven morc inrportant.
You can read more about the importance of
protecting health against darrgerotrs strbstances irr thc
Notice to Membe rs I sent out on 9 Jtrne l97tt and
which is essential to thc trndcrstanding of this draft
report. I should like to discuss this doctrmerrt irl
greater detail. In fact our committee will reconsider
this docunrent next spring. This House devotes more
time to debates on numerous subjects which are of
less interest to the Er,rropean citizen and less inrpor-
tant in his daily life. Those of us working on behalf of
public health are frequently too modest in compar-
ison with all those working for trade and indtrstry.
From now on, however, we shall no longer be able to
ignore health protection and the chemical industry
will have to submit its plans and products to the
health authorities for approval before it can develop
them further. That is laid down in principle in para-
graph .5 of the motion for a resolution, and if the Euro-
pean Parliament adopts this draft report it will
consequently be accepting a radical change in its
policy. Paragraph -5 says that over a specific period we
should make every effort to insert into Community
legislation provisions similar to those which came
into force in the United States of America on I May
1978.
The American Toxic Stht,ttt*s Conlrol Act lays
down that substances which have rrot been registered
before I May 1978 are regarded as rlew. New chenti-
cals must be registered at least 90 days before produc-
tion or importation, all necessary data being strbmitted
at the sanre time. There are a ttumber of essential
differences between the TSCA and the proposed EEC
directive. According to the EEC directive a producer
may defer the submission of infornration on a new
chemical until the day on which that chemical is put
on the market. The directive does not apply to
existing chemicals. Nor does it provide for systertratic
analysis of the information gathered on existing cl.rem-
icals in the r'.ay that the TSCA does.
After approximately five years of fierce debates the
Toxic Substanccs Control Act was adopted by thc US
Congress on I I October 1976. The act submits the
whole chen.rical industry of the United States to
comprehensive control at federal level. This is an irrno-
vation for the US and will have important
consequences for public health and the qtrality of the
environnrent.
The TSCA gives the Environnrental Protection
Agency (EPA) extensive powers to trace harntftrl cl'rem-
icals and, whcre appropriate, to take measures to clin-ri-
tlate them.
This applies both the chenricals which are already in
production and rrew strbstarrccs, the latter before they
are put on the market. That is an essential point. The
Act gives the EPA powers in every phase of industrial
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development : product development, research and
tcsting, nranufacture, processing, distribution and
wastc drsposal. Moreove r, since the TSCA treats
persons importing chemicals into the United States as
though tltcy wcrc Anrerican producers, the scope of
the EPA's powers is not limited to rhe United States
alonc but its authority extends in fact over the whole
inrportant multi-billiorr-dollar inrernational chemical
nrarkct in which wc hcre in Europe are also repre-
sen tcd.
Orre of thc nrost inrportant principles on which the
TSCA is based rs that the public interest demands that
the EPA should have power to take action before
harmful chemicals can pose a threat to health or the
environnrent.
In his latest message on the environment to Congress,
President Carter emphasized this important point
once again : 'The presence of toxic chemicals in our
environment is one of the gravest discoveries of the
industrial age. It is not enough merely to take note of
their presence and do all that is possibole ro combat
their consequences. Our primary aim must be to
prevent the substances from finding their way into the
environment'.
The TSCA provided the United States with the means
of putting this preventive policy into effect 
- 
and not
before time, for evidence is accumulating throughout
the world that toxic chemicals play a major role in
public health questions, despite the undoubted spec-
tacular advances achieved in public health over the
last hundred years.
As regards this last point, a few figures will give some
indication: in 1850 the average life expectancy of a
woman born in the US was approximately 40 years.
For a man it was approximately 38 years. At the turn
of the century these averages had increased to 50 for a
woman and 46 for a man. By 19.50 life expectancy
had increased considerably, in particular as a result of
fiproved 
health care, to 72 for a woman and 68 for a
But sincc 19.50, in the last 2[i years, that is, there has
been little further improvemenr. Only a few years of
healthy life have been added. In view of the huge
expenditure on medical research, the sharp increase in
the cost of public health and the incrcased use of
medicines and sophisticated medical equipment, this
increase in life expectancy is suprisingl,' small. Some
people would have it that guarantees cannot be given
for thc human body : that it will eventually wear out
and sooncr or later we all have to die and that we have
now reached our maximum life expectancy.
But most experts in this field have a different idea.
There are in fact areas in the world where people live
much longer than is usual in industrialized regions
and where some diseases, which have become the
major causes of death for the inhabitants of the indus-
trialized world are totally unknown. Health experrs
suspect that cardio-vascular diseases, strokes, nriscar-
riages, congenital defects and variotrs neurological
problems are also corrnected with the presence of
chemicals in the envirorlment.
In particulal it can be said in thrs context that the US
Toxic Substances Control Act is an intportant new
weapon of national strategy to prontote health and
well-being and to prevent illness. And it is intcnded
to use this weapor.t in a sensiblc but effective way.
One of the most important provrsions of the TSCA
requires the EPA to draw up a balance of the risks and
advantages which will accrue to society from the usc
of each chenrical which it cxamincs. In the case of
each chemical about which a decisiorr has to be taken
whether to do something and, if so, what, an answer
must be given to the following questiorrs : what effects
on health can the substance produce ? Does it causc
cancer ? Congenital malfornration ? Can it cause
damage to entbryonic life ? Can it cause other health
problems ? Vhat ecological e ffect ntusr be raken into
account ? How ntany peoplc will conte into contact
with the substancc and undcr what circun-rstance's ?
All these questions look at only one aspect of rhe
question. But it is also necessary to look at the other
side of the coin 
- 
the social and econonric advan-
tages which socicty may derive fronr the use of the
chemical : how much cmployment is creatcd by
production of the substance ? Is it a basic product for
an important brarrch of industry ? Can it be replaced
by another substance which is 'safer' and, if so, at what
cost ?
IJThat should we lose if its use were completely denied
us ? How much would it cost to deve lop a substitute ?
These are all questions which must, of course, be
taken into consideration.
One of the problems of EEC legislation and the
TSCA is that no account has been taken of pollution
by contaminants. One of the great dangers, for
example, arc the nitrosaminc contaminants,
substances which are present everywhere in our envi-
rollrrre nt, in food, in the air and which can be
converted in the stomach into very dangerous carcino-
genic substances. These substanccs are still not taken
into account. Last week we had another case in
Sweden. As a result of the use of hexachloropl.rene
children were born with congenital defects. These
substances arc advertised daily in our newspapers and
are very dangerous ; we must do sonre thing here.
Doctors are at present convinced that we could live
another 20 years in good health and control of our
faculties if we first ensured that people ate morc
sensibly and behaved naturally and if the govcrnntcnt
ensures that the environment was not so polluted with
thousands of different substances which, even in small
amounts, damage human health.
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At the moment, people living in the Netherlands are
obliged to take drinking water from the Rhine, a river
in which rainbow trout can no longer live and breed
as they should. Human and fish Iife largely dcpend on
the sanrc factors, but pcople living in the Netherlands
nrust drink Rhine water in which no fish can live
prope rly. And these nratters are amongst thc most
urgcnt tasks facing the Conrnrissioncr responsible for
public health in our European Conrorunity. Of course,
nrcdicanrcnts, thc establishnrent of doctors, dentists
ancl so on are inrportant but insignificarrt in compar-
ison.
But in conclusion, Mr President, I should like to
rcturn to nratters which are perhaps details, although
thcy, too, arc inrportant.
The Conrmittce oll the Envirorrnrent, Public Health
and Consunrer Protcction thought it inrportant that a
bctter dcfinitiorr of a solvent be drawtr up as you can
scc in paragraph 2 of the motion for a rcsolution arrd
in the arrrcrrdcd text.
Of cor.rrse, this is not an earth-shattering matter and it
is natrrrally always dangerous to give definitions. I
should likc to take this opportunity of thanking my
Dutch cxpcrt collcagtres for giving me a helping hancl.
Mr Prcsidcnt, as a fornrcr gerreral practitioner, para-
graph l0 of the nrotiorr for a resolution is of the
utnlost inrportance for nre in emotional ternrs. \yhen
I think o[ the rrunrcrous sn'rall children, babies and
toddlcrs, that I have seen suffering from the effects of
scrious corrosive action, burrrs to the throat, gullet and
stonrach, I still shuddcr with guilt. We adults are
rcsponsiblc for all thc pain suffercd by these children
who in nrany cases dic in agony irr early childhood.
Our nrotlcnr socicty can prevent this at a cost of one
pcnny pc[ bottlc or can or whatever is used for pack-
agirrg. l.adics and gcntlcmen, do not then burden your
conscie rrces for orrc perrny but support our nrotion for
a rcsolutior.r and do so in such a way that the Comntis-
sion and Council arc obliged to take action.
In thc context of this draft legislation it is of course
cxtrcn'rcly inrportant that the houscwife and possibly
cven nrorc so, thc clunrsy huslrand, who rurrs the
housc or is a do-it-yoursclf man should be protected
against rlangcrous substances.
Men arc marvellous wlren it comcs to solving the
most conrplicatcd chen'rical fornrulae and laws of
physics, but irr the cyes of our better halves we are
funrblc-fistcd whcn we try to apply all this advanced
scicncc to our daily lives. Let nre tell you about an
articlc which appcared last year in a Dutch medical
jourrral about a soldicr who had dirtied his uniform.\i7e have all sce n that well-known spray can
contairrirrg spot rcn'rover: this soldier tlrouglrt quite
simply : 'lWe ll, I'll keep my uniform on and spray the
wholc lot'. This he did and as a result strffered from
acutc atrophy of thc liver arrd a fcw months later died
in grcat pairr.
There is another happier medical story about thc
seaman who worked on a tankcr and was away for
four or five months at a time. Each tinrc hc rcturncd
honre to his wifc he contracted acutc eczenra on his
chcst. Now, we always imagine that sailors corttract
these diseases away fronr honre but hc trsccl to sttffcr
every time when he was at honrc witlr his wifc.
Finally, after a long investigation, it was <liscovcred
that his wife, who wasn't getting any youngcr, dyccl
her hair each time he came honte. \flhe n shc
snuggled her head against his rugged sailor's chest hcr
dyed hair came into contact with his skirr. tJfle know
that there are still at least eight hair preparations on
the market which contain carcinogens and sonre well-
known lipsticks or well-known makes which are carci-
nogenic. These are dangers for our society altd no
clear symbol appears on the box or whatever pack-
aging is used.
So, Mr President, I should like to urge that clear picto-
grams be printed on packaging and that clear instruc-
tions be given to prcvent mishaps with dangerous
chemical preparations and solverrts.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Yredeling, Vicc-Prctitlcnt o.f tbc Clonnri.s.tiott. 
-(NL)Mr President, I should like to begin by thanking
the rapporteur, Mr Lanrberts, for his extremely inter-
esting introduction. It may have exceeded the limits
of the subject to some extent but quite rightly so.
If I remember correctly he set out the nrain outlines
of his argment in a notice to all nrembers last year.
The rapporteur's opinion is particularly valuable
because it is based on his own experience. It is
extremely interesting that he is now extending these
lines on the basis of the proposal which we submitted
to Parliament on the packaging of dangerous
substances. I do not wish to spend a long tinte rtow
discussing what Mr Lamberts said brrt I shall certainly
bear it in mind. \tr7e can accept the anrendments
tabled by the Conrnrittee on the Environment, Public
Health and Corrsumer Protection with one exception
and that is the addition of a new paragraph 4(a) to the
first paragraph of Article .5.
'We cannot comply with the request that first aid
instructions sl.rould be give n should dangerous
solvents be wrongly used. Although the rcquest is in
itself understandable, we must realize that htrman
factors are involved here which cause a problem. For
example, in a great many cases if people became ill
from the toxic effect of sucl'r substances and it said on
the label that an antidote nrust be taken, they would
regard that as sufficicnt and not do what they should
do and corrsult a doctor.
And the n thcre is the practical difficulty that the
name of the antidote will frequently differ from
country to country. The manufacturer who is respon-
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sible for the label cannot always know in which
country his product will be used, especially if it
renrains in the Community now that we have free
movement of goods. For these practical reasons the
proposed amendment is therefore not really feasible. I
would not exclude the possibility of paying artenrion
to this problem at a later stage, but then it would also
nrerit further study. So on behalf of the Conrnrission I
cannot agree to the amendment of the directive in
this respect.
But we will gladly accept the rapporteur's other
amendments.
May I now make one comment to prevent any misun-
derstanding. I am speaking here on behalf of the
Commission but for this particular item I am depu-
tizing for Viscount Davignon. Mr Lamberts addressed
himself to the Commissioner responsible for public
health, but then it concerns a specific matter. He is
correct in the sense that as Commissioner for Employ-
ment and Social Affairs, which is my official title,
because last December there was a meeting of the
Council of Health Ministers and the second is being
prepared for November, I have gradually taken over
responsibility in the Commission for the relevant
preparatory work. But on the subject now under
discussion I am only deputizing for Viscount
Davignon. That means, therefore, that the compe-
tences of the Directorates-General have not yet been
aligned with a possible development which I would
gladly support. Of course the Community should not
only issue directives in the field of trade, transport,
wing mirrors and car mudflaps, it should also be able
to act ir'r the fundamental sphere of public health. I
krrow that last December the Health Ministers
exprcssed that wish and they signified their intention
to continue their activities in the Council of the Euro-
pean Community or, if the EEC Treaty does not allow
that, to nrcet fornrally as the phrase has it'as represen-
tativcs of thc Mentbcr States within thc framework of
thc Council'.
I find that public health is to some extent becoming
nry rcsponsibility. In any case Mr Lamberrs has made
some very interesting comments, for example,
conccrrring lcgislation and the supervisory activity in
thc Unitcd States. I have already taken note of these.
Mcnrbcrs of staff from nry Directorate-General have
bccn to Vaslrington to discuss these matters.
Bccause of the distribution of portfolios in the
Conrnrission, Mr Haferkamp is responsible for the
trade aspect of this matter. At all events I know that
the Anrericans are very interested in what we in the
Conrnrurrity are doing, especially in a more or less
relatcd arca : our action programme on safety and
hcalth at work which the Council adopted last week.
Tlrc Anrcricans are very keen on discussing this with
us. Then there are problems such as asbestos whrch is
not only of the utmost importance for the work envi-
ronment but also for our gerreraI cnvironnrent. Mr
Lamberts is right when he says that restrictiorrs in the
United States are frequently nruch nruclr stricter than
ours. I therefore feel that devclopn.re r.rt should bc
parallel in the United State s, we stcrn Europe and
Japan, because we all have sinrilar industrially deve-
loped societies.
Early in September I shall be paying an oificial visit
to the United States incltrdirrg Vashington. The
TSCA is on n.ry agenda and it will conre up for discus-
sion. In due course, if thc appropriate parlirrnrentary
comnrittee so desires, I can publish a rcport on it. I
shall then be better infornred, so I havc rro neecl to
make a long statenrel'lt ltow about tltis aspect of tradc
relations.
These matters are of course very inrportant and
concern not only trade aspects. Mr Lanrbcrts is natur-
ally in full agreement with ntc hr're.
I should like to concltrde by thankirlg thr: conrnrittcc
and the rapporteur once again. I carr support the
nrajor outlines of Mr Lanrbcrts' argunlcrlts. It docs
indeed represent a new sphere for thc Europcarr
Community. It means in fact that thc European
Comnrunity would have to take orr certain rcsponsibi[-
ities in the sphere of public hcalth. Vc nrust bear tlris
in mind. I consider that this is reasonablc. But as
Conrmissioner I nrust say that it is not covered by thc
EEC Treaty. Thcre nrust bc political agrccrrrcnt within
the Council if we arc to take tltis step.
And of course that could hinder our progress. I hopc
that that will not be the case but it is my duty to
point out the possibility.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lanrberts.
Mr Lamberts, t'd\po,'t(,ttr. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidcnt, I
should first likc to thank the Conrnrissioncr for rhc
spirit in which lre spoke and thcn acld a little abotrt
paragraph 4 (a).
Most European experts belicvc that such a provisron is
necessary for the safcty of all thosc wlto conrc into
contact with dangcrous substances. I trnclerstan<'l that
the Commissioncr is sayirrg: 'l canr-rot implcnrcrrt
that at prescnt'but I fccl that wc carr cxprcss tlris
hope and that thc Conrnrissiorrcr can pronrisc to ainr
to achieve it 
- 
as soon as he is capable of doing so
- 
and comply with our rcqucst. Thcrcforc on bchalf
of our commrttee I should likc to rctain this para-
graph.
President. 
- 
Does anyone clsc wish to spcak ?
The nrotion for a resolution will bc pur to the vote as
it stands at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
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12. Preparation of the 1978 Tipartite Conference
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim report
(Doc. 179178) drawn up on behalf of the Committee
on Social Affairs, Employment and Education by Mr
Albers on
the state of preparation of the detailed and comprehen-
sive working documents to be drawn up by the Commis-
sion for the 1978 Community Tripartite Conference.
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion has submitted an interim report relating to prepa-
rations for the Tripartite Conference planned for
1978, the unofficial date being 17 November. The
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion is concerned to note that the working documents
are being delayed and in some cases the definitive
version is not yet available. The committee feels that
the Commission is preparing for this fourth Tripartite
Conference more efficiently and thoroughly than on
previous occasions. Some sections, such as that on the
redistribution of available work, have been available to
the Economic and Social Committee in the form of
working documents and have been discussed by the
Standing Committee on Employment. Opinions have
already been delivered on these matters and Parlia-
ment's Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education has already been able to hold an exchange
of views on these working documents.
But the other working documents on the relationship
between investment and employment and the connec-
tion with employment in the world, including the
developing countries, have not yet been made avail-
able to our committee although they must exist. Some
members of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education pointed out that it is iust not
possible to form an opinion or hold a proper political
discussion if some of the documents are unavailable.
And we consider that we in Parliament must also
form our opinion and make our position known
before the Tripartite Conference begins. And in the
past the situation was that when Tripartite Confer-
ences were held, Parliament adopted reports ; I
remember the excellent comprehensive report drawn
up by Mr Glinne before the Tripartite Conference
held in July 1976.
At that time too, Mr Glinne was really pressed for
time and certain documents only became available at
the last moment. But even so he made the effort to
produce a detailed report which was then debated. In
1977 Mr Santer was appointed rapporteur ; he, too,
was pressed for time because of the late arrival of
certain documents. Afterwards we were obliged to
note that this conference was particularly disap-
pointing. In the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education we even discussed the point of
holding any more Tripartite Conferences of this
nature. That is why we are so keen on receiving docu-
ments in good time so that we can study them and
discuss them properly.
It is of course perfectly clear 
- 
and this was demons-
trated by Commissioner Vredling's statement
yesterday 
- 
that we are facing serious difficulties and
wide political differences of opinion. If the French
Government is already making difficulties with
respect to an extension of the public sector and the
creation of employment by the Government, then we
must expect that in this Parliament, too, we shall
encounter serious differences of opinion when we
discuss the redistribution of available work. And then
I think it is extremely important that before the
Tripartite Conference begins, before the employers,
employees and Government representatives meet, that
we know what the most important political forces in
the European Communiry think about these subjects.
That is why in this interim report we call urgently for
the documents which the Commission has already
prepared to be sent as rapidly as possible to our
committee so that we can work on them even during
the summer recess and draw up a report in sufficient
time for it to be discussed in September and October
in committee meetings where political discussions
will be held.
But if, as we have been told, we only receive the
summary document at the end of September, then the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion and the Parliament will find it impossible to
form a political opinion and hold an in-depth debate
on this matter. That is why in our motion for a resolu-
tion we wonder whether it will still be possible to
organize the Tripartite Conference in November or
whether it would be better to postpone it until spring
1979. The Committee agreed on this ; some members
of the committee considered that we should not go so
far in our requests because, given the serious nature of
the subject, it is of the utmost importance that the
Conference be held in November. A narrow majority
considered that we should include that paragraph in
our motion for a resolution, and that is the line we
followed.
Mr President, what we need is for everyone to make
the maximum effort. !7e would ask the Commis-
sioner to do his utmost to ensure that the missing
documents are forwarded to us as rapidly as possible
and to agree to make available to Parliament the
summary document not at the end of September but,
if at all possible, towards the end of August or early in
September. In that case it would still be possible to
draw up an effective report which could then be
debated in depth in Parliament.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, yesterday and today I have had to spend
a good deal of time discussing a number of subjects in
this Parliament on behalf of my colleagues. This was
not really inconvenient because on the whole there
was agreement between Parliament and the Commis-
sion on these points. Now, however, I have to discuss
a subject which comes entirely under my own port-
folio and now the difficulties begin. I disagree entirely
with Mr Albers and with the Committee on Social
Affairs. I shall explain this. The Commission does not
disagree with the Parliament about the basic elements
of the question but about the functional aspects.
Tripartite conferences were held between the coordi-
nated industrial circles and the governments, chaired
by a representative of the Council, a minister from the
country which now has the presidency of the Council.
The conference is a conference of the two sides of
industry and the governments, and this does not
concern Parliament very much.
Parliament may of course adopt a position on the four
subjects, but primarily the working documents are
intended for the two sides of industry. They consult
together on them. There have been many talks with
the trade union movement, next week again with
UNICE for example. The working documents are
intended for these talks too.
It is of course logical that Parliament should follow
the matter with interest and logical that Parliament
should carry out its supervisory function. But the
working documents for which Mr Albers is asking 
-he mentioned September, but I am not sure we shall
be able to keep to that date 
- 
must be ready one
month before the conference. The German President
of the Council fixed the date at 17 November at last
week's Council meeting.
So that is my guideline date. I repeat that the tripartite
conference is a conference of the two sides of industry
and the government representatives and the Commis-
sion. Naturally I am eager to help the Parliament to
formulate its opinion. Mr Albers pointed out that the
two documents we had completed during our prepara-
tory work were concerned with 'work sharing' and the
role of the tertiary sector. During the preparatory work
of the Commission I was therefore automatically able
to ask the Standing Committee on Employment for
advice on the basis of my portfolio. You know that
the Commission is represented on this Standing
Committee, which is also chaired by one of the Minis-
ters for Social Affairs.
The other two subiects, the relationship between
investment and employment and the international
economic trend and its consequences formally fall
within the terms of reference of Mr Ortoli. That is
clear since the matter concerns economic policy. The
Economic Policy Committee must draft the relevant
documents here. This is not a matter for the Commis-
sion. It is a matter for a senior official of Mr Ortoli's
directorate-general and a senior official of my directo-
rate-general. But that is not a political body. That is
why this committee works on the basis of a working
document drafted by the Commission departments.
Now, this working document by the Commission
departments is further prepared at the level of the
Commission departments, taking account of the views
expressed in the committee, so that the official
committee can meet with the nwo sides of industry
and determine their views. That can lead so some
modifications to the document, after which the
Commission has to discuss it, and it then becomes
binding on the Commission. In time this leads to a
tripartite conference.
The question is, if this has happened once, whether
the Standing Committee on Employment must not
also be consulted here, because it is more of a political
body than the officially set up Economic Policy
Committee.
At the same time we are working on a final summary
document. True, but it is intended for the Tripartite
Conference. Parliament was quite able to perform its
duties on the basis of the two documents which were
ready in April. The other documents are with the
Commission departments as reports. They are best
suited for the formulation of political opinions, and
the Commission will have to draw on these opinions.
Once the social partners have been heard, an opinion
will also have to be reached. I can refer Mr Albers to
the situation in his own country which I happen to
know well. rU7hen the government there, if I may
make a comparison with the Commission, asks the
Social and Economic Council for advice, the Parlia-
ment there does not discuss this consultation. It may
offer guidelines, however. This is a very good thing if
its opinion is requested, but effectively the govern-
ment does not determine its position only after
obtaining this opinion. And this is also how we must
see this Tripartite Conference, broadly speaking. The
Tripartite Conference will never take decisions. It
delivers opinions which are extremely useful to the
Commission and also to the Parliament so that they
can see at the Tripartite Conference on what points
there is political agreement at European level between
employers, workers, governments and the Commis-
sion.
The conclusions and consequences the Commission
draws from this are a matter for Parliament. For then
it must check whether the Commission has done well,
whether it has drawn the correct conclusions from the
conference; but not before the conference.
Mr Albers is quite right that is it is extremely impor-
tant that Parliament should also be able to form its
opinion, and I am always prepared to support this. I
am always prepared to explain matters in the
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Committee on Social Affairs so that it too can form its
opinion on the question and perhaps also put forward
proposals just before the conference if we have
completed our activities. Mr Glinne was a rapporteur.
Mr Santer was a rapporteur. So you can coordinate
your activities on this matter, during the period from
mid-October to l7 November or so. Then Parliament
can do all it wants once our documents are accessible.
The preparations are under way. The subiects are not
unknown ; if a rapporteur comes to the Commission
any documents of the Commission departments
which are not confidential and are appropriate will be
available. The documents have been available since
May. So during our preparatory work we are taking
account of the final aim which is to prepare for the
Tripartite Conference in which employers and
workers come together at European level with the
governments and the Commission. That is the criteria
by which I would want Parliament to assess our
preparatory activities. So there is no question of a
difference of opinion between Mr Albers and the
Commission on the basic question. Absolutely not.
The question is simply one of procedure and I shall
do all I can to enable your committee to make its
proposals during the period roughly from mid-
October to mid-November. If we can manage this,
there need be no question of differences of opinion.
In fact this is ample time for preparation, much
longer than usual for many matters. Think of the prep-
aration of the Social Fund on which Parliament must
give its opinion, or of our proposals on youth matters
where Parliament was indeed in a difficult position
because of lack of time. In this case you have several
months to prepare the reports you will draft on the
subject of the Tripartite Conference.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers, rapporteur, 
- 
Mr President, I thank Mr
Vredeling for his comprehensive reply and above all
for what he finally said. For he more or less said that
he would do all he could to enable Parliament to form
its opinion.
Of course I was a little suprised when he began by
saying that he was entirely in disagreement with me.
But in the end he agreed with me a little. And he had
to do so, because as a former Member of this Parlia-
ment, Mr Vredeling put innumerable questions to the
Commission in his time and was a man who was not
easily satisfied with the replies. But I think the
Commissioner is completely overlooking a very impor-
tant fact. This is the fourth Tripartite Conference and
last summer after the third conference the Commis-
sion found it necessary to put forward a number of
ideas embodied in four reports. Is Parliament asking
very much after finding now, in July, shortly before
the summer recess, that the documents are not yet
available ? I do not think so. I think that if Mr Vred-
eling were now standing here as a Member of Parlia-
ment he would have said in much more emphatic and
much less friendly manner : 'Comnrission, you are
failing in your duty here. It has taken much too long
for you to state your position.' The Commissioner
may well draw a comparison with the Netherlands
Government and the situation in our Netherlands
Parliament as regards the requests for an opinion, but
we members of the Second Chamber do not allow
ourselves constantly to be put off by means of
requests for opinions from the Social and Economic
Council. !flhat we need here is a thorough discussion
of the sub.iect with which we are dealing between the
representatives of the political parties. But then we
must also have the relevant documents.
It is quite clear of course, Mr President, and I need
not tell you this, as a member of the Committee on
Social Affairs you know it well too, that it is practi-
cally impossible to adopt a political opinion on the
basis of working documents. Ve must have a
summary document in which the Commission draws
specific conclusions. On that basis we would be able
to have a political discussion with one another. I
admit that we will in fact obtain this summary docu-
ment in September and that we will then have more
time before the conference than was the case with the
three previous Tripartite Conferences. For in 1975 the
summary document was not even available a week
beforehand. As far as that is concerned, I am full of
praise for the great activity displayed ! But because
this is the fourth conference, because we have experi-
enced disappointments with the three previous ones, I
think, and here I am also speaking on behalf of the
members of the Committee on Social Affairs who
urge the same, that we require the document in order
to be able to discuss the matter properly. I also think
that for the proper running of affairs in coming years
it is necessary that the political differences of opinion
which will undoubtedly appear with regard to this
matter should come clearly to light here in this Parlia-
ment.
So thank you again, but once again I urge that the
Commission should provide us with the necessary
documents as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling.- Mr President, it is true that I began
by saying that I entirely disagreed with Mr Albers in
the sense that I do not agree that the documents we
must prepare should take account of Parliament's
calendar. Indeed, I do not agree with this. I say it
quite clearly. I am not prepared to do this. Ve
prepare the documents for the Tripartite Conference
and not for Parliament. Ve shall keep Parliament
informed. That has been done already. Parliament has
been able to discuss the two relevant reports, 50 % of
the work, all along. A report could have been
produced here in Parliament if you had wished it.
And documents from the ComnTission departments
exist on the other two subjects. So they can also be
discussed.
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I am also prepared, unofficially, as should always be
the case, to keep the rapporteur up to date with our
view on the matter. This will have to be discussed in
the Commission. I do not think it is very reasonable
of Parliament, as regards the Tripartite Conference to
be held in November, to require that the Commission
should state its position in June on documents on
which I myself have not yet been able to consult the
two sides of industry. The two sides of industry want
to take their time and I must consult them before I
take a position. For this is my personal task in this
matter. I must bring the two parties into a discussion
in which they themselves can express their views ; the
Parliament can act on the sidelines, but in my
opinion not in the sense of judging or having control
over the documents where available. May I say that I
have even refused supervision by the Council. An
attempt was made to have the documents which we
send to the Tripartite Conference endorsed by the
Council first. \tr7e did not agree to it. The Commission
is entirely and alone responsible as regards the two
sides of industry, under the supervision of the Euro-
pean Parliament.
Mr Albers rightly says that in earlier days I may have
acted differently. That is true but not to the point ! At
no time did I say in this Parliament that we should sit
on the executive chair. I have always said the opposite.
That is a fundamental point. !7e make the documents
available to the two sides of industry and I need time
to bring the employers and workers together. That is
important. I have not brought the employers and
workers together yet on the subject of 'worksharing',
Mr Albers. If you think that all that has been settled
already, you are wrong. $7e have not got that far yet.
Just think of the discussions on the subject in Europe.
That is why I cannot present any documents to Parlia-
ment on that subiect at present. Next week we shall
be having talks with UNICEF. \7e shall continue our
talks with the trade unions in September. This is an
ongoing process, in preparation for the Tripartite
Conference. I wanted to make this quite clear again in
order to anticipate any further reproaches.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else with to speak ? The
motion for a resolution will be p,ut to the vote as it
stands at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
13. Youtb emplolment and a statement b1 tbe
Commission on social policy
President. 
- 
The next item is the 
.ioint debate on
- 
the statement yesterday by the Commission on the
last meeting of the Council of Ministers of Labour
and Social Affairs, and
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 230178) tabled by
Mr Albers, Mrs Dunwoody and Mr Lezzi on behalf of
the Socialist Group on the Council's failure to agree
on measures to promote youth employment.
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
Mr President, I want to begin my
speech by expressing great appreciation of the speech
by Mr Vredeling who yesterday took the step of
informing Parliament about the disappointing
proceedings at the Council of Ministers of Social
Affairs on 25 June last.
He spoke about the results of this meeting. Of course
we are very pleased that decisions were taken
regarding the proposals on safety and health at work
and lob protection. But surely for this kind of meeting
of the Council of Ministers of Social Affairs the only
one in a period of six months, that is a very meagre
result, in view of the number of subjects with which
we are dealing which are specifically connected with
employment. And it is quite true that our pleasure at
the actual results was quite overshadowed by the fact
that the Council did not manage to reach a single
decision on the programme to combat youth unem-
ployment for which an amount of 110 million units
of account is to be set aside in the coming year in
order to help some 150 000 young people in the Euro-
pean Community to find jobs. The situation is aggra-
vated by the fact that the Commission was fully
supported on this point by all political currents of
opinion in this Parliament and by the Economic and
by Social Committee and that eight Member States
agreed with the Commission's views and with the
ProSramme.
It is incomprehensible that one country, that can be
named by name, for it has become known since that
Council meeting that this country is France, should
differ from the governments of the other Member
States, and especially on the subject of increasing the
number of jobs of social utility. That means, not
seeking a solution by creating jobs in industry only, or
exclusively in the services sector, such as tourism, but
also where possible creating jobs wherever the authori-
ties find it possible to employ young people usefully.
The Commissioner mentioned granting aid to old
people. The handicapped also need help. So much
remains to be done in our society and when one finds
that millions of young people are jobless and receive
unemployment benefit, it becomes clear that we must
think less in terms of productivity alone.
It is precisely a form of higher productivity that we
achieve by making these young people useful in our
society for the money they receive. Moreover, this has
the great advantage that in many cases the training
these people have received can be adapted more
productively to their later work, which can thus
become more easier. 'We must think specifically of
this factor too. And Mr Vredeling has said that the
cost is low. Of course, unemployment benefits which
will have to be included in the calculations.
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Then of course there is the question 
- 
at first I
considered whether we should incorporate it in our
resolution 
- 
whether we should not try to implement
this programme in the eight Member States, and leave
France out. But since the statement we have just heard
by Mr Vredeling, the question arises whether one can
force people to do something. For he himself said that
no one can be forced., no government can be forced.
Of course not. But if the French Government has
objections to this part of the programme, why did
France not consider allocating the money available for
this to the industrial sector where possible ? Then
France could follow a different strategy or policy. But
in any case let us not allow the French to prevent this
programme from being implemented in the other
Member States which fully agree with the plans. For
otherwise the French productivify ideas will be coun-
ter-productive for the European Communiry.
The European Council in London and the European
Council in Copenhagen discussed this question and
now the European Council is meeting in Bremen.
Think of all the publicity there has been and all the
articles that have been written. At last the European
Community is showing its face. At last what was being
talked about in the nine Member States is really
happening. The young unemployed will be able to
work because the European Community has drawn up
a programme for them. This is a very tempting
picture, and for us too since we must now begin to
awaken the voter's interest in direct elections to Parlia-
ment next year.
At last we have a subject which appeals to people 
-and then it is blocked by the attitude of one Member
State ! The Commissioner has said so. It is not a ques-
tion here of the wing-mirrors of cars. No, it is a ques-
tion here of the mirror which the European Commu-
nity is holding up to itself, of whether it will succeed
in showing its face to the citizens next year. That is
the question. And one may also asks what is
happening at this moment to the hundreds of thou-
sands of school-leavers. Can they find their way ? The
Commissioner rightly said that unless something is
done, there will be not six million unemployed in the
European Community in a few years time but nine
million ! That is of course an estimate.
That is why we urgently request the European
Council to correct this situation at the Council of
Ministers as quickly as possible so that this
programme which has been greeted so enthusiastically
in Parliament can be implemented. After the Commis-
sioner's statement, I felt I should make an amend-
ment to our resolution. Paragraph 2 can be deleted. It
reads : Demands a full explanation of the reasoning
behind the French Government's opposition. I think
the Commissioner explained clearly what the French
Government's complaints hitherto have been. So this
paragraph can be deleted, especially since in para-
graph 4 we ask for a full report on the outcome of the
discussion of the report which the Council will put
before the European Council in Bremen. So we can
expect that matters will be put right in that report.
Mr President, I make an urgent appeal to Parliament.
Unfortunately it was not possible to consult the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion on this matter.
Otherwise we would propably have had a resolution
on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education. Instead it was the Socialist
Group that quickly put forward this resolution. I hope
this resolution will be fully supported by Parliament,
although I noticed yesterday that not everyone agieed
that it shoudl be dealt with by urgent procedure. I was
rather surprised at this, since the object of it was to
emphasize once again our enthusiasm for the Commi-
son's plan to combat youth unemployment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, I can assure Mr Albers
that if my colleague Mrs Kellett-Bowman was here
she would be the first to endorse an explanation from
the Commission, because she was with me when we
heard the statement from Mr Vredeling, and would
wish me to intervene on her behalf and on behalf of
the Conservatives.
The hard fact is that this month throughout the
Community there will be many young people leaving
school. The transition from school to employment is
bad enough, and I have met many young people, and
been involved in courses to ease this transition, but
the transition from school to unemployment is a
tragedy and a tragedy facing far too many people in
the Community. The rate of unemployment amongst
the under-20s in the Community is three times
greater than the overall unemployment rate, and to
hold unemployment at its present level the Commu-
nity would have to achieve an annual rate of growth of
5 to 6 % ; this too is impossible. Now obviously, I
have not had the benefit of the work of the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion on this, but in Britain there have been many
documents, comments in the Financial Tintes in
April, European Youth on tbe Dole by Reginald Dale,
and there has been the OECD survey. In my city, Shef-
field, every time I attend an industrial advisory
meeting this is likely to be the first item on the
agenda, and those who are looking after youth employ-
ment welcome any assistance.
Now of course there are a number of reasons why
younger people are suffering from this. Obviously the
general level of unemployment is one factor, and it is
easier to cut down on young people when laying off.
It is easier to cut recruitment. Young people have a
higher propensity to register as unemployed and there-
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fore they are more conspicuous, and of course in
Britain young female workers and ethnic minorities
are the first to suffer. In my city, the Industrial
rX/elfare Society and many heads of business in the
1920s had to set up allotment schemes and other
schemes to provide any form of gainful employment.
Today there are the iob creation schemes. Now, Mr
Vredeling obviously had in mind'a proposal of ll0
million units of account, or 975 million which would
help job creation schemes as a nnatter of urgency.
The Conservative Group and Parliament support the
urgency of this issue but there will be three more
months before Parliament can do anything about it,
and therefore I urge the Council of Ministers to recon-
cile their differences. Ironically, I shall be in Paris this
afternoon and may find from first hand at the Quai
d'Orsay the full reasons for the French reservations.
Ironically, I should record that a proposal that sixth-
formers should be paid an allowance as students in
Britain, possibly costing f200 million a year, is one
that I would have reservations about, although many
of my Conservative colleagues would support it. In my
city, young pcople are being offered f7 a week to stay
at school and in terms of youth unemployment this
may be attractive; but where are we getting to when
we pay people to stay at school, when in reality
people should want to pay to acquire more learning ?
There are many undercurrents and ironies and there-
fore I appreciate that the French have their attitude
and their problems, but this is a problem that must be
resolved quickly. To have young people without jobs,
frustrated and uninterested, could cause a breakdown
in law and order in our Communities, and in some
cities has done so already. Therefore this must be
treated by the Council as a matter of urgency and I
blame them rather than the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Porcu to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Porcu 
- 
(F) W President, ladies and gentlemen,
the results of the last sessions of Council on youth
unemployment were pathetic. My colleague Mr
Lemoine made this clear in the May debate on the
proposals of the Commission.
Unemployment in general and youth unemployment
in particular are growing at an alarming rate in the
Community. It is becoming a permanent, structural
phenomenon. It stems directly from policies carried
out by various governments with the support of the
Community institutions. Yes, young people are the
privileged victims of these policies, whose sole aim is
profit, resulting in austerity, misery and unemploy-
ment for the great mass of the working people.
I can only point to the insufficiency, for want of a
better word, of the Commission's proposals to deal
with the disturbing problems of growing unemploy-
ment. All the Commission is doing is reproposing
measures implemented in most of the Member States
with unspectacular success, it must be said, all of
which only serves to cover up the extent of the under-
lying human drama.
How could I refrain from mentioning here the
measures adopted in France in the last year ? Natur-
ally, young people, in their eagerness to be useful, to
take part in economic and social life, accept any
precarious temporary work offered them. But the only
ones to benefit from such under-employment training
schemes are the management. They get government
subsidies, pay no social security contributions and pay
their young workers 450 FF a month. Quite a good
business proposition for employers !
Unemployment cannot be combated with such
measures. It is like 'putting a dressing on a wooden
leg', as we say in my country. Unemployment is not a
sad fact of life, nor a necessary social evil, nor even
the price we have to pay for scientific and technolog-
ical progress. No, unemployment is one of the most
revealing features of capitalist countries. Its continu-
ous worsening stems from the austerity policies for
workers, and profit-making policies for the multina-
tionals. It is the result of the almighty mess caused by
this big capital policy backed and financed by the
countries which are pushing for a new division of
labour putting even more profits in to the coffers of
the multinationals.
'\U7e cannot hope to check this social plague without
attacking its fundamental causes. To cure youth unem-
ployment, we must cure unemployment in general.
To do this, we must implement a reflationary policy,
which stimulates consumer demand. If we want to
create enough jobs corresponding to the skills, qualiii-
cations and abilities of the young people arriving on
the labour market, we must also create favourable
conditions for lasting growth. This is certainly not the
line followed up till now, nor is it that to be pursued
following the Bremen and Bonn Summits. All we can
expect is new measures accelerating the liquidation
process of many of our concerns, part of a policy
which will favour capital exports more than ever,
together with the movement towards ever-higher
profit margins through the increased use of chcap
overseas labour and the sacking of overseas natural
resources.
Young people need quite another kind of policy. To
save jobs we need to take measures recommended
unanimously by the trade unions : we must move
towards a working week of 35 hours, lower the age of
retirement and increase paid leave. Some will say this
is impossible, that we want 'c wreck the economy,
Management have always found plausible reasons to
counter the workers demands. But can we afford to
forget the cost of unemployment to the community,
in social security and unemployment benefits as well
as the monumental waste of abilities involved ? Can
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you put a figure on the despair which seizes some of
our youngsters who opt out altogether sometimes even
taking their despair to the extreme limit by cutting
short their wasted young lives ?
$(i'e must change this state of affairs not by adopting
temporary measures, but specific ones which actually
create jobs rather than subsidizing industry. Are we to
rejoice at the Commission's proposals, when these
only concern 150000 young persons, that is less than
l0 Yo, which would not even stop the numbers
increasing over one year ? Is it true, Mr Commis-
sioner, that a Commission study has shown that in
order to keep unemployment down at its present level
we need to create 4 million jobs in the Community
every year ? This is another reason why the French
Communist Party is opposed, under the present
circumstances, to the enlargement of the Community
to Spain, Portugal and Greece, as such an enlargement
could only aggravate the crisis and add 2 million
unemployed to the 7 million the Nine already have.
I would like to add, Mr President, that we must also,
in the immediate future, look after the interests of our
young unemployed. The vast malority of them have
no personal funds at all. In France we have proposed
benefits equivalent to at lcast half the minimum wage.
They must also be protected against the exploitation
of temporary work and part-time work, and we must
lay down conditions giving them the same rights as
other workers as soon as they enter the world of work.
To conclude, I hope you will allow a new member of
your Assembly to tell you what the young people,
what the workers think of the construction of Europe,
as they are experiencing it. It is a Europe which, year
after year, is encouraging factories to close down,
cutting jobs and dragging whole regions into decline
and decay. It is no wonder if the younger generation
is losing interest in such a Europe and thinks that it
has nothing to offer them. Next year will see the first
direct elections by universal suffrage. \Ufe have eleven
months left in which to win their confidence. Let us
use these months to carry out a vigorous social
progress policy which, while it may displease those
who seek to use the European idea as a way of safe-
guarding their own privileges, it will, on the other
hand, provide a fresh impetus and upsurge of popular
confidence without which there can be no true
construction of Europe.
President. I call Mr Laurain.
Mr Laurin. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to make some comments on
youth unemployment off my own bat and comment
on the motion for a resolution before us.
First of all, I think we must define the problem before
we can find any suitable solutions.
What is the problem ? The situation in Europe is very
serious.
There are at present 6 million unemployed, of whom
2 million are under 25. Often, a young person is
unemployed without ever having had a job, that is, at
the end of his professional training. The situation is
going to worsen with population trends and the arrival
of more and more young people on the labour
market. These is also the problem of military service.
!7hen a young man returns from military service, he
is not sure of getting his old job back, at least in
France. Whence the need to harmonize legislation on
this point in all the Member States of the Commu-
nity.
In France, one unemployed person out of two is
under 25, and of these, two-thirds are women and
girls. Out of I 050 000 unemployed 
- 
the official
figure; the trade unions say nearer I 500 000 
- 
there
are 500 000 young unemployed. France has the
sorriest youth unemployment record, with the number
of unemployed young people having risen nine-fold
in ten years.
I shall not dwell on the disastrous economic, social
and cultural effects of youth unemploynrent. Vhile
unemployment is an evil in itself, youth unemploy-
ment is particularly detrinrental. From a financial
point of view, it is expensive for the Community ;
from the social point of view, young people, who are
the future of their nations are without a job and feel
rejected by society : from a cultural and moral point of
view 
- 
there is a proverb that says idleness is the
mother of all vices 
- 
youth unemployment inhibits
self-expression and self-fulfilment. It is an affront to
the human dignity and sociologists have been quick
to point to a link between youth unemployment and
juvenile delinquency. This is where we condemn the
callous calculations of the capitalist system which
finds a pool of unemployed necessary in a free
economy as a lever against wage and other workers'
demands.
This is the problem, then, How are we going to solve
it?
Let us first examine the Commission's proposals.
\(hat is being proposed is the granting of new
Community subsidies from the new European Social
Fund in favour of young persons. Two kinds of aid are
envisaged.
Firstly, subsidies to concerns employing young
workers and, secondly, to programmes to employ
young people in the public services sector.
According to the Commission's calculations, 150 000
young people will benefit from this aid.
Now for my comments on the proposals. Recuitment
premiums have already been tried out in most of the
Member States with little success to date. In France, as
you may know, we have a national agreement on
youth employment, and only 50 % of young people
recruited under such practical training schemes are
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sure of being kept on. So this is a slrort-term measure
serving more to camouflage unemployment than to
cure it.
As for the public, social and socio-cultural sector, the
proposal is interesting but does not go far enough.
The French Left, in its election programme, had
planned 1.t0 000 jobs in this sector out of a total of
500 000 new jobs a yeat. It was an absurdity for the
French Government to reject this measure.
\0flhich proposals do I think will best solve this
problem ? The real solution is to create jobs in the
various sectors, and especially in productive industry
for economic reasons. Then there are two other kinds
of measures. Social measures could create jobs while at
the same time improving working conditions : at first,
a 4O-hour working week without loss of earnings, then
35 ; retirement at 50 and at 55 for women and people
doing heavy work ; fifth shift on a permanent basis. In
reply to any objection on grounds of expense, I would
ask this : is it better to pay people for doing nothing
or to help create proper jobs ? Here too I would like
to see labour legislation harmonized. Let me quote a
concrete example. In Lorraine it has been calculated
that if the social measures I have just mentioned were
carried out, l8 000 new 
.iobs could be created, that is,
half the present total of local unemployed. In other
words, nearly all young people could find a job by
means of this first series of measures.
As for the second series of measures, well, obviously
an overall industrial policy which is dynamic planned
and orientated towards industrial diversification and
aid to small and medium-sized businesses and craft
industries. Lastly, we must clearly review professional
training policy and tailor it to the number and nature
of the jobs provided by this type of planning.
I would like to conclude by saying that youth unem-
ployment is not a tragic fact of life any more than
unemployment in general. It can be gradually cured if
we want it to be, but the political will is still lacking.
!7e possess the means to do it, but we need the
courage and imagination to use them. Youth unem-
ployment is a crucial problem which puts the very
future of our civilization at stake.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Murray of Gravesend.
Lord Murray of Gravesend. 
- 
Mr President, like
many of the other speakers, I do not intend to say a
lot about this today, but to reinforce what has been
said by them. I think the first thing to note, Mr Presi-
dent, is the unanimity of all parties and nationalities
on this problem, and I think this particularly goes for
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education, which has all along agreed wholeheartedly
with any measures to be taken to eradicate the very
serious problem of youth unemployment. '$(ie face a
situation where we have the highest unemployment
ever known in the Community, and a very large
number of young people is involved. It is something
that, if we do not act with expedition and urgency, is
going to get worse because over the next ten years it is
anticipated that the labour market will increase by
something like 4 million young people a year. It
seems ironic that we on the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education, where we also
have the problem of dealing with education, as well as
members of individual parliaments, are pressing
continually for higher educational standards
throughout the Community, while on the other hand
we have this very serious problem of youth unemploy-
ment. It almost seems, without being too cynical, that
perhaps we shall have the best-educated dole queues
that the Community has ever seen.
Certainly what worries me is the lack of urgency that
appears to be felt by the Council in this matter. When
the President of Parliament received a letter dated 20
April from Mr Hommel, the Secretary-General of the
Council, he asked
that this be dealt with with some urgency, because the
Commission had suggested that the Council should take
a decision on these proosals by the end of June 1978.
The Council would appreciate it if the European Parlia-
ment could deliver its opinion as soon as possible,
and certainly I am sure that Mr Vredeling, when he
comes to speak in this debate, will agree that the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion and the Parliament acted as urgently and as
quickly as possible in the circumstances.
I think, like one or two others who have spoken, that
we face a very serious problem with the credibility of
the Community, particularly in the matter of youth
unemployment. Here we have very many people at
every level, whether they are Members of Parliament,
whether they are working for the Commission,
whether they are working for the Council, or in their
individual parliaments, attempting to put across the
European ideal, that the European Community, that
the Nine, is a credible possibility in a very difficult
world. And yet we have one of the most serious
problems that has hit the Community since its incep-
tion being treated, in my view, and I think in the view
of many others, in a very casual manner. I think it
would not come amiss if the Council met next week
to take some decision, and viewed it with the same
urgency as this Parliament views it, because again we
are going to have a situation where this is going to
drag on and on. And, as my colleague Mr Albers
mentioned, the original proposals received a great deal
of publicity. Those proposals came in like a lion and
seem to be going out like a lamb, and it is up to the
Council to act with great urgency in the matter and
not let this drag on.
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I think, Mr President, that it is very difficult for all of
us to transmit to the Council the way we feel about
youth unemployment and why we feel something
must be done urgently. But I hope that today Mr Vred-
eling will get a feeling coming from this Parliament
that he will present to his colleagues and to the
Council with as great urgency and speed as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kavanagh.
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to begin
by thanking Vice-President Vredeling for his clarifica-
tion of the background to the Council's difficulties in
arriving at a decision on the proposals concerning
youth unemployment. I can only add my support to
the remarks made by my colleagues in the Socialist
Group, who have already spoken of their dismay at
the delay caused by this difficulty.
The press statement issued after the 526th meeting of
the Council on Social Affairs on 29 June last
dismissed the problem of youth unemployment in a
mere eight lines. I think it is interesting to read what
was contained in that statement. It said the Council
held a detailed discussion on the proposals for
Community aid to promote the employment of young
people, during which it identified the last problems
remaining to be solved in this area. The discussions
enabled a broad degree of agreement to be reached on
many aspects of these proposals. However, opposition
by one delegation meant that it was not possible to
conclude the matter that day, and the Council agreed
to report to the European Council in Bremen.
It was that press statement that prompted the Socialist
Group, particularly the Socialist Members on the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion, to move that this matter be dealt with by urgent
procedure. And I must say 
- 
I am afraid my two
colleagues from Ireland have left the Chamber 
- 
that
it came as a great surprise to me to find that, as Mr
Albers has already said, this vote or urgent procedure
was actually opposed by some Members in this House.
It is even more extraordinary, when youth employ-
ment is such a huge problem in Ireland, that the lrish
Members in the EPD Group should actually oppose it.
I am sure the young people of Ireland will be inte-
rested to read of the stance taken by these gentlemen
in this House. I can only conclude that this vote is
one result of that most extraordinary alliance between
French Gaullists and Irish Fianna Fiil Members in
that particular group. It was made even more extraordi-
nary by the fact that when it came to the next motion
on iron and steel, those same Members could turn
round and vote in favour of an urgent debate.
The press statement is interesting, and, as the Vice-
President has given an explanation of the second para-
graph, I hope that, when he comes to reply to us, he
will say a few words on the first paragraph, and espe-
cially its last sentence which reads : 'during which it
identified the last problems remaining to be resolved
on this subject'.
I assume that this can only mean the actual financial
problems, because if the Council thinks it has
resolved the main problems regarding youth unem-
ployment and that there are only a few remaining
items to be tied up, it would be interesting to hear
what these last few problems are. They should tell the
people of Europe, and particularly the young people,
that they have got so far, because nobody is aware that
such progress has been made at this stage.
Our Members who have already spoken have
expressed their amazement at the French stance. In
previous debates on this matter we learned from Mr
Vredeling that there are 350 000 young people out of
work in France. !7e could go through the whole
Communiry and give figures, but his estimate on that
previous occasion was that people under the age of 25
account for about 40 o/o ol all unemployed. Now that
is indeed a very serious situation. It is not merely a
problem for the Community; it is a problem also for
the national governments which are, in their own way,
attempting to solve it. However, the Communiry can
do a great deal more on a broader basis to help in this
area.
The aid in the 1977 budget amounted to 172 million
units of account, and I think the level of that aid is
put in its true perspective when one realizes that this,
as Mr Vredeling himself said, amounts to a mere 86
units of account per young person unemployed
throughout the Community. Now really can we claim
that this level of aid can make any great impact on
the situation ? Nevertheless, we welcome the new
proposals from the Commission, particularly the prop-
osal to open up the Social Fund for two new areas of
aid for young people, namely premiums for under-
taking which employ young people and subsidies for
programmes designed to place young people in jobs
of public interest. An amount of I l0 million units of
account is proposed for this, and the Commission has
entered this in the preliminary draft budget for 1979
under the Social Fund.
The European Parliament has supported the Commis-
sion's proposals and in the Lezzi report on Tuesday 9
May 1978 the Socialist Group was in entire agreement
with the proposals. If, during the discussion on the
budget, the Council tries to remove any or all of that
money from their budget, then we can assure the
Commissioner that this group will fight to re-enter
the full amount ir: the budget. I could not imagine
that it would ever take that step, but should it happen,
we can give that assurance to the Commissioner.
As has been said, the number of unemployed youth is
rising each year. The most urgent and daunting task
facing Europe is to deal with that problem. All
speakers today have mentioned the traumatic effect of
unemployment on young students particularly, after
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years of study geared towards achieving useful and
gainful employment. Certainly it is not a new feature
of the Irish scene, but in the past in my country we
had the safety-valve for young people of emigration to
Britain and elsewhere. I do not think that safety-valve
exists any more. It was an unsatisfactory way of
dealing with the problem, but it did mean at least that
young people could look for work' in a country not
too distant from them. That problem is now almost as
great in the United Kingdom as it is in Ireland and
Ireland, with the help, I hope, of the Community, will
have to solve its own problems.
Mr President, I can best conclude by repeating the
remarks made in a previous debate on this subject by
Mrs Dunwoody. She said that we, as elected representa-
tives, cannot pretend to have fulfilled our role if we
can still look at the huge numbers of unemployed
young people of the Community and say, 'Itr7e have
no allswer for you, we have only words of comfort.'
The words of comfort come too late, are too few and
should no longer be necessary. Ve must find an
answer, and I ask the Commissionto do that and to do
it now on behalf of all of us.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fitch.
Mr Fitch. 
- 
Mr President, youth unemployment,
like unemployment in general, is a world problem
and many of the solutions to unemployment in the
Community can only come about by world action, but
that, of course, does not mean that we in the Commu-
nity should do nothing at all. \7e have reached a
stage, in my opinion, an intolerable stage, in the high
rate of unemployment, particularly youth unemploy-
ment, which would not have been tolerated 25 years
ago. It is being tolerated now, I think, due very
largely, at least in the Community, to the fact that we
have some very fine social welfare schemes which do
indeed cushion the worst effects of unemployment. In
fact they have taken, shall I say, the cutting edge off
unemployment in many respects. But it would be
wrong to assume that this state of mind is going to
exist forever and I think we should be very compla-
cent if we did so.
Now, unemployment, and in particular youth unem-
ployment, in individual countries, is not only due to a
lack of demand but also due to structural factors. For
example, unemployment varies from region to region.
It certainly does in the United Kingdom. It is high, as
has already been stated, amongst female workers. It is
high amongst unskilled manual workers and certainly
these are problems which I think the Commission, I
am sure, have taken and will take into consideration. I
think possibly part of the answer is how we, in fact,
invest in new industries. But this, of course, can be to
a certain degree itself counter-productive because I
have a feeling, and I hope I am wrong, that much new
investment will mean rationalization of industry. That
may be a necessity, I agree, but rationalization, of
course, can bring with it additional unemployment.
In my opinion smaller firms which are labour-inten-
sive should indeed be helped much more than they
are at the moment and I would ask the Commission
to consider certain aspects, including, of course, the
schemes for iob creation, the early retirement of
elderly workers, although again I utter a word of
caution here, because early retirement to some people
iust over 50 can indeed be cruel because they feel,
quite rightly, even at that age, and particularly if they
are healthy, they still have a lot to contribute. So these
problems are not easy ones to face and any solution
which we think we may have brings in its own train
certain problems, but certainly early retirement is
something we have to give some serious consideration
to.
Another thing, of course, which probably would not
find agreement in his House, but I hope would find
agreement in the Socialist Group 
- 
for whom I am
not speaking, incidentally 
- 
and that is the creation
of more State factories, either State-aided factories or
State-owned factories.
But I feel that the fundamental answer to this is an
expanding world economy and I feel it is those
nations within the Community whose economies
fortunately are better founded at the moment than
others which should perhaps give a more positive lead
than they are doing. Certainly the growth of world
trade in the 1970s has been roughly 10 % of that
during the 1950s and this I think is a factor which
must be borne in mind.
Finally, may I finish with a quotation from Shakes-
peare ? Some people think the most tragic words that
Shakespeare ever wrote were Othello's 'occupation
gone'. Now today we are not discussing people whose
occupations have gone; unfortunately we are
discussing young people who have never had an occu-
pation at all.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Contntission. 
-(NL)Mr President, I can understand Parliament using
my statement on what happened in the Council of
Ministers of Social Affairs as an occasion for
expressing its disquiet and dissatisfaction with the
present situation.
Mr President, this is exactly what I was saying
yesterday in my statement. I too am disappointed by
the fact that this matter has been held up because of
an objection which we feel to be mistaken, which
makes it so difficult. Sometimes there are interests at
stake which quite understandably prevent the Council
from reaching a decision. That does not mean we
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approve but at least we can understand what is
happening. But the situation here is different. In this
very specific case, an objection of principle was raised
by one of the Member States, France, against the crea-
tion of jobs with Government funds.
And when Mr Kavanagh and others ask what the
problems were, what this opposition of principle was,
I can only say that action of this sort was held to be
non-productive. This was a curious and very narrow
definition of productiviry which made me think of the
old, outdated arguments of the physiocraric school :
what in fact is productive ? And indeed, I still have
the feeling, Mr President, that it must be possible to
change the views of those who oppose it. I do not
know how this is to be done; there will undoubtedly
be a discussion on this in the European Council 
- 
I
can't imagine there not being and we must
wait for the result. Ve shall find that out today. I too
can only hope that the European Council will invite
the Council and Commission to continue its activities.
rVe must find a solution, Mr President. It is not
possible for the campaign against unemployment
amongst young people, after these two express invita-
tions from the European Council itself, to continue to
be blocked I have to tell you, Mr President, that the
Commission and myself will not rest until this situa-
tion is rectified.
Turning to Mr Porcu's specific questions on the
Commission's study and the 4 million new young
unemployed every year, this is of course a figure from
which one must subtract the number of older
employees leaving the labour market.
The net effect of the young people now coming on to
the labour market in large numbers as a result of the
baby boom between 1950 and 1950 and the fact that
the number of older people giving up work is for
various reasons now lower than normal, is a surplus
for which approximately 9 million jobs must be
created between now and 1985.
This figure takes account of the fact that more and
more women are wishing to enter paid employment.
It is thus a net figure pointing to the need for an extra
effort to create 9 million extra jobs irrespective of the
fact that there are already now 5 million people out of
work. You must naturally count these people in as
well to see the total size of the problem with which
we are confronted.
I do not need to comment further on the other
remarks. There is one thing I would iike to say and
that is that there must be no misunderstanding that
these proposals lead us to neglect other matters. 'We
shall see this shortly when we deal with the steel
industry. But here we have the measures to combat
unemployment amongst young people, for example
premiums to firms taking on young people. This
point has been received with mixed feelings in some
quarters ; I am thinking for example of Mr Porcu. But
on the other hand there is the opinion of the
Economic and Social Committee, our advisory body,
that came to the conclusion that the creation of
employment with Government funds was the most
interesting proposal. That is also the case in the
United States where 80 % of measures to deal with
matters of general interest are aimed at urban renewal,
rural areas, conservation programmes and all that type
of thing. 80 % of Federal resources are devoted to
these measures 
- 
and in America they are doing an
awful lot, more than we think 
- 
as against only Z0 o/o
for direct premiums to firms. This is the other side of
America. I just mention that as an example in view of
this incomprehensible opposition against these
projects in the public interest by one of the govern-
ments of the Member States. These misunderstandings
- 
I said 
- 
must be avoided. I also said that we must
not be misinterpreted as being not in favour of doing
other things. This was also put forward as an argu-
ment in the Council 
- 
I think I can say this 
-where for example it was also said that the introduc-
tion of a fifth shift in the steel industry was much
more important.
Of course that is important Mr President, but this type
of work-sharing is something we are working on and
our work is taking its normal course. This is one of
the topics for the Tripartite Conference. But these
employment programmes do not take the place of
work-sharing for young people, nor that of other
measures whose importance I would like to emphasize
such as early retirement, the granting of a sabbatical
year and that sort of thing. These sorts of measure
aimed at spreading work over more people is some-
thing completely different from the creation of
employment for young people in the context of social
objectives of general interest. I had the impression
that misunderstandings could arise in some quarters.
\U7e have both the premiums to firms taking on young
people and the projects aiming to finance the improve-
ment of social conditions from Government funds,
and we have the measures to do with work-sharing
such as early retirement, raising of the school-leaving
age and so on. These are three types of measure, Mr
President, which do not and cannot replace each
other.
These were the remarks which I wanted to make. I
think it is right to thank Parliament for the support it
has given to the Commission. There is a real danger
that whenever there is a complex situation in the
Community, there should also be a division within
Parliament. I am pleased to note that this is not the
case here. All the members who have spoken, have
unanimously deplored what has happened and have
said they are unable to understand the reasons for the
opposition to our proposal, why there should be objec-
tions to employment programmes for young people,just as the other eight Member Srates have done. I
hope, Mr President, that we can continue in this vein
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and I conclude with the same phrase that I used
yesterday to wind up my speech : 'the Commission is
maintaining its proposals !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in my opinion Mr
Porcu's amendment does not contribute to the clarity
of the resolution. The resolution is about unemploy-
ment amongst young people and this addition
weakens the text. \What Mr Porcu proposes has greater
relevance to this morning's debate on preparations for
the Tripartite Conference.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Porcu.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) | am surprised to hear my colleague
speaking in these terms, as I believe he is a member
of the Socialist Group, and another speaker, a member
of the French Socialist Party, was making the same
demands iust now as those I am proposing in my
draft amendment. It is true that my friend and compa-
triot took the precaution of stating that he was
speaking personally, but I do not understand refine-
ments of this sort when we are drawing up demands
in a debate. In short, I do not see why it should
weaken the text to include them in the resolution. I
therefore maintain my amendment so that it may duly
be put to the vote.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ? The
motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
together with the amendment which has been tabled
at the end of the sitting. The debate is closed.
14. Situation in tbc iron and steel industry
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 233178) tabled by Mr Porcu, Mr Eberhard
and Mr Soury on behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group on the situation in the iron and steel industry.
I call Mr Porcu.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) Mr President, colleagues, we cannot
debate matters concerning the iron and steel industry
without referring to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community. Article 2 of that
Treaty lays down in particular that
the European Coal and Steel Community shall have as its
task to contribute, in harmony with the general economy
of the Member States and through the establishment of
the common market (...), to growth of employment and
a rising standard of living in the Member States.
I should also like to read (d) of Article 3 which states
that the Community
shall ensure the maintenance of conditions which will
pncourage undertakings to expand and improve their
production potential and to promote a policy ol using
natural resources rationally and avoidrng therr unconsid-
ered exhaustion.
How do these declared intentions look today ? As far
as the standard of living of iron-ore miners and
steelworkers is concerned, it is in steady decline. Not
only are wages continually lagging behind price
increases, but they are seriously handicapped by the
partial unemployment which has been affecting thou-
sands of miners and steelworkers for several years.
!flhat about those who lose their jobs and the thou-
sands of young people 
- 
whom we have just been
discussing 
- 
whose first steps in the adult world, as it
were, take them to swell the ranks of the unem-
ployed ? As regards the conditions encouraging under-
takings to maintain their production potential and
promote a policy of using natural resources naturally,
the record is just as disastrous.
Since 1962 a production capacity of more than 4
million tonnes of steel has been closed down in
Lorraine, to mention only the region for which I was
elected. That means 3l iron-ore mines, with a produc-
tion capacity of 25 million tonnes of iron-ore have
been closed.
In total, 32 000 jobs (2a 800 in the iron and steel
industry and 7 200 in the iron-ore mines) have disap-
peared in this industry for which the ECSC promised
such a brilliant future.
Quite recentl), since 1976, this liquidation of the iron
and steel industry has been going on at an unpre-
cented pace. Statistics published lately by the Commis-
sion in Brussels show that between January 1976 and
May 1978, 16800 jobs were lost in the French iron
and steel industry, an ll o/o reduction in 24 months.
At the same time the Lorraine iron-ore mines have
shown a loss of 1 787 iobs, and three iron-ore mines
have closed or will be closing during 1978 alone.
The steel plan of 1976, launched by the French
Government, has thus been fully implemented in 24
months. It has received extensive political and finan-
cial support from the Community. It has been
financed out of contributions from the Member States.
Quite recently, on l5 June, we were informed that the
European Community had decided to grant loans
amounting to 70 million French francs to the Soci6t6
des Aci6ries et Laminoirs de Lorraine (Sacilor). These
70 million francs are in addition to the 325 millions
provided since 1975. Sacilor duly pocketed this
handout and immediately called a meeting of the
company's central committee, on 27 and 28 June.
You might well think that this was to tell them the
good news. But no, it was to announce 2 500 redun-
dancies between now and 1980, in addition to 7 500
already made redundant since 1975.
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So the more money the iron and steel companies
receive, the more iobs they make redundant. In this
way Sacilor is pocketing 39 500 French francs for
every job it takes away. Do you expect workers in the
iron and steel industry to support a Europe which is
so generous to management and so stingy to them-
selves ? But the accelerated implementation of the
French 'steel plan' is not enough for my country's
monopolies. To them, and to the financial groups
controlling them 
- 
the Banque de I'Union euro-
p6enne, the Banque Bruxelles-Lambert, the Soci6t6
g6n6rale de Belgique, the Banque de Suez et d'Indo-
chine 
- 
the 1976 French 'steel plan' was a sort of
admission fee which they paid to ioin the suprana-
tional club that EUROFER constitutes. This was the
first stage in a much larger, supranational restruc-
turing operation throughout the Europe of the Nine
which is being hammered out by the Commission
and Viscount Davignon.
Some new General Objectives for Steel 1980 
- 
1985
- 
1990 were presented by Mr Davignon to the ECSC
. Consultative Committee. They are to be submitted for
the approval of the Council of Ministers on 23 July.
These General Obiectives are very clear : between now
and 1980, more than 20 million tonnes of rolled steel
production capaciry, mainly of long products the
production of which must be discouraged, as Mr
Davignon says himself, must be cut out, while giving
full rein to the competition 
- 
from non-member
countries, and also presumably from the new
members of Europe.
And perhaps Mr Davignon was thinking of Spain,
whose iron and steel industry, also undergoing reor-
ganization, is likely to become the main supplier of
certain sections and special steels.
These 20 million tonnes of capacity to be closed
down will cost at least 100 000 iobs in the iron and
steel industry of the Nine, according to a statement by
one of Mr Davignon's colleagues on 9 June. The iron
and steel industry of the Nine has already lost almost
55 000 jobs berween January 1976 and May 1978,
representing 9 o/o of. total manpower in 1976, and is
now to lose another 100000 or 14o/o of total
manpower in the next two years.
As regards the Lorraine iron-ore mines, the plan is to
make 2 500 jobs redundant out of the remaining
5 800 and to reduce the production level to 30 million
tonnes of steel, while continuing, let me make this
clear, to import iron-ore from outside the Community
countries. !7hich just goes to show that those who
preach about austerity, economy, hard work and the
need for savings, like Mr Ceyrac and Mr Raymond
Barre, are quite prepared to sacrifice France's most
important natural resource, its iron-ore, of which the
Lorraine deposits still contain 5 000 million tonnes,
on the altar of profit; they are prepared to sacrifice
several rolling mills in the Orne and Fensch valleys
and to sacrifice the Usinor-Longwy coking plant, just
as they have already sacrificed five blast-furnaces
reconditioned by Sacilor, as they have already sacri-
ficed the a Chiers blast-furnaces at Longwy, the Trith-
St-Leger plant and the Sudacier mini-steelworks at
Toulon.
In short, they are prepared to sacrifice the entire
Lorraine iron and steel industry, contravening the
ECSC Treaty.
The closure of a whole series of plants is proposed on
the pretext that the iron and steel industry will not
long be able to take on foreign competition, and in
Lorraine it will have to fight to protect flat products
based on phosphorous ores.
If the policy of supranational integration and the
exporting of capital equipment is stepped up, if
increasing use is made of Brazilian ore or Australian
and American coal and coke, if the Sollac mills are
replaced by the rolling mills in Sagunto or the Repu-
blic of South Africa, there can be no doubt that steel
production in Lorraine is doomed in the medium
term, and the iron-ore mines and the coalfields will
be doomed with it.
And all these restructuring measures, whether
proposed or under way, form part of a much larger
plan.
There are plans to introduce a definitive European
supranational policy for the iron and steel industry in
the near future, defining the essential investment
production, manpower and marketing targets for each
Member State and for each region. It is in Brussels, in
the Commission's offices, that Mr Davignon's depart-
ment and representatives of the EUROFER cartel will
determine once and for all the fate of the Lorraine
iron and steel industry, the fate of the French iron
and and steel industry. That is clear from the state-
ment made by Mr Davignon in the Belgian newspaper
Le Soir on 18 and 19 May.
'!7ell then, we say that France must remain in
command of its iron and steel industry, and it has a
number of assets available for its modernization and
development, in its natural resources. It would not
take long to build some coking plants to make full
use of Lorraine coal, and it would not take long to
build some iron-ore processing plants to make the
best economic use of the 4 to 5 000 million tonnes of
ore in the Lorraine deposits and the 2 to 3 000
million tonnes of iron-ore deposits in the west of
France.
The honourable Members of this Assembly may verify
this description of a drastic situation wih their own
eyes.
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I hereby invite a delegation of members to come and
take a look at the Longwy-Villerupt ore field, only a
few miles from Luxembourg, one of the fields affected
most by capitalist restructuring. There you will see
how much damage has been done, and the efforts of
the local authorities which, not being informed of the
restructuring and redundancy plans, have for the last
few years been carrying out a programme to make up
for the acute housing shortage affecting working
people in this area.
It is high time the Community stopped concerning
itself solely with helping the iron and steel companies
to improve their profits. \Jflhy should the workers be
considered as appendages of the machinery ? Their
demands must be heard and they must be satisfied.
The iron-ore miners are calling for early retirement to
be granted to workers with 30 years' service in the
mine, includrng 20 years at the face, for a working
week of no more than 35 hours and for the system
applying to workers in reconverted coal-mines to be
applied to workers in ore-mines as well.
The steelworkers are demanding, amongst other
things, the establishment of a fifth shift in continuous
services for a working week of 33 1lz hours, a 35 
-hour week for discontinuous services and a 40 
- 
hour
week for general services, retirement at 55 and the
opportunity to negotiate early retirement before that
age in the case of workers in companies with organ-
ized reductions in manpower, and a fifth week of paid
holidays. These are not excessive claims.
Do you know that steelworkers who are 55 today
joined the works at the age of 14 of l5 ? Having been
a steelworker myself, I can tell you this at first hand.
Forty years in the blast-furnaces, steelworks and
rolling mills, where you're roasted in front and frozen
behind is enough to wear out any man, however tough
he may be.
It should not be forgotten that for most of their lives
these men have worked a 50 to 60 hour week, and
have been obliged to do l5 hours at a stretch every
three Sundays. \7hat is now to become of these men
thrown out in the street today at the age of 50 to 55 ?
They will never get another job. That is why they
must be given their retirement.
On the eve of the 21st century, they still have to work
seven days a week, eight hours a day, day and night, in
order to be entitled to a so-called compensatory rest
period. They find it difficult to sleep and eat, particu-
larly since they have to live on rough housing estates,
where soundproofing has scarcely even been heard of.
So a fifth shift needs to be introduced, not just for
economic reasons but also on human and social
grounds.
Those, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, are some
of the ideas which should be taken into account when
giving the workers their answer.
The Communists do not claim to be the only ones to
be putting forward social proposals which do full
iustice to the word humane. I know that Commis-
sioner Vredeling has also recommended that a whole
series of social measures should be taken on behalf of
workers in the iron and steel industry, but I also know
that these proposals are running into management
opposition.
Our Assembly, whose election by universal suffrage is
to take place in less than a year's time, should be
backing the workers if it really wants to contribute to
the building of a Europe of progress and economic
and social democracy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F)W President, it so happens that in
my own country's Parliament I represent the iron and
steel area of Charleroi ; so I too can comment on the
basis of personal experience.
I should like to start by saying that we are very
anxious to see the Community's achievements in the
field of the iron and steel policy preserved and conso-
lidated. The Coal and Steel Community dates, as
everyone knows, from 1951. In the present circum-
stances, when the Community is rightly being criti-
cized for dragging its feet over the definition and esta-
blishment of new common policies, it would in our
view be exceedingly regrettable if a joint responsi-
bility, set up by the Treaty of Paris five years before
the economic community was even created, were now
to be unravelled, downgraded and dismantled.
In other words, the general crisis and the difficulties
which have been affecting the iron and steel sector in
particular for more than three years could not, in our
view, in any way iustify falling back on sham solutions
of a national nature. The Community framework of
the iron and steel policy must remain tightly knit, it
must retain its predominant character, though of
course this does not exclude supplementary national
measures, even quite important ones, provided that
they are integrated into a completely decisive Commu-
nity design. It is of course easy to blame the ECSC for
the trouble caused by the crisis. The real question now
is how great a crisis would there be if the Coal and
Steel Community did not exist !
Next I should like to recall the fact that the Treaty of
Paris which established the Coal and Steel Commu-
nity has, unlike the Treaty of Rome, a strongly diri-
giste character. Vithout wishing to bandy ideological
slogans of the kind sometimes used by right-wingers
on the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, I should like Members to bear in mind that all
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the clauses of the ECSC Treaty should be applied, not
because this is the way to put some people in the
ideological right compared with others, but because
the Treaty is precisely worded, it is precise in its inten-
tions, it constitutes a political commitment and it
must therefore be honoured.
!7e take the view that even the most dirigiste clauses
of the ECSC Treaty should be carried out. Thus, to
speak personally, I think it is rather paradoxical that
in the present situation there has been no declaration
of a manifest state of crisis as explicitly provided for
in one article of the Treaty.
My third comment concerns public aid, whether this
takes the form of loans or, for the most part, interven-
tion of different kinds. Mr President, my counrry has
had to live with the scandal of the coal policy for
some years : non-returnable subsidies have been
granted to the coal industry, without any change in
the status of ownership, and without any intervention
by the State in the management of this important
sector.
In the light of this disastrous experience, I hope very
much that it will not be repeated in the iron and steel
sector, whether at Community or national level. That
is why, just as we are demanding for my own country,
we are calling for public aid in the iron and steel
sector, especially that granted to private companies, to
take the form of a controlled interest in the under-
taking. rVe reject non-returnable subsidies in favour of
taking an interest in capital, and when I say
'controlled interest', I mean not iust getting representa-
tives of the State to intervene, but also organizations
representing workers in the regions concerned and in
the companies involved.
I will now turn to the guidelines and measures
adopted by the Commission in a number of areas.
First, the Commission has followed a line of moderate
protectionism, not just with regard to the well-known
exporting countries (Japan, Brazil, and the new Third
\7orld producers) but also Czechoslovakia. The
Commission recommends reorganization of this
sector, and is right to do so because the sector must be
made viable. It is recommending regional redeploy-
ment, which is vital for economic, social and human
reasons and of course the operation of restructuring
the iron and steel industry must be accompanied by
the creation of new fobs by way of compensation. lUYe
also appreciate the measures taken in the field of
social readjustment, and in this regard, I should like to
stress that it is not enough simply to make generous
arrangements for early retirement. Occupational
training schemes, linked to the industrial redeploy-
ment operations, must be introduced. For if all
workers over a certain age in the iron and steel
industry were give early retirement, the regional
economic problem would remain unsolved and we
should be faced with industrial wastelands which
would be politically, socially and humanly unaccep-
table.
So we appreciate in principle the Commission guide-
lines which I have just summarized, but they seem to
us to be inadequate. Having said that, we should like
to place the responsibility in the right quarter : for the
Commission is not to blame for shortcomings which
should be laid at the Council's door. IUThen the
resources of the Regional Development Fund and the
Social Fund happen to be inadequate for certain opera-
tions, it is not the Commission, whose proposals were
generous enough, which should take the blame, but
the Council, which has often rejected the proposals
put before it.
Moreover, the Member States have certain responsibili-
ties themselves. There can, for instance, be no doubt
that Belgium could stimulate domestic consumption
of steel by incorporating more steel in its housing
programmes, promoting central heating, modernizing
our railway network and so on. I now want to come to
the motion for a resolution which we are discussing
here in order to put the case for the two amendments
which we have tabled.
Mr President, I must ask you to pardon the impro-
vised nature of these amendments, which are not
quite in their correct in form. I do not know whether
it is usual to correct tabled amendments, but I should
like to say that Amendment No I is fustified by the
fact that in our view the Commission's estimated
reduction of jobs in the iron and steel industry are for
the period to 1985 and not just to 1980, and that
these estimates do not take account of corrective
action which is still possible. So our amendment
should read:
Having regard to the revision of the General Ob.jectives
for Steel 1980-1985-1990, and to cerrain estimates by the
Commission providing for the phasing out of at least
100000 jobs by 1980, unless remedial action is taken ...
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F)The Objectives state '1980' and not
'l 985'.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) . . . Before coming here I had a
talk with some trade unionists who are members of
the Committee on Employment and the Economic
and Social Committee, and they said that in their view
the proposed reductions were for the period to 1985.
Commissioner Vredeling will tell me exactly what the
position is ; in any case, these are reductions which
could be tempered by remedial action.
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As to Amendment No 2, I should like to read out the
first indent as I originally drafted it :
Vhereas, since the entry into force of its measures to
combat the serious difficulties facing the iron and steel
industry, the Commissron has put into action its determi-
nation to proceed simultaneously wrth the restructuring
of the iron and steel industry, regional reconversion and
social readjustment prolects, in order to counter the
effects o( the world steel crisis on the workers.
I should like this text, as here amended, after being
twisted by successive translations and rendered politi-
cally unintelligible, to serve as the official reference
text.
Vith regard to the amendment by Mr Miiller, may I
briefly say that in principle we accept his amendment,
the aim of which is to allocate steel custorns dutie.t to
supltlnrcnt the .tocial and regional poliq' funds in
the iron and steel sector, as we have already said in
the context of the budgetary debates for 1978.
However, we feel that this rather incomplete and
improvised debate is not the right occasion on which
to adopt a position on the matter. lU7hen it comes to
the allocation of customs duties these should be
considered in a more detailed debate. Our colleague
Mr Lange, chairman of the Committee on Budgets,
has emphatically asked that this should be done. So
we welcome the principle of this amendment, whilst
calling for its detailed examination to be deferred
until September. Our group will then take the initia-
tive of calling for a full debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hans-IU7erner Miiller to speak
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Hans-Verner Mtiller.- (D) Mr President, like
the last two speakers I also have the honour to rePre-
sent a steel-producing region of the European
Community. I come from neighbouring Saarland and
the gloomy picture which Mr Porcu has painted here
certainly applies equally to other areas. The crisis in
the steel industry is becoming a permanent subiect of
debate in this House, so I do not think we always
need to start from scratch, as you, Mr Porcu, just did
by complaining, inter alia, that the Community is
importing an awful lot of coal. This is something we
discussed two days ago when we debated the Ibri.igger
report. If you complain that we are having to face
competition from Brazilian, Australian or South Afri-
can coal, well, we also have to face competition from
Polish coal, for example. I iust want to put that on
record for the sake of completeness. The problem is
not going to be solved by a lot of fine speeches 
- 
on
the contrary, we shall have to get down to some
detailed work in tackling this extremely complex
crisis.
I think it is quite right that this question should come
up again and again, since the consequences of iobs
being lost in this sector simply cannot be underesti-
mated. In the Saarland, which is also not far from here
- 
if we go to Longwy, we could just as well send a
delegation of this Parliament to the Saarland 
- 
a very
significant survey has been carried out which shows
that, for every job in the steel industry, there are two
other dependent jobs in ancillary industries, and that
means 
- 
to look at it in a negative sense 
- 
that for
every redundancy in the steel industry there will, after
a certain time lag, be two redundancies in other
sectors unless action is taken.
There is much often heated political discussion in all
regions affected by the steel crisis. Of course, the
public is concerned. Aid and restructuring measures,
both at national and Community level, have been
introduced. I might recall in this connection that, the
day before yesterday, we referred the Ansquer report
on one aspect of this whole issue back to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs with a
view to achieving a degree of harmonization in the
introduction of Community aids. My group 
- 
and I
myself, speaking in a personal capacity 
- 
therefore
fully support the request made in the motion for a
resolution before us today, paragraph l, of which:
Asks the Commission for prompt and comprehensive
information concerning its proposals for restructuration
projects and for social measures to accompany the
projects ;
\U7ell, a certain amount of information has already
been given. rVe are all familiar with Article 55 (2) (b)
of the ECSC Treaty. \7e know about the tideover
allowances, the plans for early retirement pensions 
-to mention iust some of these social measures 
- 
and
the restructuration projects have also been made
known to us and, through us, to the general public.
On the other hand, however, the concern expressed
by the motion for a resolution and Amendments Nos
I and 2, as tabled and explained by Mr Glinne, should
certainly be recognized here, and I am perfectly
prepared, Mr Glinne, to do as you suggest and with-
draw my own Amendment No 3, possibly referring it
back to committee, so as to take account of the
concern felt and the procedure you have proposed, if
that will help us to move ahead. I accept, in other
words, that these are technical budgetary matters
which do not necessarily belong in the preamble of
this type of resolution. I am grateful, however, that
you fully accept and understand the concern
expressed in my amendment. I simply believe that we
should all make a combined effort to see that deci-
sions of both the European and national authorities
are made somewhat more transparent for the Euro-
pean public at large and, in particular, for those
directly affected, so as to help to psychologically
lessen the anxiety of those concerned wherever
possible.
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I should like in this connection to give my very
special thanks to the Commission, particularly to the
Commissioner responsible, Mr Davignon, for the
extremely cooperative way in which he has made
himself permanently available to Members of this
House to talk about this complex issue, both in
committee and in individual discussions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, I too come from a steel
city, Sheffield, and have been involved in the steel
industry all my life, and I may say to Mr Porcu that I
have made steel and I have worked in a steel plant too
but that is many years ago. Today, meetings of Heads
of State and meetingp of the Council are taking place
in Bremen and Bonn, and whether we are dealing
with this subiect or the previous one, the most vital
thing is to take the right economic and monetary deci-
sions to achieve industrial expansion, an expansion
which will percolate to the European and world steel
industry.
May I dwell on Mr Porcu's argument about importing
iron ore ? To the east of Sheffield 
- 
and the Sheffield
steel industry grew up because of this 
- 
there are low-
grade iron ores, mainly in Lincolnshire and round the
Nottingham, Grantham, Northampton area. The iron
content is probably 23 to 28 %. In the reserves used
in Canada and South America, Africa, one expects a
natural iron content of. 65 o/o and with sintering and
other techniques, such as flotation methods, which I
have seen, one could get up to the 85-90 0/o sinter
product being shipped overseas. Therefore one comes
to the question of the energy content of a high-energy
material 
- 
steel 
- 
and therefore Mr Porcu's argu-
ments rather oversimplify the issue. He has raised
them and I hope he does not deceive his own citizens
in Lorraine as to the nature of the problem.
Now, I hoped we would have had a maior debate on
this subject earlier this week on the Ansquer report
(Doc. 180/78) when Commissioner Davignon was
here. \7hy I hoped for this is because perhaps the
worst news of all time came out of Britain, at the
annual meeting of the British Steel Corporation 
- 
in
fact, had I not been here I had been invited to be
there with other interested Members of Parliament 
-when Sir Charles Villiers announced losses of i 443
million. Now, obviously the steel industry of the
Community, let alone elsewhere in the world, face a
crisis of confidence. Under such circumstances
national governments in the Community could work
in isolation, particularly a British Government because
the bulk steel industry is nationalized in Britain, or
the national governments could work in concert with
the Commission and both work with their own indus-
tries. l7hether it is Sir Charles Villiers or the heads of
other companies facing difficulties in the Community,
when there are reserye cash flows and when losses are
being made against profits, each head and each board
of that company tends to look at the survival of its
own company: that is the nature of the industry in
which they live. I would say that some private
companies, particularly in my city, have not done so
well this last six months, although the special steel
industry may have survived slightly better. But what is
certain is that in the 1930's it was respectable for the
producers of steel to come together and form trade
associations and avoid being exploited by a buyer's
market. Commissioner Davignon has the most diffi-
cult challenge of his life to maintain price stability in
the industry of the Community through Eurofer and
other agencies, and this he stated quite clearly in the
last debate on this subject. It is right that Parliament
should know what is happening. It is right that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs should
examine the actions that Commissioner Davignon has
taken, and we should support him at a very difficult
time.
Some of the amendments deal with the outlook for
1985 to 1990, and these have been published, and it
has been suggested that by 1980 capacity utilization in
the EEC will vary between 65'5 o/o, with average
economic activity, and 71.6 % at high economic
activity. Steel production capaciry could be 200
million tonnes by 1980, but actual production is
expected to fluctuate between 138 and 143 million
tonnes.
Production could reach 158 million tonnes in 1985,
with capacity at 185, and by 1990 173 million with
capaciry 204 million tonnes. The point is that the
capacity rose by 10.5 % between 1974 and 1976,
whilst production fell by roughly 14 %. These are the
figures that the industry has to look at and lean on.
ln the Financial Tirneq just a day after reporting the
annual meeting, a reporter, Mr Roy Hudson, dealt
with the world steel crisis and the challenge to BSC.
He referred to a demand for steel in the non-Com-
munist world of roughly 450 million tonnes and a
capacity and output of nearly 550. He referred to the
league table of losses per tonne : British Steel Corpora-
tion, i 25 per tonne loss, Usinor I 29 and Sacilor,
again in France, I 42 per tonne. And therefore one
comes back to the debate we should have had. Now
obviously the difficulty, as I see it, is that the implica-
tions of the Ansquer report and the Commission prop-
osal 175178 go beyond the seel industry. As the prop-
osal is under the ECSC Treaty, legally the European
Parliament need not be consulted. \7hat is even a
little unfortunate was that the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs did not give this prop-
osal much time. Perhaps the fault is Parliament's.
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This committee has far too much work to do and for a
long time I have advocated an economic and finance
committee on the one hand, and a trade and industry
committee on the other, so that this work would be
split, and I very much hope that after direct elections
the Bureau will put less of a burden on one
committee, so that the committee will have time to
look at these issues. Governments have become more
and more interventionist and Mr Glinne referred to
this. Nationalized industries have been accustomed to
having their deficits made up by the State and private
industry is lapsing into the same way of thinking. It
would help the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs in its consideration of the proposals if the
Commission could give full details of the aids and
amounts involved.
This was requested in an oral question by Mr
Normanton and Mr Van der Mei, on behalf of the
European Conservative Group and the Christian-
Democratic Group, last year. The Commission must
have the information, and it is very much to be hoped
that it will make that information available to the
committee and this Parliament. Now, obviously,
throughout the Community there is a problem of
closures. Some closures have not been handled too
well. Bilston is the latest BSC closure and the subject
was commented on in the British press. It is a difficult
decision, whether for a state industry or a private
company, to close a plant that has poor productivity
figures, poor performance figures, although I gather
that in two months Bilston, for instance, lost f 1.3
million. \7hat is important 
- 
and this has already
been mentioned in the debate 
- 
is that, if we are to
retain steel plant of high productiviry and high effi-
ciency, then other businesses should be brought in. I
am thinking of the Notenboom report ; I remember
attending a debate on small businesses, and I very
much hope that alternative labour intensive businesses
will be given every encouragement possible.
Mr President, may I turn to the various amendments ?
I think my group would most certainly supporr rhis
time the two amendments No I and No 2, particu-
larly with reference to regional reconversion and
social readjustment, because this is what I have been
talking about. Vhat we have go to discuss amongst
ourselves is whether steel's customs duties 
- 
and this
is a hardy annual in this matter 
- 
should specifically
go to social and regional policy in so far as it affects
the iron and steel sector. However, my group would
go along with the compromise reached by Mr Mtiller
and Mr Glinne. I regret that we have to have a major
debate on a Friday with a Commissioner who has not
responsibility for this, but it is extremely important
and the appropriate committees of the Parliament
should watch the very difficult period that those
running the industry and the Commission will have
to face, because there is no visible upturn in demand
for steel and all those working in the industry feel as
insecure and uncertain as they did 40 to 4.1 years ago.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laurain.
Mr Laurain. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as Socialist member for the Moselle I
would like to place the case of the Lorraine against
the background of aid to the Community iron and
steel industry which is the subject of the motion for a
resolution we are about to vote on, and which I
personally support in spirit if not to the letter.
What is the situation in the Lorraine iron and steel
industry ? A first 'steel plan' determined the number
of jobs that would have to be phased out to ensure
that this industry was competitive with world markets.
This figure was l3 200 for the Lorraine. Now people
are talking about a second 'steel plan' bringing with it
new job cuts estimated at 10 000 up to 1980-198 l. In
all, 23 000 Lorraine workers will have lost their jobs
by 1981.
Apart from the human aspect of the problem, namely
the anguish of thousands of families waiting to know
their fate, the steel crisis also has harmful
consequences, well known to all, on small and medi-
um-sized undertakings, especially in metallurgy, the
building trade, public works and commerce. There are
35000 unemployed in Lorraine, and 16000 of these
are in the Moselle region. The situation here is espe-
cially dramatic because half the unemployed are
under 25.
To understand this situation and its causes, you must
know that the Lorraine iron and steel industry has not
only suffered from the international economic crisis
like all the European and international steel indus-
tries, but it is also heir to a heavy heritage of mono-
industry which is a peculiar feature of the Lorraine
and one on which I would like to elaborate. It is a
region possessing extraordinary natural resources and
is perhaps ihe only region in the world ro possess
such concentrated resources. For in Lorraine we have
iron, coal, salt, wood etc. This region whose working
population is legendary for its capacity for hard work,
was in the l9th century when the first forges were
being built, the ideal place for capitalist development.
This is where heavy industry was born and where
people have tried to keep heavy industry plants as
long as possible while discouraging the scrring up of
processing industries which could, of course, have
introduced dangerous competition for wages. The
Lorraine iron and steel industry has two characteristics
which make it more vulnerable than other compar-
able industries : it is a heavy mono-industry and has
not kept up with the times.
How can we remedy the situation ? \Ve French Social-
ists have never stopped proposing constructive solu-
tions which take the economic realities of the situa-
tion into account. We have always been well aware
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that we cannot work any economic miracles. On the
other hand, we must not be content with technical
considerations which have absolutely no effect unless
there is the political will to apply them in a social
context.
How can the European Community really help the
Lorraine iron and steel industry to get out of its
crisis ? This is the question which all the Lorraine
steel workers are asking through me and my colleague
Mr Porcu.
'!7e must not, be content with talking about restruc-
turing, and I cannot stress this enough. This notion of
restructuring is not enough. Restructuring, i.e. moder-
nization is of course necessary to get back our interna-
tionai competitiveness, but if we really want to solve
the I asic human problem of unemployment, this
restructuring must be accompanied by a conversion of
the Lorraine iron and steel industry into processing
industries which would have the double advantage of
creating new jobs and producing manufactured goods
with high added value suitable for exportation. Up
until now restructuring aid has only served to swell
the ranks of the unemployed. On this subject I would
like the Commissioner to tell us what has become of
the fabulous sums given to the management of the
Lorraine iron and steel industry by the French State
and by the ECSC. How has this been used ? The
French Government has already received many
requests for an enquiry into the subject. So far all
these requests have been ignored; perhaps we shall
have more success if we go to the European Commis-
sion ! It is not enough to provide financial aid ; we
must also provide the means efficiently to monitor
how this aid is used.
Furthermore, it is a little ambiguous to say that the
aid coordination procedure should make an effective
contribution to making structural improvments in the
iron and steel sector without jeopardizing a return to
fre; competition. Aid is never completely without
strings; it can ngver entirely escape from being diri-
giste. How can this be compatible with free competi-
tion ? Vhat we should say rather is that in practice
this sacrosanct freedom of competition is applied
nowhere and is made a mockery of daily by the
system of agreements and capitalist concentrations,
especially by the multinationals.
It is the job of the States and the European Commu-
nity, the defenders of the general interest of our
peoples, to redress and make up for such injustices
and inequalities by helping industries in temporary or
structural difficulties.
The biggest favour that the European Community can
do the Lorraine iron and steel industry is therefore to
help it, I would even say to oblige it, to build up its
own processing industries while the French Govern-
ment 
- 
at least this is what the Left is proposing in
France 
- 
would assure the full internal development
of the iron and steel industry by nationalizing it and
orientating it towards obiectives defined by democratic
planning. This is where a sense of common purpose,
to echo Robert Schuman's declaration can come into
Play.
Helping the Lorraine iron and steel industry to moder-
nize may mean, giving up over-facile plans and ready
formulas. In particular it may also mean giving up a
status quo which would like Lorraine to confine itself
to heavy industry while other European regions hold
on to the benefits of processing and the added value
which it brings.
For the Lorraine workers who want to live and work
in their region, one thing is clear : European Aid
should show itself in new jobs and improved wages
and working conditions. Anything else is just hot air
and waffle. The confidence of the Lorraine workers in
the construction of Europe depends on the efficiency
of this aid.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President ol tbe Contntis.sion. 
-(NL) Mr President, I should like to begin by saying
that I am rather sorry that this debate had to take
place today and that, as a consequence, I have to depu-
tize for Mr Davignon, which of course in this case is
not an easy task, because Mr Porcu in particular has
attacked Mr Davignon in a way which is unacceptable.
This is something I have to say. I have to stand up for
my colleague. As to your remark, Mr Porcu, that Mr
Davignon is hand and glove with Eurofer etc. 
- 
and
all the things you said 
- 
I find it ob.iectionable. Mr
Davignon carries out the Commission's policy and
nothing else. He does that capably, but he does not do
things off his own bat. Like every person he would
probably like to, I would like to myself sometimes,
but if he were to do that, the Commission would
bring him back into line.
So if you want to say something about Mr Davignon I
would ask you to do that in his presence, since he can
defend himself much better than I can. I just wanted
to say that because, if I said nothing I would, in my
opinion, have done less than my duty.
The fact is that the general objectives in question are
constantly being discussed in the Committee, the
consultative body which meets in Luxembourg. Is Mr
Porcu not aware that the whole trade union move-
ment is represented on it, including all the French
trade unions ? My impression was that he conven-
iently forgot that fact. I myself occasionally attend its
meetings. All the trade trnions in the steel industry are
there as large as life when the'obiccti.t't gdndrattx'and
their consequences are discussed. Whatever that
sounds like to you, we call that participation including
the trade unions. If you think that Mr Davignon can
do what he likes without giving an account of himself
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to anyone, that is completely untrue. You yourself are
a living example of this in this European Parliament.
Is that not so ? In this European Community that you
praise so much, we have something called the Euro-
pean Parliament, Mr Porcu, and in that European Parli-
ament you can call members of the Commission to
order, even Mr Davignon if you like.
Mr President, I feel that it would be better if I did not
attempt to replace Mr Davignon in a debate like this
on the extremely important problem of the restruc-
turing of the steel sector. Mr Osborn rightly said that
employers and employees in the steel industry are
feeling insecure. He referred to the situation 40 to 45
years ago. I noticed this during my talks, particularly
those which I had with the trade unions in connec-
tion with my sphere of responsibilities, but also with
employers. There is a feeling of insecuriry. !7e in the
European Community must do as much as we can to
remove this insecurity.
I shall not attempt to explain the restructuring policy
which Mr Davignon has to draw up. That is an
extremely difficult thing. I think he must do that
himself. He can do that much better than I can and I
would just like to say a word about the measures
which are an integral part of restructuring, measures
of a social nature. Indeed, Mr Davignon and I are fully
agreed about the need for social measures to be an
integral part of his restructuring plan. The social
chapter must be an indissoluble part of it.
Mr Miiller has said that we are all familiar with the
measures coming under Article 55 of the ECSC
Treaty. Now, you are familiar with them in the form
they have so far been implemented, Mr Mi.iller, but we
in the Commission are engaged in adapting them to
the dimensions of the present problem. Article 55 of
the ECSC Treaty has been applied in the past, particu-
larly to mine closures. The amount of money paid out
for social purposes in 1977 pursuant to Article 55 has
now, probably for the first time, exceeded the amount
which was ever paid out on mines. It has now been
increased still further.
For social measures in the steel sector, 44 million
units of account have so far been provided f.or 1978
from the current budget for expenditure connected
with the application of Article 55 and this amount
will be increased. \7e are, for example, receiving
enquiries from all the Member States regarding early
retirement, a new measure which we can subsidize up
to 50 %. We are considering various other things. Just
recently a document has been drawn up by the
Commission which will be sent to the Consultative
Committee and then to the Council. It will undoubt-
edly also be discussed here in Parliament. This docu-
ment includes a number of proposals, a number of
suggestions for measures. I have only the French text
before me, the Dutch translation is not yet available :
Abaissentent de I'dge de d4ltart d la retraitc,
atndnagement du trao'ail posti ou cn 6qrtipc, ot'g.1ttitd'
tion du trac'ail bebdomadaire d durie rdduitc, limita'
tion des futtre-t suppl6rn('nldires.
Discussions on these measures are under way. rVe
intend to discuss them with members of the Consulta-
tive Committee at a meeting on 13 July. Taking into
account the views of that committee, the Commission
will then finalize this document entitled 'Volet Socicrl
de la Politiquc Siddrurgitlud.Vle shall then take it to
the Council and it should then be possible to draw up
a coherent social policy in all the countries of the
Community.
!7hat the Commission is trying to do and what I am
tryjng to do is to extend political interdependence to
the social sphere, on the principle that if decisions are
due at Community level which are crucial to and will
have a considerable effect on the steel industry, the
social consequences, the effects on employment, must
no longer be left to the responsibility of the individual
Member States. That would not be sensible. It there-
fore requires the acceptance of responsibility and
financial involvement on the part of the Community
since these effects stem directly from the economic
and trade measures which are taken at Community
level.
It is on this basis, a very general one, but very impor-
tant politically, that the Commission wishes to
proceed when propo;ing further measures for restruc-
turing the steel sector. It is the same basis which we
will adopt, as Mr Davignon said here this week, when
restructuring the shipbuilding industry and all other
issues of similar importance when adiustments need
to be made in order to cope with evident economic
difficulties.
Mr President, I should like to leave it there. I can
promise Parliament that I shall forward the social
sections of the document to be sent to the Consulta-
tive Committee subsequently to the Social Committee
for its information. After it has been discussed by the
Consultative Committee, it will come back to the
Commission and the Commission will decide its final
stance on the social chapter. Then it will go to Parlia-
ment and I can hardly believe that Parliament will not
concern itself with this extremely fascinating and polit-
ically very important matter, that it will not devote a
debate to it during a plenary sitting. I therefore use
this interpellation, if I may use the word, to explain
how we envisage things. I wanted to leave it there
since the debate is not sufficiently prepared. You are
not familiar with our document. You are, indeed, not
yet in a position to be familiar with it.
If I started improvising here and announce its
contents, that would not be fair to the Committee
which has still to receive the document.
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The Social Committee will also receive it for its infor-
mation but the Commission has not yet decided on
its final position. It first wants to hear the Consulta-
tive Committee. And then will come the moment
when Parliament can give its opinion on the basis of
the actual document which we will produce. I thank
Parliament for enabling us to have this matter on the
agenda. I can tell you that the Commission has no
objection whatsoever against the resolution that has
been submitted.
This resolution would be considerably improved by
the amendments which have been tabled particularly
the oral improvement which Mr Glinne made to the
amendment which he and his colleagues have drawn
up. One of the things which I really ought to say is
that the 100 000 jobs which have been mentioned on
various sides are in fact based on figures on develop-
ments which will take place bet'ween 1977 and 1980.
These are based on certain expectations concerning
the rise of productivity and naturally the rate of
economic growth on the basis of forecasts of
economic activity between now and 1980. These fore-
casts show that if we do not take any measures, if we
do nothing at all, if we carry on as we are, between
100 000 and 140 000 jobs will be lost. That is an objec-
tive scientific forecast based on the figures we have.
Let there be no misunderstanding. Let Mr Porcu hear
me well : if no further measures are taken, this will be
the result. Of course, this loss of jobs must be cush-
ioned and absorbed. You cannot just sit back because
otherwise you get problems like those in Lorraine,
Sheffield and now in Belgium and the Saarland and
various other places. Then all these problems descend
upon us. But anyway, to prevent a commotion and
wild rumours, I want to state plainly that in this docu-
ment that I have just spoken to you about prema-
turely, we have suggested ways of absorbing these
numbers, and taking complementary social measures
so as to be able to cope with the difficulties sprung on
us in a socially responsible way.
Alternative employment must be created. Social
measures must be taken, such as early retirement, the
introduction of a fifth shift, some means of shortening
working hours, either by longer holidays or by
granting study leave or whatever and by limiting over-
time. These measures need to be taken because other-
wise the number of lobs I have said will be lost. Our
social policy must include these measures as a matter
of priority.
It will not be easy, since there is always an argument
about these matters between employers and
employees, as you know. I hope nevertheless that it
will be possible to bring the employers and employees
together 
- 
the Commission has a bridging function
to fulfill 
- 
so as to prepare for it. The restructuring of
the steel industry is a necessary process which cannot
be avoided. But it must be possible to carry out this
process in a way to which Parliament and the
Commission can give their assent. $/e are dealing
with people who live and work in conditions which
Mr Porcu and others here have described, people who
live in areas which have to struggle with this and that
make it obligatory to have this restructuring process
take place in a socially responsible manner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Porcu.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) Mr President, first of all I would
like to point out that all these speakers have backed
my report and confirmed that the measures taken by\
the Commission will have heavy consequences for the
employment rate in the iron and steel industry. This,
then, reflects a real situation. It is difficult to deny the
evidence and to ignore the feelings of the workers in
the regions concerned. I willingly put on record for
Mr Miiller's benefit that when, one job is cut in the
iron and steel industry another two are cut in other
industries. I would also like to mention, ladies and
gentlemen, the sizeable number of workers employed
by temporary employment agencies which have prolif-
erated in the iron and steel industry using workers
who can be laid of.f. at a moment's notice without any
redundancy pay and this helps to camouflage the
number of lobs cut which is much higher than the
figures given by the iron and steel industry itself.
Should we then encourage a certain degree of protec-
tionism ? I says yes, in all directions. It is not my prac-
tice to take the political system of a country into
account in taking up my position. The United States
and Japan themselves use certain protectionist
measures. !7hy should not we use them too ? Of
course protectionism does not have all the virtues, but
neither does it have all the vices, and we must know
how to use it properly. Of course early retirement and
golden handshakes are not enougl.r. All the same they
are indispensable and should be continued. I won't
say anything about iron ore here because that would
take too long, but I hope that we shall have a debate
in this House on the use of Community resources, for
iron ore can be enriched and have its iron content
brought up to way above the 27,28 and 30 0/o iron ore
content of the Lorraine ore. I would also like to add
that in Canada and Japan they are using pyrites with
an iron content of 17 o/o which are widely used in
blast furnaces; this is also happening in the Soviet
Union.
If a delegation from our Parliament visits Longwy or
Villerupt then I would not mind making a slight
detour via Sarrebruck, because it is not all that far and
then we could see for ourselves how the monopolist
policy of capitalism is harmful wherever it is and not
only in Lorraine.
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Mr Commissioner, I can tell you that if the Commis-
sion's decisions correspond exactly to what
EUROFER wants it is no coincidence. I am not
saying that EUROFER is guiding Mr Davignon's pen,
but it does so happen that the Commission's decisions
reflect what EUROFER wants much more than what
the iron and steel workers' unions want and demand ;I regret this state of affairs. If Mr 
.Davignon's report
had a different slant I would stress this more forcibly.
You yourselves say that jobs cut have reached the
figure of 100 000 or even 140 000. I had heard this
estimate of 140 000. I had not wanted to say
anythinS: I was waiting for you to say it. I would like
to thank you for your honesty in stating this figure.
\flill it be reached ? Most probably, if we let the
management of the iron and steel industry do as it
pleases, but it will not be reached if steelworkers and
the countries concerned take matters into their own
hands and fight to defend their jobs as they are being
asked to by their trade unions and, by the French
Communist Party. I am no Don Quixote and I would
not have the audacity to see Mr Davignon as a wind-
mill. This is why I hope we shall have a full debate in
this House in the presence of Mr Davignon on the
crucial problem of the iron and steel industry and I
perfectly understand, Mr Vredeling, that you did not
want to take full responsibility for Mr Davignon's
report on behalf of the committee as you are more
especially concerned with the social implications
which I stressed a few minutes ago, and we would like
to back you in this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I have now received
confirmation straight from the horse's mouth that the
estimated number of job cuts 
- 
at least 100 000 jobs
- 
was for now until 1980 and not 1985 as I had
believed in all good faith. Accordingly 
- 
and I too
would like to thank the Commissioner for his great
intellectual and political integrity 
- 
the first amend-
ment proposed by the members of the Socialist Group
should read as follows :
Certain estimates by the Commission providing for,
unless remedial action is taken 
- 
and I insist on this 
-the phasing out of at least 100000 fobs by 1980.
This is the exact text of the amendment which we are
putting forward for the second time.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
together with the amendments which have been
tabled at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
15. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is the votes on the
motions for resolutions contained in reports on which
the debate is closed. \0fle shall begin with the Hugbcs
report (Doc. 205/78) : Regulatiott on bcrring 
.fisbing,
I put the preamble and paragraphs I and 2 to the
vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I and 2 are adopted.
After paragraph 2, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Hughes, seeking to insert the following new para-
graph :
'2a. is greatly disturbed by the imprecise wording of the
regulation and the possibiliry of difficulties for both
fishermen and lawyers in implementing it.'
I put amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 3 to 12 to the vote.
Paragraphs 3 to 12 are adopted.
I call Mr Kavanagh for an explanation of vote.
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Mr President, in my speech last
night I pointed out that I accepted the principle of
the Commission endeavouring to preserve the fish
stocks around the coasts of Ireland, but in making
that speech I pointed out that the application of the
quotas for these waters will bring very grave hardship
to people engaged in the fishing industry, not merely
the fishermen themselves but the people who are
otherwise engaged in the onshore activites such as
processors, transporters and people in packaging etc.
It is because of the lack of any specific proposals in
the report to bring some compensation and aid to
these people following the application of the quotas
or to bring some measure of relief for them as a result
of the total ban on herring fishing on at least half the
coast of Ireland that I want to bring it home to Parlia-
ment, and particularly to members of my own group,
that this is causing a very serious hardship in my
country, so I intend to oppose the resolution on that
basis.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
I now put to the vote the motion for a resolution
contained in the Hugbes report (Doc, 227/78) : Regula-
tiott on fitheries : c'essels .flling the flas of Canada,
The resolution is adopted. I
'!U7e now consider the Hugbes report (Doc. 228/78):
Regulations on fisberiet: cdtch quotas for berring
stocks 
- 
uessels 
.fisbing in tbo Norwcgian econonic
zone 
- 
cdtch quotas for tessels fisbing in tbe u'aterr
ol'tbe Faeroe Islands,
' 
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On Article 2 of the proposal for a regulation, I have
Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Hughes, seeking to
word this article as follows :
'2. direct fishing for herring shall be ptohibited (three
words deleted) until 3l December 1978 in division
VI(a) as defined by the International Council for the
Exploration of the Sea.'
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
'We now turn to the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble and paragraphs 1,2 and 3 to the
vote.
The preamble and paragraphs l, 2 and 3 are adopted.
After paragraph 3, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Hughes, seeking to insert the following new para-
graph :
'3a. Considers that the ban on herring fishing off \flest
Scotland should apply to all fishermen and not
merely to Community fishermen i
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 4 to 12 to the vote.
Paragraphs 4 to 12 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Hugbes report (Doc. 232/78): Regulation on
fisheries : agreenents betueen tbe Comnunitlt,
Sweden, Denntarh, and the Home Gouernnent of tbe
Faeroe Islands.
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Lemp report (Doc. 231/78): Regulation on fish-
eries : agreentent on firheries between tbe Contnunity
and Norwal.
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Liogier report (Doc. 229/78): fu[arket in wine.
The resolution is adopted. I
'rU7e now consider the Ligios report (Doc. 201/78): A
cornnton nedsure for forestry.
I shall ask you to vote first on several amendments to
the proposal for a regulation.
On article 15, paragraph 3, I have Amendment No l,
tabled by Mr Hansen on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, seeking to modify the paragraph as follows :
'3. The Commission shall adopt measures which shall
apply immediately. However, if these measures are
not in accordance with the Opinion of the
Committee, the Commission shall forthwith notify
them to the Council and tbe European Parlianent.
In that event the Commission may defer application
for not more than one month from the date of such
communication.'
The Council, acting by a qualified maloriry may take
a different decision within one monrh. Hou'ercr, i.f'
tbe nteasure bas signifieant budgeta4' eonvqilenee.r,
tbe Council tball dct onl-f in ctgreenent u'itb tbe
European Parl iantent.'
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
On article 15, I have Amendrhent No 2, tabled by Mr
Hansen, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
seeking to word the article as follows :
'16. The Council, after con.ttltirtg the Euroltettn Parlia-
nrent, is accordance with the procedure of article 4J
of the Treaty, may amend or add to the conditions
set out in articles 2 and I I (2).'
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I now put the motion for a resolution as a whole to
the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Howell reltort (Doc. 225/78): llfcrrket in milk
products and butter dt re.lilced Pice!.
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Howell report (Doc. 225/78): Aid to nilk
producers in Nortbern Ireland.
The resolution is adopted. I
I now put to the vote the motion for a resolution
contained in the Cifarelli report (Doc. 208/78): Fruits
and o'egetables.
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Lantberts report (Doc. 181/78) : Dangerous
preparations.
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Albers interim report (Doc. 1 79/78) : 1978
Trilta rt ite Confere n ce,
The resolution is adopted. I
I put to the vote the ntotion fbr a resoltrtion tablcd
b1 lllr Kofoed (Doc. Ta/78): Conpuitiott in tbc air
transport -tector.-
The resolution is adopted. I
r$(/'e now consider the notion lor a rcsolution tabled
by tllr Albers, fuIrs Dunuoodl, atd fu|r Lczzi (Doc.
230/78) : Yout b entltloyntent.
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
' 
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On paragraph 2, I have amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Albers, seeking to delete this paragraph.
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
After paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 2 tabled by
Mr Porcu, seeking to insert the following new para-
graph :
'3a Requests the Council and the Commission, in order
to help resolve the human drama of unemployment,
especially that of young people, to take acocunt of
the claims for the reduction of work time expressed
with increasing vigour by the trade unions, particu-
larly :
- 
the reduction of the working week towards 35
hours ;
- 
the lengthening of paid holidays;
- 
lowering of the retirement age'
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
I put paragraphs 4 and 5 to the vote.
Paragraphs 4 and 5 are adopted.
I call Mr Porcu for an explanation of vote.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) I am extremely sorry that my
amendment has not been passed, especially as a
speaker from the Socialist Party only recently
proposed in his speech the measures er-rvisaged in this
amendment but did not see fit to vote for it ! I am
amazed by this lack of consistency and shall therefore
abstain in the final vote !
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
'!7e now consider the hlotion for a resolution tabled
fu hlr Porcu, Mr Eberbard and .fuIr Soury (Doc.
233/78): Situation in the iron and steel industry,
I put the first recital of tbe ltreamble to the aote.
Tbc first recital of tbe preamble is adoltted.
On tbe second recital of tbe prearnble, I baae antend-
ment No 1, tabled by -foIr Glinne, -fuIr Laurain, -fuIrs
Dahlerup, A4r Ellis, Lord Arduick, seehing to modifu
this recital as follows :
- 
bauing regard to the reaision of tbe General Objec-
tiues for Steel 1980-1985-1990, and to certain esti-
mates by the Commission frouiding for the phasing
out of at least 100,000 fobs by 1980, unless corrective
measures are taken.'
Are there any obiections to the amendment being put
to the vote in this version, as modified by Mr Glinne
during the debate ?
That is agreed.
I put amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
On the third recital of the preamble, I have amend-
ment No 2, tabled by Mr Glinne, Mr Laurain, Mrs
Dahlerup, Mr Ellis, and Lord Ardwick, seeking to
replace this recital by the following text, which I shall
read to you with the stylistic modifications made by
Mr Glinne:
- 
whereas, since the entry to force of its measures to
combat the serious difficulties facing the iron and
steel industry, the Commission has proved its determi-
nation to proceed simultaneously with the restruc-
turing of the iron and steel industry, regional recon-
version and social readjustment proiects, in order to
counter the effects of the world steel crisis on the
workers,
- 
in view, however, of the inadequacy of these measures
and of the need to strengthen considerably the
Commission's activities in respect of the application
of all the articles of the ECSC Treaty.'
\tr7hat is the opinion of Mr Porcu ?
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) | am surprised by such a paragraph,
especially when I see that Mr Laurain is one of the
signatories.
Once again in his speech he lamented the fact that
the necessary, serious conversion measures had not
been taken, yet here the emphasis is put on positive
aspects of the Commission's conversion measures.
I do not understand. I cannot accept such an amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I put amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
After the third indent of the preamble, I have amend-
ment No 3, tabled by Mr Hans-'Werner Mtiller,
seeking to insert the following new indent :
'- taking into account the need to increase the financial
resources of the ECSC by the attribution of steel
customs duties in order to reinforce the social and
regional credits of steel policy;'
I call Mr H.- \U7. Miiller.
Mr Hans-\Terner Mtillel 
- 
(D) Mr President, I
more or less accepted Mr Glinne's suggestion in the
speech I made earlier. I should be grateful if we could
refer this amendment to the appropriate committees.
This should be possible under our rules of procedure,
since the proposal has the support both of Mr Glinne,
as chairman of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and 
- 
according to Mr Glinne 
- 
of
Mr Lange as well. The amendment will thus have
been technically tabled and then simply referred back.
I should be grateful to the House if we could act in
this way.I OJ C 182 of 31. 7.1978.
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- 
Mr H. -!(/. Mi.iller has asked for his
amendment to be referred to committee.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
I put paragraphs I and 2 to the vote.
Paragraphs I and 2 are adopted.
I call Mr Porcu for an explanation of vote.
Mr Porcu. 
- 
(F) I am very sad that a motion for a
resolution whose aim was to help the steelworkers by
the amendments of Mr Glinne and others, when in
their speeches they have expounded on the need to
defend the interests of the workers in this industry.
\flhile criticizing the Commission's action they have
introduced an amendment giving top marks to the
Comnrission.
I cannot associate myself with the vote for this resolu-
tion and I shall abstain.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne for an explanation of
vote.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I would like to stress
that the amendments introduced by certain of my
colleagues and myself are not intended to show
unduly flattering complicity with the Commission.
The Commission's actions are recorded in a positive
light, but there is an important addition and I would
like to insist on the second indent of amendment No
2 which I quote :
- 
in view, however, of the inadequacy of these measures
and of the need to strengthen considerably the
Commission's actions in respect of the application of
all the Articles of the Treaty of Paris.
There is here then a spur to further action and not
just the intention of recording previous actions and
clapping the Commission on the back.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
15. Dates for next part-session
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the
agenda. I thank the representatives of both Council
and Commission for their contributions to our
debates.
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings
be held at Luxembourg during the week from I I to
l5 September 1978.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
17. Approaal of nrinutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which were
written during the debate.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
18. Adiournment of session
President. 
- 
I declare this session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting utas closed at 1.05 p.nr.)
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